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Abstract
The paper presents the main tensions and problems caused by the global financial crisis to the
employment and employment policies in Romania and EU countries. The current crisis has once again
confirmed that economies are interconnected and no region in the world can be independent in a
globalized world economy. Thus, the implementation of EU economic policies in general and
employment policies, in particular, were influenced by the current financial and economic crisis.
Because of this, at the level of EU there have been strengthened efforts to promote employment, as
part of a strategy to overcome financial and economic crisis, through programs such us New Skills for
New Jobs, Lisbon Strategy 2020, Labour market developments in the crisis.
Key words: economic and financial crisis, globalisation, employment policies, labour market

1. INTRODUCTION
The globalization allows the liberalization of capital flows, of the investment, trade and labour ones, in
the context of the intensified international competition. This makes economic developments in one
country to influence and be influenced by economic developments in other countries. Thus, the effects
propagated by the current crisis in various economic sectors affects the confidence in the financial
system, in the market mechanisms, leading to the installation of uncertainty about the future in the
economy.
The main cause of the economic crisis started in the U.S. and then expanded globally through the
contagion effect is the excess of financial investment. The financialization of U.S. economy and as
seen in the global economy is identified by Watt (2008) as a major cause of crisis; it notes that the
share of profits in national income growth in many developed economies has not been accompanied
by a comparable increase of the productive investments, for two reasons. On the one hand, the
managerial activities of corporate have been geared towards short-term profit (and in particular to
increase the share price). On the other hand, much of the funds available for investment worldwide
have turned to property or to the complex and not transparent derivative instruments.
The current global economic crisis has important consequences regarding the relevance of the
economic theories. This crisis involves giving up the paradigms of modernity obsessed by immediate
efficiency, by the immediate financial gain and requires a review of the economic theories and
processes. (Dinu, 2010)
Lately, the social and occupational problems have passed at the forefront of EU's and of the member
countries' concern, seen in their natural connection with the technical and economic ones. It is
noteworthy the American economist Robert Reich's view, which postulates: "There will be no national
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economy, or in any case they will not be what we mean by that term. The main wealth of a nation will
consist of skill and ingenuity of its citizens. The most important political task of the nation will be to
cope with centrifugal forces of the world economy, which stresses the links that unite its people –
offering more to the most skilled and intelligent, while condemning the less skilled to an increasingly
lower standard of living. (Reich, 1996)

As a result of globalization and increasing international competition it decreases the demand
for workers with low qualifications, new jobs involving high performance, flexibility,
focusing on qualities such as: high level of preparation, creativity, openness to change,
initiative. People will have to possess more knowledge, skills and work in multidisciplinary
teams. Certainly not all people can become conceptual analysts, no such thing is required, but
an alignment of all to a new system, to the new economy.
The new labour market theories and policies are based on changes in the work content. The overall
trend on the long term in the labour markets in the advanced economies are considering moving from
the skill to handle and manage things, to activities involving the development and application of
knowledge and new ideas.
Also the recent reports of the European Union Skills Supply and Demand in Europe (2010) and
Changing Qualifications (2010) emphasize the importance of transition to new professions in terms of
the knowledge society. Thus the new jobs require more knowledge and skills, and expected future
there are expected increases in demand for non-manual occupations, highly qualified such as
professionals in management, social sciences, engineering, education. In this context, there are need of
changes in employment policies.
The economic crisis has now reversed the trend of growing employment recorded in the years before
crisis and the EU average employment rate is back to its 2006 level. Yet the impact of the economic
crisis on labour markets displays considerable variation from one country to another. Some countries
have succeeded in keeping employment levels up and unemployment levels down through recourse to
employment-preservation and employment-creation measures combined with an expansion of active
labour market policies. In other countries the current crisis has reinforced some existing imbalances in
the labour market, requiring additional efforts to overcome them.
2. THE PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT POLICIES AND EFFICIENT USE OF LABOUR
RESOURCES THROUGHOUT THE POLICIES AND ECONOMIC STRATEGIES
Economic policies are a set of tools, objectives and transmission mechanisms through which the state
intervenes in various sectors of the economy (fiscal, monetary, industrial, agricultural, social, and
occupational).
The starting point in developing an economic policy is formed by understanding and awareness of the
general interests of a nation, according to the historical reference period and political and economic
situation.
The effectiveness of economic policies depends on several factors, such as: the relationship between
instruments and objectives, setting priorities among the objectives, the complexity of economic and
social life, linking short-term effects with the long-term ones.
Any economic policy is formulated in the form of objectives and means of achieving the objectives
called tools.
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The elaboration of the economic policy is a difficult and complex action, which includes the following
elements: setting the objectives; establishing a hierarchy between the objectives, according to their
importance; the analysis of the interdependencies between goals, because sometimes the need for an
objective may lead to another goal formulation, or the need for an objective may be in conflict with
another one; choosing the means to achieve the goal.
To achieve the objectives set, the state operates with a set of tools by means of which it influences the
preferences and behaviors of people and organizations.
Each type of economic policy benefits from specific tools through which the objectives are achieved.
For example, the policies targeting the labour market operate with the instruments: minimum wage,
unemployment compensation, health care and safety rules of labour.
In order to achieve those objectives it must be achieved strategies through which to be drawn lines to
be followed and lines of action.
The elaboration of strategies lies with the specialized organizations. The strategies become operational
and they can be applied effectively through national or sector programs. The programs include
objectives, concrete actions, timelines, specific responsibilities and funding sources for the operations.
The full use of labour, as a major objective of employment policies requires the full use of labour and
labour time, based on a set of technical, economical, political and socio-cultural measures designed to
ensure: employment for the population able to work in various sectors, providing employment to every
citizen, avoiding unemployment and the efficient use of working time.
Employment policies and strategies must be developed taking into account the overall strategies and
policies of an economy, and those of the EU. These strategies and policies go well beyond concerns
about strict production problems. Employment, as complete and equitable as possible of the human
potential is an essential dimension of the overall objectives of strengthening the social cohesion, to
permanently reduce poverty, combating discrimination and social exclusion, promoting social justice.
It should also be taken into account the socio-professional structures that are directed towards
qualitative changes in the predominant types of occupations, connecting work to all human life,
promoting some measures that would lead to a better quality of living and working conditions in the
entire society. Defining strategies and employment work policies involve a mixture of objectives,
measures, actors and mechanisms.
Employment policy can be approached from three perspectives:
 from a substantial perspective: this characterization takes into account reality, the way in
which employment policy is designed and carried out, formulating proposals for correction and
improvement. Employment policy is thus about all the concepts, principles, measures and mechanisms
designed to ensure the best possible social activities through proper design of jobs, training and
recruitment of people in these jobs. From this perspective research is on the first place "of what
exists", achieving the most accurate knowledge of the facts.
 from a constructivist-interpretive perspective: employment policy is a way of interpreting

reality, there is no longer an emphasis on simple knowledge of what exists, but on creating a new
social reality in accordance with knowledge, the normative and value options. Employment policies
are levers for creating new realities in social and occupational structures, knowledge is not only a term
used to explain what exists, but one that contributes to invent the new (in terms of people's concerns,
their needs and how they want to meet these needs).
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 in terms of the de-constructivist perspective: strategies and employment policies express the
ratio of power between those who make the decisions and those who support these decisions.

In conclusion, we can say that employment policies are a set of measures developed by the state to
intervene in the labour market in order to stimulate job creation, to improve labour resources adapted
to the needs of the economy, to ensure a fluid and flexible efficient labour market, thus distortions and
failures decreasing.
Employment policies aim to maintain and increase the degree of labour for the working population
through direct or indirect actions to ensure jobs for young people entering the labour market, for the
unemployed ones or others who want to be hired as employees. Employment policy is very complex in
its content, being mainly a mixture of active and passive action, this division has a relative character,
because about every action it could be said to have both an active and a passive nature.
Employment policy is a social-economic and demographic policy that relies on the state's direct action
and it consists of the development and coordination of some training programs, retraining of
unemployed or potentially unemployed persons, of some programs to divide work or to classify it if it
has a different schedule; regulations to create additional employment opportunities, etc.
The active actions are designed to create jobs and increase the employment level. They concern a
rapidly development of new skills and employment opportunities through labour: assistance in seeking
employment, continuing education and training programs, the direct creation of jobs which allow a
person to gain experience. Among the active employment policy measures the most relevant are:
improving the content of education at all levels; improving the young people's educational and
vocational guidance; stimulating the mobility of active people into new workplaces; encouraging the
scientific research to expand economic and social activities; the extension of environmental measures,
enhancing the investments as the basic economic act. The active measures of the employment policy
act on demand and labour offer and demand in order to align them in some labour markets.
The passive actions aim at maintaining the employment, but also at increasing the labour productivity
and unemployment benefit payments. The passive measures of employment policy seek to compensate
to some extent, the deficient income caused by unemployment and seek to find solutions for the
employment of surplus labour. The most important passive measures of the employment policy are:
unemployment benefits, the size and duration; professional integration support; support allowance.
According to EU studies the labour market policies and the expenditures on passive and active actions
plays an important role in overcoming crisis.
Expenditure on unemployment benefits and active labour market policies including employment
services varies greatly among EU member countries. With the large growth in unemployment rates
during the economic crisis, countries with traditionally low expenditure are likely to face severe
problems in providing the unemployed with sufficiently high and long-lasting unemployment benefits
and access to active labour market policy measures.
The large majority of EU countries have taken measures to reinforce and broaden passive and active
labour market policies but also employment sustaining measures during the crisis. However, the focus
and extent of the measures taken has been very different – with some countries placing the main focus
on employment-sustaining measures and others concentrating more on assisting the unemployed or
offering them retraining. Some countries have recently expanded coverage of unemployment benefit
schemes, extended benefit duration or increased benefit levels for certain groups of beneficiaries.
While the fiscal stimulus packages adopted included, in most countries, labour market and social
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policy measures, additional funds for labour market programs were in most cases rather limited.
However, there are some exceptions and countries including Greece, Poland, Portugal, Spain and
Sweden have announced notable increases in spending on active labour market policies as a response
to the economic downturn.
In some areas the economic crisis has prompted “good practice learning” – which is one of the aims of
the European Employment Strategy – an example in this respect being the short time working
allowance that has been newly introduced in several European countries.
3. THE IMPACT OF THE CURRENT CRISIS ON EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYMENT
POLICIES IN ROMANIA AND EU
Currently the EU is in the midst of the deepest and most widespread recession in the post-war era.
After several years of favorable growth, and in particular good performance in terms of employment
creation, economic and labour market conditions deteriorated sharply in the second part of 2008.
After five consecutive quarters of contraction in economic output, which started in mid-2008 and were
at their strongest at the turn of 2008 and 2009, economic growth began to resume in the second half of
2009. However, growth has remained modest, averaging around 0.2% quarter-on-quarter over the
second half of 2009 and early 2010.
Figure 1 shows the impact of the crisis on GDP and employment evolution in EU 27, Romania and
Bulgaria. Romania and Bulgaria had significant increases of the GDP in the years before the crisis,
but, the decrease caused by the crisis was more powerful than the UE 27 level. It also other,
employment has suffered important losses following the same trend with GDP.

Figure 1. Real GDP and Total Employment – annual percentage growth (2000-2010) in EU 27,
Romania and Bulgaria; Source: EUROSTAT, http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int
The downturn in the EU economy actually started in the second quarter of 2008, as quarter-on-quarter
GDP growth turned negative following a substantial drop. The Member States whose economies have
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been most affected by the crisis have been Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Even though their economies
have recently started to improve, economic output in the second quarter of 2010 was still down by
around 15% in Estonia and Lithuania and 20% in Latvia on levels in the second quarter of 2008.
Similarly, Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Romania and Slovenia also registered relatively large
falls in GDP compared to levels two years previously, of the order of 7-10%. Demand for new
workers declined strongly over 2008 and most of 2009 in line with the economic downturn.
Labour market trends during the crisis reflect two underlying phenomena: a decline in the number of
persons who recently started a new job and an increase in the number who recently exited
employment. Men, young people, the low-skilled and non-EU nationals have been relatively most
affected by falling employment over this period.
Employment reacted to the recession with the usual lags, owing to the delaying effects of employment
protection legislation and labour hoarding motivated by firms’decisions to avoid firing costs and
future recruitment costs as far as possible, and by government sponsored short-time working schemes
which have contributed substantially to cushioning the effect on employment. At Member State level,
the labour market impact of the crisis has been rather uneven, reflecting different policy responses to
the crisis, varying levels of economic contraction, and the different structures of the economies.
Among the larger Member States, Spain has clearly experienced the greatest decline in employment,
with labour reductions particularly marked in the construction and industry sectors. Since the second
quarter of 2008, labour market performances have deteriorated across all the other EU Member States
at some stage over the last two years, although the severity of the impact on employment varies
considerably. Along side Spain, employment contraction by the second quarter of 2010 had been
particularly severe in the Baltic States (Estonia, –15%; Latvia, –19%; and Lithuania, –13% and
Ireland, -12%), in line with the sharp declines in economic activity in those countries and the
comparatively long periods of strong employment contraction. In contrast to the general trend of
overall employment declines by the second quarter of 2010, some Member States (Belgium,
Luxembourg, Germany, Poland) have already seen employment recover to the levels of mid-2008 or
even registered significant increases.
Given the target imposed by Europe 2020 on establishing an employment rate of 75% of the
population aged 20-64 years, we see that with an average of 69.1% of employment, the EU is still
under the performance of key global competitors. For Romania, the recovery effort of the gap must be
higher, given the fact that our country has an employment rate of 58% (early 2010), lower than last
year. This decrease is based on the negative demographic trends and the external migration of young,
skilled workforce, but also on the current economic crisis.
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Figure 2. Employment rate (age group 20-64) in Romania, EU and Target of Europe 2020 (75%)
Years 1995-2009; Source: EUROSTAT, http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int
Labour markets in the Developed Economies and European Union region remain under severe strain,
with the region’s unemployment rate jumping to 8.4 per cent in 2009, up from 6.0 per cent in 2008 and
5.7 per cent in 2007. The rate among males rose from 5.5 per cent in 2007 to 8.2 per cent in 2009.
Among females, the rate rose to 8.6 per cent in 2009, up from 6.0 per cent in 2007. The impact in
terms of rising unemployment has thus been almost equally severe for both men and women in the
region. Young workers have been strongly affected, with the youth unemployment rate rising to 17.7
per cent in 2009, up from 13.1 per cent in 2008 and 12.2 per cent in 2007. This compares with an
increase in the adult unemployment rate from 4.8 per cent in 2007 to 7.0 per cent in 2009.
The employment rate in the EU-27 decreased from 65.9 % in 2008 to 64.6 % in 2009, returning it to
the level of 2.8 years before. In 2009, only five Member States recorded an employment rate of more
than 70%, namely the Netherlands (77.0%), Denmark (75.7%), Sweden (72.2%), Austria (71.6%) and
Germany (70.9%).
In general, employment declined most in construction and manufacturing. As these industries typically
employ men, it was they who lost more jobs than women. Young adults were hit harder than primeaged workers or older workers.
Also linked to the crisis, working time decreased by 2.8 % in the EU-27, after sustained increases in
the period 2004–2008. Full-time workers had to adjust their working time more than part-time
workers, especially among self-employed persons.
In order to overcome the crisis, in July 2008, the Council decided on updated employment policy
guidelines for the period 2008 to 2010. To meet the objectives of full employment, improved quality
and productivity at work, and strengthening economic, social and territorial cohesion, it was decided
that actions should continue to concentrate on the priorities established in the 2005 review, namely to:
attract and retain more people in employment, increase labour supply and modernize social protection
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systems; improve adaptability of workers and enterprises; increase investment in human capital
through better education and skills. These guidelines for the period 2008 to 2010 form part of an
integrated approach based on three pillars: macro-economic policies, micro-economic reforms and
employment policies.
The integrated employment guidelines for 2008-2010 encourage Member States to:
• work with renewed endeavor to build employment pathways for young people and reduce youth
unemployment, in particular, through adapting education and training systems in order to raise quality,
broaden supply, diversify access, ensure flexibility, respond to new occupational needs and skills
requirements;
• take action to increase female participation and reduce gender gaps in employment, unemployment
and pay, through better reconciliation of work and private life and the provision of accessible and
affordable childcare facilities and care for other dependants;
• give support to active ageing, including initiatives for appropriate working conditions, improved
health and incentives to work and discouragement of early retirement;
• develop modern social protection systems, including pensions and healthcare, ensuring their social
adequacy, financial sustainability and responsiveness to changing needs, so as to support participation,
better retention in employment and longer working lives.
Besides increasing and refocusing the use of active labour market policies and boosting direct job
creation, several countries have additionally placed special emphasis on maintaining employment by
way of increasing working time flexibility (use of working time accounts and reducing overtime and
income support for various forms of work-sharing). Work sharing measures, in particular, have been
extremely successful in terms of keeping employment levels up and unemployment levels down in a
number of countries. A prominent example in this regard is Germany where the short-time working
allowance scheme has been boosted during the current economic crisis. Similarly, countries such as
Austria, Belgium, France and Sweden adapted their short-time work or temporary lay-off schemes to
the requirements of the current crisis, while in other countries – for example Bulgaria, Hungary,
Romania and Slovenia – such schemes were newly introduced (subsidized training for workers on
short-time work is a new trend in many countries).
4. WHAT SHOULD HAVE TO FOLLOW THE LABOUR MARKET POLICIES IN
ROMANIA?

The occupational management in Romania must take into account firstly the unbreakable
unity between the labour market mechanisms and responsible involvement of public power,
of the rule of law. It is very important to take into account the effects of the EU enlargement
process on the labour market in Romania, such as: the increase of labour migration to the EU
countries, the increase of the requirements for a qualified workforce, the greater use of
information technologies, the need to create a more flexible workforce, which continues to
attend professional training etc. All these require special attention to the education system as
well as developing employment policies aimed at full employment and efficient workforce in
line with the existing trends in the European Union.
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These employment policies must also take into account other adopted macro-economic policies so as
to pursue active measures aimed at creating new jobs, especially in areas that could be developed in
our country such as agriculture, infrastructure development, and environmental protection.
The active measures should be within the trends in our country's level: the aging population,
developments in the dynamics of participation in work of various socio-professional categories,
migration of young professionals leaving to work abroad temporarily.
On the other hand, at any stage of professional training are the individuals, the labour market crisis
will affect them for a longer period of time. When the labour market crisis will start to fade and
employers will hire them again they will be more rigorous in terms of the requirements they will have
from the potential employees. In addition, after the hiring will take place, the requirements they will
not decrease and it will be required a better education than pre-crisis.
It is therefore very important the access to information, knowledge of the labour market trends, for a
good professional training, speculation some opportunities for any person in the current crisis
conditions. Another path to success for one who wishes to be employed is the ability to be the best in
the area that he or she is interested in.
Attitude is an important factor in crisis situations and contributes significantly to the way in which
problems are faced. The things during the hiring process are the same so far but the essential
difference is made by the necessary involvement and perseverance that are needed to succeed. It is
essential to be taken into consideration that, especially in a crisis or post-crisis environment one should
have the ability to make oneself indispensable at the workplace to maintain the desired position and
thus, to be able to evolve. Knowing certain foreign languages, continuous training, the adaptation to
change and continuous training requirements are necessary conditions for "survival" in an
increasingly competitive environment.
Overcoming the crisis and registering a healthy economic growth can be achieved by stimulating the
public investments in infrastructure, but especially by developing the human capital through
education, research and innovation. In this respect, Romania should contribute to achieving the
objectives of the united Europe and seek the infrastructure modernization, adaptation of educational
system to European requirements, revival of scientific research and innovation, with emphasis on its
application in economic practice based on the partnership between business, universities and research
institutions, restructuring of agriculture and boost of rural development as well as strengthening the
administrative capacity to implement the acquis communautaire.
We must not forget that investing in people is the surest path towards progress and development. Our
community's wealth or poverty is within ourselves, within the actions we take.
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Abstract
The aim of the paper is the description of methodology and conclusions of empirical studies, which
have researched the linkages between Human Resource Management (HRM) and company’s
performance. The first part briefly describes the HR architecture and its development based on the
evolution of company marketing orientation. The second part describes the selected empirical studies
which have focused on the exploration of the HR system and its impact on company's performance.
The methodology and conclusions of these studies are given. In the last part of the paper is described
the current main approach to improving performance and efficiency using the HRM.
Key words: company's performance, efficiency, high commitment management, human resources
management, marketing
1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of theoretical and empirical knowledge of HRM field is dynamical. In the last two
decades there is a noticeable shift from a purely managerial approach, which focused on quantitative
indicators. Majority of the research activities of the last decade is focused on qualitative indicators,
and mostly on HRM with a "human face". The field is being criticized due its inability to create a
theoretical construct, which could be used in practice for measuring the company’s effectiveness with
managing the people and in determining the optimal management method. Since 1990s we can see in
the theory numerous attempts to resolve this issue, both from a methodological and a practical
perspective. This paper aims to present selected studies of the relationship of the human resources
system (HR system) and company’s performance as well as attempts to relate the functioning of
methods of HRM in the long term. The importance of HRM in managing the company is distinguished
by its contribution to develop intellectual capital of the company and its subsequent parts, such as
social and human capital. These are the main frames of creating sustainable competitive advantage,
which is used to gain some mid and long term market advantages. The HRM is used to take care over
the whole process of selecting, hiring and employees’ wage-paying and to manage the overall human
assets managing system. The goals of HRM are not just satisfy the employees’ needs, but make them
full motivated and let them indentify with the corporate strategy. This includes the systems and
methods of measuring performance too, such as ROI on human capital developing and overall
company’s financial performance, which is the most used method of measuring the impact of HRM on
total output. There are two main approaches for measuring the positive impact of using HRM – first is
presented by financial performance, which means more benefits than cost, second is the consistency of
HRM practices and outputs with corporate strategy.
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2. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
HRM field both as an academic science and practice significantly influences the today’s management.
The human element, which represents the management basics, is distinguished by some uncertainty.
This highly reduces the forecasting relevance, which is inevitable when managing the long term
business. The inside company elements behavior forecasting is important due the impact on
performance of the whole system. The system is structured and the structure is called as the HR
architecture (Huselid and Becker, 1996) or as the HR structure (Armstrong, 2007). Both terms refer to
an overall human capital management system in the company. As an expression of the sign of
uncertainty the black box term is used. Within the theoretical and practical approach is devoted great
effort to quantify the impact of human resource management on company’s performance. This is
examined mainly from financial point of view, which includes improving the organization of work,
increasing the value of the product, talent management, knowledge management, increase of profit,
etc. More generally, by Strategic Human Resource Management (SHRM) is the change in
performance assessed as a result of various actions of HRM on the volume of outgoing values
(Huselid and Becker, 2006). There is also important to note that although we think about HR system
as the one of many components of value creation process, the major function of HR system is not to
directly influence the efficiency or costs. Human element, or specific, workforce is within the HR
system the first line, executing the corporate strategy. The specific added value of executing HRM
methods consists in the long term harmony of company’s goals (represented by values and objectives
in corporate strategy) and both customer and employee satisfaction.
2.1. Human resource management development
HRM develops not only as a field of practice and scientific study, it develops in practical usage too.
This development depends on evolution of marketing customer care point of view. We can illustrate
this HRM development, which depends on marketing evolution in the company. In general, there is no
perfect view on such development, it substantially depends on concrete conditions within
environment, which the company is active in. To illustrate the simplified development, we must set the
application conditions first. We suppose there are four structures, each with its own interests, active
and having an influence on processes and company functions:


owners,



management,



employees, suppliers and co-operating companies,



customers.



Customers represent the key future development factor. From customers the sources for
company functioning and information are being transferred. The information represents
the core value of forecasting the production factors needs. The information exchange is
mediated through marketing functions and information systems, the inside information
flow is secured by organizational structure. The marketing (or market) oriented
companies are used to pass on the information directly or indirectly from customers to
employees. The marketing oriented companies are also distinguished by the methods of
managing and organizing the processes and by learning from the market. They
systematically gather information about current and future competitors and customers,
analyze information for knowledge about market development and use this information
systematically for strategy creation (Stoelhorst and Raaij, 2004).
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customers
management

company

owners

employees

Marketing orientation scheme
As the role of customer evolutes in the course of time, the human workforce management in the
company changes too. The marketing principles, as described in Bartels (1951) and Stoelhorst&Raaij
(2004), are the key factor of goal achieving efforts in the company. The orientations on the market and
product value maximization are the inevitable conditions for satisfactory fulfillment of company’s
goals. The company which uses the market orientation management system is fully subordinated to
interests, needs and wishes of its customer. There are two main information flows – the first flow of
information about needs, feedback, product characteristics etc., its direction is from customers to
company, the second information flow consists of marketing communication and overall customer
help services, its direction is from company to customers.
2.2. Changes of the HR structure
We can see a certain relationship between the evolution of the customer role view and the HR system.
If there is a sustain product characteristics development in quality and quantity, complementing
services and cross-functional quality, there is a consequence in management as well. One of these
areas of management is HRM, as a way how to manage people, who are the most valued assets in the
company. The HR system has its specific multi-level structure, which can be divided into individual
components. The definitions of these components are based on previous studies of various researchers.
The five components of HR system structure are (Arthur and Boyles, 2007):


Principles – abstract values, beliefs and norms. The main core, guiding principle of allocation
and rewarding of organizational resources. The practices usage of principles creates the
company’s culture.



Policies – organizational goals for managing human resources. Its focus is on objectives and
strategies for managing the human assets. Policies are on a higher level than HR programs.



Programs – a set of formal HR activities, which are used in the company. Represents the
existence of certain practices bundle, with no regard to their implementation on an executive
management level.
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Practices – the employees’ perception of HR programs. Depends on the quality of HR
programs and on their usage as well.



Climate – perceptions and interpretations of the HR principles, policies, programs and
practices, shared among employees. Strong positive climate is being developed by suitable
type of HR programs and its proper using.

There is no universal scheme of HR system development with link to company’s development. Most
of principles, values and policies are similar within one culture, sector or region. On the other hand,
programs, climate and practices in individual companies are different. These differences are a result of
inner company’s influences, e.g. character of owners, experience, knowledge and managers’ skills,
employees’ education level, working habits, natural team leadership etc. It is very important to notice,
that HRM is primarily a way how to manage performance of individual labor workforce, whereas the
strategic HRM (SHRM) is more likely long term management of effectiveness and company’s
performance. SHRM is focused on long term developing solutions, especially on competitive
advantage, which are being developed by company’s human capital increase. These investments to
human assets are used to help to above-average financial performance in the long term (Huselid and
Becker, 2006). Due to this differentiation among individual influences there is a serious issue of
generalization and recognition of specific HRM performance impact on company’s performance.
3. EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF COMPANIES’ PERFORMANCE
The further is the development of marketing company’s management conception, the bigger is the
emphasis put on human resources development. Human resources are the primary bearer of company’s
values, which are further mediated to the customer. Due to this importance empirical researches and
studies pursue the HR system and its efficiency. The very beginnings of examining and describing the
relationship between the HR system and the company’s performance are visible in the 1990s. In this
period the first basics of possible variables and their influence were presented (Rogers and Wright,
1998). However, no key or general variables have been described nor reliably confirmed (Becker and
Gerhart, 1996; Huselid and Becker, 2006). Studies are able to determine a possible linkage among
concrete factors and the final company outcome, but the mediating mechanisms remain undescribed.
We call this mechanism as a black box due to its uncertain behavior and impact on outcoming values.
In the theory and practice there are several concepts of the human capital development, and many
methods and concepts how to increase efficiency and performance of the company. Studies, which had
specialized on this impact of the HR structure, presumed the logical link between this HR structure
and company’s performance. The main company’s management organization and marketing
philosophy influence on HRM lies in reaching the effective motivation. Also lies in passing company
values to employees and emphasizing of their importance in the product value creation process. The
effort to reach synergic effect in the relationship of employees-customers is the base of final customer
satisfaction creating process. Most empirical studies measure the link of HR system with company’s
performance and its strength by the organizational level of HR programs. There is a serious lack of
overall and complex perspective measuring the HR system to company’s performance and outcomes.
Also the recommendations of some studies are linked to the set of HR program and practices only.
Within theoretical studies there is a significant polemic about the importance of comprehensive HR
system impact analyzing due to its reliance on individual components in the whole structure and
functionality. The missing of only one component may cause significant errors in observations and
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therefore in studies’ conclusions. In the following table there is a summary of empirical researches,
which have dealt with linkages of HRM’s programs and practices and company’s performance
(Armstrong, 2007 – edited and completed by the author).

marketing
phase

Principles

Policies

sale

bearer is the owner
and management,
mostly determined
as ethics and
business morality

customer

client

Programs

Practices

recruit competent
employees with
interest of line of
work

typical tasks of
personnel
administration

focus on
controlling and
fair
remuneration

bearer is the
management,
values pass from
top to bottom,
efforts of sharing
among whole
company

recruit and
develop
employees, who
contribute to
company´s
effo rts of
achieving its
goals

parallel
personnel
administration
and
management,
controlling and
training on
increase

emphasis on
unity, training of
the first-line staff

bearer is mostly the
first-line and
middle
management,
determined on
company and
society level

gain human
r esources, which
can identify with
company´s
values and
vision; balance
between
requirements of
company and
customer

r ealization of
employees´ key
role in future
development of
the company;
HRM on
increase

searching for
creativity and
individual
development
possibilities;
overall
supporting of
human resources

conflicts
between
average and
champions
appear;
company must
be reorganized

gain, maintain
and develop the
best resources;
offer the best,
customer first,
company second

human
resources are
under long-term
management;
HRM and
SHRM are in
the company
highly
prioritized

soft skills
development,
creativity,
searching and
creating the
opportunities
abilities are
trained; (S)HRM
comes to every
employee

efforts of using
the whole HR
potential, right
man for right
task/job;
company
emphases on
adher ence to
goals and
values

bearer is every
component in the
company; values
are determined by
customer and
human society

partner

The development of the HR structure related to the marketing evolution
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Climate
friendly
envir onment,
family
business,
people know
well each other
performance
orientation,
rewarding the
best ones,
interiorization
with values and
goals of
company on
increase
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The summary of selected HRM studies and HRM impact on company’s performance, ordered
chronologically
3.1. Research methodology and its importance
There are two groups of company’s performance measuring methods. Due to the completive HR
structure these methods groups are being combined with statistical models of panel data, selected
variables and indicators of performance and productivity, and human capital and its development
measuring methods. The most significant obstacle of making the fully objective conclusion in the HR
structure researches and studies is the importance of secondary data sources (e.g. accounting books,
business statements etc.) and its interpretation from relevant people within the organizational structure
by using questioning and interviews gathering methods. The validation of this data is made by
comparison to another data, gathered from other people in the same company, using statistical
methods. Most studies are also made in the United States and in the United Kingdom, therefore the
models, which describe the links between HRM and company´s performance are not able to be used in
different context. To improve the forecasting and analyzing possibilities of future studies it is
inevitable to conduct the studies in different settings and countries, where conditions are different
(Katou and Budhwar, 2010; Ahmad and Schroeder, 2003).
The whole research process begins with presumed HRM and operational performance model
description. There are several models, each on individual complexity level and most of them adopt
basic conditions, which were set by authors from USA or UK. They presume the primal link between
business strategy and HRM outcomes (the individual or multiply outcome is observed). This
presumption appears to be right, because the strategy leads to organizational goal fulfilling and thus to
HRM settings, which produce, or more precisely, set the HRM components in the HR structure. Most
studies also take into consideration the cost efficiency optimization and thus the activities controlling,
which may lower the positive HRM effects. The HRM performance is divided into two fundamental
approaches (Katou and Budhwar, 2010; Huselid, 1995). The first approach is the best-practices and
the second is the best-fit. In each study, one of them is picked and used to explain the HRM
importance and performance impact. In the last decade, the best-fit approach is used at most, due to
the direct linkage between strategy and HR structure as an inevitable condition for success (Becker
and Huselid, 1998; Guest, 2003).

researchers

methodology

conclusions

Arthur (1992,1994)

30 American steel mills, influence
of high commitment strategies on
work efficiency and wastage rate

quality and productivity in
companies with HCM were
significantly higher

Huselid (1995)

968 American companies,
questionnaire about the usage of
HCM practices and creation of
synergy with competitive str ategy

productivity is influenced by
employees´ motivation, financial
performance is influence by
qualification, motivation and
organizational structure

Delaney and Huselid (1996)

590 American companies, incl.
nonprofits, collected data were
from secondary researches on state
level

the usage of policy and practices in
HR area has positive imp act on
perceived company´s perfo rmance.
(esp. selection, training, motivation
rewarding); impact of H RM on
performance was not confirmed
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Huselid and Becker (1996)

data from 740 companies, the
indicator of HR system was created
as a rate of HCM system

companies with high indicator
value were on economical and
statistical higher performance level

Thompson (1998)

influence of HCM methods in 623
British aerospace companies

number of individual practices and
ratio of employees involved in
their using were concluded as key
factors between successful and less
successful companies

Huselid and Becker (1998, 1999)

1998: summarizing study of three
independent researches, which
include over 2400 companies

1998: statistically significant
positive impact of HRM on market
and financial performance
indicators was repeatedly shown

1999: study of five companies,
which are characterized as the best
in using HRM

1999: more of different factors
with impact on performance; high
performance is supplied by HR
system as the function for
employees and managers, giving
them added value

Guest et al. (2003)

366 British companies, crosssectional and panel data; subjective
and objective measuring methods,
two time periods comparison

higher usage of HRM is linked
with lower staff tur nover and
higher profit per head with same
productivity ratio; subjective
measurement points on the strong
link between HRM, productivity
and financial performance; final
and direct consequence of higher
performance by HRM was rejected

Purcell et al. (2003)

panel survey of 12 companies,
focus on impact of HRM on overall
performance of the companies

the best companies have explicit
vision and wide range of
complementary values – these are
sustain, shared, team-based and
managed. Positive attitudes to HR
policy and practice of HRM are
positively linked to satisfaction,
motivation, devotion and work
performance.

Katou (2008)

surveying of 178 manufacturing
and processing companies in
Greece

strong link between HR practices
and company´s performance
(selection of workforce, its
development, rewarding,
involvement etc.) Per formance is
influenced also by knowledge and
experience, attitudes, behavior and
business strategy.
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The data gathering method has probably no impact on final data quality, because usage of individual
techniques is different, but conclusions have similar deviation. Gathered data verification has small
impact on data quality increase. Samples are chosen according the focus of study. Most of them use
the samples of several units or tens, rarely hundreds or thousands. Sampling may positively impact the
data accuracy, but as we can see in some studies, the conclusions are the same as in general samples
from wide branches or whole country too. For concluding the final data test, hypotheses are set. The
test combines statistical models with selected variables (e.g. HRM policies in resourcing,
compensation, HRM outcomes in employee skills, attitudes, Business strategies of cost reduction,
branding, etc.) or compares the ideal company HR structure with current HR structure depicted. The
positive or negative selected indicator value determines whether it is or is not important in the model
and impacts the overall company’s performance.
In some studies there is noted the difference between performance and efficiency. Performance is an
absolute indicator of higher company outcome level, using the same producing factors volume. This
indicates higher human resources reserves usage. Efficiency is a relative indicator of total company
output, which uses the same producing factors volume. Studies do not describe which indicator is
more advisable or its optimal values. This may be caused by differences within the countries, branches
and individual company’s HR system setting. The strongest impact on these indicators has HR
practices and human capital management methods. Human capital measurement systems (HCMS) or
high commitment management (HCM) are summarizing terms of the SHRM core (Barnes and
Huselid, 2003).
Nowadays methodology is the key accuracy factor. There are several discussions about the importance
of creating new methodology, which could be useful for recognizing, describing and managing the
processes within the mediating black box mechanism. One numerous stand on the methodology is the
satisfactory variables increase and thus studies and researches complexity. The second stand on the
methodology is we seriously need instruments for comprehensive and accurate recognizing and
describing. This could help both the theory and the practice.
4. PERFORMANCE INCREASING THROUGH THE HRM
Although there are no exactly concluded and verified research results there is direct company’s
performance reliance on individual employees’ outcomes, total product value, customer satisfaction
and HRM. If the company is on product value, efficiency and customer satisfaction maximizing, it is
important to maximize the support to human assets. This is of course not the same as maximizing the
money spent on wages or employees’ benefits. Maximizing the support is the general term for
strategic interiorization of HRM to business strategy, which must count with long term human capital
management and development. In the nowadays (S)HRM the human assets are the key asset and the
source of long term competitive advantage. Therefore the contribution of theoretical and practical
studies consists in the determination key factors (e.g. individual techniques, practices, values etc.),
which should be practiced, improved or reconsidered in the company at most. The measures of the
individual HR system changes contribution should be adjusted to current company conditions. A lot of
HR managers are unable to justify HR system changes and budgets due to the misuse of comparison
methods, which are set to wrong conditions. “Developing strategic performance measures can be
difficult, slow and might not provide the same sense of clarity as cost per hire. But in the case of HR
performance measurement, it is better to be approximately right that precisely wrong” (Becker and
Huselid, 2006).
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The human capital is given partly in natural, partly acquired and can be developed. It is a part of
company market value, which is further divided into financial and intellectual capital. The human
capital belongs under the intellectual capital and it is represented by abilities to transform the
knowledge and intangible assets into wealth sources. Intellectual capital in a company may be defined
as knowledge stocks and flows, which are available in the company (Armstrong, 2007). The human
capital is represented by company employees, their knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes and
competences. The quality and development of effective used human capital aspects is the key future
company success factor. This point of view is named as human potential management. It is the duty of
(S)HRM to recognize, control, educate and support human potential and human capital in general.
Targeted areas are company efficiency increasing (ability to innovate, optimize processes and
methods, quality and work organizing improvement etc.), opportunity management (e.g. value
increasing, trend monitoring, risk management) and competition differentiation (imitate lowering,
individual solutions, sustain competitive advantages). The mediating source of such company goals
and many other is the positive HR climate securing. The overall employees’ perception of company
goals fulfilling approach is one of the most important motivating or demotivating factor. The
importance of positive HR climate for maximizing human capital efforts has been proved.
As we can see in the first table in the article, the most desired employees’ ability when company has
reached the marketing management stadium is the creativity. Due to that it is necessary to react by
changes in human capital management too. During next years there is a usage possibility of wide
fields range knowledge, e.g. psychology, sociology and medicine. These fields may significantly
improve the human needs recognizing possibility, which can consequently develop the organizational
management and customer needs satisfaction processes. Nowadays HRM methods are much more
focused on tactic and operational employees’ management (e.g. performance management system,
human capital potential measuring, staffing). These goals are focused on former personnel
management (Broadbent and Laughlin, 2009). The long term human capital management is strategic
oriented, qualitative indicator based approach of SHRM. Its goals are company goals and vision
interiorization, company value and culture sharing and consequent performance and stability securing.
Thus we induce the positive linkage with company and all company intellectual capital components
are more important that direct performance increase. For measuring the SHRM impact on performance
the statistical models of quantitative and qualitative performance indicators are used, just as HR
scorecard and benchmarking.
To reach the optimal competitive advantage level through the SHRM, it is necessary to manage all
activities from strategic point of view. And because all SHRM activities are linked to cost increasing
the efficiency analyzing on TOP management level is inevitable. In some certain cases, the company
goals and needs fulfilling through (S)HRM is impossible. In practice, the efficiency is measured by
profit increase ratio between two periods – the first period without HRM usage, second with this
usage. Theoretical studies use more abstract indicators, such as loyalty, staff turnover, work
satisfaction, company values sharing etc. (Barnes a Huselid, 2003). The nowadays debate about the
optimal measuring methods is still in progress and both approaches have some serious support. No
approach appears to be valid in general and its usage depends on individual setting and fit-to-business.
CONCLUSION
The company undergoes during its life a continuous development, which is a changing environment
result. The aim of the paper was to introduce the linkages between HRM and such development and to
introduce selected theoretical and practical studies, which have dealt with the HRM impact on
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company’s performance. As studies concluded, the company is able to use HRM for long term aboveaverage performance creating within the financial and organizational performance, productivity,
quality, services, ROI, profit ratio, market value etc. To reach these goals it is necessary to
successfully manage employees, who are the basic company’s intangible asset. Fist we have to
manage human resources, support their development, creativity and then we can expect outcome on
total product outputs, customer satisfaction and the profit increase. The practice is used to do this
consequence the other way around, and the guilt is given to company’s HR departments. The new
methodology development of recognizing and managing the black box mediating process also appears
to be very important, because the current methods are able to only compare and statistically order the
importance within one company, branch or state, but not to make general consideration. This makes
the repeatedly conclusion use of successful human capital or human resources management impossible
and the same with applying it elsewhere in companies among the same environment. The measuring
methods should be improved and accepted by TOP managers, just as communicated by HR managers
when justifying the importance of strategic human resource management.
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Abstract
What is best advertising strategy for a firm looking to increase its competitiveness? An organization
can obtain a greater total awareness using a combined strategy of targeting and pulsing advertising
instead of continuous advertising, which is very expensive and has an oscillatory effectiveness over
time.
Targeting advertising leads to higher profits and eliminates waste. This paper focuses on scheduling
decisions of the organizations’ media planners for different budgets, in different periods of time.
Key words: targeting advertising, pulsing advertising, continuous advertising, competitiveness

1. INTRODUCTION
In a period of time characterized by economic crisis, when advertising budgets are the first to be cut,
the marketing managers tend to orientate themselves more and more towards research, in order to
identify the ideal solutions for creating and placing the message in the most appropriate mix of media
channels. In the attempt to generate an efficient budget, to make everything as safe and profitable as
possible, the focus lays more on the solutions scientifically proved or based on the experience
accumulated in time within the organizations, and less on the creativity of the communication solution.
After all, the promotional message represents a communication solution for an organization’s business
challenge, an answer for a temporary problem, and the wish to transform advertising in a safe
investment does not involve hazard.
The best way to obtain efficient advertising nowadays is to harmonize two parties: the creative act and
the scientific one. Yet, this does not guarantee the success of the investment, because many factors
interfere with the advertising messages, shadowing their positive effects on the consumers.
The complexity of advertising in relation to the other five components of the promotion (public
relations, sales promotion, sales forces, brand and promotional events) comes from the fact that an
organization can carry the message quickly to mass audiences. In addition, it creates demand for
promoted products, thus generating profits from their sale (higher demand causes higher production
and cost efficiency due to the effect of experience).
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2. THEORETIC AND PRACTICAL APPROACHES REGARDING THE ORGANIZATIONS’
COMPETITIVENESS THROUGH ADVERTISING
From the commercial point of view, an organization is competitive if it obtains a series of indices
(turnover, profit, market share, notoriety, the budget allocated for the publicity campaigns) similar
with those of the competition or even superior to those obtained by the latter in the previous period of
time. The reporting base in the analysis of the competitiveness is represented both by the organization
(by comparing the indices calculated for the results of the previous periods of time) and by the other
players on the market. Advertising investments of the organizations over the years represent a starting
point to analyze competitiveness.
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2
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4

6

9
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13
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216
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369

482

540

339

308

Total

Evolution of the net expenditures for advertising in Romania,
using the media channels during 2003-2010
Between 28 April and 6 May 2008, two institutes of research in Romania carried out a research on
urban people aged 15-65 years, to investigate their mass-media preferences. The sample was
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represented by 1,037 persons, from 71 cities, including Bucharest. The results are summarized in the
table below:
The average trust

Mass-media channel

4.74

TV

4.35

Radio

3.89

Written media

4.14

Internet

4.53

TOTAL

According to this study, television benefits from the highest trust of the population, while written
media from the lowest. Each person consumes differently each type of media, and each category of
media requires a certain predisposition. Thus, papers are read for quick information, magazines for
longer articles and interesting images. Younger consumers prefer listening to the radio and watching
TV than reading. That is why, when choosing the mix of media channels, most of the companies
prefer to use certain combinations that will have a higher communication effect than the sum of the
normal averages, creating a synergic effect. From this point of view, continuous advertising does not
represent a competitive solution for the organizations, but an unjustifiable waste, in comparison with
the targeting and pulsing advertising.
No matter if we take into account TV, radio or written media, the factors that have a special impact on
the advertising messages offered to the consumers are:


the consistency of the message;



the moment the consumer spots it (the first time or not);



the existence of a secondary task that distracts attention;



the complexity of the stimulus;



the degree the consumer is involved.

In a competitive environment, the ability to target advertising is more important for the profit than
targeting prices. The ability to direct the advertising towards certain categories of consumers increases
differentiation on a market, while price targeting represents a factor of reducing the differentiation, at
the consumer level. That is why the ability of the organization to target advertising towards certain
categories of public is an important competitive advantage. Marketing managers are interested in
obtaining certain advantages in font of their competitors, but in most of the cases these are only
temporary, being immediately imitated by the other players on the market. Moreover, the costs for
implementing these measures that generate temporary advantages are not always recovered. Targeting
advertising is a long time competitive advantage, which cannot be lost if the competition adopts it; the
efficacy of the advertising would grow for all the companies, at the same time.
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3. OUR RESEARCH
During November 2007- April 2008 we carried out a research on a sample represented by 200 private
companies, in the biggest cities of Romania. The specific objective of this investigation was entering
the marketing departments of the big and medium enterprises in Romania and studying how the
allocation of the advertising budgets on different advertising activities can create competitive
advantages. The questionnaires distributed to the representatives of the marketing departments of the
200 companies were then processed and centralized.
The only checking-out element, even eliminatory, was the existence of an advertising budget, without
which the companies could not differentiate in front of the competition through media channels, but
only through the quality of the products and services directly commercialized to the clients.
Clustering and analyzing the companies were done according to the dimension of the advertising
budget. Thus, it was not relevant to compare enterprises with smaller budgets, which promote
themselves through their own web sites, with enterprises who have budgets of over one million euro
and who use mainly expensive media channels, such as TV, written media, outdoor spaces.
Within our research we allocated an important role to the Internet, due to its yearly high increase, in
comparison with the rest of the traditional media channels. Moreover, Internet is the only media that
increase the volume of expenditures in 2010 comparatively with 2009, while all the others decreased.
Even if from the point of view of the growth of the advertising budgets invested from one year to
another, television still remains on the first place, attracting important amounts of money, Internet has
become the handiest advertising tool in Romania and all over the world, due to the multiple publicity
choices: own web site, banners on various web sites, advertorials, newsletters, etc.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The following tables display some of the results of our questionnaire:
Who establishes the amount of the advertising budget?

Share

General manager

41%

Marketing manager

23%

Director’s Council

30%

Others

7%

We notice that in 40% of the companies the advertising budget is decided by the General manager.
This is the case of the medium enterprises, where the first managerial level controls everything. In the
big companies, as well as in the banks and car companies, whose advertising budgets exceed one
million euro, decisions are made by the Director’s Council, in collaboration with the Marketing
manager. For the answer Others, 7% of the surveyed companies specified Company administrator.
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Which is the criterion for establishing this budget?

Share

Percentage of profit

35%

Step of the life cycle of the product

17%

Market share

19%

Amount established in comparison with previous years

24%

Amount established in comparison with the competition budget

5%

For 35% of the surveyed companies, the amount of the previous year profit is the base for establishing
the advertising budget. The second segment, of 24%, is represented by the companies that design their
budget in comparison with those from the previous years. Only 5% of the surveyed enterprises have
information about the competition budgets and decide according to it their own advertising amounts of
money.

Please indicate how this budget was allocated, specifying the percentage of
each section:

Share

Advertising

42%

Sales promotion (publicity at the sales place, promotional gifts, etc)

15%

Using the sales force

7%

Using trade marks

4%

Public relations

9%

Promotional events (participations at fairs-exhibitions, sponsorships)

18%

Others (promotional materials, labels...)

5%

Advertising is the undisputed leader in this ranking, with 42%, far from the next ranked, Promotional
events, with only 18%. The multitude of media channels and customer accessibility to them finally led
to the fact that vast majority of companies spend more on advertising than on sales promotion,
promotional events and sales force.
As we mentioned above, Internet was considered by the surveyed companies the most efficient and
handiest tool for advertising products and services. It is followed at only 2% distance by Print. The
third and the forth place belong to Outdoor and Television, the latter being accessed only by 13% of
the surveyed companies, as it is a expensive channel, not available for all budgets. The Cinema
channel was used only by the car companies.
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Which were the advertising media channels used?

Share

TV

13%

Radio

10%

Internet

28%

Outdoor

18%

Cinema

1%

Print

26%

Others (advertising materials)

4%

Does your company use Internet advertising?

Share

YES

98%

Own web site

48%

Banners on various web sites

25%

Advertorials

5%

Newsletters

18%

Others…

4%

NO

2%

48% of 98% of the surveyed companies that use Internet have their own web sites, while 25% place
promotional banners on other web sites. More than 50% of the analyzed companies use multiple
Internet advertising strategies at the same time.

How long have you been using online marketing services?

Share

For a few months

3%

For a year

23%

For two years

15%

Between two and five years

33%

Over five years

28%

Most considered companies started using the Internet as a way to promote their products and services
in a period longer than two years. Within walking distance of these firms, 27% new ones are using the
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Internet for more than five years. Only 3% of the analyzed companies have started to use the internet
for several months.

From the point of view of the advertising budget and of its efficient
allocation, do you consider that you are above your competitors?

Share

Yes

41%

No

26%

I do not know (we do not have this kind of studies)

33%

Even if the advertising budgets rise from one year to another, enterprises should raise also the interest
in the competition advertising strategies. In our research, 33% of the companies do not have studies or
information about their competitors.

Do you believe the competing firms have an advance over your company in
the way of promoting? Which way?

Share

No

19%

Competitors use the press and television

11%

Competitors use multiple media channels

8%

They have larger budgets

21%

They have a richer experience

3%

Competitors use radio

3%

They are more known than us

5%

I do not have such information

8%

They have a larger market share and work with an advertising agency

5%

Internet

3%

Participation in fairs and exhibitions

3%

Outdoor advertising

5%

They have more competitive prices and atracting packages

3%

They use specialty publications

3%

The plans for highlight the organization from the competition through the media were:


An increased number of promotional offers;



Radio advertising;



TV advertising;
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A higher advertising budget;



Targeting advertising;



Changing the advertising strategy.
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Abstract
Following intensifying globalization processes the worldwide economy in 90´s of last century has
begun to deal with theory development in changes of business management, business
restructuralization, turnaround and securing successful development of enterprises. Experts await
continuity in restructuralization trends for several years. Restructuralization activities are risky, only
one from five projects is successful in practise. Most of projects fail in realization phase but reasons
are found in preparatory phase. Although restructuralizations are high time demanding they lead to
creation of innovative enterprises, competitive in global economy. The aim of this paper is point the
most frequent reasons of restructuralization process failure in enterprises and to identify the most
important factors influencing a success of restructuralization process. Meeting success factors enables
to reach desired effects and goals of restructuralization.
Key words: key success factor, restructuralization, enterprise, process management
1. INTRODUCTION
Present enterprising environment is characterized by growing dynamics of changes and
unpredictability of future development. Dramatic changes appearing in the worldwide economy
require flexible and quick reactions in enterprises. Changeability has become one of basic
competitiveness factors for enterprises. Since the end of last century the need of change in processes
of managerial thinking and in information operating has been rising. During 90´s of last century
programms of strategic changes in several European enterprises have been performed in cooperation
with consulting organizations or by applications of American and japanese methods in business
workprocesses improvements. However, effects of realized changes were long-term and particular.
Enterprises have been permanently searching methods and ways for securing the sustainable
development. One way is the restructuralization that enables to optimalize the business structure and
to increase competitiveness or to overcome crisis and start up renewal and growth. [7]
The matter of restructuralization has been contemporary in enterprises high actual because it seems to
be only one way to reach new competitive advantages according to requirements of globalized market
and to long-term and sustainable enterprise development. Restructuralization might be seen in wider
understanding like reengineering or process optimalization. Restructuralization presents a complex
system of changes in all company departments and processes requiring change including not only cost
reducing but optimalization of all elements and processes allied to change of thinking, work
procedures, company culture.
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2. FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS RESTRUCTURALIZATION
The word restructuralization in literal translation means the change of structure. Some authors
understand restructuralization only as a change of functional structures in enterprise and cost reduction
but it is a much distorted opinion. Business restructuralization is a process of changes in particular
company departments directing to securing the next successful development and long-term
prosperity Restructuralization content are complex changes including relatively independent but
inseparable and interlocking components: technical, organizational, methodical and social changes.
The aim of restructuralization in enteprise practise is usually cost reducing, labour productivity
growth, added value and profit increase and improving an internal communication. The aim of
restructuralization should be in compliance with strategy a strategic goals determined by enterprise.
For the main aim of restructuralization we consider competitiveness and performance increase,
securing the key success factors of an enterprise and thereby the conditions for its long-term
prosperity. [13]
Restructuralization in traditional understanding is considered for solution of crisis situation in an
enterprise. However, it is important to emphasize that restructuralization shouldn´t be connected only
with crisis situation in enterprises. Restructuralization processes can be performed also in enterprises
without having problems but with reaction to permanently changing conditions of environment in
effort to incerase their competitiveness. [6]
To decision for restructuralization the enterprise is conducted by several grounds evocating a change
need. Authors of scientific literature (Borovský J., 2005, Tetřevová, L., 2005, Šmída, F., 2007) and
experiences with restructuralization changes in enterprises mention the following grounds:
- Crisis – the first, classic ground the enterprise crisis is which endangers its prosperity, stability and
existence in the future. This situation should be solved radically.
- Problems – an enterprise has to solve less emergent problem situations appearing during operating
because in case of their insolving they can lead to crisis situation.
- Prevention – an enterprise can decide for restructuralization also in period without problems but
management stuff has sufficiency of foresight and it realises the possibility of appearing the
problems and it tries to avoid them.
- Opportunities – an enterprise tries to take chance on market and restructuralization considers as
an opportunity to fasten a leading position on market and step before competition.
- Competition benchmarking – changes are motivated by situation of competitors through systematic
evaluation of entrprise position towards competition.
- Manager´s vision of future – impulse for restructuralization is a subjective vision of leader but it
depends on ability of leader to anticipate future development in chosen entrprising area.
- Changes in customer requirments are for an enterprise impulse to change realization in effort to
keep regular customers and to achieve their satosfaction in changed conditions.
- Requirement of foreign investor - foreign holder enforces changes in accordance with strategy and
skills in mother company.
Approaches to restructuralization have been analyzed by Truneček (1997) who has defined two basic
approaches: traditional functional and process. Functional approach is focused on measurable and
quantificational results. It comes out analysis of company economy and its aim is to slim of enterprise
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towards better prosperity. Arrangements are directed to improvement of economic indicators like cost
reduction, profit and labour productivity increase. This approach is solving only consequences of crisis
rise and it is not able to be flexible in fast changing environment. Process approach is focused on
reasons of negative results not only on reached results. It is based on change of processes running in
enterprise towards their efficiency increase and bringing the value for customer. Process system is
operating on following principles: principle of alternative procedures, team cooperation, lean
management structure, jointly perceived success or failure, orientation to customer (Sedliačiková,
2010). Within process approach two conceptions exist: continual improvement and reengineering.
3. RESTRUCTURALIZATION IMPACTS
Impacts of restructuralization process can be noticed by all paritcipants not only inside enterprise
(employees, labour union, owners) but also behind it (suppliers, customers, competitors, external
consultants, banks, government). Restructuralization impacts exist on three levels: [9, 10, 13]
Impacts on microlevel (in the enterprise):
- Reaching the aim of restructuralization: creation of competitive advantage, incerase of hogher
competitiveness, start up renewal and next development
- Economic impacts are evaluated through financial analysis and indicators: market value added
(MVA) and economic value added (EVA)
- Impacts on technical level can be evaluated by level of utilization knowledge in scientific and
technical progress: product quality, information system quality, automatization production level
and by complex indicator total productivity.
- Impact on owners: equity appreciation
- Impacts on managers and employees: influence of restructuralization process on financial and nonfinancial assessment and on career progress possibilities.
- Negative impact from employees view: job loss by reason of organizational changes.
Impacts on interlevel (in microenvironment):
- Impacts on investors and shareholders: effectual restructuralization affects enterprise´s ability to
pay in time and in proper amount bond benefits and nominal values and to emit new bonds in the
fiture.
- Impacts on creditors and banks: liquidity improvement - enterprise´s ability for due fulfiling its
liabilities
- Impacts on customers: restructuralization influance on quality and rate by customers needs
satisfaction.
- Impacts on suppliers: restructuralization affects demand after their products thorugh quantity and
height of purchase orders.
- Impacts on competition: final effect of restructuralization terminates the competitors acting market
space (wider or smaller)
- Impacts on external consultants can be noticed in their financial benefits, goodwill and image.
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Impacts on macrolevel (in region and national economy):
- Within region the restructuralization affects especially regional unemployment rate, effective
demand after potencial employees and living standard in region through level of paid wages.
Economic situation of enterprise affects also regional and municipal budget revenues as for
amounts of paid taxes and other charges.
- From national economy view the business restructuralization can affects national budget estimates.
By budget revenues the restructuralization impacts are registered in level of income tax and value
added tax. By budget expenditures can be registered influence on paid social benefits,
unemployment benefits, expenses by realization of government programms for business
revitalization and restructuralization connected with institutional assurance.
- Business competitiveness increase affects the export growth and national balance of payment.

4. REASONS OF RESTRUCTURALIZATION FAILURE
Restructuralizaton is an integrated and complicated process and therefore there are a lot of reasons
why the enterprise doesn´t reach desired aims of performed changes. To draw near some of these
reasons we mention several examples of business restructuralization failure in worldwide enterprises:
An enterprise 1 from engineering industry had determined goal: transfer to process managed
enterprise. Whole effort was focused on improvement of existing situation and the pressure was on
operative, long-term results. Restructuralization was performed without elaborated detailed strategic
analysis and withour determination of change vision and strategy. Failure cause: absence of the first
restructuralization phase – determination of restructuralization starting points.
An enterprise 2 dealing with computer equipment sale used a market opportunity and reached the
market leadership. The owners performed in stages production, product and market restructuralization,
enterprise accessed new markets, increased its market share and expanded. However adequate changes
haven´t been provided in management structure, organizational structure and in staff qualification
growth. Eight years later the enterprise has gone to bancruptcy. Failure causes: systemless approach to
restructuralization, functional management and thinking.
An enterprise 3, manufacturing enterprise in wooden industry, was in unfavourable financial situation.
On the base of financial analysis the restructuralization plan has been elaborated. The plan was based
on cost reduction especially labour and variable overhead costs in all departments. The aim was high
cost reduction but in incorrect fields. The final effect of restructuralization was bankruptcy and sale to
competitor. Failure cause: functional approach to restructuralization.
An enterprise 4 from business services branch delegated a preparation a realization of
restructuralization process on external consulting company. After implementing needed changes the
enterprise closed cooperation with external consultants. When several problems appeared in new
changed processes and working procedures the return to previous processes has followed. Determined
goals and key performance factors haven´t been reached and the restructuralization had zero effect.
Failure causes: insufficient staff prepration on new skills, insufficient knowledge of process team,
underestimating new condition stabilization and new corporate culture.
An enterprise 5, providing distribution and transport services, has changed shareholder´s structure.
New co-owner decided to perform restructuralization according to model of mother company. Service
processes were outsourced or centralized, regional divisions were cancelled, supply and storage
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logistics was slimed. After realization of mentioned changes some processes ceased to operate,
emergency situations have appeared and situation in enterprise has grown worse. Failure cause:
incorrect ground for restructuralization, ignoring different conditions of Slovak environment,
insufficient staff preparation on changes.
4.1 Functional approach to restructuralization as the main reason of failure
According to results of international research studies the biggest problems of functional management
by restructuralization have been specified in three areas: [1, 3, 4]
- Disability to define substantial and effective managerial approaches from irrelevant and
ineffective: effective managerial approach is systemic, attacking the enroot thinking and
implementation is difficult. A lot of managers mainly deal with operative management and they are
not interested in managerial approach change connected with short-time chaos and its demanding
implementation temporary abuses operative results.
- Disabality to perform strategy and implement changes: business managers who previously were
operating in non-market economy didn´t need strategy so it has never been created. In present time
they have problems with strategy creation and realization. These managers are focused on solving
operative problems and they attach no importance on realization of strategy and strategic changes.
- Slight of communication need, corporate culture strength and necessity to adapt it to enterprise´s
needs: disability and unwillingness to revise corporate culture in accordance with requirements for
management. If implementation of changes doesn´t lead to corporate culture change, change
potencial isn´t utilizied and the business performance doesn´t increase.
Defaults of functional management to restructuralization interfere reaching desired restructuralization
effects and they mostly cause restructuralization failure. Defaults are shown in figure 1. [9]
Goal:

Solution:
financial indicators
cost and employees reducing
improvement
Grounds for change:
Consequences:
critical economic
dynamics decrease
situation
shot-time effects
low productivity
FUNCTIONAL
Input analysis:
MANAGEMENT OF
Absence of
RESTRUCTURALIZATI
change strategy
only financial
ON

Figure 1 Defaults of functional management to restructuralization
Present situation of solving the management of restructuralization issue in Slovak enterprises has been
analyzed through questionnaire research in 56 small and medium enterprises from production
branches. Research came to result that approach to restructuralization applied in most of enterprises is
functional and the changes are performed only in a case of critical financial situation. It is proved by
next facts: [8, 9]
- 72 % enterprises come out the financial situation detected by financial analysis and changes are
performed only by critical financial situation.
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- Enterprises don ´t regard the competition, none enterprise analyses competition by decisions about
changes realization.
- The main grounds for changes were: low production efficiency (100%), negative economic result
in 72 % and low labour productivity in 60 %. Insufficient competitiveness, innovation need were
grounds of middle importance.
- Solution of named problems consisted of employees reducing (in 88 %), assortment structure
optimalization (in 80 %) and production increase (in 48 %).
- To solve the problems in enterprise by change realization – to achieve a positive result was succeed
only in some enterprises: to upturn the economic result in 55 %, to reach higher satisfaction of
customers in 33 % and to increase production quality in 43 % enterprises.
Functional approach features

Short-time
effects

Economic result
upturn

Financial
situation
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Low productivity
Slovak enterprises

Cost reduction

Figure 2 Features of functional approach to restructuralization in researched enterprises
4.2

Identification of factors causing restructuralization failure

Results of research focused on approach to restructuralization management in practise as well as
experiences of enterprises with restructuralizations mention the fact that failure reasons exist in all
restructuralization process phases and they can be specified as follows: [9]
Absence of change strategy or its unbalance – an enterprise doesn´t have defined change aim and
procedure to reach it on the base of present situation analysis or changes are performed only in
particular department isolated or determined aims are unreal.
Support of top management and cooperation of external consulting company providing all project
with internal employees are missing.
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Defaults in restructuralization management – slight of project preparing, restructuralization goals are
not based on results of detailed strategic analysis, unclear competence and responsibility standards,
insufficient participation in decision making process.
Inefficient management of restructuralization – managers and restructuralization team members are
missing knowledge in project management and change management because of ebsence of education a
training or unwillingness to learn new.
Too much various composition of restructuralization team – high number of representatives from
different departments can block a creative process and team ability to solve problems; a large number
of various ideas are generated.
Unformed suitable environment for project realization – strengthes blocking restructuralization
process are too strong that can be consequence of wrong or weak communication and slight of
preparation people to changes.
Incorrect or wrong system for measurement of business and process indicators – incorrectly
determinated process indicators and their desired values, incorrectly chosen methods for process
measurement and evaluation.
Neglect of change stabilization – new approaches and operating methods were not anchored in
corporate culture whereby pressure and effort to return systems to previous state can arise.
Application of functional approach to restructuralization – focus on unfavourable results
consequences, restructuralization object consists in cost reduction, employees reducing that leads to
making the crisis situation deeper.
5. SUCCESS FACTORS OF RESTRUCTURALIZATION MANAGEMENT
Basic conditions for success of each change are to want, to know and to be able. Fulfillling named
conditions depends on restructuralization management. Knowledge of expert advisers, authors of
scientific publications as well as practical experiences of enterprises point several factors influencing a
success of restructuralization process and desired results reach.
Conditions and prerequisites for successful restructuralization process can be defined as follows:
Existence of will and support in top management – top management should make decision to perform
restructuralization and create support for changes through motivational programms.
Cooperation with external consultant – restructuralization process should be start up and prepared by
external consultant in cooperation with management and further employees.
Creation of effective restructuralization team - preparation and realization of restructuralization
project should be performed by restructuralization team created as an independent organizational unit
at the closest location to top manager. The team should consist of external experts and the best
specialists in enterprise. All team members should have knowledge or to graduate training programm
from change and project management.
Elaboration of detailed strategic analysis which enables to determine present position of an enterprise
on market, weaknesses to eliminate them, strengthes and market oopprtunities to utilize them. Starting
points for business restructuralization are based on results from strategic analysis.
Determination of real strategic goals and properly chosen strategy – choice of goals and strategy as
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well as proposal of change vision, restructuralization project and needed changes should go out from
strategic analysis results not only from financial situation in enterprise.
Suitable environment for changes implementation – effective motivation and motivational programms,
competencies and responsibility for results delegation, staff education and training for new skills and
operating procedures.
Choice of proper managerial approach and methods – restructuralization might eliminate reasons of
unfavourable results but not consequences. Restructuralization aim should be to eliminate functional
structures and thinking and creating process managed enterprise. Application of process principles is
therefore recommended.
Sufficient financing sources for restructuralization performing – enterprises in unfavourable financial
situation may not be able to perform changes needed to their sanation. It is important to find financial
sources to perform changes in required range.
System approach to restructuralization – besides technical changes in processe and their
performance indicators it is necessary to change business structure, management system, thinking
and behaviour style of employees and corporate culture enabling to reach flexibility and higher
business performance.
Stabilizating and monitoring achieved effects – to lock new operating methods, new process
structure and new corporate culture, to monitor their keeping through implementation of
monitoring – controlling systems, further searching opportunities to improve them.

Top management will and
support

External consultant

Detailed strategic analysis
Suitable environment
(power field)

Effective restructuralization team

Real goals and proper strategy of
change
Sufficient financial sources

Restructuralization management based
on process principles and methods
System approach by changes
implementation
Stabilizating and monitoring
achieved effects

Fig. 3 Success factors of restructuralization management

6. PROCESS MANAGEMENT - KEY SUCCESS FACTOR OF RESTRUCTURALIZATION
Enterprises successfully passed a restructuralization process confirmed that the basic prerequisite of
successful restructuralization the process approach is. It means focus on changes in processes and
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eliminating the reasons of negative results. Solution for successful restructuralization is process
approach.
Grounds leading to implementing process management result from main problem sources in
enterprises. Results of analyses performed within several studies [1, 3, 4] showed that most of middle
and large enterprises come out from same systemic reasons:
- Not mastered multi-dimensional management: unused synergic effects and internal economies,
unused best practises, metodic managing from centre, overcharged organizational management.
- Missing managing level - management of processes: unknowing of needed process level, missing
key information, operative and incidential change reslization in enterprises.

Grounds for implementing the components of process management in Czech enterprises,
which were analysed within primary quantitative research [10], indicated the need of transfer
from functional management to process one. The research subjects were small (10 – 50
employees) and middle-sized (50 – 250 employees) Czech enterprises operating in following
manufacturing areas: engineering, wood processing, food processing, plastic production and
processing. The size of research sample was 124 enterprises. The research objective was rate
of using process management components, goals for implementing process principles,
expected and achieved effects. The research results are following:
Rate of using process management: 42 % use process management particularly, 41 % is full process
managed and cca 13 % process management don´t applicate.
Using components of process management: managers attach the biggest importance to determination
of key processes, process owners and process customers. Assembly of process maps, process
monitoring, evaluation of process cost s and effectiveness are on low level. In 77 % enterprises the
managers are focused only on managing processes.

Grounds for process management: the most important ground is realization of total strategic
change in effort to achieve flexibility in reaction to changes in external a internal environment
(in 73 %), the second ground is implementation of quality management system ISO (in 54 %)
and keeping the quality according to ISO standards (in 50 %) and then simplification of
management system (in 48 %).
Expected effects of process management: change of thinking from functional to process (in 68
%), management with open information (in 66 %), systematic support for creation of synergic
effect through changes in business processes (in 60 %), variation according to individual
customer requirements (in 55 %).
Achieved effects of process management: cost lowering in individual processes (in 66 %),
keeping dead-lines (in 62 %) and creation of functioning system for measuring, evaluating
and performance increase of processes (in 60 %).
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Figure 4 Grounds for process management in researched enterprises
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Figure 5 Expected effects of process management in researched enterprises
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Figure 6 Achieved effects of process management in researched enterprises
7. RESTRUCTURALIZATION EFFECTS BY KEEPING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
The significance of restructuralization by increasing the business competitiveness results from basic
effects of restructuralization identified on the base of theoretical and practical knowledge synthesis:
- elimination or remission of enterprise weaknesses, diversion of market threats,
- utilization of market opportunities: satisfaction of new customer needs, changed requirements
through innovated products, redirection of supply to new markets, using new sales methods,
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- business performance increasing: optimalization of costs, personnel sources, financial and
proprietary structures and processes,
- acquisition of new competitive advantages: business flexibility, flexible organization and business
structures, fast adapting to market changes,
- an effective management system: application of process management components.
Business restructuralization based on process principles brings several measurable and negligible
effects. Among main contributions of process restructuralization belongs:
- detecting reasons of negative results: assign effective and ineffective processes, eliminating useless
activities and developing effective activities,
- adducing evidence about objective exploitation of enterprise sources: reserves disclosure and
business performance increase by optimal costs,
- insuring the measurement and evaluation of customer, products and market segments profitability,
- measurement of results in relation to business strategy,
- effective cost reduces (on right places, in right scale),
- gaining the flexibility in adapting to changes on market what is main competitive advantage on
globalized market.
8. CONCLUSION
The prerequisite of successful restructuralization is to determine a reason for change need on the base
of detailed elaborated analyses of enterprise and its environment, to determine real goals and choice of
convenient method for change realization. To master restructuralization changes is the task for
enterprises. The state should have by restructuralization process supporting, helpful function.
The large number of Slovak enterprises understands the restructuralization as the process connected
with change of owners or as a process focused on cost reducing in effort to improve financial
indicators and they have applied functional approach to restructuralization. Functional approach
doesn´t enable find and eliminate the reasons of negative results that is why the effects of restructuring
changes were not sufficient and restructuralization was failed.
The permanent development is conditional to successful restructuralization of business processes.
Except emphasis on production quality the enterprises have to insist on quality and effctiveness of
processes. Needed changes should be performed in way to achieve desired effects in the long term.
Success of business restructuralization depends mostly on two factors: well done preparation phase
through detailed elaborated strategic analysis and choice of suitable approach – process approach to
restructuralization management.
Realization of restructuralization process successfuly can bring the enterprise several positive effects
where the business performance increase and business flexibility reach as a new competitive
advantage are considered for the most important effects.
This paper was processed in the frame of the project No. 1/0151/10 as the result of author’s research at
significant help of VEGA agency, Slovakia
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present a proposal of application of sustainable development principles in
strategic management of enterprises. The principles of sustainable development have been reflected in
strategic management process (which concerns strategy participants, the method and the scope of
analysis and choices) and in the strategy content (which is the mission statement and values, strategic
goals and competitive advantage).
Sustainable strategic management can be characterised by certain values and principles. With
regards to strategic management process the principles are: participation and strong leadership
(participants), continuity and combining flexibility with discipline (method) and complexity (scope of
strategic analysis and choices). With regards to strategy content, sustainable strategic management
principles are: responsibility and ethics (mission statement), multitude and optimisation (strategic
goals) and intangible character of competitive advantage.
Key words: strategic management, sustainable development, sustainable strategy
1. INTRODUCTION
No one is a lonely island, the same goes for business. Imagine the mesh of a fishing net in which all
the cells are connected. If you start pulling the net on the one end – the whole structure stretches and
deforms. The biggest impact is on the cells closest to the puling hand – they will be stretched and
dragged most, but one can observe the impact of the pull on the whole net shape and structure. This is
how systems work. A change in one place of the system generates impact on all the other elements.
The strength of the impact depends on the closeness of the elements and the feedback loops that
connect them.
The nature of the environment in which contemporary businesses function is systemic. It is
characterised by the chaos, diversity and complexity of interconnected elements that influence a
company’s daily functions. “When a factory with a smoking chimney was built a hundred years ago –
not much changed in the lifestyle of the local community. Today every additional smoking chimney is
connected by the chain of dependencies with air and water pollution, water consumption,
communication conditions, production of vacuum cleaners, washing powders, paints and varnish,
healthcare system, level of energy usage, alcohol consumption and much more – it is a system
problem” (Szymanski, 1991, p. 40). It means that there are links between seemingly unrelated issues
and changes of one element may cause unexpected amplified consequences in distant areas. This
phenomenon is portrayed by what is known as the “butterfly effect” symbolically describing a
situation in which the flapping of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil may cause a tornado in Texas, due to
the sensitive dependence on initial conditions, where a small change at one place in a nonlinear system
can result in large differences to a later state.
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In complex, turbulent and chaotic environments there are new challenges for business management
and business strategy. Strategic management has to adjust its tools and philosophy to better respond to
the contemporary challenges. This paper is seeking to answer what the strategic process and the
content of the strategy should be to better match the complexity and turbulence of business
environment and assure the company’s sustainability.
2. COMPLEXITY AND CHAOS IN A BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Companies are faced with complexity and diversity both in their internal and external environment.
Internally – managers have to balance and comprehend the interconnectedness of different business
functions (marketing, sales, finance, human resources, production), diversified products, services and
customers, dispersed knowledge and experience, complicated systems and processes. The McKinsey
7-S framework (Pascale, 1991, pp. 36-40) shows an organisation as a holistic system in which seven
interdependent aspects need to be aligned if it is to be successful. These seven aspects can be
categorised as “hard” (strategy, structure, systems) and “soft” (shared values, skills, staff, style). Each
of these aspects influences and is influenced by the other six which also implies that strategy has to be
crafted and implemented with consideration not only for customers, competitors and markets, but also
for staff, organisational culture, values, management style and current operational systems.

Figure 1: McKinsey 7-S Framework
The external business environment is equally composite. A company has to consider both the macro
trends in economics, politics, law, technology, demographics, society and culture, which are out of its
control but influence the decision making, and the activities of diverse persons and organisations
present in their market with whom they interact, i.e. competitors, customers, partners and suppliers.
This network has recently been complemented by special regard for such groups as local communities,
non-profit organisations, universities or environmental activity groups due to the growing awareness
of their role in creating sustainability and influencing business.
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The business environment is not only complex, but also increasingly unstable. This creates new
challenges to the discipline of strategic management. Changes in the stability and predictability of a
business’s environment are resulting in the need for a new approach to organisation and strategic
management theory which is shown in contemporary models describing: a company, a strategy and a
strategist (Figure 2).
In a chaotic environment a company is perceived more as an adaptive, learning and flexible system
rather than a rigid, structured and hierarchical one. The theory evolves from portraying a company as a
closed, self-contained and self-reliant system operating in predictable and orderly environment,
towards depicting it as an open system interacting with other systems or the outside environment.
Open-system perspective views an organisation as an entity that takes inputs from the surroundings,
transforms them, and releases them as outputs. Open system is in constant exchange and interaction
with the environment. According to the contemporary approach a company resembles an intelligent
and boundaryless network (Ashkenas, 2000, p. 100) with flat organisational structure, diverse
competencies, easily adapting to changes in the environment (Doz, Thanheiser, 1993).
ENVIRONMENT

COMPANY

STRATEGIST

STRATEGY

stable



Closed system

Business owner, managing
by intuition, resistant to
change

Short or midterm
concept

turbulent



Half-open system

Business manager,
concentrated on financial
aspects, cautious, analytical

Analytical and goal
oriented plan

chaotic



Open system,
intelligent network

Professional, socially
sensitive, flexible, versatile

Future creation,
dominant logic

Figure 2: Changing concept of strategic management
In complex and turbulent environments the role of the strategist and leader changes as well. There is
an increasing significance of qualities such as flexibility, versatility, multicultural experience, system
thinking, openness to change and social sensitivity (Prahalad, 2000, p. 159-169 and Garson, Byrne,
1986). These attributes help leaders understand the complexity and reduce it in order to make
decisions. Contemporary strategists have clear external orientation, seeing the company as a part of a
bigger socio-economic system and developing visions that go beyond the current company, sector or
culture. On the contrary, their predecessors from the industrial era were concentrated internally,
analytical and technocratic, conservative in their decision making and focused on the company’s
closest environment. The evolution changes analytical strategist-engineers into creative strategistartists (Kozminski, 2005, p. 82-85), who will be able to sustain a company’s growth in turbulent times.
The concept of strategy evolves as well to better respond to new challenges facing companies. In
stable and predictable conditions a strategy was considered to be a crafted plan of the future,
substantially relying on analysis of the past. It consisted of goals, programmes, forecasts and planning.
With growing turbulence, complexity and unpredictability of the environment strategy as a detailed
plan turned out to be inadequate. The contemporary approach to strategy puts emphasis on its
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flexibility, and emerging amorphous character. Strategy is perceived to be more of a pattern of
behaviour appearing out of the past (Mintzberg et all, 1998, p. 209), a set of rules guiding decision
making (Eisenhardt, Sull, 2001) or a dominant logic of a company (Prahalad, Bettis, 1986) rather than
a fixed plan of its future.
All the above changes in the understanding of a business environment, a company, a strategy and a
strategist lead towards more a systemic and humanistic way of thinking about strategic management.
There is a need to search for practical solutions and guidelines how to implement this way of thinking
and increase company’s sustainability.

3. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINAIBLITY
In complex conditions in which the interests and needs of different stakeholders are in conflict, there is
a need for a systemic framework for a company’s development. A framework that will guide
businesses in managing interconnections of multiple and diversified elements in their internal and
external environments. The discipline of strategic management is naturally evolving in the direction of
systemic and comprehensive solutions. Sustainable development is a concept that could successfully
be adapted into strategic management theory and practice. Sustainability understood as the capacity to
endure in complex conditions could be used as a guidepost for measuring business’s long term
success.
Sustainable development is noted to be difficult to define, however most scholars appear to agree with
Brundtland Commision Report stating that it refers to development that "meets the needs of the
present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs"
(United Nations, 1987). The achievement of this goal requires integration of economic, environmental
and social components of development at all levels through dialogue and partnership. Sustainable
development is a universal concept that can be related to different issues and entities, also in business.
By analogy sustainable development of businesses can be achieved through activities that harmonise
the economic, social and environmental aspects of a company’s operations and through the ability to
find balance between the needs of different stakeholders. This way a company with its economic
ambitions becomes sustainable in the complex environment where social and ecological conditions
may work towards or against these aspirations.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC
PROCESS

STRATEGY
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PRONCIPLES OF
SUSTAINABILITY

PARTICIPANTS

Participation
Leadership

METHODS

Continuity
Flexibility and
discipline

SCOPE

Complexity
Multi-scenario

MISSION AND

Integrity

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Who creates and implements the
strategy?
How is it communicated?
What is the leadership style?
What is the frequency of strategic work?
What is the strategy horizon?
What is the flexibility of the process?
What is the scope of strategic analysis?
How many strategic options are being
considered?
What is the mission and the core values?
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CONTENT

VALUES

Ethics

What is the role of the above in the
strategy and operations?
Who are the stakeholders the company
feels accountable to?

GOALS

Multitude
Diversity of measures

What type of goals are present in the
strategy? (economic, social,
environmental)
Are the goals broken down and
supported with diverse measures?

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Intangible advantages
CSR

What is the basis for the competitive
advantage?
Is the company building a socially
responsible image?

Table 1. Sustainable strategic management framework
The most general rules of sustainable development of businesses would be:



openness to complexity and diversity manifested in the willingness to understand the whole
context of a company’s operations
ability to find the balance between economic, social and environmental aspects of business
and manage the conflicting interests of stakeholders

To implement the sustainability rules in strategic management – there is a need to review (Table 1.):



the strategic management process (the participants of the creation and implementation of the
strategy, methods used in the process and the scope of work), and
the strategy content (mission statement and core values, goals and type of the competitive
advantage)

The strategic management process refers to decisions about issues such as (1) participants of
strategy making, (2) used methods and (3) the scope of strategic work. In each of these areas
introducing the idea of sustainability will be guided by some general principles mentioned below.
The most important principle of sustainable strategic management concerning the participants of the
process is workers participation in creation, communication and implementation of the strategy.
Through participation a company opens up to a diversity of ideas, experience and attitudes. To
counterbalance it – there is a simultaneous need for clear leadership that would secure “diversity of
perspective and unity of purpose” (Hamel, 1996, pp. 69-82). A sustainable company includes all the
workers in the making of the strategy, also the ones who are disfavoured, young or new (Stack, 1992).
Their input is used in working on mission and values, their experience is sought in strategic analysis,
they are asked for ideas when choosing the strategic direction. When possible and viable – also
external stakeholders such as suppliers, customers, partners or local authorities are consulted. This
way a company is better prepared to deal with the complexity and diversity of its environment.
Additionally, strategy is regularly and thoroughly communicated to the workers. They all know the
goals and the strategic direction and feel responsible for the strategy implementation. The CEO is a
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strong supporter of participation in strategic management and he or she uses dialogue as a basic
management tool.
Methods of strategic management process refer to procedures, horizon and form of the strategy. The
main principles of sustainability are continuity and combination of flexibility and discipline
(Szulanski, Kruti, 2001, pp. 537-556). A sustainable company continuously works on its strategy.
Strategic thinking is more of a frame of mind than an occasional undertaking. Organised strategic
work is carried out frequently and regularly, quite often in the form of strategic workshops. The
horizon of the strategy is long-term and regularly extrapolated in order to verify and update the
strategic decisions (Zagotta, Robinson, 2002, pp.30-34). A company has the ability to combine
flexibility and discipline in the whole strategic management process. In some stages there is more need
for structure and procedures (i.e. in data collection, planning, implementation monitoring), whereas in
other flexibility and creativity bring better results (i.e. when generating ideas for development or
preparing scenario plans and forecasts)
Sustainability in the strategic management process can also be viewed in reference to the scope of
work, especially the scope of strategic analysis and strategic choices. The principles here are
complexity and systemic approach. When recognising opportunities and threats for development, a
sustainable company carries out a thorough analysis not only of its own sector, but also of distant
markets and in the global environment. The analysis isn’t confined to its own strategic group, on the
contrary, attention is paid also to the groups in the periphery of the sector and to companies with a
dissimilar business model. Also the needs of various stakeholders such as customers, workers,
suppliers, local community and others are researched and considered, and their knowledge used in the
analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989, pp. 543-576, Day, Schoemaker, 2004, p.134). A company practices
scenario planning and experiments with the simultaneous implementation of multiple strategic options.
Content of the strategy is made of of such elements as (1) a mission statement and core values, (2)
strategic goals, and (3) competitive advantage.
In sustainable strategic management the main principles with regards to the mission statement and
core values are integrity and an ethical approach. A company managed in a sustainable way will put a
lot of attention to the defining and promoting of corporate values and codes of ethics. There will be a
lot of effort put into integrating the mission statement with the strategy, goals, management systems
and organisational culture to make sure they are all coherent. The values declared and implemented by
the company will refer to ethics, dialogue, partnership, respect, honesty and trust (Marrewijk, 2004,
pp.147-158) and the company will perceive its accountability towards a diverse groups of
stakeholders.
Sustainability obliges a company to optimise and harmonise goals referring to multiple stakeholders
(Elkington et all, 2006, pp.6-28) and to disaggregate them in the way they can be followed and
understood by all the workers (Epstein, Burchard, 2000, pp. 96-97). Also there is a variety of
qualitative and quantitative measures supporting monitoring of the implementation. In a sustainable
company there is a triple character of goals – they represent economic, social and ecological plans and
aspirations. Social and ecological goals must be related to the company’s business orientation and thus
increase its competitiveness.
The third element of the strategy content is the competitive advantage. A sustainable approach to
strategic management will steer the company towards “soft” competitive advantages (Guttman,
Hawkes, 2004, pp. 34-38) built on non-material factors such as people, social capital (values,
motivations, relationships), organisation and management (organisational culture, business model,
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management systems) and intangible assets (know-how, knowledge, reputation, licences and
contracts). Quite often an image of a socially responsible company constitutes a part of the
competitive advantage. This image can be part of a differentiation strategy when a company aims to
stand out as socially sensitive and stakeholders friendly which may be appreciated by the customers
and workers.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The concept presented in this article of implementing the principles of sustainability into strategic
management is coherent with the natural evolution of the discipline towards more humanistic
management practices. It is founded on many noted management theories such as corporate social
responsibility or participation management. Sustainable strategic management as a concept is one
proposition companies may find useful when confronted with complexity and instability of their
environment.
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Abstract
Poland’s accession to the European Union structures has not only obliged the country to implement
the EU standards of labor, but also to observe them in the economic practice. Based on the above
requirements, this paper presents the nature and scope of fundamental employee rights and human
rights as applied to work and occupational relations in the EU community. These involve EU
directives and other statutory instruments safeguarding, among others, employee rights and fair
treatment of employees. The legal documents under study focus on such issues as equal treatment of
sexes with regard to labor market access or the need for providing workplace safety and hygiene. In
the light of the EU legislature, cases of violating the employee rights are presented, as identified in
Polish economic practice. A synthetic overview of potential causes of such violations is presented.
Key words: EU standards, EU directives, employee rights, violation of employee rights

INTRODUCTION
Human beings and their work – in the opinion of many researchers – constitute a ‘unique’ potential
and, at the same time, the most valuable ‘element’ of assets for any organization. However, it must be
remembered that utilization of this potential for operation and development of the organization can
only be made possible if the organization in question is actively supporting the well-being of humans,
especially those that operate within the organization. In practice, this requirement is reflected, among
other things, in proper observance and realization of employee interests, seen here in the context of
employee needs and expectations related to all aspects of labor.
Employees, as company stakeholders, expect the company to act in good faith to meet their
expectations (interests). The interests relate to a wide spectrum of issues, such as providing a safe
labor environment, employment security and proper conditions of living safeguarded by fair
remuneration. As such, the employee interests may be perceived in the context of forming proper
interpersonal relations, with particular attention to the relations between the employer and the
employees in a company. The significance of proper interpersonal relations at workplace cannot be
overestimated, since they influence not only the quality of life at workplace, but also beyond the
context of labor.
Thus defined, the need for ‘sensitizing’ to realization of employee interests at workplace has been
manifested in the EU legislature priorities relating to man and labor, especially those expressed in the
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guidelines of the European Social Model. The model, as a ‘unique combination of economic
prosperity, social cohesion and high quality of life’ (Głąbicka 1998, p.118), is clearly expressed in the
EU guidelines of social policy. In particular, these involve the set of directives and other statutory
instruments (both framework directives and specific directives) aimed at providing favorable
conditions for fair treatment of employees.
Regulations contained in the acts of acquis communautaire may, therefore, be regarded as EU
standards in relation to employee rights, defining the scope of these rights as well as delineating
principles of protecting the rights. It must be remembered, however, that detailing the rights and,
consequently, their formal specification, takes place on the level of national legislature of each EU
member state.
While emphasizing the legitimacy of ‘sensitizing’ employers to realization of employee interests, one
should take into account the notion that the fundamental value providing competitive advantage in
modern company is the work effectiveness of every single employee. As a result, companies undertake
a wide range of activities aimed at increasing effectiveness, as manifested in the strive to limit the cost
of labor. From employees’ viewpoint, this form of company activity calls for display of commitment
to work and readiness to meet a wide range of work requirements. This apparent obligation may
produce difficult, stressful or even traumatic effects upon employees (Bartkowiak G. 2008, pp.61-63).
The effects include, among others, task overload, work beyond limits of human endurance and
obligation to be available at all hours. In this context, some employers reach for a peculiar form of
human management that can be described as ‘stimulation through intimidation’. This type of
approach, in extreme cases, may lead to outright violation of employee rights in the form of
demeaning, humiliating and other behaviors that directly contravene the fundaments of human dignity.
Based on the above deliberations, this paper presents the scope and nature of fundamental employee
rights and human rights as applied to work and occupational relations in the EU community.
Observance of these rights is analyzed with regard to Polish economic practices of company
functioning. Particular attention is paid to cases of outright violation of employee rights, as revealed
in Polish economic practice in recent years.
Deliberations presented herein are based on empirical research conducted in the years 2008-2010 in
the form of open interviews with blue-collar employees and management representatives of all levels
in more than 30 companies1.
1. EMPLOYEE RIGHTS FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF EU DIRECTIVES – SELECTED
EXAMPLES
One of the most important consequences of Poland’s accession to the structures of European Union is
the obligation to implement regulations of EU directives at the level of national legislature. This
requirement is aimed at providing favorable institutional solutions to support proper execution of EU
standards of economic practice. This applies also to the subject under study, i.e. human rights
standards in relation to labor and occupation, such as those expressed in the so-called catalogue of
human and worker rights.
1

Empirical research was conducted in 32 companies operating in a wide range of sectors and localized in the region of
Lower Silesia and neighboring voivodships. Companies under study represented various forms of legal and ownership
structure and a large spread of employment – from 12 to 1700 employees. Of the companies under study, 15 were owned
solely by Polish capital and 8 were solely owned by foreign capital.
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The basis for the above standards, specified as ‘aspiration for planning and introduction of better
workplaces in Europe, as well as equal treatment in employment and occupation and improved
working conditions’ (compare: Przegląd,…, 2007), was created by incorporating the theoretical
assumptions of two European policies, i.e. the social policy and the policy of employment. The
foundation for establishing the priority of activities within the policy of employment was based on
European Employment Strategy (EES). The premises of this strategy are expressed in four guidelines,
i.e. increasing labor participation, entrepreneurship, adaptive capabilities of both employers and
employees, and equal treatment based on social inclusion and combating discrimination on labor
market (Kryńska 2005, pp.34-35). In this form, the guidelines of EU employment policy follow those
expressed within the EU social policy. One may even risk a thesis that both policies are mutually
supportive and complementing, forming a basis for specific activities undertaken at company level in
the area of human and employee rights (Cierniak-Emerych, Gableta 2007, p.76 et seq.). In fact, these
issues are closely related to employee rights, as manifested in the aforementioned catalogue of human
and employee rights.
The catalogue, however, is not a uniform document, since the constituting ‘set of employee rights’ is
dispersed among numerous (more than a hundred) legal acts of European Union, such as EU directives
and other statutory instruments. Analyzing the subject range of the documents, one may distinguish
between two fundamental areas of labor relations for which the employee rights are clearly expressed,
namely conditions of employment and work hygiene and safety. Table 1 presents examples of
employee rights for each of the areas identified above. Each example is supplemented with the
corresponding EU directive formulating its extent.
Labor
relations

Examples of employee rights

Conditions of - the right for fair remuneration,
employment
- the right of being informed
and/or consulted in matters
pertaining
to
employment
conditions,

Directives formulating the legal
fundament for the employee right
under study
- Council directive on the
application of the laws relating to
the application of the principle of
equal pay for men and women
75/117/EEC,

- Council directive on an employer's
- the right of equal treatment at
obligation to inform employees of
workplace
the conditions applicable to the
or
employment
- the right of equal access to contract
91/533/EEC,
training,
- directives related to the principle
of equal treatment for men and
women as regards access to
employment, vocational training
and
promotion
2002/73/EC;
2000/78/EC, 2001/23/EC, 98/59/EC
Work
- the right of being informed on
hygiene and workplace hazards,
safety
- the right for reasonable working
hours and work breaks,
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- the right of being informed on - directive 2003/88/EC concerning
the
outcome
of certain aspects of the organization
professional/vocational risk and of working time,
hazard inspections,
- directive 2002/14/EC establishing
- the right of resigning from work a general framework for informing
in the case of life or health and consulting employees in the
hazards,
European Community,
- the right of participation in - directive 97/74/EC on the
decision-making processes that establishment of a European Works
may result in changes of work Council
conditions,

Table 1. Employee rights in the light of EC standards – selected examples
Source: own research based on (Mitrus, 2006)
Employee rights presented in Table 1 are often referred to by several directives in parallel.
Consequently, the table does not assign specific documents to any single example of employee rights.
In addition, it must be noted that the process of unification of the rights under study is often described
as a ‘guideline’, since the intention of the legislator was to recommend and promote directions of
development for national employment policies and specific legal acts of individual member states,
with the supplementary view to influence activities undertaken at company level.
While addressing the issues of employee rights, it is important to relate to the issue of protecting the
employees against the ‘mobbing’ phenomenon. As shown in numerous empirical research studies and
observation of economic practice, mobbing is a growing problem that significantly impacts
interpersonal relation at company level2. In the light of the above, one may question the omission of
this particular issue from the list of employee rights presented in Table 1. Why this author chose to
exclude the right of being protected from mobbing?
To answer this question, it may be useful to start with the analysis of EU legislature corresponding to
the issue of mobbing. The most notable EU initiative in this respect comes in the form of the European
Parliament resolution on harassment at the workplace, of Sept. 20, 2001 (2001/2339), urges EU
member states to take active measures with a view to counteracting the mobbing phenomenon. The
resolution, among other things, calls on the member states to review and supplement their national
legislations in the matters pertaining to mobbing (or bullying, as referred to in the document). In 2002,
the European Commission joined in the process of counteracting mobbing by conferring the right to
pursue court case to mobbing victims. It must be noted, however, that, due to lack of unanimous vote
on matters regarding the unification of anti-mobbing legislature, no compromise has yet been reached
in respect to the problem under study – at least no results have been reached that would ‘oblige’
member states to adopt a certain approach in this regard.

2

For more on the issue of mobbing, see e.g. : (Godlewska -Werner, 2006; Sidor-Rządkowska 2003)
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Consequently, in practical application, strategies for combating mobbing behaviors as well as
informing potential victims on the extent of their rights in this respect still remains in the authority of
national legislature of individual member states.
Guidelines of EU policy of employment and social policy, as expressed, among others, in the legal
instruments of acquis communautare, including the directives and resolutions presented above, are
characterized by concern for needs and expectations of workers. However, their implementation on
the level of national legislatures faces a number of objective obstacles, such as the difficulty in
coordinating the postulated solutions with the existing legislative measures and practical applications
favored in relation to employed in national economic practice.
2. EXAMPLES OF VIOLATIONS OF EMPLOYEE RIGHTS OBSERVED IN POLISH
ECONOMIC PRACTICE, IN THE LIGHT OF POLAND’S OBLIGATION TO RESPECT
EU GUIDELINES
After six years following Poland’s accession to EU structures, most of the problems related to
harmonization of local legislature with EU standards have already been overcome. However, as shown
in empirical studies conducted over the period of 2008-20103, Polish companies still present a certain
level of non-compliance with Polish legislative measures introduced as a result of EU
recommendations. This is manifested, among other things, in marked negligence to comply with EU
regulations pertaining to contract of employment relationship, i.e. the obligations formulated in
directive 91/533/EEC, pertaining to clear and unambiguous information relevant to employment
relationship, such as designation of workplace, range of duties, principles of employment and
standards of remuneration.
One of the most important problems identified in 15 out of 32 companies under study was the lack of
clear designation of workplace. Employees reported that contract of employment specified work
location in a generalized, ambiguous and laconic manner. This resulted in frequent conflicts,
especially when some employees took up the jobs based on assumption that their workplace would be
situated in, say, Wroclaw, while the actual location turned out to be at a remote location, sometimes
tens or even hundreds kilometers away from the city.
Moreover, results of empirical research conducted in 32 companies show that in more than half of
companies under study, violations of the employee right of proper and timely remunerations took
place, which is in clear breach of EU policy guidelines. In extreme cases (two companies), wages were
delayed by few months.
This state of affairs should not come as a surprise in the light of reported results of inspections
conducted by authorized representatives of National Labor Inspectorate (Państwowa Inspekcja Pracy –
PIP) in the years 2009 and 2010. As stated by inspectors in their report, failure to comply with
statutory frequency or remuneration payment in Polish companies is commonplace and mounting. As
stated in the official report of National Labor Inspectorate covering the period of 2008-2009, ‘the
number of employees receiving no remuneration for their work has grown by 65% (in relation to year
2008), with the total amount of overdue remuneration exceeding the previous reporting period by
more than 50%’ (http://www.pip.gov.pl/html/pl/news/10/10100011.php). Moreover, subsequent
reports of National Labor Inspectorate published in 2010 show that the number of unpaid wages still

3

The characteristics of companies under study are presented in the initial part of this paper.
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grows. In 2009 alone, employers were behind with wages amounting to 114 million Polish zloty, with
121 thousand employees affected by the delay. In the year 2010, the amount exceeded 144 million
Polish zloty (PIP: Mniej wypadków, więcej zaległości - polskie firmy,…).
PIP reports following 2010 inspections show also, that the most frequently violated employee rights,
apart from the aforementioned wages delays, included the right to a safe and hygienic working
conditions and the right to adequate rest periods. The most notable increase was observed in relation to
safety conditions, as reported by employees: in the period between January and October, 2010, PIP
received close to 7 thousand such complaints, which was a significant increase compared with the
respective period of the previous year, amounting to over 5 thousand of complaints in this area (PIP:
Mniej wypadków, więcej zaległości - polskie firmy,…).
In regard to the issue of safety and hygiene at work, the largest proportion of defaults observed in the
companies under study applied to improper organization of working time. In more than half of the
companies under study, cases of prolonged working time were reported, exceeding the national
legislative standards construed in line with recommendations of directive 2003/88/EC on maximum
limit on weekly working hours, including paid overtime limits. Moreover, employees reported being
disallowed to act on their statutory right to 11 hours of rest between consecutive shifts.
It is also noteworthy to mention that 19 out of 32 companies under study laced sufficient
documentation pertaining to vocational risk assessment. This default is in clear breach of not only
national legislature, but also of the guidelines expressed in framework directive 89/391/EEC. It must
be emphasized that some of the representatives of management personnel admitted having no
knowledge whatsoever in regard to formal requirements pertaining to this issue. Others chose to
justify their defaults by resorting to arguments on poor financial standing (resulting from global crisis)
and resulting inability to employ the services of independent consultants to assess the risks of
individual workstations. In the light of the above, it must be emphasized that provision of suitable
working conditions is the responsibility of the employer, while binding regulations of Polish law do
not oblige employers to employ independent specialists with the purpose of assessing vocational risks
at workplace. Such tasks may as well be delegated to internal health and safety sections.
The pressure of limiting company labor costs is also manifested in the excessive number of temporary
assignments, minimization of vocational training activities, as well as non-equal treatment of women
and men, especially in relation to employment and promotion access, which is in clear breach of EU
guidelines related to employment security (directives: 2002/73/EC; 2000/78/EC, 2001/23/EC,
98/59/EC). It must be noted, however, that in 18 of the companies under study, the excessive use of
non-contractual forms of employment was not perceived by employees in terms of violation of their
rights.
In regard to the issue of gender discrimination in employment, it must be stressed that the research
study found clear evidence of such practices as demand for young female candidates to provide
medical certificates – and not only general health certificates, but also specific proof that the candidate
is not pregnant. Similarly reprehensible and unacceptable were contracts based on the candidate’s
‘declaration’ of not planning a child in the foreseeable future – cases of such conduct were observed in
6 of the companies under study.
Speaking of discrimination, it might be noteworthy to emphasize that graduates of full-time courses of
higher education often face serious obstacles in employment, due to lack of vocational practice and
working experience. In this context, scope and specifics of higher education courses should be
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questioned, especially in relation to potential of part-time employment of students attending full-time
courses (as opposed to extramural and evening courses).
In relation to cases of employee right violation, special emphasis should be put on the mobbing
phenomenon. Empirical research did not find evidence for explicit mobbing (as defined in applicable
legislative documents). However, in 9 out of 32 companies under study, direct interviews with
employees revealed evidence for intimidating and even demeaning behaviors on the part of superiors.
Such behaviors included cases of lay-off threats towards those employees who expressed their concern
in relation to working conditions or adequacy of remuneration for specific tasks and assignments.
It must be stressed that gauging the scale of mobbing phenomenon is relatively difficult. Research in
this area, such as studies conducted by the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and
Working Conditions and International Labour Organization, shows that in the early years of this
century, the estimated 5%-15% of employees active on EU labor market have faced some form of
mental pressure at work. Similar studies conducted in Poland suggest that the ratio is close to 17% (see
e.g.: Godlewska -Werner, 2006; Sidor-Rządkowska 2003; Matuszyński 2010). It must be noted,
however, that due to the very nature of mobbing, the phenomenon does not succumb to easy
identification. Thus, the number of actual cases of mobbing may be considerably steeper.
In practice, combating the mobbing behaviors and boosting the awareness of mobbing victims in
respect to their rights remains – as stated before – in the authority of national legislature of individual
EU member states. In this context, it may appear that Polish legal acts adopted in relation to mobbing
at work – in contrast with EU-wide solutions – come across as more advanced and stringent. Article
94 of Labor Code (Rudnik R., Wąsik (eds.)2009) obliges employees to actively combat mobbing
behaviors at work. Labor Code defines mobbing as any activities or behaviors towards employees that
constitute persistent and prolonged harassment or intimidation, resulting in the employee’s low selfesteem or affecting his/her sense of professional usefulness, or leading to, or aiming at, demeaning,
humiliation, isolation or elimination from work team.
Moreover, Polish Labor Code regulations provide grounds for employee demand for financial
compensation for moral damage or health problems resulting from mobbing. In addition, employees
have the right of compensation for loss of employment resulting from being subject to mobbing
behaviors.
Inclusion of anti-mobbing regulations and right of legal claim for compensation for mobbing victims
is a significant step on the path of elimination of mobbing practices and other forms of harassment at
work. Regulations of Labor Code provide clear definitions of employer duties and employee rights in
this respect. However, the above regulations apply only to persons employed under standard contract
of employment. As such, they do not relate in any way to personnel employed under the terms of feefor-task and other forms of employment based on civil code. Consequently, the rights of noncontractual employees are often abused4.
In the light of the above, Polish regulations in the context of mobbing practices may be considered
deficient.
However, the above conclusion is not fully justified. It must be noted that legal protection of personnel
employed under civil code agreements falls under appropriate regulations of Civil Code. Thus, in
accordance with article 23 of Civil Code, non-contractual employees have the right of pursuing claims

4

For more on non-contractual forms of employment, see e.g.: (Kryńska E. 2003; Pathak R.C. 2005)
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for violation of the so-called personal rights, relating, among others, to such values as health, wellbeing, freedom, personal image, etc. At the same time, Civil Code defines human dignity as one of the
fundamental personal rights. Mobbing practices clearly violate human dignity of the victim. Moreover,
Civil Code provides for compensation for any violation of personal rights.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that legal claims filed under Civil Code require not only considerable
knowledge of legal intricacies, but also proper civil action, with all legal consequences thereof, such as
high cost involved. This is in stark contrast with legal proceedings under Labor Code, which, in
accordance with LC regulations, are filed before industrial tribunal and provide for exemption of court
fees for employee claimants, regardless of final adjudication.
As shown in the above deliberations, some employers still resort to contemptible practice of
‘stimulation through intimidation’ as part of their human management principles. Employees are often
given to understand that the fact of being employed should provide sufficient satisfaction, while any
aspirations for improving conditions of work are dismissed as exacting. At the same time, due to
recent labor market deficiencies caused, among other things, by global economic crisis, employees are
reluctant to display their dissatisfaction with working conditions, mainly out of fear of being laid off.
This state of affairs (i.e. financial crisis) is also one of the main reasons for lack of respect for
employee rights, as expressed by management representatives of companies under study. Moreover, it
seems that the majority of employers under study show their preference for short-term economic
profits over activities and strategies that provide long-term benefits. The latter, as most authors
suggest, requires active investment in human potential and involves, among other things, fair treatment
and full respect for employee rights.

CONCLUSIONS
Examples of employee right violations presented herein clearly contrast with the premises of EU
social policy and constitute a breach of local regulations of labor law. The examples are, by no means,
a complete picture of present situation in the area under study, but – nonetheless – they provide strong
evidence for validation of the thesis that competitive advantage in modern economy requires
considerable effort towards boosting employee creativity and involvement, as contrasted with the
obsolete model of treating employees as a source of company cost. This change of paradigm, however,
calls for respect of employee rights. Without mutual respect, negotiation of agreements and, above all,
tolerance, meeting the goals of both employers and employees may prove unattainable in the long run.
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Abstract
The paper offers some extension to the concept of competition as an evolutionary process. It is seen as
a tension appearing in global economy by firms’ striving to avoid equilibrium of perfect competition
through differentiation of products or reduction of marginal costs, whereas the system strives to return
to equilibrium. The approach of evolutionary competition process looks much more realistic then
neoclassical approach of perfect competition. The authors noticed that in reality perfect competition
might work as the threat which firms tries to avoid. So there remains an open question weather perfect
competition or differentiation of markets itself is real reason of the economy growth. Greater
recognition of the evolutionary approach of competition in general remains a subject to further
debates among economists.
Key words: competition, perfect competition, equilibrium, evolutionary process, innovation
1. INTRODUCTION
Economists regard market competition as the basis for the science of economics related with basic
queries about production, allocation of resources, efficiency and etc. Most of them understand
competition through equilibrium framework.
Competition exists when, because of the large number and small size of firms, the typical business unit
has no significant control over price, output, investment, which are all given by the market – and when
each firm stands in a non-rivalrous relation to its competitors. Firm is powerless to intervene in ways
that change the basic competitive forces it or another firm faces. Such assumptions are given a very
restrictive and determinate form in neoclassical economic notions of perfect and pure competition –
the principal meaning of competition in economics in nowadays.
The essential challenge facing neoclassical economics was either to hold on to its economic model of
perfect competition, on which its overall theory of general equilibrium rested, and therefore forgo any
possibility of a realistic assessment of the economy – or to abandon these make-believe models in
favour of greater realism.
No matter what decision on the issue will be taken by proponents of neoclassical approach, some
Austrian scholars suggest to avoid assuming the static end state of competition equilibrium. They
criticize neoclassical approach by allegations that it is wrong to assume perfect competition as driving
force of market. Profit and loss are disequilibrium characteristics.
The paper examines the Austrian approach of evolutionary competition comparing it with empirical
studies of other scholars.
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2. CRITICISM OF NEOCLASSICAL APPROACH
G.L. Nell (2010) challenges the neoclassical model which describes an efficient market, in “perfect
competition” equilibrium, as containing a large number of firms, selling identical products all at the
same price. He criticize concept of perfect competition arguing that economic model where product’s
price is equal to its costs had taken place in reality some time ago and collapsed in social economy of
Soviet Union. The lack of profit and loss eliminates signals which product is being under-produced or
over-produced – profit drives innovation, and loss weeds out undesirable production.
Firms are price takers because of they willingness to perform worse at any other price. In core of
competition is differentiating products, creating new products, and reducing costs – generally
considered to be vital part of an economy with tough competition. In order to differentiate a product, a
cost must be incurred what leads to price increase. So prices of differentiated products are higher due
to risk of differentiation as well as creating new products requires to set higher price and retain
additional profit. Cost reductions allow a firm to make additional profit and to further reduce the price
of its products.
Perfect competition induces inefficient allocation of resources: labours, capital, goods, transport and
supply lines. Lack of profit prevents firm from local adjustment of prices to fix errors of resources
allocation through competition. In healthy economy due to competition firms adjust supply, innovate,
and produce new technological advances.
Due to these aforementioned market realities competition requires disequilibrium activity, and an
economy without this activity remains static and dead economy unable to correct errors and unable to
advance. In market economy the market is always out of equilibrium due to better technology acquired
by one firm or better, or differentiated its product. If we assumed that innovation is frozen, the other
firms would not be able to compete down price simply.
G.L. Nell (2010) argues that competition is not about equilibrium only but much more about
evolutionary process. According him there are not two separate processes; the entrepreneurial driving
force of the economy is the same force that balances the supply and demand of goods on the ground of
information carried in the price. He claims that competition is not even a uniform movement in the
direction of some general equilibrium – it is progress. Due to it in competition actually coordination,
not equilibrium, does matter namely: progress depends only upon right and corrected, if wrong,
decisions. Learning from mistakes really matters there and it works if entrepreneur receives signals
about wrong and right decisions. Both success and failure drives an economy forward, toward the
better satisfaction of the consumer’s needs, market progression or evolution.
G.L. Nell (2010) adds that competition is also the way that economies grow.
The authors of the paper point out that in aforementioned approach of competition as an evolutionary
process content of evolution process itself and mechanism how it works is missed. There are placed
some arguments against equilibrium approach of competition in the market and arguments for
evolutionary approach as well mainly. However, there are many empirical studies about competition
and related topics as well. So, the authors tries to examine how the concept of evolutionary
competition process matches with already made findings on the topic, how we can reproduce
competition process, its impact to evolution of market and economy, and growth as well.
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3. EXTENDED APPROACH
3.1. Ways and main purpose of competition
According M.E. Porter (1985) corporate success depends on its competitive advantage, which may be
achieved by adopting a cost-leadership strategy or via the differential route. The first way means
offering products which are equivalent to those offered by competitors, but doing so far more
efficiently and therefore at lower cost than competing organisations. In practice, there can be one costleader in the market only. Therefore other companies achieving competitive advantage via the
differential route. They try both keeping costs similar to the competition and supplying products which
consumers value more highly and are willing to pay more for.
So in the market firm may compete via cost – leadership strategy. In the literature are stated that these
enterprises seek bigger economies of scale and production capacity; more than any other enterprises
focus on research and experimental development. Mergers or take-overs performed by rivals helps to
pursue the same purpose of market leader. Another route – differentiation of the products or launching
new ones.
The authors note that purpose of all these competition routes is one only – to take control over the
whole market – the main resource and condition of rivals’ survival. Perfect competition conditions
always mean one output only – one winner, losses and no profit. So some rivals may choose to
become this winner, while another may try to avoid and escape direct competition at least. By last
strategy rivals aims to cut substitution effect and/or to build entrance boundaries.
So lets look how these strategies work in the market.
3.2. Leadership strategy
S. Berger (1981) takes attention to main arguments of maintaining leadership in the market which rest
on claims that only the largest firms could develop and exploit the new technologies and that in critical
sectors of the economy, the optimal firm size for efficiency, profitability, and competitiveness shall
adjust market’s requirements.
There is also the approach that the enterprise, which seeks to strengthen competitive positions in
foreign markets, uses production capacity, which is created, in national state (Ajami et al. 2006). There
may be added P. S. Mehta‘s (2006) ideas, that, in particular, the governments of developing economies
should support their national enterprises which are able to achieve economies of scale, carry out
research and compete with international enterprises and have innovative trading partners.
J. M. Glachant et al. (2003) say that enterprises, which plan production, must take into account the
production capacity. C. Decker (2009) notes that enterprises, which act in oligopolistic markets, have
not strong position regarding the development of production capacity. The importance of production
capacity, in particular, is emphasised by D. B. Yoffie (1993). He argued that seeking to increase
export volume, it is necessary to develop production capacity (to plan which plants may serve specific
foreign markets, which are located, for example, in different continents).
As well the attention shall be drawn to the national state's regulation. There is claimed that these
regulations should encourage “national champions” to use all available production capacity; it is also
noted that otherwise would be the excess of production capacity (Quack et al. 2000).
According P. Geroski (2005) both of these arguments of global market and scale of economy turn on
the same three basic points: there is a certain critical mass that a firm needs to achieve in order to
survive and compete effectively in what is a global market, this critical mass is larger than the market
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in most national economies and this critical mass has to be consolidated into a single firm if it is to be
effectively developed.
The authors note that quality matters too. Sutton (2007) suggests the model therein firm’s
competitiveness depends not only on its productivity but also on the quality of its product, with
productivity and quality jointly determining a firm’s “capability”. This firm’s capability maintains
lower and higher bounds of products price – quality combinations (“window”) and if firm has a
product whose price – quality combination is superior to that of its rivals, the firm ought to grab bigger
market share.
So it is a crucial purpose to strive raising their capabilities for any firm struggling for better position in
the market.
Actually rivals may try to increase those capabilities buying them by acquisition of another ones or
mergers. J. Suedekum (2007) concluded that globalization makes the foreign takeover more likely in
countries where foreigners do not bias the government against acquisitions of national firms. But
scholar‘s model revealed that in countries which demonstrates economic patriotism globalization
makes national mergers more likely as a reaction to takeover attempts. The same results raise from S.
Dinc and I. Erel (2009) empirical study.
3.3. The differentiation of products
The differential route relates to the concept of the extended product where a product is conceived of as
a “bundle of attributes”. Some of these attributes comprise “core product” which is closely related to
the “core benefit”. Together with assisting attributes (e.g. length, power, weight) the “core product”
creates so called “recognized product”. Whole host of other attributes (e.g. price, delivery on time,
reputation) are associated with product within the customers mind despite they are not a part of it
physically. Hence, all aforementioned attributes comprise the extended product and form the building
blocks of a product’s differential advantage. In practise, various products may contain many of these
attributes (e.g. screw conveyor project contains of 53 extended product attributes (Walley et al.1994)).
It is possible to identify, measure and compare the attributes of different extended products and that
allows to identify attributes which need resources investing in them to achieve better competitive
advantage of product or attributes which can have resources withdrawn from them because the firm
has a large competitive advantage; and even attributes which constitute latent sources of competitive
advantage but not being currently exploited. Sometimes some attributes may be introduced
deliberately to gain differential advantage over competitors and such a product is known as
“augmented product”.
In competitive markets if company augments its product and therefore gains competitive advantage, its
rivals seek nullify the threat by adding a similar attribute to their own product. Hence, customers come
to expect this attribute in all of the products. It means that, in order to maintain competitive advantage
there is an ongoing need to innovate by adding new attributes or developing existing ones; or through
innovation in the processes and systems which generate the products and services as well.
D. B. Yoffie (1993) emphasizes that a significant impact on the competitiveness of enterprises has
their specialization. So that leads to monopolistic competition which for Schumpeter were much
“more important practically” than either perfect competition or the assumption of a single monopoly,
and of more general importance “in a theoretic sense.”
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3.4. Innovation in competition process
According Aghion et al. (2006) empirical research firms or industries close to the frontier (maximum
efficiency or higher bound of window) are expected to be spurred by competition to innovate and
increase their efficiency (“escape competition effect”), and those firms far from frontier (near the
lower bound) are not willing to innovate and fall further behind.
Y. Gorodnichenko et. al. (2008) adds that globalisation stimulates innovation by domestic countries
through the supply chain or increases competition through entry of foreign firm or increased
capabilities of domestic firm. They noted that economy theory is unclear about the effect of
competition on innovation. From one side there is Schumpeterian view that market power promotes
innovation, by providing a stable platform to fund these investments while competition declines funds
to be invested in innovation (“Schumpeterian effect”). On the other hand market power reduces
innovation by lowering the return to innovative efforts.
Some empirical researches have confirmed that Schumpeterian effect dominates in industries with
laggard firms whereas the competition promotes investment with high performing firms. But some
empirical evidences suggested that firms further away from the frontier are less likely to innovate (Y.
Gorodnichenko et. al., 2008).
Hashmi, A.R. (2011) in his comprehensive empirical research has found a positive relationship
between competition (as measured by the inverse of mark-ups) and innovation (as measured by
citation-weighted patents) in USA while UK data shows opposite results: there is a negative
relationship between competition and innovation. The scholar makes theoretical assumption that the
USA manufacturing industries are technologically more neck – and – neck than their counterparts in
the UK. So the higher degree of neck – and – neckness leads to a more positive relationship between
competition and innovation then any policy to reduce the allocative inefficiency also promotes
innovation and hence growth.
These Hashmi, A.R. findings and theoretical implications may be appended with research provided by
Foster, J.B. et al. (2011) where scholars reveal that both the number and percentage of U.S.
manufacturing industries (for example, automobile production) that have a four-firm concentration
ratio of 50 percent or more have risen dramatically since the 1980s. More and more industries in the
manufacturing sector of the economy are tight oligopolistic or quasi-monopolistic markets
characterized by a substantial degree of monopoly. And this trend is accelerating.
So, these findings together with all aforementioned empirical researches may suggest that in the USA
firms gain much bigger market power while competition remains tough among neck – and – neck
frontier rivals.
Y. Gorodnichenko et. al. (2008) have found a little support to the Aghion’s prediction that firms in a
more pro-business environment invest more in innovation and are more likely to display the inverted
U relationship between competition and innovation. However, as D. Neven (2010) referred to
Griffith‘s et al. (2004) research results, scholar has found that more often R&D activity (so, and
innovation process as well) takes place in the country or city where firms’, especially multinationals’,
headquarters are placed. With respect to R&D, table below indicates that multinationals display a
strong R&D intensity but also confirms that there is a home bias in R&D in their home base. As well it
shows that multinational firms have a higher level of R&D than domestic firms do.
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Number and Percentage of U.S. Manufacturing Industries in which Largest Four Companies
Accounted for at Least 50 Percent of Shipment Value in Their Industries, 1947-2002

Source: Foster et al. (2011)

R&D activity and ownership

Empirical research provided by Y. Gorodnichenko et. al. (2008) have found strong evidence that
linkages with foreign firms (within or outside of the country) do improve domestic firm’s innovative
capacity. These findings correlate with aforementioned Griffith‘s et al. research.
And there is another evidence that the performance of domestic companies improves after their
acquisition by multinationals.
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Characteristics of establishments that are taken over

4. SIGNALS OF PROFITABILITY AREN’T PERFECT
To aforementioned arguments may be added one more derived from recent financial crisis. The global
financial crisis showed that, at the macro level, too, profit-guided decisions, absent parental
supervision, can and do lead to immensely wasteful, unproductive, and destructive outcomes. The
central cause of the financial meltdown was hardly that bankers and brokers became complacent
because they knew that government would always bail them out. Rather, the crisis happened because
the lure of profits (and the pressure of competition) pushed the financiers to undertake actions that
were immensely rewarding to them, but otherwise unproductive, immoral, and economically
destructive.
This core scepticism about the rationality of profit-guided decision-making provides the theoretical
underpinning for what used to be called ‘industrial policy.’ There is no reason to believe that the
profit-maximizing decisions of private investors and businesses will provide each country with a set of
tradable industries that delivers the broader benefits (productivity, innovative capacity, and export
success and income generation) that we need. We should promote ‘national champions’ – key sectors,
and key firms within those sectors. We promote these sectors not because they are Canadian, but
because they do things that other sectors do not: invest in innovation, penetrate foreign markets,
generate higher productivity, and pay higher incomes (J. Stanford et al. 2010).
5. DISCUSSIONS
The approach of evolutionary competition process looks much more realistic then neoclassical
approach of perfect competition which wouldn’t pretend to be the main instrument revealing
competition mechanism but might be part of much wider picture. The authors noticed that in reality
perfect competition might work as the threat which firms tries to avoid.
The laws of an economic system working under perfect competition will not be appreciably varied in a
system which contains widespread elements of monopolistic competition. Now it might be assumed
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that threat of perfect competition leads to deeper specialisation of rivals and wider range of markets
derived from differentiation performance of rivals leading to monopolistic competition. If such
approach is right than it may demand discussions on weather perfect competition or differentiation of
markets itself is source of the economy growth.
Nowadays economists are dealing seriously with the problem of monopoly as a growing factor in the
modern economy and thus undermining neoclassical theory, or denying the essential reality of
monopoly or monopolistic competition and thereby preserving the theory - even at the risk of taking
the dangerous step of limiting to a serious extent the rising issues with which any future economics
would be fitted to deal. Establishment economic theorists have generally chosen the latter course - but
with harmful consequences in terms of their ability to understand and explain the real world.
Our hope is that there can be a greater recognition of the evolutionary approach of competition in
general, and far greater study and debate about it, by all principled scholars and economists who
believe in reality - based social science.
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Abstract
The study is given to the comparison of productivity. The terminology of productivity is analysed, the
theories devoted to the theme of productivity has been conducted. In the paper it is shown that it is
relevant to analyse productivity of distribution sector. The study also presents the comparison of
productivity of enterprises against the average productivity of industry in distribution sector. The main
results of the study show that there is productivity drop down at different producers, wholesalers or
retailers. The results also show that the productivity of specialised wholesalers and retailers depends
on turnover characterising the average size of enterprise. In addition, the comparison of productivity
in distribution channel show that the highest productivity is in production, the lowest – in retail
distribution sector.
Key words: productivity, distribution sector, industry, benchmarking

1. INTRODUCTION
A huge dynamism is characteristic to business: it undergoes rapid alterations, therefore it is a need to
react to new challenges and to tackle more complicated questions. For the past several decades the
possibility to increase productivity has to be re-examined. Since the application level of information
technologies is growing, there is a need to examine productivity, which appear in the practice of
distribution sector and industry. Research, which is oriented to the examination of productivity, is also
important for the increase of competition of various economy subjects and development of distribution
sector and industry.
In the theories of economics and other sciences there is a lack of scientific generalisations to the topic
of productivity in distribution sector; especially there is a lack of scientific generalisations which are
adequate to new challenges. The mentioned lack of scientific generalisation can be perceived as a
scientific problem requiring appropriate research. The analyse of economic science literature (it was
reviewed books published by Oxford University Press, Cambridge University Press, Harvard
University Press, Springer, M. E. Sharpe, Routledge, etc.) shows, that authors, which have published
books about productivity, are analysing productivity of industry quite often (around 67% of them).
However, only 0.08% of authors have studied productivity of distribution sector. So, the results of
such analyse show the importance of research, which combines the analyse of productivity in both:
industry and distribution sector.
The study presents a comparison of productivity of enterprise against the average productivity of
industry and distribution sector. The main results of the study show that there is productivity drop
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down at different producers, wholesalers or retailers. The results also show that the productivity of
specialised wholesalers and retailers depends on turnover characterising the average size of enterprise.
The article is based on systematic analysis of scientific literature, analytical, comparative and
empirical analysis.
2. THE CONCEPT OF PRODUCTIVITY AND ITS REFLECTION IN SCIENTIFIC
LITERATURE
Productivity is defined as a measure of the amount, which is generated as output. This means that
productivity presents relationship between input and output. For example, labor productivity presents
relationship between output and the input of labor. The definition of inputs and outputs is the most
central question for analysing productivity. The traditional way of measuring productivity is based on
physical input (man hours of work) and physical output (increase of turnover).
Productivity is a subject that has been discussed for many years by economists. The term
“productivity” usually is confused with another term “production”. Although often there is close
relationship, production is associated with the producing activity, while productivity relates to the
efficient utilization of inputs in this activity. In addition to this, economists state that the greater
production the greater productivity is (Stainer 1997).
Pritchard’s (1995) perception of productivity is based on these approaches:
- the economic approach. Productivity can be studied from the point of view of micro economy and
macro economy;
- productivity is a combination of efficiency and effectiveness; and
- the wide approach. Productivity is performance measure that contains everything what makes
organisation function better. Seeking to improve the economic performance one has to know
which factors influence the performance of company (Donselaar et al 1998). For this
benchamrking method can be used.
In general, productivity is important to economic performance of any enterprise. The analysis of the
theories devoted to the theme of productivity show that the productivity of distribution sector should
be understood as phenomena. There are these main reasons for why productivity is crucial for
distribution sector. First, the enterprise of distribution sector is provider of business services (it affect
costs of inputs). Second, the distribution sector is a consumer of social services (it uses labour
resources). Changes in distribution sector productivity may significantly affect economy. In many
cases, special attention in the literature on the theme of productivity is paid to services, but not to
distribution sector.
After the survey of literature it has been emerged that there is a lot of works in scientific literature
about productivity. In general the topic of productivity was very important before 25 years (mainly,
during the period of 1981 – 1985) (see Table 1).
Now (after time period) also there is attention on productivity in scientific literature. But taking to
consideration that significant changes are undergoing in global economy, which are related to the
phenomenon of globalization, ongoing socio-economic development, the consolidation of knowledge
economy, and the more active European Union's expansion and development, which together are
affecting business and its output, the attention to productivity is quite low. In addition, the
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application level of information technologies is growing. All this prove that there is a need to
examine productivity in any industry or sector. Anyway the outcome of literature’ survey shows
opposite results. It is evident that the interest to the theme of productivity is declining.
Scientific literature on the topic of productivity

Year

Literature which is dedicated
for productivity

%

1976 - 1980

22300

10,7%

1981 - 1985

45200

21,8%

1986 - 1990

38800

18,7%

1991 - 1995

32100

15,5%

1996 - 2000

26000

12,5%

2001 - 2005

21900

10,5%

2006 - 2010

21300

10,3%

207600

100%

Total

3. THEORIES DEVOTED TO THE THEME OF PRODUCTIVITY
In scientific literature different techniques used for productivity analysis are mentioned such as (Singh
et al. 2000):
-

Productivity index analysis. There are several approaches for such analysis: the approach of
single-factor, multi-factor or total factor productivity indices. Multi-factor productivity index
is the sum of static and dynamic indicators, when they depend from actual and target values
(Sahay 2005). Multi-factor productivity is the ratio output to the combined input of labor and
capital. Total-factor productivity is variable which accounts for effects in total output not
caused by input. For example, total-factor productivity can be measured as long-term
technological change (Suer 1995).

-

Data Envelopment analysis (DEA) . This approach evaluates each contribution of input to
productive process based on historical data.

-

Econometric analysis. For this approach flexible functional forms, which handle wide array of
inputs, is used.

Service organisations are the largest and fastest-growing organisations of the economies of the world.
It encompasses a wide range of areas including wholesaling and retaling services as well (Sahay
2005). The selection of productivity measurement according the measurement theory, is crucial issue
for service organisations. The measure have to represent the economic dimension of service
operations. This means that measurement have to include both quantity and quality measures.
Ussually, service organisations don‘t measure productivity as production enterprises due to complexity
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of inputs and outputs. On the other hand it is necessary to identify characteristics of services, which
are critical for productivity increase (Sahay 2005).
There are several studies on productivity in distribution sectors. Mellat et al. (2010) provided study, in
which dependence between labor productivity and profitability, is defined for wholesale. Battisti et al.
(2009) researched the productivity gaps between UK service sectors and its main international
competitors. They mentioned that there is the productivity gap between distribution sectors of UK and
US. Seller-Rubio et al. (2007) presented research, in which contribution to measurement issues related
to service and retail productivity is provided. In this study the productivity change is separated into
efficiency change and technical change. Johnston et al. (2004) mention that productivity derives not
solely from the actions of service enterprises. In addition, in their study the relationship between
productivity and customer is analysed. Tietz (1971) analyses both wholesale and retail distribution
sectors. His study includes socio-economic factors leading to sectoral economic growth. Sobotka et al.
(2010) provide two-level analysis about the performance of service organisation: the analyse of
organisational performance, and the analyse of individual (employee) performance. According to
Oprime et al. (2011) enterprises have to improve their performance seeking to achieve integration in
productive distribution chains.
Based on this Yusof (2008) provides the framework, which includes long-term and short-term
behaviours of variables.
In addition, Sahay (2005) claims that general model to measure poductivity can be used by any type of
service enterprise. Kumur et al (2008) mention that there are numerous literatures on the application of
DEA in both manufacturing as well as service sectors.
Provide the analysis of technology in the industries food and alcohol (Suer 1995). The author tried to
estimate technical change parametrically. Kumar et al (2008) also Kumar (2006) also analyse
technological change and the productivity of food industry. The study of Kumar et al (2008) also
includes analyse of various economic and institutional factors.
The combination of rapid technological change with very slow gains in productivity is interpreted as
productivity paradox. The opinions of economists are divided accordingly: some believe that the way
of measuring productivity is not adequate; others think that the presence of information technology
and telecommunication is still not large enough to find clearly visible influence (Spithoven 2003).
Burkink (2002) analyse the mechanism of knowledge transfer. He mentions that there are mechanisms
of knowledge transfer, when knowledge is attributed to wholesaler, and performance to retailer.
4. THE COMPARISON OF PRODUCTIVITY
Due to complexity of service organisations, technique of productivity index analysis is used. of totalfactor productivity, which represents long term change, are used for comparison. The comparison of
productivity are presented accordingly: first, productivity in each distribution sector by industries is
presented; second, the of productivity, which represents long term change in distribution sectors by
industries, are figured out; third, the comparison of productivity in distribution channel, is made.
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Wholesale distribution sector
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Productivity and average turnover per enterprise in wholesale distribution sector
Statistical data of U.S. Bureau is used for productivity comparison. This data is collected by U.S.
Census Bureau (2009) first, from the U.S. center of registers and second, from U.S. Census Bureau
representatives by interviewing enterprises). Assessing the reliability of the data, it has to be
considered that in order to ensure 95% of data reliability 4% of the allowable inaccuracy can be used
(U.S. Census Bureau 2009). According to the U.S. Census data (2002, 2009) figures (when the
number of enterprises, total turnover of enterprises and total number of employees is known) for 20022008 the productivity and average turnover per enterprise is predicted. Based on regression analysis,
dependence between labor productivity and average turnover per enterprise is defined in wholesale
and retail (see figures below).
Based on regression analysis it is figured out that the dependence is stronger in wholesale when in
retail distribution sector (correlation coefficients are equal to 0,93 and 0,69 accordingly).
The first results of study show that the productivity of specialised wholesalers or retailers depends on
turnover characterising the average size of enterprise. In addition, the results of study show that there
is productivity drop down at different wholesalers and retailers.
In addition. authors provide study how productivity is increasing during time period. It is significant
that productivity from 2002 in wholesale distribution sector is grown by 21,5%, in retail distribution
sector – by44 % (see figures below). In addition, these results show in which industries are better
conditions to achieve higher increase in productivity, such as: pharmaceutical products in both
distribution sectors, food products in wholesale or alcohol products in retail distribution sector.
The of productivity also allow to make the comparison between industries and to find out the increase
of productivity in particular industry over time period. Productivity varies greatly across industries.
The equation for dependence between productivity and average turnover per enterprise in wholesale
distribution sector can be written as:
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 0,190  0,026  S wh, in year of 2002;
Pwh  
0,198  0,026  S wh , in year of 2008;
here Pwh – productivity in wholesale distribution sector, S wh – the average turnover per wholesale
enterprise.
Retail distribution sector

Average size of enterprise, mln. Eur

4.0

0.20

3.5

0.18

3.0

0.16
0.14

2.5

0.12

2.0

0.10
0.08

1.5

Average size
of enterprises
Productivity
index

0.06

1.0
0.5

0.04
0.02

0.0

0.00

Average size of enterprise, mln. Eur

Productivity and average turnover per enterprise in retail distribution sector

Wholesale distribution sector

75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1.4
1.2
1.1
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.0
Average size of enterprises
Average size of enterprises
2002

The changes of productivity indexes in wholesale distribution sector
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Retail distribution sector

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
Average size of enterprises
Average size of enterprises
2002

The changes of productivity indexes in retail distribution sector
Talking about the increase of productivity in both distribution sectors, it is evident that during time
period the highest increase of productivity is in pharmaceutical industry; the lowest – in music
industry.
The results of study show that the productivity indexes of wholesalers are always higher than
productivity indexes of retailers. In 2002 productivity indexes of wholesalers were 5,4 times higher
then productivity indexes of retailers, now they differ 4,5 times. This shows that enterprises can
achieve substantial increase in productivity.
In addition it should be noted that retail and wholesale enterprises have sales (in retail 3.2%, wholesale
19,2% of all sales) which are proceeded when the goods are ordered over the Internet or electronic
networks (estimated by the author, based on U.S. Census Bureau (2009) data). This shows that there is
higher potential to increase productivity indexes in retail distribution sector.
The equation for dependence in retail distribution sector between productivity and average turnover
per enterprise can be written as:

 0,074  0,026  S R , in year of 2002;
PR  
0,076  0,028  S R , in year of 2008.
here PR – productivity in retail distribution sector, S R – the average turnover per retail enterprise.
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Productivity indexes in wholesale and retail distribution sectors
Below, it is the comparison of productivity in distribution channel. It is evident that the productivity
vary in production, wholesale and retail. In production the indexes of productivity usually are the
highest ones, in retail – the lowest ones. In addition, the results of this research allow identifying
production industries in which are better conditions to achieve higher productivity, such as: food,
computers, etc.

Average size of enterprise, mln.
Eur

0.7
Manufacturing
productivity index

0.6
0.5

Wholesale
productivity index

0.4
0.3

Retail productivity
index

0.2
0.1
0.0

The comparison of productivity in distribution channel

Below the comparison of productivity of enterprises against the average productivity of industry is
presented. The productivity of 95 enterprises representing 8 industries is retrieved. In most of cases,
the productivity of chosen enterprises was above industry average. This is evident from both: sample
median and productivity indexes which are at minimum (see the table below). First, the enterprises,
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which have the best productivity indexes (maximums), are named in the table. Afterward are
enterprises, which have the second best productivity indexes.
The comparison of productivity of enterprise against the average productivity of industry in retail
distribution sector

Retail
Furniture

Sample
median

Min

Max

Mean

0,14

0,08

0,37

0,13

Above the industry average
(mean)
Williams-Sonoma Inc

Below the industry
average (mean)
Kirkland's In

Bed Bath & Beyond Inc
Apparel

0,21

0,15

0,25

0,09

Shoe Carnival
Syms Corporation

Sport items

0,20

0,07

0,26

0,11

Dick's sporting goods Inc
Hibbett Sports Inc

Toys
and
leisure goods

0,29

0,27

0,32

0,08

Gander Mountain Co

Books

0,11

0,10

0,13

0,08

Books-A-Million Inc

Music goods

0,18

0,12

0,25

0,09

Trans World Entertainment
Corporation

Electronics

0,20

0,09

0,29

0,16

Hhgregg
Conns Inc.

Food products

0,17

0,16

0,29

0,13

Delhaize Group

Big 5 Sporting Goods
Corporation

Inc
RadioShack Corporation

SuperValu

The smallest gap of productivity indexes is in the industry of books, the largest – in the industry of
furniture.

5. CONCLUSSIONS
Significant changes are undergoing in global economy: globalization, ongoing socio-economic
development, the consolidation of knowledge economy, and the more active European Union's
expansion and development. These changes prove that there is a need to examine productivity
in any industry or sector. In addition, the analysis of literature shows opposite results: the topic of
productivity was very important before 25 years and now the interest to the theme of productivity is
declining.
In literature it is mentioned that service organisations are the largest and fastest-growing organisations
of the economies of the world. The study presented in the paper show that anyway production
enterprises have better productivity then wholesale and retail enterprises.
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The comparison of productivity in both wholesale and retail distribution sectors is presented in the
paper. In the study it is figured out that the productivity of specialised wholesalers and retailers
depends on turnover characterising the average size of enterprise. It is defined that this dependence is
very strong in wholesale distribution sector.
The analysis of long term change of productivity in distribution sectors shows that the increase of
productivity in retail is 2 times higher than its increase in wholesale. Talking about the increase of
productivity in both wholesale and retail distribution sectors, it is evident that during time period the
highest increase of productivity is in the industry of pharmaceutical goods; the lowest – in the industry
of music goods. The increase of productivity in distribution sectors is also associated with the
application level of information technologies. Both retail and wholesale enterprises have sales which
are proceeded when goods are ordered over the Internet networks, which is higher in wholesale and
lower in retail. The low application level of information technologies in retail shows that higher
potential to increase productivity is in this distribution sector.
The results of the comparison of productivity in distribution channel reveals that the highest
productivity is in production, the lowest – in retail distribution sector. In addition, the results of this
research allow identifying industries in which are better conditions to achieve the highest productivity.
There are industries of food and computers, which have the best productivity achievements in
production.

The comparison of productivity of enterprises against the average productivity of industry is
presented in the paper. According this study, the smallest gap of productivity indexes is in the industry
of books, the largest gap – in the industry of furniture.
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Abstract
Getting to know the empirical characteristics of the business cycles, also known as stylised facts,
represents a necessary step and holds a special importance in building the models of the business
cycles as it can be essential in the macroeconomic stabilization policies and programs. This paper
aims at identifying the stylised facts of the business cycles for the Central and East European
countries in comparison with the countries from the Economic and Monetary Union that are also part
of the G7 and at identifying their implications on the economy as a whole. The empirical features
which are targeted refer to volatility, persistence and correlations of the business cycle with the
fluctuations of some macroeconomic variables. Unlike the previous studies, the present one takes into
consideration a larger sample of the Central and East European countries, also extending the period
under analysis. Some of the results obtained are in compliance with the previous studies, others are
astonishing
Key words: business cycles, stylised facts, Hodrick-Prescott filter

1. INTRODUCTION
Getting to know the empirical features of the economic cycles, also known as stylised facts, represents
a necessary step and holds a special importance for the building of the models of business cycles.
Since the first paper on the topic of the characteristics of business cycles of Kydland and Prescot
(1990), the characteristics of business cycles of the developed countries are well-established and
known so far. We cannot affirm the same about the developing countries. The research of business
cycles of developing countries is fairly recent. It is also the reason why this paper focuses on the
characteristics of business cycles of the Central and East European countries, members of the
European Union (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia and
Slovakia) that are compared with the business cycles of four developed countries of the European
Union, members of the G7 (France, Germany, Italy and United Kingdom).
A benchmark definition of business cycles belongs to Burns and Mitchell: „Business cycles are a type
of fluctuation found in the aggregate economic activity of nations that organize their work mainly in
business enterprises: a cycle consists of expansions occurring at about the same time in many
economic activities, followed by similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge
into expansion phase of the next cycle; this sequence of changes is recurrent but not periodic; in
duration business cycles vary from more than one year to ten or twelve years; they are not divisible
into shorter cycles of similar character with amplitudes approximating their own.” (Burns and
Mitchell, 1946)
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From this definition, the researchers (Abraham-Frois G., 1995) took into consideration several
elements underlined by Burns and Mitchell, namely:


By means of business cycles we take into consideration the business movement, the business
cycles or the cycles of economic activity;



In order to highlight the business cycle it is necessary to observe the simultaneous evolution of
a certain number of series;



The cycles have a recurrent but not strictly regular character;



The cycle is structured on four phases of evolution: expansion, recession, contraction, and
revival and



The business cycles are specific to the capitalist countries.

The Central and East European countries have begun the passage to a capitalist economy after 1990.
For these countries the study of business cycles can be undertaken after this year. The first years after
1999 can be considered as being part of the transition period towards the market economy. Since 2000
we can already say that the CEE countries have passed to the market economy.
In most of the studies the estimation of business cycles is especially based on Lucas’ definition
according to which business cycles are “movements about trend in gross national product” (Lucas,
1977). As a consequence, in order to identify the business cycles of a country we should have at hand
the values of the gross national product. Still, the developing countries did not provide all the data for
the gross national product with a frequency higher than annual. For this reason Agenor et alii (1999)
used the industrial production index in order to approximate the business cycles, arguing that most of
the developing countries have a very high weight for the manufacturing production within the gross
domestic product and these countries have the largest proportion of merchandise exports. Even if
nowadays the gross national product for the CEE countries is registered every term, in order to
establish comparative analyses we will use the index of industrial production.
This paper is also motivated by the fact that the latest studies regarding the developing countries,
comprising at the same time many of the Central and East European countries, end in the year 2004
(Male, 2010).
The empirical characteristics studied by researchers under the name stylised facts for business cycles
refer to volatility, persistence and correlations of the global cycle of a country’s industrial production
with the cycles of other macroeconomic variables of interest.
The second part of the paper will focus on the identified stylised facts for the developed and
developing countries present in the previous studies. In the third part we will briefly present the
methodology used in the undertaking of this study. We will continue, in the fourth part of the paper
with the presentation of the used data and with the empirical estimation of the stylised facts for the
Central and East European countries in comparison with four other developed countries, members of
the European Union, namely France, Germany, Italy and United Kingdom in the fifth part. The final
conclusions of the research will be drawn in the sixth part.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The identification of the stylised facts for the business cycles is necessary for the design of an
informational base in order to create the theoretical models of the business cycles or to choose a model
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among other possible models. Agenor and Montile (1996) also sustain that the identification of the
stylised facts for business cycles can be crucial for the macroeconomic stabilization policies and
programs.
Before the beginning of his study, Male R. (2010) makes a synthesis of the empirical features of
business cycles in the developed and developing countries. For the developed countries, the studies
reveal the persistence of fluctuations for output and real exchange rate. As regards the volatility, this is
similar for output, consumption and net exports, for investments is two, three times higher than the
output, consumption and net expenses while for government expenses it is reduced by half in
comparison with the output, consumption and net exports. The developed countries also have as procyclical variables the consumption, the investments, the inflation, employment, money velocity and
real wage and as countercyclical variables the price and ratio of net exports and as acyclic variables
the government expenses. The cycles of developing countries, as for the developed countries, present a
persistent output. In the developing countries the output is more volatile than in the developed
countries, the consumption is more volatile than the output and the real interest rates are more volatile
than in the developed countries. As in the case of the developed countries, the developing countries
have the consumption, investments, real wage and money aggregate pro-cyclical while the real interest
rates are countercyclical.
3. USED METHODOLOGY
The used methodology may be structured on four main stages of analysis. In the first stage we will
estimate the global business cycles and the business cycles of macroeconomic variables considered in
the study. In the second stage we will analyze the business cycles’ volatility while in the third stage we
will study the persistence of business cycles. During the last stage we will focus on the study of the
correlation between the global business cycles and the business cycles of the macroeconomic variables
under study.
In order to estimate the business cycles on the basis of the trimestrial registered data, a first step is
represented by the deseasonalisation of the time series. For the deseasonalisation of the time series we
will apply the most frequently used method Census Bureau’s X12 ARIMA seasonal adjustment
program (Gagea M., 2009).
After deseasonalisation, the time series are logarithmated (Male, 2010) and we continue by extracting
the cyclic component of the time series. We have chosen for this the Hodrick-Prescott filter which is
widely used, in order to make comparisons with the studies that also used this filter. The cyclical
component of the time series must be stationary and therefore, we will verify their stationarity by
means of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test.
The volatility of the business cycles is measured by means of the statistical indicator standard
deviation. When analyzing the cycles of business variables the relative volatility is also used and it is
calculated as a ratio between the volatility of the cyclical component of the studied variable and the
volatility of the cyclical component of the global cycle (determined on the basis of the index of
industrial production).
The persistence of business cycles is determined by means of the autocorrelation function and the
testing of the significance of autocorrelation function is conducted by means of the Ljung-Box test.
The null hypothesis of the Ljung-Box test which presupposes the autocorrelation function is not
statistically significant and is tested in opposition with the alternative hypothesis implying that the
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autocorrelation function is significant. As a consequence, if the probability associated with the LjungBox test is higher than the taken risk there is no persistence in the cyclical component of the studied
time series.
The correlation of the global business cycles (determined on the basis of industrial production) with
the cycles of other macroeconomic variables is studied by means of the bivariate correlation
coefficient (Jaba E., 2002, Jemna V.-D., 2009). The bivariate correlation coefficients   j  are
estimated for different values of j, j 0,1, 2, 3,... . A series of a macroeconomic variable is called
pro-cyclical if the bivariate correlation coefficient   0 is positive, it is acyclical if the bivariate
correlation coefficient   0 is zero and it is countercyclical if the bivariate correlation coefficient

  0 is negative. The correlation coefficients may also indicate whether the cycles of macroeconomic
variables under analysis lead the cycle by j periods if   j  has the highest value for a positive j, they
lag the cycle by j periods if   j  has the highest value for a negative j or they are synchronous with
the business cycles if   j  has the highest value for j  0 (Agenor et alii, 1999).

4. DATA
For the estimation of business cycles of the countries under study (Romania, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia, France, Germany, Italy
and United Kingdom) we will use the index of the trimestrial industrial production. All the statistical
series used in this study were provided by EUROSTAT. Therefore, the analysis period is limited by
the data availability comprised in this database. We took into consideration the common period of data
availability within the interval: the first term of 2000 and the third term of 2010. As a consequence, the
studied period is much shorter than that from the previously undertaken studies, still it comprises a
very recent period that hasn’t been approached yet.
For the estimation of the global business cycle we considered the index of industrial production. When
we needed the real value of some studied variables we calculated the real value on the basis of the
nominal value and the consumer price index. On the basis of the obtained real value, we calculated the
index of the analyzed variable (relating to the value of the 2005 fourth term). The index obtained was
at the basis of the determination of the cycles of studied macroeconomic variable in correlation with
the business cycles.
5. EMPIRICAL ANALISYS
5.1. Persistence of business cycles
An empirical characteristic of business cycles is persistence. The business cycles of the developed
countries present persistence of output cycles and of fluctuations of real exchange rates. Of the few
studies conducted on the developing countries, most of them also present persistence of output of real
exchange rates. This empirical feature is very important as for the developed countries it was used in
the estimation of models incorporating nominal rigidities in the form of sticky prices and sticky wages.
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In order to test the persistence of the variables under study the autocorrelation function is calculated by
means of the Ljung-Box test.
The autocorrelation function is defined by means of the autocorrelation coefficient of order k
(Turturean C., 2006):

k 

Cov Yt ,Yt  k 
V Yt V Yt  k 

. For a stationary variable the autocorrelation coefficient of order k becomes:
t T

k 

Cov Yt ,Yt  k 
V Yt 

 Y  Y Y
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Y 
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Table 1. The results of testing the persistence of cycles’ output and real exchange rates
Output
Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Real exchange rate
Lag 4

Q

Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lag 4

Q

BG

0,885

0.673

0.434

0.185

68.274*

0.873

0.637

0.417

0.244

64.247*

CH

0.864

0.553

0.211

-0.056

51.087*

0.852

0.504

0.127

-0.157

46.419*

EST

0.868

0.580

0.242

-0.041

53.565*

0.912

0.700

0.423

0.142

69.558*

HU

0.894

0.629

0.301

0.012

59.892*

0.780

0.298

-0.132

-0.352

38.353*

LE

0.838

0.555

0.268

0.056

50.550*

0.922

0.773

0.604

0.442

92.725*

LI

0.839

0.570

0.320

0.147

53.768*

0.932

0.784

0.616

0.462

95.820*

PO

0.876

0.595

0.268

-0.018 55.550**

0.884

0.616

0.327

0.089

58.253*

RO

0.869

0.622

0.400

0.233

63.489*

0.924

0.745

0.540

0.349

83.904*

SLO

0.863

0.538

0.189

-0.067

49.945*

0.878

0.648

0.413

0.186

63.925*

SVA

0.865

0.541

0.165

-0.147

50.690*

0.755

0.372

0.043

-0.146

33.187*

CEE

0.866

0.586

0.280

0.030

0.871

0.608

0.338

0.126

FR

0.685

0.218

0.051

-0.008

24.006*

0.871

0.646

0.420

0.250

64.895*

GE

0.858

0.525

0.163

-0.100

48.735*

0.838

0.579

0.342

0.171

54.124*

IT

0.769

0.377

0.141

-0.003

34.939*

0.892

0.687

0.444

0.192

68.828*

UK

0.784

0.441

0.206

0.001

39.574*

0.871

0.641

0.392

0.157

61.619*

0.603

0.336

0.128

-0.026

0.650

0.477

0.295

0.130

*Significant at 1%, ** Significant at 5%, *** Significant at 10%
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To test the null hypothesis (which implies the absence of autocorrelation until the order k) the Q
k
€ 2
statistics of Ljung-Box is used, having the expression: Qk  T T  2  i .
i 1 T  i
We used the following notations:

Cov Yt ,Yt  k  - the covariance between variable Yt and Yt  k
T – number of registered values

V Yt  - variance of variable Yt
The hypotheses tested in the Ljung-Box test are: H0: 1 =  2 =…=  k =0 and H1: 1   2  …   k  0
The null hypothesis implies the absence of autocorrelation until the order k while the alternative
hypothesis means the existence of autocorrelation. Supposing that the null hypothesis is true, the Q
variable follows a law  k2 (with k degrees of freedom).
We tested the persistence of output, of exchange rates fluctuations, of consumer price index and we
would have also wanted to test it for the real nominal wage. Since we did not have at our disposal real
nominal wages we used real gross wages. The results are described in table 1 for output and real
exchange rates fluctuations and in table 2 for consumer price index and real gross wages.
Table 2 shows that all the CEE countries under analysis present significant persistence of output. The
intensity of output persistence is higher in the case of CEE countries than in developed countries (the
average of autocorrelation coefficient for lag one is 0.866 in the CEE countries and in the developed
countries of only 0.603). The results obtained do not resemble those found in previous studies. Male
R. (2010) identified the output persistence in the developing countries but the persistence intensity is
lower than that of developed countries.
Without any exception the real exchange rate, in the CEE countries, has significantly persistent
fluctuations. The persistence intensity in the CEE countries is higher than that of developed countries
(the autocorrelation coefficient for lag one is 0.871 in the CEE countries and of 0.65 in the developed
countries). This result is neither similar with those obtained in the previous studies which had a
magnitude of persistence in the developing countries lower than that of developed countries.
By means of the fluctuations of harmonized consumer price index we tested price persistence. All
CEE countries present price persistence and the magnitude of this persistence is higher than that of
developed countries. For this variable the result of the obtained persistence is also different from the
previous research where it was obtained a lower persistence magnitude in the developing countries. As
regards real gross wages under analysis there is one exception, Poland, which does not present
persistence.
5.2. Volatility of business cycles
The volatility of business cycles is measured by means of standard deviation.
The results of Male R.’s research (1999) indicate a volatility of output cycle of developing countries
two, three times higher on an average than the volatility of developed countries.
As our case also shows and as table 3 a highlights, the output volatility of France, Italy, Germany and
United Kingdom is twice smaller than the volatility of CEE countries.
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Another characteristic regarding volatility identified in the previous studies refers to consumption
volatility higher than the output volatility in the developing countries and the other way round for the
developed countries. For CEE countries the consumption volatility is higher than output volatility for
Latvia, Lithuania and Poland, the other countries having the consumption volatility smaller than the
output volatility. In the same category enter also Germany and Italy. Loayya et alii (2007) identifies
three causes for higher output volatility of developing countries in comparison with the developed
countries:
Table 2. The results of persistence testing
Harmonized consumer price index
Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lag 4

Wage
Q

Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lag 4

Q

BG

0.884

0.646

0.371

0.120

63.039*

0.718

0.205

-0.171

-0.214

17.494*

CH

0.909

0.686

0.397

0.108

68.515*

0.720

0.323

0.038

-0.136

29.770*

EST

0.911

0.692

0.401

0.100

69.095*

0.859

0.664

0.476

0.268

69.330*

HU

0.890

0.645

0.384

0.172

64.709*

0.760

0.345

-0.008

-0.231

34.895*

LE

0.884

0.660

0.373

0.084

63.590*

0.891

0.684

0.445

0.226

70.699*

LI

0.919

0.736

0.499

0.254

79.762*

0.803

0.550

0.297

0.024

48.283*

PO

0.945

0.815

0.640

0.451

102.37*

0.744

0.392

0.079

-0.113

29.326

RO

0.953

0.871

0.769

0.657

127.63*

-

-

-

-

SLO

0.909

0.717

0.482

0.251

76.684*

0.873

0.588

0.306

0.117

56.646*

SVA

0.832

0.532

0.218

-0.035

47.593*

0.775

0.353

0.045

-0.051

33.805*

CEE

0.904

0.700

0.453

0.216

0.714

0.410

0.151

-0.011

FR

0.816

0.417

-0.017

-0.344

44.7128*

-

-

-

GE

0.868

0.599

0.288

-0.005

55.688*

0.672

0.146

IT

0.822

0.455

0.062

-0.241

43.937*

-

-

-

-

-

UK

0.733

0.232

-0.101

-0.108

28.346*

-

-

-

-

-

0.6058 0.3215

0.0623

-0.0885

-

-

-

-

-

-0.084

-0.031

-

22.213*

*Significant at 1%, ** Significant at 5%, *** Significant at 10%



The developing countries are subject to higher exogenous shocks



Due to policy mistakes the developing countries also present domestic shocks



The external shocks in the case of developing countries become bigger either because they do
not have financial markets which might diversify the risks or the ability to put into practice
stabilization economic policies.
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Even if in the previous studies inflation volatility is similar in developed countries with that in
developing countries, in our study the CEE countries present inflation volatility three times higher
than France, Germany, Italy and UK.
Investment volatility in the CEE countries being twice higher than output volatility, the result is
similar to that of the previous studies. Although this feature should have been valid also for France,
Germany, Italy and UK (according to previous studies) their investment volatility is higher than output
volatility.

Table 3. a) The volatility of cycles of macroeconomic variables under study
Government
expenses

Government
incomes

Fiscal
impulse

IPI

Inflation

HICP

M2

BG

0.052147

2.505972

0.020765

0.045188

0.058775

0.160664

0.054865

CH

0.048962

1.595415

0.012358

0.042091

0.037003

0.070420

0.051025

EST

0.075490

2.414609

0.019299

0.048263

0.053774

0.105951

0.075412

HU

0.057331

1.451812

0.011811

0.043462

0.041914

0.078278

0.042020

LE

0.054670

3.031637

0.029020

0.072996

0.094280

0.124720

0.093267

LI

0.051156

2.251508

0.020130

0.060854

0.070092

0.079536

0.272607

PO

0.038580

1.459167

0.014258

0.076119

0.091114

0.066384

0.064020

RO

0.046279

1.423516

0.023732

0.094402

0.101361

0.108252

0.091037

SLO

0.046488

1.308582

0.011137

0.011486

0.021092

0.038407

-

SVA

0.062748

2.140658

0.012719

0.049627

0.041726

0.073638

0.036863

FR

0.033803

0.675158

0.004342

0.006780

0.017739

0.072190

GE

0.046863

0.596756

0.004799

0.023054

0.014611

0.052962

IT

0.043855

0.568292

0.003949

0.009174

0.018974

0.070590

UK

0.022623

0.463944

0.002949

0.036701

0.066323

0.067292

0.051514

5.3. The correlation of business cycles with the fluctuations of macroeconomic variables
5.3.1 The correlation of business cycles with the fluctuations of prices and inflation
The developed countries are characterised by countercyclical prices. As regards developing countries a
similar conclusion has not been reached yet. Agenor et alii (1999) identifies in a sample of 12
developing countries 7 countries with a countercyclical behaviour of prices and only 2 countries with a
significantly pro-cyclical behaviour (the other countries had contradicting results obtained for filtered
data by means of HP and BK). Male R. (2010) for a sample formed of 6 CEE countries identified 4
countries with a countercyclical behaviour (Hungary, Lithuania, Macedonia and Romania) and 2
countries with a pro-cyclical behaviour (Slovenia and Czech Republic). On the basis of the total
sample of 32 developing countries, Male R (2010) concluded that the countries with a CPI (consumer
price index) countercyclical behaviour also have inflation countercyclical behaviour, conclusion which
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is entirely different from that of Chadha, B. and Prasad E. (1994), who identified for the G7 countries
after World War Two different cyclical behaviours of price and inflation.
Table 3. b) The volatility of cycles of macroeconomic variables under study (continuation)
Import

Export

TOT

TB

REER

Consumption

Investments

BG

0.134628

0.176457

1.289133

0.094849

0.018742

0.037339

0.116258

CH

0.082879

0.078448

0.649822

0.014142

0.037064

0.028153

0.049334

EST

0.125056

0.107997

2.750928

0.036846

0.014957

0.065914

0.132739

HU

0.086171

0.076620

1.346921

0.015752

0.033789

0.039507

0.043076

LE

0.140074

0.087520

2.058318

0.069465

0.044703

0.098999

0.168994

LI

0.120670

0.097412

3.923723

0.041888

0.024251

0.063716

0.159633

PO

0.094431

0.070263

1.332162

0.032435

0.072524

0.071935

0.109442

RO

0.115880

0.065061

12.48630

0.065336

0.062662

-

0.170029

SLO

0.087383

0.065061

1.114975

0.043801

0.006211

0.022063

0.077411

SVA

0.087383

0.082845

1.019238

0.033858

0.022197

0.046937

0.075326

FR

0.059435

0.051932

0.872475

0.016500

0.002948

GE

0.073883

0.065117

1.213826

0.023914

0.002785

0.006088

0.043789

IT

0.079123

0.066104

0.536162

0.019091

0.003001

0.010770

0.032833

UK

0.084182

0.082710

1.067337

0.016531

0.042577

0.036982

0.082925

Our results presented in the table 1 from the Annex prove that Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Romania, Slovenia as well as France, Germany, Italy and United Kingdom are characterized
by the demand shocks. Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Slovakia also have pro-cyclical inflations while
their prices are countercyclical. As a consequence we may affirm that all CEE countries have procyclical inflation. Inflation is at the same time synchronous with the business cycle or it anticipates by
two semesters at the latest the business cycle.
5.3.2 The correlation of business cycles with the fluctuations of the variables from the public sector
The cyclical fluctuations of an economy may be amplified or reduced according to the fiscal policy of
that country. If the government expenses are countercyclical and the government incomes are procyclical this may trigger the stabilization of the economy. In practice, this situation is totally present
neither in developed countries nor in developing countries as the studies conducted by Agenor (1999)
and Male (2010) show. Agenor (1999) indicates as a cause for the countercyclical character of
government expenses the increase in the tax incomes. But, for the CEE countries the attempt to put
into practice these possibilities of economy stabilization is much more important as all of them wish to
reach the status of developed countries and to integrate in the European Economic and Monetary
Union.
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Our results show only 3 CEE countries whose government expenses are countercyclical and
government incomes are pro-cyclical, these being Bulgaria, Slovakia and Slovenia. We have to admit,
though, that all the sampled countries have pro-cyclical incomes. As for the developed countries under
analysis, they have countercyclical government expenses and pro-cyclical government incomes, the
exception being the United Kingdom that also has pro-cyclical expenses during the analyzed period.
Agenor (1999) defines and computes the fiscal impulse in order to measure the net effect of
government expenses and incomes on the business cycle. If the fiscal impulse is countercyclical then
the government expenses and incomes will have a stabilization influence on the economy. Agenor
(1999) calculates the fiscal impulse as a ratio between the government expenses and incomes. All the
countries analyzed in our sample have a countercyclical fiscal impulse, therefore the government
expenses and incomes have a stabilizing effect on the economy.
5.3.3 The correlation of business cycles with the fluctuations of monetary mass M2
An important role for the macroeconomic stabilization is played by the monetary policy. The answer
to the question if the fluctuations of the monetary mass of a country determine output fluctuations of
that economy is not the same for all developed or developing countries.
The Eurostat database offers information about the values of monetary mass M2. Before applying all
the necessary steps in estimating the cycle of the variable M2 we calculate an index for this variable.
By studying the correlations between the business cycle and the fluctuations of the monetary mass M2
for the CEE countries (excepting Slovenia for which we don’t have data), we notice that M2 during
the analyzed period is without exception a pro-cyclical variable. Agenor specifies that the maximum
value of the correlation coefficient between the business cycle and the fluctuations of the monetary
mass M2 which leads or lags the cycle indicates the speed with which changes in the monetary
variable are transmitted in real activity. The results from table 4 indicate a very high speed. The
monetary mass M2 leads the business cycle by one term in the case of Bulgaria, Latvia, Poland and
Slovakia, by 2 terms in the case of Estonia and Hungary and by 3 terms in the case of Czech Republic.
For Lithuania the cycle of the monetary mass M2 is synchronous with the business cycle and in the
case of Romania the monetary mass M2 lags the business cycle by one term. Romania’s situation
indicates in fact that the monetary mass is influenced by output. On a whole, though, the results found
are close to those obtained by Male, R. (2010).
In order to verify if the cycle of the monetary mass under consideration influences the business cycle
we use the Granger causality test. The results obtained are very sensitive to the number of lags and are
very interesting. The countries where the cycle of the monetary mass M2 influences in the Granger’s
sense the business cycle are also countries where the output influences in the Granger’s sense the
monetary mass M2. These countries are Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary.
5.3.4 The correlation of business cycles with the fluctuations of trade and exchange rate
We will focus in what follows on the study of the correlation between the business cycles of the CEE
countries and the variables relating to trade: import, export, terms of trade and trade balance. The
terms of trade represent, according to the definion offered by EUROSTAT, the ratio of the price of
exports to the price of imports. For the trade balance we rely on the approach of Agenor et alii (2000)
who calculates it as a ratio of imports to exports in current prices.
The results obtained by Male R. (2010) regarding imports and exports confirm that the developing
countries are periodically pro-cyclical. The results we obtained for the CEE countries are in
compliance with the results obtained by Male R. (2010): imports and exports are pro-cyclical and have
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correlation coefficients very close to 1. Imports and exports of the CEE countries are also synchronous
with the business cycles.
As for the trade balance, both Agenor et alii (1999) and Male R. (2010) do not identify a very clear
pattern for the analyzed countries. But, Male R. (2010) says that of the sample comprising 6 CEE
countries under analysis (Hungary, Lithuania, Macedonia, Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia), only
Lithuania ha a countercyclical trade balance, the other countries having a pro-cyclical trade balance.
The results obtained by us differ from those obtained by Male R. (2010). The trade balance is
countercyclical for all the countries in the sample (the analyzed CEE and EU countries), exception
being Slovakia.
The terms of trade for the sample of countries analyzed by Male R. (2010) has a very well-defined
pattern: it is countercyclical for the developed countries and pro-cyclical for the developing countries.
The results we obtained for the CEE countries indicate that the terms of trade are pro-cyclical,
excepting Czech Republic, Romania and United Kingdom.
Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) made known the weak correlation between the exchange rate and the rest
of the economy using the term exchange rate disconnect puzzle. As a consequence, we also studied the
correlation between the fluctuations of the exchange rate and the business cycles of the Central and
East European countries. The real exchange rate is pro-cyclical and non-significant for Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia; it is pro-cyclical and significant
for Romania and countercyclical for Latvia and Lithuania. As for the developed countries under
analysis, the real effective exchange rate is countercyclical only for Italy. Similar results were also
obtained for the nominal effective exchange rate. As a consequence, we can say that these correlations
are very weak and do not have a specific pattern for the CEE countries. The results comply with those
obtained by Agenor (1999) and Male R. (2010).
5.3.5 The correlation of business cycles with the fluctuations of consumption and investments
According to the study belonging to Rand şi Tarp (2002) the OECD countries have a strongly procyclical real private consumption. Although in Male R.’s study (2010) the Central and East European
countries presented both pro-cyclical and countercyclical real private consumption (until 2004), our
results confirm a pro-cyclical consumption for all the CEE countries but with a less strong correlation.
All the Central and East European countries as well as those from the Economic and Monetary Union
have a pro-cyclical strong consumption which is in compliance with the results obtained by Male R.
(2010) and Rand and Tarp (2002).
5.3.6 The correlation of business cycles of the CEE countries with those of the EU developed countries
We aimed at analyzing the correlation between the business cycles of all CEE countries under analysis
and of EU developed countries, namely France, Germany, Italy and UK, from a very simple reason:
the CEE countries in their effort to adhere to the European Economic Union and then to the European
Economic and Monetary Union, will make certain economic decisions that will lead on one hand to
the synchronicity of their business cycles and, on the other hand, the business cycles of the CEE
countries will come closer, if not synchronous, with the business cycles of the countries already
members of the Economic and Monetary Union.
As Table 4 also shows, all the correlations of business cycles of the CEE countries with the business
cycles of France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom are statistically significant. The business
cycles of France register the weakest correlations with the business cycles of Lithuania (0.376) and
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Latvia (0.502) while the strongest correlations are with the business cycles of Slovenia (0.854) and
Hungary (0.836). The business cycles of Germany register the weakest correlations with the business
cycles of Lithuania (0.467) and Latvia (0.627) and the strongest correlations with the business cycles
of Hungary (0.970) and Slovenia (0.932). The business cycles of Italy register the weakest correlations
with the business cycles of Lithuania (0.476) and Latvia (0.605) and the strongest correlations with
Slovenia (0.932) and Hungary (0.901). And lastly, the business cycles of the United Kingdom register
the weakest correlations with the business cycles of Lithuania (0.461), Romania (0.526) and Latvia
(0.581) and the strongest correlations with the business cycles of Slovenia (0.905) and Hungary
(0.927). As a conclusion, the correlations of the business cycles of Latvia and Lithuania with the
business cycles of France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom are the weakest and the
correlations of the business cycles of Slovenia and Hungary with the business cycles of the same
countries are the strongest. Slovenia, country which adopted the euro coin in 2007, confirms the
results of previous research according to which the business cycles of the countries belonging to a
monetary union become more and more correlated. As the business cycles of Hungary are also
strongly correlated with the business cycles of France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom, it is
entitled to adopt the euro coin in the near future.
Table 4. The correlations of business cycles among countries
FR

GE

IT

UK

BG

CH

EST

HU

LE

LI

PO

RO

SLO SVA

FR
GE

0.872*

IT

0.938* 0.930*

UK

0.928* 0.928* 0.938*

BG

0.694* 0.822* 0.798* 0.854*

CH

0.805* 0.906* 0.868* 0.851* 0.759*

EST

0.756* 0.896* 0.845* 0.840* 0.782* 0.893*

HU

0.836* 0.970* 0.901* 0.927* 0.838* 0.866* 0.875*

LE

0.502* 0.627* 0.605* 0.581* 0.539* 0.786* 0.857* 0.584*

LI

0.376* 0.467* 0.476* 0.461* 0.590* 0.626* 0.676* 0.432* 0.802*

PO

0.710* 0.819* 0.778* 0.856* 0.798* 0.771* 0.752* 0.869* 0.554*

RO

0.530* 0.645* 0.569* 0.526* 0.337* 0.554* 0.380* 0.646* 0.089* -0.041* 0.443*

SLO

0.854* 0.956* 0.932* 0.905* 0.839* 0.910* 0.884* 0.921* 0.646*

0.568* 0.744* 0.602*

SVA

0.695* 0.785* 0.828* 0.791* 0.684* 0.814* 0.782* 0.764* 0.697*

0.619* 0.724* 0.530* 0.815*

*Significant at 1%, ** Significant at 5%, *** Significant at 10%
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The goal of this paper was to conduct an exhaustive study on the empirical characteristics of the
business cycles of the Central and East European countries. There are very few research papers on the
topic of the business cycles features of the developed countries and even fewer for the member
countries of the CEE countries. In comparison with the previously conducted studies of Male and
Muge, we extended the sample of countries, taking into consideration 12 countries that we analyzed
comparatively with developed countries of the European Union, members of G7. The data used were
provided by EUROSTAT.
In the previous studies about the persistence of business cycles the developing countries presented an
intensity of the persistence weaker than that of the developed countries. Our results show that the CEE
countries have a stronger intensity of the business cycles, of real exchange rate cycles, of price cycles
and salary cycles than the corresponding persistence of France, Germany, Italy and the United
Kingdom on a whole.
The cycle volatility of the CEE countries’ inflation is around three times greater than that of the cycles
of France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom, even if in the previous studies these volatilities
were similar.
As the conducted study offers information about the procyclical, countercyclical or sinchronous
character of the macroeconomic variables, our future research will prevalently be focused on the
modeling and determination of the influence factors of business cycles.
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Table 1.
The
correlations
between
business
cycles and
the
fluctuations
of prices
and
inflation

HICP

4

2

0

Inflation

-2

-4

4

2

0

-2

-4

BG0.660512 0.605528 0.284030 0.296368 0.742358 0.3476420.668183 0.683110 0.126960 0.406348
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0649) (0.0536) (0.0000) (0.0301) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.4172) (0.0069)
CH0.537196 0.506441 0.083123 0.485349 0.736386 0.3108980.704464 0.607412 0.023381 0.388111
(0.0004) (0.0007) (0.5962) (0.0010) (0.0000) (0.0541) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.8817) (0.0101)
EST0.581629 0.545226 0.078142 0.556383 0.866066 0.3278990.748399 0.662879 0.047377 0.592243
(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.6184) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0416) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.7629) (0.0000)
HU0.444088 0.453329 0.322145 0.034672 0.409731 0.0988400.377989 0.546175 0.369530 0.071545
(0.0046) (0.0029) (0.0351) (0.8253) (0.0064) (0.5494) (0.0148) (0.0002) (0.0147) (0.6485)
LE0.594429 0.349282 0.274234 0.708523 0.728384 0.6102760.686048 0.242216 0.321926 0.599917
(0.0001) (0.0252) (0.0751) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.1176) (0.0353) (0.0000)
LI0.173814 0.165815 0.174825 0.587955 0.795199 0.2814370.580554 0.473375 0.026265 0.308876
(0.2899) (0.3002) (0.2622) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0826) (0.0001) (0.0013) (0.8672) (0.0439)
PO0.404746 0.166935 0.126234 0.423182 0.547954 0.5341580.620828 0.393364 0.035375 0.404652
(0.0106) (0.2969) (0.4199) (0.0047) (0.0001) (0.0005) (0.0000) (0.0091) (0.8218) (0.0071)
RO0.635032 0.580679 0.487698 0.418791 0.366668 0.4477100.508981 0.406891 0.094128 0.187623
(0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0009) (0.0052) (0.0156) (0.0043) (0.0007) (0.0068) (0.5482) (0.2283)
SLO0.296468 0.050126 0.129125 0.388012 0.751779 0.1284010.579761 0.747261 0.209508 0.434998
(0.0669) (0.7556) (0.4092) (0.0101) (0.0000) (0.4360) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.1775) (0.0036)
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SVA0.411164 0.170057 0.051282 0.441004 0.386457 0.2875320.520503 0.190600 0.212494 0.387763
(0.0093) (0.2878) (0.7440) (0.0031) (0.0105) (0.0759) (0.0005) (0.2208) (0.1713) (0.0102)
FR0.219252 0.493549 0.406688 0.330047 0.633463 0.1803680.500869 0.650058 0.122871 0.591138
(0.1799) (0.0010) (0.0068) (0.0307) (0.0000) (0.2719) (0.0009) (0.0000) (0.4325) (0.0000)
GE0.637324 0.763906 0.484645 0.160006 0.620276 0.0373170.642094 0.811787 0.210337 0.389716
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0010) (0.3054) (0.0000) (0.8216) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.1758) (0.0098)
IT0.432091 0.590465 0.206708 0.415968 0.748668 0.6556240.803849 0.403252 0.126560 0.538897
(0.0060) (0.0000) (0.1835) (0.0055) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0073) (0.4187) (0.0002)
UK0.061409 0.250593 0.011211 0.402252 0.343216 0.0811500.497851 0.296489 0.116552 0.234691
(0.7104) (0.1140) (0.9431) (0.0075) (0.0242) (0.6234) (0.0009) (0.0535) (0.4567) (0.1298)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 3. The correlations between business cycles and the fluctuations of government expenses and
incomes
Government expenses
4

2

0

-2

Government incomes
-4

4

2

0

-2

-4

BG 0.599255 0.356918 -0.130722-0.431716-0.476922 0.5117540.7553410.724890 0.334936 -0.165763
(0.0001) (0.0220) (0.4034) (0.0038) (0.0012) (0.0009) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0281) (0.2881)
CH 0.397428 0.277331 0.084257-0.160008-0.315707 0.2512100.6494060.730886 0.317559 -0.147087
(0.0122) (0.0792) (0.5911) (0.3054) (0.0392) (0.1229) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0380) (0.3466)
EST 0.846895 0.803968 0.274826-0.131306-0.264044 0.2980480.3583200.536411 0.671864 0.256825
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0745) (0.4013) (0.0871) (0.0653) (0.0214) (0.0002) (0.0000) (0.0964)
HU-0.002588 0.104237 0.071462-0.054719-0.000948 0.3580970.4873640.417105 0.128993 -0.191388
(0.9875) (0.5166) (0.6488) (0.7275) (0.9952) (0.0252) (0.0012) (0.0054) (0.4097) (0.2189)
LE 0.485072 0.537191 0.210599-0.071160-0.269785 0.4263870.5906620.480764 0.175022 -0.204034
(0.0017) (0.0003) (0.1752) (0.6502) (0.0802) (0.0068) (0.0000) (0.0011) (0.2616) (0.1894)
LI 0.358532 0.364114 0.143384 0.057069-0.273774 0.2124680.4500200.485676 0.234523 -0.138535
(0.0250) (0.0193) (0.3590) (0.7162) (0.0757) (0.1941) (0.0032) (0.0010) (0.1301) (0.3756)
PO 0.483412 0.479562 0.126960-0.230147-0.304221 0.4774880.5916720.335240-0.035362 -0.233029
(0.0018) (0.0015) (0.4172) (0.1376) (0.0473) (0.0021) (0.0000) (0.0280) (0.8219) (0.1326)
RO 0.043705 0.352845 0.371130 0.248795 0.016705-0.1650460.2173230.342181 0.245029 0.076424
(0.7916) (0.0236) (0.0143) (0.1077) (0.9153) (0.3153) (0.1723) (0.0247) (0.1133) (0.6262)
SLO 0.602166 0.265126 -0.347050-0.519247-0.094433 0.4111440.7499730.735970 0.357435 0.049866
(0.0000) (0.0939) (0.0226) (0.0004) (0.5469) (0.0093) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0186) (0.7508)
SVA 0.523001-0.031997 -0.240327-0.158746-0.044363 0.6136770.7562030.403165-0.115073 -0.380747
(0.0006) (0.8426) (0.1206) (0.3093) (0.7776) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0073) (0.4625) (0.0118)
FR -0.229014-0.465658 -0.455928-0.099190 0.151544-0.1545130.3625470.820006 0.537013 0.133743
(0.1791) (0.0032) (0.0031) (0.5320) (0.3320) (0.3166) (0.0156) (0.0000) (0.0002) (0.3925)
GE -0.142025-0.621779 -0.643432-0.325385-0.009564 0.1284040.5561590.650859 0.366108 0.045202
(0.4086) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0355) (0.9515) (0.4062) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0145) (0.7735)
IT 0.301207-0.070077 -0.216810 0.004502-0.088078 0.0469410.4458510.579054 0.474601 0.176558
(0.0742) (0.6759) (0.1790) (0.9774) (0.5744) (0.7622) (0.0024) (0.0000) (0.0011) (0.2574)
UK -0.139849 0.382990 0.689683 0.563097 0.219027 0.0116160.5479460.815805 0.566326 0.178975
(0.4159) (0.0176) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.1582) (0.9403) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.2508)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 4. The correlations between business cycles and the fluctuations of the fiscal impulse
Fiscal impulse
4

2

0

-2

-4

BG 0.050495 -0.077133-0.244725-0.187993-0.090592
(0.7602) (0.6317) (0.1137) (0.2273) (0.5634)
CH 0.112795 -0.250181-0.370144-0.169912-0.031833
(0.4942) (0.1147) (0.0146) (0.2760) (0.8394)
EST 0.257222 0.164714 -0.233629-0.378642-0.287282
(0.1139) (0.3034) (0.1316) (0.0123) (0.0618)
HU -0.224669-0.249624-0.241018-0.110591 0.120526
(0.1691) (0.1155) (0.1195) (0.4802) (0.4414)
LE -0.014806-0.208333-0.335754-0.159156-0.056890
(0.9287) (0.1912) (0.0277) (0.3080) (0.7171)
LI 0.126316 -0.118710-0.395546-0.151107-0.133633
(0.4435) (0.4598) (0.0087) (0.3334) (0.3929)
PO -0.142075-0.318736-0.366485-0.251814-0.039220
(0.3883) (0.0422) (0.0156) (0.1033) (0.8028)
RO 0.202959 0.145919 -0.001959-0.004000-0.041248
(0.2153) (0.3627) (0.9901) (0.9797) (0.7928)
SLO-0.040364-0.377032-0.518649-0.417253-0.050732
(0.8073) (0.0151) (0.0004) (0.0054) (0.7466)
SVA-0.086410-0.537253-0.425338-0.005970 0.247775
(0.6009) (0.0003) (0.0045) (0.9697) (0.1092)
FR 0.141724 -0.171091-0.273392-0.224734 0.059120
(0.4097) (0.3044) (0.0878) (0.1525) (0.7065)
GE -0.108057-0.449949-0.475729-0.274425-0.009668
(0.5305) (0.0046) (0.0019) (0.0786) (0.9509)
IT 0.206515 -0.277935-0.085386-0.309287 0.074506
(0.2269) (0.0911) (0.6004) (0.0463) (0.6349)
UK -0.183328-0.340910-0.608693-0.225877-0.150751
(0.2845) (0.0362) (0.0000) (0.1503) (0.3346)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 5. The correlations between business cycles and the fluctuations of the monetary mass M2
Monetary mass M2
4

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

-3

-4

BG 0.579304 0.746740 0.839434 0.855443 0.796540 0.673158 0.460173 0,159230 0.190071
(0.0015) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0002) (0.0206) (0.4574) (0.3850)
CH 0.698842 0.700307 0.629899 0.509967 0.330243 0.099181 -0.193897 -0.465684 -0.611513
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0018) (0.0527) (0.5768) (0.2796) (0.0072) (0.0003)
EST 0.591973 0.677899 0.715399 0.684517 0.565327 0.482240 0.342057 0.176989 0.015228
(0.0011) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0021) (0.0126) (0.0942) (0.4080) (0.9450)
HU 0.598012 0.566022 0.683038 0.651484 0.519504 0.370104 0.092376 -0.183814 -0.367036
(0.0004)

(0.001) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0027) (0.0441) (0.6336) (0.3491) (0.0597)

LE 0.554369 0.680356 0.771955 0.772776 0.633042 0.485220 0.280710 0.044984 -0.186041
(0.0012) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0066) (0.1402) (0.8202) (0.3528)
LI 0.172461 0.312199 0.467470 0.592114 0.641212 0.593920 0.452272 0.260548 0.037191
(0.3896) (0.1129) (0.0139) (0.0011) (0.0003) (0.0014) (0.0225) (0.2188) (0.8662)
PO 0.379391 0.497222 0.637053 0.687463 0.564933 0.336474 0.047143 -0.204188 -0.360544
(0.0510) (0.0083) (0.0004) (0.0001) (0.0021) (0.0928) (0.8229) (0.3385) (0.0910)
RO 0.236729 0.406867 0.521518 0.605991 0.658953 0.705867 0.626183 0.457901 0.229612
(0.2654) (0.0485) (0.0090) (0.0017) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0018) (0.0369) (0.3301)
-

SLO

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SVA 0.366926 0.499637 0.562985 0.572570 0.486819 0.312008 0.145785 0.018703 -0.093837
(0.1115) (0.0249) (0.0098) (0.0083) (0.0295) (0.1805) (0.5397) (0.9376) (0.6939)
FR

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

GE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IT

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

UK -0.030518 0.112924 0.304025 0.478295 0.578547 0.577130 0.492589 0.372744 0.257139
(0.8386) (0.4498) (0.0377) (0.0008) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0006) (0.0127) (0.0960)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 5. The correlations between the fluctuations of exports and imports
Imports
4

2

Exports
0

-2

-4

4

2

0

-2

-4

BG 0.215869 0.610316 0.799375 0.531598 0.097956 -0.082828 0.002529 0.476878 0.423605 0.146850
(0.1869) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0003) (0.5530) (0.6162) (0.0820) (0.0012) (0.0058) (0.3723)
CH 0.091661 0.679695 0.871908 0.332455 -0.207169 0.144015 0.002752 0.914852 0.394050 -0.148803
(0.5789) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0337) (0.2057) (0.3817) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0108) (0.3660)
EST 0.083274 0.632514 0.905095 0.459831 -0.074462 0.019234 0.004610 0.840695 0.396934 -0.104914
(0.6143) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0025) (0.6523) (0.9075) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0102) (0.5250)
HU 0.120529 0.713171 0.963265 0.503205 -0.082758 0.112843 0.002941 0.913428 0.487843 -0.090290
(0.4649) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0008) (0.6165) (0.4940) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0012) (0.5846)
LE 0.322111 0.671504 0.688656 0.245050 -0.292681 0.113180 0.002075 0.655491 0.275291 -0.279528
(0.0455) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.1225) (0.0706) (0.4927) (0.0041) (0.0000) (0.0815) (0.0848)
LI -0.120929 0.302321 0.643255 0.381507 -0.123463 -0.223678 0.001057 0.603237 0.267700 -0.253560
(0.4634) (0.0547) (0.0000) (0.0138) (0.4540) (0.1711) (0.1889) (0.0000) (0.0906) (0.1193)
PO 0.380906 0.824712 0.757757 0.139559 -0.313226 0.304393 0.002070 0.721211 0.143928 -0.256178
(0.0167) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.3842) (0.0522) (0.0596) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.3693) (0.1154)
RO -0.123358 0.418468 0.588676 0.313354 0.110350 -0.315794 0.000660 0.522192 0.237328 0.008792
(0.4544) (0.0065) (0.0000) (0.0460) (0.5036) (0.0502) (0.1746) (0.0003) (0.1352) (0.9576)
SLO 0.019949 0.623304 0.945633 0.543767 0.070161 -0.288926 0.001127 0.874170 0.488913 -0.015508
(0.9041) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0002) (0.6713) (0.0744) (0.0181) (0.0000) (0.0012) (0.9253)
SVA -0.043427 0.580343 0.778635 0.288167 -0.129574 0.026532 0.003363 0.875792 0.379939 -0.193309
(0.7929) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0677) (0.4318) (0.8726) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0143) (0.2384)
FR -0.049470 0.606481 0.799396 0.330861 -0.112842 -0.101112 0.569124 0.818079 0.326662 -0.135663
(0.7649) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0346) (0.4940) (0.5402) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0371) (0.4102)
GE -0.083896 0.607581 0.898146 0.441610 0.036718 -0.143310 0.516099 0.965406 0.528791 -0.032578
(0.6116) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0038) (0.8244) (0.3841) (0.0006) (0.0000) (0.0004) (0.8439)
IT -0.111071 0.551892 0.799326 0.375721 0.015055 -0.007301 0.513743 0.873372 0.420041 -0.048711
(0.5008) (0.0002) (0.0000) (0.0155) (0.9275) (0.9648) (0.0006) (0.0000) (0.0063) (0.7684)
UK -0.149912 0.377399 0.687570 0.442523 0.099480 -0.203248 0.532503 0.580815 0.383926 0.102479
(0.3623) (0.0150) (0.0000) (0.0038) (0.5468) (0.2146) (0.0003) (0.0000) (0.0132) (0.5347)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 6. The correlations of business cycles and the fluctuations of trade and trade balance
Terms of trade
4

2

Trade balance
0

-2

-4

4

2

0

-2

-4

BG -0.002686 -0.073245 0.188142 0.120872 0.133837 -0.454053 -0.389703 -0.246007 0.001556 0.172965
(0.9871) (0.6490) (0.2270) (0.4516) (0.4166) (0.0037) (0.0118) (0.1118) (0.9923) (0.2923)
CH 0.074168 0.107399 -0.182741 -0.143120 -0.086353 0.252375 -0.151849 -0.221975 0.129137 0.253893
(0.6536) (0.5039) (0.2408) (0.3720) (0.6012) (0.1211) (0.3433) (0.1525) (0.4210) (0.1188)
EST -0.028158 0.053690 0.096666 0.035540 -0.054120 -0.193031 -0.510997 -0.656814 -0.439142 -0.060338
(0.8649) (0.7388) (0.5375) (0.8254) (0.7435) (0.2390) (0.0006) (0.0000) (0.0041) (0.7152)
HU -0.237209 0.240681 0.430763 0.220468 -0.249573 0.109331 -0.394032 -0.335300 0.054587 0.108508
(0.1459) (0.1296) (0.0039) (0.1660) (0.1255) (0.5076) (0.0108) (0.0280) (0.7346) (0.5108)
LE 0.005759 0.339271 0.156445 -0.312438 -0.356522 -0.466467 -0.740094 -0.493635 -0.118446 0.231095
(0.9722) (0.0300) (0.3164) (0.0467) (0.0259) (0.0028) (0.0000) (0.0008) (0.4608) (0.1569)
LI -0.153196 0.037549 0.013597 -0.054483 0.039777 -0.091102 -0.315035 -0.372050 -0.474306 -0.136278
(0.3518) (0.8157) (0.9310) (0.7351) (0.8100) (0.5812) (0.0448) (0.0140) (0.0017) (0.4081)
PO -0.317886 -0.181504 0.082214 0.095173 0.245031 -0.339956 -0.669161 -0.571344 -0.141674 0.239610
(0.0486) (0.2561) (0.6002) (0.5539) (0.1327) (0.0342) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.3769) (0.1418)
RO -0.448313 -0.269681 -0.122382 0.192206 0.249343 -0.062529 -0.526197 -0.562754 -0.336211 -0.199724
(0.0042)

(0.0882 (0.4343) (0.2286) (0.1258) (0.7053) (0.0004) (0.0001) (0.0316) (0.2228)

SLO 0.019259 -0.012085 0.080753 0.022784 -0.015494 -0.386058 -0.672754 -0.611443 -0.411708 -0.182787
(0.9074) (0.9402) (0.6067) (0.8876) (0.9254) (0.0152) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0075) (0.2654)
SVA 0.091093 0.484793 0.193503 -0.075331 0.085266 0.156116 0.070653 0.200055 0.239064 -0.127986
(0.5813) (0.0013) (0.2138) (0.6397) (0.6058) (0.3426) (0.6607) (0.1984) (0.1322) (0.4375)
FR -0.092945 0.028427 0.220819 -0.021514 -0.144152 -0.266388 -0.557931 -0.356477 -0.057015 0.007537
(0.5736) (0.8600) (0.1547) (0.8938) (0.3813) (0.1012) (0.0002) (0.0190) (0.7233) (0.9637)
GE -0.163702 0.631987 0.557783 0.061824 -0.089148 0.001703 -0.302278 -0.006558 0.171019 -0.177967
(0.3193) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.7010) (0.5894) (0.9918) (0.0547) (0.9667) (0.2850) (0.2784)
IT -0.410288 -0.007165 0.181988 0.427083 0.293016 0.521389 -0.009454 -0.137073 -0.039447 -0.231107
(0.0095) (0.9645) (0.2428) (0.0054) (0.0702) (0.0007) (0.9532) (0.3808) (0.8066) (0.1569)
UK -0.091616 -0.209117 -0.182573 -0.012941 0.172083 -0.119231 -0.368424 -0.342848 -0.287722 -0.074858
(0.5791) (0.1895) (0.2413) (0.9360) (0.2949) (0.4697) (0.0178) (0.0244) (0.0681) (0.6506)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 6. The correlations between business cycles and the fluctuations of the real effective exchange
rate and the nominal effective exchange rate
Real effective exchange rate
4

2

Nominal effective exchange rate
0

-2

-4

4

2

0

-2

-4

BG 0.650717 0.507386 0.211943 -0.296368 -0.656580 -0.302956 -0.464092 -0.412370 -0.264818 -0.108319
(0.0000) (0.0008) (0.1778) (0.0536) (0.0000) (0.0645) (0.0026) (0.0067) (0.0943) (0.5116)
CH 0.453885 0.494600 0.263471 -0.307385 -0.580492 0.403013 0.488597 0.316975 -0.243658 -0.500155
(0.0042) (0.0012) (0.0918) (0.0450) (0.0000) (0.0121) (0.0014) (0.0408) (0.1247) (0.0012)
EST 0.684140 0.605422 0.157294 -0.479436 -0.768881 -0.712090 -0.412265 0.107509 0.590697 0.603478
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.3198) (0.0011) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0082) (0.4980) (0.0000) (0.0000)
HU -0.004680 0.131987 0.212466 -0.030586 -0.339637 -0.058793 0.113621 0.266711 0.083203 -0.198557
(0.9778) (0.4169) (0.1767) (0.8456) (0.0259) (0.7259) (0.4851) (0.0877) (0.6050)

(0.2256

LE 0.108655 -0.101979 -0.436776 -0.595432 -0.495423 -0.312528 -0.273989 -0.082545 -0.091685 -0.233143
(0.5161) (0.5312) (0.0038) (0.0000) (0.0007) (0.0561) (0.0871) (0.6033) (0.5686) (0.1532)
LI -0.144875 -0.302641 -0.483177 -0.516722 -0.378613 -0.547002 -0.536138 0.135133 0.190279 0.179370
(0.3855) (0.0577) (0.0012) (0.0004) (0.0123) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.3935) (0.2334) (0.2746)
PO 0.466697 0.470134 0.153295 -0.313296 -0.477333 0.437907 0.490434 0.194508 -0.209653 -0.332962
(0.0031) (0.0022) (0.3324) (0.0408) (0.0012) (0.0060) (0.0013) (0.2171) (0.1883) (0.0383)
RO -0.187689 0.204536 0.404387 0.570864 0.507890 -0.312587 0.106571 0.360617 0.594000 0.673393
(0.2591) (0.2055) (0.0079) (0.0001) (0.0005) (0.0560) (0.5128) (0.0190) (0.0000) (0.0000)
SLO 0.378259 0.329270 0.160092 -0.231899 -0.650190 0.308392 0.270599 0.259874 0.251896 0.192489
(0.0192) (0.0380) (0.3112) (0.1346) (0.0000) (0.0596) (0.0913) (0.0965) (0.1121) (0.2404)
SVA 0.815526 0.720269 0.052122 -0.397637 -0.265196 0.813808 0.678357 0.084926 -0.356743 -0.396946
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.7430) (0.0083) (0.0857) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.5928) (0.0220) (0.0123)
FR -0.644050 -0.411483 0.090870 0.175449 0.210294 -0.707904 -0.529396 -0.042188 0.275334 0.168532
(0.0000) (0.0083) (0.5671) (0.2604) (0.1759) (0.0000) (0.0004) (0.7908) (0.0815) (0.3051)
GE 0.327189 0.246687 0.352749 0.497309 0.321177 -0.790195 -0.635337 -0.154757 0.308301 0.336436
(0.0450) (0.1249) (0.0219) (0.0007) (0.0357) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.3278) (0.0499) (0.0362)
IT -0.254167 -0.331063 -0.296681 0.019645 0.198059 -0.775666 -0.603821 -0.131817 0.258828 0.221825
(0.1236) (0.0369) (0.0564) (0.9005) (0.2030) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.4053) (0.1023) (0.1747)
UK -0.184642 0.178532 0.563999 0.629015 0.410062 -0.230971 0.186721 0.568240 0.650832 0.442380
(0.2671) (0.2704) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0063) (0.1630) (0.2486) (0.0001) (0.00000 (0.0048)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 8. The correlations between business cycles and the fluctuations of real private consumption
and real investment
Real private consumption
4

2

0

-2

Real investment
-4

4

2

0

-2

-4

BG -0.039868 -0.049657 0.152599 0.521165 0.306832 0.544889 0.778950 0.700749 0.279562 -0.186499
(0.8533) (0.8178) (0.4766) (0.0090) (0.1447) (0.0003) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0694) (0.2311)
CH 0.858776 0.852121 0.592774 -0.226184 -0.688315 0.472970 0.751994 0.663197 0.212159 -0.173259
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0023) (0.2879) (0.0002) (0.0024) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.1720) (0.2665)
EST 0.736837 0.778087 0.914005 0.481398 -0.001354 0.491484 0.802760 0.714269 0.430606 0.110409
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0172) (0.9950) (0.0015) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0039) (0.4809)
HU 0.469997 0.388356 0.263029 -0.029836 -0.450028 0.232851 0.364011 0.156186 -0.247207 -0.372053
(0.0205) (0.0607) (0.2143) (0.8899) (0.0273) (0.1537) (0.0193) (0.3172) (0.1100) (0.0140)
LE 0.795932 0.849328 0.663760 0.056660 -0.390483 0.562664 0.686668 0.418920 0.031329 -0.280718
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0004) (0.7926) (0.0592) (0.0002) (0.0000) (0.0052) (0.8419) (0.0682)
LI 0.204678 0.384552 0.504084 0.145750 -0.407422 0.186319 0.560172 0.701209 0.466550 0.063391
(0.3374) (0.0635) (0.0120) (0.4968) (0.0481) (0.2561) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0016) (0.6863)
PO -0.034858 0.306843 0.524839 0.176747 0.143687 0.720199 0.793986 0.457616 -0.018524 -0.361979
(0.8715) (0.1447) (0.0085) (0.4087) (0.5030) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0020) (0.9061) (0.0171)
RO

-

-

-

-

-

0.090186 0.426500 0.325210 0.183274 -0.045045
(0.5851) (0.0054) (0.0333) (0.23940 (0.7743)

SLO 0.730041 0.832881 0.863082 0.316293 -0.072244 0.387260 0.740903 0.800244 0.431217 -0.003185
(0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.1321) (0.7373) (0.0149) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0039) (0.9838)
SVA 0.659822 0.769411 0.384586 -0.303109 -0.363470 0.075602 0.484234 0.536780 0.276100 0.094441
(0.0005) (0.0000) (0.0635) (0.1499) (0.0808) (0.6474) (0.0013) (0.0002) (0.0731) (0.5469)
FR

-

-

-

-

-

0.454016 0.670637 0.649016 0.364443 0.015427
(0.0037) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0163) (0.9218)

GE -0.166813 0.144720 0.368614 0.399499 0.185131 0.167722 0.692977 0.857888 0.449975 0.014081
(0.3382) (0.3928) (0.0209) (0.0117) (0.2592) (0.3074) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0025) (0.9286)
IT -0.223700 0.315279 0.576887 0.431594 0.110027 -0.063891 0.582414 0.865597 0.471788 0.060191
(0.1964) (0.0573) (0.0001) (0.0061) (0.5049) (0.6992) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0014) (0.7014)
UK

-

-

-

-

-

-0.067603 0.494425 0.813815 0.647494 0.269086

(0.6826) (0.0010) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0810)
Between brackets there are mentioned the probabilities associated with the null hypothesis of the Student test for
the testing of the significance of correlation coefficients
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Table 9. Testing the causality in the Granger’s sense between business cycles and the monetary mass
M2
Null Hypothesis:

Lags

F-Statistic

Prob.

IPI_BG_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_BG_C

3

4.53033

0.0165

LIM2_BG_C does not Granger Cause IPI_BG_C

3

6.46550

0.0041

IPI_LE_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_LE_C

1

7.59757

0.0103

LIM2_LE_C does not Granger Cause IPI_LE_C

1

4.80464

0.0372

IPI_PO_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_PO_C

1

6.99865

0.0145

LIM2_PO_C does not Granger Cause IPI_PO_C

2

6.03358

0.0220

IPI_SVA_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_SVA_C

2

1.44651

0.2709

LIM2_SVA_C does not Granger Cause IPI_SVA_C

2

1.34985

0.2933

IPI_EST_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_EST_C

2

0.55249

0.5841

LIM2_EST_C does not Granger Cause IPI_EST_C

2

1.94700

0.1688

IPI_HU_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_HU_C

4

3.97708

0.0175

LIM2_HU_C does not Granger Cause IPI_HU_C

4

3.45857

0.0290

IPI_CH_C does not Granger Cause LIM2_CH_C

1

14.8997

0.0005

LIM2_CH_C does not Granger Cause IPI_CH_C

1

8.75665

0.0059
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EFFICIENCY EVALUATION ASPECTS IN THE HEALTHCARE AREA.
A ROMANIAN PERSPECTIVE.
Claudiu Constantin CICEA
Academy of Economic Studies, P-ta Romana, nr. 6, Sector 1, Bucharest, Romania

Abstract
The studies regarding the efficiency of healthcare activities through economic analysis determine the
use of specific techniques to quantify the actions by specialists in this area. Quantification techniques
are resulting from the budgetary choices and from the need of their rationalization through the
adopted healthcare programs, at the national level.
The option for healthcare strategy and disease prevention strategy leads to the assessment of each
health policy. Quantification techniques are based on axiological theory, on the scale of values which
are analyzed, on the tools for comparison of several possible decisions and hierarchy of values.
In this paper we will analyze some dimensional features regarding the efficiency evaluation and the
assessment of healthcare services efficiency using different methods.
Key words : healthcare system, efficiency, evaluation, dimensions

1.INTRODUCTION
Studying the efficiency of health activities by economic analysis, determines the use of specific
techniques to quantify the actions by specialists in the field.
Quantification techniques are resulting from the budgetary choices and from the need of their
rationalization through health programs adopted at national level. The option for health care strategy
and disease prevention strategy leads to the assessment of each health policy. Quantification
techniques are based on axiological theory, on the scale of values which are analyzed, on the tools for
comparison of several possible decisions and hierarchy of values.
Choosing a specific technique for quantification and some certain axiological criteria for comparison,
determines the evaluation results and the strategies for health care.
Measurement techniques are different, but rely on the same principles. The set of criteria is defined to
show the consequences of each strategy evaluated. The election of criteria should lead to comparisons
between the effects of the analyzed strategies. For example, economic and medical consequences of a
strategy are taken into account, then the criteria may be the spending of the strategy appliance, namely
the likelihood of healing. Strategy X is preferable to Y strategy, by economic criterion, if the volume
of expenditure of the strategy X is smaller than that of strategy Y. Conversely, the Y strategy is
preferable to X strategy, by medical criterion, if the likelihood of healing trough strategy Y is greater
than trough X strategy.
Certainly the biggest challenge is the description of necessary and timely consequences to compare
health strategies. Establishing the criteria used in such studies represents the classification of strategies
evaluation, key to the entire process of analysis. Schedule of assessment is established for each study
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in relation to the issues to be solved. Economic processes of medical activity evaluation involve
establishing the following aspects:
• Establishment of quantification techniques, using statistical methods, calculus of probabilities,
epidemiological and econometric methods.
• Establishment of optimal strategy in relation to the assessment criteria adopted by the transformation
of value scales specific to each strategy, explored in a global scale (combining preferences).
Adoption of the assessment criteria calls for three-dimensional problems of the economic
analysis:
• time dimension – discount technique ;
• qualitative dimension – the indicator quality of life;
• combined dimension, time and quality.
Methods of economic evaluation of the effectiveness of medical activities refer to comparative study
of efforts-effects, to the complex analysis of cost-benefit by:
• cost-benefit method;
• cost-effectiveness method;
• cost-utility method.

2.

DIMENSIONAL FEATURES OF ECONOMIC EVALUATION

2.1 Temporal dimension and discount technique
Issues related to the temporal dimension of socio-economic phenomena and the use of discount
technique is a specialized summary of studies conducted by the Department of Economic Efficiency of
the Academy of Economic Studies - Bucharest, and in particular trough work “Economic efficiency of
investment and fixed capital” of Professor Ion Românu and Professor Ion Vasilescu (1993), with
appliance in the health care system.
Taking the hypothetical example of two health diseases prevention strategies (A and B), appears the
issue of classifying them according to value axiological hierarchy. Among the selection criteria taken
into account, we chose for the volume of investments needed to achieve those strategies. These
involve investing in two rows at the same time.
At the time (1), the investment needed to achieve the strategy A is 100 million monetary units and for
strategy B, 10 million monetary units.
At the time (2), the investments needed to achieve the strategies are 10 million m.u. for A and 100
million m.u. for B.
Simplifying the problem, we suppose that the inflation rate was zero during the two times of the
investment process.
Apparently, using the static analysis of this economic phenomenon, strategies A and B are equivalent
whereas the total investment is 110 million m.u. for each of them.
However, two strategies are not equal in economic terms, whereas the phenomenon must be analyzed
dynamically, under the influence of time factor. It is not the same thing to possess a monetary unit at
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the moment (1) and 1 m.u. at the moment (2), even without inflation. Establishing the optimal variant
requires economic analysis and comparison of investment funds at the same time. The amount of
money at a time (1) can be used in production processes or as banks deposits, resulting in another
moment of time (2) a gain (profit or interest, if applicable). If this gain is 10% over the period
considered between the two moments, then at the moment of time (2) resources available will be a
1+0,10 = 1,1 monetary units. Therefore, it is preferable to have an monetary unit at the moment (1)
than the same amount at the moment (2), because 1 monetary unit at moment of time (1) is equal with
1,1 monetary units at the moment of time (2).
Similarly with the reasoning above, it is suggested to return to the moment of time (1) to determine
which was the amount that we should have had at the time (1) in order to be equivalent to l um at the
moment of time (2), when one wants to use it in production processes or as a bank deposit of 10%
gain. This amount is:
x + 0, 1x = l; x(l + 0,l) =l

x

1
 0,91 u.m.
1  0,1

This rate is known from studies of economic efficiency of investment as the discount rate (a).
If we consider that the profit obtained by using the amount available will have a 10% interest
rate, then the discount rate will be 10%. Choosing a certain value for the discount rate is dependent on
the preferences of the funds beneficiary at present to future moments.
Continuing the example above for a discount rate a = 0.10, then the investment volume will be:
- for A strategy at moment of time (1):

I A  100 

10
 109,09 millions
1  0,1

- for B strategy at moment of time (1):

I B  10 

100
 100,91millions
1  0,1

In this case, the strategy B is preferred to strategy A.
For non-monetary criteria, such as potential years of life earned through two medical
strategies, is used the discount technique valid to monetary criteria, but the discount rate is determined
in relation to potential years of life earned.
2.2 Qualitative dimension and “quality of life” indicator
The concepts of “state of health” or “quality of life” are abstract concepts, with multiple connotations.
Referral of issues that characterize these concepts is accomplished through questionnaires.
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For example, on quality of life questionnaire responses are given in the following aspects: physical
state, health and welfare. This questionnaire allows you to define categories of individuals, by the
answers received.
Similarly, in the developed countries have emerged more questionnaires on the quality of life that
probe various sizes (from 3 to12 points) by a variety of questions (from 36 to 136). The questionnaires
are designed in such a way as to lead to the formation of rankings among all categories of individuals.
Questionnaires method is commonly practiced for determining quality dimension of care and level of
quality of life. The results of questionnaires are eloquent when they meet the following qualities:
• validity, allowing the categorization of individuals by obtaining accurate answers to questions;
• reproducibility, allowing to obtain the same results when using people like;
• sensitivity, allowing the notification of any change in quality of life in relation to changing
parameters analyzed.
In economic practice, there is the habit of modeling the preferences of a social group on a range of
products and services through the so-called preference relations. This approach requires a certain
mode of judging by social groups the value of different products presented. Preference relations can be
analyzed through a process of substitution, thanks to a description function of this type of relationship,
called the utility function. The function is defined as:
- Whether the product “a” is preferred or indifferent to product “b”, then the utility function for the
product “a”, denoted u (a) is greater than the function u (b) and vice versa.
Utility function is commonly applied to questionnaires on quality of life and expresses preferences of
social groups, leading also to achieve rankings in health care field. So, the following experiments have
emerged and have devoted:
a) The experiment of “acceptance” is to ask an individual with a life expectancy of x - years to opt for
a time x with a disability or live for a y time (<x) in normal physical condition. The rate given by the
utility function is considered usefulness of disability attributed, and the responses to the questionnaire
are leading to the establishment of acceptable variant.
b) The experiment of “lottery” is to ask an individual to choice between the following:
(1) – live with certainly the rest of his life with a disability;
(2) - to support an intervention that allows him/her to live with good health, but with the probability of
success p and probability of failure (death) l-p.
From the responses received, is determined the potential likelihood of success (p *) for which the
variants (1) and (2) seem to be equivalent, and the calculated usefulness is determined, usefulness
which is assigned to disability considered.
This type of experiments in the quality field of health care should be done with great caution, due to
low resistance of individuals to hypothetical issues presented.
2.3 Combined dimension: temporal and qualitative
In specialty analysis, responses to situations of life time and health state are interpreted very carefully.
It is questioned knowing relationship between individual or group preference and these two criteria
(life time and health care) and the associated function to the referred relationship.
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To this end, the multiple utility functions are used, functions associated with two commonly criteria
and applied in the decision theory.
In health care, the specific of the method is that, knowing the utility function (v) throughout life, is
studied the multiple utility function (W) defined by two criteria (life time and health state). As far as
this relationship is confirmed, then the results from the two criteria considered can be calculated
separately.
Making multiple utility functions (W) is possible in the following cases:
• individual with W type preferences to be neutral in relation to risk;
• individual excludes from its preferences worst health states;
• individual accepts o cut 50% of its life expectancy to get rid of his physical disability, to live
normally.
These conditions are used in the method QALY (Quality Adjusted Life Year's), using the multiple
utility function (W) defined by the product between the life time and health state (degree of health
usage).

3.

THE ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES EFFICIENCY

3.1Cost-benefit method
The method establishes functional links between the cost of a medical activity and its effects,
expressed in monetary units. In applying the method, is established the classification which expresses
all criteria as values. For each criterion of analysis, the difference between baseline and specific
strategy (activity) assessed (absolute value) is calculated.
Costs are determined by summing the absolute values of differences for the baselines criteria preferred
by the strategy.
Benefits are determined by summing the absolute values of differences for the criteria of with strategy
preferable to the baseline.
For example, considering that is necessary to evaluate the two strategies to prevent osteoporosis by
hormone treatment applied to a woman over 50 years of age.
Strategy (1) consists in a treatment, for 15 years, to women who don’t have medical contraindications
to treatment.
Strategy (2) consists in the same treatment throughout life, for women who do not have medical
contraindications.
The baseline consists in not taking the treatment.
Evaluations shall be conducted by the sponsor of this treatment and related medical care.
Selected Criteria:
- The cost of hospitalization for treatment of femur fractures;
- Cost of home care;
- The cost of hospital care;
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- The cost of hormone treatment and care.
Simulation of this model was made in 1984 by Swiss economist M. Van der Loos, on the specific
situations of 100,000 women aged over 50 years.
(millions swiss francs)
Criteria/ Strategy

Hospital
treatment

Home treatment

Femur fracture
treatement

Hormone treatment

Baseline
situationtreatment is not
done

670

626

8946

0

Strategy (1)treatement for 15
years

570

563

8746

515

Strategy(2)treatement
throughout life

301

485

8551

1127

Table no.1. The results of evaluation
The cost of strategy (1): |0-515| = 515
The benefit of strategy (1): |670-570|+|626-563|+|8946-8746| = 363
The cost of strategy (2): |0-1127|=1127
The benefit of strategy (2): |670-301|+|626-485|+|8946-8551| = 905
The choice of preferred strategy is possible by two processes:
(a) cost-benefit process in the absolute size, consists in making an option for the strategy that leads to
the greatest benefit, which means the higher difference between benefit and cost.
• Strategy (1): Benefit-Cost = 363-515 = -152 million monetary units
• Strategy (2): Benefit-Cost = 905-1127 = - 222 million monetary units
Through this process, the strategy (1) is preferable to strategy (2).
(b) cost-benefit process in relative size, consists in making an option for the strategy whit the lowest
benefit cost ratio.
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 Strategy (1):

Cost
515
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Benefit 363

 Strategy (2):

Cost
1127
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Through this process, strategy (2) is preferable to strategy (1).
The example provided demonstrates that in healthcare, raw results do not show major significance,
requiring a profound analysis of considered hypothesis and taking decision on the timely methodology
of work.
3.2 Cost-effectiveness method
The method establishes the relationships between the cost of medical activities and their effects
expressed in physical units (years of life saved, diseases avoided, etc.).
This method is based on establishing a nomenclature which expresses a criterion in physical units
(criterion of effectiveness) and other criteria value units.
The criteria expressed in value units (monetary) are grouped into one, as follows: the benefit of the
considered strategy in relation to the baseline strategy (according to previous method).
Each strategy is associated to its efficacy gain compared with baseline.
Referring to the previous example and applying the criterion “life expectancy at 50 years” (calculated
in number of days) to the classification, the following values are obtained:
Baseline=12.143 days
Strategy (1) - treatment 15 years =12.163 days
Strategy (2) - treatment pe viaţă = 12.206 days
Efficacy benefits according to life expectancy at 50 years:
Baseline
Strategy (1) = 20 days
Strategy (2) = 63 days
If one strategy is preferred for the benefit and the efficacy criteria, then problems of option does not
occur because it is the best.
If the two strategies have the same effectiveness, choosing a strategy consists of establishing the
highest earnings or the lowest cost (cost-cost method).
For complex situations in which earnings are negative and relatively low efficacy, the choice of
preferred strategy is possible by two processes:
a) cost-medium effectiveness process leads to the calculation of average earnings of a unit of
effectiveness as the linear gain function, and therefore preferable strategy is the one whose efficacy is
maximum gain. From the example above, earning a unit of effectiveness for the treatment of 15 years
will be:

Benefit  Cost
 Strategy (1):
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Benefit  Cost
 Strategy (2):

GainOfEfficiency



 220
63

 3, 49millions

From the results, it appears that if the gain function is linear, then the procedure of cost-medium
efficacy shows that strategy (2) is preferable.
b) cost-marginal efficacy process based on nonlinear gain function, marginal, because of fixed costs
and efficiency growth limits.
This procedure consists in estimating earnings per unit of additional effectiveness of a strategy in
relation to the level of gain effectiveness given.
For example, we assume the existence of the two following strategies:
- Strategy (a): Gain = -1000 monetary units
Efficacy = 100 physical units
- Strategy (b): Gain = -1200 monetary units
Efficacy = 105 physical units
- The level of efficacy chosen for comparing strategies =105
- The gain of an efficacy unit (from 100 to 101) = -100 monetary units.
It follows from the data illustrated, according to the cost- marginal efficacy process, an outcome of the
strategy (a) to strategy (b) calculated as follows:
-1000 + (105 -100)(-100)= -1500 monetary units
3.3 Cost-utility method
This method establishes the relationship between medical costs and their effects expressed in
qualitative variables.
A classification of primarily non-monetary criteria is obtained, such as the cost of a number of life
years gained and quality of life associated to years of life gained.
Solving this problem leads to the construction of a utility function cardinal in relation to:
- number of years of life earned;
- quality of life in the years of living gained.
For example, this type of function allows calculating the utility level of 10 years of life with decreased
mobility or 5 years of life with an average mobility.
The problem is similar to cost-efficacy method, but levels of efficacy are replaced in this case with the
levels of utility.
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4.EVALUATION OF MEDICAL SERVICES BY MODELING
4.1. Mathematical Modeling
Applying mathematical modeling to support decision regarding the management of economic and
social activities, is recording remarkable success, making the specialists’ subject of study. Numerous
attempts to apply mathematical modeling in economics, and much more in health economics, have not
yielded the expected results, being necessary to resort to procedural modeling. The strategies adopted
within health care can be broken down into sequences of events (medical actions) whose
manifestations differ in relation to patient's response to the strategy applied.
The evaluation of these strategies involves taking into account all events and uncertainties arising from
individual responses to each event.
Solutions to these problems of evaluating the results of different strategies are given by applying
specific methods of probability theory.
a) Decision tree method solves the intermediate positions of possible events, affected by some
probabilities of event. The method is used for choosing the strategy with the greatest benefits, lowest
risk, lowest cost or the best cost-benefit rate.
For example, let’s consider a patient suffering from a chronic rheumatologic disease, requiring some
type of anti-inflammatory treatment.
The patient may respond to treatment indicated: very good or bad because of the consequences on the
digestive system that were favored by that medication. For this situation, a possible graphical
representation of the tree of events and decisions may be the one in figure no. 1.
Well tolerated

Healthy

Lethal
hemorrhage

Anti-inflamatory
treatment

Non-lethal

Ulcer

Death

After hemorrhage

Stable

Post ulcer

Lethal perforation

Non-lethal

Death

After hemorrhage

Figure no. 1 Decision tree for anti-inflamatory treatment
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Assigning a specific value (cost, utility, etc.) to the applied anti-inflammatory treatment strategy is
achieved by summing the particular values of all consequences weighted with the probabilities of
event.
This method is used primarily to determine the mathematical expectation of earning associated with a
strategy which aims social groups. The difficulty of the method consists in estimating the probability
of manifestation of each event.
b) Markov Method
The method is specific to probability theory and is modeling the time evolution of the population
across a given number of states.
For example, consider the existence of three states (healthy, sick, dead) for 1000 individuals, in a
period of time "t". Distribution of individuals on state is:
• Healthy - 800
• Sick- 200
• Dead - 0
(1) For “healthy” state at the start time t0, the probability of state at the time t1 is:
• 0.7 for healthy state;
• 0.2 for sick state;
• 0.1 for dead state.
(2) For the “sick” state at the time t0, the probability of state at the time t1 is:
• 0.3 for the healthy state;
• 0.2 for the sick state;
• 0.5 for dead state.
(3) For the “dead” state at the time t0, the probability of state at the time t1 is:
• 0 for healthy state;
• 0 for sick state;
• 1 for dead state.
These computing elements can be combined mathematically in the matrix:

0,7 0,2 0,1
M  0,3 0,2 0,5
0
0
1
Matrix elements are called transition probabilities and their sum on each line is equal to l.
In this way, one can determine how many individuals are in each state at time t1 as follows:
•

healthy state: 800x 0,7+200x 0,3+0
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•

sick state: 800x 0,2+200x 0,2+0

•

dead state:

800x 0,l+200x 0,5+0

With the probability matrix elements not differing in time, it can be determined the number of
individuals in each state at times t2, t3,..., tn by the relation:

E tn  E t0  M n
where: Et0 is the (800, 200, 0) matrix
x is a matrix product
M is the probabilities matrix.
This mathematical model (Etn) is known as "Markov chain".
If time is continuous and if the transition probabilities vary over time, then the model is called
"Markov process" and is used to simulate the history of a group of individuals.
c) Monte Carlo method
This method uses the techniques of random sizes to resolve non-random problems, as is the case of
full calculations or of distributions’ estimates of unknown variables.
The method is based on the ability to reproduce the random element starting from algebraic rules and
mathematical formulas and reaching certain elements (pseudo-random numbers), considered as
realizations of random variables following a given law.
Monte Carlo method has been extended and is frequently applied once widespread use of computers
and motivated by the importance of distributions’ simulation in samples of individuals or the
population as a whole.
Using databases on social security in the nation, you can study various problems in the field of
medical activities.
For example, the relationship between surgical activities (K) and radiological (Z) is considered linear
type. The issue is determining the size of the correlation coefficient between these two categories of
medical activities, for which a sample is randomly chosen a (n) sample of specific medical records.
Any sample is assigned a linear correlation coefficient calculated on this sample (n), achieving a
mathematical application called "estimator".
The estimator is therefore a random variable defined on the sample type (n) of medical activities.
Setting this random variable distribution allows realizing estimates on a confidence interval, providing
information on the accuracy of the estimates and the risk accepted. The distribution is calculated based
on the distribution of medical acts in K, the distribution of medical acts in Z and relations between the
two medical fields. For practical calculation, 1000 random samples of type (n) are established and the
linear correlation coefficient is calculated for each one. Thus, we obtain 1000 results of the coefficient,
which allows the construction of the estimator’s distribution function and the evaluation of parameters
on the confidence interval.
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4.2. Econometric Modeling
As a scientific approach to identifying, explaining and predicting economic phenomena, econometrics
applied in the medical system is designed to model specific information of sanitary activities. Thus,
creating, assessing and structuring elements specific to this social field.
The starting point is knowing exactly the economic concepts that are manifested in health care,
establishing concrete medical concepts and defining the assessment method. Each economic concept
must be explained and associated with therapeutic and economic efficiency – the analyses on
pathologies are preferably.
Next, time series are composed of units (value or quantity) of medical acts, meaning suites of
observations at different times. To eliminate difficulties and remove subjective factor, the units of
medical acts and medicines to administrate, are changing in defined daily doses (Defined Daily Dose according Taboulet conception), appropriate to actions and average dosage of medical care.
The next step is the study of time series and the detailed analysis of variation (value or quantity) by
time, thereby trend and seasonal influences are determined. Evolution is determined by probabilistic
models, such as reaction (of behavior) to random influence to circumstantial factors - as Box-Jenkins
method requires.
Econometrics highest importance is that it submits the economic theory to practical demonstration by
developing models in relation to:
- the endogenous variables or variables to be explained;
- the exogenous variables or explanatory variables;
- relations between variables.
Establishing a particular model is the result of a process of verification and control of assumptions
considered, so that they can test the variables considered, the model’s relevance and the possibility to
estimate the model’s parameters.
4.3. Statistical modeling
Statistical analysis of the medical system data is based on a large volume of information and multidimensional studies, revealing descriptive aspects by summaries of data presented. Using statistical
evaluation processes, it can reveal latent phenomena resulting from simultaneous action of several
factors of influence.
Statistical data properly processed enable the construction of advanced economic models of medical
activities beyond those that are not based on observations. The most important tools of the statistical
evaluations are the principal components analyses and correspondence analyses of the components.
a) Principal components’ analysis
The principle of this analysis is to turn the n-dimensional space (n>2) in two-dimensional space,
meaning the transition from influences of n criteria, to two criteria that can be represented in the
orthogonal plane. To this end, we must define a method of choosing the best direction of ndimensional space. The protection plan involves referral distances between spatial points that are most
representative for the criteria considered in accordance with the principle of photographic technique.
By calculating the distances, two by two, between the points that make up the "cloud" the factorial
map in the projection plane is determined and the data table specific to considered criteria is drawn.
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Principal components analysis of the data table developed and that verifies the influence of the n
criteria, contributes to relevant information revealing and to the elimination of insignificant data. This
analysis is based on choosing a certain number of explanatory variables (exogenous) lower to the
number of variables to be explained (endogenous), calculating the values of these variables on
individuals, so their relationship with each endogenous variable to be as close. Such calculated
quantities are called latent variables and are the most eloquent summary of those relations, according
to which it is associated the phenomenon.
Latent variables can be calculated by two methods:
- considering them as indicators of synthesis of multidimensional reality and the appropriate study of
their properties;
- associated latent phenomena research, evaluation and testing on accurate information and relevant
connections.
Principal components analysis operates on the endogenous variables (to explain) called centered
variables, obtained by subtracting its average value from the original variable.
Statistical indicators used in this analysis are:
- Simple linear correlation coefficients between endogenous and latent variables;
- Multiple linear correlation coefficients between all variables considered.
These indicators allow measuring the relevance of created variables and of their links with the
endogenous variables.
b) The analysis of components’ correspondences
Surveys about the quality of life, especially of patients participating in the health care system, often
use extensive questionnaires, with questions raising qualitative answers.
These responses allow the construction of qualitative statistical variables, which can be described by a
logic coding based on ranking each variable in an a priori determined order. Thus, a table is made
where each column represents a variable and each line represents an individual. Line and column
intersection corresponds to an individual associated with a variable. An ordered list, representing the
positive or negative responses to the questionnaire, is associated to each individual. Each individual
participating in the investigation may be represented by a point in a space of dimension equal to the
number of variables in the questionnaire.
Individuals with similar responses can be pinpointed in the table and the links between the variables in
the questionnaire are highlighted.
Correspondences analysis consists in defining the distance between the components of the social
group, between individuals presented graphically by points mentioned above. The distance is zero
between two individuals with the same response and increases with the increases in the differences
between the responses. These differences must take into account the frequency of concordances
between the respective responses. Disaccords lead to obtaining important information in terms of their
rare observation.
4.4. Organizational Modeling
Health services operate through dynamic mechanisms, such as organizations characterized by a set of
tasks to accomplish and coordination to achieve these tasks.
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Organizational assessment leads to the direct establishment of health care system’s efficacy
improvement by optimizing work in this social area. Accordingly, failures correction requires,
according to organizational procedures, division of work down to the basic actions and appliance of
coordination mechanisms, as follows:
• Coordination by direct control: refers to practitioners, usually in the private sector, which directly
control their own work;
• Coordination by supervision: refers to the work of medical staff supervised by a certain person who
provides work instructions - usually in hospital units;
• Coordination through standardization: refers to work control by tasks previously established and by
automatism obtained (in critical situations of emergency surgery and intensive care).
• Coordination through scores: refers to staff work analysis with specific training and a certain level of
skill, especially in the paramedical and administrative fields.
The complexity of the relationship between tasks and possibilities of solving explains the problems in
the organization of medical services.
Organizational assessment method for medical services deemed ineffective healthcare system due to
lack of coherence between different elements of the system. Organizational assessment is not only
intended to provide a diagnosis of poor functioning, but proposes solutions to eliminate the disruptions
and integration into national health programs.
Depth reforms of health services are complex and difficult actions, but organizational assessments
allow revealing situations of low efficiency and formulating appropriate measures.
Specialized analysis addresses the following requirements:
• Organizing an operations center, consisting of professionals in the health organization with direct
activities to achieve health care services;
• Establishing the responsibilities in the field of health policy at the governmental authorities; as
appropriate, the responsibilities and strategies in territorial profile are established;
• Establishing optimal size of hierarchical lines, consisting of experts that are practicing between
hierarchical levels;
• Establishing a technical structure, composed of people with tasks in the organization of staff work
(ministries, sanitary departments, hospital management);
• Constructing logistics structures, consisting of additional, administrative and maintenance services.
Organizational assessment refers to the qualitative analysis of relations between the various medical
centers that make up the system. These relationships can be of authority, collaboration,
communication and exchange, according to specific organization rules.
The method is an original assessment instrument and difficult to maneuver through its general nature,
but can be effective in solving the inefficiency problems of labor.
5.CONCLUSIONS
We believe that the issue of efficiency in health service sector is particularly important since this
sector consumes significant financial resources (especially the budget). This is especially significant,
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as the global economic crisis has left deep scars in the European economies, and now are very limited
resources.
Undoubtedly, the issue of health systems effectiveness and services of this nature is more complex
than we think. In the present paper we have proposed only to emphasize certain aspects (considered
significant by the author), regarding the concept of effectiveness and efficiency evaluation of health
services. We are convinced that this work may be a useful point of view for other authors and experts
in the field, in their attempt to define, analyze and improve the effectiveness of a vital area of human
activity: the healthcare system.
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Abstract
Concepts such as market, client, strategy, needs, diffusion, competition, price, promotion, product are
becoming increasingly familiar for cultural organizations` management as a results of the quest for
raising competitiveness. Moreover, approaches that were traditionally related to private sector
companies, now gather new meanings when used in contexts such as editorial market, library strategy,
art need, books diffusion, film producers competition, information price, institutions` or cultural
celebrities` promotion. Focusing primarily on cultural products features, our paper presents cultural
marketing basic concepts, as well as the way they it contributes to improving cultural organizations
competitive position.
Key words: culture, cultural marketing, cultural organizations, competitive position, competitivity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over time, cultural sector institutions have become very interested in the business environment, thus
issues such as costs, financing, assessments, development and profitability turned into priorities for
this specific type of organization`s managers. Consequently, economics and management gained more
legitimacy in a field, where they had been excluded previously: CULTURE (Tobelem, 2007:294).
This way, cultural institutions have become cultural organizations, launching themselves on a market
that was not at all familiar in the beginning (Popescu, 2009:165). Although they come from an area
that traditionally is not at all characterized by competition, they can be viewed from an economic
perspective: budgets, labour force demand, commercial returns, visitors number, purchase value.
Indeed, nowadays we talk about „cultural enterprises”, placing the administrators of this organizations
in the same category with company managers. It is easy to notice management instruments are more
and more intensly used within cultural organizations, as environment changes and problems increasing
complexity (planning exhibitions, funds collection, budget, informatization etc.). In this specific
context, marketing, a concept long time denied by cultural organizations` management, began to
assert, although there are still missunderstandings related to its objectives and methods.
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2. CULTURE AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS
Culture is the most valuable asset a nation has. An important aspect related to culture is the manner to
manage it, as it can bring several benefits, both spiritual and material (Barbu, Domnişoru & Ogarcă,
2007). ”Culture is part of the society`s existence, is the configuration of learnt behaviours and their
results, is the assembly of individuals` normal and expected answers society expects in a given
situation.” (Radu, 2005:160). ”Culture is the collective noun for all directed, presented and or
provided. The given approach includes theatrical art, visual art and design, architecture, opera, musical
art, film, multimedia, cybernetic art, cultural legacy, as well as cultural services” (Hagoort, 2005:27).
”Out of the multitude of meanings culture has been given by ethnologists, philosophers,
anthropologists, journalists, sociologists, we retain those that define culture as a system of cultural
goods, along with their acknowledges value, as well as culture defined as the assembly of institutions
and activities for promoting and disseminating culture, including the cultural creation activity.”
(Moldoveanu & Valeriu, 1997:11).
Culture`s role for individual`s and society`s life can be synthetized as follows:









Importance for country image;
National values communication and promotion modality;
National spirit expression;
Key for understanding our own person, time and personal destiny;
An important education factor for individuals;
Way of spending spare time and an useful hobby for young people;
Vital for institutions for mobilizing the community`s social, moral and educational resources;
Moral strength element and spiritual bastion for people whose national security is threatened or
whose liberty is restricted;
 Compensator factor of the contemporany society materialism.
From a microeconomic perspective, ”cultural organization is a formal structure, within which people
cooperate to achieve certain goals. This definition can be also used for a cultural purpose, for
example, for theatres, orchestras, theatre groups, museums, galleries, multimedia companies and art
academies” (Hagoort, 2005:27).
In the paper “Marketing for cultural organizations”, Bonita M. Kolb (2005) makes a clear distinction
between art institutions and cultural organizations (figure 1). Thus: ”cultural organizations ought to
considered themselves members of the community they pertain to. They ought to see art as an issue
they want to share and not as an issue imposed by their superiors („from above”) (Kolb, 2005:8).

Art: Skills + Institution: Space
= Skills Space

Culture: Events/Society`s objects +
Organization: People
= Events/People`s objects

Fig. 1 Cultural organizations versus art institutions
Source: Kolb, 2005:8
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Nowadays, at international level, there is a multitude of classifications for cultural organizations
considering the context, interests, services, activities, etc. According to Florescu (1999:34), cultural
institutions are:
 for entertainment (theatre, film, music, dancing, artistic bands, festivals, music fairs);
 for cultural information dissemination (patrimony institutions, archives, museums).
Depending on consumers` participation degree, cultural services can be separated into two categories:
 those that cannot be provided in the absence of the consumer (shows, fairs, festivals);
 those that do not need consumers` physical presence (art exhibitions, TV shows, etc.).
Depending on the financing sources, cultural organizations can be divided into:
 institutions that are entirely financed from public funds;
 cultural institutions that are financed by the state in a certain proportion, but can also support
themselves from own incomes or sponsorship (museums, theatres).
3. COMPETITION AND CLIENTS – OPPORTUNITIES SOURCES FOR CULTURAL
ORGANIZATIONS MANAGEMENT
Traditionally, cultural organizations management was regarded as separate and different from other
business administration types. As a result of this perception, those working within cultural
organizations did not feel the need to manage their organization as a business (Kolb, 2005:10-11).
However, last years` reality has revealed a demand to change this managerial approach by addressing
organization external elements factors that can generate competitiveness. Thus, opportunities resulting
from customers relationship or positioning among competitors have become primary elements.
Competition
Although cultural organizations are not commercial organizations, they operate within the market. For
consumers there are multiple temptations: go to the theatre, visit an exhibition, have dinner at the
restaurant, watching sports event etc. This perspective was enriched by admitting the fact that, for a
cultural institution, competition is perceived as such by visitors and should not be limited to the same
type of institution. For example, in case individual consumers consider a visit to the museum is in
competition with taking care of the garden or preparing a party for friends, then, according to
specialists (Kotler & Andreasen, 1987), this activities directly compete with the museum.
Clients
Attitude towards visitors has developed during the last century as people working in cultural
organizations have realised how important visitors are, from a marketing perspective (Rentschler,
2007:354).
Those institutions where marketing is not paid the appropriate attention tend to negled also consumers`
studies. According to Kotler, „on the basis of various studies we can say difficulties organizations
face are not all the time caused by consumers` ignorance or lack of motivation”. On the other hand,
within cultural organizations that opt for a marketing approach, marketing services are not limited to
making efforts in order to change consumers` needs, desires and perceptions, but trying to anticipate
them. Research related to institutions` market allows carrying out a complex consumers assessment
and creating an instrument to test decisions on target groups sample, in order to assure they are
effective (Kotler & Andreasen, 1987).
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The main challenges cultural organizations management has to address nowadays from the clients
perspective are:
 the necessity to direct the marketing from product to public;
 cultural organizations versus governmental policy: less money is available at central level to
finance cultural organizations, therefore a commercial approach to create income is essential. It
should be noticed that, despite the economic pressure, cultural organizations have assumed the
role of guaranteeing public access for all community;
 traditionally, cultural organizations have directed their energy and efforts towards developing
new products, neglecting the need to carry out studies about present and potential clients. This
specific approach has rapidly changed. Improving public`s research methods is an opportunity
to increase cultural organizations competitiveness in order to allow them meet social and
economic demands.
4. CULTURAL MARKETING
Firstly implemented in the material goods sector, marketing concepts and methods can be found in all
human activity fields. Once practical experience gathered, two processes became necessary: a
theoretical clarification and a differentiation into specific domains, such as: industrial marketing,
commercial marketing, tourism marketing, financial marketing, transport marketing, educational
marketing, political marketing, cultural marketing.
Academic literature defines marketing concept as a method business uses in order to sell its products
(automobiles, detergents) or services (banking, data administration) to consumers, mainly using
advertising means. This initial meaning shows marketing notion was subject to a double
transformation: on one side consumers were progressively became the center of attention of the
marketing activity, while on the other side, marketing penetrated the area of public services and nongovernmental organizations (Tobelem, 2007:295).
Marketing in the art field started gaining popularity in the `70s, when it became subject for various
changes determined by society`s behavioural changes, globalization, increasing levels of marketing
messages, diffuse border between popular art (common) and superior art, growing budgetary pressure.
The first to make a connection between marketing and art was Philip Kotler in 1975. He claimed nonprofit organizations and art produce cultural goods and therefore compete for consumers` attention and
sometimes national resources.
In the past, marketing was oftenly regarded by cultural organizations as an attempt to manipulate
people to buy something they did not want. As marketing consists in making goods and services more
attractive (Meghişan, Barbu & Meghişan, 2008) and then communicating their availability for
potential clients, most artists have always made marketing. Artists constantly needed someone to buy
their product and marketing was then used when artists tried to make their product more appealing for
potential buyers.
Cultural marketing means “transferring marketing`s optic and specific methods of actions to cultural
organizations, adapting and differentiating marketing in relation with cultural services market specific
problems” (Florescu et al., 2003:399).
Cultural marketing promotes culture to the big public through a variety of specific institutions and
organizations (Balaure et al., 2000: 64). Taking into account the specificity of cultural products and
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services, marketing research should highlight the most relevant methods for promoting values and
personalities.
”Culture has a strong impact on marketing activities. Marketing implies earning profit by satisfying
human needs, expectations and requirements. In order to better meet them, the target-market culture
must be understood. A way of understanding culture is analyzing its components. The following
culture components are highly relevant for decisions related to the marketing mix (figure 2): material
culture, language, religion, aesthetics, education, values, norms, traditions and customs, social
organization” (Sasu, 2006:4).

CULTURAL

CULTURAL MESSAGES

DECISION PROCESS

Behavior rules, knowledge,
symbols, norms, values,
taboos, laws

Choosing the appropiate
marketing mix for each
culture

VARIABLES

Material culture, language,
religion, aesthetic,
education, norms, values,
traditions and customs,

Fig. 2 Cultural influences on marketing mix decisions
Source: Sasu, 2006:4
Cultural marketing concept was included both in social marketing sphere (Kotler, Zaltman), as well as
economic services sphere, as more and more entrepreneurs get involved in order to obtain profits.
Thus, the contemporany marketing concept reveals more similarities than differences between cultural
and commercial marketing. Both must find the balance between organizations` and consumers` needs,
focus on establishing long term relationships aimed at creating value.
In the last 20 years, marketing has become one of the most important organization strategy elements
(Meghişan, Barbu & Meghişan, 2008). Marketing was once considered „a dirty word” for arts, as it
was believed it incorporated all that was „commercial”. Nowadays, marketing is known to be a
legitimate instrument for improving visitors` experience, product portfolio and cultural organizations`
marketing assessment (Rentschler, 2007:354).
Marketing implementation within cultural organizations is due to four factors, the importance of
whom depends on each country and institution type (Popescu & Corboş, 2009:234):





cultural organizations spreading;
financing;
competition;
the need to better understand visitors.

Various obstacles (reduced funds, need for raising events` participation rates, political pressure etc.)
allowed cultural organizations to break down the wall between the marketing department and artistical
departments (Kolb, 2005:11). Thus, financial arguments turned out to be the driving force, that led to
the use of marketing in a higher proportion than prospects for clients desires, expectations, motivation,
needs. Nevertheless, insufficient resources oftenly made it difficult to develop marketing policies,
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especially for communication segments and services that required considerable resources (Beaulac,
Colbert & Duhaime, 1991).
Cultural organization managers have thought about risks for their professional standards, institutional
integrity, scientific, historical and artistic programs, raising the question wheather introducing
marketing and the desire to please a higher number of clients might lead to lower levels of quality for
cultural organizations services. Marketing theorists answered marketing is not a goal per se, but an
instrument made available to organizations to allow them reaching their goals in an efficient and
effective manner. Marketing is becoming, among many other things, an administration branch and it is
the institutions` managers’ responsibility to determine the area or areas for it to be used. Equally,
managers cannot ignore issues related to marketing, in favour of issues considered to be more
important (Kotler & Andreasen, 1987:231).

5. ROMANIAN CULTURAL ORGNIZATIONS ANALYSIS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTING THEM USING CULTURAL
MARKETING INSTRUMENTS
In 2008, Culture Research and Consulting Centre (CRCC) developed a study called ”Promoting
Romanian culture within the European space”, aimed at identifying the different cultural preferences
and tastes of Europeans, in order to have a useful benchmark for diffusing Romanian cultural products
within the European space. „Occasionally readers, spectators of artistic productions, cinema fans or
museum visitors, Europeans show high responsiveness for domestic or international cultural offer, in
different shares or combinations, varying from country to country. Depending on the geographically
differentiated preferences for libraries, theatres, museums, television, cinema, etc. offer, the broadcast
method for Romanian cultural products can be adjusted and thus a strategy can be built for
approaching communities with high level of openness, responsiveness and consumption probability”
(CCCDC, 2008:3).
”Europeans cultural preferences are very well illustrated by attendance rates at cultural events or by
cultural offer accession rates. Participation intensity is a more relevant indicator than cultural
infrastructure dimension: for example, the number of theatres/cinemas, museums or book from public
libraries (reported at the total number of population) might have the same score for different countries,
whereas the number of visitors/users registers strong variance for the same country” (CCCDC,
2008:3).
5.1. Written culture
A. Public libraries services and resources. Libraries provide comfortable and economical access to
written culture, as shown by the high figures of subscribers in EU countries. Despite that, in Central
and Eastern European countries, the number of libraries strongly diminished after 1990, as well as the
number of books from collections.
As for Romania, its position is in the middle of the classification (figure 4), with a quite expanded
infrastructure reported to the population number. Although better situated that more economic
developed countries (Finland, United Kingdom), Romania is over passed by several Central and
Eastern European countries (Poland, Hungary, Moldavia) (CCCDC, 2007:4).
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Legend:  (Public libraries),  (Museums and museum collections),  (Movie houses),  (Books), 
(Theatres and music institutions)

Fig. 3. Dominant cultural preferences in some European countries
Source: CCCDC, 2008:5
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Regarding the number of volumes available to public libraries users in Romania (number of
volumes/inhabitant), it is on a descending trend, as it has decreased from 2,3 (in 2005) to 0,53 (in
2007) due to the slow rhythm of the digitalization process.
B. Books production. Passion for reading and documentation is shared by 44% of the Europeans:
 in Northern European countries, scores are high: 71% of the Swedish, 66% of the Finish and
63% of the British people have found time to read in the last year;
 in South European countries (Greece, Spain, Portugal), the lack of interest for reading scores
high.
By comparison with East European or Baltic countries, Romania printed a small number of books in
2007 because of Romanians reduced interest for reading (figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Book production in 2007 (number of printed copies / inhabitant)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:8
Publishing and economic success depend to a great extend on using international circulation
languages. Therefore, translating reference books in languages of countries with abundant production
or promoting active writers within the literary space of this countries may prove to be highly efficient
promotion methods.
Table 1. Recommendations for promoting written culture
Cultural activities:
WRITTEN CULTURE

a) publishing

b) public libraries collections
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Recommendations
 approaching cultural spaces where
Romanian authors have evolved/created;
 searching
for
countries
where
international circulation languages enjoy
great use (translated book diffusion).
 Romanian books donations;
 organizing Romanian book collections
within prestigious libraries.
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Countries with high
level of reception
France, United Kingdom,
Germany, Estonia,
Finland, Spain

Sweden, Norway,
Finland, Denmark,
Germany, Spain, France,
Italy, Hungary
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5.2. Museums and museum collections
According to figure 6:
 in Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Denmark, Germany, Spain, France, Italy and Hungary, museums
are the main attraction within the cultural offer. There are therefore, premises that occasional or
periodical exhibitions generate great interest;
 in the Czech Republic and Latvia, museums attractiveness is moderated;
 in Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Poland interest for museums is reduced.

Fig. 6. Museum visitors flows in European countries
Source: CCCDC, 2008:8
Romania has a well developed museum infrastructure and a big number of museums per 100.000
inhabitants, which place our country in the first half of the European classification (figure 7). From
this point of view, Romania is better situated than countries that have complex and diverse museum
type cultural infrastructure (France, United Kingdom, Greece), and worse situated by comparison with
Scandinavian countries, Hungary and Latvia (CCCDC, 2007:10).
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As concerns museum visits, Romania is on an ascending slope, with an increasing number of visitors
(567 visitors/1.000 inhabitants) by comparison with 2005 (484 visitors/1.000 inhabitants), aspect that
determines a considerable improvement of its position in the European classification (figure 8). This
ascending trend is common for all analyzed countries, highlighting an increase of the interest for
museum type cultural objectives at European level (CCCDC, 2007:11).
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Fig. 8. Museum visitors number in 2007 (number of museum visitors/ 1.000 inhabitants)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:11
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Table 2. Recommendations for museums promotion
Countries with high
level of reception

Cultural activities

Recommendations

MUSEUMS, MUSEUM
COLLECTIONS

 exhibitions dedicated to Romanian
cultural and geographic space;
 donations for universal/European profile
institutions.

Norway, Sweden,
Estonia, Denmark,
Germany, Spain, France,
Italy, Portugal

5.3. Theatres, music institutions, concert halls and cultural centres
A. Entertainment institutions:




a major difference is notable for North European countries (such as, Denmark and Island), that
have 8,44 entertainment institutions per 1.000 inhabitants, respectively 27,42 de institutions
per 1.000 inhabitants (figure 9);
in Romania, the number of entertainment institutions has almost the same level as in Poland,
Latvia and East European countries, reaching 0.72 institutions for 1.000 inhabitants (CCCDC,
2007:12).
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Fig. 9. Entertainment institutions in 2007 (number of institutions / 100.000 inhabitants)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:12
B. Theatre institutions:
 theatres number is relatively uniform in European countries. Thus, values range from 0,1 to 0,9
theatre institutions per 100.000 inhabitants (figure 10);
 most theatre institutions are located in Finland (0,9/100.000 inhabitants) and the fewest theatre
institutions are in Albania (0,1 theatres/100.000 inhabitants) (CCCDC, 2007:15);
 Romania is in the middle of the classification, together with Latvia, Lithuania and Bulgaria.
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Fig. 10 Theatre institutions in 2007 (theatre number / 100.000 inhabitants)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:15
C. Opera institutions:
 opera institutions` number is homogenous in Eastern and Central European countries, with less
than one such institution per 100.000 inhabitants (CCCDC, 2007:18);
 Romania has a figure of 0,07 opera institutions per 100.000 inhabitants (figure 11).
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Fig. 11 Opera institutions in 2007 (number of opera houses/ 100.000 inhabitants)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:18
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D. Theatres, music institutions, concert halls and cultural centres are privileged places for a good
receptivity of new cultural productions, with varied geographical and cultural origins. Thus:
 Preference for classic music concerts: Baltic countries;
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Fig. 12. Spectacles and concerts in 2007 (number of spectacles / 1.000 inhabitants)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:13
The number of shows and concerts spectators and listeners does not register high differences between
European countries (figure 13) (CCCDC, 2007:14).
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Source: CCCDC, 2007:14
 preference for theatre and opera shows: Holland, United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway,
Switzerland, Island and Austria (figures 14 - 17).
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Theatres are the most frequented entertainment institutions, values measuring spectators number
ranging from 9 to 738 spectators per 1.000 inhabitants (figure 15).
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Source: CCCDC, 2007:17
Island is in the top of the European classification for opera shows (figure 16).
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Related to the number of opera spectators, Switzerland registers a triple number of opera spectators
compared to Romania and a double number compared to Island. Differences between East and West
European countries can be correlated with the resources scarcity in the Eastern side of the continent,
by comparison with the Western side (figure 17).
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Table 3. Recommendations for promoting entertainment institutions
Cultural activities:

Recommendations

Countries with high
level of reception

ENTERTAINMENT
INSTITUTIONS
 participation
festivals;

a) theatres

b) opera, other music institutions

at

international

theatre

 participation at international events,
especially at those with interesting public.

Holland, United
Kingdom, Denmark,
France, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, Poland
Estonia, Latvia, Italy,
Spain, Portugal, Poland

6.4. Movie theatres
 Central and Western European countries have a big number of movie theatres compared to East
European countries (figure 18).
 In Romania, a high percentage of traditional cinemas have been closed down or have lost their
competitiveness compared to movie theatres located in shopping centres. By comparison with
2005, the number of movie theatres has decreased with 0,1 in Romania and increased with 5,2
in France; the most significant decrease was registered in Hungary –0,6 and Finland – 0,4
(CCCDC, 2007:20).
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Fig. 18 Cinema halls in 2007 (number of movie theatres/ 100.000 inhabitants)
Source: CCCDC, 2007:21
Movie theatres offer is influenced by globalization effects (on average, at least 80% of the spectators
number is due to American productions) and interest for local or other countries productions is
relatively low. The most visible geographic differences detach high flows of visitors from film fan
countries (France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Norway, Slovenia) from countries characterized by low
interest (Portugal, Lithuania, Bulgaria).
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Most cinema spectators can be found in Austria, Ireland and France; the last two countries also have
the highest number of places within movie houses (figure 19). Although Norway runs the highest
number of performances, it registers a smaller number of spectators compared to the above mentioned
countries. In Romania, the low number of spectators is associated with a low number of movie houses
and places in cinemas, which indicates Romanians reduced interest for this type of cultural activity
(CCCDC, 2007:23).
Table 4. Recommendations for promoting the cinema industry
Cultural activities

Recommendations

Movie houses

 Orientation toward countries with many
spectators for international productions
(other than American ones).

Countries with high
level of reception
Spain, France, Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Norway

CONCLUSIONS
Literature has pointed out that cultural organizations need marketing in order to understand the public,
to be competitive and to achieve their mission. Thus, marketing offers opportunities for creativity and
imagination needed to extend visitors experience through a wide range of activities, by acknowledging
the fact that this extension is based on understanding visitors and cultural organizations marketing
(Rentschler, 2007:355).
Romanian cultural organizations analysis from the perspective of identifying opportunities reveals the
existence of important promotion possibilities that can lead to increased competitiveness. Thus, being
part of the cultural European space builds premises for entertainment institutions, museums and
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cinemas to make value of their assets on a significant market. In this context, cultural marketing is
shaping into a valuable, compulsory instrument, no matter the efforts needed to attract potential clients
by making them aware of certain needs (organizing Romanian book collections within prestigious
libraries or organizing donations) or promoting the strengths of cultural products (orienting the
cinema industry towards European countries with many potential clients, entertainment institutions
participation at international events adapted to the cultural features). Applying this specific managerial
approach, based on the equilateral triangle „culture consumer- cultural organization-cultural product”
promoted through cultural marketing, leads to effective results in improving every cultural
organization`s competitive position.
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Abstract
Attemps to build a strong brand for Romania were numerous and controversial. Every time initiators
(usually political background ministers) were accused of trying to gain personal capital from building
the country brand. The result was an ambiguous brand profile in a continuous incipient stage. The
bright side of this partial initiatives was the crystallization of common elements of all branding
campaigns, which turned into opportunities and assets that must be capitalized: tourism diversity,
history, personalities, charming geographical regions, traditions. Thus, the creation in 2010 of the
country brand for Romania tried to integrate all this aspects leading to intermediate results that look
promising. The paper focuses on the major guidelines of the marketing plan that implement the brand
strategy and proposes actions for improving its effectiveness.
Key words: country brand, tourism brand, marketing plan, strategic development, competitive
advantage.
1. INTRODUCTION
Romania might be integrated among attractive tourism destinations in Europe and worldwide.
However, although Romania has been crossing continuos branding and rebranding processes over
time, visible results are still missing (Popescu & Corboş, 2010).
In brief, Romania`s evolution in the tourism field can be summarized as such:

 during the interwar period, Romania was a demanded destination for foreign tourists
and had also flourishing internal tourism based on a legal framework (Tourism law);
 in the first half of the '60s the country experienced a considerable growth in the tourism
accommodation capacity, especially at the Black Sea seaside;
 by the beginning of the `70s, Romania was already known on the market of the main
tourists generator European countries, mainly Germany, Great Britain, Scandinavian
countries, France, Italy, Austria and Belgium;
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 starting with the '80s, Romania experienced a serious decrease in the foreign tourists
number; this trend continued in a diluted manner during the '90s. The main cause was
the lack of funds for investments aimed at developing, modernising and rehabilitating
specific infrastructure, as a consequence of the slow and complicated privatization
process, unfriendly taxation policy, lack of incentives in the bank credit sector;
 between 1996-2006, Romania began detaching itself from communism negative
legacy, poverty and lack of democratic values. Romania realised that it is part of a
democratic values and principles Europe, where country image is an important aspect.
However, this period did not passed by rapidly, without managing to set a clear
footprint and label on Romania (Dolea & Ţăruş, 2009);
 Romania`s integration to NATO in 2004 and the EU in 2007 brought into light the
necessity to start up serious initiates for promoting the country outside its borders, but
unfortunately outputs failed to meet expectations.
2. ROMANIA`S TOURISM BRAND
The process of building and promoting Romania`s tourism brand is part of a project aimed at
promoting Romanian tourism potential and is financed from EU funds through the Regional
Operational Program, with an allocated amount of 75 de million Euros until the end of 2013.
According to the Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism (MRDT), the general objective of
the project is to create a positive image for Romania, by designing and affirming the national tourism
brand through raising its attractiveness overseas, both as tourism destination and indirectly, as
business location (Popescu & Corboş, 2010:890). The specific objectives of the project are:
 raising the percentage of foreign tourists that come back to Romania, from 26% to 45%;
 increasing the number of tourism operators that sell destinations in Romania with 25%;
 until 2020, Romania should be perceived as a more attractive tourism destination compared to
its competitors.
2.1. Phases of building and implementing Romania`s tourism brand
The auction for building the tourism brand was held in 2009. The selection process had two phases:
 The first phase was eliminatory and was aimed at revealing the economic-financial and
technical-professional capacity of the consultants in competition. 13 competitors had to meet two
conditions: (1) last three years average turnover of at least two million Euros and (2) experience in a
similar branding project, estimated at least at 30% of the current project amount, or two similar
branding projects estimated at an amount equal or 50% more than the value of the current project.
 First three participants according to the score obtained after the technical-professional
assessment reached the selection`s second phase. The winner was the lowest price bid, THR – TNS5
5

THR is one of the biggest companies specialized in tourism brand and destinations marketing. According to the
information in the offer, Eulogio Bordas, the president of the company, has more than 21 years of experience in
the field. He was involved in national tourism brand development in Spain, Croatia, Argentina, Andorra, Chile,
Guatemala, Bolivia, Greece, Poland, Belgiun and Cuba, as well as supranational tourism brands for Central
America, Europe, Maya World and Amazonia.
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Consortium (Asesores en Turismo, Hoteleria y Recreacion – Taylor Nelson Sofres). According to the
contract, the Spanish company has the following responsabilities (MRDT, 2010):
 elaborate studies to establish the current image of the country on Romania`s primary/priority
markets;
 identify Romania`s competitive advantages, by comparison with other tourism destinations;
 identify the best position for Romania as tourism destination, conceptualization, creation and
design;
 identify the main guidelines for brand positioning on the tourism markets and for
communication strategy;
 elaborate the brand manual containing information on the use modalities and application
examples.
The 894.970 Euros project is financed from EU funds and was carried out in approximatively six
months since it got signed (Popescu & Corboş, 2010:890). Part of this amount was used for:
Table 1. Expenses for building Romania`s tourism brand
Phase

Budget

Establishing the current image

516.620

Identifying the competitive advantages

23.400

Brand position strategy

71.060

Conceptualisation, building, design of visual identity and testing

107.630

Guidelines for communication strategy

80.190

Source: Capital Magazine no. 31(885)/9 August 2010
2.1.1. Phase 1: Image and potential analysis

a) Qualitative research: approximately 100 in-depth interviews and 2 focus groups with
key factors from Romania and from its target markets: tour operators, tourism agents,
journalists, academics and other opinion formators.
b) Quantitative research: 10.881 telephone interviews (1.200 interviews for each market)
with tourists from Germany, United Kingdom/Ireland, France, Italy, Russia, Austria,
USA, Hungary and Romania.
c) Desk research about Romania (reports, studies, websites, articles, master plans, etc.).
d) Field research (guide tours for team members at key-destinations from Romania).
THR created tourism brands for local and regional destinations such as Istria (Croatia), Canary Islands (Spain),
Balearic Islands (Spain), Cancun (Mexico), Huatulco and Oaxaca (Mexico), Para State (Brazil), Estoril
(Portugal), Dubrovnik (Croatia).
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Quantitative research costed around 400.000 Euros, representing fesability studies for tourists
attraction capacity. Research reveals that (Popescu & Corboş, 2010:890):

 reality is better than perception; most tourists improved their opinion about Romania
after visiting it;
 most identified image problems are related to the fact that foreigners do not have
enough information about Romania, tourism products and destinations. In conclusion,
Romania should become a better communicator.
2.1.2. Phase 2: Competitors detailed analysis

a) Define Romania`s key products that enjoy competitive advantages.
The research revealed seven tourism products (MRDT, 2010), which are representative for Romania
and that might be attractive for the international tourism market:








rural tourism;
wild nature and natural parks;
health and maintenance;
active tourism and adventure;
cultural circuits;
city breaks (weekend offers).

According to the opinion of the people that worked at this concept, the main differentiation elements
for Romania are "nature and national parks", "isolated landscapes", flora, fauna and "healthy ecosystems". All this elements can be found in the "Carpathian mountains", the "inner hill areas" and the
"Danube Delta".

b) Analysis of the key competitors for the selected products.
Romania set up the goal of becoming more attractive than its competitors by 2020. Competitors were
established in correspondence with the six tourism products. For example, according to MRDT:
 for city-breaks (weekend offers), Romania is competing with the Czech Republic, Italy,
Austria, Bulgaria and Hungary. The brand campaign objective is to make the main national
towns as attractive or even more attractive than Budapest, Prague or Milan for foreign tourists.
 for circuites, the main five competitors for Romania are Italy, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France
and Hungary.

c) Building competitive advantages.
Our country offers a multitude of aspects, which have been highlighted in several market studies
carried out both at national level and overseas:

 nature is still wild, and in many areas even intact (Danube Delta, Carpathian
mountains, which are among the few mountain chains little discovered and degraded);
 joys and values of „peaceful village life” that so many people nowadays are trying to
relive (serene lifestyle, with healthy food and fresh air, rich in spirituality and traditions,
that are kept alive in Bucovina, Maramureş or Transylvania);
 old towns (Sibiu, Sighişoara, Braşov, Iaşi, Bucharest) full of life, but also contrasts;
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 rich Latin and Byzantine legacy, illustrated through uniquely painted monasteries.
2.1.3. Phase 3: Strategy and positioning

a) Defining the target group (MRDT, 2011a):
 ”discerning travellers” are tourists that:
 are not keen about mass tourism, with predetermined timetables;
 have high level education;
 age between 25 and 35 years and enjoy independent journeys;
 come from metropolitan area and wish to have a healthy lifestyle;
 have a rich experience in travelling overseas;
 are opened to new things and wish to explore wild nature and local culture;
 consider themselves travellers, not tourists,
 seek for adventure and exploratory journeys;
 their interest for cultural life and historical places is above average, which makes
Romania eligible for their expectations. Because they are opinion and trend setters,
they will be the first to come and explore our country and then provide a credible
tourism destination recommendation.
 „empty nesters”:
 enjoy a good health state;
 have time and money to travel by themselves.
b) Select the reference framework.
The reference framework summarizes the travelling expectations Romania can offer the target group.
What benefits will they get by visiting Romania? The answer to this question will help identify
destinations that provide them similar benefits, meaning the competitors compared to whom Romania
must make the difference.
Romania can offer:


unique travelling experiences through inspiring journeys for exploring nature and Romanian
culture (circuites along the country, mountain vacations, in parks or national reservations, in
the countryside and active vacations);



the possibility to explore new destinations, local and authentic life and culture for personal
fulfilling experience;

c) Identifying of the main differentiation elements for Romania as tourism destination and
defining the arguments that support differentiation elements.
An overview can help identify Romania`s main differentiation elements (MRDT, 2011a):

 Nature: Romania is a genuine paradise for those who love nature: 13 protected natural
areas, that cover more than 7% of the country`s territory. The country is crossed by the
longest section of the Danube River. The Danube Delta shelters many species in danger
of extinction in other areas. The Carpathians represent one of the largest European
mountain chains, with many untouched areas. Forests house 40% of Europe`s brown
bear population, one third of the wolves population and many other rare species.
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 Culture: Romania`s unique cultural heritage includes sites part of UNESCO
international patrimony. These represent elements of a culture without resemblance:
there is no other place in the world that shares such a mix of Latin and Byzantine
cultural patrimony. From the Roman and Dacic influences in ancient times, until the
Byzantine and Slave influences in the Middle Ages, Romania is an exceptional blend of
fascinating ingredients.
 Authenticity: Even in the 21st century, authenticity feels at home in Romania, as it is
one of the countries with the best preserved traditions in Europe and one of the last
oasis for traditional lifestyle, legends, old times folklore and organic food in its original
meaning. Authenticity is everywhere: unique music (panpipes were brought to
perfection by Romanians) and dances, enjoying a „ciorba” or a tot of „ţuică”, or just
strolling around, on the streets of Sibiu, the European Cultural Capital in 2007.
Brand attributes and benefits (MRDT, 2011a):

1) Tangible attributes:
 Carpathian mountains;
 virgin nature and wild landscapes;
 Latin and Byzantine history and culture;
 The Delta and the sea as part of Danube;
 traditions kept alive;
 UNESCO international patrimony sites.
2) Intangible attributes:
 authenticity / originality;
 mystery / spirituality;
 purity;
 authentic hospitality;
 honesty.
3) Emotional benefits:
 positive surprises;
 nature communion;
 respect for people / self esteem;
 health and relaxation;
 contact with people;
 courage feeling/ adventure spirit.
4) Rational benefits:
 discovery / exploration;
 simple and good life;
 experiencing vivid culture;
 contact with an intact nature;
 escaping and slowing down the rhythm;
 security.
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2.1.4. Phase 4: Visual and slogan conceptualization and design

a) Visual and slogan development (figure 1) based on research, competitive analysis and
positioning.
b) Consulting sessions with team members, representing the private sector (brand
council), graphic designers and external experts.
c) Repetitive testing of the visual and slogan on the main source markets.
d) Various optimization processes following team meetings and market testing.
From a visual point of view, the MRDT finds the logo, „fresh, inspired by one of the strongest
symbols of the Romanian people“ and in accordance with the global trend of „reorientation towards
nature, discovery, preservation“.

Fig. 1. Romania`s tourism brand logo and slogan

The leaf represents nature`s basic principle, resembling
also a mountain silhouette, while the blue leafstalk
highlights the importance of water and the Danube river.

Characters resemble handwriting, have a simple,
friendly and optimistic personality.

COLOURS:
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lines call to mind the Carpathians and natural
landscapes shapes. In the middle, the circumflex
diacritic character is specific for Romanian language
grammar. Its bow shape and warm colour adds contrast
and vitality.

SLOGAN:

The slogan is placed at the bottom of the picture, has a
common font, green colour and is left inclined.
„Carpathian garden” promotes the most powerful
tourism asset according to the market research results.
The „explorer” theme clearly outlines the traveller
prototype.

In conclusion, the brand`s personality, defined after rigorous research reflects both Romania`s image
overseas, as well as Romanians, tourists and tourism professionals` opinion, symbolizes (MRDT,
2011a):

 Green and rural. Green`s omnipresence in Romania`s natural environment extends into
the tourism brand concept. The climate, the mountains height and the agricultural
profile are the reasons for green as predominant colour. Romania is not just a country
with a beautiful nature, but a nation that lives close to and in the nature. Significant
percentage of the population lives in rural areas and work in agriculture Many happy
events, traditions and festivals are connected to this aspects. „Green” is more than a
colour, green symbolizes a sustainable and positive lifestyle, that protects natural
resources, produces and consumes organic, healthy food. Agriculture is still „in the
people’s hands”, far away from high levels of industrialization specific to other
countries, which makes it more accessible and attractive for travellers seeking to enjoy
„green” and healthy holidays.
 Authentic, pure and innocent. Industrialisation is not yet very developed as in other EU
countries, as well as tourism. For those searching for unique travelling destinations this
is indeed a good news! In many parts of the country nature is still pure. „Local” is far
more important than „global” in many Romanian regions. While the world is becoming
more and more homogenous as a consequence of a culture influenced by multinational
companies, Romania is conserving its local traditions, clothes, food and drinks, music,
dances and stories. Long time ago lost in other countries, in Romania these elements are
real, authentic: local dancing festivals for tourists are held everywhere, people naturally
wear traditional costumes during local events and they smile sincerely and profoundly.
 Kind and bighearted. And it is true; Romanians do smile a lot… They have a good
sense of humour. They will not instantly smile to any stranger, but tourists will discover
that locals are warm and honest. Romanians like talking and making jokes and there is
an incredible dowry of stories. Hospitality is sincere. Although services are not
exclusivist everywhere, they are always appreciated for honest hospitality, friendly and
warm attitude, as one traveller might, for example, be spontaneously invited at a local
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wedding. And this will be for sure a truly unforgettable experience, the exact type a
„discerning traveller” is searching for.
Romania`s tourism brand official launch took place on the 29th of July 2010 within the International
Exposition from Shanghai. Immediately after, a big scandal started because:
1) It was considered that the logo resembles with the symbol of an Irish project related to ecologic
transport6, as well as with a poster used by Oltchim Râmnicu Vâlcea at an exhibition in 2009; besides
that, buying the logo from a bank image for 250 dollars was possible (figure 2). Under this
circumstances originality and authenticity were seriously undermined;

Fig. 2. Romania`s logo, Oltchim poster, the set on sale on the shutterstock.com website and the
logo of the transport company ”Change Transport”
Source: Capital Magazine no. 30 (884)/2 August 2010
2) Tourism, communication and brand specialists found the new tourism brand as being
„common”, „ambiguous”, „limiting”, very far away from its goal.
Here are some of their arguments:
a) Specialists have scanned Romania`s new tourism brand visual identity, proving that if the „logo
is not a copy of the green transport campaign, then it was bought from a photo agency website,
meaning that no effort at all was made by those responsable to create a visual identity for Romania`s
tourism brand” (Ioniţă, 2010).

Moreover, it is considered that not only THR&TNS did not draw an original logo for
Romania`s country brand, but also broke intellectual property rights. The leaf from the new
logo MRDT bought is part of a set which is on sale on the Shutterstock7 photo agency website
6

Change Transport is a british project for ecologic buses. The website is owned by an Irish company, that
supplies management solutions for buses fleet: gps tracking, passenger information.
7

Shutterstock is an agency that intermediates image transactions. Designers have property rights on their images.
The agency sells the right to use images, but not ownership rights. In order to buy an image from
shutterstock.com, clients must agree with the use conditions. According to its licence, Shutterstock offers buyers
the rights to use and reproduce images in a „personal, nonexclusive and nontransferable” manner. Part I, letter n,
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and intellectual property rights for image 12372523 pertain to Dietmar Höpfl (figure 3). As a
result, THR&TNS could not sell MRDT the intellectual property rights for the logo.

Fig. 3. The set on sale on Shutterstock photo agency website, under the code 12372523
In exchange, THR&TNS consortium guaranteed the originality of the elements included in
the brand manual, as well as the fact that they do not contravene the Romanian legislation,
according to the collaboration contract signed with the Romanian officials.
b) The slogan „Explore the Carpathian8 garden” can be included in the same category with the
logo. It is not unique, not at all attractive and when we talk about the Carpathians, they are not all
ours9, they belong also to the Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Ukraine and Serbia (Ioniţă,
2010). Thus, specialists say Romania`s new tourism brand indirectly promotes tourism objectives in
the Carpathian mountains from other six countries10.
3) The whole concept of the new tourism brand focuses on mountains and hills in our country. The
question is why the Romanian seaside, where mass tourism could be made is not part of this concept.
The answer to this question seems to come from Elena Udrea, the minister of Regional Development

paragraph 2 say: „In case a person creates a derivative work that contains one or more images, all rights on those
images will remain property of Shutterstock or of the images` designers”.
8

The English word "Carpathian" is the international passport for "Karpaty" in the Czech Republic, Poland,
Ukraine and Slovakia, „Kárpátok” in Hungary, „Carpaţi” in Romania and „Karpati” in Serbia.
9

Out of the total surface of the Carpathians, over 200.000 km2 representing only about one half are situated on
Romania`s territory.
10
For example, Poland and Slovakia ”sell” this tourism destination under the name „Tatra”. In Ukraine,
Carpathian mountains– also called "Ukraine`s Green Pearl" on tourism portals- is the second most important
destination for tourists, after Crimeea.
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and Tourism. At the Shanghai conference, she said "the seaside is not a competitive product at
international level". The minister admits Romania cannot practice mass tourism, as the seaside lacks
infrastructure and does not raise investors and local authorities interest. Therefore, the seaside is not an
appropriate element in the tourism promotion campaign for „wild” and „untouched” Romania. The
ministry’s priorities are related to spa tourism, but only after accommodation infrastructure will reach
certain standards. In what concerns the Danube Delta, the Tourism minister said it is ”an attractive
destination, not for mass tourism, but for selective tourism” (AGERPRES, 2010).
Specialists instead consider that those who might be interested in the „Carpathians garden” are very
few so cannot be considered mass tourists and also in order to explore the Carpathians one does not
have to spend more than 100-200 Euros. Moreover, the decision to not include the seaside and other
destinations appropriate for mass tourism „hit hard this places” (Ioniţă, 2010).
4) In an interview for the Austrian newspaper Wirtschaftsblatt, Michael Brandtner, strategic
marketing consultant and publicist, considers Romania`s biggest problem is not the tourism logo, but
the country brand, that is not clearly defined and positioned on the international tourism market.
Every strong brand is supported by a key image. "When you see the pyramids you think about Egypt.
When you see an image of the Eiffel Tower, you immediately think about Paris. Tower Bridge is
representative for London and the Liberty Statue for New York", highlights Michael Brandtner.
"Exactly how much money is Romania willing to pay in order to be associated with a green leaf?”.
Also, the slogan ”Explore the Carpathians garden” is not of any help for building a strong country
brand, as the Carpathians by themselves are still an unclear detail in the potential clients minds. It is
like trying to build a house on sand", says the Austrian expert (Drăghicescu, 2010).
2.1.5. Phase 5: Brand strategy and communication
Brand becomes successful only if an adding value strategy is carried out. The brand strategy is more
than visual identity elements design or than a slogan. Value must be communicated and attributed to
Romania. Positive travelling experiences, as well as real travellers` opinion impact give brand
credibility and consequently stimulate „man to man” marketing. This way communication and value
prosivion must act in parallel, strengthening each other. Brand strategy and communication involve:

a) Defining stategic guidelines:
 Improving tourism experience. This means adopting and implementing the best
decisions for Romanian tourism in order to transform the brand from promise to reality
and generate visits repetition and personal recommendations. This refers to projecting
unique Romanian experiences, as well as itineraries and special arranged areas, where
this experiences can take place. Among many other actions, this means implementing a
rigorous quality labelling system, improving tourism objectives and routes signalization
and a specially created program for serving, satisfying and helping tourists in Romania.
 Increasing awareness and interest level for Romania`s tourism brand. Expenses for
brand communication must be very efficient, follow clear objectives and focus on the
main target markets and tourism products promoted by Romania. The international
brand launch should be followed by a special programme, using global dissemination
magazines to generate a strong media coverage „wave” aimed at improving awareness
and Romanian products image. Communication should use innovative channels, online
and offline instruments, especially because Romanian tourism products attract rational
travellers with specific interests.
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b) Defining brand communication strategies for increasing efficiency and effectiveness.
c) Creating a brand manual in order to obtain a homogenous implementation by all actors
involved.
2.2. Romania`s Tourism Marketing National Plan (2011-2015)
Romania must become a globally competitive tourism destination. This is the main idea that supports
Romania`s 2011-2015 National Tourism Plan, the first instrument of this type that will be used in the
Romanian tourism industry, launched by the MRDT in February 2011 (MRDT, 2011b).
According to the National Association of Travel Agencies from Romania (NATA, 2011) the
completion of the strategic and operational marketing plan represents the second important phase in
Romania`s tourism brand creation and promotion.
The marketing plan was elaborated by Horwath HTL, a company specialized in hospitality industry
consulting, with an international fame and an experience of more than 100 similar plans for various
countries. The contract signed by the MRDT and this company (for an amount of 503.906 lei) has
been attributed after an offers request organized in October 2010 by the ministry.
„Romania is facing a double challenge, having to establish and then provide new travelling
experiences and products for the new global tourism markets and also having to take profit of the great
diversity of tourism assets that can be used to attract future clients”, states the Marketing Plan.
Horwath HTL company representative admitted Romania is still in the incipient phase of the process
for creating a competitive image: „Romania has slept over the last 15-17 years, in what concerns
tourism promotion. No effort has been made in this direction”. He warned that despite all the good
efforts for promoting tourism, no results can be achieved without infrastructure investments11, higher
resources for the tourism industry or fiscal incentives for the companies in the field. „Tourism is a
more and more important sector of the economy. Romania must profit from the fact that it is a less
exploited tourism destination, in the same manner Australia and New Zeeland did”, declared Horwath
HTL representative at the official launch of the Marketing Plan.
This document is not strictly limited at presenting tourism and national tourism brand promotion
methods, but proposes instruments for various fields: from communication strategies to product and
sales strategies, including ways of building an efficient marketing infrastructure. “The marketing plan
establishes the objectives that must be achieved in order to become a competitive tourism destination.
It is very important to understand that the plan must be implemented not just by the Ministry, but it
addresses also local public authorities, as well as tourism industry, which we hope will stay close to
us, as an active partner of the Ministry”, declared the minister of regional development and tourism
(MRDT, 2011b).
Thus, the strategic plan defines next five years general marketing strategies (Etves & Hărmănescu,
2011):






11

product portfolio;
target groups,
geographical markets;
distribution;

The marketing plan offers airplane as an alternative for personal automobile or coach.
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 communication;
 positioning strategies;
 operational plans for the most important tourism sectors/products.
The main marketing objectives for 2011- 2015 are:

 increasing the number of arrivals in accommodation units at 2,5 million by 2015 by
raising with 50% the number of international tourists that come to relax, reaching a
share of 50%, by comparison with the actual share of 25% of the total number of
international visits in Romania;
 specialization and diversification of tourism products and services;
 boosting the six key products (each of them will have an individual operational
marketing plan);
 extension of the tourism season;
 organizing Romanian tourism in nine key tourism areas, that reflect diverse and specific
aspects, as well as potential tourism experiences: Maramureş, Crişana, Banat, Oltenia,
Muntenia, Dobrogea, Moldavia, Bucovina and Transylvania;
 modernising the target-audience and selling systems, by identifying the desired client
type and by creating web electronic selling instruments;
 focusing on individual travellers though the Internet;
 encouraging the creation of high level tourism management education institutes;
 transmitting the essence of the tourism brand: ”Romania, destination for unknown
experiences, that wait to be discovered, a destination for adventure”;
 building a promotion website that shall not compete other actors in the tourism field (creating a
Romanian booking.com is not desired);
 raising the contribution to the GDP with 4% by 2015;
 including seaside resorts in the objective of raising tourists number (they are not however part
of the six key products identified by the country brand studies).
In order to rationalize marketing efforts, promotion actions will be primarily directed towards the
following source-markets (MRDT, 2011b):

 Germany, Italy, France, United Kingdom, Austria, Russia, USA and Hungary;
 Holland, Spain, Poland, Belgium, Sweden, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Serbia, Moldavia, China
or Japan, which are part of the current Romania`s visitors geographical portfolio.
The internal market is oriented towards activities aimed at building a Romanian tourism marketing
system, mainly for creating a Romanian tourism central web portal with an adjoining reservation
system.
Communication, in the next time period, will be focusing on (MRDT, 2011b):






building notoriety through TV campaigns for raising awareness;
creating a media innovation strategy using non-traditional media channels;
creating a brand communication platform for stakeholders;
printed advertisments;
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 online marketing: internet promotion (through a web portal, similar to Romania`s
account on Facebook, that will include information about local tourism attractions.
Also, a data base with relevant images and videos for Romanian tourism products will
be created).
49% out of the total budget for communication will be distributed for online promotion, 32% for TV
videos and 19% for printed advertisment.
This project is aimed at launching programs such as (Etves & Hărmănescu, 2011):

 „Guardian angels” (several offices will be created in order for foreign tourists to be
informed in case they need indications);
 „We care”;
 „Romania welcomes you!”.
The budget allocated for promotion actions within the Strategic Marketing Plan 2011-2015 reaches
118,4 million Euros, is financed from European funds and is divided as following (Etves &
Hărmănescu, 2011):






21,6 million Euros in 2011;
29,3 million Euros in 2012;
21,5 million Euros in 2013;
46 million Euros in 2014 and 2015 (23 million Euros each year).

The budget includes projects within the product strategy, selling, communication, marketing
infrastructure and cooperation actions.
MRDT claims that, simultaneously with tourism promotion, efforts will we made in order to rebuild
resorts and investments in infrastructure will be carried out in order to raise tourism areas potential.

3. FIRST EFFECTS OF TOURISM BRAND
On the 23rd of February 2011, within the tourism fair from Munich, Romania received the ”Prize for
excellence”, for the attractiveness of its stand and for the visual identity of its national tourism brand,
which expresses cherish for nature and concern for environment protection (MRDT, 2011c).
Romania was given the excellence prize 12 by the Bavarian press, in partnership with important players
from the tourism sector. Romania`s stand at Munich attracted public attention, tourism industry
representatives and specialized press through its elegant design and through Romania`s tourism visual
identity expressiveness.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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12

This prize is conferred very rarely (it has not been conferred since 2007) for considerable results to individuals
of independent tourism entities that represent a country within the fair.
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Abstract
In this paper we analysed the adoption and the use, of women and in particular female entrepreneurs,
of the information technology, inside the companies. In the past, men used more Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) but now women, especially with interactive web-oriented tools,
believe in the use innovative of these technolologies. Then recently, with a few exceptions, like to
hardware and software development, we can say that the gender difference has been reduced. There
are many women entrepreneurs who believe in the strategic role of new technologies. This is
demonstrated by previous quantitative analysis and the business cases studied in this article.
Keywords: information communication technologies,
software application, web tecnology.

female entrepreneurs, gender difference,

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the years, women have found employment in companies doing different and important tasks and
have increasingly emerged as valuable entrepreneurs. We always spoke and still speak about the
gender difference but in recent years, this difference is fading. This paper focuses on adoption and use
of Information Communication Technology (ICT) from female entrepreneurs. To study this issue we
have referred to quantitative researchs of the literature and we made a qualitative analysis of two case
studies. Both the quantitative research and the business cases studied showed that women
entrepreneurs use, inside their companies, with different aptitudes, these technologies. The adoption
and the use of ICT is intensified from young entrepreneurs who develop skills and energy with an
innovative spirit of the technological renewal.
The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we show the results of the gender report. The
third section focuses on the adoption of ICTs in the society and family. In the fourth section the
adoption of ICT in the companies is discussed. In the fifth section we describe the research of ICT
and gender in Emilia Romagna Region. The sixth section show the results of our case studies. Finally
some conclusions are drawn.

2. THE GENDER REPORT
The percentage of female employees (Zahidi and Ibarra, 2010), in private companies, varies greatly
from one country to another (Table 1).
From the Table1, we can see, that in United States there is the most percentage of female employees
(52%) while in India there is the lowest percentage (23%).
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At industrial level, the sectors where female employees (Zahidi and Ibarra, 2010) work are shown in
the Table 2.

Table1. Percentages of female employees in the countries. Source: The Corporate Gender Gap
Report, WEF 2010 (adapted by author)

Country

% of female
employees

United States

52

Spain

48

Canada

46

Finland

44

Italy

30

Austria

29

Turkey

26

Japan

24

India

23

Table 2. Percentages of female employees in different sectors. Source: The Corporate Gender Gap
Report, WEF 2010 (adapted by author)

Corporate sector

% of female
employees

Financial Services & Insurance

60

Professional Services

56

Travel & Tourism

49

Media & Entertainment

42

Health

40

Textile

33

ICT

28

Automotive

18

Mining

18

From the Table 2, we can see that Financial Services & Insurance is the sector where there is the
most percentage of female employees (60%) while the lowest percentage (18%) is in Automotive and
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Mining.
At levels of positions (entry or middle level, senior management and board), female employees tend
to be concentrated in an entry or middle level position.
The Corporate Gender Gap Report shows that a major exception to this trend is the Norway, where the
percentage of women among the Board of Directors is above 40%. This is due to a government
regulation that obliges a minimum of 40% of each gender on the boards of public companies.
The average number of women holding the CEO-level position was less than 5%. Finland (13%),
Norway (12%), Turkey (12%), Italy (11%) and Brazil (11%) display the highest percentage of female
CEOs, while Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, France, Greece, India, Mexico, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States have no female CEOs among the responding
companies.

3. THE ADOPTION OF ICT IN THE SOCIETY AND FAMILY
In the Report Istat (2010) on citizens and news technologies, in line with previous years, there are
gender differences both in the use of personal computers and Internet. Data is shown in the Table 3.

Table 3. Use of ICT applications for gender. Source: Citizens and new technologies, Istat 2010
(adapted by author)

Topic

Male (%)

Female (%)

Use of PC

56,5

45,8

Internet navigation

54,6

43,6

Web pages creation

21,9

14,6

Internetcalls

37,1

31,3

Training on ICT applications

33,2

38,1

Home banking

33,9

25,8

Software protection

70,1

63,2

Games,images, music

44,8

37

Newspaper and reviews

46,9

40,6

Peer to peer (film, music,…)

28,8

16,8

Software

33,3

17,5

Health

34,6

46,5

Training courses

34,1

39,3

Generic

Downloading

Information search
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Job

16,3

18,6

Product/services

67,1

57,7

E-purchasing

30,8

21,1

Electronic devices

23,6

9,9

Hardware of computer

15,8

2,6

Software of computer

18,7

7,9

Newspaper, review

23,2

29,2

E-purchasing

Travel tickets
Selling of products/services

+4
11,1

4,2

In the Table 3, we can see the superiority of men over women on the electronic purchasing of
hardware, electronic devices and software while the women follow more courses on ICT applications
and buy more online magazines, newspapers, air and train tickets.
The Wired-Cotec Report (2009) shows that in the use of ICT there are not high differences between
males and females. Personal computers and mobile phones have allowed to women to reconcile family
and work.
The 82% of Italians believe that technology has facilitated the empowerment of women improving
their quality of life. Moreover, men and women, without difference of gender, think that the
innovation, at all levels of the society, is the driving force for the collective growth of a country.
The survey was carried out during the period March-April 2010 and 4000 people were interviewed
(50% women and 50% men) between 30 and 44 years. The 52% of respondents have a high school
diploma and the 72% work at institutions or companies. The administration of the questionnaire (66
questions) was conducted using CATI (Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing). The focus of the
questions is the technological innovation including ICT technologies (computers, phones, electronic
devices). The results of the survey are shown in the Table 4.
Table4. Internet use for gender. Source: Report Wired-Cotec, 2009 (adapted by author)
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Topic

male (%)

female (%)

Use of Internet for information search

21,9

25,7

E-mail

21,0

22,9

Buying product/services

8,8

6,3

Daily work with Internet

13,6

13,6

Home Banking

10,6

8,4

Use or downloading of games,
images, films, music or software

7,6

6,6
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Uploading of photos, videos or other
in web site or social media

6,6

5,2

Interaction
Administration

5,8

6,3

Online courses (e-learning)

4,2

4,9

Risks (Internet use)

2,5%

2,8

Benefits (Internet use)

4,1%

4,1%

with

Public

Women workers with scientific and technological background are a key resource in a knowledge
economy (OECD, 2008). These worker are required from companies and ultimely, in this sector, the
number of female employees is increasing.
In computer science and engineering there are few females than males. For example, only the 15% of
women are enrolled in advanced computer science. As a result, women are poorly represented in the
science and technology workforce. Natural sciences, engineering and mathematics occupations have
the lowest share of women among the professions (OECD, 2006a).
Women occupy more than 60% of ICT-related jobs, but their are mostly secretaries or work in the
administration. With regard to ICT-specialist positions – those who develop and maintain computer
hardware and software – women account for only 10%-20% of the jobs and this share is steady or
decreasing in many countries (OECD, 2006b).
The European Commission, as future challenges, sees the expansion of economic and social role of
women in the direction of sustainable development. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) in its report "Gender and Sustainable Development" (2008), shows the benefits
of women capital in the maximization of social, economic and environmental sector. Technological
resources have an important role in the women empowerment including economic indipendence and a
self-realization in the daily life.

4. THE ADOPTION OF ICT IN ENTERPRISES
The use of ICT in enterprises is the basis of products and processes innovation to acquire competitive
advantages. Today the technology, more than in the past, is considered a productive factor. The
transition from a traditional business to the so-called "e-business" model is an important factor to align
to current model of organization of industrial production. The importance of ICT in business
competitiveness is widely recognized (Hitt, 2000, Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Sirmon et al., 2007).
In some studies on the factors that can affect the adoption of ICT in enterprises, it is considered the
importance of the characteristics of entrepreneurial figure, specifically with regard to age, education,
experience, personal skills (Ward, 1997; Davis and Harveston, 2000).
The age of the entrepreneur seems to be a factor that can have a profound effect on the innovative
tendency of enterprise. It is argued, in fact, that increasing age, the readiness of the entrepreneur to
make new investments, to start new projects and to invest in new technologies decreases (Ward, 1997;
Davis and Harveston, 2000). Younger people have an innovative boost and generally are more willing
to invest in technologies, in a long period, because they have in front a longer time and also they are
more available to use them inside the company.
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Young entrepreneurs have professional skills to exploit in the product and process innovations that
intensively use ICT. The old entrepreneurs are more afraid that using the technology and opening the
company to external networks may lose the power and control of the company.
Regarding the gender, we can certainly say that generally in Italy and even in Europe, there is a lack
of reading of the economic and social phenomena from a perspective of the gender.

5. THE RESEARCH ON ICT AND GENDER
Considering the relationship between ICT and gender it is important to consider the survey of Emilia
Romagna Region (2011a). This survey aims to spread the knowledge of the adoption and use of ICT
from female entrepreneurs. As female entrepreneurs, we consider not only the exclusive presence
(owner or 100% as members of the entire administration board), but also those firms where women
have a majority or reach the 50%. In Emilia Romagna there are 90,000 of these companies, the 20.9%
of all businesses societies. The weight of women in the Region is becoming more relevant. The
women's participation is esclusive because in the 94.1% of cases themselves directly lead the
company.
The survey was done in two stages: focus group and questionnaire.
5.1 FOCUS GROUP
The Focus Groups (2011b) have involved a select set of female companies urged to discuss and delve
the ICT needs and in particular the opportunities, impacts, issues and barriers associated to adoption of
these technologies. The gender gap is not evident but the skills gap exists. The gap between men and
women in relation to the use of computers and Internet is accentuated progressively over 30-35 years,
reaching the highest value among people over 50 years. But there is a new generation of young
entrepreneurs who have studied scientific discipline and have accumulated a variety of professional
experiences, that have a different approach with ICTs. The new companies then, whether promoted by
these subjects, start with a more high budget of ICT than in the past. Many entrepreneurs, instead,
continue to perceive and interpret the use of ICT, as a fundamental function, to store and analyse data.
These women don’t clearly understand the great benefits and the added value of the network
The social media are unknown and not used in the business plans although younger ones, use them
(facebook, youtube, flickr) in the private life. With the transformation of the globalization, the new
technologies and social tools of the web 2.0 give strategic opportunities to logic and organizational
changes of the companies also in an informal manner. The women entrepreneurs are afraid to lose
control of corporate governance. Women do not assign to ICT the exclusive primacy of any
competitive strategy and the passpartout for every successful innovation. Women think that ICT must
satisfy the needs, core values and mission, of the company. For this reason they combine advanced
with traditional tools.
5.2 Questionnaire and results
The sample interviewed consists of 504 women-owned companies with registered and operating office
in the Emilia Romagna Region. The companies, mainly family businesses of micro and small sizes,
don’t belong to groups and have their most important partners in the Region or in Italy.
The survey was conducted using Computer Aided Telephone Interview (CATI) and a questionnaire
divided into 60 questions regarding the use of ICT. People of the company who answered to
questionnaire is usually the owner/partner under 44 years and with a high degree (in most cases
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diploma of secondary school or degree).
The survey results are shown in Table 5. The hardware availability is often basic and consists mainly
of personal computers/printers, laptops and some servers. In the last years with a situation of
widespread economic crisis, ICT investments have been reduced. Limited by women, is the use of
integrated management systems such as ERP, CRM, CAD and business intelligence applications.
There is a low percentage that uses interactive tools such as forum and video/audio conferences.

Table5. Results of the survey on ICT and gender. Source: Opta survey, 2011 (adapted by author)
Results

Percentage on
sample (%)

Strategic function of ICT almost in all enterprises processes

78

Responsible of ICT (generally owner/partner)

51,8

ICT courses in the last 12 months

90

Outsourcing for ICT management

59,6

Internet access by DSL technologies

96

Use of computer in the workplace

75

Presence of enterprise LAN

47

Calls by Internet, Intranet, Extranet, VPN.

30

Specific software for enterprise functions

66,5

E-mail use to communicate with customers, suppliers and partners

94,04

Certified e-mail

31

Adoption of software opensource

40

Web site (also showcase)

48,6

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and use of social network

40

E-commerce

8,7

E-procurement

23,2

IT costs as part of integrated corporate strategy

44,8

Support of ICT in the conciliation issue

41

ICT tools to improve the relationships with customers, suppliers and partners

70

Use of online services of Public Administration (most for information search)

56

Satisfaction of e-government services

82

Capability of ICT to extend the skills of human resources for acquiring a social
role

70

Capability of ICT to support the redesign of internal processes and the
flexibility of the organization.

>50

ICT to reduce administrative costs

<50
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From the careful analysis of the questionnaire’s responses and the focus group it is possible to identify
three profiles of female entrepreneurs that synthesize three different levels of familiarity with the new
technologies: “elementary” (32.5%) "evolved" (42.3%) and "strategic" (25.2%).
5.2.1 The basic profile
The companies, which belong to the basic profile are characterized by a hardware equipment of
personal computers and laptops. The entrepreneurs consider the ICT costs without a return. The
companies don’t use specific information systems to manage internal business functions and in some
cases only accounting and sales management. Generally they don’t have a website and when it exists
is of showcase type without any elements of interactivity and they don’t use collaborative web
oriented technologies. Entrepreneurs do not use online tools to promote your business and some
company, that has a website, invests in Search Engine Optimization (SEO) to show the website at the
top of the first page. The companies don’t sell or buy online (some entrepreneur is starting), don’t use
systems for the transmission/storage of invoices in electronic format and generally they don’t promote
the brand via Internet.
5.2.2 The evolved profile
These companies have a hardware equipment of personal computers and laptops linked in a more
structured network by servers. ICT costs are considered as investments with returns. Often they used
information systems to support specific business functions, including accounting, control, sales,
warehouse and purchasing management. The 50% of the companies has a showcase website. The
female entrepreneurs have more familiarity with online tools to promote the brand on Internet, to buy,
purchase and to communicate with employees/customers/suppliers/partners. They sometime use,
inside the enterprise, collaborative web-oriented technologies but much more in private life.
The 33% of enterprises has digital signature. They make more limited investments in logistics,
information management and storage of electronic invoices. Over the 60% of companies have used
Internet to communicate with the Public administration with a low (research information) and
intermediate (forms download) level. In these companies, the use of ICT is high and the degree of
satisfaction is good enough.
5.2.3 The strategic profile
In addition to personal computers, laptops, servers and terminals, this type of companies use also
smartphones/PDAs, netbooks and more recent advanced tools. They consider the ICT costs as
investments and use information systems extensively to manage a large part of specific business
functions. They, almost always, have a website that don’t only use as showcase but also as a space
where customers have a personalized searching area and where it is possible to execute commercial
transactions. Frequently they use online tools to promote the company and in particular the placement
of the enterprise on search engines and social networks. They make frequent use of outsourcing
solutions for the ICT management. In almost all cases the companies had maintained an Internet
connection with DSL technologies, and in some cases with optic fiber or HIgh PErformance Radio
Local Area Network (HIPERLAN) for a large-scale wireless.
Over the last 12 months the company has used Internet to communicate with the Public
Administration: in the 70% of the cases at low (research information), medium (download form) but
also high-level (forms submission).
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6. CASE STUDIES
In this section we present two case studies hereafter named Alfa (small size) and Beta (medium size)
where two women have, inside the companies, a key role, almost principal although, at the moment,
the owners are still their fathers. Both the figures are young entrepreneurs, with an age between 30 and
40 years. Both have contributed significantly to the technological renovation of the company,
particularly in terms of adoption and use of ICT.
6.1 The case Alpha
It is a small company specialized in marketing, distribution and manufacturing of professional
cleaning for boat, laundry, food, catering, accommodation, medical and aesthetic centers. The
company focuses on sustainable business and has an extensive and reliable network of professional
agents. The manufactured products are: professional detergents, paper materials, eco-friendly
products, dishes, bowls and cups biodegradable and compostable. These products significantly reduce
the environmental impact. The company has recently developed an Ecological Platform Project to
offer also a service of environmental certification; a clear response and a strong incentive for all
companies, individuals and public entities who want to make a concrete contribution for the
environment.
The daughter of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), that we have interviewed, is a commercial
director of Alpha company and has always been involved, as consultant, in projects of sustainable
development, for large companies and public administrations that want to operate with maximum
respect to the environment using "green" products. The entry in the company came after her studies in
Marketing and a working experience in a specialized company. She brought a technological and
marketing innovation inside the company, also based on the studies she had before done. She
introduced a hardware equipment with many computers and servers in a LAN connection. She has
computerized the part of management software and now they are implementing an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP). She is starting to renew the web site in a e-commerce style and so they can
sell online eco-products. She focused heavily on communication and image of the company giving a
great boost to the web communication and social networking. The female commercial director
strongly believes in the powerful of the network, web 2.0 tools (chat, forums, blogs) and other media,
radio or television with new formats. The network has revolutionized the way of doing business,
marketing and communication by advanced and interactive models. She believes a lot in web-oriented
technologies and sees them as business strategic tools.
6.2 The case Beta
Beta designs and manufactures spacer bar and decorative profiles for insulating glasses and it has a
leading position in the industry. The company can create decorative profiles in different shapes and
sizes, suitable for any market. The accuracy of cutting and the high precision, provides an excellent
quality of weldings and high performances. It is also equipped with the most modern painting plant
and a pressing department. Another sector of the company is the production of rolled products. For the
flexibility and the expertise of its technical and commercial staff, the company is able to find the best
solution tailored to different customer requirements. The manufactured products are used in building
and construction, transport, domestic market, refrigeration industry and industrial applications. The
magazines of profiles and rolled products cover a wide area and are well equipped to allow an
immediate delivery.
The building crisis has led to some difficulty in the sector of profiles but not in rolled products. Since
2000, the company has steadily increased its market share in the rolled products: rolleds now represent
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the 70% of sales. The company has five other affiliated companies that directly manage in all
production phases ensuring a great flexibility and an extremely high level of quality. The company is
good rooted in its territory without any delocalization. The enterprise has concentrated its production
in the central Italy and have many distributors in Europe. Inside the company young people work and
feed the dynamism and flexibility of the company. The demands of the market are readily monitored
and analyzed in order to provide rapid and meaningful answers to improve the level of the
competitiveness. The company is constantly investing in plants, research and development in order to
increase its production capacity, the level of quality and the product diversification.
The daughter of the CEO is an engineer and she is the responsible of management control. The father
is the the unique director and, inside the enterprise, there isn’t any board. The daughter works, inside
the company, from four years, previously she, after the degree, worked in another company. With the
advent of the daughter the enterprise has invested heavily in ICTs. The company is located in different
buildings and each building can communicate with others by instant messaging. For communication,
at the moment, they don’t use the VOIP but the switchboard can sort and route the calls when a
person is out of the office.
The employees use the BlackBerry to read e-mail but not for the access to enterprise information
system. As integrated management software, the company has invested much money to Baan ERP
They make remote banking, invoice via e-mail, but, not yet, use the protocol Electronic Data
Exchange (EDI). In the future, the daughter thinks to make investments in CRM software.
Ingoing faxes are stored on paper; for the outgoing faxes the company uses a fax server allowing a
digital process. The warehouse, that use RFID technology, is not automated but use a small “train” to
transpot materials in specific places.
The company always try to acquire customers by expositions in fairs and by search engine. The
daughter invested in SEO to make the company visible in the first rows of the page when people
search their specific products (profiles and rolled). The daughter sees the ICT as a strategic source to
gain competitive advantages.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
By examined surveys and business cases studied it is possible to understand that in the adoption and
use of Information Technology there are no significant differences between women or men, users or
entrepreneurs. Women, although in a smaller percentage, use ICT both as operators and developers.
Especially young women use information technology also to interface with other subjects outside the
company. This is also due to their educational level. Female entrepreneurs have followed training
courses in ICT applications. Regarding the web-oriented technologies, women are oriented, in the
same way of the men, especially those who have studied marketing and communications. The young
entrepreneurs that use digital tools and participate in discussions on social networks and social media,
create and generate new interesting knowledge for the business.ICT, especially the tools of web 2.0
(chat, forums, blogs,..), are useful for sharing information and their use has implications also in the
social and relational context, breaking down the barriers that in the past prevented the sharing of
knowledge. On Facebook the female entrepreneurs exchange information, in active way, with
customers and other people. The entrepreneurs listening customer opinions on a particular product or
service, may intervene with corrective actions to improve the quality of the product. This paper is
proposed as a first moment of reflection aimed to identify some research’s questions that must still be
verified by further investigations to be carried out involving a large sample of firms (quantitative
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analysis). The qualitative analysis on the case studies and focus groups have been useful to analyse the
type of response of young entrepreneurs to consider in the future submission of the questionnaire to a
larger number of women for the quantitative analysis.
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Abstract
Nowadays,the companies to be competitive must process, in a fast way, a huge amount of information
coming from the market and should offer products/services that meet customer’s requirements. The
answer to this complex environment may be the implementation of a model Enterprise 2.0, that use, in
an intensive manner, web-based technologies and give greater voice to customers. Many large
companies enrich their websites with web 2.0 tools (blogs, forums, chat, wikis, and social media). In
this paper we have analysed web sites of Large Enterprises that may constitute the best practices also
for small and medium-sized enterprises to support their business processes and customers
relationship, since initially to implement these technologies are not required high investments.
Keywords: enterprise 2.0, large enterprise, web 2.0 technology, social media, text mining.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, companies work in an environment characterized by a high speed of business,
globalization and innovation. The exponential intensity and speed of information flow within and
among companies change the relationship with customers and suppliers, the time available to launch a
new product on the market and the frequency of revision of the strategy. The business competition
now is extending globally and beyond the national borders. Therefore it’s necessary a rapid,
continuous and widespread innovation; the work environment must be increasingly stimulating and
flexible.
It is necessary to use a new business model to process quickly and correctly the information coming
from the market and to create new business and competitive advantages. The new organizational
model use, in an intensive way, the new technologies to satisfy the requirement of the market.
Nowadays. the model that meets customers’ demand and that can be considered as a strategic lever of
development for the business, is the Enterprise 2.0., an enterprise that for its business goals uses the
web 2.0 technology (O’Reilly, 2005).
Tools of social network support the transformation from traditional enterprise (Enterprise 1.0) to
Enterprise 2.0, increasing productivity, optimizing processes and redefining relationship with all
partners. Enterprise 2.0 is a process to enable the success of the organization in an environment that
changes rapidly. This process takes in consideration both the organization and the technology.
Information technology can provide a strong advantage in terms of performances, to process internal
and external information and to support the decision making process.
Enterprise 2.0 is a tool for business innovation disruptive, capable of generating a new type of
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organization more open, flexible and dynamic, in which the creativity of the people becomes a
strategic factor for the achievement of business goals.
The Enterprise 2.0 can help businesses to find new markets, improve collaboration between all
stakeholders and in particularly with customers and to design new products/services that meet
customer needs.
Nowadays, the Enterprise 2.0 model is implemented from many Large Enterprises (LEs) than Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).
In a previous research (Consoli, 2010a) on the use in the business of web 2.0 tools from SMEs, we
have shown how these companies use, in a very few percentage, this web-based technology.
Instead several websites of LEs make an extensive use of these tools. According economic
considerations, it is possible to implement this new model of organization, with a little initial
investment.
In this research, we limited the analysis to corporate portals that are interfaced with all stakeholders,
especially with customers. At the moment we have not considered the computational aspects of the
information processing, both internal and external, structured and de-structured. This aspect will be
considered in a further research.
The paper presents the following structure: in the next sections we show a literature review. The third
section focuses on the implementation of an Enterprise 2.0 model. In the fourth section the research
methodology is discussed. In the fifth section we analyse the websites of important LEs. The sixth
section shows a framework to process online opinions. Finally, after the results discussion, some
conclusions are drawn.

2. LITERATURE
The first author who defined Enterrise 2.0 was Andrew McAfee (2006). The author affirms that
"Enterprise 2.0 is the use of emergent social software platforms within companies, or between
companies and their partners or customers". An Enterpise 2.0 is an organizational and technological
model based on active participation and exchange of information among all stakeholders (customers,
suppliers, business partners, sponsors) (Consoli, 2010b). It represents a breakdown of traditional
organization models towards an open, interconnected, agile and cooperative architecture of social
enterprise. By collaborative and cooperative tools the enterprise is more efficient and flexible to listen
partners and in particular customers.
Companies in their websites, offers space to the contribute of customers (opinions and suggestions)
and supports the exchange of information.
By web 2.0 tools (Awareness report, 2007) it is possible to create an interactive bi-directional channel
among people, customers and suppliers and so a process of co-creation and co-production is activated.
Customers and suppliers become co-producers and partners in the conception/design of the
product/service. Customer becomes prosumer (Toffler, 1980), consumer and producer at the same
time.
In the Cluetrain Manifesto (Levine et al., 2001), the authors affirm that "markets are conversations"
and with the digital revolution there was a change of role of consumer from passive consumer to
active prosumer. For example, Amazon is a leader in e-commerce for its ability to build customer
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relationships based on dialogue rather than on product sale.
In the best seller “Wikinomics: How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything” (Tapscott and
Williams, 2007), the authors develop the concept of prosumer coining the related term of prosumption
(production/consumption) that refers to the creation of products and services by the same consumers.
Wikinomics that is based on four principles: openness, peering, sharing and global action, can be a
driver of innovation and creation of wealth inside enterprises.
Do not forget that nowadays we live in a co-creativity, co-operation, co-production era. In Time
Magazine, Grossman (2006) affirmed that Time's Person of the Year, for 2006 , is you “for seizing
the reins of the global media, for founding and framing the new digital democracy, for working for
nothing and beating the pros at their own game”.
Contents’ production is no longer the prerogative of the media centers, press and traditional producers
but everyone can participate in the production of contents by simple platforms.
This phenomenon is indicated by terms User Generated Content (UGC) (Beck, 2008; Strobbe et al.,
2010) (Strobbe et al., 2010) or Consumer Generated Media (CGM) (Sumi, 2008). UGCs are pages of
websites or social networking where individuals put efforts to create something and to add value on
the work. Generally users for generating contents use different tools: digital video, blogs, podcasts,
wikis, Flickr, YouTube, Second Life, Facebook, Wikipedia. These social media produce and distribute
contents (text, audio, video, etc…) on the network at low cost and everyone has the access on this
multimedia communication space. The production of these collaborative contents and the exposure to
contents produced by all people is changing our life model in a global, digital and collaborative
society. Interactive ICT tools are now widely used also by young people denominated Generation Y,
Millennial Generation, Next or Net Generation, Digital Native. All these terms describes young
people, ever connnected, marked by an easy familiarity with communications, media and digital
technologies.
Concluding this section of literature review, we can say that web 2.0 tools allow to implement a virtual
community where owner-managers and customers can communicate, collaborate, co-producer
together and improve products/services. The concepts of Enterprise 2.0, User Generated Content,
Prosumer and Wikinomics are connected among themselves in a context of co-creativity and cooperation. Mass collaboration allow to companies to gain competitive and strategic advantages and to
implement a successful strategy of business.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ENTERPISE 2.0 MODEL
In the implementation of Enterprise 2.0 model (AIIM report, 2008) it is important to take in
consideration three factors: the development of new technologies, the human resources and the
different way of doing business. The use of social networks, inside enterprises, introduces innovation
and requires a radical revision of the organizational and corporate structure. The rigid boundaries of
traditional organizations must give space to greater freedom, spontaneity and sociality for a new way
of working and doing business increasing the corporate intellectual capital.
To implement an Enterprise 2.0 we should consider a framework with the following key points:


understanding the culture of human resources, organization and the initial situation



developing a management plan for the implementation and governance of Enterprise 2.0
assigning tasks and responsibilities to listen needs and motivations of different users
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considering collaboration and co-creation among employees and customers and generally with all
stakeholders



implementing the plan of the Enterprise 2.0 model



establishing metrics to measure the tangible and intangible returns of the project implementation

In implementing an Enterprise 2.0, the web technology is an important component. The Web is a
powerful and flexible communication tool for private or business goals. Different surveys show that
many people use Internet and web 2.0 tools.
In the World Internet Users and Population Stats (Miniwats Marketing Group, 2011), Internet users on
06/30/2010 are 1,966,514,816 vs 360,985,492 of 12/31/2000 with a great growth in the consumption
of Internet.
The Nielsen report (2009), affirms that the 76% (16 million of users) of navigators use web 2.0 tools:
in particular 9 millions use blogs, 9 million are video viewers and 12 million use social networks. The
Internet is not only a tool used by young people and this has been demonstrated by Nielsen (2008)
showing that most people (63%) has an age from 25 to 54 years and also the percentage of people of
over 65 is increased.
At the moment, the web is especially Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, portals, blogs, chats (web 2.0
tools), platforms for sharing knowledge and making network. Web 2.0 is a dynamic bi-directional
channel, where everybody, in an active manner, can add contents, comments, opinions and
suggestions. Social media can be a good solution to redefine the relationship of trust, to involve people
actively in conversations, dialogues and monologues and to engage also the employees of enterprises.
At the moment many companies, especially SMEs, do not have understood all potentialities of this
technology. An effective web presence guarantees to companies to promote themselves, their human
resources, its services and products, its philosophy and its know how. The cost is certainly lower than
the expensive campaigns in traditional media. Nowadays, it is more efficient to allocate investments
and resources in the web changing strategy and advertising-plan.
In a country like Italy, notoriously conservative in adopting new approaches, there is an area where
companies are experimenting how to exploit networks inside their organizations to deliver value
through an improved production and sharing of knowledge.
The companies are doing interesting experiments with web 2.0 tools that engage a direct relationship
with consumers. There is an active consumer participation in the life of products/services. The buzz on
the net, the voice sharing and social networks stimulate the explicitation of tacit and informal
information.
By web 2.0 tools, it is possible to share work spaces, business community, digital environments, make
collaborative activities among employees, customers, suppliers and business partners. The
implementation of Enterprise 2.0 can be reached by a digital platform that integrates the traditional
tools with social media 2.0.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In a previous research we analysed about 200 enterprise portals of SMEs and, now, in this research,
we analysed about 15 websites of italian Les (e.g. Mulino Bianco, Coop, ..) and other that operate in a
global context (e.g. Fiat, Cisco, IBM,…) and we have studied also the technological small enterprise
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Lago.
The results, from the previous research (Consoli, 2010a), was that few companies have invested in
web 2.0-based technology. A lot of small and medium-sized companies present a showcase website
(95,79%) that describe the company, its product and mainly show a section with contacts. Only few
companies (4,21%) present some element of web 2.0 like a link to facebook, youtube, twitter, flickr,
blog, etc… These web 2.0 objects are disconnected with other elements of the website and do not are
fully integrated in a enterprise project. In the new research many LEs websites analysed present tools
of web 2.0. that, in many cases, are integrated inside the official websites.
Our research is of type qualitative to gain a fully understanding of the phenomenon. We have only
limited the analysis on websites and not on internal or external processes of data elaboration that will
be a further investigation in a future research. Our goal is to see that many LEs integrate, in their
official website, ineraractive tools of collaborative dialogue with customers. SMEs could also use this
technology because the initial costs of investment are very low but, at the moment, these companies do
not use these interactive tools.
5. ANALSYS OF LARGE ENTERPRISES WEBSITES
In this section we analyse different websites of LEs: Fiat, Bticino, SAP, Cisco, IBM, Mulino Bianco,
CasaCoop, Telecomm Italy, Roland, Vodafone Lab, Dell Community, Lago.
On the home page of the Fiat there is a link to FiatOnTheWeb. In this area there are: Official blog, Fiat
on Facebook, a movie on Youtube and links to Twitter, Delicious, Flickr, FriendFeed. There are also
buttons of RSS feeds and Atom feeds. The innovative launch of the new Fiat 500, exploiting web 2.0
tools, was the result of a strategic operation of FIAT's marketing. FIAT's marketing has created a
community to understand the tastes of potential buyers, by cooperation and discussion, to deliver to
customers exactly what they wanted. The car model was in fact the result of the work of the FIAT
engineers and external people who have suggested on fiat500.com website their ideal model,
customizations, combination of colors and styles. Each visitor expressed her/his creative contribution
to the design of the new car. By web 2.0 technology Fiat has created also the advertising campaign of
the car (style current.tv).
In the Bticino community, a global manufacturer leader of electrical and electronic components, not
only the experts communicate with each other, without the intermediation of the company, but also
end customers that give suggestions on various products, without hierarchy differences. Users can
equally participate in the discussion of the entire community. This community is a direct channel
similar to a precious database where marketers can discover new ideas and projects. It is an
environment of knowledge management facilitating the exchange of information and informally
learning through dialogue among people that operate on the territory. The company integrates, all this
information, in business processes. The company has created also a community of the commercial
network or a "community of practice". Somebody, thanks to a broad view of corporate organization,
acts as facilitator, making specific technical contents understandable and stimulates business functions
to provide rapid answers. The institutional Bticino website also incorporates the My Home Web
service. It’s enough to have a telephone, a Smartphone or a PC connected to Internet, to gain access to
the portal for easy navigation and to interact, via remote, with own home to turn on lights, fridge, gas
or electric cooker, to automate the regulation of heatings and the insertion or disarm of the security
lock and much more. All these operations, in a highest reliability and security, are possible by the use
of personal login and password for a security access comparable to home banking transactions.
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The SAP company, in addition to istitutional site, has also a website for “Using Web 2.0 technology
for collaboration between SAP and its customers, partners, and suppliers”. SAP put at the center
people and their participation in decision making. The business social network (WIKISAP) allows to
all companies, to share their experiences and ideas on many topics, all oriented to innovation. In
WIKISAP everyone can participate in a community, initially moderate, to develop a network of
relationship and to improve products/services. It is possible to view and add articles, podcasts and
videos on the topic of innovation. The motto of WIKISAP is: People Experience and Enterprise
Innovation.
Cisco is a technological company and therefore the innovation is a part of its core business. In the
home page of Cisco's corporate website, we can visit the sections Partners, Learn more of “Are you a
Customer” and in the new submenu we can select the voice Solutions. In this section, there are
Discussion Forums, Blogs Cisco, Cisco Mobile Web, Product Launch RSS Feeds, Video Business
session with collaboration tools, customer interaction and innovation. A community of Cisco helps
people to work together to solve problems, make decisions and present ideas regardless of the
distance. Ask the Expert (ATE) sessions allow to connect with the people who design and develop
Cisco solutions maximizing efficiency and extending network's capabilities.
Also on IBM website we can enter in My IBM and My Space Community. In these sections it’s
possible to see all public communities. For example on Cloud Computing, CIO, Community Asset
Management, Collaboration, ECM community. In all cases we can use Blog, Wiki and other
Activities. It’s possible to create an account to communicate with experts, innovators of IT business
including customers, partners and IBM employees. An interesting example of social network has been
implemented by IBM inside its SOA architecture. These social networks are extended beyond the
boundaries of internal business, allowing employees to 120 countries to collaborate and interact with
each other by Lotus Connections and also with other external networks such as Facebook or to
conduct virtual meetings in Second Life. The economic benefits of IBM company, derive mainly from
the collaboration and the sharing of best practices focused on more rapid adoption of SOA, on which
the respective social network has been implemented. Another tangible benefit is the interaction that
develops among IT components and internal users of the company. Greater attention is given to people
increasingly seen as key determinants of social networks in connections and interactions. Emphasis is
also given to the integration of voice, video and data and a more rational management of e-mail to
allow to share information based on criteria and clear purposes.
In the website of the Mulino Bianco there are different voices to click. In the section “The your Mill”
there are several blogs: Blog of Surprises, Blog of the Tour. In the website of “Il Mulino che vorrei”
(www.nelmulinochevorrei.it) separate and independent from the official website there are several
sections: Submit your Idea, Vote Ideas of other people, See the realized projects, The Blog and
Replay to Mill. There are also links to Facebook, RSS and to Blogs archive. The Mulino Bianco
company looks always for the needs of their consumers and, over time, tried to interpret their
requirements and desires thanks to new communication channels that facilitate the relationship. The
company wants to collect and analyse ideas and, compatibly with the mission, vision and values,
implement them together with customers. The company is available to listen any proposal, even not
compatibly with the enterprise mission. Ideas can be proposed and voted. Any idea will receive a
public response of feasibility or less, with the motivation on the implementation of the choice. The
"Reply to Mill" is a new laboratory where people can express reviews on products and initiatives. In
this way the company can understand desires and can be closer to customers needs. Initially people
must answer to a short questionnaire. After people can register and participate in short surveys,
research and working groups. By participating in the “Replay” section people will earn points,
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depending on the commitment of single person, which can be converted into Mulino Bianco products
that can directly receive at home.
In the website of Casacoop (www.casacoop.net) we can see some videos of sitcoms. We can vote on
certain surveys (social voting) and express some opinions, for example, on: what we are doing to save
energy, what we think of advertising and if we drink mineral water or water from the tap of
apartments. We can sign the appeal of the Nobel Prize for african women in 2011. In this website we
can feel an atmosphere to social issues, love for the nature and for the sustainable development and
for ethical and responsible consumption. We can actively participate in forums and insert new posts.
In the website Telecom Italy we can entry in the section “Speaks to Us” and we can use tools like
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Slideshare, iTunes, Flickr, LinkedIn, Friendfeed, Business Ecosystems.
The corporate website Roland Italy presents a link to YouTube videos and to Cakewalk.com. From
this section we can entry in Online Forums, Cakewalk blog, Dailymotion, Facebook, Flickr, MySpace,
Twitter anf YouTube.
Inside the community of VodafoneLab it’s possible to use the following services: blogs, forums,
wikis, video, labber (user of VodafoneLab). It is also important the session of labbers that participate
in various activities of the laboratory. They are also the top elected labber of the month.
In the Dell Community it’s possible to participate in different sections: VIEW (All posted ideas by the
community) POST (Your idea for Dell products or services) VOTE (Promote or demote ideas) SEE
(your ideas in action).
Enterprise 2.0 is not only implemented by large companies but also by smaller companies such as
Lago. Lago is a company of Padova of furnitures and design that at the 2009 Exibition of Furnitures in
Milan has assembled an apartment with own furnitures and some bloggers who lived inside. During
the exibition, these bloggers have "posted" everything that happened inside the apartment involving
all people that were connected to company's blog. This new way to use the opportunities offered by
web 2.0 has allowed to Lago company to engage a wider audience. The company, over the years, has
closed an intranet and opened a social network, for a bi-directional dialogue and real conversation with
customers to improve the final product. The institutional website has a fun movie on the house (Play
your House) and a lot of flowing pictures and books. The website presents a page on facebook,
community, blog, forum. It is also important the project, Lago Flat, where some people is agree to
fully furnish apartment with Lago furnitures. In the apartment it’s possible organize events and
develop networking opportunities to promote the company. People, in an atmosphere of cooperation
and a common search for solutions, can enter in the Lago’s business.

6. A FRAMEWORK TO PROCESS ONLINE OPINIONS
Customer opinions are important both for purchasing decisions and for suggestions on specific
product/service. In this way the enterprise can improve and eliminate defects of the products/services
(Consoli, 2009) for customer satisfaction. In the web there are various sites that collect customer
opinions (Cho et al., 2002): epinions.com, planetfeedback.com, cnet.com, ciao.it, complaints.com,
dooyoo.it, ecomplaints.com, etc…
Two surveys (Horrigan, 2008) (comScore/Kelsey, 2007) involving 2000 american people, have
presented following results:


81% of Internet users of survey (or 60% of Americans) have done, at least once, online research
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on a specific product.


20% (15% of all Americans) do so every day.



from 73% to 87% say that the review (restaurants, hotels, travel agencies or doctor) had a
significant influence on their purchase.



32% of people have provided online ratings on product/service.

Online opinions expressed from customers are in textual, unstructured format. Enterprise Information
System (EIS) currently processes only structured information that corresponds to 20% of the
information that circulate in the company; the remaining 80% is unstructured information. Today,
inside enterprises, there is a lot of unstructured information that present a strategic value. From the
annual survey Teradata (2006), on a sample of about 1200 managers from 23 countries (56% from the
Americas, 23% from Asia-Pacific and 21% from Europe, Middle East and Africa –EMEA-), the 70%
of interviewees who work in America and Asia-Pacific and the 36% of interviewees of EMEA said
that the use of unstructured data, can be a high competitive advantage to support business decision.
Opinions are acquired, by techniques and algorithms of crawling, a set of crawler agents specialized in
different protocols (http, https, pop3, imap4, nntp), that are responsible to inspect and retrieve
information, respectively, from web sites, blogs, chats, e-mails, newsgroups and so on.
For enterprise, to process textual opinions, it is necessary a specific framework (Figure 1) that
transforms unstructured information in a structured format.

Figure 1. Processing of online opinions (unstructured data)

Online opinions, in textual (unstructured) format are saved in a database (Text Warehouse). During the
pre-processing stage, the content of the documents is transformed in numerical data. Each document
is analysed to extract its features. The extractors of features are distinguished on accuracy and
technologies used. For example, it’s possible to use stemmer, lemmatizer, part of Speech (POS)
(Tanawongsuwan, 2010), taggers to extract lemma of words like nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives.
In this modality unstructured data is transformed in structured data and then registered in an integrated
datawarehouse. Structured data is in an adapt format (dataset) to apply techiniques of Data Mining or
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) (Canuto et al., 2007).
By algorithms of Data Mining (DM) (Kurgan and Musilek, 2006), hidden relationship and useful
knowledge are extracted from data contained in datawarehouse.
To classify opinions, within the software of data mining, it’s possible to use classification and
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clustering algorithms (Hruschka et al., 2009). By these algorithm it is possible to classify opinions in
positive, neutral or negative.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discovered how many LEs use tools of web 2.0 to interact with customers and,
in general, with the market.
These tools can produce advantages and benefits for the community and its members and mainly for
the business of enterprises. This reason leads companies to focus more on customers and on internal
human resources. The culture of Web 2.0, as a conversation, is rich of knowledge, intellectual capital
and intangibles assets. Many LEs, instead of using more traditional forms, adopt these interactive tools
in advertising plans gaining competitive advantages.
LEs can exploit this technology for business goals and besides they can implement the software to
process external and unstructred data to select customer opinions.
We acknowledge that the limit of this research is the number of LEs analysed. To obtain results that
could be generalized it is important to extend the research and the analysis of web sites to a higher
sample of LEs (quantitative analysis). However, were examined cases of LEs that can be considered
exemplary in the implementation of web 2.0 tools.
Regarding the small and medium-size enterprises, at the moment, there are some difficulties for
implementing an Enterprise 2.0 model. The most part of owner-managers of these companies have not
yet understood the usefulness of investment in web 2.0 technology. Entrepreneurs, especially in times
of crisis, invest calculating, in a short period, the economic benefit by Return on Investment (ROI).
We are convinced that it is possible to implement this model in SMEs. Web 2.0 is a technology that
requires small investments because it’s possible to exploit open source tools but it is difficult to
monitor and quantify the benefits of this technology, mainly in a brief time. The useful software to
implement an Enterprise 2.0, can be buyed in the modality of Software as a Service (SaaS) or Cloud
Computing that initially not require large financial resources in the infrastructure and applications. In
this modality it is possible to obtain high flexibility in the performances reducting operating costs and
maintenance.
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Abstract
Currently, the idea that for a manager to be competent he needs for performance of his function
various up-to-date manager competences on various levels of organization is wide-spread among
mangers. If manager wants to be successful he shall continually try to work on development of his
professional qualifications. With the changing social environment in which the firms work, changes
also a need for dispose of professional qualifications. For their command is not sufficient only to know
how to perform certain activity but important is praxis, mainly further education, learning and
training. Manager necessary needs to continually deepen and broaden his professional knowledge and
skills. In the research section we have considered as necessary to determine character of manager´s
personality profile on professional qualification´s level differentiated with regard to work/business
activities performed at home and abroad. Selected research file has formed managing
workers/managers of small and middle-size companies in Slovakia with not specified selection marker.
Basic overview about abilities of managers is important material which enables to orientate in
analysed environment and to develop complex picture about self-reflection of managers in structured
form. Final findings in form of average score shows generally positive tendency of respondents not
only to remain on satisfactory level of their professional qualifications but to work continually on
improvement not only of their professional competencies.
Key words: manager, professional qualifications, knowledge, firm, education

1. INTRODUCTION
Today´s companies impose requirements on their potential employees, job applicants, which are
related not only to corresponding level of education but also their quality. Situation on market is
continually changing and demands of employers for professional skills, demands of employers on
functional literacy, i.e. ability to adapt on changes in modifying environment, to change his
qualifications in accordance with requirements of the market, to maintain an employment increase.
(Blaško, 2010). In current dynamic world is successful someone who dispose with basic abilities
applicable in various situations, professions and jobs. Helpful is one of strategic goals of the European
commission in Lisbon 2000, which is aimed on development of key competences as an obligatory
literacy of the individual in European Commonwealth. To have competences does mean to have
complex personality equipment, which enables to individual successfully manage tasks and situations
in work where he can adequately orientate, perform suitable activities, take a productive attitude.
Competences for this framework are defined as combination of combination of knowledge, skills and
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attitudes13 appropriate to the context. Last two decades can be observed increasing effort of companies
to use concept of key and managerial competences as basement for development of human resource
systems.
2. MANAGER´S COMPETENCIES
Competency of managers is a crucial factor for success, effectiveness and quality of work results of
each manager and managed company. Competency of managers is stated in three dimensions:
1. professional and general knowledge, their professional competence,
2. ability of realization and practical skills, 3. personal characteristics and social maturity.
Opinions on general competencies of manager regardless to level of management (top management,
middle management, operative manager (Sedlák, 2001, p. 331) are various and definitions increase. In
western countries this term is considered as sum of qualities and skills to perform something, as a
qualification (Donnelly et al., 1996). In Slovak conditions competencies of manager can be defined as
sum of knowledge, abilities, skills and experience as well as physic and psychic readiness to use these
qualities for effective performing of certain tasks (functions and roles) in accordance with s assigned
authorities and general expectation (Míka, 2001, p. 2). Other authors understand under competency of
manager his ability to perform certain function or set of function and to reach certain levels of
productivity (Hrehová, Cehlár, 2007, p. 287). Most common is manager profession described through
requirements for his knowledge, character, attitudes and abilities. M. Tureckiová (2004, p. 36) states
four parts of professional competency of managers, professional (technical), methodical (conceptional)
social and personal competency.

Requirements for qualifications

From scientific disciplines related to work , employment and position
(qualifications in applicable professional area and qualification in area of
managerial and communication skills)

Branch “know-how”

Basic knowledge about branch, intimate knowledge of environment,
personal relations with people

13

In the English text is mentioned “combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes“, in Czech text is mentioned
“a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes” document uses the phrase key skills. The document, which
concerns to European Qualifications Framework for lifelong learning (OJ C 111, 06/05/2008) the term
competence has been transferred in accordance with its usual expertise in professional definition of the
psychological literature and as demonstrated ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/or
methodological skills in work or study situations and professional (a more appropriate term is a professional) and
personal development. In the English text is mentioned: 'competence' means the proven ability to use knowledge,
skills and personal, social and/or methodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and
personal development, in Czech text is mentioned : 'competence' proven ability to use knowledge, skills and
personal, social and methodological skills at work and study and in professional or personal development.
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Managerial process skills (how to
do)

Includes mainly art of negotiation, listening, organizing, control, time
management etc.

Analytical–conception skills

To know to find harmony among production, technology management,,
marketing, human resources, on higher level he has to be able to see
strategic goals, to understand branch, economic relations, power of
competitors, social-political actions and others

(what to do)

Requirements for qualities

V Personal characteristic
In general, qualities which shall have each manager

Intelectual profiel

Creativity, logic, deduction, invention

Work

Relation to work and firm, dutifulness in performing of tasks, readiness,
resistance to stress

Character – will

Consistency, directness, fairness, sense of responsibility, decisiveness,
persistency, courage, independency, strong-mindedness

Social-character

Sociality, openness, tact, consideration, kindness and , warmth

Emotional – temperament

Empathy, patience, sense of humour

Requirements for behaviour and
personal life

Life style in accordance with applicable legal and ethical standards in
society and connection with professional career

Behaviour in work and out of
work environment

Respecting of rules of polite social behaviour, applicable ethical codex,
rules, habits, tactfulness, respect, esteem, appearance, clothes

Fig. 1. Requirements for manager profession (own processing).
Qualifications are abilities to do some things, to apply knowledge, personal prepositions and attitudes
in work environment, i.e. in practical performance of manager activities (Prokopenko, Kubr et al.,
1996). Professional qualifications of manager are formed by set of theoretical and practical
knowledge, skills and abilities which a manager can suitable apply and recognize suitability of their
application in certain situation. These are factors which authorise manager to stand for leading work
position. Considering that requirements for their performance changes in accordance with environment
in which company works, it is obvious that even previous successes are not guarantee of successful
functioning of manager in new conditions. It is not sufficient for manager to master abilities required
by functions and roles on individual levels of management (professional, interpersonal, conceptional,
diagnostic, analytical (Hrehová, Bolfíková, 2009, p. 346-347), but he has to be able to manage
himself, physically and psychically to cope with demands of stress situation. That means requirement
to understand of managerial competences on two levels, on functional level: development of strategy,
selection of goals, leading of people, management of operations, management of information,
management of resources (material, finances etc.) and on personal level:


self-knowledge,



development of qualification,



physical and mental condition.
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Important is overall personal potential of manager in have its place and value except above mentioned
abilities also interest in work, willingness to work, creativity and flexibility, personal interest,
openness to new knowledge and skills, ability to gain experience and useful habits (Consultation
Magazin, 2007). Moreover praxis requires from managers particularly involvement,
communicativeness, pleasant and representative appearance and language skills which can be
observed in advertisements for economical and managerial positions. It is necessary to mention ethical
aspect. In case of manager it is individual which is supposed to have moral integrity of personality,
social maturity and ability to bear responsibility for his actions. It is mutual intersection of personal
moral qualities of manager with ethical values and qualities which are relevant for reaching of
business goals from long-term point of view.
Therefore a requirement for training and development of small and middle size companies’ managers
is currently put forward. In middle and eastern Europe countries is till applied that after completing of
university or other introductory studies managers learn mainly by praxis, i.e. by own performance of
managing work, solving of practical problems in relation with people and other organisations and
critical evaluation of own opinions, attitudes, decisions and actions. It can be critically said that on
international scale the professional competences of managers are assessed low (Pitra, 2004). Although
professional qualifications are considered as important preposition of effective managerial work not
only on each level of management but also in each of his areas from production to marketing and
finances (Rudy, Piškanin at al., 2002, p. 15). What are main weak points in performance of today´s
managers? Tendency in countries of European Union are currently reasons (on which stands training
and development of managers):


Manager praxis and theory are quickly developing, knowledge gained on university are
getting older and personal experience of the individual are usually not sufficient to follow this
development.



Low level of professional qualifications of managers is a barrier for effective using of
intellectual capital to increase business effectiveness of companies.



Most of managers consider as their main – and some even the only – responsibility only
providing of maximum economical profits.



Most of managers go through several functions and scope of their authorities and
responsibilities changes several times.



Not for all managers of business organizations is the basement for building of their
professional qualifications quality business logic.



To capital and on managerial positions got “managers” without applicable skills, knowledge
and information in management which caused economic fall of many Slovak enterprises.



Education and training are much focused on learning of techniques and skills and too little on
character.

Moreover management in countries of middle and Eastern Europe went through four decades of
directive central management and political interference in enterprises which couldn´t leave no trace on
mentality and methods of work of managerial workers. Professional gaps raised mainly in areas which
directive management didn´t need or directly repressed,, gaps in practical experience added to gaps in
knowledge which remained after university studies subordinated to views of direct managed economy.
On the other hand it can´t be omitted that even in directive system was not possible manage, make
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decisions, develop initiative etc. without some managerial competences. In both cases management of
change requires wide range of managerial abilities and skills. Because any firm to prosper, needs
competent managers. That means such people who make above standard. This assumes not only
professional preparedness but also suitable personal and moral qualities.
Professional skills are stated as professional or in English hard skills. These are abilities of
managers necessary to perform of specialized activities. This group of skills includes abilities of
managers to apply specific methods and processes, knowledge and techniques in managerial praxis. It
introduces knowledge and orientation in activities which results from methods, processes and
procedures by work (Dědina, Cejthamr, 2005, p. 48). For control and management of process activities
manager has to have these specific knowledge and skills to be able to lead professionals and people to
supposed goals. These skills are gained mainly by study and praxis. Most of managers mainly on low
and middle levels of organization necessary need to effective fulfilment of task applicable professional
competences (Sedlák, 2001, p. 338). In the group of professional skills is categorized also knowledge
about the organization, about type of individual processes performed in it, knowledge from praxis in
specific field. Most of managers overate level of their professional abilities. And often, which is even
worse, managers in some companies don´t know what professional abilities they should posses (Pitra,
2004).
3. RESEARCH PART
3.1.Goal and methodology
Research part is aimed on character of manager´s personality profile on level of professional
qualifications.
Goal: To find character of manager´s personality profile on level of professional qualifications.
Hypothesis: We suppose that character of manager personality profile on level of professional
qualifications is differentiated with regard on work/business activities performed at home and abroad.
Methodology: For gaining of empiric data was used research Methodology PO – IS structured with
regard to stated goals. Part of methodology was identifying (demographic) data – sex, age, education.
Research methodology was structured in 1 main block according to level of monitored manager´s
personality profile (indicators of profile): level of professional abilities (13 items). Questions for
testing of profile on level of professional qualifications were constructed as set of items measured by 7
grade scale where 1=definitely yes and 7=definitely no. task of respondents was using this scale to
express their evaluation or self-assessment with regard to formulation of the question. Acquired
empiric data were processed in programme for statistical data processing STATISTICA 5.5. Used
were methods of descriptive statistic, simple analyses of diffusion ONEWAY. By processing were
used primary data and transformed data – average score.
Research selective set: Research selective set was made of managing workers of small and middle size
companies without specified selective mark.
Organization of data collection: Empiric data were collected in Kosice (Slovakia) in February 2010
(from 150 for processing were stated 100).
Description of research sample: Research sample was made of totally 150 respondents – on
leading/manager position. Character of sample structure can be observed using identification marks:
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sex, age, education, with regard to presumption formulated in main hypothesis the observed mark –
home and foreign activities.
Table 1. Structure of research sample according to sex and age (in % from the line).
Sex

Age

Total

23-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-50

Over 51

Woman

25,00

0,00

0,00

25,00

25,00

25,00

100,00

Men

0,00

20,00

26,67

33,33

20,00

0,00

100,00

Total

5,26

15,79

21,05

31,58

21,06

5,26

100,00

Source: author
According to stated data (table 1) research set is divided according to sex in ratio 80 % of men and
20% of women. Age categories are represented variously, most numerous is age group from 36 to 40
years (31,58%), less represented are productive age categories 26-30 (15,79%) and from 41 to 51
years (21,06%). Significantly less are represented categories to 25 years (5,26%) and above 51 years
(5,26). In group of women are evenly represented age categories 23-25 and categories 36 and above 51
years – it is 25%. Men are most numerous in category 36 to 40 years (33,33%).
Table 2. Structure of research sample according to sex and education (in % from the line).
Sex

Education

Total

Secondary
school
without
school leaving
exam

Secondary
school
with
school leaving
exam

Secondary
general school
with leaving
exam

university

Men

25,00

25,00

0,00

50,00

100,00

Women

0,00

13,33

33,34

53,33

100,00

Total

5,26

15,79

26,32

52,63

100,00

Source: author
Data (table 2) show educational structure characterised by domination of managers with university
education (52,63%), significantly less is managers with secondary general school with school leaving
exam (26,32%) – these are managers from group of women. Representation of university graduates in
group of man (50,00%) and woman (53,33%) is even.
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Table 3. Structure of research sample according to sex and activities (in % from the line).
Sex

Activities performed

Total

home

abroad

home and abroad

Men

0,00

50,00

50,00

100,00

Women

6,67

40,00

53,33

100,00

Total

5,26

42,11

52,63

100,00

Source: own processing.
Structure of examined managers (table 3) shows that most of them work at home as well as abroad
(52,63%). In total more managers state mainly foreign activities (42,11%), home activities state only
5,26% – more women. Otherwise is representation of stated activities in group of men and women
approximately even.
3.2.Interpretation part
3.2.1. Analyses of manager´s abilities
Professional qualifications were measured using 13 items which enable within the framework of selfreflection (self-assessment) to introduce overview about basic knowledge, abilities and tendency or
further development.
According to stated data (table 4), self-assessment of managers on level of professional qualifications
is generally balanced by individual observed abilities. Average measured score is around M=1,57 do
M=2,79. It means that assessment culminates in significantly positive spectrum of scale or works as
better average. None of assessed abilities ´t crossed value of 3rd grade of scale which shows very high
self-assessment in group of analysed managers. Question is how can be objectively this assessment
considered as a true, however this material corresponds to standard assessment from point of observed
subject and as such can serve as basic, departing base of overall assessment of manager´s abilities with
the aim to develop picture of manager in real conditions. Findings on level of average score shows
generally positive tendency not just remain on relatively sufficient level of abilities but mainly –
continually work on improvement of abilities (M=1,57). By this item was measured totally lowest
score which together with second (M=2,00) and third (M=2,05) lowest score show significant trend to
dynamic of progress and development – I constantly need new challenges, tasks, because each new
“movement” fascinates me (M=2,05). Creativity is related with promotion of new ideas into praxis
and with overall process of changes which bring lot of unknown and mean also uncertainty, risk and
increased potential of conflict situations.
Conversely, at least positive (but with regard to 7 grade scale still very positive) were assessed abilities
(table 4) which are related to ability to solve tasks and problems requiring legal overview and using of
legal tools (M=2,79) or knowledge for solving of problems which are related to using of economic
tools (M=2,68) necessary for performance of managerial activity. In comparing to other abilities are
“lower” evaluated also knowledge regarding to character of place where he is placed (M=2,58). In
self-reflection is lower assessed also physical condition of managers (M=2,53). Respondents from
various areas of operation on managerial positions didn´t fully understand that by investment into
health increases their motivation, quality of performances, reduces hectic and stress
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Table 4. Average measured score for professional qualifications of manager.
Professional qualifications of manager

Average score

My education gives me great basement for manager work

2,47

My previous experience are sufficient equipment that helps me to solve all problems
and tasks from the point of manager

2,11

I know always all details about places where I work

2,21

All questions regarding character of place (places) where we stands I can always
reliably answer by myself

2,58

My general overview is always sufficient for solving of common situations in
company home and abroad

2,32

From point of manager I have sufficient knowledge for solution of problems which
are related to using of legal tools

2,79

From point of manager I have sufficient knowledge for solution of problems which
are related to using of economical tools

2,68

My language skills are fully sufficient for requirements of each situation

2,21

In every circumstances I have many creative ideas how to solve tasks, situations and
problems

2,21

I continually work on improvement of not only professional qualifications

1,57

I can always reliably guess my psychic powers, what I solve I also finish

2,00

I need continually new challenges, tasks because each new “movement” fascinates
me

2,05

My physical condition for work performance is great

2,53

Source: author
3.2.2. Analyses of differences in self-reflection of managers with regard to work/business activities
performed at home and abroad.
Basic overview about abilities of managers is important material which enables to orientate in
analysed environment and to make overall picture about self-reflection of managers in structured form.
In case that further work with acquired data is necessary it is usual also further connections which
character of self-reflection and established picture influences or shape further. According to above
mentioned results it is obvious that managers strongly differentiate their attitude to work in conditions
of Slovak republic and in foreign environment. Therefore it is interesting to watch if there exists
differences in character of manager’s self-reflection (and if yes what is their character) with regard to
work/business activities (1. home, 2. abroad and 3. mixed) on which they participate. According to this
can be developed types of managers which are characterized by this criterion and to monitor
differences in their self-reflection on stated level (see formulation of hypothesis).
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Stated data (table 5) show that on level of professional competencies exist differences between
managers with regard to types of activities where they work, in case of two items even statistically
important items (p<0,05). Statistic importance of is however in case of small research only
orientational. According to average score measured by individual items for observed groups of
managers significant differences can be assumed (in case of bigger sample they would be definitely
statistically important).
Table 5. Differences in self-reflection of managers on level of professional abilities with regard to
work/business activities at home and abroad.
Average score
Professional qualifications of
manager

My education gives me
basement for manager work

F

great

p

Work/business activities

Performed
home

Performed
abroad

Performed
home and
abroad

2,05

0,16

4,00

1,88

2,80

My previous experience are sufficient 3,38
equipment that helps me to solve all
problems and tasks from the point of
manager

0,05

4,00

1,75

2,20

I know always all details about places
where I work

1,72

0,21

4,00

2,13

2,10

All questions regarding character of
place (places) where we stands I can
always reliably answer by myself

1,78

0,20

4,00

2,25

2,70

My general overview is always
sufficient for solving of common
situations in company home and
abroad

0,18

0,83

3,00

2,25

2,30

From point of manager I have
sufficient knowledge for solution of
problems which are related to using of
legal tools

1,17

0,33

4,00

2,63

2,80

From point of manager I have
sufficient knowledge for solution of
problems which are related to using of
economical tools

2,65

0,10

5,00

2,25

2,80

My language skills are fully sufficient
for requirements of each situation

0,87

0,44

3,00

1,88

2,40

In every circumstances I have many
creative ideas how to solve tasks,

7,17

0,00

4,00

2,12

2,10
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situations and problems
I continually work on improvement of
not only professional qualifications

0,47

0,63

2,00

1,63

1,50

I can always reliably guess my
psychic powers, what I solve I also
finish

1,01

0,38

2,00

1,75

2,20

I need continually new challenges,
tasks because each new “movement”
fascinates me

0,26

0,77

2,00

1,88

2,20

My physical condition for work
performance is great

1,38

0,28

4,00

2,63

2,30

Source: author
According to average score measured for monitored groups of managers can be assumed significant
differences which strongly characterize individual performed activities. These differences are obvious
by all measured items and suggest a trend that the lowest level of self-assessment show managers who
categorized himself into group of managers for home activities, which can be significantly seen
mainly in relation to knowledge base – about places where he works, about economic tools but also
experience and creative potential (M=4, or M=5). Relatively positively are evaluated in relation to
dynamic of own development and reliability of his problem solution procedures (M=2).
Significantly at most positive self-assessment state managers which categorized themselves to foreign
activities – significantly most positive is the lowest average score by item “I continually work on
improvement of my qualifications” (M=1,63) and also knowledge that “...what I solve, I also finish”
(M=1,75). Relatively lower assessment by managers for activities abroad were detected in relation to
knowledge about economic questions (M=2,63) and in relation to physical condition (M=2,63).
By managers active home and also abroad can be seen the widest range in self-assessment – from
M=1,50 to M=2,80. They show best assessment in evaluation of effort “...to improve abilities
(M=1,50). All other average measured values are in this group of managers higher than by foreign
managers, assessment was detected in relation to ability to use legal and economic tools (M=2,80) but
also in relation to acquired education as a base for manager work (M=2,80) – what can be
compensated by effort for self-improvement which is obvious. Obtained and presented results are in
accordance with presumption expressed in partial hypothesis no. 1.
According to stated data in individual tables, self-assessment of managers on level of professional
qualifications is quite balanced regarding the monitored abilities. Result conclusions approved
assumed hypothesis of research part. Character of manager´s personality profile on level of
professional abilities is significantly differentiated with regard to work/business activities performed at
home or abroad.
Looking at results we can say that results confirm also previous researches. Professional level of
managers and forms of their management are still individual and often depends on coincidence how
the manager gets to information (Porubčinová, 2002). Systematic approach to increasing of
competences and adoption of professional qualifications is lacking, nevertheless the interest in their
improvement is from results obvious. Deficits are significant mainly by graduates starting with
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business who claim for trade license mainly on basis of one skill (e.g. crafts). They lack business
thinking in area of management, experience from work in team of management, finances etc. In praxis
is negatively displayed low level of business ethic, lack of manager´s experience with organization,
team leading, developing of firm culture, management of strategic decision-making, communication
with foreign partners. By many managers is lacking basic economic and legal knowledge (Szyjko,
2008) and ability to foresee economic phenomenon, to gain, process and use necessary information, to
search for suitable financial resources. Managers underrate possibility to acquire further education

5
household activities

4

activities of foreign

3

2
1

0

Fig. 2. Graphic display of manager´s self-reflection differences on level of professional qualifications
with regard to work/business activities home and abroad. Source: author
(Čepelová, 1997). Qualification is definitely important presumption for performance of managing
function but it is not guarantee of successful management (Majerčák, Farkašová, 2005). Problem of
fail abroad in relation with our small and middle size companies is insufficient knowledge of local
conditions in countries of European Union and also bad business thinking resulting from stagnation
and non-development of human potential of managers or insufficient language skills of managers
(Prokopenko, Kubr et al., 1996). Despite that managers by their performance in firms significantly
influence competitiveness of firm and their economic results. Despite that, development of
management is often only answer to acute problem and it is not supported by long-term strategy which
implementation managers shall provide (Kubeš, 2009).
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4. PERSPECTIVES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Analyses of character of the professional manager´s professional abilities enabled certain picture in
self-reflection what means that basement for self-assessment of managers is self-assessment on certain
level. Therefore it is possible to count with some misinterpretations which could be corrected by
development of comparing framework – assessment from employees. Despite that very important
knowledge can be considered and some important recommendations can be formulated.
Already selection based on identifying of key competences increases chances to accept well qualified
and quality employees comparing to standard procedures. More exact selection means lower
requirements for training of new managers, quicker adaptation to the firm culture, shorter time for
providing of high performance. Well established competency model serves also by preparation of
talented managers for higher positions.
1. Set of activities which performs manager assumes knowledge and skills from various areas:
economic, legal, financial, aspects of manager work belong to those which require special
attention and necessary initiative for improvement. In this sense management of organization
shall make strong effort to improve potential of managers. Part of growth has to be not only
knowledge but also experience. Part of further procedures for solution of situation is finding
of main reasons (lack of information, unwillingness, indifference, lack of experience etc.) of
undesired state, their diagnostic and targeted “healing”.
2. For managers shall be challenging and inspiring to find contacts and exchange experiences
with other managers also from other fields, states and cultures. It is desired to watch also
experience of other managers and organizations including experiences which were generalised
in form of methodical manuals and new manager theories.
3. For managers of business organizations basement for building of their professional
qualifications shall be quality business thinking. This departing basement will be stable if it
will stand on three evenly strong pillars, strategic thinking, system approach and financial
management.
4. Measure of identification of managers with mother organisation is not low but concern with
this regard shall be on personal policy of firm, recognition of manager´s effort and ability of
self-realization.
5. Further opportunity for improvement of manager´s work can be identified in presentation of
difference analyses results in character of manager personality with regard to activities which
they perform home or abroad. Basic knowledge here is the fact that these differentiation is
obvious and so each of monitored groups of managers require in some cases individual
approach.
6. Globalization and multicultural development requires also new profile of manager. It is
necessary to prepare managers professionally – i.e. from point of languages and cultural
specifics of individual countries.
7. Firms shall precisely formulate their goals towards improvement of quality of personal
potential in sense of continual development of creative environment with production of new
challenges which support effort of managers in self-improvement. It is still more accepted that
continual and life long education increases quality and flexibility of firm management which
brings to firm important advantage.
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8. Last but not least development of professional qualifications would be most suitable through
participation in training groups training mainly social and managerial skills through
progressive forms of education, i.e. experience learning (managers can this way try above all
challenging activities, for example listening, argumentation, evaluation, critic, solving of
conflict situations and negotiation etc.). Management of organisation shall in this regard act
after consultation with professionals and set further development of education with regard to
specifics of manager work. Formalized forms of increasing of manager´s qualification shall be
usefully annexed by motivational, control and assessment support net of self-educational
processes and personal initiative of managers.
What does company acquire with development of professional qualifications of managers?


Improvement of professional knowledge and skills, increasing of creativity and
invention, improvement of communication and team cooperation, improvement of
interest and motivation, improvement of company culture, preparedness of employees
for process changes, implementation of new management styles, increasing of overall
effectiveness of work.

What does manager acquire with development of professional qualifications?


Amendment of personal presumption for effective performance of work activities,
overview in modern trends and possibility to find new approaches and attitudes to
colleagues and processes in company, theoretical but mainly practical experience in
all areas of work, more quality social contacts, possibility to get independent feedback
from lectors, other participants (later employees, business partners or clients etc.).

V. Frk (2003) highlights the fact that education of managers is dependent on macroeconomic situation
and so shall be reached harmony of knowledge, skills, abilities and interests which trough organised
process of education but also through self-training, self-education and also through informal
information resources provide suitable base for continual update. Vetráková (2006, s. 13) added that
professional training helps managers mainly by performance of their current work and its advantages
help to extend career of employee also to the future. This age requires informed, creative, independent,
communicative, adaptable and professionally highly educated individual.
5. CONCLUSION
Not only on product and service market but also on human resource market is the competition
continually harder. Similarly like companies being forced to continually innovate their products and
abilities, so each individual who wants to grow professionally has to innovate his knowledge and
professional qualifications. Still more managers realize that biggest deficiencies are displayed mainly
in area of manager qualification´s development, including professional. Requirements for knowledge
and skills of manager are in modern society continually changing. Manager has to necessary deepen
and broaden his professional knowledge and skills. What he learned during preparation for occupation
is not enough anymore and so forming of professional abilities and training in modern company
become life-long process which includes all four types of learning “to learn and to know”, “ to learn to
do”, “to learn to live together with others“ and “to learn to exist” (Eurydice, 2000).
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Abstract
In the article, a study was conducted on a sample of 41 Romanian companies listed on the Bucharest
Stock Exchange, working in all industries. The survey covered the year 2009 and was based on data
extracted from the annual financial reports of the companies surveyed. The research goal was to study
the impact of taxation on the performances of Romanian companies. As indicators to measure the
performance were selected the return on sales and the return on assets (both calculated with two
formulas), while the weight of taxes in the value added was the factor of influence. These variables
were determined for the entire population of companies included in the study. Subsequently the
correlation between the level of the factor of influence and the level of each rate of return was
statistically tested. The results obtained confirmed the assumptions set at the beginning of research,
highlighting the existence of an inverse correlation between the variables tested.
Key words: return on sales, return on assets, correlation, regression analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The economical and financial performances of a company are an ongoing concern of the managers,
but of the theorists as well. The performance measurement should always refer to a specific objective,
depending on which the success or the failure of the enterprise is assessed. Some authors define the
performance as achieving the objectives no matter they are. Also, the performance can be defined as a
ratio between the results and the means used. The analysis of performances should be carried out on
“different level of activities, followed by analyzing the evolution and the structural mutations occurred
in revenues, expenditures and results.” (Achim, 2010).
In some papers, there is also raised the question of connection with the market, considering that “the
goal of each company is to make products or services that have to satisfy some social needs and to
allow making profit.” (Buse et al, 2010).
The business performance can be seen as a consequence of the management decisions taken in a
company. Thus, "the main questions to be answered are whether the resources are used effectively, if
the profitability has the expected level and if the financing options are chosen correctly and safely.
Creating value for shareholders ultimately requires positive results in all of these aspects, which will
create positive cash flows over the cost of capital." (Helfert, 2003).
The evaluation the performance by referring to objectives is also taken into account in the specialized
literature. It says so, that performance "can be measured by various indicators and appreciated by
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comparing them to a predetermined reference element. In such a context, it is necessary to know
which of the posted results may be associated with the concept of performance, given the restrictions
imposed by the sustainable development." (Siminica, 2008). Such a point of view takes into account
the context of sustainable development when assessing the performance of a business.
Regardless the definition of this concept, the performance assessment can be achieved only in close
correlation with the factors of influence, both internal and external (Buse et al, 2008).
Among the external factors of influence, the taxation holds an important place. The modality and the
extent the tax system affects the business performances vary from case to case. The fact is that
taxation is an objective factor that companies cannot influence, but which may be integrated into the
decision-making process in order to reduce its relative impact on the performance indicators.
Between the taxation and the performances is, logically, an inverse relationship. When studying this
correlation, many other factors of influence must be taken into account. For instance, a high taxation
generates a lower level of accounting performances, but, in this case, the management could make
different decisions to reduce the taxes paid, which obviously reduces the impact of taxation on the real
performance.
“The practical issue of each government consists in the determination of the adequate taxation rate
level, meant to register high tax incomes for the government - Government or local, regional authority.
The adequate level is defined from the point of view of the institution entitled to decide the tax rate,
the tax incomes maximization represent the objective function.“ (Dracea et al, 2009).
The purpose of this paper is to study the statistical correlation between the tax level and the
performances of the companies, with a case study on Romania. It is aimed, therefore, the development
a model for analyzing the business performances under the impact of taxation, by which to identify the
alternatives to stimulate the economical activity through the tax system.
The taxation is a key factor in making the decisions in an enterprise, given its influence on the
economical and financial performances. Creating a model for analyzing the impact of taxation on the
companies’ performances may thus be useful to the state, which can adjust the tax system in order to
stimulate the investments in economy, especially the foreign ones. At European level, there is a fierce
fiscal competition between states, as the tax system became the main mean for attracting foreign
investors. At the same time, by studying the impact of taxation on the companies’ performances, the
taxation becomes an active tool of corporate management, a key factor in establishing the investment
projects and in making forecasts. Thus, the companies will be able to analyze various investment
projects (in different countries) depending on their performances, which will help them in shaping the
policy of transborder expansion.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For highlighting the extent to which the taxation influences the business performance, we carried out a
statistical study on 41 Romanian industrial companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange. The
survey covered the year 2009 and it used data extracted from the companies' financial reports.
The research goal is to test the correlation between the performance indicators of the companies, on
one hand, and the level of taxation, on the other hand. As noted above, it is assumed a reverse
correlation between these variables. This correlation will be analyzed in this study, using in particular
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the statistical methodology. The synthetic indicators calculated based on the financial statements of the
41 companies are:
Dependent variabiles:

Re turn on sales * =

Operating profit
Sales

(1)

Re turn on assets * =

Operating profit
Total assets

(2)

Re turn on sales * * =

EBITDA
Sales

(3)

Re turn on assets * =

EBITDA
Total assets

(4)

Independent variabile:

The rate of taxes against value added =

Taxes
.
Value added

(5)

Two indicators were used to evaluate the performances: the return on sales (ROS) and the return on
assets (ROA). The return on sales was calculated by two relations, i.e. relying on the operating profit
and on the earnings before interests, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA). Similarly, the return on
assets was also calculated by two formulas, based on the operating profit and on EBITDA.
In order to assess the level of taxation, the share of taxes in value added was used. This financial ratio
is quite relevant to assess the level of taxation of a business, given that the taxes are incurred from the
value added generated in a year.
The level of these financial rates was calculated for each of the 41 companies for the year 2009. The
data were processed using the SPSS software (Statistical Package for Social Sciences), aiming to test
the correlation between the tax level and the rates of return selected.
3. RESULTS
The return on sales* (Operating profit/Sales) has an average level of 6.29% with a standard deviation
of 12.59%. 26 companies post a return on sales below the average, while 15 companies have aboveaverage returns. The minimum recorded is -33.48% and maximum one is of 20.43%. 11 companies
had negative values of the return on sales and 30 ones had positive values. All these data show a
satisfactory return on sales, but also a fairly wide distribution in the population of firms studied.
The return on assets* (Operating profit/Total assets) had a low average level (3.41%), the minimum
recorded being -27.49% and the maximum one 18.83%. The standard deviation of the return on assets
was 8.33% which is lower than the return on sales. 22 companies had a return on assets lower than the
mean and 19 were above the mean. Also, 11 companies had negative values of this rate and 30 ones
positive values.
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The two previous rates of return were also calculated based on EBITDA. The results obtained are
shown further on.
Thus, the return on sales** (EBITDA/Sales) had an average level of 17.51% with a standard deviation
of 10.64%. The minimum value was -16.26% and the maximum one was 28.99%. However, as
compared with the first relation of calculation, this time 33 companies were below the average value
(against 26) and eight companies were over the average value (against 15). As well, only six
companies posted negative values of this variant of the return on sales compared to 11 in the first case.
By comparing the two versions of the return on sales, we noted significant differences regarding the
level, due to the differences between the level of EBITDA and the level of the operating profit. The
first indicator has a much higher level than the second one due to the high level of depreciations, a
regular fact for industrial companies, which drastically reduces the operating profit. Also, there is a
greater homogeneity of enterprises in the second case against the first formula.
The return on assets** (EBITDA/Total assets) had an average of 9.49%, while the standard deviation
was 8.41%. The minimum level a company posted was -12.09% and the maximum one was 25.02%.
27 companies had a return on assets lower than the mean and 14 companies had a higher level. Six
companies had a negative return on assets and 36 a positive value. Against the previous relationship of
calculating the return on assets, we noted in this case that there was a more uniform distribution of
companies within the range.
The share of taxes in the value added (Taxes/Value added) has levels between a minimum of 12.50%
and a maximum of 199.05%, while the mean was 25.87%. The maximum recorded level is fairly high
and has an exceptional nature, so that it can not be considered as a normal value for any industry. This
result excluded, the maximum level of this rate was 67.75%. The standard deviation of the tax rate is
fairly high (29.26%), which shows a large fluctuation of individual values around the average. It
appears, overall, that approximately one quarter of the added value produced by industrial enterprises
in Romania is distributed by taxes to the state, which is considered a reasonable level for the
Romanian economy.
In this study, the taxes comprise three components:
- expenses for other taxes, duties and related payments;
- social security expenses;
- income tax.
Doing an analysis of the tax structure on these three components, we found that the largest share is
held by social security expenses (with an average of 41.94%), followed by expenses for other taxes,
duties and related payments (with an average of 38.31 %) and the income tax (average 19.75%).
4. DISCUSSIONS
The first correlation tested was between the return on sales* (Operating profit/Sales) and the share of
taxes in the value added. To appreciate the correlation between these two variables, we used the linear
regression analysis, in which the dependent variable (Y) is determined by the level of one or more
independent variables (X1, X2,..., Xn), plus the error term, which amounts the influences of variables
not included in the model on the variable Y. The general form of the simple model of linear regression
is:
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(6)

Y = α + βX

where: α – points out the value of Y when X = 0;
β – the regression coefficient, which points out the degree of dependence between variables;
Thus: β > 0 – direct connection (positive);
β < 0 – inverse connection (negative);
β = 0 – no connection.
The calculations made led to the following results:
Table 1
Indicator

Value

Constant coefficient (α)

0,0737

Regression coefficient (β)

-0,2378

Pearson coefficient (R)

-0,5527

Coefficient of determination (R Square)

0,3055

The linear regression equation takes the following form:

ROS* = 0.0737 - 0.2378Ч TR ,

(7)

where:
ROS* – the return on sales (Operating profit/Sales);
TR – the tax rate.
The level of α is quite low and means that 0.0737% of ROS is explained by the influence of other
factors not included in the model. Such a situation is favorably appreciated and signifies that a higher
proportion of the variation of the return on sales is explained by the tax rate.
The regression coefficient is negative and signifies an inverse correlation between the variables
studied. It also noted that its level is significantly higher compared with the constant α. This means
that the impact of the share of taxes in the value added on the return on sales is high compared with
the impact of other factors of influence. Thus, at a value of 1% for the tax rate, the return on sales falls
by 0.2378%. However, if we consider that the tax rate is fairly high (its average level is 24.07%), this
means that it has a significant contribution to the variation of ROS.
To emphasize the power of correlation, the study used the Pearson linear correlation coefficient. In our
case, the correlation coefficient takes the value -0.5527 which means an inverse correlation of average
power between ROS and the tax rate. This means that an increase of the tax rate determines a decrease
of ROS.
The coefficient of determination (R Square) expresses the variation of the dependent variable
explained by the variation of the independent variable included in the model. It takes values between 0
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and 1. In the study, R Square equals 0.3055, that is 30.55% of the return on sales was due to changes
in the tax rate, while the remaining 69.45% remains unexplained.
The study appreciates that there is an inverse correlation, of average power, between the two variables
studied. Yet, a relatively small part of the return on sales is explained by the tax rate. An important
part of this rate (around 70%) remained unexplained, which is due to other factors of influence.
The following correlation tested was between the return on assets* (Operating profit/Total assets) and
the tax rate. For this, the same steps as in the previous case were followed. Applying the linear
regression analysis the following data were obtained:
Table 2
Indicator

Value

Constant coefficient (α)

0.0677

Regression coefficient (β)

-0.1955

Pearson coefficient (R)

-0.6871

Coefficient of determination (R Square)

0.4722

The linear regression equation takes the following form:

ROA* = 0.0677 - 0.1955Ч TR ,

(8)

where:
ROA* – the return on assets (Operating profit/Total assets).
The constant α hasn’t a very high value and means that 0.0677% of ROA is explained by the influence
of other factors not included in this model. The regression coefficient is negative and shows an inverse
correlation between the two variables studied. For a value of 1% of the tax rate, ROA decreases by
0.1955%.
The Pearson linear correlation coefficient has a negative value and quite high (-0.6871), which means
there is an inverse correlation of high intensity between ROA and the tax rate.
The coefficient of determination (R Square) also has a high level, of 0.4722, meaning that 47.22% of
the return on assets was due to changes in the tax rate. In conclusion, we consider that there is a strong
inverse correlation between the two variables analyzed.
Further on, the correlation was also tested for the other two variants for calculating the previous rates
of return.
Thus, for the return on sales** (EBITDA/Sales) the following data were obtained:
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Table 3
Indicator

Value

Constant coefficient (α)

0.1461

Regression coefficient (β)

-0.1911

Pearson coefficient (R)

-0.5254

Coefficient of determination (R Square)

0.2760

The linear regression equation has the form:

ROS * * = 0.1461- 0.1911Ч TR ,

(9)

where:
ROS** – the return on sales (EBITDA/Sales).
The constant α has a higher value against the first relation (0.1461 against 0.0737), meaning that a
higher percentage of the return on sales is explained by the influence of other factors. The regression
coefficient is also negative, but it is, as well, lower than previously (-0.1911). Note that using the
second relation for determining the return on sales, the independent variable (the share of taxes in
value added) explain a smaller part of the variation of the dependent variable, while the factors not
included in the model explain a larger share.
The Pearson linear correlation coefficient is negative (-0.5254) and points out an inverse correlation of
average intensity between the two variables tested. Compared with the first relation of the return on
sales, the correlation coefficient is slightly lower.
The coefficient of determination has the level 0.2760 and shows that 27.60% of the return on sales was
due to tax rate changes. The level of this indicator is also lower than in the previous case.
The last correlation tested was between the return on assets** (EBITDA/Total assets) and the tax rate.
Applying the linear regression analysis, the following data were obtained:
Table 4
Indicator

Value

Constant coefficient (α)

0.1068

Regression coefficient (β)

-0.1457

Pearson coefficient (R)

-0.5069

Coefficient of determination (R Square)

0.2570

The linear regression equation takes the following form:

ROA * * = 0.1068 - 0.1457 Ч TR ,
where:
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ROA** – the return on assets (EBITDA/Total assets).
The constant α has a higher value compared to the first relation and signifies that 0.1068% of the
return on assets is explained by the influence of other factors not included in this model. The
regression coefficient is negative and shows an inverse correlation between the two variables studied.
For a value of 1% of the tax rate, the return on assets decreases with 0.1457%. The regression
coefficient is also lower than the value obtained by the first relation of ROA.
The Pearson coefficient has a negative value, of -0.5069, which means there is an inverse correlation
of moderate power between the return on assets and the tax rate.
R Square has a lower level, of 0.2570, meaning that 25.70% of ROA was determined by the change in
the tax rate.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the impact of taxation on the business performances, using a group of 41 companies
listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange was studied. The weight of taxes in the value added was
considered as an independent variable, while the return on sales and the return on assets as dependent
variables. The starting point for the research was to identify how the taxation in Romania could be a
factor in the decision making process in a company, based on its influence on the economical and
financial performances and on Romania's accession in the European business space.
Summarizing the results obtained in this study, the main conclusions are:


The analysis methodology was basically the statistical one;



It has been tested only the linear correlation between the variables analyzed; yet, it is possible that
the non-linear correlation to lead to better results;



As expected, between the independent variable and the four dependent variables an inverse
correlation of average intensity was obtained;



The tax rate largely explains the variation in the rates of return against other factors of influence,
not included in the model;



The correlation was stronger when the rates of return were calculated based on the operating profit
against the earnings before interests, taxes, depreciation and amortization;



The survey results may be affected by the heterogeneousness of the companies, as they belong to
all industries.

The tax competition between the European countries requires paying a special attention to taxation,
which may cause a migration both of the companies and of natural persons, in order to reduce the
taxes paid. For this reason, the study considers that the linear models obtained by this study can be
used in the investment activities of a transnational company to decide the opportunity of an investment
in Romania. Meanwhile, the models can be used by the government as well in order to assess the
impact of taxes on the corporate performances and to adopt appropriate measures to attract foreign
investment by reducing the taxation.
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Abstract
Social investment is one of the forms of realizing business responsibility for the society, as it allows
business to fulfill the mission of creating its environment and forming man’s capital as the bearer of
intellectual property. Social business responsibility should not be considered as an exclusively
corporate phenomenon, as social investment is a continuous economic process providing the
formation of the social investment market. The possibility of the influence of socially responsible
business on the dynamics of economic growth is connected to the necessity of institutionalization of
social investment. The author states for the concept concerning the social responsibility of business,
proceeding from the analysis of features of functioning of philosophical and basic economic laws at
the present stage of development of a market economy. To conclusions and the statement that the
social responsibility of business is objective law of development of public reproduction and an
obligatory condition of its effective development, has resulted consecutive and diligent studying works
of Marshall, John Keynes. All stages of the further research are own point of view of the author
offered to discussion. Any remarks will be accepted with gratitude.
Key words: social investment social responsibility, business, institutionalization

1. INTRODUCTION
Social investment as the obligatory condition of stable business administration and as a factor of
raising social stability of post-industrial economy became relevant for developed countries at the end
of the 20th century. Within the last decades, social investment as the specific sphere of socio economic
relations in the society has become one of such phenomena.
It is impossible to judge of the deep meaning, regularities of maturing and the role of any principally
new phenomenon in the efficient development of economy without the analysis of the reasonable and
sequent connections, which have formed it.
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2. METHODOLOGICAL BASES OF RESEARCH
The investigation of objective fundamentals and specific forms of realization of social investment
pursues the necessity of revealing fundamental reasons of social business responsibility functioning
and analyzing the tendencies of development of this phenomenon in the world’s community.
Deep analysis of all constituents, characterizing social business responsibility, is an extremely
important methodological problem, demanding for making theoretical investigations into the
tendencies of development of productive forces and, first of all, their main constituent- human capital.
The investigation of social business responsibility, without taking into consideration economical,
political or mental connections of different social subjects (individuals, groups or institutes), narrows
the limits of analysis to the level or restriction of social responsibility by the notions 'corporate social
responsibility' and 'socially unprotected layers of the community’. The essence of the given categories
reveals the restrictive, in economical sense, awareness of social responsibility, the beginning of
formation of which had accidental and selective character, although it reflected the mobility of the
economic system in the whole, from the point of view of dynamics, and ability to give birth to
principally new phenomena in the community. One should agree with the opinion of the Association
of Russian Managers that the western interpretation of the essence of social responsibility of
corporations is, as a rule, restricted by ethical approaches and does not include such basic positions as
obeying laws.
It seems rational to think that social business responsibility includes everything that business does and
how it influences the quality of life both inside and outside national borders, entirely, on the global
word level. In this case, business, creating new mechanisms and instruments of responsibility for
limited resources and, primarily, for a human, becomes a system of relations about their effective
usage. The inceptive system of relations takes in itself all the progressive, that capital has created, is
getting different specific characteristics and takes part in creation of a new form of property, providing
principally different conditions of the development of productive forces.
Fundamental foundations of economic systems modification are lying in the character of social
production, the development of which is connected with the rise and solving of the contradiction
between the forms of property and the level of productive forces. Commodity production, based on the
laws of labour property and characterized by appropriation of private labour, is evolutionary turning
into capitalist production. The latest one is based on the laws of capitalist appropriation and is being
made perfect owing to disposal of the results of associated labour.
Capital, having difficulties in realization of the rights of private capital property, finds a way out in an
empirical manner; and practice begins to put different ways of solving the problem. New structures,
with new business characteristics, are being formed and promote business as the most perspective
subject of economy, providing vital capacity of market economy.

3. THE HUMAN CAPITAL AS OBJECT OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS
Having appeared as a single phenomenon (at the micro level), within the borders of the 20th and 21st
centuries, social business responsibility became the objective general regularity and an obligatory
condition of social reproduction development. It was just this phenomenon that appointed the purpose
strategy of companies, making voluntary investments to improving human capital and turning it into
intellectual one.
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The phenomenon ‘human capital’ has been firmly established in economical literature and means the
skills and abilities, knowledge and a definite reserve of health a person has, which are used at this or
that sphere of social reproduction, contributing to its productivity and profit growth.
The higher the level of productive forces development of the society is, the bigger demands to the
volume and quality of knowledge are; and the creative potential of employees is made by the effective
economic system, independently from the volume of expenses invested into industrial equipment and
technology. Accordingly, the task of accumulating intellectual capital comes to the foreground in the
activity of organizations.
The ideas of accumulation of human capital, the influence of professionalism and experience on
labour productivity were committed to paper already in A. Marshall’s works and were mainly
connected with the necessity of popularizing education. A. Marshall asserted that the abilities of the
workers to master universal fundamental knowledge, their readiness to constant renewal of their
professional knowledge are defined by the level development of the education (middle, special,
higher) in the country. “The most precious capital is the one which is invested into human beings” (A.
Marshall, 2008. p. 270) “Real economists unanimously agree that great expenses on national education
give real economy, and the refusal from them, from the point of view of the country’s interests, is both
mistakable and immoral.”
The difficulties of economic and ethical awareness of the analyzed phenomenon are caused by the fact
that for a long time an employee was interesting for the capital only from the point of view of its
simple physical reproduction. The employee himself regarded his essential productive forces as the
commodity, and the entrepreneur accepted them as the necessary element of industrial capital.
Working forces were not considered to be the industrial factors, to say nothing of being limited
resources.
4. GENESIS OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS
In the second half of the 20th century the world entered a new stage of scientific and technical
revolution-the century of electronics which made a revolution in the social reproduction, its material
branches, human services and created conditions of the relevance of mental work. New technologies
were followed by the colossal development and complication of capitalist reproduction, mainly due to
the growth of science intensive spheres of industry-space and rocket industry, scientific instrument
making, nuclear power engineering and computer technology. Automation and, consequently, wellinformed labour caused the pass from the commodity “labour force” to human capital.
The development of the world economy under the conditions of the scientific and technical progress
brought to essential changes both in economic and social spheres of life. Scientific and technical
progress, having touched mainly upon productive forces, stipulated for development of industrial
relations, created prerequisites for revising characteristics of productive factors.
Economic system caused the demand for a principally new specialist from the point of view of
education and qualification. The changes, having taken place in the structure of employment and
quality characteristics of the labour force, confirm it. Productive forces improvement demanded raise
of qualification of specialists, professional training of employees and, as a result, changed the structure
of personal consuming. The growth of material demands and appearance of non-material demands in
the system of top-priority employee’s needs brought to the fact that a person, with his or her
knowledge and skills, more often turned his personal consuming into productive one.
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Knowledge and education, leaving behind the development of technology, became the key-factor of
market success. As previously obtained knowledge and experience decrease in value very quickly
while the process of fast substitution of technical devices and technology, the process of their renewal
becomes unbroken in the epoch of scientific and technical revolution. In some science intensive fields
moral ageing of an employee’s qualification happens during the lifetime of one technological
generation, i.e. during one or three years.
The end of the 18th century and the 19th century, up to its middle, were marked by industrial upheaval
entailing the formation of industrial manufacture, but material factors of manufacture were still the
dominating economic resources. The employee was interesting only from the point of view of being a
physical instrument necessary for serving machinery and equipment. Economic system did not yet
need well-educated and highly qualified specialists; therefore, the meaning and value of an employee
were mostly defined not by his or her intellectual potential but stamina and physical ability.
Undervaluation of labour expenses and appropriation of a part of unpaid employees’ work brought to
exploitation strengthening and, as a result, to intensification of contradictions in all spheres of social
development-policy, economy and social sphere. These are the reasons which made entrepreneurs start
thinking about social responsibility:
-firstly, profits, lost because of applying non-qualified labour;
-secondly, the necessity of making normal conditions for an employee, functioning as a factor of
production (from the point of view of satisfying his or her material and professional needs);
-thirdly, the support of social stability in the society (as the consequence of the first two)
In the beginning of the 20th century the conversation was held not about the principal orientation of
economy to increasing the quality of human life but only about partial concessions of the ruling class,
directed to the decreasing of dissatisfaction of the wide population layers (Danilova, 2005. p.129).
The period of aggravation of the contradictions of capital brought to life theoretical foundations of
social business responsibility and recognition of objective dependence of social progress from
necessary and successive improvement of the conditions of material life of a person.
It can be stated that at the end of the 19th-the beginning of the 20th century there emerged objective
reasons of appearance of development tendencies of business as socially responsible. At the same
time, practice was leaving theory behind, as the level of productive forces development had not yet
created economic basis for business to be unconditionally socially responsible.
5. FORMS OF DISPLAY OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS
From our point of view, participation of business in social sphere includes charity, sponsorship and
social investment (Danilova, 2008. p.108). In more details designated forms are considered in the
drawing 1:
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Microlevel

The integrated social investment

The permission of the social
сontradictions
«The businessman – the worker»

Mikro - Mezo levels
Social investment
Sponsorship

Knowledge social and economic
contradictions
«Productive personal consumption»
(Practice advances the theory)

Charity
Tactics of the individual
enterprises

Tactics of firms, branches
Support of average and small
business
Strategy of business of the country
and the state (national projects)

Strategy of savings of social and
economic resources of the nations

Mezo - Makro levels

Overcoming of national restriction
Social and economic resources
(Intellectual property formation)

Makro - Mega levels
Possible ripening of conditions of creation of institutes
The international social investment –
Economic base of peaceful co-existence

Globalisation level
Perfection of institutes of the international
division of labour

The drawing 1. - Forms of display and consequence of realization of social responsibility of business
The only possible form of social responsibility in the end of the 19th-the beginning of the 20th
centuries was seen as the voluntary donations of cash resources for financing social needs. Single
cases of providing gratuitous help were considered as “devotion of the reach to the ideals of social
welfare” (A. Marshall, 2008. p.104 -105), and the social possibility of economic chivalry.
In the process of development of the large-scale machinery production, qualified, highly tailored,
partially mechanized labour steadily became less and less essential production factor. The market
made demands of workmanlike new, from the point of view of education and qualification, specialist.
The scientific and technical revolution sharply accelerated the tempos of changes in production
technologies and demands for the worker of social production. The investments into a human are
starting to be considered as the source of economic growth, providing long-lasting productive and
social effect. At the beginning of the 20th century the business finds it necessary to start taking the
interests of the employed workers into consideration, to bear responsibility directly for them and for
the community in the whole.
However, the possibilities of realizing socially oriented approach to the worker left behind economic
conditions, necessary for realization of the social responsibility. The level of development of
productive forces did not give any material ground for the business to be socially responsible. At this
period business could be ‘responsible’ and initiate socially significant projects only under pressure of
the social opinion mostly in the form of charity. It could not yet become the initiator of social
investment.
Cardinal changes in technical devices and technology brought to the fact that by the end of the 20th
century big economic potential was grown in progressive capitalist countries. Science turned into
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direct productive force, which became the main factor of both development of the society, its allsufficiency and self-preservation.
Economically developed world countries, having formed as industrial States, passed on to postindustrial economic basis and got ready to real steps in the sphere of improvement of social life and
saving the environment.
It can be asserted that the conception of social business responsibility has deep roots, and its
methodological basis of formation, consolidation and developing as objective process must be
recognized as the theory of post-industrial society.
Innovative, breakthrough decisions are already defined not only and not as much by material factors,
but by creating new intellectual technology and by the growth of structures-the bearers of knowledge.
The main source of social development at this stage is already not material and organizational
resources, but intellectual capital and information.
That is why an absolutely new type of employee-highly educated, professionally prepared, able and
ready to constant renewal of professional knowledge is needed in the changed situation. The matter
concerns, firstly, his or her intellectual potential and the change of the employee’s role in social
reproduction. For working at the enterprises, where informational technologies are used, they need
employees, who have not mono-professional but methodological preparation.
Turning the science into material force, complication and price rise of scientific and technical
achievements demanded for intensive development of simulated recourse-human capital. The effect of
the universal law of rising demands, becoming apparent through the growing unity of productive and
personal consuming at this stage, makes closer the conditions of capital and working force
reproduction. (Such rapprochement means maturing of material and economic conditions (improving
property management), which leads not only to effectiveness of economy development (Danilova,
2008. p.116).
Capital starts ‘seeing’ its competitive ability in improving labour factor, when the labour substituted
by knowledge puts the problem of accumulating intellectual potential of the organization foremost.
The true power is concentrated “in the process of comprehension of information but not in some
position or managing function.”(Bruce E.Kaufman, 2008. p. 6 ) Investment into intellectual human
capital becomes the purpose of business as the defining element of economic system. Just in this
period developed countries of the world, having powerful material production, passed on to
postindustrial economic basis and became ready to real steps in the sphere of improving the
community life and preserving the environment.
At that very period social investment as the highest form of display of socially responsible business
starts growing its position. It is advisable to accept that the development of intellectual capital is not
the end in itself but it serves as an objective condition of improving industries needing much
technology and information.
The strategy of socially responsible business includes making investments into human development,
creating intellectual basis for the uninterrupted process of cost growth due to constant renewal of
technical devices and technologies, the final goal of usage of which is decreasing aggregate expenses
of social labour per the product unit.
Formation of intellectual capital (the bearer of which, even having journey work, turns into a business
partner, has the high level of income and can actually support himself and his family) essentially
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changes the character of industrial relations in the society, objectively decreasing social tension and
increasing social security of the nation.
6. SOCIAL INVESTMENT IN HUMAN CAPITAL
The new economics, putting a creative worker foremost, changes the circle of his needs which are
filled with the new content and are defined by the quality of their satisfaction, with all this going on,
non-material needs change the field of satisfaction- they convert from production sphere to the sphere
of professional duties of a human, turning him into a creative personality. Investing funds into the
creation of intellectual capital of the company, the proprietor, on the one hand, tries to keep for
himself the right of ownership on intellectual abilities of an employee but, on the other hand, he has to
recognize the similar right for the employee.
Consequently, business investments into employees are always considered as the risky ones; as
employees are free to choose the place of applying their intellectual capital. Both intellectual abilities
and potentialities for physical labour ‘leave’ along with a person changing his or her work place,
where they get new ways of appliance. That is why intellectual gifts of labourers are usually included
into lists of demands given to a labourer while employing him.
By this, the transforming system of market economy gives birth to a principally new subject of
management-a businessman, whose social responsibility becomes the objective universal regularity
and the necessary condition of effective development of social reproduction, coming along with
obligatory reduction of aggregate costs of social labour per a product unit.
Changes in the development of production and society, taking place in the countries of Western
Europe and North America during a whole century, have formed completely and achieved the main
qualitative result-in the world community; actually, the conditions for realization of the universal
objective regularity and the necessary condition of effective development of national economies are
made. This is social business responsibility. A bigger amount of global problems appears in the world,
which brings to a gradual awareness of the necessity for the business to take a definite responsibility
for its habitat.
The philosophy of social business responsibility supposes successful realization of the rights of
property on capital and gives additional confirmation to its interest in voluntary additional duties of
improving the quality of people’s life.
It should be emphasized once again that responsibility, understood as the ability of business to
evaluate the influence of its actions to the steady community development, appears when the ability to
work passes on from the form of goods to the form of capital and has the development and the
reproduction of the main recourse of economic growth-human capital-as its goal.
Consequently, the highest result of such investments is provided by the only mechanism, combining
deliberate social business responsibility and powerful State’s support, when both sides have rights to
foresee both economic and social effect from rational partnership relations.
Traditionally, in the world literature, social business responsibility is connected with a firm as an
economic subject to a greater extent (Beljaeva, 2008. p.226). From the point of view of practice, the
questions of registration and evaluation of the influence of social investment to the effectiveness of the
production and the size of profit are the most relevant ones. However, the author is concerned that
social business responsibility should be considered from the position of a phenomenon of macro-level.
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As there is no unanimous scientific definition of social responsibility, the economic science has
recognized a traditional view on social responsibility as on responsibility of corporations for people
and organizations which they meet while the process of their activity, and the territories of their
habitat. Unobviousness of profits from social responsibility brings to the fact that companies
concentrate their attention on different elements of corporate social activity system as the aggregate of
corporate codex principles, having their reflection in the processes of management and corporate
social susceptibility, which yield to measuring through the results of the corresponding corporate
behavior. The analogous processes characterize Russian economy, either.
Theoretical researches witness that the highest business responsibility before the community-social
investment, which characterizes economic interest of business in improving human capital and turning
it into the intellectual production factor, proves to be the brightest.
Social investment should be considered and used as the multilevel system of human technology-the
innovation of the modern epoch of the human civilization. With all this going on, it undoubtedly gets
integrated characteristics in the process of formation and realization: inevitability (objectiveness),
stability (the fact of stable existence), order (in accordance with the level of the functioning business
tasks) and unambiguity (the legitimacy of connections and dependencies in the system of business and
society coordination).
The matter is about its substantial role-providing vital capacity of business in internal environment and
competitive capacity of the national economy in the world community. That is why it is offered to
broaden the notion of social investment in the ‘narrow sense of the word’, only as the forced form of
economic defense of separate layers (groups) of population to governmental motivation of large-scaled
social duties of business structures on the principles of mutually beneficial partnership relations.
Striving for achieving useful effect, which will not be necessarily connected with getting momentary
profit, which is always postponed in time, but the result of its fulfillment always brings to the growth
of life quality, must become the goal of social investment, along with getting profit as the source of the
growth of business price. Investment into human capital becomes a business strategy and pursues, as a
result, the goal of growing competitive ability of the national economy.
Social investment, increasing expenses counting on one employee, decreases them counting on a
product unit, which is the result of the production of a new intellectual labour resource. If social
investment does not solve this task, it becomes economically unjustified (turning sharply into a
system), remaining just a charity- the initial form of social responsibility, solving single material
problems, often pursuing their goals of advertising character.
Investments into human capital development should not just demonstrate the high level of social
activity; they are summoned to serve as the basis of developing scientifically intense and informational
industries.
Methods of producing new products, even if they are not defended by patents, are easily copied by
competitors. One of the safest ways of such competitions is the growth of human intellectual capital of
a company, as only a highly educated, generating original ideas and having unique knowledge
employee has big potential abilities of influencing the profits and productive efficiency of a company.
So, a controversial situation is formed: on the one hand, there is the absolute price increase in cost of
human capital, which is counted on in the nearest decades, and, on the other hand, only highly
educated employees have real potential abilities of creating principally new production while
decreasing aggregate expenses of social labour per product unit.
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This contradiction is solved within particular time limits, in the form of minimizing entrepreneurial
risks due to social agreement and understanding the special mission of business in the development of
society. Consequently, time, character and ways of overcoming the mentioned contradiction are
directly connected with the essence of the researched phenomenon, realized in the functions of
forming of ‘an economic field’ of social responsibility on:


a micro level (a firm);



a branch level (market balance);



a macro level (the guarantee of economic growth and welfare of a nation-the source of
intellectual capital).

Both business and the State should be aware that realization of functions of creating competitive
economy and providing real welfare of the nation at the full extent are possible only when material,
economic, social and legal foundations are mature.
The analysis of social investments as the investments into the objects of social sphere, having its goal
getting profit and improving level and quality of people’s life by means of satisfying their material,
mental or social needs, appears to be a small section. It does not take into consideration the fact that
business takes part in creating practically all kinds of economic welfare, defining the conditions of
existence of modern human-needs for lodging, clothes, food and intellectual leisure. Wholesale and
retail trade, car and home appliances repair, hotel and restaurant business, transport and warehouse
economy, communications, education, public health service, the activity of provision with communal
and personal services, the activity of spreading information, culture, art and sport-all these refer to
social sphere. None of the enumerated types of activity should do harm to the community (one of the
socially responsible investment rules is: do not invest into the ideas and products which can do harm)
and should be obligatory connected with satisfaction of its members’ needs. Business produces goods
and services, meant for social needs, by joining material, financial, labour and information resources.
Following the logics of J.M. Canes (Canes, 2008. p.529), who defined investments as “the dog
wagging the tail of savings”, it can be supposed that social investments are the investments into the
development of a human resource, having social meaning, the profit of which will act as growing
result while a long term period in the form of the steady growth of the national profit. Social
investment market formation on this basis seems to be the rightful one at the current stage of market
economy development. E.g., for Russian economy it may happen on the basis of fulfilling the
programs of crediting under the guarantee of the State, providing the recurrences of the company
investments; creating endowment-investing into a fund, which finances grant programs from the per
cent per investment capital; sharing sponsorship (growing resource at the expense of investment from
the side of the grant receivers).
Consequently, social investment should be accepted as the direct State’s and private investments into
the branches of social reproduction which have significant influence on the development of
intellectual human resource at every definite stage of social development. The level of the
development of productive forces will allow choosing the ones which will have social significance.
That is why the effectiveness of social investment in its new quality bears a principally strategic
direction and witnesses about the business self sufficiency while financial freedom of self-expression.
It provides not only the growth of capitalization but contributes to the awareness of the mission of
responsible business to fulfill the functions in the economic field of the community, providing real
social defense of all groups of the population and creating the firm base of intellectualization of social
reproduction. Turning social investment into a persistent process of financing, allowing supporting
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human development both from the point of view of a single project idea and the way of production of
project ideas must be found essential in this case.
It should be considered both in theoretical researches and, moreover, in practical realization of social
business responsibility in the system of market economy, that the conception, given for discussion,
means that all the forms of business responsibility for the society, including social investment, reflect
the objective reality of interaction of the subjects of economy in their economic field. These relations
are, firstly, systematic, as the activity of each subject is motivated, based on the concrete economic
interests and reflects the levels of its organization. Secondly, they need reconsidering the specific
character and global commonness of business responsibility from the position of institutional
foundations of national economies.
7. PROBLEMS OF INSTITUNIONALIZATION OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF
BUSINESS
The epochs of industrial and postindustrial development of human civilization built up the systems of
their institutions which were solving (successfully or not) the economic and social problems of their
existence. While the process of their development, definite relations between people were made up as
mutual rights and duties, primarily, in the sphere of labour activity. However, the end of the 20th
century and especially the first decade of the 21st century, bearing in themselves the beginning of the
new epoch of informational-intellectual progress and the evolution of economic basis of civilization
survival, need a definitely new approach to the problem of institutionalization.
In our opinion, the intellectualization of property namely, creating the combinations of institutions
reflecting the demands of the well-balanced usage of natural and human resources, will be able to
solve the task of civilization, which scientists had defined in the 90s already.”…Modern period is
perceived by social sense as that of a crisis which destroyed many elements of the old world order,
but it has not built up the new, adequate… to it, models; science can and should find a row of
integrated conditions in the historic progress of the mankind… the instability of the current situation
cannot help being the prelude of the new, steady world order of the new epoch of our civilization”.
(A.Marshall, 2008. p.416).
Every nation is unique and goes through its own historic way of development, creating a special,
different from the others, institutional structure. The created structure is in constant movement:
transformations in social life are followed by the necessity of creation of new institutions and
liquidation of the old ones; formal institutions can change their status passing on to the category of
informal ones, and vise versa-informal rules get the official legal form.
It can be said that the basic element of the institutional structure is mentality which is formed during a
long period of time and is passed on from generation to generation; that is why it cannot be changed in
a moment. According to many scientists, investigating the problems of institutionalization, conscious
formation of a new institution is a kind of planned cultural innovation. For the spreading of the
cultural innovation to be successful, it is necessary for it to correspond to the elements of cultural
space, into which it is submerged.
The system of institutions of formation, motivation and controlling procedures of socially responsible
business functioning should not be static. Flexibility and dynamics are provided by the quality and
volume of investment into branches, directions of nationally significant projects and solution of the
problems of economic integration. In that very way the constantly ‘renewing’ tasks of resource
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providing, differentiation growth and innovative direction of social reproduction on the basis of
decreasing and rationalization of the risk system of social business responsibility will be solved.
As a result, it should be stressed that social business responsibility, as the imprescriptible feature of
any modern socially oriented market economy, is the reflection of globalization tendencies in
business. It is forming the specific character of international business in the 3rd millennium.
Institutional factor will also contribute to overcoming the minuses of responsibility in its narrow word
sense which gives birth to parasitic attitude of a nation and opposes to creation of fundamental
foundations of intellectualization both of the labor and the processes of effective use of potential
natural and human resources of any national economy.
In spite of active promotion of the principles of social responsibility accepted abroad, in Russian
business community their own peculiarities are being formed, which are influencing even the
development of ‘the conception of corporate social responsibility’. And the main reason is that at the
modern level of development of national economy Russian business has practically no previously
mentioned conditions of realizing its social responsibility. You can not one day suddenly wake up in a
post-industrial and, moreover, in an informational and technological society. None of highly
developed countries of the world passed on to post-industrial basis, leaving out the way of
industrialization. It is impossible to become a developed industrial country, not having any material
production which is adequate to the world standards of the high level of productive forces.
The only possible way of creating the basis of social responsibility and social investment for business
in Russia is quick technological development of all branches of national economy, based on science
turning into direct productive force. Only then creative abilities of a person, his ability to generate new
knowledge and information can become the key of technical and scientific progress, and socially
responsible business behaviour will contribute to the inflow of investments into the sector of
informational and scientifically intensive products.
In Russian reality the author suggests using ‘horizontal connections’ to avoid using forbidding
procedures by the structures of social investment institutionalization. The principle of the expert competition formation of social investments, according to the level of tasks and to the commonness of
business system strategies, seems to be preferable in this case.
During the last two decades there has been a tendency that the growth and volume of social
investments by Russian businesses have not increased substantially, and the state has not found an
acceptable model for relations with the business sector and the society, and is trying to solve social
problems administratively. Russia’s specificity makes the realization of the principles of social
business responsibility extremely complicated. However, in many companies the situation is starting
to change, and the period of neglecting social problems has already changed into awareness of the
reciprocal dependence of interests of business and society.
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Abstract
In bankruptcy cases can be designated an expert (liquidator) that can be natural or legal person who
is responsible for liquidation operations. One of the powers of a liquidator is an examination of the
debtor and then elaboration of a detailed report on the causes and circumstances that led to cessation
of payments. In the report will be presented the following: identification of the debtor company, the
ownership and capital structure, activity object, an analysis of exploitation’s economic and financial
activity for the last 3 years, checking the incidence of insolvency law on the legal situation of the
debtor acts, conclusions on the causes and circumstances that have resulted in judicial liquidation.
Key words: insolvency, bankruptcy, relation cause - circumstances, agricultural exploitation
1. INTRODUCTION

The agriculture field owns an important place in the national economy. It faces some
challenges related to the economic reorganization complex process, related to its adaptation at
the competitive environment and integration into EU agriculture structures.
The agriculture in Romania has to recover big gaps compared to the agriculture from West of
Europe. The huge gap is represented by a pour material foundation, insufficient financial
re(sources), excessive land’s cutting, scarce knowledge of the people working in agriculture
etc. Consequently, is necessary a powerful involvement of the human factor (especially
economists, engineers in agriculture, people working in animal farming etc) in organization
and development of viable agriculture exploitations having at base a modern utilization of all
resources available to the people working in agriculture. The agriculture exploitations
administrated by specialists must become models in each rural locality and the specialists
from the agriculture consultancy centres must support in a bigger proportion and more
efficiently the people working in subsistence farming.
The main problem of the Romanian economy in the present is not that of the big weight of the
agriculture in the national economy but those of the extremely low profitability in agriculture.
Also, the absence of a stable and coherent legislative framework regulating the agriculture
exploitations system, the farmer’s statute and the integration of the rural development in the
regional and global development is a problem of the Romanian economy.
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In these conditions it is understand the preoccupation in studying the agriculture. Much more, if the
study is made in the contemporary period then the economical and social variables of the present have
an influence over the study methodology of the agriculture field.
The research methodology is briefly summarized in this paper as follows:
- revising of the specialty literature. In this respect, we focused on the research work, on the
documentation related to the previous research literature, but also on documentation in relation to the
work of various economic activity normalization bodies;

- phenomenological approach: is mostly an interpretative and naturalist approach
concerning the treatment and analysis of research data and results. It realizes, in a specific
manner, the research of own actions and experiences dealing with the issue in question;
- research method of normative documents and other papers: involves the analysis, in terms of
certain parameters set in accordance with the purpose and the objectives of the research. In this paper
we have studied laws, such as: the Emergency Ordinance no. 108/2001 on agricultural holdings, the
law no. 85/2006 regarding the insolvency procedure;
- indicator – is a value obtained, determined or operational derived from primary data, expressing the
level, volume, value or structure of a corporate or a feature in absolute values. Specifically, the paper
presents a number of variables important in order to establish the causes and circumstances that led to
bankruptcy of an agricultural exploitation: turnover, annual production and other variables.
- study case method: the study case can be defines as: ”the way to analyze an important particularly
situation, real or hypothetical, modeled or simulated, that exist or may occur in an action,
phenomenon, system, etc.. of any kind - named case, in order to resolve it. Analyze is made in order to
remove some needs, to upgrade processes, ensuring optimal decision making in the particular field"
(Bontaş, 1994). Thus, we present in the paper the bankruptcy procedure in an agricultural exploitation.

2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE STATE OF BANKRUPTCY
Etymologically speaking, the term of bankruptcy comes from the Latin verb “fallo-fallere”, which is
translated by “to deprive, to elude”, but it also means to “to deceive”.
Bankruptcy means “the status of a trader who is unable to meet payments owed to creditors, being a
situation acknowledged by a court decision” (Gorniu, 1991).
Bankruptcy also represents “the insolvency situation in which a trader, an entrepreneur, etc. finds
himself, declared as such by a court decision” (Coteanu, 1998).
In case the enterprise is in the process of being dissolved, the legal person status is maintained only for
a certain period of time, while in the case of liquidation, the business will be permanently deleted
(Feleagă, Ionaşcu, 1998).
In general, insolvency is the situation when the value of the debtor’s assets is less than the amount of
its liabilities, based on the assets that make up the person’s patrimony.
The bankruptcy procedure is the collective insolvency proceedings applicable to the debtor to
liquidate its assets and to cover liabilities, followed by the removal of the debtor from the register of
companies.
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Insolvency is the state of the debtor’s estate characterized by the lack of available monetary funds for
the payment of outstanding debts.
We note that Romanian legislation proposes a mitigating solution for bankruptcy, namely
straightening the activity of the debtor by establishing the available financial resources and the ways to
satisfy the claims of the creditors in order to continue activity. Practically, any institution may find
itself in the situation of not being able to continue its activity and to come under the jurisdiction of
bankruptcy.
Currently, the legal basis of bankruptcy in Romania is Law no. 85/2006 regarding insolvency
proceedings including subsequent amendments and additions, published in Official Gazette no.
359/2006.
From the provisions of Law 85/2006 regarding insolvency proceedings emerges the idea that the
procedure of judicial reorganization and bankruptcy require two conditions:
- The debtor has to be a trader, regardless if he is a natural or legal person;
- The debtor has to be in a position where he isn’t able to honour (pay) debts (debt) to creditors.
Bankruptcy shouldn’t be seen only as something negative for the economy of a country. It should be
seen as something positive also, in the sense of the cleanup of various “calamities” in national and
international economies. In terms of this aspect, it should be mentioned that usually the negative
effects of bankruptcy outweigh the positive ones.
Among the negative effects are included:
- The disappearance of a taxpaying entity to the state budget, the local budget, etc.;
- The implicit loss of jobs by the employees of the debtor. A new scourge emerges here, namely
unemployment, which represents another negative phenomenon that characterizes a country’s
economy;
- Major difficulties in unreeling the process, because the debtor’s accounts are not kept properly due to
the failure to comply with the most basic rule governing the “science of accounts”;
Next, we want to approach the stage of preparing the report that establishes the causes and
circumstances that led to the bankruptcy of the agricultural exploitation.
3. CAUSES AND CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE BANKRUPTCY OF AN
AGRICULTURAL EXPLOITATION
The liquidator has the task to examine the debtor’s activity and to draft a report regarding the causes
and circumstances that led to stopping payments of debts. This report is presented to the bankruptcy
judge within 60 days of the liquidator’s appointment.
Next, we’ll present the structure of the causes-circumstances report, detailing each of its components:
presentation of the debtor company, analysis of the economic and financial activity of the enterprise
for the last three years and conclusions regarding the causes and circumstances that generated judicial
liquidation.
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3.1. Presentation of the debtor entity
Bioterra LLC is a privately owned company, which currently owns over 1000 hectares of arable land
rented from the citizens of Doştat village, and over 86 hectares of water used as fishery where sport
fishing competitions take place. The animal products from own production are processed in a
slaughter house and a butchery owned by the entity. The ranch purchased heifers with a high
biological value from Germany and France, milk production/fed cow reaching 6400litres/year. The
main product of the company is processed in a modern baby milk factory, obtained with the help of an
advanced manufacturing technology.
Table 1. Ownership and capital structure.
Shareholder

Value of corporate equity (lei)

Percentage

Ionescu Nicolae

24000

25%

Popescu Ana

5000

5%

Avram Cosmin

9000

9%

Stroiescu Marin

10000

11%

Tudoreanu Virgil

48000

50%

Total

96000

100%

3.2. The analysis of the economic and financial activity of the agricultural exploitation

The analysis of the overall situation of production and marketing on the basis of the dynamic
of value indicators uses a series of correlations, considered normal, between turnover,
production of manufactured goods, yearly production and added value.
The table below shows the dynamic of the value indicators over the past three accounting
periods:
Table 2. Dynamic of value indicators (lei).
Indicators
Turnover
Production of manufactured
goods
Yearly production
Added value

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

1571851,00

929920,00

431040,00

704861,00

354187,00

141750,00

1181168,00

845283,00

532387,50

227831,00

663020,00

101338,98

Note: the indicators presented above were determined at the end of the year N+X (we used the data
available in the farm’s accounting):
Turnover = 337400,00 + 53640,00 = 431040,00 lei
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Production of manufactured goods = 141750,00 lei (In literature, production of manufactured goods is
presented as being the value of the goods for sale, of the performed work and provided services)
Yearly production = 377400,00 + 145987,50* + 9000,00 = 532387,50 lei
*The amount of 145987,50 represents the “balance” of the “Change in inventories” account which was
determined as follows: the balance of the “Finished goods” account (141750,00 lei) + the balance of
the “Products in progress” account (5250,00 lei) – the balance of the “Price differences of products”
account (1012,50 lei).
Added value = (53640,00 – 41307,72) + 532387,50 – 443380,80 = 101338,98 lei
The dynamic recorded by the indicators presented in the table above may be interpreted as follows:
 The turnover recorded a downward trend over the three analyzed years, reaching the level
of 431040,00 lei in the year N+X, which means they didn’t ensure favourable conditions for the
distribution of goods;
 There was a downward evolution of the yearly production for the two analyzed years,
reaching the absolute amount of 532387,50 lei in the year N+X. Due to the fact that the production of
the year is higher than the added value, there was an increase in the share of intermediate
consumption, with adverse implications over the costs and results achieved by the farm;
 The fact that the presented indicators decreased significantly over the three years shows
some weaknesses in the management of the farm in terms of ensuring the distribution of goods, but
also in terms of recuperating claims from third parties.
We believe it’s necessary to present the debts and claims statement of the agricultural exploitation in
order to shape an overall picture of the unfolded activity:
Table 3. Detailed statement of debts on groups of creditors (lei).
Debts

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

Short-term bank loans

34652,27

35838,87

0,00

Medium and long-term bank loans

14599,73

14250,00

0,00

0,00

784,35

0,00

Suppliers

38838,95

39044,02

672170,52

Clients-creditors

15689,13

15049,02

0,00

3495,64

10345,39

73173,36

86,54

1411,96

8826,18

401,99

2088,76

15482,94

9136,55

8181,55

1278,84

116900,80

126993,92

770931,84

Interests

Debts with wages and social insurance
Value added tax
Other debts to state budget
Sundry creditors
Total debts

The debtor’s total debts grew from year to year, reaching an absolute level of 770931,84 lei at the end
of the analyzed period. Given the growing debts of the company towards suppliers, employees, state
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budget and social insurance budget, which are reflected in the statements of claim filed by them and
recorded by the liquidator, the cessation state of payments is obvious.
The situation of the debtor’s claims is presented below:
Table 4. The debtor’s statement of claims (lei).
Claims

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

Suppliers-debtors

4971,00

3217,35

0,00

Clients

2051,49

1793,97

90341,40

Total claims

7022,49

5011,32

90341,40

The main claims of the debtor are the amounts that weren’t cashed from the clients, which
increased significantly during the analyzed period, reaching the value of 90341,40 lei in the
year N+X. This increase of claims is due to growth of the issued invoices’ balance that
weren’t paid by the clients.
By comparing claims with debts, we reached the following results:
Table 5. Comparison between debts and claims (lei).
Indicators
Total claims

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

7022,49

5011,32

90341,40

Total debts

116900,80

126993,92

770931,84

Debts not covered by
claims

109878,31

121982,60

680590,44

By analyzing the situation of the debts not covered by certain claims, we notice the precarious
financial state of the debtor during each analyzed year. Claims and liabilities followed an
upward trend due to the decreasing turnover and negatively influenced the flow of available
assets, showing the financial imbalance the debtor is facing and leading to cessation of
payments.
As may be seen, the company recorded losses during the analyzed years, which means a deterioration
of the activity reflected in expenses increased at a faster pace that the pace of the actual revenues. In
the revenue category, the largest share belongs to operating income, while in the category of expenses,
the largest share is held by expenses with raw materials and wages, which shows low productivity of
labour.
A significant proportion of the expenses is also represented by fines owed to the state budget,
amounting to 22800,00 lei, which means putting in economically unjustified “efforts”.
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The current statement of assets of the debtor company is as follows:
Table 6. Assets of the debtor entity (lei).
Assets

Balance at 31.12.N+X

Frozen assets:
-intangible assets

13776,96

-tangible assets

622601,94

-financial assets

0,00

Current assets:
-stocks

370421,15

-claims

90341,40

-availabilities

201850,08

Accrued expenses:

94700,22
1393691,75

Total assets

The evolution of the results achieved by the enterprise is presented in the table below:
Table 7. Composition of the result obtained by the entity (lei).
Indicators

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

Operating result

-1349535,00

-1056789,00

- 6254,70

Financial result

-1732385,00

-295778,00

- 2526,00

-986,00

-153671,00

0,00

-3082906,00

-1506238,00

- 8780,70

Extraordinary result
Gross result

Next, we will present the factor analysis of the operating result:
Table 8. The necessary indicators for the factor analysis of the operating result (lei).
Indicators

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

Production of the year

1181168,00

845283,00

532387,50

Turnover

1571851,00

929920,00

431040,00

-1349535,00

-1056789,00

- 6254,70

6786978,00

1393691,75

Operating result
Total assets
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We will use the following analysis model:
OR = Ta x

PY
Ta

x

T
PY

x

OR
T

where:
OP = operating result; TA = total assets; PY = production of the year; T = turnover
We will determine the change of the operating result:
-

absolute („1” is an index for the current period, and „0” is an index for the previous
period considered reporting basis):

OR = Ta1 x

PY1
Ta1

x

T1
PY1

x

OR1
T1

- Ta0 x

PY 0
Ta 0

x

T0
PY 0

x

OR0
T0

532387 ,50
431040 ,00
 6254,70
x
x
) – (6786978,00 x
1393691,75 532387 ,50
431040 ,00
845283 ,00 929920 ,00  1056789 ,00
x
x
) = - 6254,70 + 1056789,00 = + 1050534,30 lei
6786978 ,00 845283 ,00
929920 ,00

OR = (1393691,75 x

RE =

relatively:

 6254,70
x 100 = 0,60%
 1056789 ,00

Calculus:
 the influence of total assets:
OR (Ta) = - 5393286,25 x

845283 ,00 929920 ,00  1056789 ,00
x
x
= + 839779,58 lei
6786978 ,00 845283 ,00
929920 ,00

 the influence of total assets’ efficiency:
OR (

PY
Ta

) = 1393691,75 x (

532387 ,50
845283 ,00
929920 ,00  1056789 ,00
)x(
x
)=1393691,75 6786978 ,00
845283 ,00
929920 ,00

448591,63 lei
 the influence of the capitalization level of the year’s production:
OR (PY) = 1393691,75 x (

431040 ,00
929920 ,00
532387 ,50
 1056789 ,00
)x (
x
)=
532387 ,50
845283 ,00
1393691,75
929920 ,00

+ 175754,25 lei
 the influence of changing the operating result at a turnover of 1 leu:
OR ( OR ) = 1393691,75 x (
T

 6254,70  1056789 ,00
532387 ,50
431040 ,00
)x(
x
)=
431040 ,00
929920 ,00
1393691,75 532387 ,50

+ 483592,10 lei
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The correlation that should exist is complied with as follows:
OR = OR (Ta) + OR (

PY
Ta

) + OR (PY) + OR ( OR )
T

meaning:
+ 1050534,30 lei = 839779,58 lei - 448591,63 lei + 175754,25 lei + 483592,10 lei
The operating loss recorded by the debtor enterprise was caused by the influence of all the
factors, as follows: total assets had a positive influence over the operating result of 839779,58
lei; efficiency of total assets influenced negatively the operating result with 448591,63 lei
during the analyzed period; the capitalization level of the year’s production is the factor that
had a positive influence over the operating result of 175754.25 lei; the operating result at a
turnover of 1 leu is the factor that positively influenced the operating result with 483592,10
lei.
We consider useful to use in our approach the Altman model to analyze the bankruptcy risk of
the agricultural exploitation faced with bankruptcy. This model consists of the calculus of a
variable Z in terms of certain indicators. The calculus of the Z variable is determined on the
basis of the following relationship:
Z = 3,3X+Y+0,6S+1,4T+1,2W
where:
X = economic rate of return; Y = rate of turnover; S = debt capacity; T = total assets self financing
rate; W = current assets ratio
Variable Z may be interpreted depending on the following reference values (Bătrâncea, 2001):
- if Z>3, the enterprise may be considered solvent;
- if Z is in the [1,8 – 3) safety range, the enterprise has financial difficulties, but may recover through
corrective measures;
- if Z<1,8 then bankruptcy is imminent.
Below is the calculus of the indicators mentioned previously, as well as the variables of the Z variable:
Table 9. Determination of variable Z (lei).
Indicators

31.12.N+X-2

31.12.N+X-1

31.12.N+X

Total assets

7283904,00

6786978,00

1393691,75

Turnover

1571851,00

929920,00

431040,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Equity capital

-4406176,00

-5912414,00

624920,40

Total debts

11690080,00

12699392,00

770931,84

Gross result

-3082906,00

-1506238,00

- 8780,70

Reinvested profit
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Current assets
X (Gross result/
Total assets)
Y (Turnover/
Total assets)
S (Equity capital/ total
debts)
T (Reinvested profit/ total
assets)
W (Current assets/ total
assets)
Variable Z

1124760,00

844028,00

662612,63

-0,42

-0,22

- 0,006

0,21

0,13

0,30

-0,37

-0,46

0,81

-

-

-

0,15

0,12

0,47

–1,21

- 0,72

- 1,33

The values of the Z variable show that the enterprise is insolvent, management being unable to ensure
corrective measures, which implicitly leads to bankruptcy proceedings.
3.3. Conclusions
The circumstances that forced the company to cease payments may be summarized as follows:
- Faulty management, namely a financial and accounting indiscipline that the company showed during
the analyzed period (as seen in the Audit report no.221/N+X of the General Directorate of Public
Finance);
- The inadequate structure of production - due to the lack of orders, the enterprise is forced to start
manufacturing high costs products;
- Losing important clients due to the lack of financial resources for purchasing the materials necessary
to honour contracts and ongoing orders;
- Difficulties encountered in recovering debts from clients;
- Extremely high production costs determined by high prices for raw materials and high wear rate of
used machinery;
- Accumulated high debts to the state budget, especially during the period when the production was
halted due to lack of orders and it was impossible to capitalize on the production; these outstanding
debts led to an accumulation of increases and penalties that aggravated the financial situation of the
enterprise;
- Increasing wage expenditure uncorrelated with the physical production, having as immediate effect
the increase of the contributions’ amount to the state and social insurance budgets;
- Precarious technical endowment that didn’t allow higher yields in manufacturing, leading to
additional consumptions of materials, labour and energy;
- Diminished use of the production capacity, lower quality of goods traded by the enterprise and lower
work productivity;
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- Failure to comply with accounting regulations and the lack of a rigorous check over the organization
and preparing of accounting records. Thus, the amounts registered in account 542 “Cash advances”
haven’t been highlighted in the book in accordance with accounting regulations. Of the total advances
of 79918,60 lei, 50312,30 was erroneously recorded as wage payments to the employees of the
enterprise, thus breaking the principle of prudence.
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RISK MANAGEMENT FOR COMPANIES
FACTORS FOR AN EFFECTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT
Diana Stiller, Peter Joehnk
Helmholtz – Zentrum Dresden – Rossendorf
Bautzner Landstrasse 400, 01328 Dresden, Germany

Abstract
The article deals with the formal requirements for an effective risk management system. After
summing up the definition of risk and risk management and the description of the objectives and tasks,
the idea of the process steps of a risk management system with significant methods and instruments
follows. Finally, an organizational integration will be shown.
Key words: risk, risk management, risk identification, risk assessment, risk regulation, risk control,
risk reporting, risk portfolio

INTRODUCTION
As a result of the increased risk awareness legal provisions, such as Basel II, IFRS 7 and the SarbanesOxley Act, have been demanding the establishment of a risk management system for publicly traded
companies for several years.
Therefore not only publicly traded companies are facing new challenges in globalized markets with
changing risk situations, due to deregulation, price, quality and competitive pressure, changing
consumers' demands for transparency and comparability as well as complex information,
communication and production technologies. Those changing requirements for the companies not only
bring opportunities but also risks. Studies14 show that since the financial and economic crisis in
2008/2009, the risk awareness and the need for a risk management in the companies have increased.
The majority of firms, independent of their size and legal form, plan to implement a risk management
system or to modify and improve an existing risk management systems at least. This being said, this
contribution is to show the essential elements and key factors for an integrated, efficient and effective
risk management system.
THE CONCEPT OF RISK AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Entrepreneurial activity is designed to achieve defined business goals. Closely and inseparably
connected with them are risks, which could only be excluded if all the factors affecting the business
activities would be known with certainty. The knowledge of all factors is not possible, as the impact of

14

See also PricewaterhouseCoopers AG: Krise. Risiko. Management. Welche Konsequenzen ziehen deutsche
Unternehmen aus der Wirtschaftskrise?
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future decisions is not fully determined. In addition, the company's development affecting internal and
external factors are associated with uncertainty15.
The term risk is not defined consistently in the economic literature. It is often distinguished between
an effect-based definition and a cause-related definition of risk. Uncertain information and risks of
entrepreneurial activity (cause) influence the business profits (effect). In the concept of risk of Schulte
are risks a cause-related security from the uncertainty of future events result that are regularly
connected with an incomplete information and a negative effect relative from the target.16
Consequently the term risk management encloses all risks that arise from the business processes along
the value creation chain, taking into account the interaction to avoid the occurrence of risks or at least
to reduce it. Hence, the aims of the risk management can be conducted basically from the business
objectives. All measures and risk management instruments are designed to ensure the company as a
going concern.17

Fig. 1: Business Objectives and Objectives of Risk Management18
The objectives of a comprehensive and integrated risk management can be summarised in:19

15

See also Oetzel (2007) p. 40 – 41.

16

See also Romeike/Harder (2009) p. 85-86 and Schulte (1997) p. 12.

17

See also Oetzel (2007) p. 57-65.

18

See also Romeike/Finke (2003) p. 151.

19

See also Oetzel (2007) p. 57 – 59 and Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 81 – 90.
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The early identification of risks arising from operating activities,
Identification of the consequences of risk taking,
Avoiding the success-endangering risks,
Avoiding inventory-endangering risks,
Selecting of measures for the risk coping taking into account the inherent chances

On account of the objectives and purposes of the risk management, two key areas can be identified:
 The strategic risk management,
 The operational risk management.
Strategic risk management deals with the risk policy or the risk culture of the company, as there is
increased cross-hierarchical risk awareness necessary. An effective risk management system defines
the framework and principles in dealing with opportunities and risks in the company. As part of the
strategic risk management, the organizational integration within the company and the communication
has to be defined to ensure a timely transmission of relevant risks to the responsible management, to
ensure and enhance the risk awareness within the company. It therefore forms the basis for the whole
risk management process and shows an elementary management task.20
The operational risk management deals with the process of the systematic risk analysis along the value
creation chain and can be divide into four phases:21
 Risk identification,
 Risk evaluation,
 Risk regulation,
 Risk control / risk reporting.
Those single phases of risk management are completed by a phase enclosing the whole process: the
process monitoring. The task of the process monitoring is to ensure the realisation, quality and
effectiveness of the risk management and to supervise the propriety of the used methods and
instruments.
Critical to a successful risk management is the implementation of the various process steps as a
continuous process in the business processes in order to be able to react flexibly to a changing
company sphere.22

20

See also Romeike/Hager p. 114 – 116.

21

See also Romeike/Harger (2009) p. 120-121.

22

See also http://wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de/Achiv/7669/risikomanagement-v8.html
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Fig. 2: Risk Management Process23

THE FOUR STAGES OF THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Only identified risks can be taken. Consequently a comprehensive meaning comes up to the process
step of the risk identification. It is the most difficult and most important one. The results of the risk
identification are vital for all following phases. Prerequisite for an efficient risk management,
therefore, is the early and very entire capture of all current, future, potential and latent risks.
Since every business decision involves risks, those appearing in the company are marked variously
and their perception subjectively. Generally, risks contain the danger of wrong decisions, failure, a
negative aim deviation or the threat of success.
The first step is to capture all of the risks affecting the company. This procedure should be process
oriented. Because of the diversity and complexity of the involved risks, they should be classified into
different risk categories. A clear distinction is therefore difficult.24
A possible differentiation can be made on the basis of current economic and financial criteria.
Economic performance risks are connected with the company’s value creation chain and can be
divided in strategic and operational risk categories. Strategic risk may arise from faulty strategy
developments and incorrect strategy implementing or from an inaccurate, inadequate analysis of the
present information.25

23

See also http://wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de/Achiv/7669/risikomanagement-v8.html

24

See also Wolf/Runzheimer (2009) p. 41 and Romeike/Harger (2009) p. 120.

25

See also Wolke (2008) p. 103 – 230.
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Operational risks may be caused by affecting the company operations, and may have internal or
external causes. Those arise from technical or human errors or changes in the external business
environment. For example, delivery delays of suppliers may lead to risks in procurement, production,
marketing and technology.26
Financial risks are possible financial losses resulting from uncertain future payment flows resulting
payment or negative performance. It can be categorized further into financial risks:27
 Market price risks,
 Credit risks and
 Liquidity risks.
Risks from entrepreneurial activities should not generally be considered separately. Furthermore their
development and interactions should be taken into account - because a certain risk originates from the
combination of different events as well as causes and can trigger different subsequent events.28
An important aspect in this phase of risk management is therefore the identification of business
processes that are essential and critical to the continuation of business activity.
The methods and tools for risk identification depend on the company profile and the industry. In order
to obtain reliable results, a combination of methods is possible.
After the complete identification of the business risks, the impact on the company has to be analyzed.
The identified risks are to be examined regarding their causes and effects. In addition, available
measures to manage risks in terms of their consequences must be evaluated.
The risk evaluation is based on the following aspects:29
 Probability of occurrence of damage,
 Extent of damages,
 Relevance to the company.
The multiplication of probability of occurrence of damage and the extent of damage can result in an
expected value that should be analyzed in terms of its overall importance to the company.
The objective of risk evaluation is to create a function of the potential danger to a company
individual risk portfolio. Basically can be distinguished between two methods of the risk evaluation:
 Top-down-valuation method
 Bottom-up-valuation method
Regardless of the chosen method, a variety of instruments, depending on the available data basis and
quantify risks for the risk evaluation are available. It is crucial that for the comparability of the
different risk categories a uniform standard assessment is applied.

26

See also Wolke (2008) p. 103 – 230.

27

See also Wolke (2008) p. 103 – 230.

28

See also Wolke (2008) p. 103 – 230.

29

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p.132-134 and 146 – 151 and Wolf/Runzheimer (2009) p. 86 – 93.
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Fig. 3: Risk Areas 30

Fig. 4: Methods and Tools for Risk Identification 31

30

See also Romeike/Harder (2009) p. 161.

31

See also Romeike/Harder (2009) p. 123.
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The top-down method deals with the impact of risks on the company. The consequences of the risks
of certain outcomes, such as the operating profit, will be analyzed. The advantage of this approach lies
in the rapid assessment of major risks. Nevertheless, there is the danger that certain single risks are not
registered or that risk correlations are not evaluated properly.32
The bottom-up method analyzes the causes for risks. On the basis of a comprehensive prospective
analysis of the business processes as well as of the existing interactions between risks, the
consequences in case of a risk occurrence can be derived on the company. This approach follows the
aim of a more comprehensive risk evaluation, which therefore is more costly. 33
To determine the overall risk position of a company, all relevant risks should be summarized. The risk
aggregation results from the determination of the relative importance of individual risks, those take
into account the positive and negative interactions between the single risks. The aggregation of all
relevant risks is needed, as unimportant ones can leaf in their sum to a company threatening risk over
the time. The assessment of the overall risk scale makes a statement about the risk-bearing capacity of
the company, which is essentially determined by the owners’ equity and its liquidity ratio.34
The objective of risk evaluation is to provide a comprehensive overview of the risk portfolio and riskbearing capacity of the company. On this basis the executive management can make decisions on risk
management and risk control.
As a result of risk identification and evaluation stands a process-covering risk inventory with a
collection and classification of all business risks and their probabilities of occurrence and potential
impact.35
The objective of risk control is to develop measures to avoid or limit the overall risk. The chosen
measures should be consistent with the established risk policy. Through different strategies and
measures the ratio of opportunities (income) and of risk (risk of loss) should be offset. Furthermore the
risk strategy has be adapted to the corporate strategy. There are four different control options
available:36
 Avoidance of unacceptable risks,
 Decrease of unavoidable risks to an acceptable level,
 Transfer of risks, for example by insure,
 Taking risks with existing capital.
Optimal risk regulation leads to an increase in shareholder value trough the optimization of its risk
position. With regard to the management of risks, three action possibilities exist. 37

32

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 135 – 143.

33

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 144-146.

34

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p.132-134 and 146 – 151 and Wolf/Runzheimer (2009) p. 86 – 93.

35

http://www.wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de/Archiev/7669/risikomanagement-v8.html

36

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 157 – 160.

37

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 157 – 160.
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Preventive risk regulation aims to actively avoid the risks by eliminating or reducing the causes.
Risk avoidance exists, when a company stops certain business activities because of their high-risk
potential. Risk avoidance also means that potential business opportunities might be left out, because
attractive opportunities are generally associated with higher risks. Therefore, opportunities and risks
should be simultaneously considered to optimize the risk performance of the company. Reducing the
likelihood and extent of the damage is very limited, since the cause cannot be completely affected. 38
In contrast to active control measures the occurrence of the risk will be accepted at a conscious
corrective risk policy. The aim is not to reduce the entry probability and the damage magnitude of
risks. Appropriate measures to avoid or decrease risk are risk financing; risk transfer or risk
prevention. An example could be transferring the risk to other risk sources such as insurance (ex-ante
financing of risk occurrences).39
If there is no active risk management policy and any risk entry is accepted, the company has to cope
with its financial consequences, e.g. such as liquidity loss. Risks that have been taken consciously or
unconsciously have to be financed from the cash flow, the reserves or by release of off-balance-sheet
reserves (Ex-post financing of risk occurrences).40

Fig. 5: Measures of Risk Regulation41

38

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 157 – 160.

39

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 157 – 160.

40

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 157 – 160.

41

See also Romeike/Hager (2009) p. 160.
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Part of the risk control is to ensure that the actual risk situation coincides with the proposed risk
situation. It is a continuously, process-oriented control measure in order to determine whether the
forecasts were kept. Deviations are to be examined on their causes to react with adjustment measures.
In this context, it makes sense to implement a reporting system that identifies potential risks, shows
them over time and provides an overall view. 42
The process monitoring is process-independent. Its goal is to ensure compliance with the decisions of
the executive management and to examine the appropriateness of the taken security measures. It is not
part of the risk controlling, like the other phases of risk management. It is the responsibility of the
internal audit. On a regular basis, all phases of the risk management process should be evaluated for
their performance and function.43
CONCLUSION
Starting point for an effective risk management is a clearly defined risk strategy that is based on the
business objectives. Important for a functioning risk management system is, that the executive
management has to be involved and responsible for the design and implementation. It should not be
delegated to lower management levels. A functioning and efficient risk management system with a
lived risk and control culture is an essential success factor for companies. Only through the effective
management of opportunities and risks, a long-term shareholder value can be maintained and
increased. Risk management should be designed proactively and systematically. It is therefore an
essential component of the management of companies.
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Abstract
In the process of integration of the Republic of Macedonia to the EU, public administration reform
has a strategic economic meaning. The principal research objectives are the motives, legal and
economic procedures and current economic implications of the reform. The main areas of intervention
are public finances, human resources management, E-government & management and corruption. The
economic implications of the reform can not be empirically measured. In the face of global economic
crisis the economic results of the reform are put under question because of absence of economic data
for evaluating the reform activities undertook by the Macedonian government.
The economic implications of the public sector reforms in Macedonia are theoretically described in
both public sector reform Strategies from May, 1999 and December, 2010.
Key words: Macedonia, public administration reform, economic effects, strategy, economic
evaluation
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals, not to say the most important goal of all public sector reform activities in the
Republic of Macedonia, to date, is the economic effect. On one hand, the country is suffering high
unemployment, low-level private sector investments and business climate that is not still at the needed
level as of EU member countries. On the other hand, the public sector is still characterized with highly
politicized administrative bureaucracy and with broad governmental machinery on national and local
level. In order to support its numerous institutions, the government spends a huge portion of the
available national budget for public sector salaries, salary benefits and public investments that the
indirect economic effects of those investments, very often are unknown and hard to be measured.
Because of those reasons, the economic effects of the government spending very often are subject of
permanent debate and different interpretations in the overall political and economic discussions. Thus,
it is of great importance to dedicate a full attention on the relationship between the public
administration reform and the current economic situation in the Republic of Macedonia.
Republic of Macedonia is characterized with small economy, with a nominal national gross domestic
product (GDP) of approximately 5.8 billion dollars for 2005. In the last few years, an important
economic growth has been achieved. More precisely, the national nominal-level GDP in 2007 has
achieved 7.5 billion dollars which corresponds with a 5% increased rate compared to 2006. The
agriculture and industry are the most important sectors in the economy including the steady growth of
the service delivery during the last few years. The country is faced with huge economic problems
besides the fact that during the last 20 years the governments are undertaking serious structural
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reforms in order to transform the economic system in a fully market-oriented economy. During the
period of “economic transition” there was an absence of important investments in the old transport and
industry infrastructure. The education and the skills of the labour are of competitive nature but still
there are no enough possibilities for employment. The low-level standard of living, high
unemployment rate and the modest rate of economic growth during 2010 are the central economic
problems of the country. According the official data from the State Statistical Office, the national GDP
in 2008 was 398,491 million den., which compared to 2007 there is an increased level of 12.5%. The
real growth rate of GDP compared to 2007 was 4.8%. The number of employed persons in 2009
compared to 2008 increased by 3.4%. According the State Statistical Office, in 2009 the total active
population in Macedonia was 928.775 people of which, 629.901 were employed (67.8%) and 298.873
(32.2%) were unemployed. Of the total employed persons, government is the biggest employer with
around 120-130.000 public employees or 1/5 of the total employed workforce in the country. The real
average monthly salary employed person per capita in March 2010, compared to March 2009 has
increased by 3.0%. The index of the average net salary to an employed person in March 2010
compared to March 2009 was 109.03. Finally, the total average monthly net salary payment per capita
employed person in March 2010 was total of 20.338 den. (or approximately 338 Euros) (European
Economic Forecasts, 2011, Office of Statistics, 2010).
From the above most recent data provided by the recent European Economic Forecasts (Spring and
Autumn 2010) and State Statistical Office for a period between 2007 and 2010 can be considered that
Macedonia suffers big economic problems that can be easily noticed by the value of national
unemployment rate, the real gross average monthly salary and the modest economic growth rate that is
still not enough in order to absorb the unemployed population in the country.
The economic effects are one of the most important goals of the strategy for public sector reform.
Therefore, the main research question in this paper is the following: What are the possible economic
implications of the public administration reform in the Republic of Macedonia? or more precisely,
What economic implications can initiate the current Strategy of Public Administration Reform in the
Republic of Macedonia?
Before giving an appropriate answer to the above question, first we will focus on analyzing the past
and present public sector reform efforts and, second, we will give a detail analysis of the economic
results that are expected from the reform efforts considering the current economic situation in the
Republic of Macedonia.

2. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION REFORMS: PAST AND CURRENT TRENDS
2.1. The Strategy from 1999
From its independence in 1991, Macedonia faces huge economic problems and as a result, the
governments in the last 20 years adopted and implemented many strategies and action plans in order to
stabilize the economic situation of the country, one of the main (probably the most important national
goal) on its way to become a full member of the EU. Among the many strategies to reform the system
are the strategies and action plans for public sector reform that were adopted in May, 1999 and the
recent one in December, 2010. The two governmental documents prescribed many measures and
activities to be undertaken in coordination with a numerous institutions (Ministries, Agencies, Public
enterprises, Commissions etc.). The main goals of both strategies were adoption of new pro-reform
legislation and introduction of better administrative structures and processes in order for public
administration in the country to provide better support for further development of the democratic
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society and market economy and to create professional public administration by which will be gained
permanent support for the national aspirations for a full membership to EU.
The first phase of the Strategy from 1999 lasted between 1999 and 2001. During that period, it was
assumed the transformation of the reform principles into law provisions as a pre-condition for future
development. The second phase that lasted from 2002 until 2006 was characterized with systematic
efforts in order to strengthen the institutional capacity of the existing institutions and a foundation of a
numerous new institutions as a preparation period for the next implementation phase. Finally, the third
phase, known as implementation period can be described as a period of implementation of the reform
provision framework into practise (Strategy for public administration reform, 1999, Action Plan,
1999). The biggest failure of the Strategy from 1999 was exactly the implementation phase. Besides
the collective efforts of many institutions and large portions of public money spent for the operations
of the current and newly established public institutions, the country is still suffering huge problems of
political, economic and administrative nature (Koneska, 2007).
In the Strategy from 1999 there were no evaluation methods and economic projections that will
measure the economic impact of undertook activities. The Action plan of the government did not
include a clear methodology for estimating and calculating the economic and financial effects of the
government activities expressed in numbers, realizing the fact that a huge portion of taxpayers money
were spent in preparing and implementing those activities. Besides that, today there are no any further
positive results in the public sector and in the national economy that can be explained as a result of
public sector reform from 1999. Here, we can point out many reasons for the failure of the Strategy:


First, the highly politicized public administration. There was a spoil system of public sector
employment instead of the introduction and implementation of the merit-based public sector
employment which seriously undermined the intention of the Strategy;



Second, there was no clear system for measuring the work performances of the public sector
employees. Accordingly, there was not any data that can depicture how productive, efficient
and effective are the public sector employees on their workplaces;



Third, the Strategy was very general and the Action plan did not include any economic
benefits or impacts expressed in denar value for the overall economic system and society in
general (except the name of the project, a responsible institution or institutions, activities,
deadlines and needed public resources for preparation and implementation of the current
activity or activities), and



Finally, from 1999 until December 2011 when the recent Strategy for public administration
reform was introduced in the public, there were three national parliamentary elections (in
2002, 2006 and 2008) and three local elections (in 2000, 2004 and 2008). That means that
three different national governments hold the political power and their approach in
implementing the Strategy has been different, besides their political rhetoric that public
administration reform in the country is very important for economic, political, institutional and
administrative development of the country.

The Strategy from 1999 was concentrated around promotion of the following 9 principles (Markic,
2004):


Rule of law;



Transparency;
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Competency;



Stability;



Responsibility;



Predictability;



Equal treatment;



Efficiency; and,



Ethics.

However, the aspect of direct economic implications of the Strategy from May, 1999 upon the national
economy wasn’t precisely described and analyzed in the Strategy. The above principles (except
efficiency) are not direct but indirect actions to promote better economic conditions in the public
sector and finally at the national economy. What that means?
By promoting the principle of rule of law, the government intended to implement equal treatment to
all private and public businesses on the market. The rule of law instead of the “rule of disorder” will
promote stable economic system highly desirable by the domestic and foreign investments in the
economy. The business climate in the country can not sustain on middle and a long run if the
companies feel that they are not equally treated on the market.
By promoting the public sector transparency, the government will show the private sector that there is
not administrative discretion and information privilege. That is very important for the level of
confidence between the government and the private sector. Without transparent public sector there is
no real market economy in terms of market competition, prices, supply and demand.
Without competency of the public sector employees we can not speak about efficient, effective and
productive public sector in the country. If there is not needed level of competency, the public sector is
institutionally very weak, does not have the needed capacity to adopt and implement, and is very
expensive for the country. That is one of the main reasons when developing a better public sector. By
better public sector in economic sense it can be understood less public employees, fewer institutions,
fewer regulations and flexible, competent public sector employees. The positive economic impact of
this principle is saving a huge amount of public money that previously has been spent on public sector
salaries, benefits and institutional costs.
Very similar to the previous principles, the principles of stability, predictability, equal treatment,
efficiency and ethics are serving the same role towards the private sector and the economy in general,
and that is: creating better business environment, increasing the confidence level in the public sector
institutions and most important, decreasing the budget costs on a long run.
2.2. The most recent Strategy from 2010
After almost 11 years of the adoption of the first Strategy for public administration reform in
Macedonia, the General Secretariat of the Government in coordination with the newly established
Ministry of Information Society and Administration on December 21st, 2010, prepared and adopted
new Strategy on public administration reform (2010-15). Very similar to the Strategy of public
administration reform from 1999, the main areas of intervention are depictured in Table 1 (See below
Table 1).
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Table 1. Main areas of economic implication of public administration reform (December 2010).
Public Administration
Reform

Public Finances

Human
Resource
Management

EGovernment
and EManagement

Budget
Preparation

Human
Resource
Planning

EInfrastructure

Abuse of
Public
Resources

Public
Procurements

Human
Resource
Training

EPublic
Services

Conflicts
of Interest

Internal
Financial
Control

Human
Resource
Evaluation

External
Financial
Revision

System of
Salaries
and
Benefits

Corruption

The effects of the newly adopted Strategy (2010-15) are expected to be in the areas of public finances,
human resource management, E-government & management and corruption (Strategy for Public
Administration Reform in General Perspective, 2010). In turn, we will present in more detail way the
target interventions of the Strategy in the public sector of the country.
2.2.1 The system of public finances
2.2.1.1Budget preparation
After a careful systematic analysis of the existing problems in the field of budget preparation, the
following key activities are planned to be considered until the end of 2011:


Analyzing the possibility of introducing a three-year budget planning in concordance with the
middle-term governmental priorities;



Preparation of Law modifications of the budget for timely preparation of the strategic plans of
the budget institutions in concordance with the national budget as well as more structural
budget re-balances of the budget during the year;



Strict implementation of the budget limitations from each Ministry and planning of their
annual activities in the budget framework;



Implementation of a very strict measures of inappropriate procedures of the public
procurements with putting an accent on the corruptive behaviour of the involved public
officials;



Strengthening of the planning capacities of the Sector for Budgeting and Funding within the
Ministry of Finance as well as better analytical abilities of the budget analysts; and



Improving the coordination process between the Ministry of Finance, the Secretariat of
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European Issues and other ministries in providing financial support for the harmonized
policies in the field of public administration reform (Strategy for Public Administration
Reform: Public Finances, 2010).
2.2.1.2 Public procurements
In the field of public procurements system the following improvements are considered in the Strategy:


Creating more effective procedures in controlling of the procurement procedures as well as
executing the agreement procurements as a priority;



Besides the fact that there is an important decrease of the number of public procurements
without public post advertisement, there is still a space for improvement;



Capacity strengthening of the Bureau for Public Procurements within the Ministry of Finance;
Equal treatment;



Capacity strengthening of the public procurement sectors and their further specialization
within the Program for public procurement education and the Centre for public procurement
training; and



Capacity strengthening of the State Commission of Appeals in situations of short-term
appealing.

2.2.1.3 Internal financial control
The Macedonian Government will continue in developing the financial inspection in the public sector
as an external ex post financial control, considering the importance of the efficient use of public
means.


Adopting an appropriate regulation in the field of public sector financial inspection;



Adopting a sub-law provisions in regulating the field;



Developing a training program for the financial inspectors;



Proactive and independent role of the internal revision within the public sector institutions;



Further improvement of the working capacities of the Sector for internal public control within
the Ministry of Finance with the purpose of strengthening the role in the process of
development and harmonization of the financial management and internal financial revision
within the state institutions;



Strengthening the internal financial control of the municipalities; and



Complete implementation of the training process in the field of public internal financial
revision at the municipal and national level.

2.2.1.4 External financial control
Finally, in the field of external financial revision the following improvement steps are considered:


Achieving a higher level of independence in the revision reports; and



Further improvements of the data and information systems and better cooperation with the
European Court of Financial Revision.
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2.2.2 Human resource management
As was depictured in Table 1 above, the main areas of intervention of the reform strategy in the area of
human resource management are concentrated around human resource planning, training, evaluation
and public salaries & benefits. The main activities described in the Strategy are the following one:


Adopting a system for controlling the short-term employment in the public institutions;



According the current budget possibilities, establishing of the separate institution/centre for
training of the public servants under the supervisory of the newly established Ministry of
Information Society and Administration;



Clearly defining the reasons for short-term employment according the adopted modifications
of the State and Public Service Law;



Adopting a “highest management level” in the public service system by which, the
employment procedures, work agreements, rights, duties, responsibilities and termination of
the mandate of the high-level public sector managers will be clearly defined;



Adopting a merit system in awarding the public employees;



Developing a special program for training of the top public managers and a special program
for other categories of public servants;



Adopting a specific conditions for public sector firing in concordance with the existing
conditions of employee firing in the private sector;



There will be a period of initial screening and probe during the public sector employment;



Simplifying the internal administrative procedures in the internal mobility of the employees
within the public institutions;



Adopting a system of permanent “counting the employees” in the public sector as well as their
competences, skills and knowledge);



It is assumed a further strengthening of the supervisory role upon the human resource
management in the public sector;



Developing a model for a successful management of the working competences;



Developing a database of the individual competences of the public sector employees with the
purpose of increasing the internal mobility of the public employees;



Developing an internal labour market within the public sector;



Designing and implementing a special model of HRM planning; and



Regulating the amount of public salaries & benefits along with the adoption of a new
legislation on national salaries and working benefits (Strategy for Public Administration
Reform: Human Resource Management, 2010).

2.2.3 E-government and e-management
According the Strategy, the following activities are planned to be undertaken:


Adopting a new legislation and administrative framework in accordance with the Law on emanagement;
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Further clarification of the administrative procedures and service delivery quality in
implementing the services after which follows an implementation of an appropriate egovernment solutions;



Further development of the horizontal solutions provided by the Ministry of Information
Society and Administration for all public sector institutions (i.e. common web-portal for emanagement, e-applications, e-identification, e-payments, e-delivery etc.);



Developing a system of e-documents management in all public sector institutions;



In concordance with the budget possibilities, organizing an info-centre for the citizens and the
businesses;



Introducing an internet services for the businesses;



Introducing of a 5 integral internet services that have a high degree of citizens influence
(application, payments, data integration and administrative decisions/documentation delivery);



Internet services that will provide an access to the data registers that are needed for decisionmaking in the administrative procedures with the purpose of exchanging data and information;



Increased budget and implementation of the projects of e-government services;



Increasing the consciousness level about the e-government services and training for the
qualified managers on projects; and



Fully developed and implemented framework of inter-operability in public administration
(Strategy for Public Administration Reform: E-Government & Management, 2010).

2.2.4 Corruption
Finally, in the field of corruption, the following activities are planned in the Strategy:


Developing a new State Program for corruption prevention and repression and State program
for prevention and decrease of the conflict of interests with action plans;



Further improvement of the public procurement system by introducing practices in preventing
possible conflicts of interests;



Improving and strengthening the professional trainings of the public employees, especially
where there is a high level corruption risk;



Introduction of the systematic and institutional protection of the individuals that want to alarm
the society of corruptive practices by the public sector employees; and



Strengthening the institutional integrity of the public institutions by adopting special legal
solutions (Strategy for Public Administration Reform: Curtailing Corruption, 2010).

Presented in a more detail way, the recent Strategy for Public Administration Reform is very large in
scope. And it must be! The document is perfectly prepared and dedicates a full attention to the most
central concepts of interest in reforming the public sector. But, what might be the relationships
between the areas of interest in this Strategy with the economic situation in the country?
Before answering the above question, there is a need of depicturing the current economic situation in
the country under the current global economic strike.
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3. GLOBAL RECESSION AND THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
During the last few years, we are witnessing big changes on a world economic scene as a consequence
of the largest economic crisis in the last 80 years. The global economic and financial crisis that
dominated world economy brought a dramatic decrease of the economic activities during 2008 and
2009. The financial crisis resulted in investment decrease, rigorous credit activity and increased
economic insecurity worldwide. The result was huge decrease in global investments, production and
decreased level of trade during 2009. The main characteristic of the global economic environment in
the first half of 2009 was the high failure of the economic activity and inflation curtail as a combined
effect of the high level prices in 2008 and the negative economic gap in biggest economies in the
world. Measured as a percent of the total gross domestic product, the overall scope of investments
decreased and the general trend of the global economy touched the labour market. As an evidence, the
average unemployment rate in the countries that are members of the Euro zone got 9,1% during 2009
as a comparison to 2008 when the unemployment rate was on 7,6% level (Besimi, 2011).
The first serious signs of any economic recovery have been noticed in 2010 within fast growing
economies from Asia that emerged as an important contributor to the global economic growth. The
economic recovery of the Euro zone countries resulted in 1% economic growth in the first and 2.4% in
a second half of 2010, which is result of the increased scope of production level. The permanent
growth of the global economy and trade, particularly in a second half of 2010 as well as increased
level of foreign demand which is result of the improved world economic conditions brought to steady
GDP growth in the South East European countries that do not participate in the current EU
integrations.
The Republic of Macedonia as a small and open economy could not stay outside of these global
events. The country experienced an increased level of economic turbulence that happened as a result
of decreased demand for goods on world markets and decrease or disappearance of the main financial
sources. The new situation caused investment, credit and industrial production slow-down that resulted
in dramatic failure of the foreign financial exchange, employment and the overall economic growth.
The slow-down of the national economic growth as a consequence of the global economy changes
resulted in a strong negative economic tendencies for the small and developing economies, including
Macedonia.
The discontinuity that the global economic crisis caused on the high level economic growth rates in
the Republic of Macedonia achieved during 2007 and 2008, reached its peak during 2009. The
expansion of the economic crisis limited its possibilities for future growth and development. As the
other similar national economies with relatively non-differenced production structure, the Macedonian
export experienced very negative trends in respect of the foreign demands for the Macedonian goods
and services. However, comparing to other European economies, the Macedonian economy suffered
much less economic damages and that came up as a result of the reform activities that were undertook
in the years before the start of the global economic crisis. Mainly, those activities were concentrated in
general corrections of the tax rates, work benefits and other governmental measures for improving the
business climate in Macedonia. As a result of this as well as anti-crisis packet measures adopted by the
government of the Republic of Macedonia during 2008 and 2009, the first signs of economic recovery
emerged during the second half of 2009, when is registered a 13,6% percent growth of the industrial
production. The improved foreign international macroeconomic surrounding brought a positive
tendencies in the foreign sector during 2010 when was noticed a general increase of the trade
exchange, with growth of 24,8% in exports and 9,6% in imports which brought a steady decrease on
the level of the trade deficit for 5,6% (Besimi, 2011).
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The country’s macroeconomic projections for 2011 are based upon expected stabilization of the
external demand as a result of the steady improve of the conditions in the European and world
economy and strengthening the domestic aggregate demand by balanced steady growth of the
investments and consumption. The country’s long term goal is to achieve high and sustainable
economic growth rates. In order to accomplish that goal, the country must create a solid base that can
be modelled as “7 for economic development”. In other words: integrations, institutions,
infrastructure, investments, exports, innovations and inclusiveness (Ministry of Finance, 2011).
From the above described “economic base” concept, public sector institutions and public investments
among other types of investments are very important pre-conditions in accomplishing high and
sustainable economic growth rates. Thus, the public sector reform activities described in the Strategies
from May, 1999 and December, 2010 are crucial documents that must have an important economic
impact on the current economic situation in the country.
The investments and the improvement of the business climate are very important factors for larger
scope of economic activities and opening new jobs, better competitiveness on a world markets and
creating quality and less expensive domestic products and services. For the developing countries,
where the strike of the world economic crisis has been felt strongly, the foreign direct investments are
of extreme importance. On the other hand, the presence of foreign investments means increased
accumulation and additional investments, which in turns create successful conditions for a more
dynamic economic development. Also, the presence of foreign investments means additional transfer
of a new technology, new organizational structures, knowledge and experience. The already made
analysis with a purpose of revealing the reasons why the developing countries are not attractive for the
foreign capital show that the basic barriers for the foreign investments are the instability of the overall
political situation, corruption, the long and complicate procedure of enterprise registration, nonefficient judiciary, the existing tax system, unresolved real estate rights, the weak bank services,
relatively developed infrastructure, etc.
Macedonia has undertook many crucial efforts in order to improve the business climate as part of the
overall reform activities to strengthen the economic system in the country. The system of public
administration in the country provides administrative services (issues licenses, documents, decisions,
data, etc.) for the citizens and businesses. On the other hand, the existing laws and administrative acts
very often impose obligation on citizens and businesses to fill and submit different data to the public
sector institutions. The improved quality of services and clients satisfactions (the citizens and
businesses) as well as simplifying and restructuring the administrative procedures in the public sector
are key areas for improving the overall business climate in Macedonia.
Among the many undertook activities which proved as very successful are one-stop-shop system of
business registration activities. The system in the Republic of Macedonia is among the best in the
world. The Republic of Macedonia is ranked 6th in Doing Business 2011 of the World Bank Report. In
addition, Doing Business 2011 ranks Macedonia 5th in starting business; getting credit on 46th place;
trading across borders on 66th place; dealing with construction permits 136th place; protecting investors
on 20th place; enforcing contracts on 65th place; registering property on 69th place; paying taxes on 33rd
place and closing a business on 116th place. According Doing Business 2011 World Bank Report,
Macedonia is well positioned worldwide (Doing Business Report, 2011). However, besides the good
results, the following improvements are planned to be made in the public administrative services for
the future:


An access to the administrative services over the territorial organization and E-government;
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On-time services and enabling acceleration of administrative procedures;



Simplifying the applications, payments and providing services; and,



Professionalism and kindness of the administrative personnel to the clients.

At the end of 2006, started the revision process of the existing legislature from the aspect of
simplifying the administrative procedures and business environment. This project named “Regulatory
Guillotine” resulted in direct and indirect intervention to approximately 600 administrative acts.
The Central Registrar of the Republic of Macedonia is an authority institution for registration of the
businesses in the country. After the modifications of the existing legislature, from the end of 2008 the
registration time for the new businesses was reduced to 4 hours in total. In addition, starting from
2008, began an electronic submission of the annual business reports of the enterprises in Macedonia
and that enabled faster processing of the annual business data. Many times, the overall costs of
enterprise registration have been reduced.
4. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION REFORM AND THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
From the above activities it is easier to realize the fact that the reform strategy will have a political,
social and economic consequence upon the country’s administrative system. In all reform activities
can be easily realized the economic momentum and that is: “saving public money”, “improving
productivity, effectiveness and efficiency” and “accelerating entrepreneurship behaviour” in the public
sector.
In all activity areas (public finances, human resource management, e-government & management and
corruption) can be noticed the general intention for saving public money. That is somewhat a
“condition sine qua non” of the reform. From budget adoption procedures to the external financial
control, the main purpose is the control of public money spending.
The same can be realized from the human resource management activities. From human resource
planning, to the planned system of public salaries & benefits the main purpose is creating professional,
knowledgeable and flexible public sector workforce that will be productive, efficient and effective on
the workplace.
The purpose of e-government and e-management is promoting public sector entrepreneurship behavior
among the public sector employees. The further computerization will enable the public sector
employees to think from the entrepreneurial side of the public organization. E-governance means
faster and much less expensive administrative transactions. E-management means public investing in
projects that can double the financial resources of the public organization. Both of them, if
appropriately implemented, promote speedy, effective and efficient way of spending public money.
Finally, the presence of high level of bribe and corruption among the public employees can undermine
all the good intentions and actions of the Strategy. There is no efficiency, effectiveness and
productivity on public workplace if there are corruptive behaviors and abuse of public money. The
corruption can diminish or even eliminate all the positive economic effects of the reform Strategy.
Thus, curtailing corruption is a condition sine qua non for any positive economic effects that are
expected from the Strategy implementation. The economic impact of the public administration reform
can be modeled and is depictured in Figure 1 below.
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Public Finances

HRM

NATIONAL ECONOMY

E-Government & Management
Corruption

Fig. 1. Modelling public administration reform impact on the national economy in the Republic of
Macedonia.
However, what we are primarily concerned in this research are the numbers. There is no evaluation
methodology or precise and real economic estimates of every institutional action during the reform
process on the national economy. The Strategy and its Action plan are based purely on theoretical
grounds and it lacks a real practical implication on the national economy expressed in numbers (in
money value expressed in denars).
The Strategy (very similar to the Strategy from 1999), however, does not describe the planned
activities in economic terms nor the public money needed for preparing and implementing each of the
planned activity. Again, the Strategy seriously lacks economic explanation of the impact of the reform
activities on the national economy expressed in numbers.
If we analyze the both Action plans from May, 1999 and December, 2010 we will consider the fact
that besides the proposed measures, activities, the competent institution/s, time-line framework and
indicators for activities tracking, there are no any economic projections of the positive economic
effects that each of those undertook activities will initiate in the society. In other words, there is no
real numerical economic data that can be a real economic indicator of what economic changes can be
expected in the national economy after the public sector reform (Strategy for Public Administration
Reform: Action Plan, 2010).
In order to empirically test the model of influence (depictured in above Figure 1), there is an immense
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need of numbers. The data does not exist at the moment and the research can not empirically prove the
economic effects (if any) on the national economy. That is the biggest concern and real handicap for
this type of research in present and any other same or similar research in the future.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
After almost 20 years of Macedonian independence to date, the Macedonian governments did not
provide any real economic analysis of the public sector reform activities that they undertook on the
national economy. The two main documents that are of particular interest to public service reform
were the two Strategies and its Action plans from May 1999 and December 2010. Both Strategies are
lacking an important analysis of the economic impact of the reform concepts on the national economy.
Both Strategies are very theoretical and its Action plans do not describe the activities in economic
terms. There are just theoretical assumptions in areas of intervention (public finances, human resource
management, E-government & management and corruption) without real expected economic output of
each planned activity on the national economy expressed in numbers.
It seems that both Strategies are “the best desires” of the political party elites on power and not the real
economic impact that will have those activities on the national economy. We fully agree that both
Strategies (particularly the Strategy from December 2010) are very well prepared documents with an
accent on the most important areas of intervention. And they are very difficult to implement. It
requires a huge amount of public investments, time and people involved for the Action plan of the
Strategy to be successfully implemented. Even then, the citizens and researchers have the last word to
say about the results of the implementation.
Macedonia already has a “rich” experience with the reform Strategy from May 1999. The Strategy
ended as a big failure in every aspect of the society. By today, the public finances are not well
planned, organized and controlled. In the field of human resource management, there is no
professional planning, organizing, training and development of the public sector employees. Egovernment is still far away from the E-government and management development level in most
European countries. Finally, there is no any successful progress in the area of corruption. There are
just numerous declarative steps on purely theoretical grounds without any empirical economic analysis
of the impact of the reform activities on the national economy.
Besides the minor positive effects, today’s global economic recession requires very serious public
sector reform activities measured and expressed in real numbers. There is no “space” for political
agendas and declarative rhetoric of the official authorities in Macedonia. The high unemployment rate,
low-level investments and decreased production must be permanently resolved by measuring,
assessing and implementing all the theoretically defined concepts in the practise. Otherwise, the
principles of “saving public money”, “improving productivity, effectiveness and efficiency” and
“accelerating entrepreneurship behaviour” in the public sector can not be implemented in the national
economy. In other words, the Strategy for public sector reform must be an inherent part of the overall
national economic strategy for improving the economic system in times of global recession.
As a final recommendation for future same or similar research is the empirical test of the relationships
between the five variables in the model (national economy as an independent and public finance,
human resource management, E-government & management and corruption as dependent variables).
The quantitative approach in calculating correlation and regression analysis will have a full scientific
legitimacy in researching the positive or negative economic effects of each of the public sector reform
areas on the national economy. The current and all future Governments in the Republic of Macedonia
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must provide numerical economic calculations of each activity that they undertook for public sector
reform. Unfortunately, because of lack of numerical data the quantitative approach in this research was
not feasible at this point. Thus, the answer to the central research question in this paper: What
economic implications can initiate the current Strategy of Public Administration Reform in the
Republic of Macedonia; can not be answered from the aspect of quantitative scientific research
approach. The answer of the question requires numerical data for testing the relationships in the model
and is the most important recommendation for future same or similar research in the field.
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Abstracts
This article is devoted to actual problems in improving the management efficiency by state ownership
in Russia, which is considered on an example of the state unitary enterprises activity. The state unitary
enterprises represent the special form of the commercial organizations, whose property belongs to the
state. Incomes of their activity make a considerable part of non-tax incomes of the budget. At the same
time, as shows the analysis presented in article, this form of business still remains opaque and lowprofit, that demands working out of new approaches for improving the efficiency of the unitary
enterprises activity in Russia.
Key words: state unitary enterprises, low-profit, efficiency, control, estimation of quantity and
efficiency
One of the major operating conditions of modern economic systems is transition of the world
community to qualitatively new level of development of national economies. In many respects it is
connected with activization of an industrial policy where the special urgency is got by questions of
increase of management efficiency state ownership as incomes of this process make a considerable
part of non-tax incomes of the budget. It as a whole concerns problems of management of financial
and economic activity of the state and municipal unitary enterprises.
The unitary enterprise it agree item 1 of item 113 of the Civil code of the Russian Federation the
commercial organization which has been not allocated with the property right to property, fixed for it
the proprietor admits. The specified property can be transferred to the unitary enterprise on the basis of
the right of economic conducting or an operational administration, and the state and municipal
controls can be the proprietor. Thus, in the form of the unitary enterprises the state and municipal
enterprises can be created only.
Despite realization from the beginning of 1990th of the large-scale program of privatization of the
state ownership, the largest proprietor in Russia till now – the state to which belongs more than 40 %
of the property. About 75 thousand unitary enterprises (including regional and municipal) carry out the
activity on the right of economic conducting and more than 5 thousand on the terms of an operational
administration [1].
Last years a question on expediency of such organizational-legal pattern of ownership as the unitary
enterprise is a subject of serious scientific discussions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In program documents of the
government of the Russian Federation the problem of reorganization of the state unitary enterprises
through narrowing and liquidation of application of this legal institute at the expense of transformation
or into the state enterprises, or into economic societies was put.
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The economic problems which have arisen in the late nineties in sphere of management by state
ownership have been connected by that long time there was no law on the unitary enterprises. In
particular, «spontaneous privatization» was observed so-called. In this case the unitary enterprises
could create affiliated structures and actually gratuitously and uncontrolled use (in certain cases even
illegally to privatize) state ownership that has led to loss of actives on a number of branches on 60-80
%. Now according to the Law of the Russian Federation «About the state and municipal unitary
enterprises» (from 11/14/2002) the unitary enterprise has now no such possibility.
The problem consists also that the unitary enterprises had considerable economic independence at low
responsibility before the proprietor (the state, municipality). A consequence of it of a steel: absence of
control of financial streams, result of that are symbolical payments of the state (municipal) unitary
enterprises in budgets of different level; artificial overestimate of the cost price of production, state
ownership reduction for the account of "a conclusion of actives» unitary enterprises; weak
controllability the state unitary enterprises.
Actually interest of the state is reduced to control of timeliness and completeness of receipt of tax
payments from the enterprise in the budget that isn't to the state unitary enterprises specifically
inherent only on the right of economic conducting. Control of tax revenues is equally carried out under
the relation to all managing subjects of economy. It testifies to necessity of formation and application
of system of indicators of control (monitoring) of financial and economic activity of such enterprises.
Now the confirmed list of indicators of activity of the state unitary enterprises of federal value
supervised by the state and the joint-stock companies which actions are in the federal property
operates: a gain (net) from sale of the goods, production, works, services (behind a minus of the tax to
the added cost, excises and similar obligatory payments); net profit; the part of profit which is subject
to transfer in the federal budget; an enterprise net wealth. However these indicators are absolute. To a
greater extent it is possible to judge efficiency of activity on relative indicators (to profitability, asset
conversion cycle etc.), estimated in comparison with industry average values.
With a view of realization of effective control the proprietor should supervise process of drawing up
and the statement of the business plan of the state unitary enterprise and its investment programs.
Responsibility for their performance should be assigned to directors and the authorized representatives
of the proprietor. To control from a state structure should be exposed not only achievement of the
planned indicators, but also distribution of financial streams, their target use and safety of the state
property transferred to the state unitary enterprise in economic conducting.
According to the Law «About the state and municipal unitary enterprises» (from 11/14/2002) the
proprietor of property defines an order of drawing up and the statement of indicators of the plan of
financial and economic activity of the unitary enterprise. Mainframes of the plan of financial and
economic activity of the state unitary or state enterprise can be: output planning in natural and cost
expression; planning of increase of efficiency of use of the cores and circulating assets; planning of
number working and payments; planning of financial maintenance is industrial-economic activities;
planning of efficiency and financial results; planning of investments into the basic circulating assets; a
substantiation of expenses.
The important mechanism of influence on public sector functioning is corporatization the state
(municipal) unitary enterprises. However in this case actually anything, except the organizational-legal
form won't change also any strengthening of control over public sector won't occur. Moreover, for the
state and municipal unitary enterprises any actions on alienation of property without the consent of the
proprietor – the states, municipality (item 295 of the Civil code) are impossible, and for joint-stock
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companies of such restrictions isn't provided. Therefore to corporatization the unitary enterprises it is
necessary to approach with a certain share of care.
At the same time, in case of transformation of the unitary enterprises to joint-stock companies from
100 % of shares of the state capital, there are possibilities in addition to use such economic levers, as:
reception of commercial credits and loans on the security of actions; sale of a part of actions to the
investors interested in development of the enterprise; attraction of additional investments at the
expense of new issues of actions.
The enterprises with the state participation make an appreciable part of managing subjects in economy
public sector. One of the main tasks in regulation of their activity is maintenance of as much as
possible profitable use of shares belonging to the state and actions, however it is impossible to forget
and about noncommercial activity making them. It is necessary to raise essentially efficiency of the
mechanism of management of shares of property belonging to the state. It as already it was marked
above, is possible at the expense of development of institute of confidential proprietors and managing
directors. With a view of increase of interest, responsibility of confidential proprietors and managing
directors in work with the state shares it is expedient to provide granting to the managing director of
an option for acquisition of all or a part of operated property. It is possible to give the same right to the
investor providing large investments into the enterprise where the state owns a property share.
Plenipotentiaries of the state in directing bodies of the mixed enterprises should provide interests of
the state.
The analysis of a current state of public sector of the majority of subjects of the Russian Federation
leads to a conclusion about necessity of the further preservation of a part of their objects for state
ownership. In our opinion, the state enterprises have the right to existence in certain socially
significant branches of public sector – housing and communal services, transport, communication.
Activity of the state unitary enterprises in such branches should be regulated by following
mechanisms:
- Working out of long-term plans and programs of their activity;
- An operational administration financial and economic activity;
- Placing of the city order for production (services);
- An establishment of the limiting prices and tariffs for production (services);
- An establishment of proportions of distribution of profit, an order of its transfer in the budget;
- Application of contract system of hiring of heads and managing directors;
- Application of flexible system of material stimulation of an administrative board.
It is necessary to provide the separate account of commercial and noncommercial activity carried out
within the limits of one unitary enterprise to avoid cross subsidizing. These problems also are actual
for official agencies. Within the limits of the mechanism of management by activity of official
agencies the question on a target expenditure of the means received from rent of the state property
should be solved. In the conditions of insufficiency of budgetary financing it is expedient to consider
the problem on granting большей freedom балансодержателем federal property in a choice of
directions of use of the means received from rent and subrent, premises fixed to them, in particular on
repair, a hardware, others capital and operational expenditure.
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Features of management of the state ownership fixed to the state enterprises, are caused in many
respects by not market character of their activity. The point of view according to which, the quantity
of the state enterprises should be to the minimum and rigidly caused requirements of the state [6] is
represented, in our opinion, proved. Control of activity of the state enterprises of concrete state
problems created, as a rule, for the sake of the decision, is carried out also with accent not so much on
growth financial and cost indexes, how many on timely and qualitative performance of the problems
formulated by the proprietor. Control of use of financial resources and property is included also into
the list of problems of the government. All parameters of activity of the state enterprise are rigidly set
by the state, up to specifications of distribution of profit and withdrawal in the budget of its free rest.
Absence of degrees of freedom facilitates a control and management problem, but deprives the
enterprise of stimulus of growth and independent development. In this connection the number of the
state enterprises should be minimum [3].
It is necessary to notice that low investment appeal of the state (municipal) unitary enterprises that
speaks a complex of the reasons [6]:
1. The state (municipal) unitary enterprises don't possess the property right to property used by them,
therefore can't use to the full the ways of maintenance of own obligations provided by the civil
legislation (pledge, deduction, the guarantee, a bank guarantee etc.).
2. According to item 64 of the Civil code of the Russian Federation calculations with creditors
(investors) of the state (municipal) unitary enterprises in case of their liquidation are made in last turn
as obligations to them haven't been provided by pledge.
3. The state (municipal) unitary enterprises have no possibility to use to the full available financial
toolkit, for example, bonds for attraction of investments.
4. Reception full and trustworthy information about the state (municipal) unitary enterprises for
investors is complicated. This results from the fact that unlike open joint-stock companies concerning
the state (municipal) unitary enterprises there is no legislatively fixed duty to publish in mass media of
the obligatory annual reporting (the balance sheet, the report on profits and losses, etc.).
The state (municipal) unitary enterprises have the right to carry out only those kinds of activity which
are directly provided in its constituent documents. However the majority of investors, as a rule, don’t
satisfy special (authorized) legal capacity of the unitary enterprises.
6. The regulatory and legal framework of state regulation of activity of the unitary enterprises is
insufficient. First of all, it means unacceptably high degree of unpredictability for potential investors
of possible actions of the state in relation to the unitary enterprises.
7. Unpredictability of a policy of the state in relation to the state (municipal) unitary enterprises on the
nearest and remote prospect.
8. Investors have no sufficient experience with the state (municipal) unitary enterprises. Therefore the
main source of investments in the unitary enterprises is their own means.
In summary we will notice that the mechanism of management of state ownership as a whole and the
state (municipal) unitary enterprises in particular needs perfection. In the developed system of
relations of the property it is necessary to minimize existing lacks. In the light of it, the scenario of
succession of events optimal, in our opinion, in sphere of management of the state (municipal)
property (first of all, it concerns activity of the unitary enterprises) consists in the following.
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First, it is necessary to make an estimation of quantity and efficiency of activity of the unitary
enterprises, having broken them subsequently into groups depending on results of estimation.
Secondly, to carry out reorganization of the inefficient unitary enterprises according to the special
program (by corporatization or transfer in the state enterprises).
Thirdly, for the enterprises which will be left in former pattern of ownership (unitary) to develop
system of the supervising indicators characterizing efficiency of their activity, and also the mechanism
of responsibility of heads for their performance.
Fourthly, by reorganization of the unitary enterprises it is necessary to consider the social importance
of their activity.
Fifthly, to give particular attention development of relations of rent (including collective) and trust
management, having solved economic contradictions legislatively considered above in their
functioning.
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Abstract
Global cruise market is very dynamic and it is characterised by constant changes in offer and demand.
Extraordinary growth of demand for cruises that is registered in the last years in all generative
markets confirms that the demand for cruise market is still growing. Increasing number of companies
with mega ships fleet, large concentration of ships in some Mediterranean ports, limited possibilities
of Mediterranean ports/cities for accommodation of large ships raises the question of the positive and
negative effects ratio of cruise tourism to leisure tourism, economy, life of local population, the
environment of the tourist destination etc. Dubrovnik, as one of the leading ports in Mediterranean
and leading port in Croatia is also faced with the emphasised concentration of traffic in just a few
days of the week and only part of the day with passengers' short stay at the destination. Simultaneous
calls of several ships in the port and larger number of cruise passengers in Dubrovnik requires better
organisation of passenger accommodation, better co-operation of everyone who is directly or
indirectly involved with cruise tourism and the formation of an authority that will manage the cruise
tourism in Dubrovnik. The paper offers solutions that are a good basis for the strategic planning of
demand and destination product management and determines model of authority organisation that
would manage the development of cruise tourism in Dubrovnik in accordance with sustainable
development.
Key words: cruise tourism, management, authority, Dubrovnik, sustainable development

1. INTRODUCTION
Dubrovnik is the leading Croatian cruise destination with 80% of the traffic in Croatian part of
Adriatic. Thanks to its distinct tourist potential, cultural and historical and natural resources as well as
geographical – most convenient port between Venice and Greek ports, Dubrovnik became “must see”
destination in ships’ itineraries on East Mediterranean cruises. As a leading cruise destination in the
Croatian part of Adriatic, Dubrovnik is going through a phase of progressive growth. Although cruise
tourism brings many benefits, large concentration of cruise ships and passengers in a short interval of
time requires better organisation of reception, better co-operation of all stakeholders involved in cruise
tourism and the establishment of an authority that would manage the cruise tourism in Dubrovnik.
The main problem that occurs in designing the authority for the management of cruise tourism is a
large variety of stakeholders who directly or indirectly participate in certain segments of the cruise
tourism as well as their week coordination. Week organization of all participants with inadequate
transport infrastructure, leads to need for the establishment of an authority that would manage the
development of cruise tourism in the destination Dubrovnik and enable sustainable tourism
development.
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2. THE FEATURES OF CRUISE TOURISM IN THE WORLD
The cruise industry is achieving more than 9% percent average annual growth since 1970, when an
estimated 500,000 people took a cruise thus becoming the fastest growing segment of the travel
industry. Cruise lines have expanded itineraries over the years to include more diverse ports of call
and convenient embarkation ports as well as innovative onboard amenities and facilities.
Cruise tourism has become a mass phenomenon and increasingly more passengers worldwide are
choosing this form of vacation. In comparison with international tourism, the world cruise industry is
showing pronounced dynamic growth. In the early 80s, cruise tourism noted slightly less than two
million passengers. The number of passengers – tourists on cruises from 1980-1999 increased by 385%
or 8.7% on average annually. The trend of growing demand continued, and in 2009, there were 17.5
million cruise passengers.
Table 1. International demand for cruises (mil. passengers)
1999

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

North America

5.86

9.14

9.96

10.38

10.45

10.29

10.40

Europe

1.88

2.80

3.15

3.44

4.05

4.46

5.00

Rest of the world

0.85

1.13

1.21

1.29

1.37

1.45

2.10

Total

8.59

13.07

14.32

15.11

15.87

16.20

17.50

Source: Contribution of cruise tourism to the economies of Europe (2010), prepared by G.P. Wild
(International) Limited and Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 4.
The increasing number of cruise passengers has also had an effect on business strategies of cruise
companies, and on the internationalization of their business. The ship has become a tourist destination
that travels from destination to destination, and is therefore a unique example of the deterritorialization
of the tourist destination itself.
The biggest generating market is North American market with 59.4% share and the second most
important generating market is Europe with 28.6% share in 2009.44
The leading cruise region is the Caribbean, followed by the Mediterranean. Cruise companies are
constantly searching for new destinations and successfully encourage the increase in demand. The
reasons of the high average annual passenger growth rate are:


Cruise tourism has become a mass phenomenon



The internationalization of cruise companies (three large corporations dominate the cruise
market, they account for 78% of the total number of berths).

44

Contribution of Cruise Tourism to the Economies of Europe (2010), prepared by G.P. Wild (International)
Limited and Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 4.
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The appearance of gigantism in the industry - the main reason for building increasingly
larger ships is the economy of scale and the increase in demand for cruise vacations



The transformation of large cruise ship in a uniquely deterritorialized destination in a
number of senses (deterritorialization of tourist destinations, capital and labour force)



High value for money



Successful implementation of marketing strategies.

Cruise fleets are on the rise. There are increasingly more large ships that can carry more than 3000
passengers. The appearance of gigantism in the cruise industry was primarily conditioned by economic
reasons and the dynamic and continuous growths in demand.
100.000 gt and over - 33%
80.000 - 100.000 gt - 23%
50.000 - 80.000 gt - 24%
20.000 - 50.000 gt - 15%
Up to 20.000 gt - 5%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

ship size - gt %

Fig. 1. World active cruise fleet by gt-size class as of July 1 st, 2010 (in gt-%)
Source: Shipping Statistics and Market Review (2010), Volume 54, No. 8, Institute of Shipping
Economics and Logistics (ISL), Bremen, pp. 10.
More than half of the world active fleet are megaships (larger than 80.000 gt with more than 2.000
passengers). Two biggest ships on the world are Oasis of the Seas and Allure of the Seas (company
Royal Caribbean International) whose capacity is 5400 lower berths and 220 000 gross tonnages.
Today, three large corporations dominate the cruise market. They account for 78% of the total number
of berths. Two leading global corporations - Carnival Corporation and Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines
have over 69% of the total lower berths of world cruise ship fleet, followed by Star Cruises with 8.5%.
European companies are growing stronger as well.45
The cruise tourism in the Mediterranean stared it rapid growth in the 1990s. In the period 1993 – 2009
the demand for cruise trips in the Mediterranean increased significantly, from 3.6 million pax/nights to
27.2 million pax/nights46

45

Shipping Statistics and Market Review (2010), Volume 54, No. 8, Institute of Shipping Economics
and Logistics (ISL), Bremen, pp. 11.
46
Methodology for MedCruise Port Evaluation & Mediterranean Market Report (2002), pp 33,
[www.medcruise.com/filebank/documents/port_evaluation_med_market.pdf]; Contribution of Cruise
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Last few years have shown an increase in demand for Mediterranean cruises from all the world
markets, especially European, undeniably influencing the tourist movements in the region.
Mediterranean is the second cruise tourism region in the world and leading region in Europe. It is
positioned as a region with a large cultural and natural diversity. Because of the large number of port
of calls Mediterranean itineraries offer something for every passenger and give them a multicultural
experience. The European market increase in demand for cruise tourism is closely connected to the
development of the Mediterranean as a cruise tourism region because travelers mostly decide to cruise
in the areas closer to their place of residence. Mediterranean is the favorite cruise tourism region for
Europeans.
One of the main shortcomings of Mediterranean as a cruise tourism region is seasonality. Cruising
season is from March/April to October/November. Some European companies leave their ships in
Mediterranean throughout the year and promote the concept of a whole year cruise tourism in the
region. With the increased interest of North Americans for Mediterranean cruises and development of
European generating markets, the concept is getting more pronounced. Mild climate is also
contributing to the development of the whole year cruise tourism.
One of the indicators of the cruise industry development in Mediterranean is a continued growth in
number and capacity of the ships. Because of the increase in demand for Mediterranean cruises, more
and more cruising companies are present in the region. Large number of North American companies
brings their ships in the Mediterranean, and European companies, traditionally oriented towards
Europe and Mediterranean invest in building more ships with bigger capacity. Capacity calculated by
number of lower berths in 2009 in comparison with 2001 doubled (from 85.242 to 176.019 berths)47
Together with the increasing number of cruise companies and ships in the Mediterranean, the size of
the ships sailing in the region has also increased. Cruise companies, encouraged by the growth of
demand from North American markets for the European cruises, development of the European
generating markets and the possibility of better usage of large ships' capacities, are placing ships with
increased capacities that used to sail mainly in the Caribbean in the region. Increase in number of
megaships in the Mediterranean is also influenced by the fact that many cruise companies only have
mega-ships in their fleet.
Cruise tourism brings many benefits to home ports, ports of call and coastal regions. Many
Mediterranean ports are included in itineraries because of the tourist attractiveness of the city area they
are a part of. Ship docking in ports for a day or a few hours does not only mean increased traffic in the
ports, but also increased travel and expenditure of tourists in the city and region by buying trips, food
and drinks, visiting cultural and historical sights etc.
Positive impact of cruise industry on visited ports:


Significant economic impact in port regions, cities and countries



Positive promotion of ports/cities

Tourism to the Economies of Europe (2010), prepared by G.P. Wild (International) Limited and Business
Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 5.
47

Lloyd’s Cruise International (2002), Issue 57, Informa Publishing Group, London, pp. 21; Contribution of
Cruise Tourism to the Economies of Europe, prepared by G.P. Wild (International) Limited and Business
Research & Economic Advisors, 2010, pp. 5
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Significant number of jobs generated by the cruise industry



Cruise tourism is an important vehicle for sampling destination areas to which passengers
may return on a land-based vacation (80% of cruise passengers agree with this statement)

According to the study Contribution of cruise tourism to the economies of Europe Direct spending by
cruise lines and their passengers and crew was 14,1 billion euros in 2009.48
The spending pattern of a cruise tourist is different from that of an ordinary tourist. As a cruise ship
provides the accommodation and related services during the journey, the expenditures in a destination
of visit are mainly driven by what the destination has to offer.
Negative impact of cruise industry on visited ports:


Overcrowded ports and tourist attractions that can have negative influences on land based
tourism and the quality of life of the local inhabitants



Environmental impact on port regions and on a more general basis on Europe as a whole



Growth has led to capacity issues in ports, surrounding port regions, and tourist attractions

The spontaneous development of cruise tourism in many Mediterranean countries increased the
negative effects of cruise tourism, especially in smaller Mediterranean ports of call. Despite the
negative impact on the development of sustainable tourism, cruise tourism has an important role in the
strategy of tourism development of many Mediterranean countries because of the significant economic
impact.
3. LEADING MEDITERRANEAN PORTS
The bigger significance of Mediterranean in the world cruise market is evident through the
development of Mediterranean coastal areas, development of home ports and ports of call, which are
today, by the number of passengers, among the leading world ports.
As a home port, based on the number of passengers, Barcelona is the first port in the Mediterranean.
Second place is held by Civitavecchia, followed by Piraeus and Venice, while Palma de Mallorca is
among the ports with more than a million passengers.
First place in Europe by the number of transit passengers is held by Naples with more than 1,26
million passengers. Dubrovnik is in the second place with almost 850 000 passengers, followed by
Livorno/Leghorn, La Goulette and Nice/Villefranche. Dubrovnik presents an important point on the
route between Eastern and Western Europe because of its favorable position while cultural and
historical sights also make it a must see destination.

48

Contribution of cruise tourism to the economies of Europe (2010), prepared by G.P. Wild (International)
Limited and Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 2
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Table 2. Major Mediterranean Home Ports 2006 – 2009 (cruise passengers)
Port

Country

2006.

2007.

2008.

2009.

Barcelona

Spain

1.407.179

1.765.838

2.069.651

2.151.465

Civitavecchia

Italy

1.051.702

1.586.101

1.818.616

1.802.938

Piraeus

Greece

771.241

1.000.000

1.290.000

1.500.000

Venice

Italy

885.664

1.003.529

1.215.088

1.420.980

Palma de Mallorca

Spain

923.868

1.048.906

1.131.147

1.056.215

Savona

Italy

592.038

761.000

772.000

712.681

Genoa

Italy

473.333

520.197

547.905

671.468

Source: Contribution of cruise tourism to the economies of Europe (2007), prepared by G.P. Wild
(International) Limited and Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 9; Contribution of cruise
tourism to the economies of Europe (2010), prepared by G.P. Wild (International) Limited and
Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 6.
Table 3. Key Mediterranean Ports-of-Call (cruise passengers)
PORT

COUNTRY

2006.

2007.

2008.

2009.

Naples

Italy

971.874

1.151.345

1.237.078

1.265.000

Dubrovnik

Croatia

624.200

-

852.000

846.000

Livorno

Italy

607.848

713.144

849.050

795.313

La Goulette

Tunisia

575.346

-

820.000

752.000

Nice/Villefranche

France

466.267

559.411

708.785

742.668

Kusadasi

Turkey

-

-

560.000

645.000

Marseille

France

430.000

434.087

540.000

622.300

Bari

Italy

303.338

351.897

465.739

567.885

Malaga

Spain

223.180

290.558

352.875

487.955

Palermo

Italy

320.632

471.395

537.721

478.900

Valletta

Malta

397.673

487.817

556.861

441.913

Gibraltar

UK dep

210.799

275.993

308.989

348.199

Limassol

Cyprus

448.815

427.408

376.296

320.467

Source: Contribution of cruise tourism to the economies of Europe (2008), prepared by G.P. Wild
(International) Limited and Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 6.; Contribution of cruise
tourism to the economies of Europe (2010), prepared by G.P. Wild (International) Limited and
Business Research & Economic Advisors, pp. 6.
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4. CRUISE TOURISM IN DUBROVNIK
Dubrovnik is one of the main ports of call in the Adriatic sea and the leading port of call in Croatia
with the traffic of 1.025.089 passengers in 2010. The existing situation and the development of cruise
tourism in Dubrovnik should be considered in the wider context, i.e. in the context of the whole
Mediterranean region and the global market trends in cruise industry.
The city of Dubrovnik is faced with the problem of a large concentration of cruise ships and
passengers in a short interval of time and the problem of inadequate organisation of passenger and
ships reception at the destination. Increasing number of mega ships, huge concentration of cruise ships
in the harbour and limited possibilities for reception of big ships are starting to raise a question if
positive or negative effects of cruise tourism are prevailing in impacting the leisure tourism, economy
and life of local population as well as environment of the tourist destination.
Table 4. Cruise passengers in Dubrovnik
Number of cruise calls

Number of passengers

Port of
Gruž

Old Town
port

Total

Port of
Gruž

Old Town
port

Total

1998.

118

28

146

59.331

30.449

89.780

1999.

28

4

32

13.808

1.359

15.167

2000.

107

61

168

61.591

65.250

126.841

2001.

178

101

279

95.031

110.064

205.095

2002.

221

122

343

114.952

149.950

264.902

2003.

361

119

480

259.705

135.637

395.342

2004.

357

147

504

260.801

196.533

457.334

2005.

382

171

553

297.466

213.175

510.641

2006.

394

180

574

367.321

235.726

603.047

2007.

429

177

606

435.489

242.280

677.769

2008.

502

197

699

569.020

281.360

850.380

2009.

448

185

633

573.742

272.292

846.034

2010

526

179

705

719 374

305715

1.025.089

Source: According to Statistical reports from Port Authority of Dubrovnik
In 1998-2010 period there was an increase in number of cruise passengers in Dubrovnik for 1042%; in
port of Gruž for 1112% with the average growth rate of 23,1% and the Old Town port for 904% with
average growth rate of 21,2%. In the given period, number of calls in port of Gruž increased at the
average growth rate of 13,3% and the Old Town port at the growth rate of 16,7%.
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The analysis of the cruise passenger traffic dynamics by months shows that as much as 85% of the
traffic takes place from May to October and the peak of season is July, August and September.49
Tourist attractions are an important motive for coming to a destination and influence the experience of
the destination. The main tourist resource for Dubrovnik is the Old town with its cultural and historical
sites. For most cruise passengers this resource is an obligatory part of the visit that also requires all the
time available at the destination.
Dubrovnik as a cruise destination is marked by the mega cruisers traffic in the contemporary segment
(42,5%), short stay of ships in the port and the fact that it is the main Croatian port for most of the
itineraries. The main characteristics of cruises on mega ships are large number of passengers (more
than 2000), short stay at the destination, extremely abundant offer of facilities on the ship and the
duration of cruise most often three, four or seven days.50
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Fig. 2. Cruise calls in Dubrovnik in 2010 according to ship size
Source: Autors according to Statistical reports from Port Authority of Dubrovnik
Analysis of calls according to size of the ship shows that the most represented are the mega ships with
more than 2000 passengers (31,8%), then very small ships with up to 200 passengers (21,2%) and mid
size ships with 500-1.200 passengers (20,2%).

49

Integrirano upravljanje kretanjem brodova i putnika na pomorskim krstarenjima u Dubrovniku (2011) Odjel za
ekonomiju i poslovnu ekonomiju, Sveučilište u Dubrovniku, Dubrovnik, pp. 37
50

Ibid., pp.31
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High representation of mega ships (31,8%) and mid size ships (20,2%) in the total traffic in cruises in
Dubrovnik, the constant growth and their concentration at weekends are creating problems in
reception of passengers because of the limited reception capacities and inadequate organisation of all
stakeholders who participate in certain segments of the cruise tourism. Problems are especially
emphasised in the high season because of the one day visitors and tourist in city and the surroundings.
Since the cruise tourism is less marked by seasonality than leisure tourism it can play an important
part in prolonging the tourist season. Many cruise companies are already advertising the year-round
Mediterranean cruises.
By investing exclusively into development of ports infrastructure for reception of cruise ships and
passengers and by improving organisation in ports it is not possible to solve the problem of negative
impacts of cruise tourism. Simultaneous mooring of several ships in the port and larger number of
cruise passengers in Dubrovnik requires better organisation of reception, better co-operation of all
participants directly and indirectly involved in cruise tourism and the establishment of an authority
that would manage the cruise tourism in Dubrovnik.

5. ORGANIZATION OF DUBROVNIK CRUISE MANAGEMENT CENTRE (DCMC),
MANAGING,
ADVISORY AND
COORDINATION
AUTHORITY FOR
THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CRUISE TOURISM
The main problem that occurs in organization of managing, advisory and coordinating authority for
the management of cruise tourism is a large variety of stakeholders who participate in certain
segments of the organization of cruise tourism (government bodies and institutions, the County
governing authorities, City of Dubrovnik and its services, Port Authorities, shipping companies,
Dubrovnik-Neretva County Tourist Board, Dubrovnik Tourist Board, travel agencies, shipping
agencies, Dubrovnik County Chamber, tourist workers in Crafts Chamber of Dubrovnik-Neretva
County, various NGOs and local population).
The biggest lack of development of cruise tourism is very low level of organization and unsatisfied
coordination of all stakeholders who are actively involved in this type of tourism. Unsatisfied
organization of all participants with inadequate road infrastructure lead to one of the biggest problems
of Dubrovnik, traffic congestion. Therefore, the City of Dubrovnik started a series of systematic
actions necessary to allow the season to provide quality services to tourists, to reduce traffic load and
facilitate sustainable tourism development (since 2007 Office for traffic, since 2010 Cruise Office and
since 2010 Destination Management Dubrovnik).
Coordination of all activities in the city of Dubrovnik that are connected with cruise tourism is
possible through:


Mutual cooperation among Port of Dubrovnik and Dubrovnik County Port Authority with
City of Dubrovnik, Dubrovnik Tourist Board (with the Cruise Office) and County
Chamber of Dubrovnik,



Common appearances at trade fairs and events related to cruise tourism and tourism
promotion of tourism offer of Dubrovnik,



Joint development and distribution of promotional materials, marketing, advertising and
other activities related to the improvement of the routes,
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Activation of all activities of tourist offer on providing quality services, especially for
passengers on cruise ships, with the aim of sustainable development of tourist destination.

Complexity and diversity of all stakeholders affects the development of cruise tourism. Because of this
it is necessary to organize managing, advisory and coordinating authority, Dubrovnik Cruise
Management Centre (DCMC) such as managing, advisory and coordinating authority. It should act
through the work of two working groups - to broader and narrower structure. The broader part of
representatives and deputy representatives of the institutions mentioned bellow work at the highest
level of management. These representatives should be responsible for strategic decision making,
setting guidelines and proposing methods and mechanisms for achievement of objectives, tasks and
strategies:


Representative / Deputy Representative of City of Dubrovnik



Representative / Deputy Representative of Port Authority of Dubrovnik



Representative / Deputy Representative of County Port Authority,



Representative /Deputy Representative of Dubrovnik-Neretva County Tourist Board,



Representative / Deputy Representative of Dubrovnik Tourist Board,



Representative / Deputy representatives of County Chamber of Dubrovnik,



Representative / Deputy Representative of Destination Management Dubrovnik,



Representative / Deputy Representative of Office for traffic,



Representative / Deputy Representative of the professional group of hoteliers and
restaurateurs of County Chamber of Dubrovnik,



Representative / Deputy Representative of shipping agency,



Representative / Deputy representatives of largest travel agencies,



Representative / Deputy Representative of medium and small travel agencies,



Representative / Deputy Representative of guild caterers and tourist workers of Crafts
Chamber of Dubrovnik-Neretva County,



Secretary.

While the narrower structure included representatives of port authorities and private sector
representatives (representatives and deputy representatives should represent the institution that works
business on the middle level management) that are directly or indirectly involved in development of
cruise tourism:


Representative / Deputy Representative of Port Authority of Dubrovnik,



Representative / Deputy Representative of County Port Authority,



Representative / Deputy Representative of the professional group of hoteliers and
restaurateurs of County Chamber of Dubrovnik,



Representative / Deputy Representative of shipping agency,



Representative / Deputy Representative of large travel agencies,
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Representative / Deputy Representative of medium and small travel agencies,



Representative / Deputy Representative of guild caterers and tourist workers of Crafts
Chamber of Dubrovnik-Neretva County,



Secretary.

Narrow structure of DCMC principally should act as an operational working group responsible for
identification of the present state of tourism in the cruise tourism destination, Dubrovnik and everyday
problems in the field. The main role of the narrow structure is to propose possible solutions to
perceived problems to the broader structure of DCMC, who would then suggest possible solutions
sought to operational.
It is proposed to appoint a representative - coordinator who will be elected for one year, from among a
wider structure of DCMC. Its primary function will be organization of meetings, coordination of
activities, agenda, chairing meetings and implementation of decisions.
It is proposed to organize meetings of a wider structure three times a year and in season whether it is
necessary several times. The narrow structure should meet at least once a month, and in season if it is
necessary several times a month. Representatives and their deputies elected in DCMC participate in
the work of this authority on the voluntary basis. It is proposed that re-election should be provided
exclusively for Representative - Coordinator. It can be estimated that for the regular formal - legal
operations of the managing, advisory and coordinating authority it would be enough to have a
permanent staff person and the corresponding lower workspace that will perform the work of a
secretary and will be in charge of administrative. The proposed organizational structure locally ensures
horizontal and vertical organizational integration of entities involved in cruise tourism, while being
equally represented in a “top-down and bottom-up”, managing, advisory and coordinating authority is
organized on the principle of flexibility and information flow decision-making process among all the
representatives involved in the work of DCMC.
All members of DCMC have equal rights, responsibilities and obligations.
The common rights of all members involved in the work of DCMC are:


Participation in all activities,



To elect and be elected as a representative – coordinator,



To provide suggestions and initiatives relating to the development and implementation of
activities,



To share and receive information, distribute them to perform consultation and arrange
meetings,



To direct and coordinate activities, relationships, individual and common interests in
accordance with the vision, mission and strategic aims,



To propose participation of DCMC in various actions connected with the sustainable
development of cruise tourism,



To propose the participation of the various actions for promotion of cruise tourism,



To Initiatives for the adoption of measures and regulations to promote the development of
cruise tourism,
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To be notified about the work of DCMC at the end of the financial year.

All members involved in the work of Dubrovnik Cruise Management Centre have obligations and
responsibilities to:


Protect the interests and preserve the reputation of DCMC,



Participate in the work of the Centre and carry out the tasks entrusted to them, implement
the recommendations and conclusions made at the wider structure of DCMC,



Provide data and information needed to carry out aims, strategies, tasks and
responsibilities of DCMC,



Agree to represent all the institutions and authorities,



Develop mutual accountability for implementation of all that is in the competence of
DCMC,



Regularly participate in the work of DCMC.



It is only possible to emphasize individual responsibility for Representative - Coordinator
who will lead the meetings and receive compensation for his/hers work, and refers to the
obligation of making an annual report about undertaken activities, the measures, adopted
and implemented the recommendations with a clear emphasis on planned and realized.

Tasks and responsibilities of DCMC should be aligned with the vision, mission, long-term aims and
strategies of the authority, and should relate primarily to:


Promoting sustainable development of cruise tourism,



Alignment of interests of all parties directly or indirectly involved in the development of
cruise tourism,



Provide full cooperation with all those who directly or indirectly affect the development of
cruise tourism,



Make recommendations on the design of programs for long-term strategic management
implementation,



Provide the necessary assistance in the preparation and implementation of tourism
marketing plan of cruise tourism in Dubrovnik,



Make recommendations about how to plan the operational market research for the
promotion of cruise tourism, it’s organization and supervision of implementation,



Providing the necessary assistance in the preparation of plans and programs of promotion,
and implementation, analysis and evaluation of the effectiveness of promotions of cruise
tourism



Provide the necessary assistance in the preparation of plans and documents necessary for
implementation of development projects,



Providing the necessary assistance to all persons who work on development projects of
Port of Dubrovnik,
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Development of specific plans aimed at increasing number of visitors in Dubrovnik, with
a clear hierarchy of authority and responsibility in cooperation with the Office for traffic,



Encourage the construction of Electronic Data Interface which will contribute to road
safety and Vessel Traffic Management System as the basis for the rationalization of
management,



Create a vision and provide guidance on the development of Dubrovnik as a home port,



Provide guidelines for adaptation and operationalization of the organizational structure of
port authorities to new market conditions,



Issue guidelines to customize operationalization of port charges and fees according to
market conditions,



Encourage the development of human resources,



Conduct workshops for participants who provide services to passengers in order to meet
their needs and enhance the quality of service (value for money),



Provide the necessary assistance in the preparation of a comparative analysis of the
demand of passengers and crew that can be used as a benchmark routes,



Develop and make recommendations to implement an action plan to improve primary and
complementary offer within the old town,



Coordinate cruise tourism operation with major local events - such as the Dubrovnik
Summer Festival,



Better coordination of bus services, particularly the organized excursions and taxi services
in cooperation with the Office for traffic,



Identification of unique shops and souvenirs that can be linked with Dubrovnik and
Croatia,



Guarantee safety at the destination,



Take action to prevent unfair competition in the destination,



Define standards and certifications of quality,



Passenger satisfaction,



Coordinate organization of a welcome party for the ships, crew and passengers in
conjunction with the marketing department of the Port of Dubrovnik and the Dubrovnik
Tourist Board,



The division of individual responsibilities and discussion on implementation,



Determination of the certain activities, deadlines and responsibilities for non /
performance,



Reporting the media about the activities and achievements in the implementation of plans,
programs and projects of the Centre.
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Three models can be proposed for organization of DCMC (authority that operates through: Dubrovnik
Tourist Board, Destination Management Dubrovnik or as a non professional organization). Through
the survey and interviews conducted with the most important stakeholders they all agreed that the best
solution for the organization of the authority is Destination Management Dubrovnik. Port of
Dubrovnik also shares this opinion with other stakeholders: DCMC should be established in the
organizational structure of the Destination Management Dubrovnik. Then the proposals and decisions
made at meetings of that authority would be implemented through the Mayor’s Office and can have a
formal authority.
In January of 2010 on the initiative of Mayor of Dubrovnik Destination Management Dubrovnik was
founded in Dubrovnik as an advisory authority of the Mayor (non-professional organization or
coordinating authority with the primary purpose of responsible destination management). It’s tasks are
clearly and accurately identify common aims of the public sector (long-term aims) and the private
sector (short term business interests of the tourist attractions in the destination), define expected results
within an certain period, to determine the holders of certain activities and time for their
implementation and to take responsibility for non-scheduled.51 Dubrovnik Destination Management
has three aims: to define a vision and strategy for tourism development, to manage tourism destination
and to correct its shortcomings.
In cooperation with Destination Management Dubrovnik and Port Authority of Dubrovnik it is
decided that in the organizational structure of Destination Management Dubrovnik DCMC will be the
organizational unity at the middle level of management and will operate through the Mayor’s Office.
5. CONCLUSION
Due to the tourist potential based on the set of cultural, historical as well as natural resources and a
convenient geographic position, Dubrovnik became unavoidable destination on East Mediterranean
cruises and one of the most important ports of call for mega ships. Extremely high growth rates of
cruise traffic places Dubrovnik among Mediterranean cruise destinations with the highest growth rate.
Development of cruise tourism in Dubrovnik so far has been marked by a constant and dynamic
growth, seasonality with emphasised concentration of traffic in several days of the week and tourists’
short stay at the destination. Problems of congestion are present because of the spatial and
infrastructural limitations but also because of the faults of the model of managing the destination.
Development of cruise tourism in Dubrovnik will directly depend on the level and dynamics of
solving existing problems, more balanced time schedule of ships and passengers, organisation of
reception, travel, transfer and sightseeing, as well as formation and functioning of the authority that
would manage the cruise tourism in Dubrovnik.
This paper proposes model of the coordination authority that will operate, advice and coordinate the
efforts of the port(s), shipping, travel agencies, shipping agents, bodies/local/regional governments,
and other participants. Organizational structure, tasks, responsibilities, rights and obligations of each
members of the DCMC are presented in the paper. The purpose of the authority would be setting up
basic strategic plan (vision, mission, goals and strategies), their implementation, auditing and strategic
control. This would create real prerequisites for the strategic management of sustainable tourism
development in Dubrovnik.

51

Documentation of Destination Management Dubrovnik
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Abstract
In the current paper are analyzed the revenue and expenditures of Bulgarian hospitals for the last nine
years reported. Such analyses are very important for whole healthcare system, but mostly for decision
makers. It is known that the most significant costs in any health system are for hospital services. It is
also globally known that the cost of hospital care tend to continuously increase. In order to spend, the
hospital should have income. Not without reason, however, is the impression that the analysis of
hospital finances affect exclusively the issues of hospital costs and revenue are just mentioned.
Analysis of revenue and expenditure - types, sources, magnitude and trends - conclusions
Key words: revenue, expenditure, hospitals

INTRODUCTION
Hospitals are some of the most complex systems because of the diversity of their functions, structures,
activities carried out and characteristics of their staff. This reflects on the value and structure of the
economic parameters of the hospital. It is a well-known fact that the hospital is the most significant
cost centre in any health system. Spending on hospital services has historically been one of the largest
shares of total health care expenditures for the majority of countries in Europe and the developed
world. According to the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Developmen)t, hospital
spending on average accounted for approximately onethird of total current expenditure on health care
in European OECD countries in 2008. In some countries in the WHO European region, particularly in
CIS countries (former Soviet Union), inpatient expenditures as a share of total health care
expenditures has at times been over 70%It is also known that in global dimensions the expenses for
hospital care tend to increase continuously. But no matter how trivial it may seem, we should notice
that in order to incur costs, the hospital should make a profit. However, the impression that financial
analysis of hospitals deal mostly with hospital expenses and pay little attention to hospital income, as
if they should be taken for granted (income is considered natural when there are expenses incurred)
has its grounds. It is true that expenses are a major part of a hospital’s budget and the analysis of their
size, structure and expedience is of great importance for the management of a hospital. Yet the same
applies to profit, especially in a pluralistic financing system, which may be developed in our country.
Spending on hospital services has historically been one of the largest shares of total health care
expenditures for the majority of countries in Europe and the developed world.
HOSPITAL INCOME: SOURCES AND TYPES
As St.Gladilov and E.Delcheva said “healthcare funding is a combination of methods of fundraising,
allocation and spending, required for the reproduction of the activities related to health strengthening,
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protection and improvement”. In fact, total funding of the health system is a cyclic multi-phase
process, in which the first phase requires provision of sources for the necessary funds.
In this publication, the classification in the System of Health Accounts of the Ministry of Finance shall
be used, according to which the healthcare financial sources in total are: public and private. Public
sources include: 1 taxes and other receivables in the state and/or municipal budget and 2 contributions
for compulsory health insurance from insured persons, employers and the state. Private sources
include: 1 - funds of organizations for voluntary (supplementary, substitute) health insurance,
accumulated from premiums of their individual clients; 2 - funds from corporative sources intended
for preventive screening and additional medical care provided by the Occupational Medicine Services;
3 - funds from insurance companies offering health insurance and 4 - funds from personal budgets
spent for healthcare needs (donations for hospitals and the so-called “unofficial payments” for medical
care should also be included in them) (Ministry of Finance,2009).
This scheme corresponds to the headings in the classification of the National Centre of Health
Information (NCHI), where income is presented as: 1 - income from state budget (Ministry of Health,
MH) or municipalities budget; 2 - income from the National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF) for patient
treatment under clinical pathways; 3 - income from companies for voluntary health insurance funds; 4
- income from sale of services (direct payments); 5 - other sales (of unnecessary hospital assets); 6 other income (rented hospital facilities, interests accumulated on bank funds) and 7 - donations. Funds
from the voluntary health insurance funds (VHIF) have been received in hospitals since 2005.
TOTAL INCOME IN HOSPITALS DURING 2001 – 2009
The income is illustrated (in Table 1) in total in hospitals according to sources and as a percent from
all income.
Income in hospitals tends to increase in total during each year of the reviewed period, more
significantly in 2002, 2003 and 2009. In 2002, the income from budgets of the MH and municipalities
marked a significant increase (at a time when the NHIF is still in process of financial stabilization),
and after 2003 the incomes albeit tentatively, decrease. Reduction of budget funding (MH,
municipalities) is compensated by increased funding from the NHIF. It increases consistently,
especially in 2003, 2004 and more significantly in 2006 when almost all of the hospital funding is
undertaken by the NHIF. Under the compulsory health insurance, hospitals receive stable and
increasing income.
Income from sales of services in its size is in third place (albeit with significant difference) after
income from MH/Municipalities and NHIF. In the overall increase of incomes, its relative share has
been slightly increasing, yet, in absolute amount the income of this type has increased almost 3 times.
During the period 2001 – 2009, the number of hospital beds was significantly reduced (from 52 002 to
40 835) as well as the number occupant days (from 12.6 to 11.4 million). However, the number of
patients passed has accelerated in growth, a total of approximately 500 thousand – from 1.17 to 1.67
million (NCHI (2009), “Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals…”, p.75-77; NCHI (2010),
“Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals…”, p.75-77). This considered, the threefold increase of
this type of income may be attributed to increase in the amount of the daily customer fee (2%),
associated with the increase in the minimum wage, but also with the increase in medical services paid
by patients.
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The financial income from donations (in fourth place) generally has a small relative share. However,
its dynamics in monetary dimensions is interesting. There are two distinct increases – during
2003/2004 and during 2008/2009, when donations increased twice in comparison to previous years. It
could be hardly assumed that donations in our country have such abrupt and massive fits of generosity.
More likely, this peak increase is due to personal payments by patients in the form of forced donations
(practiced in a number of hospitals). Possible reason for the increased donations may be the
inadequately low price of certain clinical pathways – both in 2003/2004 (when they were gradually
introduced) and in 2008/2009 (when the insufficient hospital income stood out sharply). Albeit rough,
a confirmation of this may be found in the almost synchronous increase in incomes from “other sales”,
“other income” and “donations”. It can be easily understood that when the funds in the hospital budget
are insufficient, the hospitals seek for parallel income sources.
Table 1

Total income in hospitals during 2001 – 2009 (thousand BGN)

Sources: NCHI (2009), “Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals in Public Health Care in
Bulgaria during 2001-2008”, p.79-104; NCHI (2010), “Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals
in Public Health Care in Bulgaria during 2001-2009”, p.79-108
Notes: National Health Insurance Fund –NHIF; Voluntary health insurance funds – VHIF; Ministry of
Health – MH
EXPENSES OF HOSPITALS
The size, dynamics and cost allocation of hospitals were examined for the period 2001 – 2009, both in
their total amount and in directions for staff, medicines, food and operational costs. Information on
expenses is reported according to the “Unified methodology for separate cost reporting in healthcare
institutions for all types of costs and institutions”, introduced in 1993 and in effect since 1997
(Ministerial Ordinance No. РД-09-194) for all public healthcare institutions in the country. The
methodology is in conformity with the Unified Budget Classifier of the Republic of Bulgaria. We use
data from publications of the NCHI and NSI, international sources and publications. Information on
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expenses is allocated and summarized in four groups: 1. Expenses on staff (basic and supplementary
remunerations, social security and other types of payments by the employer); 2. Expenses on food for
the patients; 3. Expenses on medications and 4. Operational expenses required for the activity of the
hospital (costs for energy, fuel, materials, current repairs, hired services, depreciation).

TOTAL COSTS BY TYPES OF HOSPITALS
During 2001 – 2009 the costs of the group of hospitals were in total by 2.4 times. The increase was
generally smooth, with about 91 million BGN per year, with the exception of 2006, when the NHIF
undertook almost all of the costs for hospital care (Table 2). However, this is not a uniform increase
for all types of hospitals. The costs of dispensaries are significantly increased – and of them, the costs
of oncological dispensaries (5.2 times). Costs of the University and National Multiprofile hospitals
have increased by 2.6 times. However, costs of Regional hospitals have marked an increase below the
average value, costs of municipal hospitals have increased by 2.2 times, those of highly specialized
hospitals – by 2.1 times. The lowest cost increase is that of the city hospitals (1.4 times) and
specialized hospitals of the pulmonary diseases, as well as of specialized hospitals for continuing
treatment of pulmonary diseases (1.3 times).
Table 2

Total costs by types of hospitals during 2001 – 2009 (thousand BGN)
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Sources: NCHI (2009), “Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals in Public Health Care in
Bulgaria during 2001-2008”, p.107-132; NCHI (2010), “Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals
in Public Health Care in Bulgaria during 2001-2009”, p.107-137
Notes: Multiprofile hospitals for active treatment – MHAT; Specialized hospitals - SH

COST ALLOCATION BY THE TYPE OF HOSPITALS
Cost increase itself is a prerequisite, but it is not sufficient evidence for their effectiveness in terms of
quality characteristics of rendered medical aid. It is necessary to determine not only the amount of
costs, but also to what extent expenses are oriented to the mission and objectives of hospitals. In other
words – on what the increased volume of hospital funds has been spent.
Table 3

Cost stucture in Multiprofile hospitals and Specialized hospitals in Bulgaria

Sources: NCPHP (2009), “Economic analysis of the activity of hospitals in Public Health Care in
Bulgaria during 2001-2008”,S., p.20, 24; NCPHP (2010), “Economic analysis of the activity of
hospitals in Public Health Care in Bulgaria during 2001-2009”,S., p.20, 24
The cost structure in Table 3 shows that during 2001 – 2009 a most of them (more than 40%) are
personnel costs. The relative share of these costs for the multi-profiled hospitals tends to increase,
especially from 2005 to 2009. Personnel costs in specialized hospitals have a fluctuating relative share,
which is not related to a certain trend. Costs for medications in multi-profiled hospitals have a
fluctuating relative share of approximately 25% from all costs. In specialized hospitals, however, their
share for 2005 increased approximately three times (from 9.4 to 28%) compared to previous years and
it maintained this level until 2009. The operational costs of hospitals are significant. In some years
(before 2006), for the specialized hospitals they were even equal to the personnel costs. Yet, in the
same year both in multi-profiled hospitals for active treatment and in specialized hospitals, a trend for
their reduction has been gradually forming. This may be due to targeted measures for limitation of
costs for energy and activities for maintenance of buildings and installations in hospitals. Such
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measures make it possible to increase the share of personnel costs and medications. The lowest
relative share is for the food expenses for patients. In the multi-profiled hospitals this share is two
times smaller than the share in specialized hospitals.
CONCLUDING REMARKS:
In 2001-2009, the total annual revenue of hospitals has increased and in 2009 they are three times
larger than in 2001. It is typical that during 2001-2009 the number of patients passed has increased to
142% and the increase of revenue is 276%. It is of course the role of the NHIF, which has financing
hospitals since 2006. Payments by the NHIF for hospital have increased from 451.5 mln. in 2005 to
671.7 million in 2006 and 882.6 million in 2009. This is one of the positive signs of compulsory health
insurance.
The size, dynamics and cost allocation of hospitals were examined for the period 2001 – 2009, both in
their total amount and in directions for staff, medicines, food and operational costs. It is established a
total of 10 times cost increasing, which is not evenly for all type of hospitals. The costs of
Dispensaries for Oncological diseases and University and National Multiprofile hospitals are incresed
more than the other hospitals.
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Abstract
A crisis can be defined as a short-term, undesired, unfavourable and critical state in the company
which has derived from both internal and external causes and which directly endangers the further
existence and growth of the company. For the successful resolution of a crisis it is of key importance
that the crisis is tackled by managers which along with a desirable knowledge of the company’s
activities are familiarized with the special characteristics of the crisis management and general
creative (intuitive) approach, because there are few opportunities to learn during a crisis, if any. For
their work crisis management will require strategic, as well as fully operational formal and empirical
knowledge, possessing at least the minimum amount of knowledge from every business field, including
basic knowledge of economic psychology. In view of the complexity of the management of a company
undergoing serious difficulties, crisis management is therefore denoted as a “composite” discipline,
because a multi-disciplinary approach to problem solving is required in order to achieve the
objectives of managing a company undergoing a crisis. The field of balancing divergent interests or
“stakeholder management” must be a consistent part of crisis management when not only exceptional
well-known general but also special competencies of management are needed.
Key words: crisis, crisis management, competences, style

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing intensity and dynamic of events and situations in the company (or other for profit or nonprofit organizations), as well as its surroundings, – which was particularly “brought to our attention”
by the global financial crisis that began in October 2008 – results in increased difficulty and
complexity with ensuring sufficient competitiveness and thus continuing existence and development
of the companies (organizations). Therefore the fact that different forms of crisis are becoming a
constituent part of modern business is not at all surprising. However, the resolution of a crisis situation
and its prevention thus demand company renewal which can often be achieved only by radical
modification methods. All of the above has a huge effect on the theory and practice behind modern
management.
When talking about a company crisis, a crisis can be defined as a short-term, undesired, unfavourable
and critical state in the company (organization) which directly endangers the further existence and
growth of the company and which has derived from both internal and external causes (e. g. Barnett
and Pratt 2000; Crone 2007, 2; Grünert 2007, 9; Hermann 2008, 211; Homel, Knecht and Wohlenberg
2006, 33; James in Wooten 2010, 17; Kraus and Becker-Kolle 2004; ; Lalonde 2008, 24; Neubauer
1999, 8; Roux-Dufort 2003, 51).
From a company management point of view, that is the point of view of business decision makers, a
crisis brings about a state of emergency which due to its acuteness requires prompt decision making
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which must be as proper as possible, since corrections are usually not possible. The pressure of timing
and decision making is opposed to causes and the course of the crisis formation, which is usually a
longer period. The management in the company consequently faces directly the following
characteristics of the state of emergency, which requires a different approach to company management
in comparison with “business as usual”:


heavily limited available time for decision making,



deciding under circumstances which have previously caused surprise or even shock, what
increases the complexity of decision decisions,



there is little or no space for wrong decisions, what increases the riskiness of decision making,



the whole process is hastened,



costs (price) of assets and time are increased – only limited and more expensive possibilities are
available,



particular decisions are multi-spherical and multi-directional,



material and non-material assets which can be relied upon are limited,



limited usefulness of previous information on operational status in present decision making,



limited availability of adequate existing sources of information for decision-making,



constant and unsuspecting reappearance of new signs and proportions of the crisis,



the increase of internal and external conflicts, demanding immediate solutions,



intensified internal and external supervision over decisions, when interests of different media are
emphasized,



possibility of obstruction by those who are responsible for the crisis,



constant psychological pressure on decision-makers with few opportunities for relaxation and
ease.

The result of the mentioned characteristics is that the functioning and behaviour of the company in the
state of crisis differs from the one that is present during a period of planned growth, therefore, the
techniques and methods used by management need to be different.
2. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPANIES IN CRISIS
Crisis management comprises planning, organizing, directing and monitoring companies
(organizations) experiencing difficulties that directly endanger their existence (crisis elimination) and
further development (crisis acceleration) and its purpose is to stop negative trends by achieving a
drastic change and providing the foundation for redevelopment.
The term crisis management designates the management of the company undergoing an acute crisis on
one hand and at the same time designates the holders of such activities on the other. As we have
already mentioned, managing a company which is directly facing the possibility of a fast collapse
under severe pressure calls for an approach different from the approach that is allowed or enabled
under normal business conditions. Due to the time constraints and pressure arising from the decision-
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making process, the limited number of available resources and the orientation towards a short-term
resolution of business problems, the crisis manager must employ adjusted methods for company and
co-worker management.
Crisis management is also a scientific discipline of management covering the field of organization and
crisis research and the response of organizations to such crisis events (Runyan 2006). The scientific
and applied development of crisis management was first carried out under the scope of studying
incidents (e.g. accidents), therefore “lack of theory” is still common in this field (Roux-Dufort 2007).
Crisis management can also be used to designate the type of strategic management that deals with
extensive difficulties that threaten the further existence and development of the company. In practice
this does not consider a special type of status designation, but directors (members of the management,
department managers) that are forced to deal with crisis conditions. This means that the director must
carry out all current and routine activities (of management), as well as resolve the acute crisis that can
lead the company into a hopeless situation in a matter of weeks at a strategic (management
reorganization plan) and operational level (e.g. negotiations with the creditors, financial institutions,
suppliers, customers, the union, etc.). Unlike classic strategic management, crisis management
promotes an increased share of the operational (implementation) decision making processes and the
action that is required by the alarming situation. Therefore it is often recommended that the company
forms a crisis management team that distribute its tasks into two categories, the first dealing with past
activities and the second dealing with future development; however, the interrelation of events
prevents the distinctive separation of tasks.
Due to the increasing turbulence and unpredictability of the business environment, the crisis
management is no longer only a reaction activity serving as a response to the occurring crisis, but
often expands into the field of crisis prevention or preventive action for the prevention of the further
development of the company and thus its existence. Modern crisis management is therefore actually
mutually connected and intertwined with:
 crisis prevention,
 responding to occurring crises and
 post-crisis rehabilitation consisting of activities for rebuilding the company’s good reputation and
regaining the trust of the surrounding society.
The complexity of crisis management is also reflected in its primary engagement with the short-term
difficulties of the pre-existing condition (ensuring money flow for the settlement of urgent obligations,
suspended procurement and sales channels, balancing internal and external relationships, etc.);
however, we must not disregard medium-term (rationalizations for reducing costs and optimizing
processes and structures, development of new products and markets, promoting sales, human
resources restructuring, etc.) and long-term measures (strategic measures for long-term success, e.g.
relocation due to lower operational costs), many of which are in conflict or at least have different
orientations. This is the problem of the divergence of measures which are inseparable within the
management of the company in crisis. The measures which are beneficial in the short term (e.g.
elimination of all excessive costs) are not necessarily beneficial in the medium or long term
(investment in the market and development of new programmes). A careful balance of different
maturities of measures is required with the aforementioned divergence.
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The divergence of measures is not only reflected in the time dynamics of the anticipated outcome of
the applied measures, but also by the profitability–survival relation, since the company undergoing an
acute crisis does not follow the goal of a positive operational outcome during the rehabilitation phase,
but firstly the short-term goal of survival which probably results in a negative outcome,52 and the
entity–parts relation where specific parts of the company are in a better shape than others; however,
the solution must be prepared for the company as a whole (potential restructuring of assets must be
taken into consideration), for which a successful balance must be established.
Furthermore it is necessary to point out that the crisis management has two fundamental tasks:
stopping negative trends (short-term operation) and defining new foundations for further development
(middle-term operation). The absence of the aforementioned will lead to the temporary “standstill” of
the crisis, but not towards the recovery of the company.
As can be seen from the preliminary definition of crisis management; crisis management follows two
fundamental inseparably connected objectives:
 management of a crisis situation by stopping negative trends;
 achieving drastic change and ensuring the foundations for redevelopment (revitalisation – revival).
Managing a crisis situation (condition) alone ensures the company its survival, but not the recovery of
the company (temporary standstill of the crisis). Therefore, this phase must be followed by the earliest
possible achievement of a drastic change (or turnaround), when negative trends, after hitting rock
bottom (turning point), turn towards positivity, where the company ensures its existence and the
realization of a development option or along with the temporary existence also further competitive
development. The management of a crisis situation itself does not serve any purpose, since a crisis
situation is considered de facto managed only when the turnaround of a negative direction trend
towards a positive direction is achieved.
Crisis management differs from change management (Ger. Management von Veränderungen) whose
goal is to create a new situation more successful and efficient than the previous one taking into
consideration the overall characteristics of the surrounding environment. Change management is
actually a direct term denoting today’s management and management of business processes, structure
and strategies which must at all times achieve the highest level of harmony with the changes in the
environment. This is therefore a pronounced development orientation that is not the result of the acute
crisis the company is undergoing, but is a synonym for the most trustworthy defence against such
crisis. Therefore it must be based on strategic management methods and dynamic, constantly learning
organization.
The constituent part of the crisis management is also issue management or risk management which can
involve strategic, financial, operative, commercial and technical risks (O’Hehir 2007, 35) which unlike

52

The rehabilitation procedures in practice show that the company during the first year of rehabilitation which
deals with “cleaning” specific items and the realization of quick and short-term measures in order to ensure the
survival of the company generates a considerably high loss, which usually exceeds the loss prior to the
rehabilitation phase (costs concerning the implementation of measures, severance pay, book depreciation,
financial costs due to default interests, etc.); whereby, the company is also unable to generate a positive
operational result during the second year of rehabilitation. If during the third year of rehabilitation the company
generates a “break-even point”, it can be presumed that the company is on a good path towards revitalisation.
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overall crisis management occur separately prior to the crisis (therefore prior to the call for
management according to the principles of crisis management) since they are anticipative and
proactive and less prone to fast action. Such characteristics bring them closer to the aforementioned
change management or proactive crisis management as a part of the overall crisis management.

Crisis management is sometimes referred to as business continuity management which
particularly emphasizes the importance of the survival of the company or resuming operation
after successfully undergoing shock and can also be classified under the “crisis management
umbrella”.
Crisis management is directly faced with specific contradictions or conflicts and can therefore
constitute as a “political problem resolution process” or conflict management (Müller 1986, 304) or
conflict of interest management. Such conflicts which are initiated by goals and viewpoints of
different interest groups and are deepened and aggravated by the crisis conditions can originate inside
or outside the organization as well as in the relationship towards the environment. Therefore, the
resolution of the conflicts of interests has a strong positive effect on the management of a crisis
situation in the company. There are three types of conflicts: conflicts resulting from different
judgements, conflicts resulting from different valuations and conflicts resulting from different
categorizations.
Even though in literature, crisis management is often designated as a reactive activity oriented to
already escalating problems, such a definition is too simplified or too narrow (Weick 2006, 214). In
view of the conditions in the company undergoing an acute crisis, in which the crisis management
must adopt business decisions which as the Sword of Damocles represents the constantly threatening
danger of collapse of the company, the crisis management is a synonym for the solution of the most
demanding problems that can arise in a specific organization. In view of the severity of the problems,
time constraints and severity behind the measures’ implementation, the quality of acute crisis
management substantially differs from latent crisis prevention and at the same time deviates from
ordinary managerial tasks which to some extent repeat themselves and thus the routine by their nature.
3. CRISIS CONSEQUENCES
The results of the crisis can be seen inside the company, as well as in its surroundings. In general, the
results of the crisis can be divided into two groups:
 downturn of the business performance indicators;
 changed behaviour of the parties involved.
The first group denoting the results of a crisis comprise the progressive or fast one-time downturn of
the business performance indicators at all levels (financial, programme and marketing, organizational,
developmental, technological, production, information, etc.) where trends are so negative that if a
turning point is not achieved in the near future they can bring the company to the verge of collapse. In
the final stages, the unsuccessful operation is mostly seen at the financial level where low income and
high expenditure lead to insolvency, over-borrowing and capital inadequacy when the management
must also consider special regulations and, if necessary, as a last resort, request a judicial protection
(insolvency declaration). In this event the regulatory aspect of the crisis will be brought forward.
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It is important to be aware that negative performance indicators will not turn around on their own
“some day”, but for this to take place it will require a radical and overall intervention by the (crisis)
management. Constant failure results in decay; degeneration and further deterioration. It is important
to be aware that performance measures will not immediately reflect a better situation immediately
after the crisis management method implementation and business reorganization, since first the
negative trends need to be brought to a standstill and bring them to a turning point. Measures
undertaken at various levels (particularly e.g. development, programme, market, organization, etc.)
will bring the first visible results only after several month or even years. The same as the crisis had
been building for several years, the same time will have to be invested for its remedy.
A crisis leads to the severe collapse or bad operation between people, organizations and technologies
(Gephart 2007, 125).
When the company is faced with a crisis the behaviour of internal (employees, management, unions)
and external participants (owners, creditors, suppliers, competitors, clients, state institutions) alters and
they react differently to the newly established conditions in the company.
4. CHANGED BEHAVIOUR OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED
Even if the company is operating under normal conditions, natural conflicts exist among expressed
interests (e.g. employees and owners, mortgage ot insured creditors and ordinary creditors and
financial institutions) which under normal circumstances are well-balanced (balanced), and the
company realizes the interests of all the participants. In an acute crisis, the balance is disrupted since
every participant takes all the measures necessary to protect his/her own interests that can only be
achieved by interfering within the area of interest -of another participant. Conflicts of interests thus are
aggravated in an acute crisis, and so the different orientation of interests become more pronounced.
According to their role and position in the company not all participants that share the same interests
have the same power or influence. Since specific participants strive to achieve different advantages,
their management of interests inside and outside the company also differs.
This knowledge is of key importance for crisis resolution projects which must not be overlooked or
underestimated by the crisis management. The pronounced divergence of interests, characteristic of
the period of the emergence of a serious (acute) crisis in the company, even more complicates the
already complicated internal and external relations of the company. We also have to take into
consideration, which is particularly important in the crisis resolution phase, that every interest group
has created its own indicators, measures and time frames for estimating the success of the crisis
resolution project. The field of balancing divergent interests in order to emphasize their importance is
referred to by some as “stakeholder management”.
A pronounced divergence and a different volume (power) of interests can lead to conflicts in different
fields and at different levels:
 conflicts resulting from different judgements (two groups of participants striving to realize
incompatible and opposing activities);
 conflicts resulting from a different valuation (two groups having different perceptions of the results
of the same action);
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 conflicts resulting from different categorizations (both groups anticipating the same result for
different actions in the form of certain privileges and possessions; however, only one group can be
entitled to such a privilege).
Together with all the demanding strategic and tactical tasks in the crisis resolution project, the crisis
manager will have to restore the balance and eliminate key, blocking conflicts among influential
participants in order to realize the project. Conflicts of interests cross when it comes to crisis
management which should along with professional skills also demonstrate communication and
negotiations skills.53 The bigger the imbalance, the harder is to restore the balance.
When a bank assumes the role of a creditor, usually, its actions clearly distinguish from those of other
creditors (suppliers, workers, state institutions), as its primary aim is to protect its investments in the
company in crisis and is less interested in the current operations. Since banks want to quickly recover
their loans from the company, it often happens that regardless of other consequences or creditors, they
support a type of bankruptcy which as a general enforcement strategy provides a faster and easier
realization of mortgage-backed debt. In many cases, it would be more appropriate to evaluate the
possibility of repayment under bankruptcy and under further business cooperation with the company
in crisis.
At the beginning of a crisis, the bank expresses its concerns and generally reacts with withdrawal and
a passive attitude (refusal of additional loans, insisting on immediate repayment of loans, etc.), without
first carefully considering the possibility of a greater benefit from the proceeds from additional
investments. What is more, the bank’s withdrawal (e.g. of a credit line) only deepens the crisis of the
company.54 When dealing with crisis in large companies with several banks as stakeholders, it is
impossible to reach a consensus regarding the method of resolution between the banks due to their
usually hidden interests.
5. COMPETENCIES AND MANAGEMENT STYLES OF THE CRISIS MANAGER
For the successful resolution of a crisis it is of key importance that the crisis is tackled by managers
which along with a desirable knowledge of the company’s activities are familiarized with the special
characteristics of the crisis management and general creative (intuitive) approach, because there are
few opportunities to learn during a crisis, if any. For their work crisis management will require

53

This finding is actually very important for business practice. In many companies experiencing difficulties,
financial experts (or legal or technical experts) have been appointed as crisis managers, namely because crisis
management primarily involves dealing with finances. Difficulties have arisen when the expert had to
demonstrate his/her communication and negotiation skills in order to restore the balance among severe conflicts
expressed by participants that involve a direct personal confrontation where he/she must put forward his/her
personal professional and moral authority and when he/she can no longer hide behind written impersonal notes
and plans.
54

When a company is facing collapse, it is useless to condition the extension of an existing credit line with the
repayment of all existing liabilities, since the company is normally completely insolvent. It is also useless to
promise to grant a development bridging loan after the completion of rehabilitation, since at that time the
company, provided it even manages to achieve this stage, will have plenty of other financing possibilities and
will not need this type of assistance.
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strategic, as well as fully operational formal and empirical knowledge, possessing at least the
minimum amount of knowledge from every business field (e.g. financial, accounting, human
resources, information, production, commercial, marketing, legal function, etc.). For the crisis
management project to be successful, key competencies possessed by the expert are required. In view
of the complexity of the management of a company undergoing serious difficulties, crisis management
is therefore denoted as a “composite” discipline, because a multi-disciplinary approach to problem
solving is required in order to achieve the objectives of managing a company undergoing a crisis.

All the listed competencies should also apply to crisis management; however, some special
knowledge and skills are more important. The special competencies that should be possessed
by a perfect crisis manager along with general professional, methodological, social, personal
and executive knowledge, expertise and skills are as follows:
 a business sense with professional management skills, confrontational skills and the ability
to cope under extraordinary circumstances with a clear understanding of the situation
he/she is dealing with;
 a broad business experience and experience with rehabilitation projects for heuristic and
empirical decision making;
 knowledge he/she may employ in judging the possible reaction of individual participants of
the organisation or interest groups and estimates the results after the rehabilitation process
(knowing that it could be foreseen);
 skills and experience with local and international negotiations, particularly in extraordinary
conditions;
 readiness to assume the function of moderator or mediator;
 expert communication skills.
Fast changes in the environment with unforeseen consequences call for a redirection of crisis
management that has been traditionally focused on plans and procedures, the learning and
development of flexible options for recovery in unforeseen crises (Acquier, Gand and Szpirglas 2008).
During a crisis the members of the organization must create new mental models in order to adapt
themselves to a crisis situation and at the same time find new ways for the integration of their
individual mental models that will allow coordinated activities (Roberts, Madsen and Desai 2007,
112).
The crisis manager cannot only carry out a consultancy function (act as a consultant), but must carry
out an executive or decision-making function (act as a decision maker) otherwise the measures
decided on cannot be fully implemented. Such a manager must have a strong, strict and quick
character, since he/she usually assumes such a function only for the duration of the crisis and the
turnaround of the negative trends. Many managers are only successful in crisis, critical and stressful
situations; while they are neither interested nor attracted by further development and so they search for
new opportunities. In addition a specific management approach that has proved to be successful in one
specific phase can be totally unsuccessful for another phase. Few managers successfully manage the
company in the rehabilitation phase or crisis elimination phase as well as in the phase of further
development of a company.
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After the crisis, a period of settling in is desired (consolidation, stabilisation) that would facilitate,
based on different analyses, a search for suitable further development paths and opportunities and the
much needed energy. Crisis managers that have successfully managed the company under acute crisis
have difficulty in changing their method of operation and management during the settling in period
and remain more susceptible to short-term results and high-risk decisions. The latter can do more harm
than good when negative trends have been stopped and the company is in need of a strong foundation
for further development.
If management styles are defined as dictatorial, authoritative, parental, democratic,
automatic/mechanical and coaching styles, the dictatorial style (the individual directs group’s activities
towards a common goal) is applicable during the acute crisis phase when radical changes need to be
implemented with strong resistance to change and later authoritative when a new vision and clear
guidelines for further development must be set out. “Mild dictatorship” is the most common
management style during crisis resolution – motivating employees and employers of their knowledge,
creativity and incentives requires a sophisticated balance between the authoritative and autocratic
management.

If dictatorial, authoritative and “mild authoritative” management styles and selective number
of decision makers (opportunity for quick decision making, employees expect a “firm-hand”
leadership,55 and an acceleration of unpopular measures) are required in the initial period of
crisis resolution this must, along with crisis remedy (or changing of the crisis from liquidity to
strategic or successful), gradually change into cooperative (a democratic approach promotes
the realization of broad interests and the activation of broad potential and stronger motivation,
to delegate tasks, higher level of adopting decisions, and more intensive communication).
The above shows that management styles change throughout different management periods and
movements of the company in its life-cycle curve, whereby the measures can either be urgent (derived
from the process needs), rational (goal-oriented) and forced (defined with each new circumstances).
Such a curve was named “organisation eco-cycle” by Hurst (1995, 103).
According to description of ten so-called generic strategies, there are two stereotypical crisis
managers: the first is firm, sometimes even brutal and is disliked by the people who nevertheless
respect him/her for his/her achievements, whereas the second that prides himself/herself with the same
achievements as the first but conceals the firmness behind his/her decisions with politeness and
courtesy. The efforts to resolve an acute crisis undertaken by the crisis management must sometimes
be very drastic, bordering on the verge of legality; however, they should normally not surpass the
boundaries of ethics. To define the rights, obligations and responsibilities of the management, different
types of constitutional norms and international law regulations which must be dealt with in close
connection to the norms of different legal subsystems, particularly labour and status law.

In view of the above it is appropriate to quote Görg (1991, 89) who said that “companies need
managers that favour success over avoiding failure”. That is that for many managers, success

55

A “Firm hand” is necessary to enable the realization of fast and decisive measures; however, often the situation requires
tactical measures. Therefore managers are not allowed to implement reforms without taking into consideration the opposing
arguments (this promotes strengthening of the opposition which hinders changes).
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is not first priority but rather they favour avoiding failure, which is not suitable for a crisis
period when fast, radical and high-risk decisions must be adopted.
There are few cases when the “old” management accepts the new (crisis) management openly and
without any hesitation and restraint, but more commonly it wishes to isolate the crisis management
from middle and lower management in order to cover their own responsibility and position to some
extent. In business practice, the unfavourableness or even hostility expressed by the former
management that nevertheless has all the key information at their disposal represents an additional
obstacle that the newly appointed crisis management will have to overcome.
6. CONCLUSION
Intensive and extensive, radical and dynamic changes in the environment require adjusted, creative
and innovative managerial developmental solutions, based also on fuzzy logic, needed for strategic
decision-making in today’s business conditions, otherwise the management cannot be able to
successfully ensure further existence and development to the organisations.
A crisis, characterized for contemporary business, can be defined as a short-term, undesired,
unfavourable and critical state in the company (organization) which directly endangers the further
existence and growth of the company and which has derived from both internal and external causes.
For crisis management, which is broader concept than just risk management, it is characterized by the
aggravated conflicts of interests, so the different orientation of interests become more pronounced.
The pronounced divergence of interests, characteristic of the period of the emergence of a serious
(acute) crisis in the company, even more complicates the already complicated internal and external
relations of the company. The field of balancing divergent interests or “stakeholder management”
must be a consistent part of crisis management when not only exceptional well-known general but also
special competencies of management are needed what must be taken into consideration also in the
cases where financial institutions have the strongest interest and power for crisis resolution.
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Abstract
Modernization of the Russian higher education leads to a necessity for the regional non-federal, nonstate and non-national research universities to develop in an innovative way and also focus not only
on students. A regional university has to change. It should collaborate with the local community more
actively and attract the resources for the results’ application. The article covers the concept of the
development of the Russian additional educational services market.
Key words: innovation development, social segment, educational services

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Russia's economy reforming for the market relations’ development provides new strict requirements to
the educational institutions. State-centralized system of general and vocational education has become a
thing of the past as it had poor but stable budget funding. Institute of core enterprises for vocational
schools and high schools has also disappeared. But the most important changes relating to the
educational system are the changes of the personal educational needs, the requirements of an employer
to his employee, the changes in society’s expectations with regard to the culture and personal
scholarship.
Today it’s quiet difficult to meet all new economic demands and public requirements to the level and
content of education by the means of changing the major parts of the educational system, curriculum
and technology changing, because many of the educational needs are quiet far from the academic
programs and should be implemented in a variety of educational services.
Among the components of the market which is understood as a system of economic relations of goods
services’ buy and sell, a new structure is now actively forming and it includes:


educational service market;



new educational technologies market;



market of the infrastructure elements of the education system technical means, teaching
materials, training and program documentation, etc.;



research and teaching ideas market;



educational consulting services market;



educational audit market;
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educational labor market, etc.

Each of these markets is at different stage of regulatory execution and practical development. In this
case we are going to consider the problem through the certain legal documents, and in particular
through the Russian Federation Law "On education", where these activities are defined by a general
term "additional educational services".
The specificity of the educational services in the form of training services is determined by the
following characteristics:


they are immaterial, it means they aren’t accumulated or touchable; the person consuming
them accumulates certain knowledge and skills;



they are inseparable from its source (manufacturer), who has the right to sell the same service
countless number of times to another person;



they are produced and consumed simultaneously, but it's usually not a one-time process and
implemented;



the consumer himself participates in the services’ production, because without his
participation the process is meaningless;



education services’ value is constantly changing and may not always be compared to the cost
of similar services provided by other manufacturers;



when purchasing educational services, a consumer increases the cost of the good called
"labor" within the labor market.

However, training services, as well as educational services created within the educational sector
possess use value; it means they satisfy certain educational and personal needs, the needs of the
employer and the state in the qualitative improvement of the labour power.
It’s necessary to note that educational services, like education itself, in general, have never been free,
as they have all the attributes of the manufactured goods and services. The illusion of the free of
education comes from the non-direct exchange of manufacturer and consumer: the educational costs in
state and municipal educational institutions are covered by the budget, it means the taxpayer (adult
employees), while the consumer usually represents a young person. Educated is a kind of a loan taken
from the state and these expenses will be covered in future within the period of active employment. In
this case according to the Law "On Education" it’s only the matter of the major programs of general
and vocational education provided within educational standards.
The rest of the educational services turn into consumer goods in the proper sense of this word, it
means they are paid by consumer immediately after the purchase. That is why in this case phrase
"additional paid educational services" is applied.
State structures stimulate the professional schools’ transit to rental educational services’ providing.
Thus it’s assumed that educational services’ income will be at least partially compensate for the
missing governmental funding of costs of basic educational programs. It would be possible if the
consumers possess a good paying capacity for the additional educational services. Unfortunately,
taking into account the constant delays in wage of working population the real situation in Russia does
not allow this idea to be implemented. In fact, today’s price for educational services in the Russian
market hardly covers the prime costs of the production expenses.
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But then the problem concerning consumers who somehow can not pay for additional education
remains unsolved, it means that we are talking about vulnerable population stratums, such as
pensioners, schoolchildren, students, low-income families, etc. They also need additional knowledge
and skills, but the main difficulty in their education is the financial component. In this regard, Russia
possesses so-called “social segment of the Russian market of additional educational services”.
Socially-significant market, as well as any other kind of market in its classical form, is divided into to
smaller segments according to consumer preferences: submarkets, which are not limited in their
number, increases or decreases depending on changes in consumer preferences and the ways of
meeting them. Educational services market is not an exception: the market of additional educational
services represents its segment. Additional education services market in its turn is also divided into a
number of additional segments, and the social segment is one them a. We can derivate this
segmentation endlessly until the one consumer market, because the structure of any market is
extremely difficult and diverse that is due to the complexity and diversity of consumer preferences.
In a social segment the additional education services market meets the requirements of those
consumers who can not pay their additional education, which is paid in accordance to Russian law is
paid. The budgets of all levels do not include funds meant for meeting the requirements for additional
educational services of this consumer category, if they are included, their amount is much more fewer
than it’s required.

2. INVESTING IN SOCIAL SEGMENT OF THE RUSSIAN ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES MARKET
Modern Russian education, including additional education require social investment in order to change
the structure, content and technology training, management, organizational and legal forms of
educational activities, financial and economic mechanisms, since the autonomous development of
each of these elements will not lead to the educational level improvement corresponding to the current
stage of socio-economic development.
The main feature of the supplementary educational services implementation in the social sector is their
applied character. The purpose of such education is not expressed in the educational level or diploma
possession. Social education services implementation provides a an upgrade of the objectives:
successful application of acquired knowledge, improved productivity, increased demand in the labor
market, management quality improvement, competitiveness, etc. Formal completion of this service
implementation does not mean the practical end. In the social sector its deferred result is much more
important when the acquired knowledge is practices. Thus, the social segment of additional
educational services market in Russia is a special kind of educational services , which presents a tool
for implementing the curriculum at a higher level.
The state, international organizations, businesses and individual investors can serve the subjects of
investment in the additional educational services’ social segment. The educational sector of the
economy, population or individual groups, local communities, labor groups, individuals represent the
objects also serve. The purpose of the investment process at the level of the society is to improve the
quality of life, growth of the value of human resources and firm implementation of the concept of
social responsibility at the corporate level, the cost of self-expansion of human and social capital at the
individual level. The business-government interaction plays one of the most important role in social
sector. The mode and rules of building a company's relations with the government largely, and
sometimes conclusively, affect both the quantitative parameters of corporate social investments and
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the choice of their priority directions. Ultimately, it is the effectiveness of these relations that controls
the extent to which corporate social investments conform to the demands of the business itself and the
interests of the country's development. Furthermore, the respondent companies' management
representatives note the need for the government to formulate national development priorities, so that
not only business and the government itself, but also the public understand that business works for the
benefit of society.
Companies' keenness to have material and moral incentives for socially responsible business conduct
is explicitly evidenced by the findings of the survey, with the government being called to provide
material support for such conduct by representatives of 94% of the respondent companies and to
provide moral support by 71%.
Business is also very eager for the government to encourage corporate social investments. The need
for such encouragement is overwhelmingly (92%) supported by the respondents and only opposed by
2%. Importantly also, the business demand for enhancing the role of the government is not at all
unique to Russia but fully conforms to the global trend.
As the forms of social investment and CSR related public-private interaction become more diverse, it
is an increasingly pressing task to build well-ordered relations between the parties and their systemic
vision. Delimitation of responsibility of the government and business is still an open issue. These tasks
could be better addressed with help from the Public Chamber and its commissions and workgroups
which have been uniting the efforts of business, trade unions, civil society organisations and also
respective regional entities for a number of years.
Social investments are characterized by the following features that distinguish them from other types
of investments. First of all, they may not have the financial expression in general. Thus, investments in
organizational culture when forming its norms and values can only indirectly be realized in the
financial form for instance through the time that was spent by the management staff. Secondly, the
social effect as a result of the investment process cannot be achieved as a result of investment process
but within its implementation upon the receipt of the information concerning the events organized for
the population. Third, the basic characteristic of social investment is the fact that direct benefit from
the investment gets not the executor himself, but the third parties.
The social investment structure is assorted and consists of the following components: material - money
spent on the investment process or the material forms of ideas; spirit - motivation, goal setting, moral
orientated activities; social - positive or negative social impact, social relationships improvement,
social networks’ construction etc. The social effect is the result of the interaction between the first two,
as it expresses group and public expression and the derivation of different values and their usage for
public effect.
We can classify the social investment in the social segment of additional educational services by the
following features:


by its methods: direct investments in the economy educational sphere, in particular
educational program or project; indirect investments that define the conditions for access to
the education;



by the object: investment in education, job training, retraining programs, etc.;



by its form: financial - money spent on educational projects; non-financial - investments in
social capital, the formation of norms and values of the culture that provides educational level
of the population and staff improvement;
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by the state: incorporated, that means the results of investment, built-in ability, competence
(e.g., the unique staff expertise); objectified, it means materialized forms available for direct
observation and delivery (e.g., textbooks, educational institutions); formalized investment
acknowledgement (e.g., diplomas, certificates).

The benefit of social investment in the social segment of additional educational services is provided to
the executive person within a long term perspective, which leads to motivation problems when
implementing the social investments and requires additional external stimulating.
The state stimulates externally the performers of the social investments using different leverages:


legislative measures that spell out the enterprises and organizations’ social expenses;



creating society’s friendly attitude towards the implementation of social investments with a
help of the state mass media;



the allocation of public contracts in favor of socially responsible business;



redistribution of social wealth within the society.

The social investment executive staff is characterized by the difference in motivation implementation.
The motive dominates the of state strategy development implementation motive dominates in the state
social investments. The company’s motives to implement social investments are: awareness of its
socially responsible role in the society, the desire to use this activity as a self-promotion, the desire to
cover up the inefficiencies of the business, getting the direct commercial benefit, etc. The motive of
capitalization improvement dominates at the individual level.
The foreign experience of social sector development shows that it is important to provide an
information system for organizations involved in additional education for socially disadvantaged
groups of people; the main goals are:


to identify the families and individuals who need additional educational services;



to organize support in solving the difficulties that emerged;



to provide legal, economic, psychological and pedagogical consultations.

Such data accumulation helps to provide in time assistance, to organize the work more effectively on
the basis of the financial, technical and other resources, as well as to perform researches which help to
evaluate the effectiveness of the measures and to predict the structural demand on different types of
assistance.
Moreover, European experience shows that the social educational programs, funded by the private can
ease the pressure usually put on the state budget and contribute to the social security structure
improvement.
If we take the Volgograd region, it’s necessary to note that today the social segment of additional
educational services is only at its recovery stage. Not all the participants of this process have realized
its core, goals and objectives.
Nowadays the importance of the additional educational services’ social segment is not fully
understood by the social investors; these are major reasons of it:
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lack of employers’ interest and motivation, the additional educational services’ sector itself
possesses a low prestige; there are many employers, who prefer to hire graduates with two
diplomas of higher education trusting their professionalism;



insufficient level of graduates’ practical training also shatters employers’ confidence for
additional educational programs’ graduates and explains why they don’t want to cooperate
with educational institutions;



general labor market situation with a high unemployment level allows then employers to
choose the required number of unemployed employees on their own terms;



lack of understanding by the social investors the real benefit from the collaboration with the
additional educational services’ sector.

It’s quite natural that 90-ies’ economic decrease both in the country and in our region in particular did
not contribute to the social sector development because companies were trying to get by, without
paying attention to the strategic planning of their development.
Nowadays the region is stabilizing the economy, but it has not led to the awareness among the major
part of employers and their organizations the necessity to develop social interaction with additional
educational services sector, and it’s connected with the lack of their activity in their self-organizing.
It especially refers to the self-employed people and small and medium businesses. Such associations
as chambers of commerce, industrialists associations and entrepreneurs, both at federal and regional
level do not pay sufficient attention to the employees’ training. Obviously, the additional education
sector and educational institutions themselves should be more active in establishing a productive
interaction with the economic parties, as vocational education (at the level of educational institutions)
has already realized the necessity of that interaction in order to improve the efficiency and
competitiveness of the educational institutions.
But labor market also faces the imbalance between the demand and supply: employers are
experiencing difficulties in staff recruitment, while people cannot find a good job because they can’t
afford themselves to get additional education. The system of social additional vocational education is
supposed to solve the problem, that kind of training can quickly prepare or retrain the specialist in
cooperation and financial assistance from businesses, banks, international organizations or from the
state itself.
In European countries the state rends effective support to this system; it allocates even more money
than for the high school; their legal base also encourages the employers to invest in training. In the
USSR there was a branch system of retraining, but nowadays additional education for adults gets only
1, 5 percent of the total vocational education expenses. Russia is practically the only country having
no law for the additional professional education. However, recently the State Duma adopted a bill with
amendments to the law on education, thanks to it any organization regardless the principal activity will
have the right to implement the vocational education programs. But this means that the government
loses the control over them, and it will also decrease the quality of education. So, such a law is more
about to do harm than to help.
3. KEY FINDINGS
When summarizing, it’s necessary to note that the role of the additional education social segment is
analyzed by the goals of changing the country’s model of economic growth, stimulating the innovation
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vector and postmodern trends in its development. In fact, it represents an important element of the
mechanism of activating the country's intellectual potential, which has not yet been paid much
attention to. Ideally, it seems more transparent and accessible in terms of institutionalizing by the
mechanism of redistribution of the working population in different economic fields and consequently
in terms of the socio-professional structure through the constant knowledge and skills’ receipt. Its role
in "a society based on knowledge" can become very important since it remains one of the employees’
testing, selection and distribution mechanisms.
This paper does not offer conclusions about the case for more or less public investment in the social
sector of business education. This depends on the private benefits to individuals as well as the social
benefits. In countries where the projected increase in attainment is relatively small, some observers
might see the need for investments in education to stimulate growth, but it is impossible from the
results presented to draw any conclusions about the efficiency of such investments compared to other
uses of public funds. However, two points are worth noting. First, even in countries where the scope
for raising average attainment is limited, there remains scope for measures to increase the quality and
efficiency of education systems. Such measures need not be expensive. Secondly, given the substantial
projected increases in other age-related expenditure items, there may be strong pragmatic reasons for
seeking greater private involvement in investment in education in order to avoid under-funding.
But its key role is not obvious at the same time. This is reflected in the absence of the concept of
additional vocational education social segment development in the structure of the Russian education,
and also when obtaining and implementing additional professional education by the employees who
don’t influence much on the profession pathway.
Profound structural shifts in the global economy, long-term demographic trends of the population
aging, the feminization of single parenthood, and also changes toward socially risky forms of the
employment motivate us to look for new approaches to social and economic security of citizens on the
basis of multilateral government, private businesses and public structures’ responsibility. Without any
doubts one of the best ways to support vulnerable population by the abovementioned structures is the
possibility to get additional education for free.
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Abstract
Functional orientation and planning role in the control system of branch components and enterprises
in the sphere of services in an essential measure depends on interaction with such functions of socioeconomic systems management, as the organization, regulation, control and the account. Each of
functions, having individual orientation to achievement of specific economic, social and other results
in the control system, are both aimed in system unity at main objective achievement – maintenance of
economic growth and increase of production efficiency of production, rendering of services in current
activity and perspective development of structural components of sphere of services. And at each stage
of planning there is a constant interaction in given functions of management, aimed at achieving of
two criteria of optimality – profit maximizations or expenses minimization, and in strategic planning –
on maintenance of a steady condition of system in constantly changing conditions of external and
internal environments.
Key words: Functional orientation, plan, development of socio – economic system, indicative
planning, sphere of services, expenses
At the present stage working out of the new approach to the organization of service of consumers at
the enterprises in sphere of services in the conditions of a competition demands definition of ways of
formation an organizational model of service. The frame of reference and forecasting methods was
formed earlier under the influence of the concept based on public property on means of production,
monocentric managing system, the centralized management, restriction of economic independence of
the enterprise. In modern conditions enterprises of sphere of consumer services function on the basis
of various legal forms and forms of ownership, full economic independence and competition among
themselves. All this suggests a flexible combination of methods of forecasting, forming the
organizational model of consumer services, capable quickly to adapt for the constant changes
occurring in the environment.
Complexity and novelty of a problem of forecasting the development of the enterprises in the sphere
of service, absence of sufficient experience lead to occurrence of various opinions and approaches as
in definition of essence and the maintenance of this process, as in forms of its display, development
tendencies. Meanwhile, in the economic literature these problems are investigated only concerning
separate aspects of their display. Therefore, theoretical working out of these questions, revealing of a
place and a role in system of reproduction relations, has basic value from the point of view of working
out the effective model of demand for services of the considered enterprises in a society as a whole
[1].
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Let's consider functional orientation and a planning role in a control system of branches, the
enterprises in sphere of services.
In the economic literature concept "planning" is quite often identified with process of working out and
realization of the concrete plans, defining the future condition of socio-economic system (the
enterprise, a complex, a national economy). It is necessary to agree that in the given treatment as an
intrinsic basis of "planning" drawing up of plans and their realization in short-term and perspective
(future) time periods acts. At the same time in the given definition of concept "the planning",
expressing the future condition developing socio – economic system, in our opinion, is absent a
number of characteristics, which objectively inherent in it. So, for example, from analyzed
interpretation of concept "planning" isn't clear that in the conditions of transitive economy expresses
the plan formed by multilevel subjects of management: obligatoryness or recommendatory executions.
Besides, substantial definition reducible by authors concept "planning" doesn't reflect its functional
orientation as one of the basic elements of control system by current functioning and perspective
development of branch, a complex, the enterprise and as a whole national economy [2].
Planning of perspective development of socio – economic system, acting as an element –as a
management function, represents a complex resourced measures and actions on maintenance the
achievement the goal, predicted (established) results, efficiency in using resources in the perspective
period on principles of regularity, of proportionality of development, of indicative, of focused
character.
Planning also can be characterized as according to plan – a settlement substantiation, an establishment
of comprehensible level objectification achievements on resourced basis of those reference points of
productivity and production efficiency, rendering of services which the national economy, its
structural components, the enterprises in the conditions of an emerging market can really reach in
unstable environment in uncertain time [2].
Concrete definition and offers on its specification of concept «planning of current activity and
perspective (medium- , long-term) developments» are resulted by the author not for the purpose of the
critical analysis of the definitions connected with a theme of scientific research extended in the
economic literature, and the subsequent joining to discussion on problems of planning of perspective
development legal forms, branches and as a whole national economy, but for a concrete definition and
a substantiation of a functional orientation of planning as system toolkit of increase of the importance
and accuracy of the economic, social and other results, made current and single expenses, level of
efficiency of a resources consumption which it is real can socially reach – economic system of the
various sizes.
Indicative of planning is provided by conditions of developing relations of participants of the public
market, as it is directive – administrative character of planning is impossible as at level of the
managing subject, their corporate association, national economy, differently it would exclude
realization of consecutive stages of transition to the developed market.
Existing among some of economists the opinion that the indicative orientation is inherent only in the
generated plans socio – economic development of a national economy, while focusing and
recommendatory character is absent in made business – plans in level of economic entity, their
corporate associations has under itself no convincing arguments.
Really, if to exclude focusing character of business – plans (as a rule, made on 1 – 2 years by control
subjects of business) on achievement in the perspective period of time established quantitative and
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quality indicators of economic development individual or corporate legal forms there is a directive
orientation on their achievement in the conditions of an emerging market, influences of factors of
unstable environment on economic and social results of current activity and perspective development
of the concrete managing subject that can't correspond to requirements of the public market to
professional participation on it, observance of a principle of aspiration to equilibrium the offer and
demand at constantly changing market conditions [3].
Functional orientation of planning the perspective development concrete socio – economic system in
the substantial basis should, in our opinion, include not only aspiration to reach it of economic on
prognostic basis economic and social results by means of complex realization resourced measures of
economic, financial, innovative, marketing, structurally – organizational character, but also to
neutralize essential influences of negative factors of external and internal environments, to reach the
planned purpose on the basis of principles of regularity and proportional development in that measure
of their observance which is possible within the limits of interaction of function of planning with other
elements in a control system socially – economic development of the enterprise, branch and as a whole
a national economy.
Proportional and systematic development of socio-economic system happening on the basis of
realization indicative (recommendatory, focused) plan is probably in the conditions of a combination
of current, perspective and strategic planning, their system interaction at various levels of management
of development socio– economic systems (the enterprise, branch, a complex, national economy). Thus
to planning in the conditions of considerable influence of factors of unstable environment in uncertain
time, the coordinating role on the realization of complex measures and actions within the limits of
concrete socio – economic system for achievement the greatest productivity and production efficiency
of production, rendering of services should be taken away.
Planning by the functional orientation should be focused on the decision of such problems of
proportionality of development, as definition and a regulation of corresponding level and character
subordination, primacy of investments, release of different kinds of production, rendering of services,
performance of works, preference and priority development of separate structural components,
resource potentials socio – economic systems [4].
Necessity of innovative and investment development of managing subjects, structural components of
industrial and social sphere of the national economy, defining levels of their competitiveness,
efficiency of use of resources, quality of services, complication and development of industrial
interrelations between structural components, the enterprises of a national economy in the conditions
of transition to the developed market in an essential measure depend from: effectiveness and the
importance according to plan – settlement substantiations of achievement of the greatest economic and
social results, the minimum expenses going on consumption of labor, financial, information resources,
fixed capital, material elements of circulating capitals; increases of degree of regularity of processes of
production, rendering of services, performance of works according to target orientation of
development in medium - , long-term period of time.
Increase of a role of planning appreciably depends on observance degree of indicative and
responsibility of managers in the course of realization the plan, which were made on flowing and
perspective (medium-, long-term) time periods for achievement according to plan – settlement
economic and social results, levels of efficiency and using of resources, on degree of rationalization of
mechanisms of stimulation of work, the organization of manufacture, process of rendering the
services.
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Along with this, the dominating role of function of planning in a control system by enterprises in
sphere of services consists in drawing up and realization of plans, which are urged to provide
proportional, balanced development of economic entity in sphere of services, and also an equilibrium
condition of supply and demand developing in the market on services, works, production of various
branch components of social sphere. Thus maintenance of corresponding regularity of development of
economic entity in sphere of services substantially depends also on a variety and a rational
combination of methods of planning and use labor and is material – technical resources, from
according to plan – a settlement substantiation of defined sizes of economic and social results,
enterprises efficiency of activity, branch components of sphere of services [5].
Observance of a functional orientation of forward planning for economic entity in sphere of services in
the conditions of considerable negative influence of factors of unstable environment is possible on a
basis not only established volumes of consumption of all kinds resources, which are necessary for
maintenance the process of rendering the services, production manufacturing, but also on basis of
definition and observance the minimum sizes (norms) of consumption of the resources having on
rendering of one individual or complex service, unit of the made production, acting as the important
factor of influence on increase of efficiency of all kinds resources using. Otherwise the formed
indicative plan with requirements of observance the principles of proportionality, regularity and
equation of current functioning and perspective development of the enterprises, structural components
in sphere of services loses the functional orientation, target orientation to achievement the established
(necessary) economic and social results in the conditions of transitive economy, influence of negative
factors of environment. Thus the achievement price according to plan – settlement results, volumes of
consumed resources can be unreasonably high.
Functional orientation of planning in a control system of the enterprises in sphere of services on
observance of equation, regularity and proportionality of development in the perspective period of
time can be adequately to be provided on the basis of such use of labor, material – technical and other
resources, at which in dynamics for a number of the time periods (years) reaches the growth of
parities of economic results to the expenses, promoting not only to increase of generalizing production
efficiency of production, rendering of services, but also the growth of competitiveness of legal forms
in the sphere of services reaches. In turn, achievement of the high according to plan – settlement
productivity in sphere of services is possible by observance of standard consumption of labor, material
and technical resources, which positive influence both on increase in economic results, and on
decrease in rates of expenses.
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Abstract
The main goal of the investigation is to research "underdevelopment whirlpools" in Russian economy
(regions of Russia). The basis of comparison is Russian GDP per capita and GDP per capita of
developed countries of the world. The results of measurement can be used for investigation of the
reasons of "underdevelopment whirlpools".
Key words: “underdevelopment whirlpools”, economic development, economic growth, speed of
aspiration, depth of aspiration
1. INTRODUTION
The main characteristic of the modern economy is the substantial disproportion between economic
growth levels of different regions. This difference reveals in the results of local comparison as well as
in the results of world comparison. Nowadays economic growth is the key issue of the macroeconomic
policy of all countries. The developed countries that boast high income level and steady GDP growth
rate are now concerned with prospective changes of economic growth caused by globalization. The
developing countries face a different problem: how to prioritize at the state level the policy of
sustainable and long-term growth rate on a qualitative innovation basis. In the most difficult cases, the
economic growth lag for certain countries or regions causes almost permanent losses of opportunities
for developing as a result of intensive outflow of all kinds of recourses from this country (work force
as migration; capital flight; natural recourses as exhaustible source of intensive development;
enterprise capital as brain drain).
Obviously, that the system of factors which guarantees dynamic speed of growth with structural
transformation of the national economy has not been formed in Russia yet. The basis of this
transformation should be the forming of new quality of economic growth. The abstract characteristic
of it are its frames: qualitative, quantitative, spatial and temporal.
2. THEORY OF ECONOMIC GROWTH DISPROPORTIONS
The main characteristic of the modern economy is the substantial disproportion between economic
growth levels of different regions. This difference reveals in the results of local comparison as well as
in the results of world comparison.
The reason of forming such disproportions is dynamism which is common for every economic
subsystems of the world. Their certain elements are not staying homogeneous and invariable, but
changing their qualities and as a result they form new heterogeneous stages and phases of
development process. The developing of the phenomenon from the moment of origin to death is not
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just a quantitative increase, but the change of heterogeneous stages and phases. Each of one has its
specific contradictions and laws besides the main contradiction and law which exist at every stage and
phase of life-time of this phenomenon.
The one kind of new quality of economic growth conform to every stage of economic development,
which prepares economy to the new forms and methods of management in the process of progressive
development of productive forces. Also the special role in forming the new quality of economic
growth plays different conditions besides the internal changes. If the qualitative influence does not
happen, the change will not happen and the new quality will not be formed. The qualitative transition
often must provide temporary support from the external conditions not to interrupt causal chain of
occurring events.
The spatial aspect of the new quality of the economic growth is showing as the existence of points,
where its characteristics are mostly present (e.g. developed countries). Temporal aspect is
characterized by the irreversibility of the world economic development.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
The basic conception of the causes of underdevelopment are dualism theories (Boeke, 1953), theory of
Balanced Growth (Nurske, 1963) Theory of Unbalanced Growth (Hirschman, 1958), Theory of Stages
of Growth (Rostow, 1960), “Big-push” Theory (Rosenstein-Rodan, 1970), Theory of Development
Poles (Rerroux, 1957), Theory of Circular Causation (Myrdal, 1957), Sociological Explanation of
Socioeconomic Change (Weber, 1922, Parsons, 1975, Smelser, 1963), Theory of Social Change
(Hagen, 1962), Theories of Circular Deterioration of Terms of Trade (Prebisch, 1959), Theory of
Immiserizing Growth (Bhagwati, 1958), Classical Imperialism Theory (Luxemburg, 1913 Lenin,
1977), Modern Imperialism Theory (Santos, 1972, Galtung, 1972) and so on.
In addition, while considerating questions connected to inefficient functioning in an economic system
in economic theory it is acceptable to consider various complex "traps" (institutional traps, traps of
poverty, corruption traps, etc.).
The most investigated and universal trap is the “institutional trap” or lock-in effect, representing,
according to neoinstitutional theories, “inefficient steady norm (inefficient institute), having selfinduced character”. That stability means, if the inefficient norm prevailed in the system then after
strong indignation this system, can get in the “institutional trap” and will stay there even after removal
of the external influence.
As D. North (North, 1997) remarks, «an increment of change in the technological sphere, once taking
a certain direction, can lead to a victory of one technological decision over others even when the first
technological direction, eventually, appears less effective in comparison with the rejected alternative».
«Institutional traps» are present in the economy in various spheres: relations of property, credit-andmonetary systems, structures of the real sectors of economy, etc. Non-payments, corruption, and
avoidance of taxes also apply to institutional traps too.
One of the principal causes of institutional traps is the divergence of short-term and long-term interests
of economic agents and combinations of models of the behaviour generated on the basis that face
interests are economically efficient.
Within the framework of institutional changes theory and the theory of transactional costs it is possible
to consider at least two possible exits from an institutional trap:
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1) Evolutionary, when conditions of an exit are formed by the economic system itself, for example,
destruction of institutional traps can be promoted by accelerating economic growth or system crisis.
The critical moment (bifurcation boundary of a history) comes, when transactional costs inefficient
norms functions will exceed transformational costs of an old norm cancellation and-or introduction of
new norm.
2) Revolutionary, when liquidation and replacement of inefficient norms occur in a violent way, as a
result of reforms providing changes of cultural values of a society and spent, in particular, by the state,
or from its name by separate groups of interests. If similar changes are connected to the redistribution
of property and infringe on interests of the majority of social groups reforms pass slowly, encountering
resistance in those layers, whose interests are restrained, that inevitably leads to sharp growth of
transformational costs.
However, it is necessary to pay attention to the fact that, any kind of «trap» represents only static
processes, involving and forcing economic agents to function inefficiently.
The alternative to this approach is a dynamic theory, in the structure of which the authors suggest to
explore "underdevelopment whirlpools".

4. METHODOLOGY
The necessary data for investigation are:
- GDP per capita in developed countries in dynamics;
- GDP per capita in Russia and Russian regions in dynamics;
- Purchase power parity of Russian GDP;
- Structures of Russian regions economy.
“Underdevelopment whirlpools” can be defined as a loss of certain countries opportunities for
development in the connection with the time lag and the need to resist the negative impact of
globalization. The mechanism of dragging into "underdevelopment whirlpool" is depicted on the
Figure 1.
The essential analysis of such phenomenon as the "underdevelopment whirlpools" requires the
definition of its parameters: the depth and speed of dragging. The depth of the "whirlpool" can be
measured by the time lag of the country from developed countries, while the speed of getting in the
crater – by measuring the increase or reduce of the time lag for a certain period of time (table 1).
The methodology of calculation allows to define whether the concerned developing country is getting
in "underdevelopment whirlpools" or its development is based on a new quality economic growth’s
formation. For the calculation purposes the comparison of per capita GDP of the analyzed countries /
regions with a GDP of developed countries / regions is made up. If the GDP of a developing country /
region is less, it should be proceeded with the calculation of the depth of "underdevelopment
whirlpool" and speed of getting (suction) into it. Even with a temporal lag existence the speed of
getting in can be negative, that means the movement of the country / region to overcoming the crater
of backwardness. Country / region are considered to be out of "underdevelopment whirlpool", when its
GDP is equal or exceeds the minimum GDP needed for sustainable economic development (a
minimum of GDP per capita for a country that is internationally considered to be developed).
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Fig. 1. Mechanisms of dragging into "underdevelopment whirlpool"
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In this model the following abbreviations are used:
Сj – the name of the country, where j = 1…n;
GDPYiC j – GDP per capita of the country Cj, where Yi – the years of calculation of lag from developed
countries, where i = 1…m;
Y_GDPC-developed – the year when GDP per capita of the country C j (from previous column) coincides
with the GDP of developed country;
D – change of depth of "underdevelopment whirlpools" in reporting time intervals, D = (Y i –
Y_GDPC-developed) – (Yi-1 – Y_GDPC-developed);
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Speed – the speed of getting in and dragging into “underdevelopment whirlpool”, Speed = D/(Y i – Yi1).
5. RESULTS OF CALCULATONS
Rely on this theoretical model it can be cleared of underdevelopment whirlpool for different countries
and regions of the world, including for Russian regions. Particularly, as the object for study was
chosen territorial structure of Russia.
During the research it was compared Russian regions lag from USA GDP per capita.
The value of GDP was taken in current prices adjusting with PPP. As the check points of estimation
were chosen 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004 and 2007.
It was used territorial division of Russian at the 01.01.2008. Some autonomous areas become members
of the respective territories and regions. According to system of statistic accounting in Russia the
calculation of autonomous area’s GDP per capita does not conduct because of incomparability of data
about average annual number of permanent citizens and results of economic activity at that areas.
During the calculation it was determined the size of lag, the width of the "underdevelopment
whirlpools", the speed of suction in it or going out from it in case it could happen. According to the
results of calculation it was charted the lags in years and according to speed of this lag.
In the 1998 all Russian regions were almost more than 10 years behind the USA indicator. The most
successful regions were Tyumen Oblast, Yakutia Republic and Chukotka Autonomous Okrug (the
dark green color). The lag of other regions was more than 20 years. The worst situation was in the
South of Russia, especially in the North Caucasus and Kalmykia.
As for dynamic of this lag in the 1998, there is the increase of the USA GDP per capita lag in every
single region.
It is noticed the high correlation between the speed of the increase of the lag and the size of this lag for
a whole period of time. The prevalent speeds of the lag are 2 years for a year and 1 year for a year.
The worst situation are in Republic of North Ossetia-Alania, where it is about 5,33 years for a year and
in Jewish Autonomous Oblast, where it is 5 years for a year. Besides, a lot of European regions of
Russia are characterized by the high speed of the lag. Particularly, it is necessary to notice the situation
in Rostov Oblast, Voronezh, Tambov, Bryansk, Smolensk, Pskov, Ivanovo and Mari El Republic,
where the speed of lag is from 4 to 5 for a year in 1998.
The examination of the latter check point (2001) allows to mark the determine stabilization of the
situation. Particularly, Tumen Oblast scored the highest success as the leader among Russian regions.
The USA GDP per capita lag was just 7 years. Besides, the lag reduced in some Central-European
regions of Russia. In whole, the size of this lag varies from 1 to 5 years.
As for the speed of the lag increase (decrease), it is noticed the improvement of results: a lot of regions
reduced the GRP per capita lag. The most successful regions were the ones, which were characterized
the biggest value of lag in the absolute data, e.g. it was 3 years for a year in Republic of Kalmykia. It
is necessary to mention the range of the North Caucasus Republics, Tambov, Rostov, Pskov and
Jewish Autonomous Oblast.
Besides, the range of regions became stable – they did not increase or decrease the lag (regions of
Central European part of Russia and Urals). In the 2004 this trend reserved.
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Particularly, mark the sufficient smoothing of the situation with the European part of Russia lag, but it
is difficult not to mention that it stays enough difficult still (the lag is from 30 to 40 years. But at the
same time it is better than the lag was about 50-60 years. The worst situation is in Republic of
Kalmykia, North Caucasus Republics, Bryansk Oblast, Ivanovo Oblast, Altai Republic and Tuva
Republic.
The situation with the USA GDP per capita lag is getting better. Particularly, there are only few
regions in the European part of the country with the positive speed of suction into the
underdevelopment whirlpools. It happens in Republic of Kalmykia, North Caucasus Republics,
Smolensk Oblast, Karelia, Udmurtia. At the same time, such a big region as Krasnoyarsk Krai reduces
the speed of the developing sufficiently, that is why it leaves the zone of the reducing the lag.
The slow speed was shown by Yakutia and other Far Eastern regions.
Finally, the last year of comparison was 2007. The sufficient event of this year became the lead of the
absolute value of the USA GDP per capita lag by such regions as Tumen Oblast
Also the range of regions reduced the lag considerably with the transition from the lag interval from
30 to 40 years to the interval between 20 and 30 years. The only one problem areas were Republic of
Kalmykia and North Caucasus Republics still. However, as it was noticed earlier, the Northern parts of
the country are more advanced.
The dynamic of the lag in 2007 is optimistic too. All of the regions had the negative value of speed, so
the lag was reducing step by step.
Notice the positive dynamic on the worst-developed regions such as Tuva Republic, some North
Caucasus Republics and Kalmykia. At the same time Russian regions are decades backwards the USA
economic development thought. The positive factor is the ability to reduce the 20-years lag for the
certain period. At the same time the average reduction is about ten years. Thereby, the rough
estimation shows that Russia needs about 20-40 years to bring closer to the USA GDP per capita level,
which takes a generation for the Northern regions of Russia and two generation for Southern one.
Analysis of such disproportion’s reasons causes to the necessity of researching the economic structure
of the leader-regions (Tumen Oblast, Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug, Yamal-Nenets Autonomous
Okrug, Sakhalin Oblast, Chukotka Autonomous Okrug).
Examination of the economic structure in the mentioned before Russian regions helps to establish that
the most favorable conditions for economic growth are formed in regions with a lot of natural
resources. There is the economic growth lag in the regions with other types of resources (human
resources, entrepreneurial resources). Moreover, the lag data are increasing with the average speed
about 0,33 years for a year in comparison with average Russian level.
Dynamic nature of the Russian regions lag is showing in the presence of original “rippling” in the
speed of the lag. Some years the speed increases, others it decreases, that can be caused by the
presence of the favorable conditions to use available factors of production. At the same time, it must
be mentioned in the case of globalization that lag could be caused by negative influence of the world
economic crises on objectively weak Russian economy.
Analysis of the Russian regions rank by the USA GDP per capita lag shows that it should be paid
more attention to the designing innovative strategies for the regions which are ranked the lowest
places, where the lag is more than 40 years. All these regions are at the Southern part of Russia that
demonstrates the necessity of special attention to that particular area. The crisis period of the lag, after
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which it must be studied the potential of innovative development of region carefully, to our mind, is
30 years, because particularly all of the regions which are on or above this line can be characterized by
unfavorable social-economic conditions for citizens. Analysis of such conditions and exposure of the
reasons of the lag dynamic allow forming more effective politics aimed at narrowing the gap in
development levels between the different regions of Russia.
6. CONCLUSION
This research is concerned with the analysis of the economic growth disproportions in the Russian
regions. Based on the concept of the "underdevelopment whirlpool" the economic growth speed lag
was examined in Russian regions for the period between 1995 and 2007 and the conclusions about
economic growth level was made in comparison with the USA indicators. According to the derived
data it was established that it needs about 20-40 years for overcoming the la between Russian and
American level of economic development.
The lack of methodological basis of conducted economic development strategies in the Russian
regions cases to the underestimation of the whole region population interests as far as the whole
country. At that case, it is necessary to change the approach to the research of economic growth and
development and to conduct more profound researches which examine region markets fully. It makes
possible to get involved innovative resources into the region besides it favors the growth of the people
well-being.
Underdevelopment whirlpools are the universal instrument of dynamic analysis which makes possible
to realize different research objectives of the growth processes in the regions at the different levels of
examination (international, national, regional, local). They can be used for the following aims:
– as the diagnostics of the economic growth quality as well certain countries as local areas (macro
regions, regions, municipal regions and etc.);
– as the determination of the directions of economic system evolution and perspectives of functioning
during the competition with other economic regions;
– as the way of ranking regions by the level of economic development;
– as the diagnostics instrument of qualitative transitions and changes in the method of public
reproduction of the economic system.
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Abstract
Investment Process in Russia over the past years has undergone major changes.
Market relations in Russian Federation have expanded opportunities for foreign investors and
increased the attractiveness of the investment market.
As a result, Russia has reached the 5th place of the most attractive investment market.
The paper discusses the dynamics and direction of direct investment, in order to determine an overall
picture of the investment market of the Russian Federation.
In this paper dynamics of foreign direct investment is showed. Also presented statistical data which is
associated with changes in legislation. Paper shows the correlation between adopted changes and
volume of attracted investments. Thus it is made a conclusion about effectiveness of taken measures, in
particular, about reduction of administrative barriers and changes in taxation.
Key words: investment, foreign investor, dynamics, inflows

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays direct investments have reduced all over the word especially it concerns developing
countries. Russia is not exception.

2. FDI LEGISLATION AND BUSINESS CLIMATE IN RUSSIA
Legal regulation in Russia is carried out byfederal law № 160-FZ "On Foreign Investments in the
Russian Federation" of 09.07.1999 year. Federal law determines basic guarantees of rights of foreign
investors to invest and obtain their revenues and profits, the business environment of foreign investors
in the Russian Federation.
The legal framework for FDI Russia is still being developed, and not necessarily towards restrictive
practices. For instance, very significant progress has even been observed in the liberalisation of some
energy-related areas, like the electricity sector which is now attracting very large FDI inflows from EU
companies.
German E.ON Ruhrgas AG and the Italian Enel, which have become majority owners of parts of the
Russian electricity generation industry). At the same time the natural gas sector, dominated by the
State-controlled quasi-monopoly Gazprom, still remains mostly unreformed. Outside the gas sector
arguably the main outstanding questions related to FDI are investment in so-called “strategic sectors”
and the “subsoil law”, and the long and tortuous process to approve the new laws for those two areas
in Russia.1
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2.1. FDI for modernization
Also Mr. Medvedev is promoting the idea of "modernization", including diversifying the Russian
economy. And of course it requires long term investments. And domestic investments are not enough.
Also the purpose of attracting foreign capitals is to bring new technologies and business culture to
Russian market.
Modernization of the Russian economy will result first and foremost in stable growth in domestic
demand, thereby reducing Russia's dependence on the international raw material and oil markets.
Russia must create conditions conducive towards generating revenue and increasing in-bound
investment, and make more effective decisions on how it uses resources and promote goods on the
market.2
2.2. “Strategic” firms
The law “On the Rules of Foreign Investments in Enterprises Having Strategic Importance for the
National security of the Russian Federation” deemed “strategic” 42 activities in nuclear, aerospace
and aviation industries, in the areas of production and trafficking of weapons, military and special
equipment for geological research, exploration and mining in the subsurface areas of federal
significance. In addition, the strategical status received television and radio broadcasting on the
territory where the population, amounting to half or more than the half of population of the Federation,
as well as the issue of a periodical, whose products are issued by circulation of a separate room at least
1 million copies. But the number of "strategic" firms, in which foreign investment is restricted and
which cannot be privatised, fall from 280 to 42. It opens new sectors for investors.
The most stringent law establishes to the transactions that are committed by foreign states,
international organizations or under their control organizations. Now if they intend to acquire a
blocking stake of 25% (10% in 2009-2010) of the strategic enterprises, it will be possible only on the
basis of the decision of the governmental commission for control over foreign investment in Russia,
headed by the Prime Minister. Terms of the final decision for each transaction set within six months.

3. DYNAMICS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT
Speaking about Foreign direct investments the dynamics was positive till 2007.
As it is seen at the picture after default in 1998 the volume of investments have been gradually
increased till 2006. Beginning and middle of 2000’s is a time of increasing price for oil and gas. And
in 2007 it reached the top. Russian industry is concentrated in natural resources and arms export:
although it was starved for cash in the 1990's, the Russian defense industry has recorded explosive
growth, and offers the most sophisticated weaponry not made in the United States. Russia's Second
Chechen War and exports to the very unstable Middle East have begun a new renaissance for the
Russian defense industry. However, the new Russian economy is overall a healthy, consumer-driven
one. State spending is high, but competitive with other nations, and more competitive than much of
Western Europe.
In 1999 Russia introduced laws to allow partnerships between Western and Russian oil companies to
pay taxes in oil, in an effort to attract investment from international oil companies and boost
production. Western oil companies said that it wasn't enough to get production going at projects which
have been stalled by bureaucratic wrangling for as much as four years. And as we see only after 4-5
years Russia could make a big “jump” in this area. Russia's FDI has more than doubled between 2002
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and 2006. FDI is mainly concentrated in the oil and natural gas sectors. And one of the reasons was
that Russia obtained the status of market economy in autumn 2002.
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Much of the investment inflows recorded so far probably stem from Russian-owned assets held
offshore and reinvested in Russia, rather than from foreign investors bringing fresh capital into the
Russian economy. In 2005, for example, 28% of FDI came from Cyprus.
On 1 July 2006, Russia removed all exchange controls on the rouble, making it fully convertible.
“Making the rouble convertible is a positive step to strengthening business confidence and increasing
investment flows in Russia. It is in line with the recommendation made by the Investment Policy
Review of 2004,” said Blanka Kalinova of the OECD’s Investment Division. This measure attracted
many investors. In 2007 russian business attracted 27797 million dollars that is twice more than in
previous year.
For the last years there’ve been big changes in volume of inflows. In 2007-2009 it can be explained as
a result of crisis. In 2007 it was 27797 million dollars. In 2008 it decreased a little till 27027 million
dollars and 2009 it reduced till 15906 which is 42,78% of reduction in comparison with 2007 and
41,15 % of reduction in comparison with 2008.
The structure if FDIs also changed. The most reduction in 2007-2009 was in a part of contributions to
capital. Amount of loans decreased much less.
In 2008 in Russia were registered foreign investment of 108 countries. The major investors of capital
in the Russian economy are the industrialized countries, dominated by German, American and
Western European companies.
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During this period the main countrie-investors were: Cyprus, United Kingdom (UK), Netherlands,
Germany, Luxembourg, France, Virgin Islands (UK) and Switzerland.
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But also such a big reduction of inflows can be explained by plans in 2008 of government to impose
VAT technological equipment imported as a contribution to the charter capital of the company, if
analogues of such equipment produced in Russia. Deputies believe that it will provide technical
upgrading of Russia's economy and protect the interests of the Fatherland ¬ agricultural producers.
"This measure is simply “stifling” foreign investment, when there is an economic crisis" - objected
Ekaterina Smirnova (lawyer Ltd Baker Tilly Rusaudit).3
In period of 2009-2010 the volume of direct investments also decreased but not as fast as previous
years. In 2009 the inflow of FDI was 15906 million USD and in 2010 13810 million USD which is
13% reduction. The reason of it are measures which were taken to overcome crisis. It was a beginning
of phase of recovery. Investment was most welcome in transportation and energy infrastructure,
telecoms and digital television in Russia. But in 2010 Russia's economy has received 114.7 billion
dollars of foreign investment, which is 40,1% more than in 2009.
One of the methods to attract investment was the first Russia Investment Roadshow which was held in
London in April 2008, as the new concept for Eventica’s Russian Economic Forum. There were over
400 participants. The conference then went ‘on the road’ to the United Arab Emirates in November
2008, before returning once again to London in April 2009. This also explains a huge drowth of
inflows from United Kingdom.
It was very important for Russia that Olympic Games will be held in Sochi. It requires lots of
investments. So especially for investors in the world of real estate exhibition MIPIM 2009 was the
presentation of the program «The Olympic legacy: the continued use of the Winter Olympic Games
Sochi-2014». Foreign investors are invited to participate in the construction of sport and commercial
properties worth 3.9 billion dollars in the number of joint investment in construction projects.
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Arrangements for the Sochi Olympics alone open up huge possibilities in all these spheres to investors
concerned. Today Sochi is the fastest-growing resort in Russia.

Foreign Investments in the Economy of Russia by Main Countries – Investors 2009-2010
Since the whole of 2010 has been declared the Russian Year in France and French Year in Russia,
with several events laid down to commemorate it as special year in both countries. Paris and Moscow
believe that these ties would be further strengthened by the National Year programs, which will lead to
further activation of business interactions. Both governments clearly understand that modern
diplomatic relations that lack broad-based economic ties in an era of increasing globalization of
foreign economic activities between nations can only lead to stagnation and fruitlessness of efforts.
This is why the two countries have made decisions aimed at further activation of their ongoing
economic cooperation via launching new projects. Thus, calling on the Russian and French strategic
investors to increase investments and companies’ mutual capitalizations, Medvedev once again
reiterated that Kremlin has long declared France one of its priority business partners. “Thanks to this
status, French companies were able during the crisis-ridden 2009 to invest almost $10bln, not a bad
figure for a crisis-devastated year.”5
Friendly political and business relationship between Russian Federation and France helped to attract in
2010 more investments (plus 48%) in Russian economy from France. It is pleasing to note that the
most Russian and French companies see it as an honor and national duty to participate in further
development of business and other relations between their countries. So this strategical path can bring
to Russian business even more inflows in the future.
On February 3, 2010, in the British embassy in Moscow, there was a business meeting of the Club
players in the financial and investment markets, organized jointly with PR Newswire, in partnership
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with the Group of Petropavlovsk, the British Embassy and UKTI, the main theme of which was
"Investments - Russia and the United Kingdom.”
President of the Association of Regional Banks and State Duma deputy Anatoly Aksakov noted that
the adoption of important laws to protect investors' rights in 2010. significantly improve the
investment climate in Russia. In particular, he called the bill on countering the manipulation of
financial markets, the clearing of markets and organized trading, securitization and about the security
of financial transactions.
This measures should bring more confidence to investors and encourage them to choose Russian
market for investing.
4. FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN 2011
Capital inflows to mutual funds that invest in shares of the Russian Federation and CIS countries, is
already 14 weeks and for the period from 24 February to 2 March was $ 139 million. A week earlier
inflows was $ 162 million, figures from Emerging Portfolio Fund Research
According to the interview with Kirill Dmitirev, CEO at Icon Private Equity Fund, Russia could
attract $30 billion in foreign investment in 2011. BRIC countries are very much a focus for investment
targets, and Russia specifically, because of the address of President Dmitry Medvedev that showed
that there are many specific interesting investment opportunities in the privatization programme and
beyond the privatization programme in Russia.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, speaking at the Brookings Institution in Washington said that to
increase the level of foreign investment into the Russian economy, including the U.S., Russia needs to
improve the functioning of the courts and resolve the problem of corruption. Government corruption
and general disregard of the rule of law are serious problems within Russia. Unfortunately, the courts
offer little recourse for private investors. The Russian legal system is ineffective and fails to provide
adequate protection over property rights, which is a pre-requisite for private investment. Many large
Russian companies seek justice in London and the European Court of Human Rights is flooded with
Russian cases.
However, the TNK-BP episode does not bode well for future FDI into Russia.
Also one of very important step is creating an investing fund. Fund Size - $ 10 billion. It is planned
that the Fund will be run by professional managers - the company Apollo Management, Blackstone
and Carlyle are currently discussing their participation in the management of the fund. This measure
can help to attract foreign technology and capital to help end the Russian economy’s reliance on oil
and natural gas exports as the world’s largest energy supplier. “The key principle of new fund is the
state and foreign investors’ co-investment,” Arkady Dvorkovich, the Kremlin’s top economic adviser,
explained in an interview with Russian daily Vedomosti. According to him, the project was already
talked over with prospective foreign investors. Foreign investors usually uncertain to invest in Russian
economy but they likely to invest if the state will share risks with them. 6
Such way of investing should make the process more easy for foreign investors but it must be
understandable and clear for them.
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin offers each year a public rating of investment attractiveness of
regions. On this, as according to RIA Novosti, the head of government said at the inter-regional
conference of the Party "United Russia" in Bryansk.
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"I believe that the evaluation of the effectiveness of the governors and all the regional authorities to
attract investment, business support, should be open" - he said.
"That's why - said Putin - we have put forward a proposal - each year a public rating of investment
attractiveness of regions."4
This measure will help to rank the regions. Such ranking will be useful for decision making in
developing regions and sectors. Because the most attractive sectors are located in particular place. And
ranking can help to smooth the difference in volumes of invested capital. Such is building new
factories in areas where there are no mining or nuclear, aerospace and aviation industries.
By 2020, the special economic zones will be the key points to attract foreign investment in Russia. in
the country implemented 13 projects to create special zones of three types, 2 of them industrial
production, 4 technical innovation, and 7 tourism and recreation.
And one of such zones is Skolkovo innovation center. It is a nonprofit organization purposed to
provide socially useful results in the development of innovations. Its purpose is to promote and
coordinate high-tech partnerships and scientific cooperation in the IT, biomedicine, energy efficiency,
nanotech, nuclear and aerospace sectors, among top Russian and American companies, venture capital
firms and academic and scientific institutions.
In the past year, several high-profile US companies have pledged investments at Skolkovo, including
San Jose-based Cisco, which has earmarked $1bn over the next decade to transform Skolkovo into
Russia’s first “smart connected” city. Almaz Capital Partners, IBM, Intel, Google and Microsoft have
also concluded agreements to partner with Skolkovo to advance software production and IT
infrastructure. Boeing is also establishing a design center at the technopark to employ 300 IT
specialists to support commercial aircraft construction. Private equity firm Siguler Guff is investing
US$250m in Skolkovo for digital infrastructure and IT services. Skolkovo also aims to make
substantial investments in Russia’s human capital by attracting foreign specialists and nurturing local
talent.. It’s a big step in investing process. Because it opens human resources investing.

SUMMARY
One of the major challenges facing the restructuring and modernization of the Russian economy attracting foreign investment.
Thus, the recovery of investment activity in the country and the transition to economic growth - a
complex, multifaceted problem that requires joint efforts by all participants, headed by the state. But
government, supporting local producers could harm foreign investors
Therefore, there is a complicated and rather delicate task: to attract foreign capital without depriving it
of its own incentives to direct it with help of measures of economic regulation to achieve social goals.
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Abstract
The use of value added tax has an influence on the process of taxation on macroeconomic level in
collecting taxes to public budgets. Microeconomic effects of the tax are generally seen on the
processes of paying due taxes by businesses. The aim of this paper is to present the results of
researching the impact of value added tax on financial decisions of big, but in particular small and
medium-sized businesses in Slovakia. The sample of respondents to the questionnaire research was
chosen from among individuals and legal entities – registered payers of value added tax. The object of
the research was value added tax and the ways of using the rules of taxation to affect the cash flows of
taxpayers – businesses. Based on the research results there were formulated recommendations how to
suitably use positive effects of the tax for optimization of corporate processes. A working system of
paying value added tax in businesses is a condition for sufficient tax yields, which makes collecting
and paying the tax effective.
Key words: value added tax, paying the tax, managing corporate finance, optimization of business
processes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Tax systems of individual countries differ in the structure of taxes, amount of tax burden, way of
collecting and administration of taxes or tax procedure. It is natural that each country has its own tax
system, which is an important variable in economic decisions of tax subjects in directing their business
plans, localizing business activities, investment decisions and, of course, fulfilling tax obligations. An
effective system of value added tax is a good precondition of free movement of capital, persons, goods
and services on the single European market. The study of applying value added tax and the results of
an analysis on the micro level has led us to suggesting possible ways of optimizing the process of
collecting value added tax. Practical use of the results will help to make corporate processes more
efficient and to use the positive effects of the tax on business activities. The article is a partial output
of the grant research project of the Ministry of Education VEGA 1/0151/10.
2. THEORETICAL AND LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND OF VALUE ADDED TAX
From the point of view of the content, the term value added tax can be clearly connected with the
process of taxing an added value. Economically, added value corresponds to the summary of the
incomes from the production factors that have been applied in particular wage, annuity interest and
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profit. We calculate value added tax from the summary of these components. K Kubátová (2000, p.
194) considers added value as a contribution of the subject on a certain stage of processing the goods
value and of providing a service. The author identifies added value as the difference between outputs
and inputs of the taxed subject. This approach to added value is simple to apply and is widely used.
Tax theory and practice of individual countries use different terms to express this tax The German
legislation uses the term Umsatzsteuer (turnover tax) in spite of the generally known Mehrwertsteuer.
The Czech tax law calls this tax value added tax. The English tax system uses the term value added
tax, the French system taxe sur la valeur ajoutée and the Spanish system tasa sobre al valor añadido.
Most European countries use the name value added tax.
Different countries have introduced different rates of the tax for different goods and services. The
following table illustrates the development and the present state of value added tax rates in the
legislation of the Slovak Republic.
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Graph 1: Development of VAT rates in the Slovak Republic with effective dates.
Own source
The development of value added tax rates has reflected the situation in the tax income of the state
budget of the Slovak Republic; in the recent time the tax has been also an instrument to solve the
financial crisis, when the Act no. 83/2010 on three-rate system of the tax has been adopted within a socalled anti-crisis package of the government. At the same time it is necessary to note that the measures
in the area of value added tax can only be analyzed in context with the other tax-deduction measures,
which have also an impact on the business environment.
Compared to other turnover taxes this tax has a great advantage in that the final share of the tax on the
price of goods and services corresponds to the legal rate and does not discriminate any commodity
with a higher degree of processing.
In its economic nature value added tax is a kind of consumption tax levied on the final consumer
through the price of goods and services. The mechanism of this tax does not allow to pay the tax
individually by each consumer who buys products and services for final consumption. Value added tax
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payers are subjects which supply, acquire, import, export goods and services and collect value added
tax from customers. This is the indirect nature of the tax.
The current macro-economic effects of value added tax are connected with the process of paying the
tax by due subjects. Value added tax yields reflect the behavior of businesses in the area of paying the
tax. The following table gives an overview of the development in tax incomes.

Type of tax / Year
VAT collection
Returned excessive deduction of
VAT
Indirect taxes in effect from 1992
VAT total

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

4 054.54

6 062.54

6 989.4

7 756.1

8 460.9

7 518.1

-3 147.55

-3 388.5

-4 554.2

-5 412.4

-6 192.6

-5 2825

0.13

0.17

0.1

0.0

0.07

0.0

907.12

2 674.21

2 435.3

2 343.7

2 268.37

2 235.6

Table 1 VAT yields in the Slovak Republic in mil. euros
Source: Based on annual reports of the Tax Directorate of the Slovak Republic.
From among other positive features of general consumption tax (value added tax) a few authors
(Kubátová, 2000, p. 198 – 201; Lenártová, 1999, p. 196) point to the fact that the tax is a stable
income for the budget. They note that value added tax enables to easily levy tax on services, which in
general give the opportunity to evade tax.
Value added tax can fail with such services where it is difficult to identify the tax, such as postal
services, health services, social help services educational and teaching services related to sport and
physical education, cultural services, services of public television and radio broadcast, property
transfer services, and sale of postal stamps. Such services are usually exempted from tax. In these
cases it is not possible to subtract the inputs which belong to exempted outputs.
Taxation of export (to other than EU member states) is treated differently as this is subject to tax other
than value added tax, where the exporters have right to input tax return. This is a way to guarantee
neutrality in international trade as the tax is levied in the country of consumption.
The import of goods and services is considered two-way. In the case of supplies of goods and services
(between tax payers registered in their countries) within the European community there is no value
added tax applied. In the case of import from other countries (so-called third countries), the import is
subject to value added tax. The tax base to calculate value added tax comprises also customs duty,
payments to customs authorities, and/or consumption tax in case the goods are subject to it.
The principle of value added tax is simple as Grúň (2001, p. 164) sees it. According to him it is
enough if the taxpayer enters the records on value added tax from suppliers and value added tax
charged to customers and then in their tax return they declare the cumulative balance of both these
values. However, this opinion raises some doubts as the practice in taxation is more complex. This is
proved also by the situation when Slovakia entered the EU, which brought further administrative
burden for businesses.
Several authors (Kubátová, 2000, p. 200; Schultzová, 2002 p. 46) give among the arguments against
value added tax the administrative cost of applying this tax.
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The experience with the functioning of value added tax from abroad points out that records on the
basis of tax documents and tax returns for a particular period (month or quarter) is accurate. An
interesting case is Japan, where accounts and financial statements on value added tax are processed
along with income tax (once a year).
Considering the mentioned opinions as well as other sources dealing with value added tax, it is
possible to determine the main features of value added tax:


value added tax is a general consumption tax (tax on a „thing“),



value added tax moves the tax forward until the tax burden is on the final consumer (apart from
classical income tax, which is a tax ex-post),



value added tax is neutral as for the final share of the tax on the price of goods and services and
makes no exceptions in the taxation of businesses in compliance with the law (all taxpayers are
subject to equal rules of taxation),



value added tax is a multiple, on-going tax which excludes double taxation,



value added tax is based on the principle of subtracting input tax,



value added tax allows to levy tax on services,



value added tax is theoretically a reliable tax for state income,



value added tax is advantageous for international trade.

A legislative basis to analyze the conditions of applying value added tax in the Slovak Republic is Act
no. 222/2004 Z. z. on value added tax as amended (in effect since 1 May 2004), with the latest
amendment of 1 January 2011. In the act the Slovak Republic takes over legal acts binding for EU
member states and European tax principles in the taxation of general consumption. They are the
following directives:


Sixth Directive of the Council no. 77/388/EEC of 17 May 1977 on the harmonization of the
laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes - Common system of value-added tax:
uniform basis of assessment in an updated Council Directive 2006/112/ES of 28 November
2006 and amended Council Directive 2006/138/ES of 19 December 2006 in effect as of 1
January 2007.



Eighth Directive of the Council no. 79/1072/EEC of 6 December 1979 on the harmonization
of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes (so-called arrangements for the
refund of value-added tax to taxable persons not established in the country concerned) as
amended.



Thirteenth Directive of the Council no. 86/560/EEC of 17 November 1986 on the
harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover tax arrangements for the
refund of value-added tax to taxable persons not established in Community territory as
amended.



Council Directive no. 2008/117/EC of 16 December 2008 amending Directive 2006/112/EC
on the common system of value added tax to combat tax evasion connected with intraCommunity transactions.
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If we consider the theoretical-legislative conditions of the functioning of this tax in a particular
business environment, it is possible to identify the impact of this tax and use it for the benefit of
financial management of businesses.
3. THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON THE IMPACT OF VALUE ADDED TAX ON
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESSES
The nature of this tax determines that a business which is a value added tax payer should not bear the
tax burden. The impact of this tax and its effect are forwarded to final consumers of goods and
services who are not registered for the tax. The final effect of the tax depends on the result of the due
tax given in the tax return. Tax obligation to the state expresses the tax that a taxpayer is obliged to
pay to the state. Excessive deduction is a claim of the taxpayer against the state.
The impact of the tax on the financial management of the taxpayer thus depends on the lag between
the date when the tax becomes due or when it is deducted in excess and the date of settling this duty.
In case the taxpayer has a value added tax obligation to the state budget, they have to settle it within
25 days from the end of the particular tax period. This gives them an opportunity to use the funds they
have received as value added tax for financial activities in their business until they deduct the funds to
the tax administrator. This is a two-way phenomenon. If the business has a claim against the state in
the form of excessive deduction, they become a „creditor“ of the state, which settles its debt only after
the 25th day from the end of the particular tax period.
Thus, when the taxpayer becomes due to pay a higher tax as excessive deduction, value added tax has
a positive influence on the financial management of the business as they can use the finance of the
state until the time they deduct it.
When assessing the impact of value added tax on the financial management of businesses, it is
necessary to know the due amount of tax or excessive deductions of value added tax. Positive effects
in the case of positive tax duty can be calculated on the basis of the factor of yield (for example yield
and return on equity with the use of a required rate of return) due to the use of the finance of the state
that is at the disposal of the taxpayer until the 25th day from the end of the particular tax period (which
is the legal maturity of value added tax).
To reach the positive effect of value added tax, it is necessary to pay the duty (so-called output tax) by
the end of the tax period, or at least the end of the period when the calculated value added tax duty has
to be paid to the state. When these conditions are fulfilled, the tax will have a permanent positive
effect, which may be intensified by effective corporate management of claims.
In case of excessive unpaid deductions of value added tax the business incurs a loss due to late
payments to the state.
3.1 Time analysis of excessive deductions of value added tax in the Slovak Republic
Returning of excessive tax deductions to businesses is ruled by the act on value added tax for quarterly
tax periods as well as monthly tax periods. The previous legislation on returning excessive deductions
to taxpayers regularly prolonged the period within which the tax administrator was obliged to return
the excessive deduction. The amendments set it as gradual subtraction of the excessive deduction from
the following duties on value added tax within a period from 6 months to 5 years. The system of
refunding excessive deductions has its own legislative history, which we will sum up briefly from the
year 1996. We will illustrate the situation in returning excessive tax deductions on time diagrams
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which show the time period within which the state withholds funds in the form of non-returned
excessive deductions to taxpayers with a monthly tax period. The conditions are given separately for
exporters and international carriers.
From 1 January 1996 to 31 December 2002 the claim to input tax return depended on tax documents
proving payment of the tax by customers, but output tax (tax duties paid by taxpayers) was subject to
taxation with no regard to the conditions of payment. The course of returning excessive deductions till
the end of 2002 is illustrated on the following time diagram with a monthly tax period.

January 2002

February

March
25. 02.

excessive deduction
arises

filing a tax return
for January

25. 03.
excessive deduction is returned by
tax office

Figure 1 Legislation on excessive deductions for value added tax payers valid until the end of 2002
The Slovak legislation valid until the end of 2002 ruled that excessive deductions should be returned
within 30 days from filing a tax return for the particular month, i.e. by 25 March. The length of the
period between arising of an excessive deduction and returning of the funds by the state was
influenced by the date of real arising of the tax duty in a particular tax period.
Since 1 January 2003 (Act no. 511/2002 on value added tax) the claim to tax return arises on entry
(billing) and the requirement to pay the input tax has been cancelled. Excessive deductions were
returned by lowering the following tax duties within a period of 5 years and in case it was not possible
to settle the excessive tax within that period, the claim expired.
We will illustrate the legislative situation in withholding excessive deductions by the state from the
beginning of 2003 on a time diagram with a monthly tax period.
January 2003

February

March
25.02.

excessive deduction
arises

filing a tax return
for January

25. 03.
excessive deduction in January is
subtracted from the due tax for
February; after 5 years the claim
has expired

Figure 2 Legislation on excessive deductions valid from 2003
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The legislation on the tax effective from 2003 was criticized by taxpayers from the very beginning.
The 5-year interest-free withholding money of taxpayers (from excessive deductions), or expiration of
the claim for tax return at all was considered unjust and inefficient spending of money.
An amendment in 2003 (no. 144/2003 effective from 1 July 2003) partly changed the conditions of
refunding excessive deductions. It states that in case the taxpayer could not subtract an excessive
deduction from their tax duty at the latest within the tax period after six months from the end of the
period when it arose, the tax office refunded the non-subtracted excessive deduction or a part of it
within 30days from submitting the application; however, the taxpayer could submit the application
only on filing a tax return for that period. This regulation applied also to excessive deductions for the
period of January – June 2003.
A different regime of tax refund was applied for exporters of goods and services and international
carriers. Till the end of 2002 the procedure was as follows: If the exports accounted for 50% of the
whole due tax for one tax period (so-called eligible exporter) and the taxpayer filed a tax return by the
15th day of the month following after the tax period, then the excessive deduction was refunded to the
taxpayer by the end of the month in which they filed a tax return in a short time.
The following time diagram illustrates value added tax refund in export according to the regulation
valid till the end of 2002 when the condition of 50% share of the whole due value added tax was
fulfilled.
January 2002

February
15. 02.

excessive deduction
arises

filing a tax return

March
28. 02.
excessive deduction is refunded

for January by 15 February

by the end of the month

Figure 3 Legislation on excessive deductions for eligible exporters (when exports account for 50% of
the whole due tax) till 2002
On fulfilling the requirements, excessive tax refund (from the end of the month following after the tax
period) was considered in Slovakia as support to export and this advantaged regime meant the
shortest withholding of the finances by the state on condition the requirements on the taxpayer side
were met.
The amended Act no. 511/2002 on value added tax, which took effect on 1 January 2003, gave the
claim for tax refund to exporters and carriers whose due tax on these activities accounted for 30% of
the whole tax and those who deducted the lower tax rate (at that time 14%) and their due tax exceeded
50% of the total amount of the output tax, and also to those taxpayers whose excessive deduction was
higher than SKK 100,000 (EUR 3319.40) because of purchasing tangible assets making more than
50% of the total output tax – the tax office refunded the excessive deduction within 30 days. The
process of refunding excessive deductions from 2003 is shown on the following diagram.
Frequent amendments due to changes in regulations of excessive deductions refund complicated tax
practice and brought ambiguous interpretations and different application of tax rules in practice.
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January 2003

February

March
25. 02.

excessive deduction

filing a tax return

arises

25. 03.
excessive deduction is refunded

for January

within 30 days from application
for refund

Figure 4 Legislation on excessive deductions for eligible exporters (when exports account for 30% of
the whole due tax) valid from 2003
In order to equalize the conditions of excessive deductions refund for all subjects the Ministry of
Finance prepared an amendment that came into effect on 1 January 2004. This amendment stated that
in case the taxpayer made an excessive deduction in a tax period, they can subtract it from the due tax
for the following period. If they cannot subtract the excessive tax, the tax office will return the
remaining sum of the tax upon submitting an application for tax refund within 30 days from filing
a tax return for the period following after the period when the excessive deduction arose.
Time development of excessive deduction refund valid from 2004 is illustrated on the following
diagram.
January 2004

February
25. 02.

excessive deduction
arises
´

filing a tax return
for January with
excessive deduction

March

April

25. 03.
filing a tax return
for February
+ application for

25. 04.
excessive deduction for
January refunded
by 25 April

tax refund for January
Figure 5 Legislation on excessive deductions for VAT payers since 2004
If we compare time diagrams for monthly value added tax payers, we can see that compared to the
previous period the time of refunding excessive deductions has prolonged (except for non-systemic
regulation of refunding excessive deductions within five years) by one month.
It is necessary to point to a much more significant time shift with quarterly tax payers. According to
the rules presented in the time diagram of Figure 5 an excessive deduction for the first tax period
(January – March 2004) was refunded on 25 August 2004 at the earliest (upon an application and
checking that they had no overdue payment on any registered tax). This is a reason why taxpayers are
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advised to consider changing the tax period from quarterly to monthly when introducing value added
tax. There are also other factors influencing the length of tax period such as time sequence of cash
flows, duration of collecting receivables or duration of inventory turnover. The presented facts clearly
point to the economic effect of value added tax as a tax duty. However, this effect should be analyzed
into particular paid and received deductions according to particular periods of arising as well as date of
payment. Businesses do not purposefully focus on optimum use of just this finance, which is a reason
why the calculated financial yields from exploiting a tax duty can be considered implicit yields that
can be hardly expressed precisely in numbers and thus they have a character of hidden income.
3.2 The results from primary research
Primary data were taken from a survey of 114 businesses in the Slovak Republic. These businesses –
value added tax payers were asked standardized questions and the sample was chosen by quotas. The
group of individuals made 55.26% of respondents; legal entities registered for tax 44.74% with
business activities in trading and providing services. Domestic suppliers and customers operating only
on the territory of the Slovak Republic accounted for 71% (80 taxpayers), exporters entitled to
deduction of value added tax 26.3% (30 taxpayers) and the number of buyers of goods and services
from the countries of the European community was 24 and 12 taxpayers identified themselves as
importers of goods and services from third countries.
As for the number of employees small businesses made 85.1%, middle-sized businesses 11.4% and
big companies made 3.5%. The sample of respondents was also considered from the point of view of
turnover with eight groups of value added tax payers.
In order to see the influence of value added tax on the financial management of businesses we
analyzed opinion on exploiting of value added tax as a significant financial instrument of corporate
management. It was found out that only 3.51% of taxpayers consider the tax an important financial
instrument and only 2.63% considered it an important instrument. This opinion was presented only by
the group of big companies. Small and medium-sized businesses gave a negative answer. At the same
time none of the responded taxpayers was thinking about terminating the registration for value added
tax.
When responding about the opinions on value added tax we assessed also potential benefits of
taxation. In the questionnaire they were described as cash-flow benefits (for example cash flow of
excessive deductions), managerial benefits (for example introduction of quality information systems in
businesses) and other benefits (for example the need to continuous improvement of qualification). All
potential benefits of taxation were assessed only by 18 respondents. A vast majority of businesses
(84.21%) do not specially follow, calculate or analyze sufficiently the benefits of value added tax.
Businesses naturally understand the obligation to pay taxes; however, their attitude towards paying
taxes is often negative and they understand this system as a „necessary evil“. Taxpayers do not deal
with potential effects (benefits) of taxation. On the other hand, 16% of respondents admitted regular
optimization and exploitation of loopholes in the legislation on value added tax.
From taxation point of view value added tax is second-rate as incomes and expenditures of the
deducted or paid value added tax are non-taxable incomes and expenditures.
It is thus logical that the expenditure connected with paying value added tax cannot be used to lower
the existing tax burden as value added tax is considered a tax which does not have an influence on the
tax burden of businesses. Tax burden should be influenced only by those tax duties where there is no
right to deduct input tax, which has an impact on the amount of declared costs and thus also on the
resulting profit or the amount of tax base.
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In the research we formulated hypotheses considering value added tax as an important instrument of
corporate finance. Our assumption stated in one hypothesis (Hypothesis 1: Businesses consider value
added tax an important financial instrument of managing the business) was not confirmed by research.
The assumption stated in another hypothesis was confirmed as a major part of respondents – value
added tax payers do not specially follow, calculate or deal in more detail with the benefits – positive
effects of value added tax.
4. WAYS OF OPTIMIZING CORPORATE PROCESSES BY THE SYSTEM OF VALUE
ADDED TAX
Paying taxes in time and in a proper amount belongs to the basic duties of businesses. They perform in
different internal and external conditions. Based on the results of our research and theoretical
knowledge and practical experience we have formulated some ways of optimizing the process of
taxation for businesses. They are selected conclusions and recommendations for businesses.
In the process of general indirect taxation businesses have to realize the character of the industry they
do business in (which is connected with the creation of added value), amount of turnover (including
expected turnover) types of taxable deals in compliance with the law on value added tax, advantageous
conditions of taxing the exports (to third countries) and the position in supplier – customer chain
which can significantly influence the prices of outputs.
Businesses also have to follow the impact of value added tax on the resulting profit (for example when
the so-called deduction of input tax is forbidden), time schedule of cash flow in the business with
regard to the right choice of taxation period (In compliance with tax legislation).
In the right use of value added tax as a financial instrument it is necessary to keep a tax calendar, focus
on looking for and exploiting benefits of value added taxation (cash flow, managerial benefits and
other).
It is good to summarize and identify all advantages and disadvantages of the applied system of
taxation with suitable choice of bookkeeping, filing tax returns and mandatory statements and
declarations.
The system of value added tax brings a number of induced costs of businesses which are connected
with the process of adaptation to frequent changes in legislation and rules; this can be partly
eliminated by the use of quality information systems.
The above-mentioned conclusion is closely connected with the need to continuously develop and
complete information and to have up-to-date knowledge of the changes in tax laws. This approach
gives taxpayers opportunity to prevent bad economic decisions and financial losses.
Among other proposals for optimization of the system of value added tax there was also one
suggesting that all businesses should become value added tax payers, which would eliminate the
differences between payers and non-payers of this tax.
5. CONCLUSION
Value added tax has been part of the Slovak tax system as a form of indirect taxation of final
consumption for fourteen years. The general character and mechanism of taxation influences
businesses, their opinion, attitudes and decisions. From the point of view of the conditions of taxation
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this tax belongs to the most complicated due to its administrative burden. The solution of the problems
of value added taxation is enhanced by the importance of this tax in individual countries, in fulfilling
the income part of state budgets. This tax is indispensable also in financing and creating conditions for
the functioning of the single European market. Value added tax has also a key importance in the
financing of the European Community.
This paper was processed in the frame of the project No. 1/0151/10 as the result of authors´ research at
significant help of VEGA agency, Slovakia.
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Abstract
This article analyzes modern stage of social development in Russia and the necessity to add sociocultural and humanistic criteria to technological and economic components of modernization. Thereby
the author justifies nonseparability of social and economic criteria of the firm efficiency on the basis
of evolution of theory of the firm and organizational studies. In the article the analysis of the concept
of corporate social responsibility and corporate social policy as its part is represented. Debating
issues connected with the evaluation of the efficiency of corporate social policy is given in
correspondence with the experience of Norilsk Nickel Company (Russia) in implementation of
corporate social programs.
Key words: social aspects of modernization, corporate social responsibility, corporate social policy,
social investments, corporate social programs, social policies in Russian companies.
1. INTRODUCTION
These days the question of what social forces are able to initiate economic recovery is raised more and
more often. But, what seems more important, economic modernization isn’t possible without the
transformation of existing system of social relations, which has become serious obstacle for positive
process of social and economic development of the country. Strategies like neglecting of social factors
of market reformation, following quite popular among Russian researchers concepts of social
development (for example, famous concepts of industrial and postindustrial society, informationdriven economy, knowledge-driven economy, open society, new economy, economy of new industrial
society and so on), spreading of economic egoism on every level of national economy do not facilitate
shaping of new methodological approaches for profound social transformation. A variety of
researchers in Russia as well as abroad tells about the crisis of social sciences in general,
unacceptability of the principle of “methodological individualism” in research of most valuable
problems of modern age (social outcomes of unemployment, polarization and deepening of income
differences, labor exploitation of new quality based on appropriation of intellectual property); point
out the need for construction of new social models and new ways of social being [1-4]. Outstanding
American economist, Nobel Prize winner, Joseph Stiglitz, in one of his latest public speeches has
emphasized that for evaluation of economic situation it’s necessary to concentrate on living standards
of every person. From the J. Stiglitz’s point of view, recently the world has monitored rising GDP with
unhealthy interest, looking after the quantity of goods and services produced. Paying so much
attention to this single indicator led to omission of important factors like social price of unemployment
and influence of pollution on the health of nations. Banks have been allowed to give out huge amounts
of money for a kind of today “sweetening” in gage of tomorrow, preparing the basis for the most
serious crisis from the 1930s [5]. On the World Public Forum "Dialogue of Civilizations," (October
2008, Rhodes, Greece) it was noted that economic crisis is just the top of the problems that the
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economy has faced under the conditions of globalization. It was pointed out that the philosophy of
consumer society is outdated and besides the tangible objective to feed earth population, “creators” of
new world order have to handle truly moral challenge – to find new coordinates for social order.
It should be underlined that Russian orientation on the resource modernization, only economic and
technology-based models of developments orientation, investing in point projects like Skolkovo do not
suggest any deep changes in social structure and its value-based components. Socio-cultural and
humanistic criteria still aren’t supposed as essential parts of modern stage of economic and
technological modernization by both Russian business community and governmental authorities.
Thereby, choosing technological modernization and high competitiveness as a keystone for Russian
economy is a dead-end way, that leads us to incitement and escalation of social conflicts, sharpest
confrontation, social mistrust of political authorities and business community as well as resource
depletion. Moreover nowadays in Russia unsolved social problems increase is accompanied by
decreasing of the value of labor activities and labor ethic. Low labor satisfaction of workers comes
along with absence of clear shaped interests of government, business and workers in the system of
labor-management relations.
The question of the role of Russian business and companies in the modernization problems
management is still open for Russia as well as the question “should companies concentrate most of
their efforts on economic performance measurements?”, or “aren’t social investments limiting fixed
capital renewal?”
Meanwhile, latest international practice shows that a company sustainable development, based not
only on economic but also social factors, leads to the decrease of entrepreneurial risks, strengthened
competitiveness, promotion of personnel effectiveness and consumer loyalty, improving of company
image, creating positive impact of the company on economic and social development of the local
territory. That means national social development priorities and issue of business effectiveness are not
only strategic compatible but directly connected. It is necessary to state that Russian companies are in
the process of realizing that they need to generate, implement and develop corporate social policies.
To reason indicated statements let’s appeal to well-known theories of the firm, which from, our point
of view, allow to justify inseparable connection between economic and social company performance,
to reveal underlying relation of economic and social components of firm activity.
Thus, definitely social component isn’t obvious and directly specified in business activity. This
conclusion is confirmed by both the researchers of the theory of the firm and companies’ top
managers, who consider the profit maximization as the main motive for their activity in market
conditions. Even wage, the category closest to the social topic, is regarded from their perspective just
as one of cost elements, which combination is dictated by objective economic conditions and only in
the very end results in certain social outcomes.
In that case it is arguable that before the certain point social component of firm performance and its
social functions are external, “dictated” by the state (its social policy), it is just the start. Certainly
government aims to suppress corporate abusive practice in economic (tax avoidance, production of
commodities of inferior quality) and social (labor rights misconduct) spheres. It should be noted that
only after economic ways of profit growth are depleted companies begin to use social factors of their
development, transforming it into internal need. So consideration of corporate social idea is not
possible without the referring to the theory of the firm, to the criteria of its effectiveness.
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Social aspects of the theory of the firm are connected with the evolutionary stage of the development
of the western economies and gradual understanding of the firm as a certain social “organism” having
its own outstanding characteristics and features, which mirror the pattern of general social
development. To realize that profit and its maximization is not the only reason for business activity the
long way has to be made. Profit and its maximization directly or circumstantially solve social
problems, related to reproductivity, conditions of human activity and development. What is important
here, it is to follow trends, which western theories of the firm have passed by in the process of long
evolutionary development.
Thus, Classic and Marxist political economics associated capital operations with profit as the only
goal. Efficiency, consequently, was characterized through the profit rate. However already in this
period realizing the unbreakable connection between enterprises and people life activities has come.
All products and services produced are meant for consumption. A. Smith pointed that capitalist
following his mercenary interests guided by “invisible hand” moves to the aim that is far from his
intentions.
Neoclassic or marginalistic approach demonstrates the elements of objectification of the social
component of efficiency criterion. It is based on the analysis of interconnection between the factors of
production and their marginal utility, judging from the real market situation. Labor demand in this
interpretation regarded as one of the factors of entrepreneurship activity, and price of labor services is
one of the cost elements, that set the objective framework of social efficiency on the micro level.
Labor as an factor of production has its special features and main of it is inseparability from the
human. Considering the question of how many workers a firm is going to employ it should define the
“price of the demand” of labor services, i.e. the salary, which is according to marginalists depends on
labor marginal utility.
Looking from the organizational aspect (organization theory) neoclassic school could be compared
with mechanistic approach to the organizational research as an object of management practice.
Mechanistic approach in management theory considers organization as a system of interconnection
and combination of such factors of production as 1) raw and other materials; 2) instruments of labor;
3) labor forces. Classic structure in this organization supposes clear dissociation of property from the
management, positioning employees against the owners and top management of the company.
Solution of main social problems in this case is connected with providing acceptable work conditions,
wage and stimulus, moderation of the organizational conflicts. Exactly this main ways companies
chose for their social activities.
Development of given theoretical approaches as well take place in the theory of “human capital”. The
key concept of it concludes that investment in employee is an essential condition for economic growth
of the firm and realization of its long-term interests. Therefore the theory of “human capital”, together
with economic factors of growth in production and profit of the single enterprise, started to research
social and psychological factors such as possibilities for creativity, realization of individual personal
abilities and promotion.
Critics of marginalism (in general considering social component of a firm activity based on the
statement that profit is the criterion of firm effectiveness and maximizing profit claims definitive
social costs) was proceeded from the fact that it was not possible to make precise estimation of the
marginal costs. The object of primary critics of marginalists was exactly the principle of marginal
utility used in justifying the individual firm demand for the labor. Institutionalism in this connection
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could be reviewed as a kind of protest against that abstract economics. Institutionalism gives totally
different status to social problematic in the framework of the theory of the firm. The marginalism is
based on the quantity fixed ratio of the factors of production in different models of market economy,
when the institutionalists include all factors of social and economic relations, increasing by this the
share of social components in the theory of the firm.
Institutional theory in general considers a firm as a complex of long-term contracts. According to
Ronald Coase the size and existence of transactional costs is the main reason for firm operating.
Consequently the firm is meant to minimize transactional costs, in other words costs of business
operations [6]. In this context both institutional theory and corresponding theories of organization
consider relevance and conditions of the creation of vertically-integrated structures. In fact, one of the
aims of vertical integration, based on property rights, is the decrease of transactional costs by taking
suppliers and sales intermediates under control.
The researchers such specify problems like huge distance between the employee proceeding primary
operations and the producing process and outcome in general. Consequently there is escalation of the
conflicts, tension, decrease of personnel motivation because of incapability to control and influence
general outcome. As a result main tendencies of social development should be concentrated on the
realization of social partnership principles, developing of labor contracts, and involvement of
employees in the management and profit-sharing.
Cognitive theory of the firm develops modern interpretation of the institutional theory. In the works of
R. Bocquet and O. Servais economic environment of firm operating is viewed from the side of
cognitive uncertainty and only trust (social capital) could promote the decrease of transactional costs
[7]. Institution of trust leads to the cooperation and partnership.
Creative approach to understanding of organization as an object of management also lets us compare it
with a cognitive theory of the firm. The concept of “creative organization” was introduced by Russian
scientists V. Inozemtsev and according to it organization is viewed as a group of colleagues and
partners creating totally new products or services and forming new markets [8]. Basis for such an
organization and the main resource is knowledge, experience, employee qualification, intellectual and
social capital. Managerial object in this case is not production processes and structures but business
and activity itself, moreover mostly intellectual activity.
As a consequence main forms of employer-employee relations should take forms, which promote
shaping the institute of trust between partners and employees, employees and top management, for
example education and advanced training, retraining and personnel development, social responsibility
and corporate social policy. Complexity of modern labor activity, filling it with creativity elements,
and consequently complicating relations between employees and employers as well as within the
employees assumes organizing special social environment in the company. This environment should
promote satisfaction of diverse needs of people as long as there are personal self-realization and selfactualization and high labor efficiency.
In the modern context of advanced development of the theory of the firm observations shows several
attempts to combine two theories – neoclassic and institutional. Synthesis of these schools suggests the
possibility of fundamentally new phenomenon in firm performance, connected with such features of
modern economy as network effects. According to the traditional concept firm to increase its
effectiveness use the whole range of its rights, delegating them to a new organization – network. In
management network organizations develop together with understanding of organization as a business
system with “outwashing” of its departments into external sphere and losing their traditional
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characteristics. “The main strategic factors of traditional organization are aims and structure. As in
perspective organization won’t be direct system and structure lose its relevance, organization culture
becomes new strategic factor, but it’s not corporate culture, it’s a part of civil society. Particularly,
from the social and cultural point of view environment stops being a ring for a fight (mainly
competitive) becoming a field for civilized cooperation”[9. P. 100]. Thus, realizing social
characteristics of firm activities have developed in the framework of evolution of the theory of the
firm and, strictly speaking, of the firm performance in the market environment. In return these
transformations suppose designing certain relations with all agents one way or another involved in
firm activities such as employees, consumers, suppliers, local authorities, government and society in
general. Even use of traditional terminology of “mainstream” (about rationalization of our choice and
dominating of economic egoism) allow to state that “making a decision about what, how, for whom to
produce socially responsible entrepreneur (corporation) is guided not only by the measure of market
feasibility and profitability, but also by the criteria concerning interests of the sides. In classic market
scheme market failures is compensated by the government. New concept suggests that socially
responsible entrepreneur (in a more mature model it is socially responsible business community) tend
to compensate them by himself at least partially” [10. P. 93].
Concept of corporate social responsibility is highly efficient to justify the need for social policy
implementation on the company level. First fundamental work concerning social responsibility was
published in the middle 1950s. In the book “Social responsibility of the businessman” H. Bowen
examined how “the concept of social responsibility could be extended to business, and there would be
general social and economic benefits that would accrue to society, if business recognized broader
social goals in its decisions”.
Although, of course, conceptual works in the sphere of social responsibility have appeared much
earlier. In particular, the initial contribution to the development of this concept have been made by the
biggest businessmen of the twentieth century, first of all it was E. Carnegie (steel production, has built
more than 200 public libraries), David Rockefeller (organized the Rockefeller Foundation),
D. Morgan, H. Ford (created the cheapest car of that time). In the framework of corporate egoism of
M. Friedman and D. Henderson the concept of economic responsibility has evolved. Significant
contribution to the ideas of social responsibility was also made by such scholars as L. Preston,
O. Sheldok, C. Black, B. Karaof, M. Pallatstsi, R. Haywood, T. Schelling, R. Cantillon and many
others. The main reasons of this concept to appear, they bounded to the change of views on the role
and place of business in the community, especially large business.
Most researchers understand social responsibility as voluntary assistance for community provided by
business through social programs, and consider the components (directions) of socially responsible
behavior. The main such components include:

duties to the public, employees, partners and consumers; high-quality production;
openness and accessibility for the society in all activity aspects, but trade secrets;
compliance with legal requirements;
3)
the priority of solving social problems at both the firm level and the level of society as
a whole;
4)
the active use of all initiatives aimed business development and social climate
improvement.
1)
2)

Thus, the characteristic of directions of socially responsible business activities allows us to formulate
the domains of corporate social responsibility (see Table 1).
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Table 1 - Domains of social responsibility [11. P. 239]
Domain

Brief description

Economic responsibility

According to the majority of researchers, the most basic social responsibility of
firms and managers (owners) should maximize profits, where it only seems
possible. Social responsibility of business is to provide consumers with quality
products and services at affordable prices. The state must deal with the main
social problems through various social institutions.

Legal responsibility

This sphere reflects the commitment of business to obey the laws, both general
regulating business activity, criminal and special regulating the activities of
producers (for example, the Law on Consumer Protection). In response to the
implementation of key points of legal liability in many enterprises there were
established departments and services for claims for products / services of the
company, hot lines, departments to assist clients.

Ethical responsibility

This sphere reflects the firm's moral obligations to behave ethically and socially
responsible. The scale of ethical duties is greater than one of legal liability, but
they may not be required to implement.

Discretionary
responsibility

This sphere of social responsibility suggest the involvement of a business (firm)
in social programs at both the society level (assistance to schools, orphanages and
health care organizations, participation in extension of the aid to the needy), and
the level of the firm

In our study, under the social responsibility of business we understand the obligations of the firm to
benefit society through the use of private business profits, directed to solution of key social problems.
Social
responsibility
most
often
considered
in
two
aspects.
1. Social responsibility at the macro level suggests businesses involvement in the implementation of
social programs at the community level. These programs may include various aspects of philanthropy,
patronage
over
cultural
institutions,
institutional
care,
environmental
protection.
2. Social responsibility at the micro level supposes a business (represented by the owners and
managers) implementing social programs, which support employees.
Interest in issues of social responsibility in the world is underlined by the fact that in 1999 the business
community itself took the initiative to introduce the world stock index of Dow Jones, which reflected
sustainability. This index is based on a large number of indicators (50) and grouped into three business
domains: economic development, environmental development and social development. The calculated
parameters with the help of a special "weighted scale" define places of different companies in “the
world table of ranks of sustainable development”. Experience shows that top companies have
advantages in signing public contracts and attraction of investments.
At the end of 20th century the need to institutionalize social responsibility is dictated by the processes
of globalization and consequently by the influence of largest companies on the social development of
national economies and regions, including planetary scale. To neutralize negative impacts of
transnational corporations on development of territories and major regions, its social and economic
consequences is possible only by cooperation between society and transnational companies through
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the shaping of socially responsible behavior of the companies. In this regard, along with the concept of
"social responsibility" the concept of "corporate social responsibility” (CSR) is now widely used. In
Europe, as a stable concept CSR was officially formed only at the beginning of the 21st century on the
Lisbon European summit in March 2000. The European Commission defines CSR as “a concept
whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in
their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” [12. P. 42-43].
In the framework of a new strategy of corporate social responsibility adopted by the European
Commission there was limited the following types of reports: “Report on Corporate Social
Responsibility”,” Sustainability Report “,”Report on Social Development”56. Although it should be
noted that the first international standard on social responsibility was issued in 1997 and was named
"Social Accountability 8000» (SA8000: 1997) as a result of the consensus reached between Europe
and the U.S. In March 2006, working papers of the future International Standard ISO/WD 26000
“Guidelines for Social Responsibility” was published for discussion.
As for Russia and Russian model of corporate social responsibility, it is only developing now.
However, the interest to this issue from the private sector and the state and society in general has
increased recently. This thesis is confirmed by the following trends.
1. In 2003, at the annual board meeting of the Chamber of Commerce its President, E.M. Primakov
made a report “Social responsibility of business in modern Russia”. In the report he emphasized that
formal social responsibilities of the business community are to solve the problems of labor relations,
elimination of counterfeit and adulterated products, addressing environmental focus. Primakov has
paid special attention to need of business performing its informal social obligations to society such as
poverty reduction, and targeted support for the most vulnerable social groups, participation in the local
infrastructure development [13].
2. In 2004, there was a significant event in the life of the Russian business. At the XIV Congress of the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RUIE), which was held November 16, 2004, the
Social Charter of Russian business and the basic principles of their activity were adopted. Also the
guideline “On enhancing the effectiveness of social partnership, social mission of Russian business
and the development of quality human resources capacity” was made, where the corporate social
responsibility and directions of its development were defined.
Earlier, in 2002, the RUIE adopted a Code of corporate and business ethics, which currently are used
in many Russian corporations (Sberbank, Wimm-Bill-Dann Corp., LUKOIL, JSC “Evrazholding” and
others).
3. Since 2000, there have been regularly organized Russian national competition "Russian
organization of high social efficiency". In 2004, to the traditional categories of competition (paying,
working conditions and safety, staff development and implementation of corporate social programs)
two more nominations were added: the socio-economic efficiency of the collective agreement and
small enterprises of high social efficiency.
Awareness of the need to spread the ideas of socially responsible behavior is manifested in the
organization of conferences and seminars made by regional authorities on problems identified above.

56

AA1000 standard - the standard of social accountability, designed to measure the performance of companies
from ethical positions. Standard GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) - a standard of reporting on sustainable
development. Standard GRI2002 - the international standard of social accountability
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For example, in June 2005, the Office for Labor Relations of Tomsk Region held a seminar to promote
social responsibility among the Tomsk employers and government representatives. The speakers
included Martin Krihmayer, specialist on the social dialogue of the International Labor Organization.
The workshop summarized the regional contest "For the high social efficiency and social partnership",
which Regional Office of Social and Labor Relations conducted the fourth year in a row.
4. Continuation of mentioned initiatives develop in implementing various projects in the field of
socially responsible business. For example, in April 2006 the project “Social investments of business.
Siberian region” was launched and the aim of it is the development " of CSR standards on the territory
of Siberia, assessing the contribution of business in social development of the local territories,
implementing the ranking in the sphere of social investments and CSR, as well as the social
positioning of companies, who include CSR elements in their strategy." In 2009, JSC “Irkutskenergo”
was recognized as the best company in the field of social investment and corporate social
responsibility, and won in 2 categories: "Staff Development Program" and "Program of development
of the local community" [14].
5. Many companies, who have realized the role of socially responsible behavior, use the media to
promote this concept in a society and to create a positive image of business. As an example, we could
use the activities of the Ural Mining and Metallurgical Company (Ekaterinburg). In the article of
O. Belyaeva "Undertaking responsibility" the author analyzes the company's expeience in 10 Russian
regions and the implementation of its various social programs. In particular, CEO of Ural Mining and
Metallurgical Company Andrew Kozitsyn characterizes the concept of social responsibility this way:
"Whenever possible, businesses should actively participate in all projects that is related to the socioeconomic development of territories, including the funding of social programs". A. Kozitsyn believes
that the concept of social responsibility is much broader than the due payment of taxes and high
wages [15].
Some significant theoretical researches also have been published on the issue of corporate social
responsibility. Among Russian scientific research several could be highlighted such as works of A.
Kostin, S. Peregudova, B. Rakitskaya, I. Soboleva, F. Shamhalova, E. Gontmakher, E. Balatsky, A.
Babich.
However, despite all positive trends and developments in this area of scientific interest, there are
several factors hampering the development of socially responsible business. One of the most complex
issues that is on the agenda, is the question of the institutionalization of the Russian model of socially
responsible business. It should be noted here, that in foreign countries this issue is resolved in different
ways and based on objective economic conditions of the business, which takes into account sociocultural specificities of local countries.
Nowadays in world there are an American and continental European models of corporate social
responsibility. Feature of the American model of CSR is the minimum role of government in private
business. Meanwhile, the U.S. is famous for the traditions of voluntary business participation in the
financing of social projects, started in the 1950's and 1960's, began to be planned and goal-oriented.
Educational programs supported by U.S. corporations (modern professional education in U.S. is
funded by the private sector more than in any country in the world) are widely known as well as the
development of pension and insurance systems and other socially important programs. It should be
noted that socially responsible business is promoted by the State through related tax benefits and
credits, which are legally fixed. Thus, the distinguishing characteristic of the American model is that
CSR is initiated by the business community, going beyond legal requirements.
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The main feature of the European model of CSR is its state regulation. It is manifested primarily in the
legislative institutions of compulsory voluntary insurance and workers' health and pension insurance.
Most of the acute social problems, including spheres of employment and labor relations, are solved at
the state level through the mechanisms of government social policy.
The main distinguishing features of American and continental European model of CSR are presented
in Table 2.
Table 2 - Comparison of U.S. and European models of CSR [11. P. 243]
Types of social
responsibility

U.S. model of CSR

European model of CSR

Economic
responsibility

Business is responsible primarily to
their shareholders

In addition to liability to its shareholders,
business is also responsible to employees
and the local community

Legal responsibility

Business sees government regulation as
interference in private initiatives. At the
same time, law enforcement is rigorous
code of conduct of firms

Business views the State as an institution
that generates and regulates the rules and
norms of behavior in society

Ethical responsibility

Trust and non-interference in the affairs
of private business

Distrust and high public attention to
private business. This manifests itself in
the issues, such as genetic engineering,
testing medicines on animals that is rarely
not on the agenda of the EU

Discretionary
responsibility

Funding various social programs is
common and very popular and is based
on private initiative

Social programs is financing through
legally fixed mechanisms

Knowing the current performance of the Russian economy, socio-cultural traditions and specificity,
we stand on the position of the institutionalization of the Russian model of corporate social
responsibility and, consequently, a corporate social policy, as one of its components. In particular, it
should lead to public social reporting as a mandatory norm, toughening penalties for employers
(owners) in cases of discrimination and violations of labor rights of employees. These facts are
indicated by established today labor moral traditions, rooted in the mists of time and connected with
the influence of the Orthodox work ethic, which did not extend to the basic sectors of life, including
employment. Therefore, economic and labor cultures were always not at the highest level of
development.
Describing the concept of corporate social policy, it should be noted that in Russian studies, there is no
unambiguous interpretation of the concept. Most researchers of this issue connect social enterprise
policy with the focus of social spending and the structure of labor costs related to the main
components of remuneration in the form of wages and social benefits. For example, A. Kostin
considers social policy within the framework of socially responsible business through “investments
and activities of companies aiming social development of its staff, as well as charity projects of local
and federal levels for the needy and in different areas of education, culture, sports” [ 16. P. 66].
F. Burdzhalov characterizes social policy through social activity, which is reflected in “... the change
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of the labor costs structure. The last concerns relations between the basic components of remuneration
in the form of actual wages and social benefits” [17. P. 97]. Nicholas Usatiy defines social policy “as
the activities of employers and management on the implementation of social rights and guarantees of
employees and coordination of social interests" [18. P. 37]. The author also highlights the factors
affecting its implementation, such as: 1) the scale of business; 2) the performance of the company; 3)
market conditions; 4) labor market conditions, in particular, the level of competition and the need for
retaining and developing staff; 5) economic need and advantage of the maintenance and development
of social infrastructure; 6) conditions for the development and expansion of business; 7) the interest
and pressure from employees; 8) individual values of top management and owners, their motivation.
In our opinion, it is not entirely acceptable to narrow the social policy of a company towards its staff
only to social benefits and payments. Even according to the method of preparing of public contracts, in
particular, fixing social responsibility of business towards employees at the regulatory (institutional)
level, the spectrum of solving issues is much wider - from job security to the programs of young
people development. You can offer the following definition of social policy.
Social policy is an activity aimed at human resource management in terms of creating the necessary
conditions for labor activities (workforce) and service management of a social nature. It includes all
the services the company provides its employees and their families in addition to salary based on law,
collective agreements or voluntarily. Thus, the structure of social policy at the enterprise includes the
following elements:

1. Legal obligations of the enterprise, ensuring social protection for its employees.
2. Social services, which are the subject of collective bargaining and collective labor
relations.
3. Social services of the company, provided voluntarily, i.e. without obligation by law or
collective agreement.
The first structural element is associated with the legal obligations of the company and only provides a
basic social protection for its workers. Thus, this direction of social enterprise activity can be
described as social protection of members of the personnel of the enterprise within the compulsory
limits. This direction, of course, is not the subject of big debates and its implementation is provided by
enterprises, regardless of their legal form, financial condition, scale of production and other activities,
number and structure of staff members. In this regard, we note only the following:

1. Each employee of the company is a member of the pension insurance and
unemployment insurance.
2. Every employee is a member of sickness insurance.
3. And each employee has the right to receive disability benefits according to the law.
But in the structure of the mandatory social security of its employees, each sector of the economy may
include also their own insurance. For example, unions of enterprises in the chemical sphere, coal
mining, oil and gas production and processing may have specific forms of accidents insurance, to
funded by all employers. In addition to cash payments for accidents objective of these associations is
to restore health, as well as professional and social reintegration of victims in the enterprise.
F. Burdzhalov calls this component of social policy "conditionally statute (or mandatory), which is
embodied by more or less uniform set of social programs for most businesses" [17. P. 100].
The subject of social policy at the enterprise, realized in the framework of signed collective
agreements, is the agreement on the amount of income, taking into account annual inflation, working
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conditions, employment and employability. In addition, substantial financial spending for social
services and employee benefits is negotiated in collective agreements.
The main difference between third structural element and the second is its unregulated nature from the
side of the state and trade unions. In this case, the enterprise itself voluntarily implements a range of
social programs within the overall corporate social policy.
The ratio between the second and third structural elements of social policy depends on the number of
factors. For example, F. Burdzhalov in his study identifies two variants of the relations "between the
two directions of social enterprise activity in different countries. In one of them a relatively large
space is given to a statutory element. This is especially true for European countries. In the second,
crucial role is given to non-statutory component (the author chooses this term to specify a "voluntary"
element of social policy). This is true, in particular, for Japan and the United States. For example, in
the U.S. legally conditioned part of labor costs without wage is 32.4%, while "voluntary" - 67,6%
[17. P. 101]. We would add to this argument the fact that U.S. failed to develop collective and
contractual regulation of labor relations, and in Japan a huge influence in this regulation is exerted by
informal institutions and the general policy of paternalism, implemented in large companies. For the
United States it is also typically that in periods of lower state social spending enterprises carry
significant level of social costs.
All of the above allows us to formulate key principles of social policy, which should become the basis
for the general concept of corporate social policy. So, social policies at the enterprise must meet the
following principles:

1. Social policy of the enterprise must be economically sounded. In the system of market
economy, it must be implemented taking into account the costs and their effectiveness.
2. Determining the legally required social costs (normative fees), as well as choosing
options of employees social benefits, additional to wages, a company should take into
account the legal fiscal regulations (federal and local taxes and tax exemptions, credit
relaxations, rates for social contributions); building legislation (security measures),
environmental legislation.
3. A company should know and take into account the tangible and intangible needs and
interests of employees, as well as their main motives for employment in the company.
4. Feasibility of the social costs of the company and their optimal structure should match
the characteristics of the location of the enterprise (town, village or district) in terms
of climate conditions, availability of labor and availability of housing and social
infrastructure.
5. Provided social services should be familiar for staff and regarded by them as a
voluntary business spending on social needs.
6. Social needs that are already adequately satisfied by the state, regional, local
authorities or public bodies should not be the subject of social policy at the company.
Using the term “corporate social policy”, we should note that it is implemented, first of all, at the level
of large companies (corporations). In particular, in Russia, in contrast to the small and medium
enterprises, corporations group large number of employees, often becoming principal employer. The
activities of big business largely affect the environment and quality of products and services, they set
the tone in the system of labor relations, following labor laws, employee participation in enterprise
management.
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It should be noted that the lack of interest of business, particularly in the institutionalization of
corporate social policy, in our opinion, connected with three main factors. First, Russian companies
have not yet learned to manage their social investments. If the direct personnel costs (labor costs, costs
of staff training) are somehow managed, the other social costs (not to mention the social investments
in general) are perceived as inevitable and unmanageable losses. Experts estimate that only 5% of
Russian companies are trying to calculate the return on social investments. However, numerous
studies in the United States and European Union (in particular, monitoring “Business for Social
Responsibility” in the U.S. and those of London Benchmarking Group in the UK) confirms:
organizations that have implemented thought-trough policies of social responsibility, show a higher
profit comparing to competitors operating in the same market. Russian corporate social practice also
suggests that effective social programs influence the growth of the capitalization and profit, decrease
of the costs for business expansion, including the territorial aspect.
Second, more often social policy in Russia is still conceived through stereotypes of the Soviet era.
Instead of focused efforts to address the problems of a particular enterprise, companies are using
expensive projects that duplicate functions performed by the state. "Knowing the desire of large
companies to act in accordance with national projects in the field of social services and education
social sphere threatens to turn into a bottomless “black hole” for the modern Russian business"
[19. P. 8]. And third, it is necessary to take into account the following circumstance. High added value
is created only by the employee, his skills, experience, knowledge, behavioral and communicative
competence in its broadest sense, that in the end, makes employers and company management not
only invest in the workers development and social security, but also take into account the subjective
assessments and value orientations of employees. However, we must realize the following. While in
Russia the possibility of obtaining excess profits from other factors of production is not exhausted, we
hardly can expect any radical changes in this area.
Thus, social policy is essential especially for those companies who are interested in: 1) reducing
unproductive expenses and costs, not adding any value to the product/service; 2) increasing the
loyalty of staff, building relationships between employees and employers on the principles of
partnership and trust; 3) lining up a trust relationship with the government and various communities
for their own prosperity and 4) increase in the capitalization of the company, primarily due to the
growth of intangible assets. Table 3 shows the effect of corporate social policy on a system of labor
relations.
Table 3 - Impact of social policy on the development of labor relations
Elements of the labor
relations

The influence of social policy: a general overview

Shaping of the interests
of institutional agents government, employees,
employers

Promotes the formation of the interests of all 3 subjects of the system of labor
relations. State by regulations and the institutionalization of social policies (in
particular, the introduction of social reports) perform its essential functions in the
system of labor relations such as the regulation, coordination, information and
control. Employees follow their interests in creating favorable work conditions
and social services management. Employers realize their goals by improving the
efficiency of the enterprise in the long term through increased motivation, staff
development and improved labor productivity.

Types of labor relations

Social policy, implemented by owners and management of the company,
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promotes the formation of a partnership, social dialogue, willingness to
compromise, trust.
Subject area (the subject
of labor relations)

The subject area of social policy aiming creation of decent work conditions,
training of employees and their development, increase of the responsibility of
employers. Program activities of social policy should include issues related to the
increase in wages and social protection of workers, the development of inside
system of training and retraining, the creation of decent work conditions and
work places with the appropriate level of remuneration.

Institutional mechanisms

Social policy itself is an institutional mechanism intended to facilitate the
development of labor relations; main mechanisms of implementation of the social
policy are the following: development of the concept of social policy,
development of program activities, the personification of personnel policy,
creation of work groups to develop the concept and program activities, the
development of social reports

What should be done to implement effective social policies? First of all, it is an analysis of the
company's practices in this area, highlighting of the problem areas, definition of a common vision and
development priorities. Second, a company should try to develop different scenarios of social policy,
depending on factors determined by the company's development strategy, development strategy of the
local territory and the amount of funds that the company is ready to invest in social development
(social programs). Third step is to identify the correlation between social investment and capitalization
of the company, to forecast the influence of social policy on the loyalty of staff, the company's
reputation and other performance indicators.
In turn, the effectiveness of corporate social policy can be evaluated using the integral indicator of
"Human Development Index", the construction of which is based on three levels of assessment of
corporate social policy: 1) assessment of the legal obligations of the company on social protection of
its employees, which includes elements of status; 2) evaluation of the implementation of social
partnership and the development of system of collective labor contracts, and 3) evaluation of voluntary
corporate social policy based on non-financial (social) report, where the company voluntarily discloses
the information about the main aspects and results of operations related to the implementation of the
strategy of sustainable business development.
Determining the integral criterion for assessing the effectiveness of social policies and developing
system of social indicators the fact that efficiency is not the rate between the result and the costs must
be taken into account. One must distinguish, therefore, the following types of efficiency. First, the
effectiveness - the activity is effective if it allows achieving the desired results (correlation between
the result and the goal desired). Second, the feasibility - the activity is effective it allows us to solve
social problems (the ratio of goals to real social problems). Third, the profitability - an activity is more
effective if it gives you the results at the lowest cost (the ratio of results to costs).
In our opinion, the function of the aim of the corporate social policy development should be a function
of the quality of work life and well-paid labor (Fqwl → max, where F - the function of the aim, QWL the quality of work life). On the basis of an appropriate system of indicators (estimated objectively and
subjectively) the technique of calculation of the index of firm social development should be developed
at the company level. This index can be represented by a formula of linear addition. I = (ΣFi)/n, where
Fi - the current level of the i exponent, n - number of indicators. This technique can be adjusted, if to
these indicators we give weighting coefficients (p i). "Weights" represent the subjective aspects and
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may be determined by an expert way that, in our view, could be a source of very valuable information.
Then the formula becomes a weighted average. I = (ΣFi*pi)/pi. Systematic calculation of the index and
comparing it every year will give a picture of emerging trends. Integration of the 15-20 most important
social indicators, will provide new index, which distinguish itself by its nature, and analytical
capabilities and characterizes the trend of quality of work life in that particular company.
In this paper, we do not aim to calculate this index (an index of a firm social development) on the
basis of the developed system of social indicators, nor do we need to calculate the effectiveness of
corporate social policy. Achieving such results requires further study, a large amount of factual
material and verification of data received. In the present study let’s indicate the following
circumstances. In 2008, the RUIE has issued a brochure "Basic performance
indicators. Recommendations for use in the practice of management and corporate non-financial
reporting" [20]. There one can find basic indicators recommended for use in the preparation of
corporate non-financial reports (social, in the context of sustainable development, environmental), as
well as in company management systems for monitoring, control and evaluation of key performance
indicators. Preparation of these recommendations, as stated in the brochure, is a part of a package of
measures, implemented by the RUIE to promote the ideas of the Social Charter of Russian Business,
to assist the implementation of principles of socially responsible behavior in corporate practices of
Russian business. These basic performance indicators are based on the best international practices and
standards, regulations of corporate responsibility and social reporting (United Nations Global
Agreement, Global Reporting Initiative - GRI).
Social performance indicators are grouped in a separate section - Section 3, which includes four major
subsections.
Subsection 1. Performance Indicators analyzing approaches to the labor organization and decent work
conditions (employment, relations between staff and management, health and safety in the workplace,
education and training, diversity and equal opportunities).
Subsection 2. Performance Indicators in the field of human rights.
Subsection 3. Performance indicators for the interaction with society.
Subsection 4. Performance Indicators in the field of responsibility for product quality.
Moreover the brochure contains not only the parameters/indicators, but also the technique of their
calculation. Such a detailed formalization, of course, simplify the use of social indicators, as well as
the calculation of integral indicator proposed here, the "index of social development" through the
function of the quality of work life.
3. RUSSIAN EXPERIENCE
In conclusion of our study we should present the experience of Russian companies in the
implementation of corporate social policies. Currently, a number of large Russian companies form a
policy of socially responsible business (in this case we should understand that this process is slow and
incremental, not giving immediate benefits and results) on a voluntary basis draw non-financial
reports, social in particular, place their main results of social activities and spheres of social
investment on their own websites and on the website of RUIE. Among the Russian companies policy
of socially responsible business is shown by, first of all, major oil and gas companies, metalurgicals,
major transportation and construction companies, energy companies, the banking sector. We can
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highlight the experience of some particular companies in implementing principles of socially
responsible business and corporate social policy. They are “Aeroflot - Russian Airlines”, “LUKOIL”,
“Mosenergo”, “RUSAL”, “Norilsk Nickel”, “Gazprom”, “Sberbank” and “Rosbank” and many others.
Table 4 shows the structure of social investment by the spheres of use on 01.01.2005 [21. P. 20].
Table 4 - Structure of the sector social investments by the area of use (% of total investments).
Personnel
development

Health care

Efficient use
of resources

Fair
business
practice

Local
community
development

Other

Fuel Complex

37,0

6,1

35,5

5,5

10,9

4,9

Non-ferrous
metallurgy
Ferrous metallurgy

36,4

15,5

37,7

2,2

7,0

1,0

47,8

7,0

32,0

1,3

10,5

1,6

Electric
Power
Industry
Forest
and
woodworking
industry

40,7

9,1

42,0

1,3

4,9

1,8

48,4

9,7

15,9

1,7

16,9

7,2

Engineering

61,8

6,8

5,5

15,5

9,0

1,2

Production
of
consumer goods and
services

47,1

101

11,7

1,2

20,2

9,4

Chemical Industry

42,9

11,2

35,1

1,2

5,5

3,8

Professional Services

49,1

45,1

0,6

5,2

0,0

0,0

Consumer Service

79,1

0,4

0,0

9,9

10,5

0,0

Telecommunications

70,0

10,8

0,4

1,9

3,1

13,5

Transportation

58,4

33,0

2,9

1,5

2,8

1,1

Financial services

75,9

0,0

0,0

6,9

17,0

0,0

Trade

59,0

10,6

17,7

0,0

12,7

0,0

Cross-industry
groups

31,7

13,8

18,6

0,9

20,9

14,0

Average

52,3

12,6

17,0

3,7

10,1

4,0

Industry

As an example of corporate social policy it is interesting to look at the experience of MMC Norilsk
Nickel, Norilsk (later the Company). The corporate social policy in the Company is institutionalized
and is actually an effective internal rate of development of the company. The aim of social policy of
the Company is formation of the Company's human resource capacity, able to perform effectively and
productively, socially stable, ensuring the efficiency growth of the Company performance, the
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implementation of its development concept, and on this basis to create opportunities for a competitive
remuneration on the market level and social benefits for employees; work in conditions that meet high
modern standards.
The aims of corporate social policy.

1. Personnel development (selection, recruitment, assessment, training, promotion) to
provide units of the Company with employees who have necessary level of
professional qualification.
2. Forming the system of labor relations in accordance with the strategic objectives of
the Company’s development, based on the consolidation of the interests of employees
and the Company.
3. Improving the system of the employee motivation that provide increase of the wage of
workers in relation to the growth of labor productivity, collective and individual
results of the work.
4. Development of corporate social programs that provide workers and their families
with additional opportunities for health care, physical training and sports, cultural
activities, as well as the development of additional pension schemes, etc.
5. To create social, living and working conditions, meeting the highest standards, to
implement environmental activities that ensure recovery of the territories.
6. Development of corporate culture, ensuring social stability and a favorable moral and
psychological climate among the employees.
7. Ensuring interaction with the federal, regional and local authorities for creating
favorable conditions of socio-economic development of the Company and defending
the interests of the Company's employees, residents of the northern territories.
Social Policy of MMC Norilsk Nickel is developed and implemented in a systematic manner in
accordance with the approved regulations. To meet current and long-term development objectives, the
Company develops and implements staff programs that are intended to motivate in accordance with
current and prospective goals of the Company. The main goal of the program is to improve business
efficiency and creating conditions for its sustainable development. Along with the main purpose staff
programs are aimed to solve problems that have basically social effects.
Development of each program is preceded by a thorough and comprehensive analysis of the problem,
when the most feasible options for its solution are assessed from the social point of view and taking
into account the economic interests of the Company. For each program special regulations (rules,
status, passport) are developed. They specify the goals and objectives, describe the mechanism of
implementation, provide methods for evaluating the effectiveness and for information support, justify
costs for program implementation. Programs, as a rule, are initially launched in the "pilot" version,
which let the Company practice the basic elements and parameters of the program.
For prompt detection of the defects in the mechanism of implementation of the programs, the
Company continuously monitors it and that helps to get information on the achievement of stated
goals. Monitoring is conducted on the basis of the approved indicators and regular surveys of workers.
According to the results of analysis and evaluation of the effectiveness of current programs, specialists
make recommendations for the improvement of programs and further development.
Corporate social programs are implemented in the following areas: 1) human rights; 2) social
partnership; 3) development of internal communications; 4) personnel development (training of
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workers and the formation of a reserve); 5) corporate culture; 6) health and sport; 7) childhood and
youth; 8) rewards and motivation (salary and compensation package, benefits package); 8) pension
schemes; 9) promotion of the development of local communities (in particular the modernization of
social infrastructure in Norilsk). More information about the corporate social policy can be found on
the official website of the Company - http://www.nornik.ru.
4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, once again we would like to emphasize that the implementation of the social functions
of the state, its regulatory, coordination and information functions is a guarantee that Russia will
provide itself the result required for the formation of a new type of public relations. But, being
necessary, this guarantee is not sufficient, as a certain range of problems and social problems directly
should be solved by the business. Moreover, reforms in Russia, including the social sphere, were
conducted for the benefit of the political establishment, who took key positions in public and private
(privatized) enterprises. All this promoted the formation of confrontation, distrust and disrespect,
especially in relations between the state and workers, business and employees. For effective
functioning of the social responsibility of business it is necessary to institutionalize the social
functions of business and corporate social policy. This should be reflected in the special regulations
and social corporate reports, which should be mandatory rather than advisory.
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Abstract
In the international and Hungarian food market, retail networks are present with a significant extent
although they have to face keen competition by not only EU member states but the food products of
South-East Asia, South-America and North-America, also. This phenomenon enforces an intense price
competition on manufacturers and distributors. The only chance to develop and survive is innovation.
In this present study we aim to assess the possibilities of innovation in food trade.
During our work we examine the significance of private label products and their factors promoting or
hindering innovation. Beside private label products we analysed the market share of food retail
networks and their opportunities for market development based on statistical figures of recent years.
Hungarian chains of stores might have a competitive advantage due to the emphasis of national
cultural values and traditions, as domestic chains have a much greater market share than
international chains, even on a European scale.
Key words: food industry, innovation, private label, trends in trade, structural changes in trade

1. INTRODUCTION
Food industry in Hungary –and internationally too- is considered to be one of the most important
industrial sectors due to its size and to the fact that it satisfies basic human needs. In more advanced
member states of the union the proportionate share of food industry within industries is 15% on
average, just like in Hungary. In international comparison within the 27 member states of the EU, the
Hungarian food market was the 16th from the aspects of production value and the number of
employed people in 2007 (BAKSA-VIDA, 2008).
The historical development of domestic and international food-economy, and the major trends which
appeared after political transformations are collected by HAJDU I-NÉ - LAKNER (1999) in the table
below (Table 1.).
Some of the tendencies, which influence the food-economy of developed countries, are globalization,
integration, humanization, consumer-centeredness, and the growing role of services.
Globalization: enterprises and food trading networks grow beyond state borders.
Humanization: the dominant trend of corporate philosophy became the human-centred flow
innovation, environment protection and taking a social role.
Consumer-centeredness: assessment and follow-up of consumer needs received high priority in the
competition between producers, manufacturers and retailers.
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Growing role of services: service-industry is also growing at a rapid pace, besides classical production
sectors, agriculture and industry.
Table 1. A review of historical development of Hungarian food-economy
Period

Food industry

1867-1922

Manufacturing-industry type development started, dynamic industrialization,
foreign (mainly Austrian and German) capital came in, food processing
activities evolving on large estates

1922-1945

Large and small scale factories living side by side („bipolar”) food industry

1945-1948

Nationalization, centralization

1949-1953

Strong central plan-directives system, mid-guiding authorities (trusts, national
corporations are set up)

1954-1959

Slowly loosening restrictions in the centrally planned economy

1959-1968

Development aimed at agriculture mainly

1968-1989

Dynamic development, vast investments, growing export-orientation, midguiding authorities liquidated from 1979

1990-1994

Market, financial and ownership depression, privatization started

1994-

Privatization ended

Source: HAJDU-LAKNER (1999)
Some of the tendencies, which influence the food-economy of developed countries, are globalization,
integration, humanization, consumer-centeredness, and the growing role of services.
Globalization: enterprises and food trading networks grow beyond state borders.
Humanization: the dominant trend of corporate philosophy became the human-centred flow
innovation, environment protection and taking a social role.
Consumer-centeredness: assessment and follow-up of consumer needs received high priority in the
competition between producers, manufacturers and retailers.
Growing role of services: service-industry is also growing at a rapid pace, besides classical production
sectors, agriculture and industry.
In the second half of the 20th century, food-economy has radically transformed in most of the
developed countries. The main goal of production after the II. World War was to provide enough food
for the starving masses (SZAKÁLY, 2004). Between 1970-80 as a consequence of changing consumer
behaviour, the majority of companies in food industry started immense modernisation. Fashion trends
in those times, fitness, wellness, diets and realising the relation between eating and health required low
energy food products to be manufactured. In this period there was imbalance in world trade meaning
that effective demand did not grow as much as the supply. This imbalance between the demand and
supply sides caused a major increase in stock.
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There was no other way out but quality improvement to solve the competition among companies and
the oversupply. (LAKNER et. al.,1998).
Food trade, being on the output side of economic processes, has also gone through significant changes
in the past decades. In the 80’s, 60% of all trade turnover was generated by state corporations, 30% by
co-ops and the last 10% by private retailers. After the political transformation, the conditions of
farming and its governing laws have changed greatly. The government tried to create capitalist market
conditions, companies owned by the state could be privatized and previous limitations on operating
small enterprises were abolished (ANDORKA, 2006). Private trading became significant, various
rented or self-owned shops and stores appeared. During privatization the market structure of food
trading transformed too. The privatization processes of former state companies finished, new private
enterprises were set up in large numbers and last but not least foreign trading networks appeared. The
transition to a market economy was made easier by the expanded product supply and the continuously
growing number of shops (HAJDU, 2007).
During the past decades the environment of shopping has significantly changed too (Table 2.), trade
has introduced numerous novelties which may greatly influence brand choice (spread of private label)
and customer behaviour (decisions on shop choice). The restructuring of trade trends might have an
indirect influence on product innovation processes but we think that in order to survey development
possibilities it is necessary to get to know the changes of the input side as well.
Table 2. Stages in the progression of domestic trading
1990

Trade

Manufacturers

Sales
organisations

1995

347

2005

international
chains
purchasing partnerships

some
international
chains,
purchasing
partnerships
covering
more
countries
concentrated
international,
specialized
regional

domestic partners

domestic partners
international
chains (>5%)

mainly domestic

international and
domestic

mainly international

sales
representatives,
District
Managers,

channel management,

sales
representatives

key
account
managers

Discounts/prices

2000

normal prices

normal prices and
discounts (papers)

key account managers
district representatives

discount leaflets, normal
prices and „low prices
every day”
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Competition

1990

1995

2000

2005

not typical

survivors

killer

multifold (price,
experience,
loyalty, services)

Source: CSIBEY et.al. (2005)
The consumer can choose from various brands, shop types, store networks and has to decide at what
level he can satisfy his needs. It is a big challenge for trade to find those possibilities which can
trigger effects on the site of shopping that lead to purchase. At this stage, it all depends on the retailer
whether the product makes its way to the customer or not. We can classify types of shopping as
follows (TÖRÖCSIK 2009):


Task oriented shopping: the customer wants to be over this task as soon as possible, usually
with the help of a ready-made shopping list.



Experience oriented shopping: the process means more than just buying a product, it involves
pleasure and the customer is enriched with experiences.



Process oriented „shopping”: the emphasis is on „shopping”



Result oriented shopping: no real experience is achieved.

2. TRENDS IN TRADE
Trends of transformations in retail trade are summarized below on basis of the projections of Planet
Retail (Élelmiszer, 2011,):
1, Online shopping is strengthening. „Click and take it”
For many consumers the convenience in the world of internet is becoming a primary aspect. The buyer
can save time and money.
2, „Small shops thinking big.”
For shops with little floor-space, it might be a good survival strategy to specialize on certain niches
(e.g. the elderly or health conscious customers).
3, „M-trading” (namely mobile phone shopping)
With the spread of the so called clever phones, consumers on the road can order goods, make price
comparisons or just find information via mobile phone. It is likely that trading networks will search for
ways towards „M trading” which will have reached a $119 billion turnover by 2015 according to the
predictions of ABI Research.
4, Increase of vertical integration due to health consciousness and human ethical worries
Issues regarding health and traceability receive more and more attention in media. These processes
give a chance to traders not to focus on the price in their marketing messages. For instance the Asda
networks (Great-Britain) installed webcams in its shops which help customers to have a glance at the
operation of animal-husbandry farms too.
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5, Quality is emphasized in the private label category
According to some analyses the proportionate share of private label goods is continuously increasing.
Between 2008-2010 the price was the most important factor (Élelmiszer, 2011), from 2011 and on it is
likely that quality will become more significant again. Based on the projections of Planet Retail
„superb premium” brands will appear in the next generation of private label products.

3. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PRIVATE LABEL
The private label product category is a debated issue regarding innovation. Certain authors refer to it as
hindrance to innovation while others consider it as a potential direction of innovation. Private label
shows a significant proportion share in turnover both in domestic trade and in international trade as
well. The product group can react rapidly to changing consumer behaviours and it is able to provide
suitable goods, special products for narrow segments or niches. Sales share of private label is shown in
Figure 1.

CPG Regional sales share statistics of private label (%)
30

Worldwide

14
30

West-Europe

20

North-America

20

27
22

Australasia

15
10

Japan

2
9

Latin-America

3
7

East-Europe

1
0

5

10

15
2000.

20

25

30

35

2010. estimated

Fig. 1. Regional sales share statistics of private label (%)
Source: KELEMEN Z (2010) based on Lincoln-Thomassen
In Hungary the first store brand – alias private label – products appeared on the shelves of shops in
1995. In 2011 we cannot find any chain of stores without their own private label products in their line
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of goods. It is difficult to give an exact definition because this category has changed a lot since it was
born.
The development of private label from 1970s until today is summarised by Table 3.
Table 3. Evolvement of private label
Features

First
generation
„economic”

Second generation
„characterless”

Third generation

Brand

„No name”

„Quasi brand”

Umbrella brand

Segmented brand

Products

Basic food

Large volume

Many categories

Image maker goods

Technology

Basic technology
with low limits

Behind
leader

market

Nearer to market
leader

Innovative

Quality/image

Lower than brand
product

Medium but not
really noticeable

The same, trade
quality guarantee

Good/better
than
leader brand. Trade
image aura.

Customer
motivation

Price

Price

Good
price

for

Better than other
products

Manufacturer

National,
mostly National,
not own brand own
specialized
specialized

National,
mostly
own
brand
specialized

International,
largely own brand
specialized

partly
brand

„me too”

value

Fourth generation
„unique”

Source: Maurer (2006)
Based on predictions, a dynamic increase in the proportion share of private label products can be
expected so they will play a major role in modern food market. One of the possible causes for this
steady increase of private label goods might be the popularity of discount stores.

4. STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN FOOD TRADE IN HUNGARY
Description of store types:
Hypermarket: A store with a floor-space of more than 2.500 m2, with an assortment of more than
10.000 goods, at least 30% of which is non-food; using more than 10 cash registers (e.g. Auchan, Cora,
Interspar, Tesco)
Supermarket: A store with a floor-space of between 400 and 2.500 m2, with a variety of thousands of
food and near-food products, using 3 to 10 cash registers (e.g. Kaiser's, Match, Spar, larger Coop-s and
CBA-s)
Discount store: A store with a floor-space of about 400 -1.000 m2, with limited food and near-food
products (maximum 1000-2000), using 3 to 10 cash registers (e.g. Lidl, Penny Market, Plus, Profi)
Cash&carry: Store for retailers mainly where private household shopping can be done too, its
parameters are usually similar to those of the hypermarket (e.g. Alfa, Interfruct, Metro)
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Small shop chain: A chain member shop with a floor-space of less than 400 m2, using 1 or 2 cash
registers, providing food and near-food assortment (e.g. CBA, Coop, Reál)
Independent small shop: Independent shop with a floor-space of less than 400 m2, using 1 or 2 cash
registers, providing food and near-food assortment.
Drugstore: Special store selling chemical household products (e.g. DM, Rossmann)
Changes in the number of store types is depicted by Fig.2. This figure illustrates well the spread of
discount stores and supermarkets. Due to the economic depression market growth has slowed down,
less profit can be made causing narrowing innovation possibilities.

Changes in the number of store types
8515

567
151

581

436

8016

467

165

Hypermarkets

Supermarkets

Discount Stores
2009

Domestic chains

2010

Fig. 2. Changes in the number of store types
Source: AcNielsen (2011)
As a consequence of the economic depression market growth has slowed down, less profit can be made
and due to this fact, innovation possibilities narrow down. Changes in the turnover of certain channels
are shown in Fig 3.
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Changes in the turnover of certain channels - FMCG categories %
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Fig 3. Changes in the turnover of certain channels (FMCG categories, %)
Estimation: Trend of discount channel (Aldi+Lidl+Profi+Penny): 3.1%
Source: AcNielsen (2011)

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the past decades food trading has gone through major transformations vertically and horizontally as
well. It can be noticed as an international trend too, how supermarket and hypermarket networks are
spreading and retailing concentration is increasing due to mergers and acquisitions. Shop chains are in
a difficult situation in such an acute economic competition. Due to the more and more competitive
environment food retailers are able and motivated to respond quickly to changing buyer preferences.
The change of consumer needs, the development of technology and last but not least the competition
in the market compel retailers to provide new or improved services again and again. However,
innovation might involve risks because it requires vast resources.
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Abstract
Organizations from Romania, which will focus on intellectual capital and human resurces will
increasingly tend to meet the requirements of the knowledge-based economy, which is a true free
market where the main actors are the organizations.
By the present study I will try to clarify the position of the knowledge in the Romanian organizations
and its role as a productivity factor, by explaining how it real acts and contributes to their
organizational development ,and also to the national business background.
Key word: knowledges, managers, leaders, employees, organizations,
1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of society shapes an era of knowledge, which is equally aimed at by the entire humanity
and by the business environment/world. Economy is gradually redefined and renamed, being gradually
transformed into a New Economy that gives up its former approaches, seeking to clarify the
increasingly complex reality which unfolds for/to us. A major role is attributed to information, which
constructs the intellectual capital.
The central idea of all theories concerning intellectual capital and societies based on knowledge is that
the hierarchy of values has changed. Hence, the impact of physical resources has gone one step lower,
so as to allow intangible resources to go higher, while the latter become an increasingly important
factor for, among others, the development and profitability of a firm.
The concepts of knowledge and knowledge management have a significant position at the business
level in Romania. Their importance is given by a created competitive advantage among organizations.
Such knowledge is lived and felt experience, the use that may lead to several results. Knowledge
Management was developed as a philosophy and applications by companies, but it offers a number of
concepts and models which can be expanded regionally to generate significant positive impact on
regional development. That education and knowledge are considered assets of a business productive,
as they may be primary factors in making a most valuable product or service.
In a society dependent on information, but also a larger number of organizations (as an expression of
increased communication and complexity of social relations), knowledge seems to be the only power
that guarantees social progress, economic and democratic while not eroding.
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Knowledge - information contained in a set of working practices, "theories in action", skills, processes
and heuristics of the company's employees - are now "core" of assessing competence in informational
globalized economy.
The organisation and the coordination of specific knowledge every organisation has, known as the
„knowledge management” plays an increasing role in Romanian organisations.
Managers can take the best decision within a reasonable period of time only if they have the necessary
knowledge in order to carry out the planning, organizing, coordinating, leading and controlling
processes.
Businesses do not exist in order to propagate and advance knowledge - they exist to sell products and
services.
2. THE KNOWLEDGE- RESOURCE OF THE ORGANISATIONS
In the today's economy, the learning and knowledge have become the key successful international
factors and intangible resources are of vital importance.
Struggle between competing firms moved from the tangible resources environment (capital, raw
materials, land, machinery and equipment, etc..) to the intangible resources environment, where
factors such as knowledge and ability to use them (knowledge management) have a crucial role.
Knowledge has become the basic resource of the firms, the way they gain power, prestige and wealth
in modern society and economy.
The generation, the acquisition and use of knowledge are critical for the sustainable economic, social
and cultural development.
This principle equally applies to individuals, organizations, public institutions, companies, regions or
even states.
A new aspect of knowing is that of an economic factor. Over the last 500 years, Laurence Prusak
observes, the production factors have been the land, work and capital, neglecting the role of
cognition/knowledge as a distinct production factor.
For Prusak, knowing represents an intellectual capital, namely what an organization learns: “there is
no other sustainable advantage except from what an organization knows, the ways in which it can
employ what is knows, and how quickly it can learn something new”.
Knowledge is a concept that draws rule, much discussion and controversy. The information consists
of organized data, while knowledge is the ability to use information effectively, giving him the
meaning of "cognitive structures that guide action.
To know is to be able. Such knowledge is lived and felt experience, the use that may lead to several
results.
Knowing is usually defined as the power to understand and capture the essence of facts, recover
certainties and information obtained form of obtained from experience and lessons) experiences and
lessons. The operations of such organizations are crucial processes designated by the generic term the
"3 Is", innovation (creating new knowledge), instructing (learning) (assimilation of new knowledge),
and interactive partnership for knowledge. (Feraru Andreea 2009.)
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Knowledge represents adapted/processed information, which can have a long existence, transmitting
ideas, while it occurs in a certain context that determines its actual usage.
Just as a storehouse does not represent a system for resource management, a stock of items of
information does not represent a system of knowledge management.
On a regular basis, knowledge represents packages of information resulting from individual
experience, and maybe this is the reason why knowledge is the most wanted product in a society in
which data and informational exchanges take place at an amazing speed.
Knowledge is the result of a cognition process, at certain point in time. Knowledge can be generated,
structured, and transformed from one form into another by means of processes in continuous
evolution.
OECD specialists established a classification of knowledge, which is synthetically presented in figure
no.1:

Knowing what
(know-what)

Knowing who
(know-who)

Types of
knowledge

Knowing why
(know-why)

Knowing how (knowhow)

Figure no.1.Classification of knowledge
Know what - this is the fundamental knowledge so that people / groups / organizations know what
they know but do not know when and how they apply knowledge to solve problems.
Know how - is its ability to transform the learned knowledge, knowledge from books, the actual
results, tangible - in short, to know when to use specific knowledge to solve real problems.
Know why - they go beyond the state "know how". This knowledge allows individuals to make a step
towards "knowing how" and use knowledge, also having the ability to face unknown situations.
Knowing how - is self-motivated creativity of employees in a company. It is the only level that can not
be supported by knowledge management system but may be supported by reasons or specific human
resource management practices.
The knowledge measuring assets refer to the evaluation, monitoring and managing business success
through a number of increasingly large intangible factors. The name of intangible (incorporeal)
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associated with these activities reveals their immaterial form, a characteristic which makes them
especially difficult to identify and assess.
From a historical point of view, the intangibles were classified as "goodwill", and intellectual capital
as part of "goodwill." In all assets that can be described as goodwill, business owners find personal
reputation or employees of the general public, customers, other employees, skills, specific skills of
employees, including their technical knowledge, "the spirit of management” (leadership) mark,
copyright site, methods, formulas and secret processes, patents, licenses.
Value within an organization is created by the knowledge and skills of employees. Because of this, the
human capital must be maintained and developed. (Feraru Andreea, 2010)
These knowledge resources are classified in four categories, which correspond to a large extent,
however, in existing classifications within the various intellectual capital valuation models
(Intellectual Capital Statements-The New Guideline, 2003)
 the organization’s employees - this component includes the employees’ skills, their
experience, their motivation, commitment to the company, willingness to adapt;
 the organization's customers - this component refers to the relationships that an organization
is developing with the users and customers satisfaction and loyalty, they make
recommendations about the organization, ability to understand their needs and level of
cooperation between the organization and client developing products and processes;
 the processes taking place in the organization - refers to the knowledge that is explicit form
of organizational procedures and rules,
 the technologies within the organization - refers to the technological support for other
elements.

3. INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL AND KNOWLEDGES - PREMISES OF THE
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
In the near past, it was demanding to the directors of enterprises to assimilate in fabrication the new
products, after a pre-established programme, at a reason able cost, which presumes a sensible
planification, a rational organization, a attentive organization etc., that means a good management. In
the present, it is the demanding to the same directors to adopt restructuring strategies without social
conflicts, to create new families of products using modern technologies and equipments with qualified
men and as low as possible costs and applying new solutions (Feraru Andreea, 2009).
In this conditions, the good management is not sufficient and are necessary conductors who transforms
the culture of the institution to make it more competitive. These conductors are true leaders who
distinquished in significant way by the ancient directors. The leaders are necessary at all hierarchical
levels, but the top level they are indispensable especially in the era of informatics of our days.
The society of the third millennium enjoys the benefit of employees who are valuable due to their
knowledge. In many companies, worthiness does not consist in tangible assets, but in intangible ones.
Intellectual capital is the term attributed to combined intangible assets that allow a company to
operate efficiently.
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The organizational knowledge has been a "hot" topic in specialized literature in the last two decades.
"The function of the organization is to make knowledge productive Individual acknowledge, as they
are, there are sterile. It is the organizational task, its reason to be, to gather them in a single
knowledge and transform them into a productive factor " (Drucker 1993). In this context, the cognitive
model (the current trend in the organizational theory) (Argyris, 1977, Senge, 1990; Kreitner, 1999) is
based on the central idea that a good strategy for managing the staff’s expertise and experience will
lead to general prosperity by continuous renewal and improvement of goods and services supplies.
Although there is a statement on intellectual capital in an organization, often using the term
„knowledge resources”, the concepts of intellectual capital and intangible resources rarely occur
throughout the document. (Feraru Andreea, 2010)
Intellectual capital represents the sum of knowledge possessed, created and used by every employee,
which he/she uses in order to place the organisation in a positive light as compared to other competing
organizations.
The growing importance of intellectual capital reflects the growing dependence of an organization on
intangible assets. Every day, new types of companies with intangible assets are formed, and their
products are also intangible, and they can be distributed on the market via electronic commerce, using
the Internet.
Employees share and communicate knowledge among themselves from the following reasons:
mutuality/reciprocity, personal reputation and prestige and, sometimes, altruistic reasons. As a result,
this transfer of knowledge does not represent a natural act in an organisation. Therefore, the attitude
and behaviour or people must be altered, and we must create a trend for the distribution of knowledge,
because items of knowledge represent assets that multiply themselves as they are used.
A rational starting point for the examination of the notion of intellectual capital is represented by the
analysis of the modern organisation performed from the perspective of resources.
From this standpoint, any organisation or firm represents a system made up of a set of resources
clustered and mobilised around a given structure (Nicolescu O., 2005)
Intellectual capital consists of knowledge accumulations and flows owned by an organisation. They
can be seen as intangible resources which, together with tangible ones (money and material assets),
provide the total or market value of a firm.
Considering the definitions given by (Brătianu, Constantin, 2009) author so far, we can infer some
characteristics of intellectual capital, as follows:
 it is intangible, even if a material form can be attributed to some elements of the intellectual
capital (for instance patents, registered trademarks);
 there is a close connection between the intellectual capital and knowledge under various
forms;
 the human capital of a modern organisation, which is a part of the intellectual capital, is
represented by professional knowledge, skills, abilities and health status that could contribute
to an enhancement of the creative capacity of any person and, implicitly, to an increase in the
prospective future revenues, or it represents humans’ capacity to produce goods and services
in an efficient mode;
 it offers opportunities to achieve superior performance in the future.
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Intellectual capital consists of knowledge accumulations and flows owned by an organisation. They
can be seen as intangible resources which, together with tangible ones (money and material assets),
provide the total or market value of a firm.
See figure no. 2.
Intellectual capital

Enhancing the other resources of the economy and of the firm based on
knowledge

The strong dependence of its value on the characteristics and motivational
degree of the people involved in its use

Its value-structure is significantly different as compared to the capital structure
of modern firms

Enhanced capacity of intellectual capital for augmentation

Investment in intellectual capital generates, almost all the time, ample
complementary investment

The circuit/cycle of intellectual capital shows clearly marked specificity

Figure no.2. The characteristics of intellectual capital
4. CONCLUSIONS
In every country, companies and individuals depend more increasingly on knowledge.
That it is materialized in: patterns, skills, technologies, information about the customer and suppliers.
From the origins of the human civilization till now, knowledge has always acted as a controlling
instrument of the human intellect.
In today's economic conditions, intellectual capital is a critical factor of success, not only for
organizations that proceed to intensive use of knowledge, but also for any kind of organizations.
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In the years to come, a significant change of the Romanian business environment will be detectable,
more precisely wealth and power/influence will be based on intangible intellectual resources from the
knowledge capital.
Hence, knowledge tends to become the major characteristic of the numerous activities performed by
organizations founded on modern management.
Nowadays, modern organisations emphasize the encouragement of personnel involvement, stressing
the importance of each individual’s contribution within the organisation. There are many ways to try
boosting the potential value of the knowledge capital.
The knowledge capital is most often represented, at the level of modern organisations, by the staff’s
knowledge, informatics software, patents, licenses, and commercial, managerial, and financial knowhow.
The necessity of getting informed (the informational need), shown by most organizations in an
increasingly competitive society, has as an effect the current primordial interest in analysing markets
and consumers’ wishes.
Powerful firms try to find out everything they can about the consumer: what they want, what they do
not want, how they consume, when they consume, what makes them loyal to a certain product, or
when they prefer to switch brands.
The need to know, which is determined by the need to take the correct decisions at the proper time,
has led to the explosion of using informatics systems at the level of firms, as well as the compulsory
implementation of the “management of knowledge” concept within organisations.
The representatives of modern organisations have realised that the major values are the knowledge and
intellectual capital owned by each organisation.
To the purpose of obtaining a competitive advantage, we must take into consideration the ability to use
this knowledge in relation to organisational technologies and processes.
The potential value of the knowledge capital is expressed in a monetary form as, for instance, the
stock exchange quotation of the organisation, or the firm’s purchase of latest technology or buildings,
lands, and equipment.
The managerial teams of these organisations state that the major problem they are confronted with is
the following: the absence of a safe system to measure what they consider to be their strongest assets,
namely the intangible assets.
Some of the intangible assets possessed by a modern organisation are enumerated below:
 the know-how accumulated by the firm;
 employees’ experience;
 the results of RD activities performed by the organisation;
 consumers’ satisfaction for the firm’s products and services;
 socio-economic working environment.
As a result, many organisations know very well that the facts and figures they present in periodical
accounting and financial reports do not manage to reflect their entire real value.
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We can anticipate that, in the not too distant future, the majority of Romanian organisations will
consider and approach knowledge, for the evaluation of their capital, as a distinct, and often essential,
component.
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Abstract
Zagreb is one of few European capitals with monopoly on taxi market. The situation is beginning to
change, and this paper analyzes the aspects of changing Zagreb taxi market from monopoly to
oligopoly. Zagreb taxi market will be compared to other similar taxi markets in the region, to predict
the most possible future scenario. It is expected that prices on Zagreb taxi market will fall in the
future. Concentration on Zagreb taxi market will also diminish, but will still remain high.
Key words: taxi market, concentration, monopoly, oligopoly, Zagreb, Croatia

1. INTORDUCTION
For a very long time, the capital of Republic of Croatia, Zagreb, was one of few capitals in Europe
with monopoly on the market for taxis. Because of this, almost no one from inhabitants in Zagreb used
taxi as the mean of transport. The prices were very high, and taxis couldn’t be seen very often on the
streets of. Inhabitants of Zagreb wanted to some change of such situation, but the local government of
Zagreb was protecting the monopoly of the company Radio-taxi Zagreb.
Finally, in October 2010, local government of Zagreb decided to liberalize the market. Radio-taxi
Zagreb didn’t want to accept such a decision, so they made several strikes, but they couldn’t do
anything to change the decision. At the time of writing this paper, Zagreb taxi market is still
monopolistic, because new entries haven’t started their business yet. The aim of the paper is to analyze
the possible way of changing Zagreb taxi market from monopoly to oligopoly.
2. METHODOLOGY
The first part of this paper will analyze the theoretical view of market structures. From four main
market structures (monopoly, oligopoly, monopolistic competition and perfect competition), two of
them (monopoly and oligopoly) will be discussed closely. The aim of this theoretical analysis is to
show which are the main characteristics of these two market structures, and to make a connection
between them and market for taxis. The characteristics of monopoly and oligopoly will be discussed
on the taxi market, to show what can be expected on taxi market in Zagreb, after the entrance of one or
several new companies offering taxi services.
The second part of this paper will concentrate on existing situation on the market for taxis in Zagreb.
The aim of this part is to analyze what are the possible situations to develop after Zagreb taxi market
changes from monopoly to oligopoly. Comparison will be used as the method for this analysis, in
which prices of taxi services will be shown for Zagreb and some other capitals in the neighborhood
countries.
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3. PRICE DETERMINANTS
Each taxi ride is a relatively unique service. The cost of providing a ride, ignoring the comfort or style
of travel, will be a function of distance, duration, and destination. Duration is only partially a function
of distance, depending also on road and traffic conditions.57 Destination is distinct from distance and
duration because the probability of obtaining a return fare varies with the location. For example, a 30
km drive to a low populated area has a high probability that the taxi will return empty. On the other
hand, a 30 km drive to the airport has a low probability that the taxi will return empty. This means that
the expected cost to the driver of these two equidistant trips will therefore vary very much.
Consequently, the competitive price of a particular trip will be difficult to estimate in advance.
Average pricing may be used to reduce redundant search for taxis. If price is set on the basis of
distance, so that equidistant trips are uniformly priced, then riders could cheaply estimate the price of
any particular trip without searching among alternative drivers.58 But trips of equal distance and
duration will imply differing probabilities of finding a return fare. Because of this, trips with the same
price will impose different costs on drivers. If all drivers accepted trips randomly, then over the long
run all would tend to earn the same rate of return, losing on some high-cost trips and gaining on lowcost trips. As a consequence, even though all drivers might agree to an average pricing arrangement,
each has an incentive to cheat, increasing his profits by acquiring a disproportionate share of low-cost
trips.

4. MONOPOLISTIC MARKET FOR TAXIS
Contemporary microeconomics recognizes four main market structures: monopoly, oligopoly,
monopolistic competition and perfect competition. Each of these structures is different mainly because
of the number of participants, and its power on the market. From the aspect of consumer, the most
desirable market structure is perfect competition, because in this structure prices are the lowest
possible. On the other hand, producers would always like to have monopoly, because in monopoly
they can earn most. However, most markets today lie somewhere between monopoly and perfect
competition. The majority of modern markets are oligopolistic markets or markets of monopolistic
competition.
The main characteristics of any monopolistic markets are that there is only one supplier of some good
or service, and that this supplier can limit the supply to make the price grow.59 Monopolistic market is
closed for all other possible suppliers who could want to enter the market. This closed market can be
due to some technical or legislative reasons.
Very important characteristic of monopolistic market is that the product does not have any close
substitute. Because of this, monopolistic product is unique, and monopolist is the only producer of
such product. This means that there are no other similar products, which could be used instead of the
product of monopolist. The only choice that is left to the buyers is the decision to buy or not to buy
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such product. If they decide to buy it, they can take it only from one producer, under the conditions
which this producer sets.
Taxi market is very rarely monopolistic. If so, the main reason is legislation, which is protecting the
company that has the monopoly on the market. Such situation is ineffective, because the equilibrium
quantity is much lower than in any other market structure. But for monopolistic taxi company this
structure is the most desirable – they can charge high price for their services, which in the combination
with relatively small quantity supplied, results in the high profit.
The licence for having a taxi company is almost always acquired from the local government. So the
main regulator if taxi market is local government, which is logical, because taxis usually operate on
the local area. This means that the local government can decide which market structure will be applied
on taxi market.
In most countries the taxi industry is subject to various types of regulation such as entry restrictions
and price controls.60 A common rationale for regulating the industry has been to make transport
available at times when demand is low and in areas where population is dispersed. For example, in
return for agreeing to serve relatively thin markets a firm could be granted a monopoly position. But
taxi markets in big towns do not have the situation similar to this, so there is no need to protect
monopoly.
Price

P2

P1

D
Quantity
Q2

Q1

Fig. 1. Demand curve from the perspective of monopolist
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Graph 1 shows the demand curve from the perspective of producer in monopoly. The slope is very
high, and this is the consequence of the fact that monopolist has very high market power. As
monopolist is the only producer, the elasticity of demand for its products is low. This means that the
rise of price will reduce the quantity demanded, but this reduction in demand is lower than the rise of
price.
5. OLIGOPOLISTIC MARKET FOR TAXIS
Oligopoly is a market structure which usually derives from monopoly. When some new supplier of a
good or service enters the monopolistic market, it becomes duopoly. Duopoly means that there are just
two producers, but this is from the customers’ point of view much better, because the price of the
product is normally lower than in monopoly. This is something that happens in the majority of cases
when there is a new entry on the monopolistic market.
In oligopoly there can be more than just two producers. If few producers produce some product, this is
also oligopoly, but the total number of producers should not be too big. It is not only the number of
producers, which is important. There are situations with larger number of producers, but only few of
them have almost the whole market share. This is also classified as oligopoly, because just few
producers control the market.
The main characteristics of oligopoly are, as already mentioned – small number of producers, limited
entrance to the market and exit from the market, and producers are mutually dependent.61 The mutual
dependence of producers means that because of small number of producers on the marker, every
action of any of them provokes the reaction of the other producers.
Taxi markets are in most cases either oligopolies or monopoly competitions. Monopoly competition
can be the structure on taxi market which is very large, and there is much space for larger number of
taxi services. This can be the case in cities with more than 5 million inhabitants.
In cities with about one or two million inhabitants, and Zagreb is one of them, oligopoly on taxi
market should be the best solution. There is not enough demand for larger number of taxi companies,
so few companies can supply the whole market with a reasonable price. This price is always lower
than the price in monopoly.
The demand curve from the perspective of producer in oligopoly is shown at the graph 2. The slope of
the demand curve is much lower than in the case of monopoly. This is the consequence of the fact that
oligopolist has some market power, but not as much as monopolist. In oligopoly there are other
producers on the market, and they also have market power. Because of this, the elasticity of demand
for products in oligopoly is higher than in monopoly. The rise of price will reduce the quantity
demanded, and this reduction in demand is higher than the rise of price.
6. EXAMPLE OF TAXI MARKET DEREGULATION
Good example of deregulation of taxi market is Sweden, where taxi industry has been subject to
various regulations on entry, fares and services for a long time. The policy objectives for such
regulation were to ensure minimum transport service and a uniform maximum price, as well as to
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protect the taxi enterprises from competition and securing the industry's existence within the transport
system.62
Price

P2

P1
D

Quantity
Q2

Q1

Fig. 2. Demand curve from the perspective of oligopolist
In July 1991 the Swedish taxi industry was deregulated in five steps.63 First, the barriers controlling
entry were removed. County administrative boards were relieved of their former task of estimating the
demand for taxi services in each operating area. Second, fare controls were removed. Taxi companies
were thus free to set fares but were required to inform customers about the fare prior to trips. Taxis
must also be equipped with receipt-writing meters. Third, the requirement for all taxi to belong to a
radio-dispatch service was abandoned. Fourth, geographically restricted operating areas were
eliminated. Fifth and finally, the strictly regulated operating hours were removed.
Comparing Swedish case with the case of Zagreb, it is obvious that the current situation on Zagreb taxi
market is far behind the Swedish taxi market 20 years ago. In next few years, similar way of

Gärling, T.; Laitila, T.; Marell, A.; Westin, K. (1995.) A Note on the Short-Term Effects of Deregulation of
the Swedish Taxi-Cab Industry, Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol. 29, No. 2, pp. 209-214
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deregulation can also be expected on Zagreb taxi market. After this happens, we could say that Zagreb
taxi market is competitive in the microeconomic sense of market structures.
7. MONOPOLY ON TAXI MARKET IN ZAGREB
Very long period of monopoly on Zagreb taxi market resulted in high prices and low quality of taxi
services. Almost no one used taxis as the mean of transport in Zagreb. The start was charged 19 kuna
(approximately 2,50 €), and the price of drive was 7 kuna (approximately 1 €) per kilometer. The price
of one hour waiting time was 50 kuna (almost 7 €). Just to compare, the tram or bus ticket for one
drive is 8 kuna. Such situation accustomed Zagreb inhabitants not to use taxis.
The total number of taxis in Zagreb is 1034. Of course, all of them are members of Radio-taxi Zagreb.
On average, each taxi has 125 drives monthly, and passes 500 kilometers in a month. 64 This means
that each taxi driver has only 4 drives a day, and passes less than 17 kilometers daily. If the average
speed is 60 km/h, it can be concluded that the average working time of a taxi driver in Zagreb is only
17 minutes. All other time, taxi drivers are waiting at their stations.
The current situation on Zagreb taxi market can be shown at the next graph.

Price

Supply

7 kn/km
Demand
1034

Quantity

Fig. 3. Monopoly on Zagreb taxi market

64

Radio-taxi Zagreb
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From the graph can be seen that the supply is inelastic, which means that no change in demand can
change the equilibrium quantity. The whole effect of demand change will be transferred to the change
in the price. The power of the monopolist rises from the possibility to limit he supply, or even to
reduce it, which would cause the rise in the equilibrium price.

8. THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING ZAGREB TAXI MARKET FROM MONOPOLY TO
OLIGOPOLY
Liberalization of taxi market in Zagreb will help lower the price of taxi service. Before the entrance of
new competitors, Zagreb local government has set the maximal prices: 16 kuna for start and 6 kuna for
one kilometer. These prices are lower than old prices of monopolistic company Radio-taxi Zagreb. But
this is only the start of lowering the price. The biggest new entry to Zagreb taxi market should be Taxi
Cammeo. They announced the price of 20 kuna (something less than 3 €) for a drive of 5 kilometers.
For the same distance on the monopolistic market Radio-taxi Zagreb charged 54 kuna. The total
number of taxis in Zagreb on the oligopolistic market should be 1300.
The next graph shows the change from monopolistic to oligopolistic market for taxi services in
Zagreb.

Price

Supply (M)

Supply (O)

7 kn/km
Demand

5 kn/km

Quantity
1034 1300
Fig. 4. Change from monopoly to oligopoly on Zagreb taxi market
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The graph shows the change in the shape of supply curve between monopoly and oligopoly. The new
entries on Zagreb taxi markets will lower the equilibrium price and raise the equilibrium quantity.
Competition between oligopoly competitors on the market could also lower the price in the future.
9. COMPARISON WITH OTHER TAXI MARKETS IN THE REGION
To see what can be expected in the future of Zagreb taxi market, the best way is to look at some other
taxi markets in the region. The comparison will include the prices of taxi services in capitals of
neighbor countries.
Table 1: Prices of taxi services in the region (in €)
Start

1 km

Zagreb

2,13

0,80

Ljubljana

1,50

1,10

Budapest

1,09

0,83

Sarajevo

0,75

0,50

Belgrade

1,35

0,54

Source: web pages of main taxi companies in Ljubljana, Budapest, Sarajevo and Belgrade
In the table are included new prices on Zagreb taxi market, which are being applied at the moment.
Comparing these prices to other capitals in the region, we can see that Zagreb has significantly higher
price of start. The price for one kilometer is something lower than in the EU countries, but much
higher than in non-EU countries.
The most realistic scenario for future price trend on Zagreb taxi market is that the price of start lowers.
Comparing to prices in other cities, start price in Zagreb could be lower than 1,50 €. Price for 1 km
could also fall, but not much. Probably, the main way of fighting for the costumers will be by lowering
the price of start.
All other cities mentioned in the table have oligopolistic market for taxis. Probably this is the reason
why prices are lower than in Zagreb. Is this is true, Zagreb could also expect lowering the prices in
near future. Especially big difference is between prices of start. This is a fixed cost for a customer, and
oligopolistic markets show that it is the instrument of the battle with competitors. The same can be
expected on market for taxis in Zagreb. Next few months will show which company will first lower
the price of start and gain more customers.
10. CHANGE IN MARKET CONCENTRATION ON ZAGREB TAXI MARKET
Market concentration is a measure which indicates how high the market power of companies with
biggest market shares is. Two main variables that influence market concentration are:

1. number of companies on the market;
2. market share of each company.
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Larger number of companies on one market leads to smaller market concentration, while higher
market share of each company increases market concentration. In contemporary microeconomics,
there are several measures of market concentration, of which two are widely accepted and used:
concentration ratio and Herfindahl index.
Concentration ratio shows what the market share of r biggest companies is65. The number of
companies for which concentration ratio is usually calculated is 3, 4, 5, 8 or 12. In the case of three,
C3 shows what percentage of total market is controlled by three biggest producers on this market.
Herfindahl index is calculated by summing the squared shares of all companies on one market, as
shown here66:
n

H   pi

2

i 1

where pi is market share of each company on the market, and n is the number of companies on the
market. The value of Herfindahl index can be from 1/n to 10 000. The value of 10 000 is characteristic
for monopolistic markets.
Applying this theoretical frame to Zagreb taxi market, we can conclude that during monopoly
concentration ratio (no matter which grade) is 100%, and Herfindahl index is 10 000. This means that
the whole market for taxis in Zagreb is in hands of just one company.
Liberalization of taxi market in Zagreb will influence on concentration ratios, as well as on Herfindahl
index. In the case of one new company on the market, C3 will remain 100%, but Herfindahl index will
change. The change of Herfindahl index depends on the market share that this new company takes. If
the existing number of taxis is 1034, and the total new number should be 1300, this means that
existing company should have market share of 80%, and new company 20%. Herfindahl index for
such situation is 6800, which is still high concentration on the market.
This has shown that despite of the start of liberalization on taxi market in Zagreb, concentration on the
market will remain high. The reduction of the concentration to middle or low can only be connected
with entering much more new companies to Zagreb taxi market, which would lower the market power
of existing company.
11. CONCLUSION
This paper showed the situation on Zagreb taxi market. For very long time Zagreb had monopolistic
taxi market, but today it is beginning to change from monopoly to oligopoly. This should bring lower
prices and better quality. On the example of Swedish taxi market we can predict what will happen in
the future on Zagreb taxi market. Deregulation should help the taxi market to become more
competitive, and the customers will feel all advantages of such deregulation. Comparing Zagreb taxi
market to other taxi markets in the capitals of the region, one could also expect the price to fall. The
expected rise of offer of taxi services will also lead to the fall in the concentration on Zagreb taxi
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market, but it will still remain on very high level. It will be interesting to analyze Zagreb taxi market
in 2 or 3 years, when it becomes real oligopoly.
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Abstract
Social responsible investment (SRI) represents specific kind of investment with growing interest
among the market. It is closely related to Corporate Social Responsibility. Our study is concentrated
on one specific investment facility; socially responsible funds or mutual funds with the socially
responsible investing strategy available in the Visegrad countries; Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland
and Slovakia. Main goal of the study is to find out, if these special kinds of investment funds are
available and meaningful for the investors in selected countries. We found out that according to the
risk-adjusted returns comparison, only the SRI funds in Czech Republic are over performing both,
selected non-SRI fund and benchmark.
Key words: corporate social responsibility, socially responsible investment, SRI and non-SRI funds,
risk-adjusted returns, negative volatility
1. INTRODUCTION
Socially responsible investment (SRI) is a specific kind of investment, closely related to the Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). SRI is defined by several various ways. One of the most accurate
definitions considers SRI as “the practice of making investment decision based on both financial and
social performance. The SRI strategy asserts that investing is not value neutral and that there are
significant ethical and social, as well as economic, consequences in how we invest our money,”
Shapiro (1992). To explain the relationship between the CSR and SRI, CSR is according to the
European Commission (2006) widely regarded as a voluntary business contribution to the societal
guiding model of sustainable development and SRI is the application of CSR principles in investment
decisions. These two concepts are encouraging each other.
The main goal of our study is to describe the level of SRI in the Visegrad countries. The alliance
called Visegrad group is represented by the four countries of Central Europe; Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. It is an initiative of four countries, also called Visegrad Four (V4), to
cooperate in several various fields, from cooperation on the cultural to political level.
For the purpose of our study we consider as SRI the investment funds with socially responsible
oriented investment strategy. Our study is looking for the answer if these special kinds of investment
funds are available and evaluated for the investors in selected countries.
Schepers and Sethi (2003) wrote that SRI is a small but fast growing niche among the both individual
and institutional investors. Nowadays, only few years later, socially responsible investment is no
longer uncommon sort of investment designed for the specialized investors, especially in the countries
with developed capital markets. Thanks to the growing market with the SRI or mutual funds with the
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SRI investing strategy, it is becoming more popular among the individual investors. So called green,
social or ethical funds are managed by the investment strategy considering triple-bottom-line selection
of assets and they should offer the opportunity to connect the social and financial goals of investors.
Triple bottom line selection is well known as a “triple responsibility”, which covers these corporate
activities (Trnkova, 2004):


Economic scope (corporate governance, corporate codex, ethical codex, anti-corruption
proceeding, relationship with stakeholders, customers, suppliers and investors, intellectual
property protection, innovation, sustainable growth…)



Environmental scope (environmental policy of corporation, minimization of negative
environmental effects, waste management, environmental management processes, working
environment, and protection of resources…)



Social scope (health and security of employees, communication network, philanthropy, human
resources management and development, work-life balance, non-discrimination policies,
human rights…)

SRI implicates the CSR principles in their investment decisions via screening. There are several SRI
approaches with several types of screening used within investing strategies. Basically, there is a core
and broad SRI approach and negative and positive screening implicated. Positive screening
methodology is used for picking up the investment instruments and the negative screening is used for
excluding these instruments, which are against the economic, environmental and social criteria. The
core and broad SRI approaches were utilised by Eurosif in 2002, to segment this evolving market.
Core SRI is defined for the investing strategies with the negative screening with the three and more
criterions and positive screening, when Broad SRI is defined for the strategies with the simple
negative screening (one or two exclusion criteria), engagement and integration.
In our study we consider the SRI through investment funds available in Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland and Slovakia; countries of the Visegrad Group.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The difference in the investment decisions of the managers of the socially responsible funds and the
managers of funds, which are not classified as socially responsible is, that they take into account both;
financial and social criterions. In theory, so called social responsible investors seek within investment
their social principles, but on the other hand, the better fund is more likely receive higher amount of
investment. We consider the “better” fund as a fund with higher returns and lower volatility comparing
to other ones. That is why the major question of the studies on the performance of SRI investment
funds is how these kinds of funds perform to compare with the other non-SRI funds. Researchers try to
provide comprehensive information to the investors, to support their social-oriented investment
criteria.
From the point of view of portfolio management theory, extra criteria, which are included in the
decision making of the SRI fund manager, could lead to the less choice within the investment
instruments. This could cause the worse level of diversification, lower returns and higher risk; lower
risk-adjusted return.
One of the earliest studies Hamilton et al. (1993) investigates the performance of the SRI mutual funds
from1981 till 1990 using Jensen's alpha. The results do not show that the SRI funds earn no
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statistically significant excess returns and there are no statistically significant differences between the
performance of such funds and conventional ones.
Sauer (1997) investigates differences in performance between the SRI index Domini 400 Social-index
and traditional index S&P 500 by the Sharpe ratio approach. There were no significant differences in
the performance found in the study.
There is amount of studies which focused especially on the SRI mutual or investment funds and their
performance. One of the latest studies written by Schröder (2003) analyses the SRI investment funds
in Germany, Switzerland and the US. Instead of the portfolio analysis, he did the analysis of the
individual assets. He found that most of the SRI assets have a similar performance than their
benchmarks and only a few funds and indices exhibit a relatively poor performance.
A recent study of Renneboog et al. (2007) shows, that the risk-adjusted returns of SRI funds in US and
UK are not significantly different from those of conventional funds, whereas SRI funds in Continental
Europe and Asia-Pacific strongly underperform benchmark portfolios. On the other hand, there was
lower volatility recorded for the SRI funds than the volatility of conventional funds.
However, there is a lack of literature on SRI in V4 or other emerging European markets in general and
our paper provides a substantial contribution to the available literature.
3. DEVELOPMET OF SRI FUNDS IN THE VISEGRAD COUNTRIES
The beginning of the socially responsible investment funds has roots in USA. The first investment
funds with the socially responsible investment were established in here in the early 1980s 67. Nowadays
there is according to the Social Investment Forum Foundation (2010) an amount of more than $569
billion covered by investment funds with SRI investment strategy in USA in 2010, with number of
funds 493. To compare, in 1995 it was reported the amount of $12 billion with 55 funds. Development
of SRI funds in Europe in general seems to be similar to the US’ one. According to the Vigeo (2010),
as in the USA, there is the highest increase of total net assets and the number of SRI funds after the
recent financial crisis recorded. The amount of money increased more than 100 % from €437 billion in
2007 to €879 billion in 2010.
For the development of the SRI funds in the V4 there is no special evidence or report. The main reason
is the fact that these kinds of financial products are in their beginning within these countries. Markets
of these countries are still very young, what is the main reason of the underdeveloped socially
responsible investment.
The most developed in this area is Poland and the most comprehensive information could be found
about the development of SRI in this country. It is connected with the fact, that Polish capital market is
the most developed among Visegrad countries. Poland’s capital market is characterized by the
growing strength of institutional investors (pension funds, investment funds) as well as by the high
disclosure requirements. Warsaw stock exchange had the highest capitalization/HDP ratio in 2008. In
2010 Poland was included in the European SRI study provided by Eurosif. Recently, there have been
positive signs for SRI in Poland. Since 2009, the Polish government has taken some interesting
initiatives with the development of a working group on Responsible Investment sponsored by the
Ministry for the Economy. In 2009 there was a first Polish educational portal on Responsible
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Investment (www.odpowiedzialne-inwestovanie.pl) established and the CSR Index (RESPECT) by the
Warsaw Stock Exchange was created, listing 16 companies with the highest rating. In Czech Republic,
there are several SRI funds available to investors, mostly concentrated on the ecological aspects.
Czech capital market is the second most developed in the Visegrad group countries after the Poland,
when the rate of the stock exchange capitalization/HDP is considered. Hungary has the third best
capitalization/HDP ratio of the stock exchange among the selected countries. However, according to
Bloomberg, there are only three mutual funds with SRI investing strategy available for investors. The
lowest level of the capital market maturity from the selected countries is in Slovak Republic. The
capital market is still not fully fulfilling its basic economic functions. There is not enough liquidity on
the market and it is oriented mostly on the bonds, what is not typical for Europe. Stocks are trading
only rarely. Of course, there is preparation of new rules for capital markets on-going and it is supposed
to help capital market to be more efficient in the near future. The first mutual fund with the SRI
strategy in Slovakia was established in September 2010. However, there were some foreign funds
available for the Slovak investors, according to the developed financial integration of the European
countries.

4. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Our research is based on the performance of the investment funds within the countries of Visegrad
Group. For each country there is at least one investment fund with SRI investment strategy which
performance is investigated and it is compared to the fund with the non-SRI strategy. SRI investing
strategy in our study is defined as an investing strategy based on the incorporation of environmental,
social and governance factors into investment analysis and portfolio construction. These factors are
well known as ESG factors, triple bottom line factors, “3P” or “people, planet, profit” criterions. There
are mutual funds with the investing strategy at least with one of the 3P criterions considering in our
study. Funds were selected according to their objectives from the Bloomberg list of Investment funds
and from the lists of the funds available for investors in selected countries.
With regards to the different time periods of the funds’ performance, it is rather difficult to compare
the investment funds among the countries. Our study is focused on the comparison of the SRI funds’
and non-SRI funds’ performance within one country. The non-SRI funds were selected on the base of
two main criterions; fund manager and net asset value of the fund. Firstly, both, SRI and non-SRI are
managed by the same asset management institution. Secondly, the non-SRI funds were chosen if their
net asset value (NAV) is comparable with the SRI fund of the same fund manager. To consider, that
there is not a large scale of the funds to choose, the size criterion is the one of the few reachable
criterions, which can be used for comparison. However, there are several researches as
Christopherson (2002) or Ottena and Bamsa (2002), who confirmed in their studies, the strong
relationship between the size of the fund and its performance.
However, there is a comparison on the international basis provided, while the SRI fund’s performance
and the performance of the SRI index Dow Jones Sustainability Europe (DJSI Europe) are taking into
account. DJSI Europe is a suitable benchmarking instrument for the European sustainability
investments. It covers the leading 20 % of the largest 600 European companies in the Dow Jones
Global Total Stock Market, in the terms of sustainability. The individual countries considered funds
and times periods are available in the table 1.
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Table 1. Investigated SRI mutual funds and the time periods.

Country

Time Period

Poland

08/2008 – 01/2011

Czech Republic

Hungary
Slovak Republic

Fund

Fund’s type

SKOK SFIO Etycni 1

Fund of the funds

SKOK SFIO Etycni 2

Fund of the funds

CSOB fund Vodniho bohatstvi
1

Protected equity fund

CSOB fund Vodniho bohatstvi
2

Protected equity fund

09/2008 – 01 2011

AEGON climate change equity
B

Equity fund

09/2010 – 01/2011

TAM-Spoločensky zodpovedný
fond

Protected fund

01/2008 – 01/2011

Source: funds’ prospects
The data series include the daily price of the funds’ shares, which were transformed into the logarithm
return on the p.a. basis. However, as a risk free return was considered short term interest rates of each
selected country. Finally, Sharpe and Sortino ratios are composed on the p.a. basis. Data used in the
research were selected from the various sources, mostly from the data-streams of asset managers of
selected funds.
Risk-adjusted returns of the funds are measured by two common indicators; Sharpe and Sortino ratio.
The Sharpe ratio S (1) measures risk-adjusted return above the risk-free interest rate:
(1) S 

r  rf
,
p

where r is logarithmic return of the fund, rf is the risk free rate and  p is standard deviation of
logarithmic return. Sharpe ratio calculates the risk-adjusted returns against the standard deviation,
which represents volatility of the funds’ returns. Standard deviation represents both, negative and
positive differences regarding to the benchmarked return of the fund. This measurement seems to be
misleading and for the correct and comprehensive picture of the funds’ performance it is better to
record only the negative underperformance of funds’ regarding to benchmark. This negative volatility
is measured by the downside standard deviation. Risk-adjusted returns against the negative volatility
are calculated by the Sortino ratio. However, Sharpe ratio is very common and favorite feature, used
by many fund managers to represent and compare the performance of their funds. Equation of Sortino
ratio SR (2) is:
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(2) SR 

r  rf
d

where r is logarithmic return of the fund, rf is the risk free rate and  d is downside standard deviation
of logarithmic return. Higher estimation of ratio means better fund’s performance for both ratios.

5. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
5.1. Czech SRI funds’ performance
According to the risk-adjusted return, measured by Sharpe and Sortino ratio, the Czech SRI funds’
performance is better, than the performance of the non-SRI fund during the selected time period.
These positive features of SRI funds in CR are accompanied by the lowest performance socially
responsible investments’ volatility. For the investors with the slight higher volatility of the SRI funds.
To be precise, it is interesting to compare the standard volatility and the only-negative volatility of the
funds. For the CSOB Vodniho bohatstvi 2 fund, there is a significant difference between these two
indicators. It means that as far as the volatility of the fund is higher, the positive volatility is significant
for the fund’s returns. This fact influence Sortino ratio, which is much higher, than the Sortino ratio.
Table 2. Volatility, Sharpe and Sortino ratio for Czech funds.

Fund

Strategy

St.Dev.

Sharpe
ratio

St.dev down

Sortino
ratio

CSOB
bohatstvi 1

Vodniho

SRI ecology
criterion

0,1308

0,3980

0,0869

0,59901

CSOB
bohatstvi 2

Vodniho

SRIecology
criterion

1,5030

0,0495

0,0890

0,8368

Fixovaneho

Non-SRI

0,1078

-0,2072

0,0763

-0,2926

SRI index

0,33446

-0,2257

0,2466

-0,3060

CSOB
rustu 4

DJSI Europe

Source: author’s calculation, www.csob.cz, [cit.23.3.2011]
For the international comparison, there is the DJSI Europe index used as a benchmark for the SRI
funds. Regarding to the results, there is the high positive difference between the performance of DJSI
Europe and Czech SRI fund recorded. Lower level of negative volatility and higher level of both
Sortino and Sharpe ratio represents the Czech SRI funds. When the short time period of existence of
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these funds is taking into account, we can say that SRI funds are interesting sort of investment funds
for Czech investors and it fulfill both, financial and social expectations.
5.2. Hungarian SRI funds’ performance
Selected SRI investment fund in Hungary is not as successful as the Czech ones. It was overperformed by the non-SRI fund and by the benchmark in the terms of Sharpe and Sortino ratio.
According to the volatility, the returns of SRI fund seem to be even more negatively volatile than
returns of the non-SRI one. However, Hungarian SRI fund over-performed its benchmark in the case
of downside deviation, when the lover estimation is recorded in the selected time period.
Table 3. Volatility, Sharpe and Sortino ratio for Hungarian funds.
Fund

Strategy

St.Dev.

Sharpe
ratio

St.dev down

Sortino
ratio

AEGON climate change
equity B

SRI ecology
criterion

0,2843

-0,2922

0,2135

-0,3890

AEGON Ozon Capital
Protected Derivate Fund

Non-SRI

0,0191

0,2122

0,0148

0,2737

DJSI Europe

SRI index

0,3431

0,0620

0,2520

0,0845

Source: author’s calculation, www.aegon.hu, [cit.23.3.2011]
5.3. Polish SRI funds’ performance
For the two investigated Polish SRI funds there are different results recorded. As far as the SKOK
SFIO Etycni 1 seems to underperform both, non-SRI fund and benchmark, the SKOK SFIO Etycni 2
provides better results. Its volatility is lower than the volatility of DJSI Europe to consider both
classical and downside st. deviation. Risk-adjusted returns, estimated by both ratio Sortino and Sharpe
are higher for the SRI fund SFIO Etycni 2 than for the benchmark. However, it seems that the non-SRI
fund provides better results of all of the indicators taken into account in our comparison. Even the
Polish capital market is the most developed among the Visegrad countries and the country is highly
interested in socially responsible investment, the performance of SRI funds is not significant better
than the performance of non-SRI funds.
5.4. Slovak SRI funds’ performance
The less developed capital market and the less developed socially responsible investment are recorded
in Slovakia. The performance of Slovak SRI fund seems to be not very interesting for investors,
according to our estimation. Risk-adjusted returns were over-performed by both, non-SRI fund and
benchmark. However, the volatility of this fund is significantly lower than the volatility of SRI index
in the investigated time period. This seems to be negative news for the socially responsible investment
funds in Slovakia. To consider the longer investment horizon for these types of funds, regarding to the
short duration of TAM-SZI fund are these results not surprising. However, there is one important fact
about the risk of the fund. With regards to the standard deviation calculations in both cases volatility
appears to be lower for the SRI fund. This is an important indicator for the investors with the lower
risk appetite.
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Table 4. Volatility, Sharpe and Sortino ratio for Polish funds.

Fund

Strategy

St.Dev.

Sharpe
ratio

St.dev down

Sortino
ratio

SKOK SFIO Etycni I

SRI social
criterion

0,0283

-1,4900

0,0286

-1,4720

SKOK SFIO Etycni 2

SRI social
criterion

0,0917

1,4560

0,0618

2,1600

SKOK FIO
Pienieznego

Non-SRI

0,0022

3,2004

0,0015

4,6120

SRI index

0,3423

0,0095

0,2514

0,0129

Rynku

DJSI Europe

Source: author’s calculation, www.skokjan.pl, [cit.23.3.2011]
Table 5. Volatility, Sharpe and Sortino ratio for Slovak funds.
Fund

Strategy

St.Dev.

Sharpe
ratio

St.dev down

Sortino
ratio

TAM-SZI

SRI

0,0324

-0,3055

0,0235

-0,4773

TAM-SmartFond

Non-SRI

0,1385

1,0440

0,1018

1,4199

DJSI Europe

SRI index

0,1520

1,4895

0,1079

2,0970

Source: author’s calculation, www.tam.sk [cit.23.3.2011]

5. CONCLUSION
Responsible investment faces a number of important challenges across the Visegrad countries. The
lack of research and professional literature on the SRI topic makes it difficult for potential investors to
gauge opportunities. In our study we tried to give comprehensive picture of SRI mutual and
investment funds development in its mother country; USA and in Europe. We focused especially on
the Visegrad countries, which are supposed to have less developed capital markets as the other
developed European countries and where the lack of literature is much higher.
It is obvious from the comparison of the risk-adjusted performance of the funds that the SRI funds
under-performed the non-SRI in most of the cases. The only country, where the SRI funds have better
results for the Sortino and Sharpe ratio than non-SRI is Czech Republic. To compare with the results
of previous studies, the funds from the more developed capital markets shows the performance, which
is not significantly worse than the non-SRI funds. This finding is not surprising, if we consider that
CSR represents in the companies additional costs and in some cases it is expensive for company to run
its CSR strategy. This should be reflected in the performance of the shares and in the end in the
performance of the portfolio with SRI investment strategy. The another explanation of these result
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provides the portfolio management theory; more additional criterions in the investment decision
making, more expensive the fund management is, what could lead to the lower returns.
To compare the volatility of SRI and non-SRI funds, in the case of Slovak SRI fund has lower
volatility than Slovak non-SRI fund, but the volatility of all the investigated SRI funds appears to be
lower than the volatility of benchmark represented by Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index.
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PROBLEMS OF MANAGEMENT OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF INVESTMENTS
AND EVALUATION OF THEIR PERFORMANCE
Gintaras Černius
Mykolas Romeris University, Ateities 20, LT-0830, Vilnius

Abstract
The article contains the classification of investment instruments according to the occurrence of
economic benefits as follows: cash flow (to generate cash inflow), capital (to receive the benefit of
value appreciation) and mixed (generation of cash flow and value appreciation) investments.
Principles for each type of investment management have been newly formulated; the factors affecting
the level of investment performance have been analyzed in detail as well. Management principles of
main cash flow, capital and mixed investments have been revealed, taking into account the factors
affecting the influence of the usefulness of investments. Both the impact of indeterminacy for the
management of particular types of investments and opportunities to respond to this indeterminacy
provided has also been analyzed. On the grounds of the study accomplished, the analytical indicators
to evaluate and compare the profitability of each type of investment have been improved.
Key words: cash flow investments, capital investments, mixed investments, investment management
and investment performance.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the existing abundance of investment instruments and the use of term “investment” cause
much confusion both in the scientific and practical activities in different contexts. Investment is the
development and use of asset funds (Misiūnas, 2010), speculation by financial instruments
(Rutkauskas et al. 2009), implementation of projects by companies to expand their business
(Scholleová et al., 2010), endowment life insurance, or simply - saving money. Such expanded
approach of investment concept impedes proper understanding of nature of the following process;
therefore it makes sense to define more precisely what types of investments are available in practice.
One of the biggest problems in this area today is an abundance of financial instruments, and the fact
that most part of these instruments is not investment instruments insofar as speculative instruments.
Acquisition of such instruments as secondary financial means on commercial purposes rather than
hedging from a risk should not be called an investment. Some investors consider secondary financial
means to be treated as weapons of mass destruction and should be considered to be potentially
hazardous (Buffet, 2003). It is also wrong to consider trade in shares and other securities to be
investment, as in this case securities are just goods, but not the subject of investment. Purification of
investment concept would enable to distinguish specific investment objectives and to assort
investment instruments into certain groups, which general management principles can be adapted to.
Many of the authors, A. V. Rutkauskas, R. Martinkutė (2007) and V. Cariov (2004) paid due attention
to the evaluation of risk and indeterminacy in the process of investment decisions and investment
management in their works on the investments. However, these ideas have not mainly been used in
practice, which is pointed by the losses suffered by the investors during financial crisis. It is likely that
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the lack of effective investment management is not so much concerned with the lack of research in this
area insofar as the rough of concept of investment and the classification of investment instruments.
There is, therefore, a need to understand the nature of investment in the current context, to define
investment objectives and measures clearly which may be used to achieve the investment objective.
This article aims to distinguish the types of investments taking into account the investment objectives,
to describe main principles of different types of investment management, to examine the impact of
indeterminacies on the evaluation and management of specific types of investment performance, to
formulate criteria and indexes for different types of investment performance.
The following methods have been applied for the study: systematic analysis of scientific literature,
comparative analysis, modeling, descriptive and summative methods, systematic and logical analysis.
2. TYPES OF INVESTMENTS
The goal of the investment, in very general case, could be defined as the objective to get economic
benefit in the future. Therefore, the investment should be regarded as an activity during which the
consumption on purpose to get an offing to use more in the future is refused temporarily. According as
the way of the economic benefit is going to be aimed, it is appropriate to distinguish three investment
strategies. They are as follows: cash flow, capital and mixed investments.
Function of cash flow investment is to generate the flow of cash inflow from the beginning of
development. Capital investment is the investment, the value of which increases within a certain
period of time. Subsequently, this investment is converted into cash, and the investor begins to use the
money for his own need. Mixed investment is the investment that generates cash flow and thereby
increases its value.
Each type of investment corresponds to different strategies of investment. One strategy – the
instruments that constantly generate cash inflow are developed. Another strategy includes the
instruments, the value of which is growing in the course of time (Bikas et al. 2009). Ideally, such
instruments may be developed which do not only generate cash inflow, but their value is also
increasing in the course of time. Each investment strategy (Rutkauskas et al. 2009) has its own
specifics, and it needs certain specific decisions for management.
The objective of cash flow investment is to pursue the inflow received from the investment would be
higher than the expenses associated with the investment maintenance. The objective of cash flow
investment management can be written using the following formula:
C¹ > C²;

(1)

Where: C¹ - cash inflow generated by the investment;
C² - cash expenses related to investment;
Such measurement should be performed periodically monthly, quarterly, but at least once every year.
All the decisions are made only in order to ensure higher flow of cash inflow than the expenses
incurred. In this case the investment value (W) leaves in the background quasi.
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The objective of capital investment is to aim at continuous growth of investment value (W). This
objective can be written using the following formula:
Wt0 < Wt1;

(2)

where
Wt0 – investment value at the beginning of period;
Wt1 – investment value at the end of period.
Main difference between the capital and cash flow investments is that cash flow investment provides
real economic benefits immediately and the following benefits can be reliably measured. Meanwhile,
benefits of capital investment are potential up to the point where the investment is liquidated, i.e. it is
converted into cash again. Therefore, it should be kept in mind when evaluating the benefits of capital
investment that the latter can not be accurately measured, but only evaluated with some probability.
Mixed investments are such investments that generate cash inflow, and their value is increasing
simultaneously. These investments are the best in sense of performance, but their management and
evaluation of benefits are more complicated. An example of such investments is real estate which is
rented (cash return), and its value is increasing during the economic upturn.
Objective of mixed investment is to make investment generate total positive cash flow (C), and that its
value (W) would be continuously growing. This objective can be written in general formula as
follows:
(C¹ - C²) + ( Wt1 - Wt0) > 0;

(3)

Mixed investment, as a financial instrument generating cash return (C), is similar to the cash flow
investment. As a financial instrument, value of which (W) is increasing, mixed investment is similar to
the capital investment. Mixed investment also has its own specifics, which is clearly seen from the
components of third formula. One of them is cash flow, and the other - the growth in value. Even if the
value of the investment drops, it can be offset by positive cash flow. At the same time, if the
investment is generating a negative cash flow for some time, it can be offset by the growth in
investment value.
It should be noted that classification of particular investment instrument depends not only on and not
of its origin, but on the choice of investor. Investment in real estate may be cash flow (rent of asset
acquired), capital (keeping asset and pending the increase in its value) or mixed investment (rent of
asset and pending its increase in value). The purchased shares of company are cash flow (in order to
receive dividends), capital (pending long-term growth in value) and mixed investment (in order to
receive dividends and expecting growth in value).
Hereinafter we will explore management particularities of different types of investment in detail.
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3. MANAGEMENT OF CASH FLOW INVESTMENT
Cash flow investments are the instruments, the generated return flow of which is higher than the flow
of expenses (see formula 1). Additional maintenance expenses are needed so that the property would
earn the money. In addition, most of inflow earned by assets is taxed. Therefore, it makes sense to
transform a formula as follows:
ΔC = C¹ - (C² maintenance + C² taxes);

(4)

In this case, an endeavor is clearly visible the total cash flow (ΔC) of investment to be positive. It is
also clear what specific factors affect the cash flow of investment. By taking each factor alone, for
example, it can be competently dealt with how to increase income, reduce expense and optimize taxes.
It is essential such calculations to be carried out and decisions to be made for each cash flow
investment individually. This is because different assets used in the cash investment need different
kinds of maintenance costs. Different taxes are applied to different cash inflows.
Cash flow, as well as any other investment, can be created using own or borrowed money. If the
money is lent for cash flow investment, this also has to be considered when calculating investment
performance. This is done by adding debt repayment and interest costs to the monetary costs
associated with investment maintenance and taxes. Then the formula of total cash flow investment
would look as follows:
ΔC = C¹ - (C²maintenance + C²taxes + C²debt repayment + C²interest);

(5)

Such calculations shall be made for each investment, which a loan has been taken for, separately. The
formula covers exclusion of debt repayments and interest payments into individual factors. This was
done because these values are managed in different ways, depending on different factors. Debt may be
repaid faster or a bit slower. This is due to the debt term. If the activity is successful, the debt can be
returned as soon as possible by increasing later total cash flow shortly. Interest amounts are not
directly controlled, since they depend on the terms of the contract and on economic situation if the
debt is borrowed with variable interest rates.
4. CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
4.1.

MANAGEMENT OF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

The point of capital investment is simple and is expressed by the formula 2. It shows that capital
investment will be considered successful if its value compared to the amount invested is growing.
Talking of capital investment, it is particularly important to realize that the growth of investments in
value is not the ultimate goal. The real goal is to turn this investment back into cash after the increase
of capital investment value. Otherwise, the capital investment would be in vain. The period when it is
supposed to “exit” from the investment, is described by some authors as an “investment horizon”
(Rutkauskas et al. 2007). Before the creation of capital investment, therefore, it is necessary to
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envisage when and how capital investment is going to be liquidated and what consequences of such
liquidation are intended.
After the creation of capital investment, a very important subject of its management is confronted
with. The first and main question is whether the investment answers the purpose. Of course, that it is
possible to know safely whether the capital investment has answered the purpose only after its sale and
comparison of invested money with the money got. But, in case the investments have not been sold, it
may be come to terms with the evaluation when the amount of money invested is compared with the
hypothetical amount that could possibly be achieved if the investment would have been sold.
Therefore, the formula 2 expressing a substantial idea of capital investment should really be written as
follows:
W initial < W market;

(6)

where
W initial – amount of money invested;
W market – market value of investment at the time of evaluation.
Talking of capital investments, it is particularly important to realize that the market value of
investment is far from the amount of money the investor actually has in his hands. This is the amount
of money that can be possibly obtained if the investment was sold. This is the first complicated
moment.
Second thing to be considered is the fact that for the maintenance of most capital investments
expenses are necessary. Examples of such expenses could be an asset maintenance costs, various
commission, maintenance, operations, property taxes and other expenses. These costs must also be
taken into consideration when evaluating whether the investment meets the objectives. Where
expenses are necessary for the maintenance of capital investments, the above formula should be
revised and look as follows:

W initial < W market - C² maintenance;

(7)

where
C²maintenance – expenses to maintain investment.
In practice, the component (C² maintenance) is frequently ignored, and thus the performance evaluation of
capital investment is often too optimistic.
Capital investments as well as cash flow investments can be created using their own or borrowed
money. In cases when the investment uses the money lent it is necessary to take into account the
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expenses associated with the loan, i.e. with interest payments when evaluating value changes of capital
investment. Then the previous formula would look as follows:

W initial < W market - C² maintenance - C² interest;

(8)

Compared with the cash flow investment, where loan has been taken for its creation, in the event of
capital investment the debt service expenses should not be included into the formula as additional
expenses associated with of the correction of investment value are only the interest being paid.
Although the growth of capital investment is an important matter, the increased value is not the final
goal of investment. The fact that the value of capital investment is increasing is satisfactory, but the
main issue to be addressed through the strategy of this investment is when and how start getting the
benefits of investment. In order to turn the investment into money, it is generally necessary to
eliminate it. Then a sum of money received can be used as it has been intended. It is important to note
that during the calculation of the amount coming from investment, it is also necessary to consider the
taxes which must be paid. Only in that case when the amount of money received after the deduction of
taxes is higher than the initial amount invested, it can be argued that the investment was profitable.
Therefore, in addition to the formula already discussed, the final objective of capital investment may
be expressed as follows:
W initial < W market - C² maintenance - C² taxes;

(9)

where
C² maintenance –expenses to maintain investments during the entire investment period;
C² taxes –amount of taxes after elimination of investment.
Only in that case when all the factors are being taken into account during the development of capital
investment (especially taxes), it can be argued that the value of investments is determined correctly,
and correct decisions have been made.
A number of scientific publications are dedicated to determine present value of the investment
(Rutkauskas et al. 2007; Tomaševič, 2010), so we ignore the time value of money in this article for
simplicity. Having set correctly the current value of investments, potential benefits that would be
obtained if the capital investment was sold can be calculated:
ΔW = W initial - (W market - C² maintenance - C² taxes) 68;

68

(10)

If the debt has been used for capital investment, C² interest should be subtracted (see formula 8).
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where
ΔW – potential benefit of capital investment, which would result from the sale of investment.
In case, if potential benefit of capital investment is a positive amount, this means that having sold the
investment after the payment of all taxes higher amount of money would be received than the amount
invested. If a negative value of ΔW is got, which means that investment has become unprofitable, and
therefore it is necessary to decide whether it worth keeping such investments continue or it is better to
sell it more so as to hedge against any major losses. Some authors (Kato, 2009) even formulate the
rule on so-called “exit” from the investment.
4.2.

INDETERMINACY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

Usually during the study of capital investment, most attention is paid to one part of the investment –
investment profitability. Everyone knows a well-known statement – “when investment profitability is
increasing, their risk is increasing as well”. But during the upturn of economy, a second part of the
statement does not seem relevant and important. Only the first part of the statement about investment
profitability is emphasized. Such investments emerge from here, when the loans from the bank are
taken, and securities issued by the bank and which are pledged to the same bank are purchased. After
the rise in the value of securities, another loan is taken and more securities are bought. All the
available money is allocated to such a mode of investment. When the fall in the value of securities
starts, they are not able to redeem the loan amount. Then the bank is made to ask for extra money to
restore the appropriate ratio. If there is no money, the securities have to be sold and the debt taken for
the purchase of these securities has to be redeemed. Such cases can lead to a situation in which the
investor loses all the investments and is still in debt, because the money received is not enough for the
repayment of the loans taken earlier.
A number of scientific works are dedicated to evaluate the risk and indeterminacy in the process of
investment management (at Rutkauskas et al, 2007; Cariov, 2004). When the ratio between the
investment risk and profitability is being discussed, one has to understand the idea being talked about
very correctly.
First, the attention should be paid to the fact that benefit of capital investment, as it has already been
mentioned, is only a potential benefit but not a realized one until the following investments are not
eliminated. Therefore, any calculation related to the calculation and evaluation of unrealized economic
benefit is related to the indeterminacy. In other words, if it is estimated that the value of capital
investment is growing by 10 percent per year2, this does not mean that it is more beneficial than a cash
flow investment which provides a real growth of money amount by 8 percent. This is because the
future value of capital investments may drop thus adjusting the evaluations of previous years.
On the other hand, secure capital investments are generally less profitable. The safest “investment” is
to keep money in the safe-deposit of the bank. But such safety of investments is to be paid - and this is
a decline in the value of savings due to inflation. In addition, the fee for the rent of safe-deposit also
contributes to the security price.
It comes out so that particularly safe investments (if they can be called investments on the whole)
generate a negative interest. In other words, the investor pays for the fact that his money is safe in the
physical sense. Keeping the money in the bank deposit, interest of deposit does not always cover
inflation; therefore we can pay “the price for security” here, too. It is obvious a very safe way of
storage of money does not only give benefit, but also provides an additional cost. Very risky
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investments can be very profitable. But other important point is rarely taken into consideration. These
are guarantees that if the risk is increasing, the profitability is really growing as well. High-risk
investments are considered to be such for some reason. Their high level of profitability is not
guaranteed just because they are risky. In other words, such investments can be profitable, but they
may not be such, too. Accordingly, there is 100% of guarantee that safe investments will not be
profitable (probability is equal to unity). However, the guarantee more risky investments will be
profitable decreases with the increase of their degree of risk.
The reasoning given above can hardly be formalized through the calculations. In this case, only a
qualitative description may be used, when it is determined which investment is of low risk, risky or
very risky.
It is advisable to carry out detailed risk evaluations and calculations described in formulas 9-10 every
six months or every year during the management of capital investment, when all the aspects discussed
are being evaluated. It could be recommended to monitor the change of each value of capital
investment individually for a permanent change of the value of capital investment in order to control
the resulting indeterminacies. This approach differs slightly from the principles of formation and
management of commonly accepted investment portfolio (Kucko, 2007); however, we think it can
often be helpful adequately. The period when such monitoring is supposed to be carried out should be
relatively short (month, quarter, half-year) in order to better evaluate all indeterminacies (Hutchison et
al., 2000). The evaluation criterion can be written using the following formula:
W market t0 < W market t1 ;

(11)

where
W market t0 – value of investment market at the beginning of period;
W market t1 – value of investment market at the end of period.
After having noticed that the value of investment market has dropped during the period, more detailed
calculations should be carried out additionally. If additional calculations show that the capital
investment, despite its falling value, is still potentially useful, then it is only enough to follow the
changing situation more closely. However, if the value of capital investments on the market goes
down for several consecutive periods, it may signal that there is a change in economic trends, and
these investments need to be sold. A very good example is the blow-up of the bubble of real estate
prices in 2008-2009. In Lithuania, compared with Estonia and Latvia, the prices of real estate began to
drop a half-year later. Therefore, those who invested into the real estate in Lithuania had extra time to
liquidate these investments without incurring significant losses.
A very important point to be considered in the management of capital investment is that all the
calculations and related decisions indicated above have to be carried out for each type of capital
investment, and sometimes even for each investment individually. Only in this case, it is possible to
see one or another useful trend, and be able to invest usefully and get the desired profit.
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5. MANAGEMENT OF MIXED INVESTMENTS
Compared with above discussed investments, mixed investment management is more complicated
because two aspects which determine benefit of investment must be taken into account in this case.
These are cash flow and change in investment value. Having reformulated the formula 3 and taken
into consideration the above-examined issues, we have the following expression of the mixed
investment performance:
N = ΣΔC + ΔW;

(12)

where N – benefit provided by mixed investment.
The first component of the formula 12 expresses the performance of mixed investment during the
generation of cash flow. It should been noted that this case refers to a general cash flow (ΣΔC) during
the investment lifetime. The part of this benefit can be estimated with sufficient precision, as
economic facts already occurred are being evaluated. The second component, representing the benefit
of mixed investment in the part of value growth (ΔW), can not be calculated exactly; therefore it is
only being evaluated. Exact calculation of this amount exactly can be done only after the liquidation of
the investment itself. Therefore, the second component, as it has already been mentioned in the case of
capital investment, is only a potential, unrealized economic benefit of investment.
During the management of such investments, it is necessary to take into account and combine these
both aspects of performance. When mixed investment generates a positive cash flow, and the value is
increasing at the same time, an ideal situation is when the maximum possible benefit of this type of
investment is received. But even in this case it is necessary to take into account the fact that a part of
this benefit is only potential, and could only be realized after the liquidation of the investment.
After the change in the economic situation, the value of investment may start to fall, and the second
component of the formula 12, which expresses the potential benefit of investment in relation to the
change of value, may be negative. In this case, the decision concerning the liquidation of the
investment may be associated with the first component, reflecting a real investment benefit, which
manifests in a cumulative cash flow during the investment period. If the cash flow generated by the
investment has already covered the initial investment value and remains positive, it is not worth
liquidating such investments during the economic downturn.
After the change in supply and demand ratio (Zabojnik, 2009), it may happen that cash flow of period
generated by investment becomes negative, and the total part of investment performance accumulated
earlier starts to decline. The rising value of investment can potentially compensate actual money loss.
This can be done after the liquidation of investment. In this case, during the decision-making on the
liquidation of investment or its extension, the prospective future events that determine the change of
the investment value should be taken into consideration. Such an economic situation can be formed
where it is more profitable to sell the investment beneficial in terms of cash flow and which has a rise
in its value, because the cash flow that can be generated by the investment through its lifetime will be
less than the price difference, which can be got after an immediate sale of this investment.
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Thus, in case of mixed investment, one of the “alarms” showing that the performance of investment
goes down, may be a decrease of cash inflow of specific period. Therefore, in comparison with other
types of investments, mixed investments have some kind of additional “safeguard”.
The example of successful management of mixed investments was the sale of real estate available
during the peak of its price rise, and the re-acquisition of such asset, when the prices on the market
have already dropped.
6.

EVALUATION OF INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

During the investment process, the problem of comparison of different investment performance is
faced. This comparison is necessary in order to choose the most advantageous investment.
When developing and managing the cash flow investment, their value leaves in the background,
because all the attention is focused on the cash inflow to exceed the expenses. If the difference is
positive, it is considered that the investment is beneficial.
To determine the performance of cash flow investment, a profitability index can be used. It is
calculated as the ratio between the investment value and the benefit given by this investment:
PC = ΔCx100 / Winitial; (13)
where
PC –profitability of cash flow investment;
ΔC – total investment cash flow for the period;
W initial –initial value of cash flow investment.
Economic point of this index is that it shows how many cents of benefit one unit of invested
currency brings (litas, euro, dollar) during the selected period. As annual profitability is the most
widespread in practice, for the measurement of cash flow investment performance, one year period is
also recommended to choose.
Sometimes the cash flow investment performance can be evaluated by so-called pay-back
period. It is defined as the ratio between the investment value and the total annual cash flow of the
investment. Pay-back period shows a number of years, if the situation does not change, necessary for
the investment to generate cash flow equal to the amount of money invested.
During the evaluation of capital investment performance, the same logic like for the evaluation of cash
flow investment performance is being followed, but, in this case, it is necessary to take into account
the length of the investment. Thereto, the performance of capital investment is calculated:
Pw = ΔW x 100 / W initial x T;
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where
Pw – profitability of capital investment;
ΔW – potential benefit of capital investment which could be obtained after selling the investment;
W initial – initial value of capital investment;
T – time span of investment (usually in years).
Economic meaning of this index is that it shows how many cents of benefit one unit of currency
invested would give (litas, euro, dollar) after the conversion into an annual profitability if the
investment was sold.
When calculating the profitability of capital investment, it is presumed that the increase in investment
value will surely be the same as it is being planned. In other words, it is presumed that the investment
is safe and guaranteed. The calculations can be carried out under these presumptions only.
Profitability of mixed investment can be calculated using the formula:
Pm = (ΣΔC + ΔW) x 100 / W initial x T;

(15)

where
Pm – profitability of mixed investment;
ΣΔC – total cash flow of investment throughout the investment lifetime;
ΔW – potential benefit of capital investment which could be obtained after selling the investment;
W initial – initial value of capital investment;
T – time span of investment.
In case of mixed and capital investments, the problem of investment security is very clearly
highlighted. This problem is directly linked to the reliability of plans and predictions. The impression
may be formed that the cash flow investments are safer than capital investments. In order to examine
the problem of investment security in more detail, two things should be separated here.
The first of them is the risk of losing investment. Most likely and most profitable investments are the
riskiest due to their sense of loss possibility. This is equally applied to both cash flow and capital
investments.
Another point to be considered during the management of the investment is the risk that the investment
will be less profitable than it has been planned. In case of cash flow investment, this would mean that
the total cash flow generated by the investment is not the one as it has been expected.
In case of capital investment, potential profitability is calculated. Even if the forecasts are confirmed,
the risk still remains that the situation may change later, and finally, the capital investment will
eventually store up loss. It would be difficult to reasonably argue that it is possible to predict how
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investments will behave when investing for a long period (for ten-twenty years). Currently, there are
no reliable techniques to predict economic trends for such a long period of time.
Unfortunately, there are also no means of quantifiable evaluation of risk of investments (Rutkauskas et
al,. 2007). In this case, as it has already been mentioned, only a qualitative description may be used to
determine which investment is of low risk, risky or very risky. Therefore, under the same profitability
of investments, it is always safer to choose the least risky investment.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

1. In order to distinguish investment from the fields of similar activities, it is suggested to define the
investment as the increase of future consumption possibilities. This definition highlights the
investment objective - improved possibilities in the future and the resource of this target achievement the current consumption.
2. Depending on how the economic benefits of investment manifests (by cash flow generated by the
investment, increase of its value, or both at once), it is suggested to separate the groups of cash flow,
capital and mixed investment. Classification of specific investment instrument depends not only on
and not of its origin but on the choice of investor.
3. Cash flow investment is managed to achieve a positive cash flow. This should not be based solely
on inflow generated by such an investment, but also on all the associated expenses. Change in the
value of investment is usually ignored in such case.
4. Capital investment is managed by monitoring its changes in value only so that the investment
would be sold when its value reaches its maximum proportion. When managing such investments,
potential benefit of value increase must be compared not only with the initial value invested, but also
with the expenses related to the maintenance of capital investment.
5. Mixed investments are managed by combining the benefits provided by the cash flow and the
value of investment. Peculiarity of the management of such investments is the need to constantly
monitor and compare the real benefit that manifests as a cash flow, and potential benefit, which
manifests as increase in value.
6. This index is calculated as the real (cash flow investments), potential (capital investments) or both
the real and potential (mixed investments) cost-benefit ratio with the initial value of investment. Such
index calculated allows the comparison of different types of investment performance.
7. When evaluating the investment performance, one more thing should be taken into account - the
fact that in case of capital and mixed investments there is a risk that the real economic benefit (the
difference between the invested and recovered amount) may be less than the estimated potential
economic benefit (appreciation of investment value) due to the fact that the value of the investment
will be significantly lower at the time of sale.
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Abstract
The article presents a range of changes in financing Polish hospitals against the background of legal
regulations which concern calculating costs of health services. The undertaken research has shown
that the system of financing health benefits in Poland is recently undergoing considerable
modifications. Implementing the DRG system brings Polish methods of financing health benefits closer
to international solutions. Unfortunately, these changes are not accompanied by evolution in the cost
calculation system. Hospital costs are calculated according to rules which do not admit of viable
assessment of the provided health services and thus arriving at real economic results of hospital
activity.
Key word: system of financing, cost accounting, hospital

INTRODUCTION
In the recent years rules according to which public health centres function in Poland have been
undergoing constant modifications. Legal acts which set the direction of changes in the health care
system contributed to the reforms in the management of these organizations, yet they also brought
about ineffective, wasteful and irrational activities in this field. The negative influence which acts and
regulations exert on health care institutions is to a large extent conditioned by the degree to which law
is adapted to the existing reality.
The first crucial legal act that changed conditions in which health care institutions operate was the act
from 1991 on health care centres (HCC). Having enumerated such founders of HCCs as ministers,
government and local government organs as well as foundations, trade unions and legal and natural
persons (Act of 30 August 1991 on health care centres), it provided the basis for co-existence and cooperation of the public and private sector. According to the new regulations, HCCs could decide on
their own about their aims and tasks, kinds and range of provided services, organizational structure
and forms of financing, having consulted its founding bodies. As a result, they could adapt their
functioning to the current needs and means.
The amendment to the Act on health care centres considerably changed the way the health care system
functions in Poland, granting these centres the status of independence. Despite all the legal limitations,
an independent public health care centre (IPHCC, Polish ‘SPZOZ’) had all the rights every legal
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person is entitled to in the civil law. As such, a health care centre could decide to a higher extent about
its external relationships with other legal entities as well as about its internal structure. Changes in the
regulations entitled HCCs to employ an independent policy, for instance concerning employment,
salaries, materials, profits. In the act accompanied by the amendments the finances of an independent
public health care centre were determined in detail. Unfortunately, changes in financing Polish
hospitals were not supported with changes in the regulations referring to calculating costs of health
benefits.
This article aims at presenting directions in which rules of financing health services in Poland evolved
in 1999-2010 against the background of changes in the rules of calculating costs of providing these
benefits. The problem is essential inasmuch as the forms of financing IPHCCs directly influence
accountaning rules adopted by these centres, procedures of costing, methods of constructing and
auditing their budgets. The article is limited to presenting most important regulations which delineate
the legal frames of health care centres functioning.
RULES OF FINANCING HOSPITAL HEALTH SERVICES IN 1995-2010
It was the main assumption of the health care system reform introduced on January 1, 1999 to base the
system of financing health care on market mechanisms, among other solutions by concluding contracts
to provide health services70.
The first solutions appeared already in 1995, as a regulation of the Minister of Health and Social Care
on general conditions and procedures of concluding and dissolving contracts to provide health services
and procedures of settling payments for these services. In line with these regulations, public funds
were transferred to the contractor on the basis of a contract comprising the information about:
- previous and current activity of the centre as well as planned activity – in the case of a newlyestablished centre, e.g. the number of employees and employment structure, possessions of the centre,
the number and structure of health services which the centre provided so far to the people entitled to
receive them,
- activities undertaken to improve the assets management and the centre management, as well as
enterprises to improve the quality of services and their effects,
- qualifications and professional experience of the centre’s management staff.
It became necessary to design a strategic plan of any centre’s development, which included, among
others, activities planned in order to:
- improve qualifications of the staff;
- develop the system of storing, circulating and disclosing information;
- improve the quality of health services;
- protect and implement patient’s rights.
The ordering party was obliged to control71 completion of the contract, issue post-control
recommendations, and conduct analyses referring to:
70

A health service is understood as a product financed by the Sickness Fund/National Health Fund, i.e. a health
benefit such as an examination, medical advice, medical procedure or a set of services and procedures.
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- health needs in the area which was subject to its activity, defined by the number and kind of health
services which should be provided in order to maintain, restore or improve health of a given group of
patients
- the level of costs of health services72 provided on the basis of contracts as compared with analogous
costs of services provided by other health care centres or people performing medical professions, if
they were financed from public means,
- the kind and number of provided services,
- the number of people undergoing medical procedures,
- the waiting time for a health service, etc.
When the 1995 Act was binding, the duty to control how a contract is fulfilled was not followed in
practice, and concluding a contract was not seen as a mutual obligation conditioning the activity of an
IPHCC. Voivodes entering into contracts often saw them as a way to provide hospitals with public
funds, which neither caused any considerable differences in amounts devoted to financing hospital
activity nor required any changes in the structure of health services offered by those hospitals73.
Concluding a contract became a sine qua non condition to provide health services only in 1999, when
Sickness Funds were established. Then, for the first time the term of contracting was introduced into
medicine74. The contract was defined as an agreement in a written form that specified conditions on
which health services were provided. It was concluded between the Sickness Fund, and later the
National Health Fund, and the contractor75. Every contract defined at least the kind and range of health
services as well as rules of meeting health needs and regulations referring to:
- financial settlements with contractors,
- quality control, availability and justifiability of services
- documentation.
Defining the demand for health services throughout Poland as well as in particular regions and
assessing costs accompanying their realization became the basis for contracting. Such an approach

71
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required information referring to history, population and epidemiology. Theses factors provided initial
data as to the number of diseases occurring in a given area and kinds of undertaken medical
procedures.
The years 1995-2000 brought about various ways of contracting health services. Conditions of
financing them were dependent on the range of medical procedures implemented by a given centre.
At present, in Poland health services are financed first of all on the basis of:76
- a unit price, which at the same time is a calculation point,
- the annual capitation rate
- lump-sum
A number of limitations were introduced to the already presented system of financing health needs
with reference to hospital treatment. Most importantly:
1) if more than one service is provided during a hospital stay, the hospital receives the payment
only for one medical activity within the given field;
2) providing a few health services for one patient cannot be connected (with certain exceptions);
3) if a few services requiring surgical procedures are performed during one operation, only the
service with the highest number of points is financed;
4) when a patient due to a certain disease undergoes a medical activity again within 14 days after
the first activity has been completed, only the first activity is financed.
Both finances as well as managing systems in health care centres are deeply influenced by the fact that
the National Health Fund determines a maximal level of financing health needs in a given period, the
so called ‘quota’. They are set for the whole insured population and specified in agreements with
service providers. It was assumed that limits were to be determined on the basis of interpolating long
lasting trends in health care, which was to protect against uncontrolled increases in the number of
services. In practice, this number is dependent on the NHF financial means, which pose considerable
barriers to health services availability. Apart from quantity limits (the number of realized health
services), also price limits were defined, motivating service providers to offer prices at the level of the
limit or lower.
A new model of financing health services implemented in hospitals was introduced by the National
Health Fund in the middle of 2008. It was based on the British system of Health Related Groups. The
mechanism of financing DRGs (diagnosis related groups) is based on the assumption that it is possible
to register and describe a treatment process in clinical conditions due to a unified and comprehensive
classification of medical procedures, which takes into consideration also the economic factor.
Introducing this system resulted in a necessity to create descriptions of particular groups of services
with the help of medical procedures ICD-9 and nosological entities ICD-10 codes as well as preparing
an algorithm of qualifying hospitalized patients into appropriate groups and establishing parameters
for pricing particular groups and assessing its financial results.

76

See: conditions of providing health care services § 23, Attachment no 20 of the Regulation No 5/2004 of the
President of the NHF
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Financing on the basis of DRGs differs from financing of particular single medical procedures a
patient undergoes. The former encompasses not one but a few or ten-odd medical procedures
necessary to perform within standard medical treatment. The construction of DRGs system relies on
grouping patients representing particular nosological entities, adopting such criteria as: the main
diagnosis, the secondary diagnosis, age, sex, and a basic surgical procedure. Unfortunately, changes in
financing health services are not reflected by the changes in cost accounting and settling costs. The
solutions applied at present in cost accounting do not provide reliable information about the costs of
treating patients in DRGs.
RULES OF CALCULATING COSTS IN HOSPITALS
Legal acts defining the accounting of public health care centres are represented first of all by the
accounting act 77 and the regulation of the Minister of Health and Social Care on specific rules of cost
accounting in public health care centres78. The first cost accounting was introduced into Polish public
hospitals in 199379 and it was conducted outside the accounting system. Its concept was not then fully
defined. The focus was on the analytical cost accounting according to where they were generated,
which was a point of reference when establishing average costs of various hospital activities.
The requirements posed before the cost accounting were much more precise in the regulation of the
Minister of Health and Social Care introduced in 1998. It defined a minimal level of costs which
should be specified, partly due to financial accounting requirements, but mainly due to those of
managerial accounting. It obliged HCCs to account costs by element and in cost centre and cost unit
lay-outs, which are the basis for calculating costs of services in the full cost accounting80.
The quality of calculations concerning health services to a large extent depends on the manner
according to which their costs are allocated. At present, hospitals allocate costs in the lay-out by
element according to places where they are generated. The cost accounting by element includes prime
costs divided into unified groups (irrespectively of their aim and place they are generated in). It is
done primarily to determine the level of costs incurred by the hospital and write external reports. In
order to perform a more precise cost analysis, allocating by element got more detailed. It refers first of
all to using materials (medicines, food, chemical and diagnostic materials). Specifying the lay-out of
costs by element facilitated a multidimensional aggregation of information according to different
criteria, which in turn facilitates a wider application of costs in planning, controlling and analyzing
hospital activity81. Table 1 presents an example of a costs structure by element82.
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Act on accountancy does not refer directly to the rules of cost accounting. Yet, the system of accounting and
settling costs of activity of an independent public health care centre should constitute an integral part of the
required corporate chart of accounts in the above mentioned act. Dz. U. 2002.76.694
78

Dz.U. 1998.164.1194.
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On the basis of the Regulation of the Minister of Health and Social Care on the specific rules of accounting
revenues and costs in public health care centres. M.P. 1992.19.143
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See: Hass-Symotiuk 2004: 21-25; Hass-Symotiuk 2004b: 21-27.

81

See: Hass – Symotiuk 1997: 64.

82

See: Hass-Symotiuk 2006: 409-423.
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Table 1. Hospital costs structured by element
account

element

description

410

Depreciation

Depreciation of fixed assets and non-material and legal values

421

Material
consumption

Materials from a hospital storage to be used or materials bought and to be
used instantly: building and technical materials, spare parts for renovation
and maintanance, cleaning products, liquid and solid fuels, oil, grease,
calendars, posters, books, journals.

422

Food

Ford from the storage to provide patients with meals

423

Medicines

Medicines from the hospital pharmacy

424

Medical
equipment

Medical equipment from the medical storage (needles, syringes, etc.).

425

Auxiliary
materials

Wound dressings, surgical gut, disinfectants, diagnostic materials, reagents

426

Energy
consumption

The cost of energy (water, sewage, electric energy, heating )

431

External services Medical services provided by other hospitals, outpatient clinics or a
(procedures)
sanitation and epidemiology centre

432

External services

433

Remuneration of doctors employed on contracts, payments for nurses,
External services
hospital management remuneration resulting from contracts, consulting
(remuneration)
doctors’ remuneration, legal advice, attendance of the building

440

Taxes and fees

Taxes on property, on cars, customs, rents, administrative fees, etc.

451

Personal
remuneration

Remuneration resulting from employment contracts

452

Remaining
remuneration

Remuneration resulting from mandate contacts and for hire contracts

461

Social insurance

Contributions for social insurance, contributions to the Work Fund and The
Guaranteed Employee Benefits Fund

401

Transportation, renovation, servicing, waste removal, laundry service,
maintenance, waste utilisation, installations, seals, postal services,
telecommunications, announcements/advertising?
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account

element

description

462

meals, health care expenses, employee training, protective clothes, personal
Remaining
safety materials as defined in occupational safety and health regulations
employee benefits
(towels, gloves, medicines, wound dressing, powders, soap)

471

Business trips

The cost of national and international business trips

Source: the authors’ own analysis.
As it has already been mentioned, apart from the lay-out by element, hospital costs are also allocated
in the cost centre lay-out. The cost centre classification introduced by the Regulation from 1998 83
replaced the previous division of public health care centres into service and task oriented 84. The new
regulations obliged hospitals to delineate in their organisational structures three groups of places
generating costs85:
−

the main activity costs of providing health services, including: department, outpatient clinics,
diagnostic sections, operation rooms costs;

−

support activities costs, related to providing services for the main activity centres, which represent
nutrition section, technical section, transportation, pharmacy costs;

−

general management costs.

A detailed and correct division of hospital organisational sections into the above three groups
gives better opportunities with reference to calculating costs for diagnosis related procedures86,
assuming that:
−
the main activity costs, grouped in task-oriented centres, take into consideration direct costs of
services provide there,
−
support activities costs are added to those of task-oriented centres according to precisely
chosen calculation patterns.
The third lay-out binding hospitals is the cost unit approach. It assumes collecting information about
outlays on treatment in particular task-oriented centres, dividing costs into:
− medicines,
− medical procedures
− the patient’s hospital stay in a department87.

83

Dz.U. 1998.164.1194.

84

See: Kowalewski 2003: 32-34.

85

Regulations of the Minister of Health and Social Care concerning specific rules of accounting revenues and
costs in public health care centres , §1 pt. 2.
86

Understood as basic health benefits which can bring about costs in a centre where they are performed, and at
the same time they are repeated benefits and it is possible to independently differentiate them. Stylo 1999: 44.
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Medicines and the patient’s stay in hospital88 are the department’s direct costs. The cost of procedures
performed outside the department is seen as indirect and added to the costs in the department in line
with more or less precise calculation patterns.
In order to get more exact information about treatment, the Regulation89 from 1998 proposed
ascertaining real costs of particular medical procedures, which was a considerable challenge for both
hospital management as well as accounting sections. The new methodology of determining real costs
required identifying all the medical procedures performed in particular departments, and then
determining real costs of performing each of them.
When a medical procedure is implemented, the following costs are incurred:
−

direct costs, including remuneration and payments made by the employer, materials used
when performing particular activities;

−

indirect costs, referring directly to the centre which implements the procedure and costs added
to the place where they were generated.

In order to determine the level of direct costs, i.e. to establish real material consumption and working
time of particular employees needed to perform a procedure, the so called ‘Surveying’ was
undertaken. It comprised90:
1) identifying medical procedures implemented in particular centres generating costs,
2) registering the quantity of the procedures,
3) making an index of materials, medicines and employees,
4) choosing surveyors and respondents and training them,
5) filling in surveys about direct materials consumption and costs per person,
6) checking the viability of the surveys which were filled in 91.
The hospitals which were successful in surveying built foundations which facilitated ascertaining the
costs of treating patients at the level definitely less approximated than in other institutions92. Thus at
least partial rationalising of management and more effective resource-management became possible.

87

See: Grubecki 2003: 12-15.

88

The costs of a patient’s hospital stay include: department medical staff salaries; depreciation of medical
equipment, furniture and building depreciation; renovation and maintenance of medical equipment, laundry,
food, electricity and alike.
89

Dz. U. 1998.164.1194

90

See: Gajek 1999: 48-78.

91

Surveying was an extremely time-consuming and costly process. Thus, not all hospitals undertook it. The
centres which did not implement it calculated average costs of performing medical procedures on the basis of
accounting books.
92

The research from 2002 shows that almost 37% of hospital do not calculate singular costs of medical
procedures, only 3.5% of hospitals (14 entities) calculate these costs according to the requirements stated in the
Regulation of the Minister of Health and Social Care from 1998. See: Sobczak, Dykowska, Mirosławski, (2000).
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Medical staff, acquiring information about real costs of procedures, inspired many economical
changes, such as:
−

performing certain surgical procedures in outpatient clinics instead of departments,

−

choosing cheaper but equally effective treatment methods,

−

eliminating outdated, ineffective and unjustified methods93.

The entities which have not undertaken calculating real costs of medical procedures still use average
costs measurements, whose level is established as a result of simple division calculation or additional
calculations. Thus, the cost of treating patients in such hospitals remains on a much approximated
level.
SUMMARY
Although financing health services with reference to DRGs is evolving, it has occurred that rules of
settling hospital costs - resulting from the regulation on specific rules of cost accounting in public
health care centres - cannot constitute any basis for determining real costs of treating patients in
DRGs. Currently, such a concept of hospital costs calculation is being developed that real assessment
of health services is going to be possible and reliable data can be provided in order to make good
management decisions.
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DESIGNING AND APPLYING ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING SYSTEM
FOR CALCULATING PATIENTS’ COSTS FOR HOSPITALS94
Malgorzata Cyganska
Department of Accountancy, Faculty of Economic Sciences, University of Warmia and Mazury
in Olsztyn, ul. Oczapowskiego 2, 10- 719 Olsztyn, Poland

Abstract
The article presents the concept of accounting for the patients’ treatment costs based on the ABC
system considering also the diagnostic and treatment options available in case of those patients and
their general health condition. Activity-Based Costing in a hospital involves a two-stage costs
allocation process. Stage one involves allocation of costs to earlier defined activities while in stage
two the costs of individual activities are allocated to the final objects of costs, in case of hospital – the
patients treated. The presented concept of costs accounting allows, among others, determination of the
costs of stay of individual patients at the department for one day, disease unit the cost of treatment of
which is the most diversified considering the percentage spread between the minimum and maximum
cost of treatment, average treatment cost for a given disease unit.
Key word: activity-based costing system, hospital

1. INTRODUCTION
The subjective-objective system of costs based on full costs accounting positioned by Kaplan and
Cooper in stage II of four stage model of costs development model95, currently applied by the majority
of hospitals, is characterised by significant limitations. The major ones among them are:


possibility of collecting costs only in the cross section of responsibility centres without
consideration for economic activities and processes;



high level of final products’ costs averaging,



providing excessively general data excessively focused on the financial aspects.96

94

Academic work funded by the science in the years 2009-2012 as a research project.

95

Four systems of costs measurement development have been identified:
Stage I systems – incomplete
Stage II systems – focused on financial reporting
Stage III systems – specialised,
Stage IV systems – integrated.

1)
2)
3)
4)

See: R. S. Kaplan, R. Cooper, [2002, pp. 28-108].
96

Ibid, p. 31
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The scope of information obtained by the management as a consequence of applying the current
recording and computing solutions is characterised by still too low usability in the process of hospital
management. In subject literature 97 the need from switching from functional management (focusing on
organisational units) to process management (focusing on processes and activities) is indicated
increasingly often. This results from continuous striving of entities towards increasing the
effectiveness of their operation. Decisions taken in this area are increasingly often supported by stage
III computing system of costing evolution system called the activity-based costing. While the method
of using ABC in production enterprises already has a well-established position in subject literature
supported by numerous practical developments, the concept of applying ABC under hospital
conditions has appeared relatively recently.98 Activity-Based Costing in a hospital involves a twostage costs allocation process. Stage one involves allocation of costs to earlier defined activities while
in stage two the costs of individual activities are allocated to the final objects of costs, in case of
hospital – the patients treated. The two-stage procedure of costs accounting according to the ABC
system is presented in figure 1.
Figure 1
Procedure of indirect costs accounting in activity-based costing (ABC)

where:
KPi – indirect costs of activities (i = 1…n)

97

R. S. Kaplan, R. Cooper, [2002]; J. A. Miller I in. [2000].

98

See: S. Udpa, [1996, p. 83].
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Y i – first level allocation keys,
R i – rate of indirect costs charged to individual activities,
KBD i – direct costs of activities,
KPD i – indirect costs of activities,
KD i – costs of activities.
X i – second level allocation keys (l = 1…m),
S i – activity costs rate,
KBP i – direct costs of products (j = 1…k),
KPP i – indirect costs of products.
Source: J. Gierusz, [2005, p. 82].

In majority, publications concerning application of activity-based costing in hospital focus on
accounting of the costs of the operations theatre or procedural departments. 99 Publications also appear
that consider the system of health services’ financing system (DGR, HRG). As a consequence, the
described concepts for costs accounting differentiate the costs of patients’ treatment not only on the
basis of the duration of patients’ stay at the hospital but they also consider the disease unit. The cost of
treating the patients can differ significantly not only as a consequence of the diagnose but also as a
consequence of the diagnostic and treatment possibilities available in case of those patients as well as
their general condition at the time of admission to the hospital and during the treatment process. The
potential for applying the discussed model in practice were verified at the City Hospital in Olsztyn
(Poland).
For that purpose the concept of accounting for the patients’ treatment costs based on the ABC system
considering also the diagnostic and treatment options available in case of those patients and their
general health condition was developed.
2. THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL
Works required in ABC system implementation were divided into four stages:
1) identification of activities;
2) formulation of principles for allocation of costs to individual activities;
3) determination of cost objects and procedures for allocating costs to them;
4) identification of the carriers of costs of activities. 100

99

See: J. K. Greene, A. Metwalli, [2001, pp. 50-63]; Quality Assurance Project, [2003, pp. 1-9]; S. Player,
[1998, pp. 66-70]; Ch. Grandlich, [2004, pp. 189-192]; J. J. Baker, G. F. Boyd, [1997, pp. 1-9].
100

Wider: R. S. Kaplan, R. Cooper, [2002, pp. 115-132].
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Table 1 presents the proposal for unbundling of processes, sub-processes and activities at the hospital.
In analysing processes and activities carried out at the hospital the focus was on the fundamental area
of operations, i.e. admission of the patient to the hospital, treatment and discharge from the hospital,
considering the auxiliary processes related to the hotel accommodation of patients and administrative
services of the hospital.
Table 2
Unbundling of hospital activities
Processes

Subprocesses

IP

Activities

Description
PROCESS OF PATIENT ADMISSION TO HOSPITAL

IP1

Diagnostic-treatment sub-process

IP2

Nursing

IP3

Administrative activities

O

PATIENT TREATMENT PROCESS
O1

Diagnostics

O2

Therapy

O3

Medical consultations

O4

Nursing

O5

Rehabilitation

O6

Administrative activities

O7

Keeping the patient at the department

O8

Medical transport

PS

PROCESS OF TREATMENT IN HOSPITAL SPECIALIST CLINIC
PS1

Patient registration

PS2

Medical consultations

PS3

Diagnostic examinations

BO

PROCESS OF SURGERY PERFORMANCE
BO1

Medical consultations

BO2

Performance of surgery

BO3

Supervision of patients in recovery room

BO4

Development of medical documentation

GL

MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL DRUGS
GL 1

Establishment and update of hospital prescription list

GL2

Purchase of medical drugs

GL3

Monitoring of quantity and type of drugs issued

GL4

Administration of drugs

ZZL

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
ZZL1

Staff planning, recruiting, hiring and discharge

ZZL2

Training of employees
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Processes

Subprocesses

Activities

Description

ZZL3

Work time management

ZZL4

Occupational health and safety

ZZL5

Evaluation and motivation of employees

ZF

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
ZF1

Documentation-accounting works

ZF2

Settlements with the budgets

ZF 3

Management of payables

ZF 4

Management of insurances

ZF 5

Management of funds

ZF6

Analysis and assessment of hospital standing

ZF7

Conducting the internal audit
MANAGEMENT OF
PROPERTY

ZA

MEDICAL

EQUIPMENT

AND

ZA1

Analysis of demand for equipment and other movable property

ZA2

Organisation and conducting of tenders

ZA3

Control of technical status

ZA4

Protection and maintenance

I

ZA 42

MOBILE

OTHER MOBILE PROPERTY

ZA 5

Taking the inventory of medical equipment and other mobile property

ZA 6

Liquidation

ZA 7

Management of materials

ZJ

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
ZJ 1

Quality standards development and updating

ZJ 2

Standards implementation control

ZN

REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
ZN 1

Real property management

ZN 2

Refurbishment

ZN 3

Investments

ZN 4

Inventory taking

ZS

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT
ZS 1

Development of hospital vision and strategy

ZS 2

Marketing

ZS 3

Purchasing

ZS 4

Hospital hygiene

ZS 5

Statistics

Source: Gierusz J., Cyganska M., (2009).
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Implementation of the ABC101 system involves changes in recording-documentation and subjectaccounting. As concerns documenting and recording of costs incurred in the identified process
appropriate, more detailed account assignment of every cost document becomes necessary. The
organisation of records can be achieved in two ways:


separation of an independent cost module of activities and processes based on a separate
database,



increasing the level of detail in the existing register of costs and establishment of a
subsystem for budgeti8ng purposes within the financial accounting system.

For the purpose of identification of patients with specific disease unit the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems ICD-9 could be applied at
procedural departments and the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems ICD-10 for the conservative departments. Depending on the treatment profile of the
department ad the information demand,, disease units or medical procedures within the individual
classifications can be appropriately aggregated or itemised. The costing could also be adjusted to the
effective system of health services’ financing by considering the DRG classification (in Poland termed
as JGP). For the purpose of obtaining better linkage between costs incurred and a patient, in the
proposed concept the authors propose treating patients staying at individual departments with the
identified disease unit as cost objects, but only after considering the general condition of the
hospitalised patient and the diagnostic – treatment options. In this assessment it is necessary to
consider the following indicators:
- the degree of independence of the patient (independent, needs assistance, dependent),
- the level of consciousness of the patient (conscious with full contact, conscious with limited
contact, unconscious),
- the possibility of administering the medical drugs (orally/intravenously/orally and
intravenously/through a probe),
- the required diet (normal/special),
- mode of admission (for diagnostics/for treatment/readmission),
- rehabilitation (active/passive).
In case of surgeries, the following should also be identified:
- the type of anaesthesia (general/regional/local),
- the level of invasiveness of the procedure (small surgery/operation/procedure).
As a consequence, it is proposed to allocate appropriate weights to standard costs of activities to
reflect their diversified costs depending on the general condition of the patient as well as diagnostic
and treatment options. This results from the fact that treatment of the patient even with the same
disease unit may differ significantly depending on his general condition and diagnostic – treatment

101

Effective implementation of activity-based costing can facilitate significantly existence of own standards of
medical procedures at the hospital understood as the methodology of treating the patient within a specific disease
unit elaborated and applied by the medical team. These are important factors in rationalisation of treatment costs,
although they require high work input by medical staff, particularly at the stage of development.
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options. Determination of weights reflecting the general condition of the patient should be achieved
through empirical analysis and comparison of the level of corresponding costs incurred for treatment
and care for patients differing in the earlier identified characteristics. Table 2 presents the proposal of
weights differentiating the level of costs of the implemented activities related to the patient according
to disease units as well as proposals for determining the influence of individual differentiating
characteristics on the earlier identified activities.
Table 3
Influence of the general condition of patient and diagnostic-treatment options on costs of
performance of identified activities at the hospital

Levels of patient’s
independence

Activities

Name

Symbol

WEIGHT102

IP2
S

DIVERSIFYING CHARACTERISTIC

Independent (SS)

Requires assistance
(SPP)

Dependent (SNS)

Conscious with full
contact (PP)

Conscious with
limited contact
(PO1)

Unconscious (PN)

O4
O72
IP11

Level of consciousness

P

O11
O21

Possibilities of medical
drugs administration

Special diet

Patient’s
mode

admission

L

IP16
O23

D

O71

H

IP11

Type of anaesthesia
for surgery

Z

Surgery type (level of

I

Orally (LD)

BO21

Orally and
intravenously
(LDZ)

Intravenously
(LZ)

Yes (DT)

Readmission (HR)

Through
probe (LS)

No (DD)

With diagnose for
treatment (HL)

Local (ZM)

For diagnosis and
treatment (HDL)

General (ZO)

BO3
BO21

Small surgery (IM)

Surgery (IO)

102

Procedure (IZ)

The weight is determined by estimation. It is recommended to establish it individually for a specific hospital
on the basis of experience or assessment by the experienced medical staff.
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invasiveness)

BO22
BO23
BO24

Rehabilitation method

R

O5

Active (RC)

Passive (RB)

Source: Gierusz J., Cyganska M., (2009).

Consumption of individual activities by individual patients should be determined on the bases of
activities costs carriers reflecting the number of activities implemented for the individual patients.
Proposals of activities costs carriers considering the general condition of the patient as well as
diagnostic and treatment options are presented in table 3.
Table 4
Proposal of linking selected activities of the department with conversion indicators
Activity

Activity costs carrier

Suggested conversion indicator

O11

Number of initial examinations

P

O12

Conversion points (DO)

None

O13

Conversion points (DL)

None

O14

Conversion points (DZ)

None

O21

Day/persons

O22

Contract points

O23

Day/persons

O3

Number of consultations

O4

Day/persons

S

Patient’s independence level

O5

Rehabilitation hours

R

Rehabilitation method

O6

Day/persons

None

O71

Day/persons

D

Special diet

O72

Day/persons

S

Patient’s independence level

O73

Day/persons

None

O8

Kilometres of transport

None

P

Level of consciousness

Level of consciousness

None
L

Possibility
drugs

administering

None

Source: own work
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3.APPLYING ABC FOR CALCULATING PATIENT’S COSTS AT THE CITY HOSPITAL IN
OLSZTYN (POLAND)
The example of ABC concept implementation at the rheumatology department of the City Hospital in
Olsztyn is presented below. The process of costs accounting is divided into four stages.
Stage 1. Preparation of the statement of comprehensive information on cost objects – patients
hospitalised during a given period. Determination of the number of costs carriers for the identified
activities carried out for the individual patients.
Stage 2. Determining of the level of costs that will be subject to accounting.
Stage 3. Conducting the analysis of relations occurring between activities and objects.
Stage 4. Allocating the costs of activities to objects on the basis of information from the objects –
activities matrix (objects-activities matrix – by value).
Stage 1.
Collecting the following information on patients treated was the starting point for conducting the costs
analysis for the patients with specific disease unit:
−

conducted basic and auxiliary procedures based on ICD – 10 international
classification;

−

general condition of the patient and diagnostic – treatment options described by means
of weights (S.W. – weight symbol; W.W. – weight value)103;

−

number of days of the patient’s stay at the department;

−

type and duration of rehabilitation at the department;

−

point score of procedures provided as specified in the Catalogue of Hospital
Services104;

−

point score (so-called conversion points) for diagnostic procedures (DO), laboratory
procedures (DL), and treatment procedures (DZ) developed and specified individually
at hospitals105;

−

number of medical consultations;

−

number of kilometres of medical transport.

Based on the above data and the number of weights (Table 3) the number of costs carriers for activities
performed for individual patients was determined.

103

See: tab. 3.

104

Catalogue of Hospital Services is the annex to the regulation No. 33/2005 by the President of the National
Health Fund of the 31st of May 2005 amending the regulation No. 8/2004 by the President of the National Health
Fund on acceptance of the “Detailed information materials on the subject of proceedings for making contracts
for providing health care services in the type: hospital treatment".
105

The points' scale of tests and analyses reflects their costs. It is usually established by the economic director of
the entity. The cost of performance for one point is computed monthly and represents the result of dividing the
costs of diagnostic laboratory by the total number of points scored during that period.
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Stage 2.
Next, according to the earlier presented principles of costs recording the resources that were covered
by the computation procedure were specified. In case of the department those are the direct department
costs excluding direct costs of cost objects. According to the generally accepted recording principles
those are the costs of medical drugs. Additionally the accounting included the indirect costs of the
department, i.e. those resulting from services provided to the department by auxiliary services of the
hospital (e.g. kitchen, diagnostic laboratories, laboratories, etc.)
Stage 3.
Within the frameworks of stage three direct and indirect costs are allocated to activities identified.
When possible, allocation of costs to activities should be direct based on detailed analysis of source
documents. On the other hand, where it would serve no purpose, the appropriate allocation keys
should be used. This applies in particular to the payroll costs of doctors and nurses who participate in
implementation of several activities. In this case we can use, for example, the percentage share of
work time of doctors and nurses in performance of identified activities. That percentage can be
estimated by doctors and nurses or determined on the basis of empirical studies.
Stage 4.
Determining the costs of treatment for individual patients is the last stage of computations. The total
cost of implementation of individual activities should be allocated to the total number of contractual
activities and next, considering the number of actions implemented for individual patients, appropriate
part of the costs should be allocated to them.
Information on treatment costs of patients with specific disease unit considering diagnostic – treatment
options could form the base for wide and detailed analysis of department operational costs.
4. SUMMARY
The presented concept of costs accounting allows, among others, determination of the:


costs of stay of individual patients at the department for one day,



disease unit the cost of treatment of which is the most diversified considering the
percentage spread between the minimum and maximum cost of treatment,



average treatment cost for a given disease unit.

Considering the financing level for individual services it is also possible to determine the relation
between costs incurred for treatment of individual disease units and funds obtained from the financing
entity and next to determine whether there is, and if there is, then what is the level, of the margin for
coverage of he costs of other activities carried out by the hospital (e.g. management processes). The
presented methodology for recording and calculating the costs of activities allows more objective
determination of the costs of treatment for hospitalised patients, providing consultations or performing
surgery. It also allows determining the costs of performing activities not directly related to medical
activities. The discussed model of costs accounting also offers the base for taking management
decisions on both quantitative (e.g. in the area of costs decreasing) and qualitative (e.g. as concerns the
recommended structure of services provided by the hospital) level.
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Abstract
The paper presents and discusses the summarized results of a research conducted in the period 20102011 on the Corporate Social Responsibility in Ukraine, combining quantitative and qualitative
methods. Large companies, with Ukrainian, foreign or mixed ownership structure have been analyzed.
The companies’ researches are manufacturing, services, trade and other sectors of the country. This
research found that CSR could be viewed as a principal-agent relationship where business enterprises
in general could be either agents or principals depending on the character of the relationship. Other
important finding of author is development of CSR-Mechanism that regulates company’s activity
through each division by centralized software program that is called System of Order Processing
(SOP). From the practice of the Ukrainian business the following key groups of stakeholders have
been identified: local community and society at large, employees; customers, the public and the state.
Key words: Corporate governance, Corporate Social Responsibility, Mechanism of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR-Mechanism), System of Order Processing.
19 (print)

1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s corporations operate in an environment of intense media, investor, regulatory and public
scrutiny which requires solid corporate governance. This creates as well need for more pro-active role
by states, companies and communities in a development process aimed at balancing economic growth
with environmental and social sustainability. Most academics and business experts have noticed how
since early 1990s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has transformed from an irrelevant and often
frowned-upon idea to an increasingly important concept globally, both in political and business
agenda, and is now part of the debate about globalization, competitiveness and sustainability.
2. DEFINITIONS OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.
CSR involves assessment of the company’s economic, social and environmental impact, taking steps
to improve it in line with stakeholder requirements and reporting on relevant measurements. Corporate
governance reflects the way companies address legal responsibilities and therefore provides the
foundations upon which CSR practices can be built to enhance responsible business operations.
Corporate Social Responsibility has been defined in many different ways. For the purpose of this study
I will use four key definitions of the World Bank, European Commission, and the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development and International Organization of Standardization which covers
all the elements of CSR.
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According to the European Commission CSR is “A concept whereby companies integrate social and
environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on
a voluntary basis”106
In the European Commission’s Green Paper from 2001 corporate social responsibility is expanded to
“voluntary taking on commitments which go beyond common regulatory and conventional
requirements” and by which companies are trying to “raise standards of social development,
environmental protection and respect of fundamental rights and embrace an open governance,
reconciling interests of various stakeholders”107. According to the World Bank, “Corporate social
responsibility is the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable economic development by
working with employees, their families, the local community and society at large to improve their
lives in ways that are good for business and for development”108. CSR is seen not as a one-off act but
as a sustainable process which helps balance the three pillars of sustainable development – economic
growth, social development and environmental protection.
The World Business Council for Sustainable Development in its publication "Making Good Business
Sense" by Lord Holme and Richard Watts, used the following definition: "Corporate Social
Responsibility is the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to
economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well
as of the local community and society at large" 109.
The forthcoming standard on corporate social responsibility ISO 26000 defines CSR as
“Responsibility of an organization for the impacts of its decisions and activities on society and the
environment through transparent and ethical behavior that:
- is consistent with sustainable development;
- takes into account the expectations of stakeholders;
- is in compliance with applicable law and consistent with international norms of behaviour;
- is integrated throughout the organization and its relationships”110.
Based on the above definitions the following elements of CSR can be defined as:

1

’Communication from the Comission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Comitee
and the Comitee of the Regions’ A renewed EU strategy 2011-14 for Corporate Social Responsibility, Brussels, 25.10.2011
<http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroom/cf/_getdocument.cfm?doc_id=7010>

107

’Green Paper, Promoting a European framework for Corporate Social Responsibility’, Commission of the European
Communities , Brussels, 2001 <http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2001/com2001_0366en01.pdf>
108

Djordjija Petkoski, Nigel Twose ’Public Policy for Corporate Social Responsibility’, World Bank Institute and

World Bank Group, July 7–25, 2003 < http://info.worldbank.org/etools/docs/library/57434/publicpolicy_econference.pdf>
109

’Making good business sense’, World Business Council <http://www.wbcsd.org/web/publications/csr2000.pdf>

110

International Institute of Sustainable Development’s website: http://www.iisd.org/standards/csr.asp
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1. Voluntary commitment by business;
2. Extends beyond the statutory obligation of what is prescribed by the law;
3. It is directed to society at large and large number of stakeholders (including employees,
communities, customers, and the natural environment);
4. Is in compliance with applicable law and international norms;
5. Corporate governance tool.
The article aims to define how Mechanism of Corporate Social Responsibility is used as Corporate
Governance tool. Why it is used as such and who will apply Mechanism of CSR as Corporate
Governance tool in Ukraine are the additional research questions to be discussed.
Due to the specifics of the economic development of Ukraine the middle-sized and large companies,
are the ones with more knowledge and conscience about socially responsibility as well as the financial
power to implement CSR initiatives. Middle and large companies are listed on the stock exchange;
they have corporate governance structures and are more aware and interested in the benefits of CSR.
That’s why small and micro companies will not be discussed at this research.
There are different theories which could be used to explain the phenomenon of Corporate Social
Responsibility and its relations to corporate governance. These are agency theory based on the
principal-agent relationships and the specialized theories on Corporate Social Responsibility
(Utilitarian, Managerial, Relational theories). The chapter will present different mechanisms for
managing the agency problems.
Views on Agency Theory
Agency theory analysis “situations in which one individual (the agent) acts on behalf of another (the
principal) and is supposed to advance the principal’s goals.” The principal-agent relationship arises
when one party (the principal) hires another party (the agent) to perform some service and then
delegate decision-making authority to the agents. The management of agency relationships plays an
important role in corporate governance because corporate governance is often defined as a principalagent relation.
Thus the selection of the principal and the agent is crucial for explaining the relations between the
different groups and the choice of a strategy to manage the agency problems. According to the
traditional view, the primary agency relationships are those among the shareholders who own the
public company (principals) and the managers (agents) which give rise to a risk that the agent does act
in the interest of the principal. The complementary view broadens the principal-agents relations,
introducing the “business organization of the firm as one of the most important principals”111
Therefore there is agency relationships between 1) the firm as principal and the shareholders as the
agent; 2) the firm as principal and the banks as the agent; 3) the firm as principal and the other
stakeholders with whom the firm contracts such as employees, creditors, customers and society as a
whole with a monitoring role as the agent; 4) between the firm as principal and management as the
agent; 5) stakeholders as principal and managers as their agent who should take the stakeholders

111

In: G. Bamberg, K. Spremann 1987 Agency Theory, Information, and Incentives, Springer Verlag Berlin, pp. 3-38.
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interests into account. “Whether somebody can be regarded as somebody else’s agent depends on who
the principal is. As any stakeholder can be chosen as principal, principals can range from minority” 112
The firm itself can be defined as a nexus of contracts based on the relations among different parties.
These relationships are not necessary harmonious because contracts are written in a world of
information asymmetry, uncertainty and risk. The problem lies in motivating the agent to act in the
principal’s best interest rather than simply in the agent’s own interest. In particular almost any
contractual relationship, in which one party (the agent) promises performance to another (the
principal), is potentially subject to an agency problem. The core of the difficulty is that, because the
agent in general is better informed than the principal about the facts related to the company
performance, the principal cannot assure avoiding the costs himself that the agent’s actions are not
pursuing some personal goals that compete with the owner's goal of maximization of shareholder
wealth. For example, the owners would like managers to run the firm in ways that maximize the value
of their shares, whereas the managers' priority may be, to build a business empire through rapid
expansion and mergers and acquisitions, which may not increase their firm's share price. 113
The rationale of the principal-agent relationship is that strategies and self-dealing. These agency
conflicts have implications for corporate governance and corporate social responsibility. When
agency problem occurs, it also tends to give rise to agency costs. When agents (managers) abuse their
discretion, the principal (shareholders) sustain loss (agency cost) incurred in order to sustain an
effective agency relationship (e.g., offering management performance bonuses to encourage managers
to act in the shareholders' interests). M.C. Jensen and W.H. Meckling (1976) defined agency costs as
the sum of 1) the monitoring expenditures by the principal; 2) the bonding expenditures by the agent;
and 3) the residual loss, i.e. the monetary equivalent of the reduction in welfare.114 experienced by the
principal due to the divergence between the agent’s decisions and “those decisions which would
maximize the welfare of the principal”.
3. MECHANISMS TO MANAGE AGENCY PROBLEMS
Agency problems arise within a firm whenever managers have incentives to pursue their own interest
at the shareholders expense. Several mechanisms can reduce these agency problems. For the purpose
of this research the following three categories: legal strategies, economic and social mechanisms, will
be reviewed (Figure 1). The legal strategies are based on the Kraakman et al. “The Anatomy of
Corporate Law. A Comparative and Functional Approach” set of ten strategies that taken together
define the legal methods for dealing with agency problems. Social corporate governance mechanisms
are media, social control and reputation. The division of economic and social mechanisms the author
has made for the purposes of the research.

112

Carrol, A.B. 1993. Business and Society. Ethics and Stakeholder Management, Cincinnati: South Western pp.42-43

113

Kalle Pajunen, Juha Näsi, 2004 ’Stakeholder Management as a Play’, Tampere University of Technology, Global Venture
Lab’s website: http://www.ebrc.fi/kuvat/520-533_04.pdf

114

Michael C. Jensen, William H. Meckling A 2002. Theory of the firm: Managerial behavior, agency costs and ownership
structure. University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, U.S.A.
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Legal Strategies

Economic Mechanisms

A. Regulatory Strategies:

Social Mechanisms



Large block holders;



Media and social control;



Market for corporate
control;



Reputation.



Debt policy and bank
monitoring;

B. Governance Strategies



Board activity;



Selection;



Executive compensation;



Removal;



Shareholder activism;



Initiation;



Employee monitoring;



Ratification;



Competition;



Trusteeship;



Scarce resources;



Reward.



Transparency.



Rules;



Standards;



Entry;



Exit.

Figure 1. Strategies to manage Agency Problems115.

Legal Strategies
Legal strategies described below represent a method for reducing “the vulnerability of principals to the
opportunism of their agents.”
They are focused primarily on standard-setting and behavior-modification components of the
management of agency problems. The strategies could be divided into two subsets. Four “regulatory
strategies”, which prescribe and set terms which govern either the content, formation or finalization of
the principal-agent relations (rules, standards, entry and exit) and six “governance strategies” that
depend on the hierarchical elements of the principal-agent relationship (selection, removal, initiation,
veto, trusteeship, reward).
A. Regulatory Strategies:
1) Rules
The rules are mechanisms which require or prohibit specific behavior ex-ante constraining agents to
undertake actions that will harm the principals’ interests and specifying what agents may or may not
do. Rules are commonly used to protect the interests of the creditors and public investors. The
corporation statutes and internal guidelines include protection rules for creditors and shareholders such
as dividend restrictions, minimum capitalization requirement, rules to govern tender offers, proxy

115

Kraakman R., Davis P., Hansmann H., 2004, The Anatomy of Corporate Law, Oxford University Press, pp 22-23
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fights, and corruption. In principal rules can be mechanically enforced, they require simply a decisionmaker to determine compliance.
2) Standards
Standards specify the general norm against which an agent’s actions will be judged ex- post. They are
open and use discretion for adjudicator such as the duty to act in “good faith”. Standards are also used
to protect creditors and public investors, but the paradigmatic examples of standards-based regulation
relate to the company’s internal affairs, as when the law requires directors to act in “good faith” or
mandates that self-dealing transactions must be “entirely fair.”
3) Entry
The entry strategies prescribe behavior in which “principals’ affiliate with agents”. Its purpose is to
screen out the unwanted counterparties in advance. “The entry strategies are particularly important in
screening out opportunistic agents in the public capital markets.”
For example the requirement agents to disclose regularly information about the company performance
to the principals (outside investors) which otherwise cannot acquire such information is an example of
entry strategy because stocks cannot be sold unless the requested information is provided by the agent.
4) Exit
The exit strategy allows principles to escape opportunistic behavior of agents’ ex-post. The rights to
withdraw the value of one’s investment and the right of transfer i.e. the right to sell shares in the
market, are the two kinds of exit rights. The entry and exit strategies are particularly important in
multi-party contracts and business ventures.
B. Governance Strategies
1) Selection
The power to select and appoint directors is key strategy to address the agency problems between
managers and shareholders. This appointment right gives the principals (shareholders) the right to
choose the agents (managers) whom they believe will work in their best interest and screen ex-ante for
loyalty.
2) Removal
The right to remove, replace managers who act in their own interest and their actions are harmful to
the company’s performance is a powerful disciplining device for addressing opportunistic behavior by
agents and punish disloyalty ex-post.
3) Initiation
These are decision rights which grant the principals the power to initiate management decisions. These
rights are of less importance than the appointment rights and there is no jurisdiction which requires
shareholders to initiate managerial decisions.
4) Ratification
Ratification by shareholders is required by corporate statues only to fundamental management
decisions such as mergers and acquisitions and charter amendments. The ratification is done ex-post.
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5) Trusteeship
Trusteeship strategy is type of incentive strategy which tries to eliminate the opportunistic behavior of
the agents’ ex-ante by ensuring that this behavior won’t be rewarded. It is based on soft powered
incentives of reputation and conscious. It could be applied by internal agents (in the company –
outsider in the board or controlling shareholder) or by external (required by the law – court, appointed
official).
6) Reward
Reward is type of incentive governance strategy which instead of expanding the power of the
principals offers the agents (managers) rewards for successfully fulfilling their duties in the best
interest of the principals (firm). One way to implement this strategy is to tie the remuneration of the
agents (managers) with the financial results of the company.
Economic Mechanisms
1) Large block holders
Concentrated shareholdings by institutions or by block holders could increase managerial monitoring
and so improve firm performance. It is likely to be one of the most important governance mechanisms.
2) Market for corporate control
The treat of displacement imposed by the market for corporate control and threat of hostile takeover
can create a powerful disciplining tool on managers who are performing their duties poorly. An
outside owner can take over the firm to correct management failure not disciplined by existing owners,
and the mere prospect of such a hostile takeover could influence management even if it never
happened. The market for corporate control motivates managers to keep their reputation among theirs
and other prospective employers and so improves firm performance. It is unlikely to be important
when company ownership is strongly concentrated.
3) Debt policy and bank monitoring
The use of debt financing can improve performance by including close monitoring of the financial
performance of the company by lenders and banks which serve as disciplining device eliminating
opportunistic behavior of agents. As lenders, banks will have a direct stake in the governance of
corporations, requiring firm behavior that assures that their loans can be repaid. Bank monitoring is
important governance mechanisms, but it depends on health of the banking system and the regulatory
environment in the country.
4) Board activity
Board activity is related to facilitating the interactions among board members and thus reducing
agency costs. It introduces the role of independent directors, training of directors and disclosure of
voting. Board activity is unlikely to be influential when controlling owner can hire and fire board
members.
5) Executive compensation
Executive compensation schemes, which ties the rewards of the agents with the financial results of the
company in attempt to prevent opportunistic behavior, are more successful in companies with disperse
ownership where there is no controlling owner who could hire and fire managers at his own discretion.
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6) Shareholder activism
Shareholder activism is very important governance mechanism which encourages interactions among
shareholders and thus fights the agency problems between managers and shareholders and between
minority and controlling shareholders.
7) Employee monitoring
Employee monitoring is potentially very important governance mechanism, particularly in smaller
companies with high-skilled human capital where threat of leaving is high. For this mechanism to be
effective is required disclosure of information to employees; possibly board representation and
mobility of employees. Employee monitoring can be an effective performance and fair treatment of all
stakeholders.
8) Competition
Effective competition on the local and international markets will help to improve corporate
governance by putting pressure to enhance the firm’s performance. Proving a good performance
increases as well the possibilities of the company to attract additional financing.
9) Scarce resources
Scares resources are incentive for companies to perform well on the market and be competitive. They
are effective corporate governance tool and corporations are dependent on their customers and the
value of customers’ customers. This makes stakeholders important agents to which corporations
should be answerable and which monitor corporations leading to better corporate governance.
10) Transparency
Transparency is an important component of the management of agency problems at firm level.
Transparency is connecting with monitoring.
Social Mechanisms
1) Media and social control
A system of social control of business is necessary in areas where both markets and government fail or
cannot be expected to operate, and more generally is necessary to support the functioning of markets.
2) Reputation
Reputation is important mechanism to enhance the possibility of the companies to attract outside
funding, growth opportunities and scope for rent seeking. For some corporations reputation comprises
up to 50% of the value of the company that’s why they are putting a lot of efforts to keep good
reputation.
The utilitarian theories reflect the traditional economic approach where the firm main function in
society is seen as making profits. These theories could be divided into two sub-categories: the theory
studying the social costs and the functionalists seeing CSR as a form of philanthropy. Economists do
not think of society as an independent actor that can gain benefits or suffer costs. Rather, the social
costs are the sum total of all costs to individuals in society, regardless of whether the costs are paid by
the person who decides whether they will be incurred. (Table 1)
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Theories on social costs
Utilitarian

Functionalism
Corporate Social Performance

Managerial

Social accountability, auditing and reporting
Stakeholder approach

Relational

Corporate global citizenship
Social contract theory

Table 1. Classification of CSR’s theories by Davide Secchi (Secchi, December 2007)
B. The managerial theories on CSR use the approach for considering the social responsibility from
inside the firm and connecting CSR directly to the management of the firm. Managerial theories could
be divided into three sub-groups:
1. Corporate Social Performance
Corporate Social Performance (CSP) is connected to the need to measure the extent to which a
corporation is socially responsible. CSP is a sort of measure for socially responsible behaviour.
It is trying to make CSR more concrete by creating tools to measure it. Carrol creates “threedimensional model”, where corporate performance comes from the interactions between: (1) social
responsibility categories (economic, legal, ethical and discretionary); (2) social issues (environment,
discrimination, product safety, occupational safety and shareholders); and (3) philosophy of social
responsiveness (pro-action, accommodation, defense, reaction).
This model measures social responsibility in order to contribute to corporate management. The other
view is that it is very hard to find direct relation between social and financial-economic performance
of the company, there is no researches showing such direct correlation, that’s why social responsibility
is linked to strategy. Strategic CSR results in business-related benefits being integrated in the main
business activities of the company.
2. Theories on social accountability, auditing and reporting
These theories are divided from corporate social performance as the social responsibility is measured
through accounting procedures, auditing and reporting practices. The three activities are separate but
they could intervene in succession. Companies, after being socially accountable, publish a social
report, as part of their annual report or separate and then they might decide to have an independent
evaluation from auditors. International organizations and institutions offer few models of social
reporting: 1) UN Global Reporting Initiative; 2) UN Global Compact; 3) SA 8000 standards; 4) the
forthcoming ISO 26 000, 5) soft encouragement (European Commission, 2001); 6) UNCTAD has just
released in partnership with Ernst & Young the new publication “Guidance on Corporate
Responsibility Indicators in Annual Reports”.
3. Social issues in international business
The number of multinationals (MNC) carrying out activities in different countries is growing
constantly. MNC having operations in different countries and sometimes on different continents, in
countries with different development level are facing transnational competition and specific challenges
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in keeping same level of social and ethical responsibility. The theory is focused in defining tools and
measures (codes of conduct, guidelines or principles) for management in foreign countries and is
rather practice-oriented.
C. The relational theories on CSR are putting into the core of the analysis the complex firmenvironment relationships, i.e. how the two interact. The category is divided into four sub-groups of
theories: (1) stakeholder approach; (2) corporate citizenship; and (3) theory of social contract. The
concept for (4) corporate sustainability could also be classified as a relational theory.
1) The founder of the stakeholder approach is Freeman's (1984) in his book “Strategic Management: A
Stakeholder Approach».116 As clearly expressed in the title of the book, the central purpose of
stakeholder theory is to enable managers to understand stakeholders and strategically manage them.
As Freeman states, "The stakeholder approach is about groups and individuals who can affect the
organization, and is about managerial behavior taken in response to those groups and individuals".
In short, the stakeholder theory identifies and models the groups which are stakeholders of a
corporation (governmental bodies, political groups, trade associations, trade unions, communities,
associated corporations, employees, customers, and the society at large), and both describes and
recommends methods by which management can respect and take care of the interests of those
groups. There have been numerous articles and books written on stakeholder theory including an
entire issue of the Academy of Management Journal (v 42 n 5, 1999), and researches of Donaldson
and Preston (1995) and Mitchell, Agle, and Wood (1997), Friedman and Miles (2002) and Phillips
(2003).
2) Corporate citizenship is a concept very often related to the management of the multinational
corporations operating in different countries, defining the corporations “next to the other citizens with
whom the firm forms a community”. The emerging concept in this field is that of “corporate global
citizenship”. Corporate citizenship is based on individual voluntary behavior that goes beyond social,
economic and legal duties.117
To become a “good citizen” the corporation should get involved successfully with the society. To be a
global citizen the corporation should focus on basic and constant values on which the corporate
behavior everywhere, when there are operations, is based. These involves the relations the firm and the
stakeholders. “Being a good global citizen in a relational context means treating well the entire range
of constituencies – stakeholders – who have invested their capital in the business.” 118
3) The Social Contract Theory could be defined as “a new approach to business ethics, an approach
that exposes the implicit understandings or “contracts” that bind industries, companies, and economic
systems into moral communities.”
The basic idea is that the corporate-society relations are governed by moral constraints. The social
contract between the corporations and society helps in defining what is and what is not right to do in a
given society.

116

Freeman, R. Edward 1984. Strategic Management: A stakeholder approach. Boston: Pitman.
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Duane Sharp, M 15, 2011 ’Defining Green Jobs Can Be a Challenge’, Corporate Social Responsibility at Suite101,
<http://www.suite101.com/content/defining-green-jobs-can-be-a-challenge-a355627>
118 Paul Milgrom and John Roberts (1992), Economics of Organization, Prentice-Hall.
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4) The globalization of today’s world makes the concept of “corporate sustainability” to become an
increasingly important issue for the business. As globalization accelerated, opportunities for business
increased – but so did the worries that companies need to be more accountable. Globalization has
made it both more important and yet more difficult to apply consistently high ethical standards to
business in different markets.
4. APPLICATION OF LEGAL STRATEGIES IN THE COMPANY.
Company determined the actions which can harm its reputation, decrease the profit or create any
disadvantage for its activity in own Statute. Each company’s sector is aware of those Rules and should
act according to these Rules and Regulations.
Particularly each action follows after previous and has permanent links, showed in the Figure below.
(Figure 2)

ADMINISTRATION (TOPMANAGEMENT)

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPING AND RESEARCH

OR/AND

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPING AND RESEARCH

CORPORATE SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNANCE SOFTWARE
AS GOVERNMENTAL TOOL
SYSTEM OF ORDER
PROCESSING (SOP)

MARKETING DEPARTMENT

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

LOGISTICS DEPARTMENT

BROKER DEPARTMENT

QUALITY CONTROL DEPARTMENT

Figure 2. Constant Interaction of department/sectors in mechanism of company’s operation.
At company there are few actions that are forbidden to undertake (e.g. for Export Sales, Marketing
Department):
1. To reduce the prices without any arguments from the clients’ side. To reduce the prices in
pricing offer for client is allowed only after consideration the economic conditions of the country
or region where client is interacting; in case if client is participating in tender and there are some
suppliers-competitors that provide analogues offer within cheaper price and same quality, price-
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segment goods; in case if Pricing Department approves reduction of prices; is case if client
makes 100% advance payment and many others conditions. Any other activities regarding the
price reducing by export managers and giving discount are strictly forbidden and are being fined
by administration. Such strict rules are caused by importance of Pricing Department which
provides the general benefit for company and its stakeholders (shareholders, employees,
creditors etc.)
2. To distribute/transfer the pricing information to another counteragents at market. It can cause
spread of information among competitors that will take advantage in production of analogues
products and cut distribution of products at market by first company.
3. To contact and provide offer for end-consumers, avoiding Distributors. It prevents efficient
activity of general distributors that develop promotion of products at the certain region, country.
General distributor bear all costs and risks during products purchasing, customs clearance. That
is why company-producer should mention in general distribution agreement a question which
sectors Distributor has exclusive right to promote the product.
4. To establish relations with new partner while official distributor is already existing at market at
certain segment (HVAC, plumbing, electrical, sanitary). Only if new partner is going to
represent the company’s product under own brand or another, totally different with the one
which is already provided by existing distributor.
5. To report to another producers / competitors about technologies, to send the samples, drafts of
any kind of valuable means that can disclose the commercial secret. It can make company less
competitive, or it can cause leading away its clients to other producers-players at market that
copy products of the first company and offer within cheaper price.
Regulatory strategies are being implemented by company’s staff and each division. Administration of
each department is responsible for any action that is being undertaken by the subordinates.
Obligations of Export Sales and Marketing Department:


Managers should strictly perform the assignment of Administration, not to take any kind of
decision which is not according to Statute, Rules or Regulations of the Company.



Managers should inform the possible and existing clients about new product, to provide all
technical and pricing information with certificates.



Managers should represent company in certain region, country (which manager is
responsible for).

To inform possible distributors clearly about Ukrainian legislation, Custom Procedures, Terms and
Conditions, current conditions of order production). All negotiations could be done by telephone but
the main issues should be fixed in mail correspondence as long as all stages of loading the product are
over.
Manager should coordinate all departments responsible for order production, document arrangement:
1. Production Department;
2. Financial Department;
3. Logistics Department;
4. Accounting Department.
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Taking into account the role of each sector in the corporation, importance of regulation of theirs
activity appears. Regulation of each department’s activity can be implemented only through system or
mechanism. This mechanism can be existing in the special software which coordinates action of
managers in order production process. Such program minimizes the “human” factor in production,
strictly controls the performing of order in needed time and quantity.
Each action of parties, responsible for order processing is being entered into a database and can be
easily scanned and reviewed by the top-management or administration. (Figure 3.)

MECHANISM OF CSR:
 RULES
 REGULATIONS
 STANDARDS
 CORPORATE CONTROL



DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPING AND



ACCOUNTING D EPARTMENT



MARKETING DEPARTMENT



PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT



LOGISTICS DEPARTMENT



BROKER DEPARTMENT



QUALITY CONTROL DEPARTMENT

Figure 3 .CRS’s regulation for each Division/Department of the Company
Manager should forward the order from client to Production Department and within 2 days check the
availability of each item in order whether it is possible to produce at this moment.
Production Department should give the response within 1-2 days regarding the products availability
and period of order production – date when client has to pick up the goods from the factory through
transport agency. (if producer and client cooperate in EXW conditions)
Manager informs client about approximate date of orders readiness (after 1 weeks he should inform
about exact date) so that client can start to search the transport agency which gives the truck to pick up
goods from Producer.
After 100% advance payment, provided by client, confirmed by mail or fax with SWIFT transfer bill,
Production Department launch the order into production. While order is begin produced the
responsible manager prepares all needed documents needed for shipment and customs procedures. In
case if some changes appears manager keeps client informed about those issues in time.
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Order holding process consists from the following actions:
The technical description of “System of order processing” (SOP) 119 :
(1st day): Client is placing the order.
(2nd – 3rd day): Manager checks the items, makes request to Production Department about the availability of each
item from the order.
(2nd-3rd day): Production department replies and fixes the reply in System.
(3rd day): Marketing manager replies to Client and in case if certain item is not available at the moment, manager
changes with another one, negotiated with Client.
(3rd -4th day): Manager informs about the period of order production (given by the Production Department).
(4th-5th day): Client confirms SWIFT payment (10%, 20% or 100% advance payment) – Manager fixes this step in
System.
(5th day): After payment confirmation Production Department launches the order production immediately. This step
is being fixed in System.
(5th day): Order is registered in queue at the factory by Production Department which provides № of Queue, exact
date of readiness to Manager +/- (Note: each day of delay should be explained with reasons of delay – lacking of
details at the factory or any other important reason only).
(5th-20th day): Export and Logistics Managers prepare the customs documents (1) Proforma/Invoice; (2) Packing
List; (3) Contract of loading; (4) Certificate of origin; (5) Export declaration; (6) Any additional documents etc.
(20th-21st day): Truck arrives to pick up the load. (21st day). Loading at the factory. The step Is being fixed in
System.
(23th day as the latest): Broker and Logistics Department should provide customs documents to client’s transport
company that picks up load from the factory.
Order is completed (This step is being fixed in System).

Figure 4. “System of order processing” (SOP):
If client has some claims about lacking of information from managers’ side, manager has to provide
mail correspondence that confirms that client was informed in time about all problems/important
issues which appears in production/loading process. In manager does not have this correspondence,
administration may consider this fact as evidence that manager does not inform client about all
situation. In this case administration together with manager should decide which actions should be
undertaken in order to correct situation (to make production period shorter, to change in time the
lacking items, negotiating with client, to involve Production Department to put order in first queue
etc.)
When loading process starts manager should provide all neede documents for customs service of
Ukraine and within 2 days should get documents from this institution back and to forward them to
client so that can complete customs procedure in own country.

119

Source: concluded by author,
corporation.
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In case if client finds defective goods after checking the load, he has to inform the manager about
those within 3 days. He should follow them claim procedure, to prepare the reclamation documents to
provide information that confirms damaging of the goods. Quality Control Department makes
investigations and takes decision to send details or ready goods within next shipment to client for free.
Top-management and each person (party), responsible for Order Processing, has own account in the
“SOP” program and has access any time to the database of the System. Top-management implements
coordination/motivation/control of responsible parties in Order Processing Procedure. This is the
Mechanism of Corporate Socially Responsible Company which performs its obligation regarding the
clients, top-management, shareholders and employees.
Advantageous of “SOP”- program:
 Accuracy and an urgency of the data in system
 Minimization of the human factor in production
 Timely performance of the order. The delay of performance of operations by certain division
involves penal sanctions, in case of absence of good reasons
 Increase of responsibilities for clients
 High level of cooperation between company divisions
Disadvantageous of “SOP”- program:
•
Terms of production. Impossibility to establish standard term of manufacturing of production
as the given term depends on the assortment and quantities, ordered by the client. (Minimum term is
20, maximum is 40 days). In this case some divisions can artificially delayo or postpone order
performance, explaining these delays with problems of spare parts’ delivery etc. (It should be strictly
controlled by Top-management or Control and Auditing Service).
•
Tough working conditions. Though the electronic monitoring system is difficult for
overestimating, nevertheless it toughens enterprise and personnel working conditions.
•
High cost of the program, additional expenses for its service. The electronic system can be
established only at the big enterprises which have financial resources for acquisition, service of the
given program, and it is even better, to create the whole department on work with system.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Corporate Social Responsibility has very tight links with the Corporate Governance. Mechanism of
CSR has to implement CSR’ principles inside of corporation.
The corporations as powerful institutions that can make a significant contribution to society. This role
corporations can have a positive contribution, or vice versa, the negative (harmful). The study of
corporate social responsibility (CSR) promotes better thinking about what is morally right and wrong
decisions in the activities of these institutions. This knowledge can produce decisions and behavior
that meet the requirements of stakeholders for better accountability. CSR can help stakeholders to
recognize unethical behavior, which is still very often, and it can help managers evaluate the changes
necessary to manage corporate responsibility.
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Mechanizm of CSR is perfect tool to manager Agency problems, to perform obligations of company
strictly to requirements of clients’, top-management and other stakeholders. It creates advantageous:
accuracy and an urgency of the data in system; minimization of the human factor in production; timely
performance of the order; the delay of performance of operations by certain division involves penal
sanctions, in case of absence of good reasons; increase of responsibilities for clients; high level of
cooperation between company divisions.
Middle and large companies of Ukraine should meet requirements of international organizations that
provide rules for CSR business in order to open new foreign markets. Implementing of new standards
of CSR increases value of the company’s shares, strengthen the company’s position at market and
creates long-term investment into goodwill of company.
Corporate Social Responsibility has tight links with Corporate Governance and cannot exist separately
from it. Each instrument of CSR mechanism is being implemented through corporate governance
methods.
“System of Order Processing“(„SOP“) is the instrument of Corporate Social Performance which could
be successfully applied in large and middle-sized companies. It has high importance in order to
provide automatization of production process and coordination of each sector in company for proper
order processing and order performance. It can be modified according to sizes, hierarchy and structure
of the company.
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Abstract
In most countries worldwide hospitals are the most important source of health services as they provide
both basic and highly specialized medical care to the population. The public perceives the hospitals as
a fundamental element of the healthcare system providing adequate treatment, thus they have essential
political significance as well. At the same time a hospital is a large consumer of financial resources.
Hospitals are the most expensive component of healthcare expenditures; their maintenance and
functioning account for the greatest part of health expenses in each country. From this point of view,
studies related to the economic aspects of hospital activities provide important information that could
be used for achieving more effective management of financial resources.
Key words: Economic aspects, state and municipal hospitals, costs per treated patient, costs per bed
day.
1. INTRODUCTION
The comprehensive activity (diagnostic, therapeutic, preventive, social, economic) of each hospital is a
process of transformation of the available resources into therapeutic effect (result).
The resources are exhausted during this transformation process. The result depends on numerous
factors (patient’s status, quality of the resources, availability, conditions at the healthcare
establishment), but it is particularly associated with the method to transform the allocated resources.
The achievement of a positive effect requires resource transformation that is expedient according to
the mission and goal of the hospital.
In all cases the resource transformation process is launched with their allotment to the various cost
allocations of the hospital activity. Resource allocation – adequate to the needs and relevant tasks of
the establishment - is a prerequisite for their effective use.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present analysis focuses on the allotment of costs per treated patient and per bed day allocated as
expenses for: staff, medicines, patients’ catering and operative expenses. Official statistical
publications of the National Center for Health Informatics (NCHI) (2009, 2010) and the National
Statistical Institute (NSI) (2009) were used.
- Method of critical analysis and synthesis of research literature on the problem.
- Documentary method - are examined official national statistics and published research papers.
- Mathematical and statistical methods for data processing.
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- Graphical methods for displaying results.

3. RESEARCHE PART
3.1. Types of average costs per treated patient
The distribution of the costs per hospital patient presented a better image of the “relative weight” of
expenditure items – funds for staff, catering, medicines and operative expenses and, in relation to that
– their expedience.
Table 1
Average costs per treated patient and per bed day in 2001 and 2009 (BGN)
Per treated patient

Per bed day

Types of hospitals
2001

2009

2001

2009

590,9

1 033,2

13 804

51 835

Regional MHAT

334,3

594,8

9 239

28 150

City MHAT

464,0

523,3

13 950

24 874

Municipal MHAT

283,7

488,8

7 312

21 488

SH for Pneumo-phtysiatric

871,5

563,5

9 460

12 747

SH for Obstetrics
Gynecology

235,2

543,8

9 695

31 748

SH for Pulmonary Diseases

492,4

463,5

4 200

11 848

SH for continuing treatment
of pulmonary diseases

516,2

392,7

3 858

11 385

SH for rehabilitacion

229,8

435,7

3 926

12 189

SH for continuing treatment

325,0

409,3

5 349

12 355

State Psychiatric hospitals

704,2

1 384,2

2 669

1 007

Dispensaries for psychiatric
diseases

310,6

627,9

2 897

8 512

Dispensaries for pneumophtysiatric diseases

358,5

766,3

3 832

16 631

Dispensaries for dermatovenerological diseases

248,6

610,3

4 034

17 207

Dispensaries for oncological
diseases

479,4

909,2

11 863

55 107

University
MHAT

and

National

and

Notes: Multiprofile hospitals for active treatment – MHAT; Specialized hospitals - SH
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The overview of costs in 2001 and 2009 revealed their substantial increase at the different hospital
types in all expenditure items. Unlike that was the situation with the Specialized Hospital for Acute
Treatment (SHAT) of pneumophtysiatric and of pulmonary diseases as well as with the specialized
hospitals for long-term treatment of pulmonary diseases. At those hospitals the expenses per treated
patient in the period 2001 – 2009 did not increase, what was more, they were reduced. Similar was the
situation with the costs per drug day at SHAT for pneumophtysiatric diseases.
Considering the above mentioned exceptions, the other hospitals reported significant increase of the
staff costs (that were relatively constant). The most substantial increase of staff costs was revealed at
the state psychiatric hospitals and the dispensaries (Table 2). The relative rate of those expenditures
was the greatest of all types of costs. It was reported between 42% for University and National
Hospitals and 56% (City and Municipal Hospitals) (Figure 1).
Figure 1
Expenses for staff payment per treated patient of the University and National, Regional, City and
Municipal MHAT 2001 and 2009 (BGN)

270.1

Municipal MHAT

142.6
293.7

City MHAT

176.5
297.4

Regional MHAT

151.6
439.6

University and National MHAT

253.2
0

100
2009

200

300

400

500

2001

The comparatively low increase (even reduction at City Hospitals, SHAT for pneumophtysiatric and
pulmonary diseases and specialized hospitals for long-term treatment of pulmonary diseases) of the
other large portion of comparatively constant expenditures – operative expenses – is to be highlighted.
Catering expenses covered a relatively small part of the costs per treated patient – 1.5 - 3% (2009)
with the exception of Specialized Hospitals for Rehabilitation (11.1%), National Psychiatric Hospitals,
SHAT for pneumophtysiatric diseases (5.5%).
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Table 2
Distribution of the hospital costs per treated patient in 2001 and 2009 (BGN)
Types of hospitals

Staff costs

Catering
expenses

Medicines

Operative expenses

2001

2009

2001

2009

2001

2009

2001

2009

University and National
MHAT

253,2

439,6

19,4

15,9

162,7 373,2

155,5

204,4

Regional MHAT

151,6

297,4

10,3

14,1

84,9

127,7

87,5

155,5

City MHAT

176,5

293,7

19,9

16,2

133,3

86,4

134,2

126,9

Municipal MHAT

142,6

270,1

9,5

11,0

41,2

72,3

80,4

135,3

SH
for
phtysiatric

Pneumo-

273,2

286,3

46,2

30,9

333,4 128,2

218,6

118,0

SH for Obstetrics and
Gynecology

112,1

292,7

9,5

9,7

30,3

103,2

83,3

128,1

SH
for
Diseases

Pulmonary

172,6

218,3

19,9

35,6

44,6

78,5

165,1

131,0

SH
for
continuing
treatment of pulmonary
diseases

236,9

195,6

36,1

27,6

31,5

24,3

211,7

145,1

SH for rehabilitacion

97,8

164,1

19,3

48,6

0,6

2,5

112,0

220,4

SH
for
treatment

continuing

171,3

249,4

15,9

17,5

30,3

21,7

107,8

119,7

State
hospitals

Psychiatric

367,1

802,4

63,9

121,7

83,7

121,6

189,5

438,4

Dispensaries
for
psychiatric diseases

129,0

348,4

37,5

48,8

75,4

74,1

68,6

158,5

Dispensaries
pneumo-phtysiatric
diseases

for

138,9

386,9

47,1

44,3

72,0

127,4

100,4

212,6

Dispensaries
for
dermato-venerological
diseases

125,5

374,7

19,5

26,9

38,3

67,2

65,3

151,4

Dispensaries
for
oncological diseases

109,4

300,8

19,7

14,3

288,3 509,2

61,9

144,8

Notes: Multiprofile hospitals for active treatment – MHAT; Specialized hospitals - SH
A significant part of the costs per treated patient was allocated for medicines. Their value and relative
part were indicators that presented – though relatively to a certain extent – the quality of the medical
care at the hospital. In the period 2001 – 2009 the average costs for drugs per treated patient increased
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(with the exception at Town Multiprofile Hospitals for Active Treatment (MHAT), SHAT for
pneumophtysiatric diseases, specialized hospitals for long-term treatment of pulmonary diseases and
SHAT for long-term treatment). This increase was also uneven (Figure 2). University/National
Hospitals reported an increase of 2.3 times, Regional – 1.5 times and Municipal ones – 1.7 times. The
relative rate of costs for drugs per treated patient at University and National Hospitals had increased
from 27.5 to 36.1%, but marked a reduction at Regional Hospitals - from 25.4 to 21.4% and at
CityHospitals – from 28.7 to 16.5%. This item showed a decrease also at dispensaries – for psychiatric
dispensaries (from 24.3 to 11.8%), for pneumophtysiatric (from 20.1 to 16.6%) and for dermatologyvenerology dispensaries (from 15.4 to 11.0%). Even oncology dispensaries (that had the greatest share
for drugs) reported a reduction from 60.2 to 56.0%. Compared to other multiprofile hospitals, the
relative rate of drug expenses was the smallest and almost unchanged for municipal hospitals – 14.5%
in 2001 and 14.8% in 2009.
Figure 2
Expenses for medicines per treated patient of the University and National, Regional, City and
Municipal MHAT 2001 and 2009 (BGN)
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This analysis suggests that the increase of the expenses of the hospitals and, in particular, the average
expenses per treated patient, is not directly oriented towards the quality of provided medical care
(Figure 1). The greatest part of those expenditures are allocated for better staff payment at some
healthcare establishments (through operative costs) and for better housing conditions for the patients.
Doubtlessly, the increase of those expenditures could be expected to result in a better therapeutic
effect but they are not directly related to the quality of the treatment course.
3.2. Types of average expenses per bed day
This conclusion is also confirmed by the analysis of the average costs per bed day at the different
types of hospitals.
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The distribution of average costs per bed day presented the financial image of what most often
“happened” at a hospital bed daily in 2001 and 2009.
Table 3

Distribution of hospital expenses per bed day in 2001 and 2009 (BGN)
Staff costs

Types of hospitals

Catering
expenses

Medicines

Operative
expenses

2001

2009

2001

2009

2001

2009

2001

2009

University and National
MHAT

23,6

70,7

1,8

2,5

15,2

60,1

14,5

32,9

Regional MHAT

17,1

49,2

1,2

2,5

9,6

21,1

9,9

25,7

Cityl MHAT

18,9

52,8

2,1

2,9

14,3

15,5

14,4

22,8

Municipal MHAT

16,3

48,0

1,1

1,9

4,7

12,8

10,3

24,0

SH
for
phtysiatric

8,8

20,7

1,5

2,2

10,7

9,5

7,0

8,5

SH for Obstetrics and
Gynecology

24,5

65,8

2,2

2,1

6,6

23,2

18,2

31,0

SH
for
Diseases

6,6

18,0

0,7

2,9

1,7

6,5

6,3

10,8

SH
for
continuing
treatment of pulmonary
diseases

9,3

17,6

1,4

2,5

1,2

2,2

8,3

13,0

SH for rehabilitacion

6,9

16,4

1,4

4,9

0,0

0,2

7,9

22,0

SH
for
treatment

continuing

11,3

29,9

1,0

2,1

2,0

2,7

7,1

14,4

State
hospitals

Psychiatric

5,2

13,2

0,9

2,0
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Independently of the occupancy of the hospital beds the staff received a payment –a total of 4.20 BGN
(psychiatric dispensaries) to 24.50 BGN (SHAT for obstetrics and gynecology) in 2001 and in 2009 –
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a total of 13.20 BGN (National psychiatric hospitals) to 70.70 BGN (University/national hospitals). In
2001 and 2009 the staff expenses formed a substantial part of the expenses per bed day as well (Table
2). In terms of a relative rate they were almost unchanged at university and national hospitals (42.7
and 43.5% respectively), but at the other healthcare establishments their rate increased: for regional
hospitals - from 45.3 to 52.6%, for town hospitals from 37.8 to 57.9%, for municipal hospitals from
50.4 to 55.2%. The relative rate of staff expenses increased at dispensaries as well: psychiatric – from
42.0 to 55.3%, pneumophtysiatric - from 39.1 to 50.5%, dermatology-venerology – from 50.5 to
60.4%, oncology - from 22.7 to 31.0%. A similar trend can be revealed for other healthcare
establishments. It is interesting that it is observed (as reported by S. Spiridonov’s analysis, 2009) at
private hospitals as well.
Figure 3
Staff costs per bed day of the University and National, Regional, City and Municipal MHAT 2001 and
2009 (BGN)
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The second place in the expenditure spectrum per bed day, after staff expenses, belonged to drugs
expenses. In 2001-2009 they increased as absolute values for almost all hospitals (in some of them an
insignificant increase was reported – for example the rehabilitation establishments had a change from
0.0 to 0.2 BGN; the psychiatric dispensaries evidenced a change from 1.2 to 2.0 BGN), and an
insignificant reduction at pneumophtysiatric hospitals was marked. The relative rate of average drug
expenses per bed day in 2001-2009 at some hospitals increased: 27.5 to 36.1% at university and
national hospitals, at SHAT for obstetrics and gynecology - from 12.8 to 18.9%, at SHAT for
pulmonary diseases - from 11.1 to 16.9%. Municipal and specialized hospitals for pulmonary diseases
maintained almost the same level. There was, though, a reduction at the other types of healthcare
establishments, quite substantial for some of them: town hospitals - from 28.6 to 17.0%, SHAT for
pneumophtysiatric diseases - from 38.1 to 23.2%, psychiatric dispensaries- from 24.0 to 11.8%,
pneumophtysiatric dispensaries - from 20.2 to 15.9%, dermatology-venerology dispensaries – from
15.5 to 10.7%, oncology dispensaries – from 60.1 to 52.5%.
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Figure 4
Drugs expenses per bed day of the University and National, Regional, City and Municipal MHAT
2001 and 2009 (BGN)
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In 2009, as in 2001 the rate of operative expenses as an average per bed day was almost a half of the
expenses for the staff. Because of this their increase as an average per one bed day was proportional to
the expenses for the staff. As they did not depend on the number of treated patients, they did not reveal
any deviations.
Increasing was established also for catering expenses but as an absolute value (from 1.90 to 3.90 BGN
in 2009) and as a relative rate (from 1.5 to 3.2%) they did not have substantial effect on the total
expenses per bed day.
CONCLUSIONS
This analysis is based on data for a comparatively long period, thus the changes in expenses and their
distribution are not episodic but outline certain trends.
That is why my opinion is that in 2001-2009 the substantial increase of the expenses in absolute values
by the indicators for the particular expense items contributed to the development of hospital healthcare
in Bulgaria.
At the same time, though, trends are observed that impede the general development of hospital
healthcare:
- The increase of expenses is uneven for the different types of hospitals and individual expense items.
While the expenses of the national and university hospitals increased substantially, their growth at
regional, city, municipal and some other hospitals was significantly smaller.
- The uneven distribution of the expenses is expressed clearly in the ratio between staff and drugs
expenses. Generally the drugs expenses as an absolute value showed an increase in 2001-2009. While
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the relative rate of staff expenses increased or remained the same, the rate of drugs expenses (with
some exceptions) decreased. This is not a sign for development and improvement of healthcare
quality.
- What is more important, in the analyzed period some differences (e.g. drugs expenses) increased
instead of decreasing (e.g. between university/national MHAT and other MHAT). When the patients
are not satisfied with the services at regional and particularly at municipal hospitals, they go to the
next higher level. Thus the high level hospitals are loaded with more or less routine activities. They
should be provided at the lower levels where the expenses per treated patient and bed day are
substantially smaller. This shows the necessity of greater focusing on the funding of regional and
municipal hospitals.
- It is important to emphasize that comparatively more rational and balanced distribution of the
expenses at university and national hospitals was observed in this period. The main prerequisite for
that were the higher financial resources allocated to them.
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Abstract
Terror, as a concept, means “to scare, to daunt” and threaten in Turkish. But this scaring, daunting
and threatening express a fear situation and a violence state that are both big scaled in intensity and
surround the individual’s or individuals’ psychological structures all of a sudden. Although it is a
commonly used term at the present, terror doesn’t have a common definition that is agreed upon.
Many definitions were made about the subject, but there isn’t a common concept, which is agreed
upon, in the international arena. The fact that one person who has been declared as a terrorist by one
side is declared as a freedom fighter by the other side is the reason behind this.
Terror, as a definition, is the act of using force or threatening to make people adopt certain thoughts
and behaviors by daunting and intimidating them. One of the most important properties of terror is
that, it chooses its targets randomly. Determining the victim without making a differentiation causes
spreading of fear. If there isn’t a special reason to target someone, then no one will be safe. The
potential target can do nothing to protect himself. Because the terrorist judges by his own rules and
makes his move in a place and time, which he chooses. And this exposes that political terror acts
cannot be estimated beforehand and they are arbitrary. The other properties of terror, which are valid
for all of its types, are cruelness, destructiveness and immorality.
Key words: ASALA Terror Organisation, International Terror, The Daunt Politics.

1. INTRODUCTION
As individual and mass communication tools have developed, psychological war strategies and tactics
have also developed at the same level, and became a branch of science and art. So, the communication
age, which we live in, is also described as “psychological wars age”. With the changes in the world’s
balance and as a result of differentiations in international relations, conventional wars are replaced by
cold war methods. Psychological war type, which has emerged as a necessity of cold war, and this
war’s main element, low intensity conflicts have brought the concept of terror along with themselves.
Terrorism, an element of psychological war, generally emerges as a result of the activation of
revolutionary ideas and actions, which either exists or formed artificially, for a particular purpose.
Terrorism changes with the developing and changing world conditions, and increases its effect and
power each passing day with its newly acquired opportunities and abilities that result from developing
technology. Although steps towards democracy decrease terror in quantity, in democratic
environments, effectiveness of terrorist acts increase especially as a result of mass communication
tools. Terror activities, which result from social-economic conditions of society and deficiency in the
existing structure, goes under the control of some powers after a time or artificially build upon
problems that are prone to exploitation by some groups. In this study, activity areas of Terror and
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Terrorist countries are examined in International and regional scales, in different dimensions. Starting
with what terror is, the countries that support terror are dealt with and terror’s objective and tools are
researched. As a result, when we were saying that terror was keeping up with the global age, we have
seen that the modern age terror was not just made up of psychological war and psychological threats
and this was proved by the September 11th incident.
When we analyze the right, left, and divisive terror organizations that are active in our country, we see
that they initiate their foundation, organization, and member gathering phases with books, newspapers
and journals and continue till armed activities. As we all know, there are some elements that keep
terrorist organizations alive. These are; ideology, inner and outer support, money and members. But to
found an organization, there must be an ideology before everything else. This can be a communist,
fascist, ethnic or a fundamental ideology. Because of this, the terror organizations active in our
country start their activities by books, newspapers, and journals to improve their ideologies and find
supporters for their organizations. As a result of conflicts in this respect, a terror organization’s inner
and outer support can be cut off, its money resources and members can be eliminated, but it must not
be considered as removed, before it is finished in ideological sense.
2. TERROR CONCEPT
Individual means of communication and mass media have developed in parallel with psychological
war strategies and tactics, and these have become a branch of art and science in very complicated
levels. Therefore the era of communication in which we live is called as “the era of psychological
wars” also.120
As a result of changing world balances and differentiations in international relations; shooting-wars
have given place to the methods of cold war. The type of psycological war arising as a requirement of
the cold war and the low indensity conflicts which are the indispensable element of this war have
brought about the terror concept. Terrorism which is an element of psychological war generally comes
out as a result of carrying out revolutionary ideas and activities which are existing or enabled to form
artificially for a specific purpose. Terrorism changes in parallel with developing and changing world
conditions, and becomes more effective and powerfull day by day with new opportunities and
capabilities gained by technology. Steps taken by in the field of democratisation decreases the
proportion of terror. On the other hand in democratic environments the effectiveness of terrorist
actions increases especially by the effects of mass media. Terrorist actions arising from the socioeconomic conditions of the society and the absence of existing structure passes into the control of
some forces after a while or some environments use terrorist actions artificially on the problems that
may be misused.
Terrorist actions billow periodically nowadays, lose its significance in time and gain speed again later.
It is observed that these terms in which terror accelerates have a close relationship with international
political relations, political and social problems in regional and country level. When it is evaluated
correctly and logically terrorist organisations are both condemned to marginalisation in time and they
cannot reach their objectives as they propound. Though; as long as the instability and fault in societies
enables averse people to come out, and some forces and states use terror as a mean and an element to
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restrain in order to reach their objectives; terrorism will continue its existence. It is inevitable that
there are small groups in societies which are created by averse people. However; as long as the
political system keeps its balance and power, this situation is not accepted as very fearful. The groups
using terror are unlimited in using their initiatives about the time of the action and choosing the target
as a requirement of action tactics and secret action proceeded by them. Therefore this situation brings
them an advantage. The difficulty of arresting the perpetrators or that terrorist actions carried out
without cause and effect relation are prevented by receiving information before increases the effect of
terror.121
Moreover since terrorists do not have many ethic or humanistic obstacle limiting them during their
actions, they have a psychological superiority An essential point that should be taken into
consideration in understanding the terrorism is that there is a common tendency of relating it only to
external factors and taking the easy way out. Terror cannot live in the places where there are not any
existing or abusable situation. Hence if there is terror in a place commonly, then it should be accepted
that something is going wrong there and this should be found. That the social structure is weakening or
having indications about it are important from the ponint of the danger which terror has. The more a
body is healty, the more it will be robust and will imunize against the microbes. In this sense relating it
only with the external factors and ignoring the internal dynamics are just deceiving ourselves. If we
think about the contrast while interpreting terror taking only the internal dynamics into consideration
and not to take any notice of external dynamics are also another mistake. The approaches such as
external powers, foreign extremists, enemy countries, which are mentioned very often in our country,
causes negative effects on the society and creates a thought about that the external extremists are more
powerful than they are. The events attributed to the external powers under these circumstances that
seriously threaten the internal peace makes the public opinion expect to develop a more effective
attitude towards external powers. If such an approach is not put forward by the state, then cogency and
the sense of confidence about the authority weakens and people starts to think that the state is weak
and helpless.
Since terrorists are our people, the target of them is our people and the activity area of them is inside
our border; the solution will be seeked inside the same territories As it is mentioned above it should
not be concluded that the external effect ought to be ignore. Trying to ascribe different meanings to the
concepts and detaining people to come together in order to solve the existing problems contribute to
terror environment by dealing with the topics and the concepts which are problematic or suitable for
being a problem. In order to solve the problems which force people to group, firstly the problematic
concepts should be clarified. If it cannot be agreed even on the concept, each group starts to seek a
solution in their own idealogical structure; therefore the approaches conflicting with each other appear.
It is truly difficult to come up with solutions to the problems on which it can not even be reached a
common ground regarding the concepts, and to form a certain social union. Incomprehensibility must
be eliminated in terms of providing social peace and expressing each idea under the rules of
democracy. In order to do that the leaders and the intellectuals of the society should undertake
important tasks. The responsibilities of the people orienting the society gain importance in this point.
That the people get stuck in their own ideas by being away from objective and scientific, and avoid
from giving chance to the others or afraid of this situation are the most important factors which causes
these results. Incomprehensibility appears as a result of not respecting an idea of somebody and having
a prejudice against the ideas put forward by another person.
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2. 1. The Objective of Terrorist Actions
The objectives of the terrorist organisations may differ depending on the the countries in which they
sustain their activities and the centers directing them.
Within the framework of common approaches, we can say that the objective of terrorism is destroying
the aimed regime and system by using violence, and establishing a new government instead towards
their own ideology. This approach is mentioned clearly in the judicial trials of terrorist incidents.
Terrorist organisations claims that by eliminating the government and the governers that they accepted
as unjustice and suppression, they aims a happier and fairer life style. In achieving their goal they
consider themselves as unappreciated nameless warriors and devoted volunteers of the society whose
rights are defended by them. It is claimed that since the public is unconscious, they cannot understand
the favours done for them and because of that it is impossible for the public to join this activity; but in
time the people is going to be conscious and join the activity. It is defended that until this time the
minority, conscious masses should sustain the fight on behalf of the public and lead the fight. Why do
some people take the risk of death and embark on an tough adventure such as armed violence by
bearing every difficulty and poverty in order to achieve their goal? The main reason of this lays on the
power inequity among their enemies that they fight with, and themselves. Since the aimed system
cannot changed by choosing normal ways, armed struggle is seen as the only remedy and so they try to
eliminate the power inequity through terrorist actions.
The objective of terror in public opinion, however, is overthrowing the aimed political regime.
Therefore it should have some objectives in short term also. The interlocking short term objectives of
terrorism could be summarised as follows. Firstly wearing down the aimed regime and political power,
and affecting existing auhority. Announcing their purposes to domestic and foreign public opinion and
taking attention to their purposes. Eliminating negative sensibility against their purpose by weakening
the morale of resistance of the society through terror, and making the masses obey. Providing
followers and the support of mass in the society where they have partial power and authority. The
main objectives of the activities of the terrorist organisations are wearing down the political power in
the eyes of the public and weakening the moral authority of the government. By doing this, the
authority depression will be put forward as a proof of the incapability of the governers and so the
masses will be urged to rebel against the existing government. Shortly; the first objective of the
political terror in short term is terminating central power and detering the public opinion.122
When it is taken into consideration that terrorism is used as a mean by some forces in order to gain
some political and economic benefits, the purpose is very different. In such occasions the objective of
terrorism is helping to form specific environment in the aimed country and the society in order to
profit. Since providing terror environment in the countries having a strategic importance such as
Turkey is a must for some states and forces to benefit, the objective of terrorism is only carrying out
this environment. Hence; terror is used as a political struggling mean to weaken and destabilise
another country by a country.
Especially when the subject is handled from the point of economy it is clearly seen that another
objective of terror is preventing countries to use their resources in beneficial fields economically. The
cost of fighting with terror is very high and the countries having limited resources use the money
which should be spent for the development and the economy of the country in order to fight with
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terror. The economic objectives are among the activity strategies of terrorist organisations and they lay
the foundation of increasing the reaction of the public by blocking the existing regime through the
activities in this field and therefore they accelerate the public to have revolutionary conscious. All
these approaches clarify this subject. Sometimes we come up with terror in the way of destroying the
peace and the integrity of the country by confronting the factors which are claimed to have different
ethnic structure but live on the same territories and share the same destiny. The abusement of the
ethnic structure provides resources for terror in time. When the ethnic structure, formed artificially or
naturally, provides resources for terror, the reactions appearing in the society in time against this factor
are expressed slowly. The social sensivity appearing after the consequnce of terror activities leads to
an unconscious reaction without distinction in the society against the factor providing resources for
terror. Therefore a possible internal conflict starts to signal.
We have been met that breaking unity and solidarity and order of society is another apparent aim of
terrorism by means of putting the groups have different cultural backgrounds and philosophies face to
face in the society and make them fight each other by using terror as a means. It can be considered that
configuration of alawi-sunni, secularism-anti secularism and demanding to push these groups for
fighting each other occurs as a result in parallel with this purpose. In violence actions of terrorism
directed to the masses without considering target it is aimed to give anxiety to the public for their lives
by destroying their sense of trust. By this way it is aimed to create a big abyss between society and
state and make the masses lose their sensitivity for terrorism. In a country that has been exposed to
terrorism everyday in increasing and decreasing rates, public begin to show their reactions to terror
and terrorist organization in different ways. This reaction sometimes can lead to completely nonreactivity, and also sometimes it can lead people to violence actions against events in consequence of
organization composing terror.
Terrorists try to create appropriate reactions relevant to their goals. For terrorists, important thing is
not reaction but the effect as a result of reaction. For this reason in most of the terror actions,
relationship between terrorist and his/her victims is abstract. Terrorist behaves to his/her victim in an
indifferent way. In most of the events the victim’s personality is not important, the important thing is
having a representative characteristic. This state is an important point to show immorality of terrorism.
Terrorist organizations seek for propaganda (advertisement) to announce their voice to public opinion.
They attend every kind of action that will revive their organizational activities and contribute to make
their thoughts and themselves alive. In our country supporting some people’ funeral, pretending as if
advocating unjustly treated people for a variety reasons by terrorist organizations are all attempts to
become popular over these people and events.123 When it is looked from this point of view, terrorist
organizations seek for abusing every kind of event that is going to serve their goals. Here it is
concluded: in terrorist attempt the important case is not size of the operation, but size of created or will
be created repercussion. The ones who perform terrorist actions want their actions to be effective a
repercussive and to create a higher voice, to be heard, to be echoed, to affect the whole society and hit
them wholly. They aim these results while acting. Terrorists know more than anyone that the act done
to a common place or person will not have the same effect done to an important organization or an
esteemed person. They select the target according to this criteria. When news is broadcasted on
televisions and started to make censure statements one after the other that means action achieved its
goal.
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In an action that is performed by Irish Republican Army (IRA), a bomb, exploded in a bus in England
on 18 February 1996, caused death of 1 person and injury of 7 people. Terrorists know that death and
killing events in East and Southeast Regions do not affect society as in other places. Therefore, from
time to time they take their actions to places containing important organizations and cities having
esteemed people, so that they can have expected effect easily. 124
Terrorism is evaluated with psychological effects and political results it caused rather than size of
damage and death people. Thus terrorists managed to attract attention on them and their matter and
absolutely create fear and horror atmosphere. In this context qualities of terrorism can be listed like
this: terrorists try to reach their goals by means of creating desperation and disaster atmosphere. If the
psychological results of a violence action are measurelessly more effective than physical results,
terrorist gain a quality. Terrorism is a kind of despotism that is specifically unknown in advance. Here
the person cannot do anything to escape from annihilation in terrorist hands who act according to
terrorism’s certain rules. Terrorists do not recognize war rule and law, do not make any separation
between combatant and ……, because according to terrorists you cannot be neutral you are either on
their side or or against them. Terrorism contains guns, brutal and barbarous methods. Terrorism has
been shown fair and right by terrorists because of the reasons below:
Terrorism, also existed in past, is the best and only way for success,
Terrorism fulfils fair revenge in a way that an eye for an eye a tooth for a tooth,
Terrorism is the lesser of two evils, in other words lesser worse of the worst one, because if we do not
adopt terrorism we face with worse conditions.
2.2. EU and Terror
Radical changes in political and economic field have turned terrorism fact into a common deal for all
countries today. But, even though some precautions had been taken by European countries to struggle
with this day by day increasing treat, because of powerful guns they have, tactics they change
according to conditions and cooperation between some terrorist groups and mafia type organizations
terrorism danger became a gradually growing quality instead of a decreasing one.
When we studied on terrorist organizations, the common features of all them comes out in the way that
becoming popular in the way that international violence, telling to outer world, finding a legal
fundamental to themselves by using and abusing extant thought system, leaning against democracy
shield, organizations and rules as they know no one do something about their hidden violence actions,
providing continuity of their actions, being organized, destroying or rebutting the system, being
occupied to illegal organized crimes to supply support for their actions.125 In the 17th clause of
European Charter signed in the scope of Council of Europe concerning protecting human rights and
main liberty was indicated that “freedom of destroying freedoms cannot be accepted”. Terror was
defined in European Commission of Human Rights and Council of State examining and concluding
claim of agreement decision infringement, on decision by the United Nations General Assembly, as
destructive actions aiming destroying human rights and fundamental freedom of others. Again within
the scope of Council of Europe in 1997 it was signed European agreement for preventing terror. In this
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agreement fort he purpose of removing problems caused by increasing terror crimes it was made some
arrangements. In first part of agreement that is thought important for today, was accept that
“abduction, taking someone hostage, crimes threatening illegal freedom” and crimes like “bomb as
long as it is harmful for people’ life, hand grenade, rocket, automatic, firearm, using parcel or letter
bomb” cannot be assumed as political crime, crime connected with political crime or committed crime
caused politics, it was adjudged that extradition request giving the impression of aimed at
investigating or punishing the person committed a crime like this due to his/her race, religion,
nationality and political beliefs might not be covered.
In second part of agreement that is thought important for today, it is stated that part not getting back
the criminal has to actuate their own authorized office to investigate the event because of superfluity
of delay. Besides, within the body of Council of European in 1957 an agreement was signed about
extradition. The side of having importance of this agreement for today is political criminals cannot be
got back, they cannot be got back to the countries that their legislation contains death penalty but in a
condition of giving guarantee that death penalty will not be executed extradition is possible. Also in
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe Helsinki Result Document it is adjusted that
participant countries
For example it is known that Germany, Italy and Holland came up against limited terror actions and
took some precautions to struggle with terrorist organizations. However, especially in recent years the
countries that have mostly come up against terrorism are France, England and Spain. France,
There are two factors affecting the arising and continuation of the north Ireland conflict. First of these
factors is the ethnical differences, and the second is religion/denomination differences.
The problem first arose of ethnic and nationalist origin as a rebellion against colonial/imperial
initiatives, which was later transformed into one of religion/denomination origin because bringing up
the problem in this context would benefit the mostly Protestant England. In this day the problem is
one of Catholic – Protestant origin. While the Catholics, who are a minority in Northern Ireland, wish
to unite with south Ireland Republic, the Protestants who are a majority prefer to stay dependant to
United Kingdom.
With the signing of the settlement in 10 April 1998, which foresees the gradual unification of north
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, and the results of the referendum held where the majority of the
islands population voted for the settlement, it is plausible to say that the notion of north Ireland
belonging to England/being an inseparable part of England has lost its meaning/ value today.126
England has taken safety, legal, economic, social, political, administrational, and international
measures in fighting terrorism.
Spain has been victim of ethnical terrorism, based on the thesis that the Basques` language, culture and
origin are different from the general texture that dominates Spain. The church and the clergy have a
great impact in the development of the Basque problem. Spain has had to face violent actions due to
the acts of a separatist terror organization, Basque Homeland and Freedom (ETA), who demands
Basque independence. Spain has preferred to lead the fight against terrorism together with
democratization and has taken safety, legal, economic, social, political, administrational, and
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international measures like England. Achieving Basque independence hasn’t eliminated terror
organization ETA. The organization is fighting the independent Basque administration.
2.3 EU and Anti-terror structuring
EU anti-terror operation leaders founded the counter-terror cooperation group in 1980. The meetings
are held once in two years. During these meetings, service chiefs of member countries, assess the
current terror acts, and the measures taken to fight them. In addition to these, discussions are held
about the problems facing the information exchange and interrogation steps during police activities.
European committee against drugs was founded in 01 December 1989, and 1 year after its foundation
in December the council was given the task of handling the Rome European council approved
`Fighting against drugs 1. action plan`
This fight against drugs plan is also the first action program approach including the effects of drugs on
society health, fight against smuggling, and international terrorism, which was started on a national
and social level. Among other important measures, this plan stipulates the formation of `European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction` (EMCDDA) In November 1993 with the validation
of the Maastricht treaty, this committee has been transformed into Drugs Coordinators Group for
coordinating the union`s positions in international meetings.
The name of the treaty is thus because the representatives of the 12 countries forming the European
Union (then the European Committee), Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Spain, France, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal and England, came together on 7 February 1992 in Maastricht to form the
treaty. The Maastricht Treaty was signed to strengthen the member countries` economies, to achieve
economic unity, to form a union of economic and monetary unity with one steady currency, to end the
separation of the Europe continent and form one European Nations Union. The aim is to strengthen
the cooperation between the nations, depending on democracy, human rights, basic freedom, and
constitutional state, in respect to history, culture and tradition. There is an aspiration to strengthen the
democratic qualities and functional efficiency, for the countries` institutions to be able to perform their
individual roles more efficiently under a single institutional frame. There is a wish to improve the
nations` economical and social development through integration of the domestic market and preserve
the environments entirety, to put into action a series of practical politics which will provide parallel
improvements in economic unification and other fields.127
The aim is to guarantee the nations` safety and security and ease of unrestricted circulation through
putting into effect politics that will provide a common citizenship, formation of a defense mechanism
and European identity that will ensure peace in Europe and the world, to take joint actions regarding
foreign policy and safety politics, putting in to effect politics in legal and domestic policies with
respect to the treaty. With this treaty the European Union forms a democracy club in every sense.
There are surely duties for the police force in this club. The cooperation in legal and domestic fields
will be in the following subjects;
Fugitive policy,
Crossing of the Union`s borders
Migration policy (for third world country citizens)
Fighting drug addiction,
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Fighting contraband,
Fighting terrorism,
Cooperation in civil law,
Cooperation in criminal law,
Cooperation in customs.
An information exchange program is aimed to be achieved among the Union in police cooperation,
customs policies cooperation and within Europol and other fields in fighting and preventing terrorism,
illegal drug trafficking, and other international crimes.

3. MIDDLE - EAST AND TERROR
Terrosist organizations from middle-east, and the terrorist-supporter governments are at the centre of
USA's anti-terrorist policy. Because, most of the terrorist acts that aims to damage USA and USA's
profits has been coordinated by these organizations and their supporters. According to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs reports, although the number of terrorist attacks occured in the year 1994(321) is %25
less than the 1993 (431), terrorist acts in the middle east has increased significantly. Besides that, five
of the seven countries that supports the terrorism according to the USA's list is from Middle-East.
These countries are: Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya and Republic of Sudan. Other two countries are Cuba and
North Korea. When the bombing of world trade center has occured in New York in the year 1993, it
has proven that Middle-East Terror organizations has the capacity and talent to damage USA in its
borders. Also Lebanon based Hizbullah's acts in 1992 March and the bombings of Jewish and Israel
targets in Buenos Aires in 1994 july has proven that these organizations can take action in any point of
the Western World.128
Terrorism in Middle-East is performed by terror organizations and governments. All of these
organizations has different aims, targets and ideologies. For example, while some of the Islamic
organizations try to sabotage Arabia - Israel peace process, some of them puts their main attention to
break the secular managerial system. Recently, radical Islamic terrorist organizations are the main
focus of the press. But in the 1960's and 1970's most of the terrorist organizations carries a left-sided
and nationalist spirit. Some left-inclined groups in Palestine are sharing the opposition with their
Islamic allies who is against the peace with Israel, and some of them are fighting for a new ethnic
based government or to knock down the rejimes in force at the moment.
Just like the organizations they support, five countries included in the USA's list of terrorist-supporter
countries has different targets and different degrees of involving in the terrorist act. According to the
Prime Ministery Report that has been mentioned before, Iran is the most dangerous country that
supports terrorist acts, while Sudan helps those organizations with only accomodation and education.
Although, both countries are using terrorism to spread radical Islamic ideology. In oppositon to those
two countries, it is observed that Syria which is being conducted by a seculer, nationalist and a
totalitarian system; is using terroist groups as a tool for pressure in peace negotiations and local
problems with Israel. Iraq is using terrorism to attack the people and organizations who is presenting
the embargo that is applied to himself due to the occupation of Kuwait. Terrorist organizations are
usually in a situation of difference in opinion with the countries they live in, and they refuse to be
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protected by those governments. Government support provided to these organizations is actually a
very small amount. Because sometimes these organizations put the governments in a very difficult
situations with their attacks, which causes them to be thrown away from the country or putting a
distance in relationships with other governments. But the focus point should be the governments who
provides general protection, guns, supplies, great amounts of money, and passage from the borders
freely. Governments who has that type of relationships with terrorist organizations can easily direct
those organizations through the direction they want. Administration and the congress try to create new
strategies for those countries they keep under surveillance, who doesn't need to hide their supports for
terrorism.
Middle East Countries who Supports Terrorism:
(a) Iran,
(b) Iraq,
(c) Republic of Sudan
(d) Libya
(e) Syria
USA administration and congress, spent big amount of time and paid large amount of attention to
convince the terrorist - supporter countries to take their support back. Administration and congress
agree that financial and safe areas, logistic support and guns, that is provided by independent countries
plays a very important role for the organization's international actions. Those countries usually use
their own secret agents to take place in terrorist acts, and sometimes they join the the act without any
covering. And in some cases, they don't involve in the act, but they use the subcontractor groups.
You can visit the site below to reach original reports that analyse the aims and acts, of the five
countries who has been announced as terrorist-supporter by USA Prime Ministry .
a. Iran
Accorging to the USA Prime Ministry's year 1994 reports, Iran is takes the first place inside the
terrorist-supporter countries. Report discusses the terrorist groups supported by Iran, Iran
government's aims and the ways Iran help the organizations. It is also remarked that Iran directly takes
place in the terrorist attacks organized for the contrary Iran citizens who lives abroad.
One of the primary targets of Iran is the leader squad of Freedom Fighters Organization and Persian,
Kurdish leaders. Most of the journalist agree that Iran uses his diplomatic relationships and embassies
to plan, hide, apply the terrorist attack and to observe the contrary motion against the regime. Another
subject which concerns the American foreign policy is, Iran helps organizations that trys to harm Arab
- Israel peace process, and to create regimes based on Islamic principles in the areas controlled by
Lebanon, North Africa and Palastine; by providing financial support, guns, training and education.
According to the Prime Ministery Report, Iran is mostly in contact with Hizbullah, Hamas, Palestine
Islamic Cihad and a non-Islamic organization called FGHCO. On the other side, some observers claim
that Iran is going to do some activity against the peace process, but the subject is being overrated in
the public opinion.129
Hizbullah Operation 1998
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These observers believe that Iran has a limited role with helping the Islamic fight against the regime in
Egypt and Algeria, and the subject is being overrated by the governments of the states. Usa and his
European allies are deeply interested with the death penalty given to Salman Rushtu. Iran insists that
Salman Rushtu has insulted Islam in his book "Verses of Devil" and the penalty given in the year 1989
by Humeyni cannot be abrogated. According to Persian authorities the death penalty can only be taken
back by the person that decides at the penalty. In that situation Humeyni is dead, so the penalty cannot
be taken away. After USA's decision of commercial embargo in 6th of May 1995, Persian authorities which also include Ali Aekber Nateg Nouri- stated that they are not going to send execution forces to
the Europe to kill Rushtu. This statement is a sign that Persian side wants cooperation and a
handshake. Although Iran declined to give an signed declaration about this issue in a meeting in 22
june 1995. A special organization connected with the regime still declares that the reward of 2 million
dollars will be given to the person who manages to kill Rushtu.
Many observers witness the voices rises against terorism and Islamic Revolution removal. Iran
president stated that Iran has to stop this adventure and pull its relationships with its neighboors and
other foreing countries into a normal level. In the meeting with Cnn news depertmant in 2 july 1995,
Rafsancani defines under which circumstances Iran is going to fix its relationships with the Usa many
times. Some authorities from the religious, military and security areas insists that keeping the
Revolution as pure as it is and, removal of revolution is the only way to keep the core of the regime. It
is confusing USA authorities' mind that most of the people who is a part of the government structures
responsible from removal of revolution such as, information and security ministry, revoulition guards;
has a victorian perspective. It is uncertain what can Rafsancani can achieve in that sort of a
situation.In the year 1983, after the bombing attack to USA naval forces in Lebanon Iran declared that
he is determined to continue in those type of terrorist attacks. After that, in 19 January 1984 Iran has
been added to the list of terrosit-suppertor countries. USA blocked 22.4 million dollar worth assets
belongs to Iran, that blocked amount was mostly a part of the embassy assets. These assets don't
include the delivery of military supplies that has been paid but couldn't be delivered because of the fall
of Shah. That issue is still being discussed in the Lahey Justice Court. Because the delivery of these
supplies has became absolute with the pre-Islamic term Stand by agreements.
b. Iraq
In the terrorism report of 1994, which was made by American Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it is written
that after Iraq’s occupation over Kuwait, Iraq now aims to regain its strength although there is an
United Nations Embargo over them. Opposite of Iran, Iraq supports terrorist groups instead of
spreading an ideology, their aim is more likely whether to prevent the embargo or to take revenge
from countries which support the embargo. Iraq tried to take revenge from George Bush who is the
leader of the successful war coalition by setting an assassination, which was not successful.
It is assumed that Iraq had organised 16 attacks to Journalists and people who are there to be
responsible for peace. Besides, it is also reported that Iraqi government had offered a money award for
the people who might attack United Nations workers and the officers who are working for peace.
Furthermore, Iraq secret service has started resending secret service spies abroad in order for them to
chase the people who are against the regime.
It is known that Iraq is the responsible for the assassination of one of the opponent leading leader and
as well as for the attacks to Ayetullah Ebu Kasim Musavi Khoi, who is one of the religious leaders of
Iraq Siite community, and his family members as well. (Lebanon stopped having relationships with
Iraq after those attacks).
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Iraq provides secure places to the organization of Ebu Nidal, the organization of Ebu Abbas, which is
a sub group of PKK and some Palestinian groups that are not Islamic and are being against of ArabIsrael peace process. The bomb maker terrorist Ebu Ibrahim also resides in Iraq. However, it is
beneficial to specify that preventing the peace process is not the initial aim of Iraq.
Iraqi officers, where Saddam is also included in them, report that they will say yes to the agreements,
which are accepted by Palestine Liberation Organization. In addition to this, it is known that Saddam
generally has good relations with Arafat. Although both Iraqi and Israeli environment refuse so, there
are frequent reports for these two countries that they have been organizing meetings between each
other since 1993.130
Iraq keeps supporting the organization of People’s Mojahedin and its military component National
Liberation Army in order to use them for opposing the Iranian regime. National Liberation Army has
bases in Iraq (to a place where is close to Iran). Iraq has a way of behaving to these groups: They
prevent the activities of People’s Mojahedin up to some extend. When the organization has good
relations with Iraq, Iraq stops preventing their facilities whereas if they have got good relations with
Tahrain then they again increase their control over the group. Iraq is troubled for having cash because
of the embargo and for this reason it is not clear until which extend they can support People’s
Mojahedin organization. However, Iraq obviously has been providing much support to National
Liberation Army with military equipments that they had gained while fighting with Iran as well as
with from their own stocks. Iraq was firstly shown as one of the terrorist countries in the first list in the
world from 29th of September 1979. In March of 1982, it was the only time, which was taken out from
the list.
It was again placed in the list on 13th of September 1990 after the reports regarding Iraq’s plans about
organising terrorist attacks to the allied countries that were set up because of the occupation of
Kuwait.
c. Sudan
Many observers believe that Sudan partly supports terrorism; others also consider that it is working as
a subcontractor for Iran. The report that was held on 1994 by American Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it
did not show that Sudan was in activities of supporting terrorist facilities or supporting any of terrorist
facilities. It was explained in the report that Sudan allocate its country as a passageway in order Iran to
provide military equipments for Iran’s extremist religious groups as well as tolerating its lands as a
meeting point for these groups of Iran.131
In Sudan, it is known that government has revolution guards and militants, who came to the country
from abroad for training, that they are being used to fight with rebellion organizations from South
Sudan.
Iran navies’ ships can use Sudan’s ports for loading and discharging the planes of Iran airforce; also
can use Sudan’s airports very easily. Sudan welcomes the organization of Ebu Nidal, Hamas,
Palatenian İslamist Cihad and some Islamic groups of Egypt. Sudan government evaluates these
groups as legal fighters for their freedom and they do not see any reason to exile them out of the
country. Sudan government was not keen to invastigate Sudan American Embassy’s claims of terorist
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trainings in Merkhiyat Popular Defence Camp that is in NorthWest of Hartum. However, somehow
Ilyich Ramirez Sanchez who is the terrorist of the century was given back to France by Sudan
Government in 1994. American claims regarding Sudan’s support to terrorism might had played a big
role in order for Sudan to take this decision.
The activities of Hasan-El-Turabi who is one of the leading religious leader of Sudan, make difficult
to give a correct explanation to Sudan’s terrorist activities. Mr. Turabi sees himself as the leader of the
Sunni people who are living inside of and out of Sudan and also afraid of Irans’ Islamic regime to
overshadow his strength. Turabi hosts conferences for Islamic religious people coming from abroad or
inside of Sudan. These conferences give the image of Turabi’s aim to expand his Islamic revolution
ideas. At the same time, the same person has a position of a dealer between extremist Islamic groups
and leftist groups as it is shown in the example of Hamas and Palestine Liberation Army. If Egypt
government’s officers claims to Mr. Husnu Mubarek of Sudan’s relation with the failed terrorist attack
26th of June 1995 which was held in Etiopia, where the claims correct then Sudan’s indirect support to
terrorism can be partly dismissed. Although Egyptian groups take responsibility of that attack, Sudan’s
role of sheltering the members of those groups or helping those groups to get inside of Etiopia is not
being cleared yet. Sudan is the last country who was added to the list which shows countries support
terrorism; it was taken into the list at 12 August 1993. In USA, there is an investment of 30 million
Dollars where most of them belong to Sudan but until now, these investments have not been stopped
or blocked yet.
d. Libya
Libya supports terrorism in order to sabotage the interests of western countries in the area. After
named as the organizer of the bomb attacks to the plane with flying number 103 which belongs to
PANAM airlines and the plane with flying number 772 which on the other hand belongs to UTA
airlines, Libya has been faced with International embargos and America’s airforce attacks. Due the
consiquences of those bombings, for the last 2-3 years, the country now tries to present itself that it has
positive policies against terrorism.
United Nations Security Council asked Libya to send back two secret service officers (Abd at Basit
Ali al-Meghrahi and Al Amin Khalifah) who participated in bombing activities, also asked countries
in the world to prohibit flights in and out of Libya, forbid selling guns to Libya, prevent Libya to use
and rise its estates, as well as asking countries to stop selling equipments that can be utilized in petrol
industry. Libya’s suggestions for a deal are far away of accopmlishing the requirements of those
decisions. However, it also true that Libya has been moving away from having close relationships with
terrorists activities and environment. The need for decreasing the pressure derived from International
environment, and the wishes of not facing with more economical embargos that were happened after
the consequences plane bombing activities, might be affective for the change of this attitude.
Muammer Kaddafi’s, who is the president of Libya, attitudes, still show terrorism as a tool for him to
use for the external relations. Kaddafi demanded people who are against Israel-Arab peace process, to
use every kind of way in order to prevent this process. He again commented on an event of putting
bombs inside of a bus in Tel Aviv at 19th March 1994 as it was an heroic action.
There are some signs that Kaddafi sees his own regime as a target for the countries and the radical
Islamic groups that support terrorism, more than being an allied with those groups. Kaddafi cooperated
with Algeria, Egypt, and Tunusia in order to partly obstruct the activities of extremist Islamic groups
in North Africa. For invastigating Libya’s attitude, it can be clarified that it is closer to the Palestenian
nationalists groups who have the tendency of being leftist. These groups likewise are closer with Libya
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more than being closer with radical Islamic groups in terms of their ideology. Libya provides secure
areas and some help to Ebu Nidal, FBHCO, FBHC, FBDC and some fractions of KFC. Although it is
no related with peace process, it is reported that Libya is responsible for the loss of Mansur Kikhia
who was one of the leading names of regime opponent. Libya was shown inside the firsts in the
terrorism list on 29th December 1979. Around 1.025 billion dollars asset of Libya in America was
blocked by America. These assets are mostly formed by bank accounts.
e. Syria
According to the government of the USA, Syria is the only country in the Middle East that have the
possibility to be excluded from the list of the governments supporting the terrorism. Syria takes place
actively in the negotiations for peace and according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, since 1986,
they do not take part directly in planning or implementing process of the terrorist attacks. The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs also appreciate Syria because of their role undertaken to decrease the disagreements
in the South Lebanon between Israel and Hizbollah. Apparently, Syria have understood that it is in
vain to insist on resisting the process to bring peace to the Middle East. 132
Syria hope a Palestinian leader who is close to them takes place of Arafat. Many observers assume that
in case of an agreement with Israel, the government of the USA have promised apparently or
indirectly to exclude Syria from the list of the terrorist governments. Any time asked, the USA
governors refuse the existence of such a relationship between the USA and Syria and in this respect,
they only prefer to state that Syria should give up to accept the terrorist groups with open arms.
Even though Syrian Government state that they carry all the pre-conditions to be excluded from the
list of terrorist governments, it is apparent that they will use the terrorist groups within their
borderlines and under their control as a ‘trump’ against Israel at the time of the negotiations for peace.
Ten radical Palestinian organizations forming the coalition against peace are in Damascus. Syria give
privileges to the terrorist groups deployed in Lebanon within their borderlines and under their control.
Among these groups, there are Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic Cihad, Abu Nidal, and the Japanese
Red Army. Besides, PKK train in the valley of Bekaa; and their leader lived for a long time in Syria.
On one side, Syria so-called try to prevent the attempts against Hizbollah to sabotage the process for
peace; however, on the other side, they close their eyes to Iran for dispatching of equipment by using
the Damascus airport. Some of the members of the Assembly mentioned about this issue and defended
for the idea that Syria should be included in the list of the terrorist governments.
Syria concerning their government system is a secular country and like Lebanon, they also take side in
supporting the nationalist and leftist Palestinian organizations. The reason behind Syria’s efforts to
improve their relationships with religious fundamentalist and radical Islamics can be associated with
that related groups are closely concern of Israel, moreover they are against Arafat, and Syria desire to
keep their cooperation going with Iran against Israel. The Syrian governors think that the anti-peace
groups resist against Israel’s occupation in the South Lebanon and already occupied Palestine, so
according to the laws of Syria, they do not commit a crime and they will not be deported. The Syrian
governors claim that these groups will disappear if a total agreement is made with Israel. Syria was
first included in the list of the terrorist government in 1979. Syria own in total of nearly $602 million
of assets. These accounts are neither blocked nor freezed.
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For a country, it is, to be excluded from the list, is decided after the detailed investigations done by
The House of Representatives, The Committee of International Relations, The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, and The Senate Trade Commission. Benjamin Girman, a member of The House
of Representatives, the senator Jesse Helms, and the senator Alfonso D'Amato who are still in charge
of the administration of these commissions are known with their hard-line attitudes in the policies
against the Syrian government.133

4. ARMENIA AND TERRORISM
The attitudes of Armenians who lived for 9-10 centuries as the upper-rich class of the society and
together with Turks under rest and peace changed by the Ayastefanos Treaty signed on March 3rd,
1878 and Berlin Treaty signed on July 13rd, 1878 after the debacle of the Ottoman government in
wartimes between the Ottomans and Russia. After these treaties, the Armenian Government became
organized immediately and by the provocations of Russia and some of the European countries they
headed towards establishing a fully independent Armenia.134 Russia as its national policy for long
years in the Caucasia requires wanted to last their contact in the Caucasia by placing an Armenian
government that will be in charge as a satellite between Turkey and Azerbaijan in the Caucasia. For
this reason, by a decree dated on December 30th, 1917, Lenin, the Bolshevik leader of Russia, gave
authorization to Stepan Şalımyan, an ethnic Armenian who was assigned to the Caucasia as a
commissar on December 18th, 1917, to establish an Armenian state under the control of Russia in the
East and South Caucasia occupied by Russia. On April 27th, 1920, after the impact of the Bolshevik
control, in the South Caucasia and Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist
Republics, Nahcivan Autonomous Province and Karabağ Autonomous District were established and
so Armenia had a state whose borderlines were drawn on paper. On August, 1990 after the Soviet
Union started to collapse, Armenians whose appetite for nationalism and diffusion was whet and
provoked started to attack their neighbor countries to make their dreams come true on establishing a
fully independent Armenia.
4.1. ‘ASALA’ A Terrorist Organization
In 1915, during the I. World War times, Armenians who stabbed Turks in the back were subjected to
forced migration by the Deportation Law. Armenians claimed that in the course of this forced
migration, 1.5 million Armenians were killed and since then under the name of so-called Armenian
genocide they have been involved in any activity against Turkey. With this excuse, Armenians
dreaming to establish a fully independent Armenia demand from Turkey a compensation, acceptance
of the so-called genocide, and land. For this purpose, between the years of 1937-1986, they made
organized terrorist attacks against our national agencies and representatives abroad and organizations
within Turkey and wanted their demands be indulged.135
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In recent years, Armenians who understood that they cannot get what they want by the terrorist
attacks, by 1986 they decided to force Turkey in the diplomatic platform and help in any way to the
separatist terrorist group PKK that aim to subvert our country so they can have a share from our land.
It was determined that Armenia give support to the terrorist group PKK both in logistics and supplying
militants especially in the sites close to our borders, permit PKK to camp within their borderlines, and
the ethnic Armenian military officers involve in the upper levels of the terrorist group PKK.
‘Individual Armenian terrorism’ that started on January 27th, 1973 in the city of Santa Barbara in the
USA by the assassination of our Los Angeles Consul General Mehmet BAYDAR and Consul Bahadır
DEMİR by an old woman called Gurgen (Karekin) Yanikan, have been followed by ‘Organized
Armenian Terrorism’ since 1975 and Armenian terrorist attacks against our national representatives,
organizations and embassies gained a sudden intensity and showed increase. 110 different kinds of the
attacks were made in 38 cities of 21 countries. Out of 110, 39 of the attacks were armed and 70 of
them were with a bomb, and one was as occupation. As a result of these attacks, 42 Turkish diplomats
and 4 foreign citizens died;15 Turkish citizens and 66 foreign citizens were injured. If we look at the
attacks in years, it is seen that there is a big increase in Armenian terrorist attacks since 1979.
Armenian terrorist groups lasted their active terrorist actions by 1986 and they brought the issue to the
international platforms. Besides, they continued to give support in logistics and supplying militants to
the terrorist group PKK in the Southeastern Anatolia.
4.2. Lebanon and the Activities of the Armenians in Other Countries and Their Organizations
In the meetings that were held on January 6-9th, 1993 in two different churches by the participation of
Lebanon’s Armenian Orthodox Archbishop, the representatives of Armenian Party, 150 younger
people, here are the points stated; for now Armenia will stay calm in the policies against Turkey;
Armenian society is getting stronger and economically more powerful; the so-called Armenian
genocide is known in the world more by the propagandas made; an Armenian government was
established and their fathers revenge will be taken; Armenian land is getting bigger day after day;
notably the USA and then the other western countries recognize that Armenia is right in Karabağ war;
they will make use of this war and there will be more younger people to join the army to war in
Karabağ; the civil war in Turkey (pointing as the war against the terrorist group PKK) will continue;
the Turkish economy will come to the zero point; the citizens will revolt against the government;
Turkey will be divided; a Kurdish administration will be formed in Turkey; Armenians should keep
good relationships with Kurds and Kurds should be supported in their efforts; the today’s lands of
Turkey will be tomorrow’s lands of Armenia.
Meanwhile, it is known that at the beginning of January, 1993, the big portion of the money raised
during the last quarter of 1992 was sent to the Armenian parties and organizations in Lebanon and the
other countries and the food products purchased by the rest of the money and the arms provided from
Greek or by favor of Greek were shipped by airway to the young Armenian soldiers in Karabağ.136
4.3. "ASALA-EKİEGO" Secret Army of Armenia for Independence
The center of the organization: Beirut/Lebanon
Date of establishment: January 20th, 1975
Political opinion: Supporter of the Hınçak Party, in "Marksisit-Leninist’’ direction
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Group Leader: Bedros HAVANASSIAN
Their nicknames: Mihran MİHRANİAN, Agop HAGOPİAN
ASALA, which has proclaimed itself by the bomb attack to WCC (World Council of Churches) in
Beirut in January 20th, 1975, acknowleges itself as a part of International Revolutionary Movement;
counts Turkey and its allies as deadly-enemies and defend the idea that Armenian feud can only be
solved by armed struggle. It is also known that the militants of the organization which is believed to be
in relation to pro-Soviet Hıncak Party have been cooperating with Palestine Liberation Organizations
(PLO) and members of the organization are trained by HABBAS FEDAYIN. Members have stated
that they are in cooperation with the international terror organization Japan Red Army, Italian Red
Brigade, EDKB-C, Kurdistan Workers Party, Irish Republican Army and Marxist-Leninist Turkish
organizations and they state that they are an indivisible part of the international revolutionary
movement. Its aim:
To realize the confession of so-called Armenian genocide which is claimed to take place in Turkey in
1915 by the Turkish Government.
To enforce Turkey to pay compensation as a result of this so-called genocide.
To realize the return of the land within our Eastern and South-Eastern Anatolia regions which they
claim been occupied by Turkey, to their so-called legal holders, namely the Armenian, and for this
purpose: To establish an independent Armenian state on this land and to convert this land into a
republic attached to the Armenian Republic.137
ASALA’s Connections to International Organizations
Armenian, Kurdish, Hatay, Istanbul and Cyprus matters have been highlighted in the official letter
signed by Armnian Republic Organization and posted to all representative offices attached to United
Nations. This attitude makes it definete that Armenian terror organizations are supported and
encouraged by certain deep designs to start a large scale struggle against Turkey by distributing
declarations under various names, in which they support and point out Greece’s Megola Idea for
Istanbul, Syria’s aim to own Hatay region and cooperation with Cyprus Greeks under the cloak of
Cyprus matter. In 8 april 1980, ASALA-PKK(Partiye Karkere Kürdistan) held a joint press conference
in Beirut and stated that they decided to cooperate against Turkey. The leader of ASALA terrorist
organization Agop AGOPYAN said: “these two communities have been trying to realize the same
goal. We are struggling for the indepence of our countries: Armenian and Kurdistan. Our goal is to
maintain our war in cooperation with both kurdish and Turkish brothers.” in his speech with press
members after the declaration.
This explanation clearly shows that the group has been cooperating with not only the Kurdish
organizations but also leftist groups rustling in Turkey. They have also mentioned Armenian and
Kurdish unhill struggles in the mutual PKK – ASALA announcements distributed in the dates
followed elemphasizing the idea that the Soviet State has opened up new frontiers to repressed nations.
4.4. PKK Activities in Armenian Republic
Changing their tactics after the ‘80s as they encountered adverse reactions from the world. Now, it was
time for PKK to carry on the mission. Their first terrorist act started at Eruh and Semdimli in 1984
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while the ASALA-Armenian terror receded to the background. Some of the tangible proofs of the ties
between Armenians and PKK are the following:138
The terrorist organisation PKK announced the period from 21 to 28 April 1980 as the “Red Week” and
started to organise meetings on April 24 as the anniversary of the so called Armenian genocide.
The PKK and ASALA terror organisations held a joint press conference on 8 April 1980 at the City of
Sidon in Lebanon where they issued a declaration. Since this drew a considerable reaction, they
decided that their relations should be on a clandestine basis. The responsibility of the attacks against
the Turkish Consulate General in Strasbourg on 9 November 1980 and the Turkish Airline office in
Rome on 19 November 1980 were undertaken by the ASALA and PKK.
Abdullah Öcalan, leader of the separatist terror organisation, was elected to the honorary membership
of the Armenian Authors’ Association for “his contributions to the idea of “ Greater Armenia”.
A Kurdistan Committee was established within the Armenian National Movement like in many
European countries.
On 4 June 1993, a meeting was held at the headquarters of PKK terrorist organisation at Western
Beirut with the participation of representatives from the Armenian Hinchak Party, ASALA and PKK.
4.5. PKK-ASALA Relations
The Armenian terrorism first started at international basis in 1973 and began to gain impetus after the
1974 Cyprus Peace Operation with attacks or terrorist nature against Turks and Turkish
representations abroad with sabotages and outright assaults.
Upon resurrection of the Kurdish terrorist movement that began to show itself in a variety of legal
political entities from ‘70s onward, the Armenian terror organisation ASALA ceded its place in 1984
to the PKK that killed without distinction of Turk or Kurd in a bloodthirsty manner under the guidance
of Abdullah Öcalan.
Yet in prior to that date, of the co-operation between terrorist organisations ASALA and PKK was
known manifesting in the training of ASALA militants at PKK’s trannie camps, the joint operations
and declamations by them both and training support provided at the PKK camps by Armenian experts,
not to mention the organic ties between the terrorist organisation PKK and Armenian Tashnak Sutyun
Party.
The common goal of the co-operation between the terrorist organisations PKK and ASALA is to
establish States in Turkey’s Southeastern and Eastern under the Marxist-Leninist ideology. Since,
however, an overview of the areas on which both organisations had schemes, it may be deduced that
one of these organisations acts as the other’s mercenaries. An examination of the discovered
documents revealed that the militants of ASALA and PKK terrorist organisations underwent training
at the Bekaa and Zeli camps.139
It is a fact that the newspapers Reya Taze and Bota Redaksiyon have been published in Cyrillic
alphabet under the control of terrorist group PKK and made propaganda in favor of it. These
newspapers are published by members of PKK coming from Turkey and Europea.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this study, Teror and Terrorist countries’ international and regional fields of different scale
activities and operations have been investigated. The state sponsors of terrorism have been discussed
one by one and goals of terrorism, resources and facilities manipulated by it have been studied starting
with the description of terror. As a consequense, we have understood that terror has kept pace with
global world and the September 11 attack also made it clear that modern way of terror means much
more than just psychological warfare or threats.
When the rightest, leftist and separatist terrorist organizations operating in our country are analysed, it
is clearly seen that their formational, organizational and developmental phases starts with mass media
such as books, newspapers and magazines and even takes the form of armed struggle. It is evident that
there are supportive components of terrorist organizations. These are: ideology, sponsors at home and
abroad, funding and staff. However the primary component to form an organization is ideology. That’s
why, the terrorist organizations operating in our country start their mission with books, newspapers
and magazines to develop their ideology and find supporters.
Regarding all these, as a result of struggle against terrorism, the support at home and abroad can be
suppressed and financial resources, militants and supporters can be destroyed. yet it should be
remembered that it is impossible to totally eliminate an organization as long as its ideological
components are still available.
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Abstract
This article demonstrates that educational tourism is moving to the top of the industry charts – first of
all, because good schools, colleges and universities are keen to complement their «theoretical»
courses with first-hand experiences at archaeological sites, nature reserves and in extreme conditions.
There is also another trend – a «gap year for grown-ups». People of different ages and social status
are willing to learn through travelling, to expand their horizons by communicating, observing
different lifestyles, getting new skills. A combination of travel and education can be more efficient in
terms of personal finances than just travel or just education. As the founders of the membership
organization Educational Travel Community (ETC) state, “educational travel facilitates deeper, more
enduring connections between travelers and the communities they visit through strong interpretation,
experiential programming, and meaningful engagement,” (ETC online, 2010).
Key words: ‘education first’ and ‘tourism first’ perspectives, gap year travelers, special interest
tourists, tertiary education
Tourism is one of the world's most important and most rapidly expanding industries and statistics
suggest that the economic consequences of tourism will also continue to grow.
The post-recession market and consumer are different and smart destinations will have to pro-actively
find new offerings for new consumers in new markets, and adopt new ways of communicating with
those value-conscious consumers. In doing so, they should take advantage of unique national selling
points and a limited number of international collaborative opportunities. The global economy, which is
the main driver of travel and tourism, is slowly regaining momentum. The recovery is fragile and
uneven, and markets are shifting.
The travel and tourism industry is slowly recovering from the economic downturn, with the strong
recovery in emerging economies compensating somewhat for the still weaker mature markets in
Europe and North America.
In 2010, international tourism rebounded more strongly than expected from the shock caused by the
economic turbulence of late 2008 and 2009. According to preliminary data presented in the Advance
Release of the January 2011, international tourist arrivals worldwide were up by 6.7 %, and reached
935 million in 2010. The increase more than offsets the exceptional 4 % decline in2009, with an
additional 22 million arrivals over the former peak year 2008. Looking back on the impact that the
financial crisis and economic recession have had on tourism, a month-by-month analysis shows a
near-perfect V-shape of 15consecutive months of negative growth in international tourist arrivals,
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from August 2008 to October 2009, with the biggest decline in March 2009 (–12 percent). This was
followed by a rebound in the shape of a mirror image of high growth on a seriously depressed base.
Emerging economies weathered the storm much better than the advanced ones. A year-over-year
comparison shows that, while advanced economies had already suffered a small decline of 0.3 % for
the full 2008 year, emerging economies recorded a growth of 5.0 %.
Industrialized countries in North America and Europe, which account for more than 75% of global
GDP, are expected to grow their economies at some 3%. And here unemployment has reached
unacceptably high levels; responses to budget austerity and country bail outs in Europe threaten
dramatic disruption in economic and particularly social stability; political gridlock in the US makes
decisive national intervention more difficult, and hence significant G20 economic adjustment is
becoming more complex. In addition, geopolitical tensions in key hotspots are volatile and natural
disasters and/or extreme weather events remain a constant uncertainty, with only negative impact
potential (the 2010 Ash Cloud and the disruption caused by snow and ice storms to air travel on both
sides of the Atlantic in December 2010 representing prime examples).
These underlying conditions will affect travel and tourism in ways that increase the challenges but also
open new opportunities. On the negative side of the balance sheet, it is important to put 2010’s growth
into a valid context of the previous steep declines. Tourism indicators are now back to 2008
performance levels. Moreover, the full return of business and consumer confidence will be slower than
expected.
Most consumers are still rattled after the financial crisis and household budgets have not yet recovered
to the extent required. In hard times companies will continue to look to tight travel controls and with
high unemployment it is easy to rationalize putting off a vacation, staying closer to home or trading
down in price or length of stay. And revenue generation will remain tough. This was already the case
in 2010 where yields grew everywhere at a slower pace than arrivals. There is no basis for expecting
this to change in 2011.
Travel cost is a very significant point for 94% of tourists. Annual income of 35% of travelers is less
than 2, 5 thousand US dollars, and 92% of student and youth ISIC international card holders use it
during it in international travelling.
The realization of the value in trade terms of the booming outbound traffic flows from emerging
markets in Asia, where China is of course to become the largest domestic, inbound and outbound
travel market in the world during the next decade, as well as the strong tourism flows from Eastern
Europe and Russia, and the market of one billion consumers in Africa, is at the heart of response to
globally shifting markets. This does not render the traditional markets insignificant, and income per
capita in these markets will still overshadow those in the emerging markets for some time.
After the recovery from the economic crisis caused by global financial turmoil, the world economy is
threatened with another possible recession. In our view, global economic growth and stability face
clear and present dangers from at least three fronts. The most worrying is the Eurozone debt crisis, an
escalation of which could be triggered by policymakers not responding quickly and decisively enough
to stem a disorderly default. Similarly, a US recession would dampen world growth. Like their
European counterparts, US policymakers have used much of the arsenal at their disposal and would
have limited policy options to contain a recession. Another source of downside risks lies in emerging
markets and in particular China where a hard landing, possibly triggered by a stiff policy response to
rising inflation, is a possibility. In these countries however, the authorities arguably have more tools at
their disposal to offset negative growth developments.
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Growth in the internationalization of different types of education has accelerated during the past 35
years, mirroring the globalization of economies and societies and also universities’ expanded capacity.
Travelers all over the world are trying to use rationally time and money by choosing “useful” vacation.
Universities and museums have organized learning-oriented trips in the past, but the trend has boomed
in recent years and is becoming part of the mainstream business of the travel industry. For universities,
alumni travel programs offer another method to raise funds and to tighten bonds with alumni and
encourage future donations. For travel firms, extra features like lectures from scholars help sign up
customers for group travel, especially sophisticated baby boomers and people who have ever more
options for booking cheap flights and hotels online.
Companies that traditionally operated basic package tours are also finding their way into offering more
value-added services like educational trips.
Educational tourism, or ‘study tourism’ as it is sometimes called, used to refer only to the student
population who travelled overseas to attend college or university. Nowadays, the definition is broader.
Educational tourism could fall into a number of other themed categories of the travel industry – special
interest holidays, learning holidays, cultural holidays and so on.
Educational tourism generates revenues for the travel industry, either directly or indirectly, and while
hard data are hard to come by – educational tourism is a tiny niche market – it is worth looking at the
factors that govern the movement of people around the world to further their higher education (in the
case of students) or to learn something new (adults).
Today, few young people remain in the place they grew up. They travel to other cities to complete
their post-secondary education (or to find employment) and in doing so, spend money on transport,
food and accommodation, thus contributing to the tourism economy (domestic and international). In
the case of the student population, they frequently take advantage of the time they spend away from
home to travel around Europe, becoming leisure travelers in the process and often, the tourists of
tomorrow.
When the Educational Travel Conference started 18 years ago, only 15 to 20 institutions came looking
to arrange educational trips. Last year there were 140 and more than 200 are expected to attend this
year’s meeting (Sutel, 2007)…
A survey of US travelers taken by the Travel Industry Association found that 56 percent said they
were interested in taking an educational trip and 22 percent said they were more interested now
compared with five years ago. 95% of respondents believed that the opportunity to learn while
travelling was an important consideration in their choice of travel.
Travel exhibitions are putting increased focus on the youth market, which is now estimated to account
for 20-25 % on the travel and tourism industry worldwide. The biggest growth area is in «gap year»
travel, with young people taking a break from their careers or studies to travel and possibly work
abroad. Other major sectors of the youth market include educational travel and group tours. Although
not all these deferrals are specifically for the purpose of global travel, it can be assumed that higher
numbers of gap-year travelers are an upshot of deferrals.
The desire to travel and explore beyond the known environment has given rise to an entire «gap year»
industry, which is now worth over 11 billion GBP globally. In the UK alone, the market was estimated
to be worth 2.2 billion (Davies, 2008), and due to the length of the trips in question, although gap year
travelers accounted for just 1% of outbound tourists, they accounted for more than 10% of all overseas
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spend (ETC, 2011). The Global Economic Crisis was reported to have in fact had a positive effect on
the gap year industry in the world, as many people opted to travel after being made redundant.
The gap year phenomenon has now led to the so-called «gap year for grownups», with mature people
taking time out to not only see the world, but often work on volunteer projects in Third World
countries. A UK travel company called Gap Year for Grown Ups – part of the youth-based Work and
Travel Company – says many mature volunteers head for Africa, Asia and Latin America.
Demand for combined tours is growing in many countries as well as in Russia. These “useful”
vacations are mostly popular among young travelers: about 70% are schoolchildren and sometimes
accompanying those parents, 25% are students, and only 5% persons older than 25 years old. In
addition, educational activities are perceived as a main factor of choosing a tour compared to tourist
attractions.
Studying abroad has extremely high status in Russia and there are more than 130 companies offering
education abroad. Most popular courses are the study of English, business management programmes
and advanced courses for professionals.
About 85% of travelers don’t name themselves tourists. The reason is they are looking for their
travelling not for standard entertainment and well-known excursions but they mainly want to see the
country from inside, from local point of view, and would like to combine leisure with education and
training, though 57% from them are 20-25 years old. But it is becoming also popular between 25-35
year old people, and from 2002 till 2007 this group had grown from 23 to 31%.
During the recent economic crisis, young people may postpone their entry into the labor market and
stayed in education. Some governments also developed second-chance programs aimed at people who
left school early, to raise the skills level of the workforce and make professional education a real
option for young people.
Educational tourism may consist of:
-

general travel for education (or ‘edu-tourism’) and adult or seniors’ educational tourism,
where some form of education or learning is an important part of the tourist experience;
University/college students’ and schools’ tourism, whereby tourist experiences may be
secondary to the educational aspect (Ritchie B., Carr N., Cooper C., 2003).

Nevertheless, in both cases, although tourism or education may be primary or secondary motives, both
of these groups can be considered tourists and have tourism-related impacts and needs.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Directorate for education
devotes major effort to the development and analysis of the quantitative, internationally comparable
indicators that is publishes annually in Education at a Glance. These indicators enable educational
policy makers and practitioners alike to see their education systems in the light of other countries’
performance and are designed to support and review the efforts that governments are making towards
policy reforms. Education at a Glance addresses the needs of a range of users, from governments
seeking to learn policy lessons to academics requiring data for further analysis to the general public
wanting to monitor how its nation’s schools are progressing in producing world-class students.
For the study authors had chosen figures only for tertiary education from this review.
In 2009, almost 3, 7 million tertiary students were enrolled outside their country of citizenship. In
descending order, Australia, the United Kingdom, Austria, Switzerland and New Zealand have the
highest percentages of international students among their tertiary enrolments. In absolute terms, the
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largest numbers of international students are from China, India and Korea. Asian students represent 52
% of foreign students enrolled worldwide.
As national economies become more interconnected and participation in education expands,
governments and individuals are looking to higher education to broaden students’ horizons and help
them to better understand the world’s languages, cultures and business methods. One way for students
to expand their knowledge of other societies and languages, and thus improve their prospects in
globalized sectors of the labor market, such as multi-national corporations or research, is to study in
tertiary education institutions in countries other than their own.
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Fig. 1. Growth in internationalization of tertiary education 1975-2009, (in millions)
Source: OECD and UNESCO Institutes for Statistics
The internationalization of tertiary education can also provide an opportunity for smaller and/or lessdeveloped host education systems to improve the cost-efficiency of their education systems. In fact,
enrolling international students can not only help raise revenues from higher education, but it can be
part of a broader strategy to recruit highly skilled immigrants.
The rise in number of students enrolled abroad since 1975 could be explained by growing interest in
promoting academic, cultural, social and political ties between countries. The internationalization of
labor markets for highly skilled individuals gave people an intensive to gain international experience
as part of their studies. In absolute terms, the number of foreign students enrolled in tertiary education
more than doubled since 2000.
The growing potential market for the travel and tourism industry amongst schools, universities and
further educational institutions is one that should not be ignored and needs to be better understood by
the industry.
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Russian Federation has become an important new player in the international educational market. The
language spoken and used in instruction sometimes determines in which country a student chooses to
study. Countries whose language of instruction is widely spoken and read, such as English, French,
German, Russian or Spanish, are therefore leading destinations of foreign students.
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Fig.2. Most attractive regions for foreign students in tertiary education in 2009
Source: OECD and UNESCO Institutes for Statistics
G20 countries attract 38 % of foreign students worldwide. North America is the second most attractive
region for foreign students, with a share of 23% of all foreign students. The United States received the
most with 18% of all foreign students worldwide, followed by the United Kingdom (10%), Australia
(7%), Germany (7%), and France (7%). Besides, there are 5 major destinations with significant
numbers of foreign students were enrolled Canada (5%), Japan (4%), the Russian Federation (4%),
and Spain (2%) in 2009.
Students are choosing a country for studies also because of the language and tuition fee which are used
for education. However, in choosing between similar educational opportunities, cost consideration is
playing a huge role especially for students from developing countries. Among international students
originating from non-EU countries, students from China represent the largest group with 18, 2% of all
international students. They are followed by students from India (7, 3%), Malaysia (1, 9%), Viet Nam
(1,5%) and the Russian Federation (1,3%). The fact that Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden do not
have tuition fees for international students, combined with the availability of many programmes taught
in English, explains the huge growth in the number of foreign students enrolled in those countries
between 2000 and 2009 (Kushcheva N., 2010). As an example table 1 shows current growth of
Russian students got diplomas in Finland.
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Table 1. Foreign diploma students from Russia in Finland 2000-2010
2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

656

911

1140

1182

1378

1776

Source: Center for International Mobility, Finland (adapted by authors)
The supply of learning vacations can be diverse with a wide range of potential services and suppliers
at a variety of locations. The Educational Travel Community (2011) notes 2 main components to the
supply side of educational tourism: the primary tourist product and secondary or support of elements.
Primary educational tourism experience:
-

Attractions and events which provide the venue for learning experiences (parks, historic and
archeological sites, bird and wildlife parks).
Resource specialists who are responsible for delivering the learning component (employees,
tutors, lecturers, researchers, academics).
Affinity travel planners from organizations that help plan and develop learning programmes
for travelers (special interest groups, universities and language schools).
Tour and receptive operators who package experiences for customers and organizations and
provide destination expertise, local knowledge, escort services and marketing services.

Secondary or support services are also required for educational travelers are as follows:
-

Transportation – cruise, bus and train as a part of an independent trip, including travel to and
from the departure point.
Hospitality services – catering, recreation, entertainment, social activities and accommodation.
Destination marketing organizations operating at national, regional and local levels to promote
educational tourism to potential consumers (Ritchie B., Carr N., Cooper C., 2003).

Educational tourism can consist of many different market segments including international and
domestic university students, international and domestic school tourists, and adult education or
extension programmes. One of the main parameters which identifies educational tourism is length of
stay – from few minutes (30 minutes visit to a museum) to years (getting a diploma). All those
segmentations could be seen from two different points of view – ‘tourism first’ and ‘education first’
perspectives.
Educational tourism is therefore not a homogenous group of products. There is wide variety in terms
of both the degree of learning involved and the type of tourism experience. Nevertheless, there are
some general characteristics which are common to many educational tourism products. These may
involve a greater or lesser level of learning. As outlined earlier, Ritchie presents a simplistic model
which classifies the different products as being:
-

-

‘tourism first’ – where some form of education or learning is an integral, and in some cases a
motivating component of the tourist experience. This may include ‘edu-tourism’ products such
as cultural or heritage attractions.
‘education first’ – whereby the actual tourist experience is considered to be secondary to the
core educational element. This may include exchange programmes, language schools and
university/college courses.
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Special interest tourism is defined by the World Tourism Organization (1985) as ‘specialized tourism
involving group or individual tours by people who wish to develop certain interests and visit sites and
places connected with a specific subject.’ Special interest tourism is also known as serious leisure or
leisure where participants are able to find personal fulfillment, enhance their identity, and express
themselves (Stebbins R., 1992). The special interest tourists tend to seek durable benefits such as selfsatisfaction, renewal of self, social interaction, and also long-lasting physical products including
education.
Over the next few years, the continuing advancement of sustainable tourism will mean a large place
for educational tourism, and naturally, tourism will continue to be a powerful and valuable learning
tool. Educational tourism, and tourism as a learning experience, is deeply rooted in the nature of the
industry, and yet recently much more widely recognized as a potential force for positive international
development.
Nowadays one could see an increase to heritage tourism which has education and learning as a central
component. Last changes in the demand of tourism could lead to an increasing interest in education as
a significant part of tourism and travel experiences. Education may be the key motivating factor for
travel, while in other cases education may be secondary but still make an important contribution to the
travel experience. The rise of educational and special interest holidays which involve a component of
education have influenced the nature of tourism, the tourism industry itself, and its resulting impacts
on the individual traveler and the host destination.
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CLUSTERS AS AN EFFECTIVE FORM OF MANAGING A TOURIST DESTINATION
Maciej Debski
Academy of Management, Warsaw, Poland

Abstract:
Tourist destination is a very specific form of product. One of its key characteristics is the fact that it
consists of several elements such as attractions, facilities, infrastructure or transport. In result there
are many different stakeholders that are responsible for this product and it makes it difficult to
manage. That is why cooperation among destination’s stakeholders seems to be absolutely necessary
for building its competitiveness. A very interesting form of cooperation in the region are clusters. In
this paper the author describes their role in the process of destination management and discusses, on
the base of some examples, different types of local cooperation. The main conclusion of the
considerations is that in practice it is difficult to reach pure cluster consistent with the model, but
almost all attempts of cooperation have positive influence on destination.
Key words: tourism, tourist destination, clusters

1. INTRODUCTION
For many regions tourism is an important part of the economy. As a result of this, in last years we
observe growing competition in the tourism market. Competition is especially strong between
different destinations. However, destinations are products that have several specific characteristics,
strongly affecting their managing possibilities (Hankinson 2007, p. 241).
In tourism related literature the tourist destination issue is broadly discussed and as a result we may
find quite a lot of different models describing this product and the possibilities of creating its
competitive advantage. First of all, it must be stressed that destination is a part of a place product. Its
essence is interestingly presented by the place product levels model (Kotler and others2002, p. 46).The
authors of this concept indicate the relatively complex group of that product stakeholders, that
includes business community, citizens and local/regional government. Even more complex is the level
of target markets, which consists of investors, manufacturers, corporate headquarters, new residents,
exporters and tourists and conventioneers. Not all of these groups belong to destination product
recipients, but it must be remembered that this product can not be created in isolation from the
interests of other groups.
2. TOURIST DESTINATION AS A SPECIFIC PRODUCT
Destination is defined as the composition of attractions, facilities, infrastructure, transport and
hospitality (Kozak, Baloglu 2011, p. 6 ). Those elements usually are being divided into groups e. g.
“given” – climate, scenery, beaches, mountains or historic-cultural buildings and “man-made” – hotel
and transportation facilities, package tours, facilities for sports and recreation. Only the second group
can be adapted to customer preferences and this group of destination attributes is the main subject of
destination management.(Lee, Huang, Yeh 2010, p. 812). However as it was emphasized by Fyall,
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destination is one of the most difficult products to manage because of a large number of products,
organizations, individuals and other stakeholders that combine to deliver it (2007, p. 51).
The consequence of the destination product complexity is a large variety of indicators influencing
destination competitiveness. Several of them were described by Kim and Dwyer (see table 1). Because
of the fact that there are so many different elements influencing destination attractiveness, those
authors pay special attention to destination management. The issue was emphasized even stronger by
Crouch and Ritchie in the first complex model showing destination competitive advantage. They
indicate that destination management is the component of destination competitiveness that should
“enhance the appeal of the core resources and attractors, strengthen the quality and effectiveness of the
supporting factors and resources” (Crouch, Ritchie 1999, s. 149).
Table 1 Selected Indicators of Destination Competitiveness
Source: L. Dwyer, Ch. Kim, Destination Competitiveness: Determinants and Indicators, “Current
Issues in Tourism”, nr 5/2003, s. 400-405.
Endowed Resources
Created Resources

Supporting Factors

Destination Management

Situational Conditions
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Natural;



Culture/Heritage



Tourism infrastructure;



Range of activities;




Shopping;
Entertainment;



Special events/festivals



General infrastructure;




Quality of service;
Accessibility of destination;



Hospitality;



Market ties;



Destination management organization;



Destination marketing management;




Destination policy, planning, development;
Human resource development;



Environmental management;



Competitive (micro) environment;




Destination location;
Global (macro) environment;



Price competitiveness;



Safety/ Security
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Undoubtedly, due to the complex nature of product destination its competitiveness depends on a broad
number off actors. Moreover it makes it very difficult to manage this product in an effective and
coordinated way. In that situation the form of cluster may be seen as an opportunity to increase
efficiency in the destination management thanks to the cooperation of its stakeholders. This
hypothesis is supported by Pavlovich, who writes that „relational perspective is particularly relevant in
the tourism industry, as groupings of organizations cluster together to form a destination context”
(2003, p. 203.).

3. CLUSTER AS A FORM OF BUILDING DESTINATION COMPETITIVENESS
Due to the specificity of destination products, stemming from the fact of their coproduction by
relatively numerous entities, cooperation between their stakeholders is absolutely crucial for building
competitiveness. In the literature we may find different forms of cooperation or partnership,
particularly public-private. It seems that the form which is most often discussed is a cluster. The
subject of clusters in tourism has been dealt with by many researchers (Malauskaite, Navickas 2010,
pp. 149-154; Iordache, Ciochina, Asandei 2010, pp. 99-112; Jackson, Inbakaran 2006, pp. 355-366;
Serrato and others 2010, pp. 119-143 ). A broad review of the definitions of clusters, based on
geographical location or cooperation was done by Santos, Almeida and Teixeira ( 2008, pp. 4) In the
first group of concepts the one described by Malauskaite and Navickas should be included. they define
a cluster as a „geographical concentration of tourism-related companies, coordinating institutions and
associated tourism organizations.” (2010, s. 150). In their cluster model these authors expand the
group of potential actors involved in it adding specialized providers of goods and services e.g. health
institutions, governmental institutions and universities. This approach is compatible with the cluster
concept presented by Porter (Porter 1998, pp. 197-198, Cite by Jackson, Murphy 2002, p. 37)
As a consequence of the above definition a cluster model is presented in figure 1. It is one of several
approaches showing the structure of a typical tourism cluster (Iordache, Ciochina, Asandei 2010, s.
108; Rapacz, Gryszel, Jaremen 2010, s. 707, Zhang and others 2010, p. 168). As you can see, the
cluster in this model is build around tourist destination with all its attractions. The key participants of
the cluster are: hotels, hostels, B&B, self-catering; restaurants, bistros, cafes, bars, cafeterias; other
tourism and related companies; retail stores, souvenir shops, supermarkets; transport and
communication companies; leisure and entertainment companies; recreation and health institutions;
tourism agencies and travel operators and they are supported by: academic institutions; governmental
institutions and other associated organizations.
It seems that clusters influence competitive advantage by different forms of partnership among
organizations involved in it. So the essence of destination clusters should be strong cooperation, which
provides a number of benefits to the participants of the cluster, which in turn are transformed into the
benefits for the destination. The most important of them may include the following (Rapacz, Gryszel,
Jaremen 2010, s. 711-712):
- a cluster may help to protect natural environment in the destination;
- a cluster stimulates the process of creating innovations in a destination product;
- a cluster has positive influence on the quality of a destination product;
- a cluster positively affects the implementation of new information technologies;
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Those benefits are quite detailed, however, they can be reduced to one basic and most important. A
properly functioning cluster increases the attractiveness of a tourist destination, which stimulates
tourism in the region, which in turn has a positive effect on revenues of enterprises and residents of the
area.

Figure 1. The principal model of a tourism sector cluster
Source: Malauskaite, Navickas 2010, p. 152
Discussing clusters in tourism attention should be paid to the fact, what is mentioned by Kusa (Kusa
2010, s. 671), that in the literature we may observe a duality of understanding and application of this
concept. Some authors describing clusters base on the Porter’s definition but at the same time others
use this term to present many different forms of cooperation in the region. It seems that there is a real
problem with one acceptable definition of a tourism cluster, but there is consensus on the benefits of
cooperation of stakeholders in destinations. However this cooperation may have different forms,
different may also be the forms of clusters (Iordache, Ciochina, Asandei 2010, p. 106; Ewen 2008, pp.
296-297).
In Poland, the most commonly used model of cooperation in destination is based on the Regional and
Local Tourism Organisations, which operate in the form of associations, in western countries, in turn,
there is a relatively greater role of Destination Management Companies. Moreover, in practice, you
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may meet with the various types of agreements in the form of networks, value chains
(Tourism…2008, p. 34 ), alliances or Local Action Groups. These forms have different goals such as
promotional activities as well as different time perspectives of action, both short and long term.
In conclusion it should be noted that the cluster model is an effective form of building the destination
competitiveness, but there are reasonable doubts concerning the qualification of the various forms of
cooperation in destinations as clusters. This issue is particularly strongly emphasized by Santos,
Almeida and Teixeira, who present their own methodology that enables to identify tourism clusters,
stressing the importance of networks and cooperation between participants ( 2008,pp.19-23).
It seems that the partnership to be considered as destination cluster must meet the following
conditions:
- the cluster participants must be different stakeholders from one destination (tourism related
companies, coordinating institutions, associated tourism organizations, specialized providers of goods
and service, governmental institutions and universities);
- there must be real cooperation between cluster participants;
- in the cooperation there must be coproduction, destination product must be created together;
- cooperation must be long-term;
- participation in the cluster must be open.
It should be also emphasized that an important issue for cluster effectiveness is the question of who its
initiator is. It may be assumed that more effective in action and longer lasting will be clusters initiated
by a group of the most important stakeholders – entrepreneurs from the tourism industry.
For example, the cluster is not a brand alliance which may be defined as cooperative marketing
activities involving short-term or long-term combinations of two or more individual brands (Voss,
Gammoh 2004, s. 147). In that case there is a too narrow field of action, because it does not cover coproduction. It can be also expected that the cooperation of involved entities is too week. Doubts
related to the different models of cooperation in the region will be developed out below, in the case
studies.
4. CLUSTERS – CASE STUDY ANALYSES
In Poland, as in other countries, we can observe various forms of cooperation aimed at the
development of competitive destinations. Three models of activity seem to be the most common:


Cooperation focused around Local or Regional Tourism Organization;



Cooperation between local authorities;



Cooperation between companies;

All these forms of cooperation have certain characteristics typical for clusters. It should also be
remembered that in practice there is a large deficit of situations, which could be with no doubts
classified as clusters. Therefore, for further analysis in the form of case studies, the three destinations
and initiatives stimulating their competitiveness have been chosen- one from each of the mentioned
groups:


Kraina Lessowych Wawozow – Local Tourism Organization – first case
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Beskidzka 5 – second case



Kolobrzeg – Partnership group – third case.

The choice of destinations for the study was targeted. First of all clusters in tourism should be
developed at local level and all chosen destinations represent this level. Moreover destinations in the
included in the study have different characteristics of tourism.
The presented study consisted of three stages:


Stage 1 – on line analysis of information on studied initiatives;



Stage 2 – analysis of the strategic documents developed for projects;


Stage3– interviews about the studied projects with representatives of organizations responsible
for them and the entrepreneurs operating in the region.
The methodology has allowed to answer the main research questions, about whether studied cases
have the characteristics typical for clusters and how strongly these characteristics occur.
In Poland we have more than 100 Local Tourism Organizations. The one, mentioned above, belongs to
the most active. Kraina Lessowych Wawozow is located in the western part of Lublin district. This
region is characterized by a very large number of gorges. In addition, there are the highest average
temperatures and long vegetation occurs. As a result, on this area there are many species of rare plants.
However this destination does not have natural attractions typical for mass tourism. The only
exceptions are the two places; Naleczow and Kazimierz Dolny. The Local Tourist Organization
"Kraina Lessowych Wawozow” was formed in 2007 and the main objectives of its activity are
(www.kraina.org.pl, 04.03.11):


The development of an integrated information, promotion and travel booking system,



Supporting members in the process of obtaining and using European funds,



Actions to improve the tourism infrastructure,



The Development and the implementation of strategies for tourism development.

Beskidzka 5 is a project initiated by the five municipalities within the area of Beskid Ślaski. An
important feature of this area is the existence of strong natural attractions, which are able to provide
relatively strong demand for tourism throughout the year, with two clear peaks of summer and winter.
Local authorities in this area have agreed to cooperate in joint promotion of the region in the country
and abroad. The aim of the cooperation is to develop an attractive product of the region and increase
the efficiency of using of their strengths. The authors of the project point out that it is going to be a
source of many social benefits (www.istebna.eu; 19.10.2010):


The increase in revenues of companies operating in the tourism industry;



New jobs in companies operating in the tourism sector;



Establishment of new companies in tourism industry in the region;



Reduction of unemployment and savings connected with it.

As it can be seen in this program they have highlighted the benefits that derive from it for two local
community stakeholders: public and business community. It would therefore be justified to involve
these groups, especially the second one, in the project and create the structure of the cluster.
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The fact that the cooperation started and that this initiative has been undertaken must be certainly
viewed positively(Zemła 2010, pp. 361-369). Project participants had strong, but different competitive
potential, however independently they had limited promotion opportunities, they faced difficulties to
overcome barriers in the process of creating positive image or building destination brand that would be
well-known both among Polish and foreign consumers.
In Kolobrzeg – the last case –the Partnership Group for Tourism Sector operates. This is an informal
organization in the process of registration and conversion into the Local Tourism Organization. It was
created under the project "Together, you can more-local partnerships in tourism as a tool for the
success of economic changes. " Currently the group has been operating for more than a year. During
this time its members’ representatives have participated in several training courses, they have prepared
destination SWOT analysis and have worked out the mechanisms and structures for cooperation in
joint tourism initiatives The key advantage of this tourist destination is the seaside location, which
stimulates a strong demand for travel in the summer. At other times the demand is maintained at a
relatively high level, thanks to the fact that the city has the status of a spa, which provides the inflow
of visitors
The first condition, that had to be met to describe an organization as a cluster was the issue of its
participants. The easiest situation here takes place in the case of Beskidzka 5. Firstly, it is not the
official structure but a brand developed thanks to the collaboration between the five municipalities in
the region. In this regard, it does not have the characteristics typical for a cluster, because in this
system there are no companies. Moreover, as it was pointed out in the interviews conducted with local
government representatives, the project is based on funds obtained from the European Union and it
provides no formal involvement of private enterprises. At the same time however, a number of
initiatives are undertaken which are addressed to the companies, which justifies a further study on
their involvement in the development of the region.
Membership situation is different in the other two cases. In Kolobrzeg among project participants
there are three organizations representing local authorities, 14 competing companies (hotels plus a
university) and two NGOs. Even more diverse is the membership structure of the Local Tourism
Organization “Kraina Lessowych Wawozow”. In that case, apart from 9 municipalities, a number of
businesses such as: hotels and other accommodation companies - 49, restaurants - 18, leisure and
entertainment companies - 11, recreation and health institutions - 16 belong to the organization,
(information given by the Organization on the 15th march 2011). In that situation a relatively largest
number of participants are represented which-according to figure 1- form a tourism cluster. In both
cases, you can also assume that the open nature of the initiatives can cause the inflow of members, in
particular in Kolobrzeg, where the project is still at a preliminary stage.
Membership structure is a very important factor that allows to identify a cluster. However, it seems
that the key issue, though difficult to assess, is the question of cooperation between the members of
the agreement. The starting point for the evaluation of the partnership is the answer to the question,
who was the initiator of the cooperation. It is generally believed that it is the responsibility of local
authorities to stimulate cooperation that may increase destination competitiveness. Such a situation
took place both in the first and second case but it was different in Kolobrzeg, where the initiative came
from businessmen-owners of spa hotels. It can be assumed that the real cooperation will be higher in
that case.
The above mentioned hypothesis is confirmed by both the observations and interviews conducted
among local authorities and businesses. For example in the area of Beskidzka 5 most entrepreneurs
said that they stay open to participation in various regional initiatives, but at the same time they
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emphasized that it is the job of local government to promote the region and their activity. In fact, real
cooperation between the participants took place only in Kolobrzeg, but it is unclear how it will
develop in the future after the conversion of the Partnership Group into the Local Tourism
Organization. As the analysis for the Kraina Lessowych Wawozow shows, the level of cooperation
between members of this type of organization is reduced, when it starts operating. Then participants
often confine to paying their contribution, and instead, as a representative of this organization pointed
out, expect that it will promote the region and stimulate the development of tourism in the area.
Cooperation with the entrepreneurs practically does not exist in the Beskidzka 5. On one hand, the
representatives of local authorities in the interviews highlighted the low awareness of the benefits from
these actions, which may explain the lack of companies’ participation in the project. On the other
hand, out of 20 hotels in which interviews were carried out only 4 pointed to any activity linked with
the project. In addition, 57% of them indicated that they do not participate in the project, because there
was no initiative from the municipality.
The main participants in the tourism cluster are entrepreneurs and the strongest cooperation should be
developed in this group. In the discussed cases, such a situation takes place in Kołobrzeg, and to a
limited extent in Kraina Lessowych Wawozow. Maybe an even more important role plays the aim of
cooperation- it should be connected with the co-production of the destination in order to increase its
attractiveness and competitiveness. Such cooperation should lead to innovation and development of
regional products. In the case of Kolobrzeg, due to the initial stage of the project, it is difficult to
assess this issue and the other cases have primarily promotional dimension. For Beskidzka 5 the
dominant objective of the initiative is to create a tourism brand based on the potential of the area. This
objective is confirmed by the analysis of the undertaken activities such as the implementation of the
campaign, "Power flows from the mountains "(www.beskidzka5.pl -14/03/2011) as well as it was
indicated by respondents in the interviews. In the case of Kraina Lessowych Wawozow the situation is
slightly different. The organization concentrates on the promotion, but it is also done on the basis of
product development. As a result, we can observe some actions linked with the product, for example
the development of tourist information system, which together with the activity for the development of
tourism infrastructure belong to the fundamental purposes of the organization (www.kraina.org.pl,
03/04/2011). These aims are also confirmed in the strategy of tourism development in the region,
which also emphasizes the development of new products in the destination (Strategia, 2007, p. 156).
Another important feature of a cluster is its long-term character. In the described cases, this feature is
best satisfied by Kraina Lessowych Wawozow. This organization has been running successfully for
four years and it has also developed long-term strategic documents, which indicate its permanent
character. The situation is more complicated in the case of the Beskidzka 5. This project has been
developed for several years. It should be also remembered, according to marketing theory, that a
destination brand can be created successfully only in the long term and only as a part of regional
strategy. On the other hand, this initiative is based on the funds obtained from the European Union,
which were given for the specified period of time. This fact together with the lack of involvement of
local entrepreneurs may mean that at some point, the project will lose its dynamic. It is also difficult to
specify the project time perspective in the third case, in Kolobrzeg, because of its initial stage, but the
plans are to make it long. .
The last important cluster characteristic is its openness. In all reported cases the initiatives are open,
but it should be noted that in the case of Beskidzka 5 the situation is slightly more complicated. The
project is run by a fixed number of members, but it is open to participate in the initiatives taken by
them.
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5.CONCLUSION
Analyzed cases represent the most common forms of cooperation for the development of tourism in
the region. However, they do not exhaust all possibilities of cooperation. As it has been indicated in
the deliberations and in table 2 none of the reported cases meets in pure form the necessary conditions
to qualify it as cluster cooperation. That is why the first conclusion from the presented analysis should
say that in business practice, it is hard to find a pure form of the cluster.
Table 2. Cluster characteristics versus analyzed destinations
Source: author
Characteristic

Kołobrzeg

Project participants

Kraina Lessowych
Wąwozów

Beskidzka 5

+

+

-

+

+/-

-

Destination’s coproduction

?

-

-

Long term character of the
project

?

+/-

-

Is the project participation
open?

+

+

+/-

Existence of
cooperation

the

real

It should be also remembered, as it has been indicated in the considerations, that some problems with
the identification of clusters come from a large subjectivity in the assessment of certain factors. While
it is relatively easy to identify cluster members it is a significant challenge to make effective
evaluation of cooperation within its structures. It seems that this issue is very crucial for performance
evaluation of structures that aim at the model of the cluster. In practice, you can meet a number of
initiatives that begin operating, but particular interests, competition and numerous barriers effectively
limit cooperation. However, it is a very important issue to emphasize that clusters are a great
opportunity for the development of destinations, the development of its product, which due to the high
complexity requires the involvement of various entities, but this chance is often not used.
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PATTERN AND STRATEGY FOR FEMALE REPRODUCTION,
MIGRATION AND WORK IN MODERN RUSSIA
Tkachenko Marina
Stavropol State University, Russia, Stavropol, Pushkin 1

Abstract
The purpose of this research is to examine pattern and strategy for women’s reproductive, work and
migration behavior, based on a sociological survey of women in Russian Federation (held in 2008)
and national statistics over the period 1991-2008. The most important question is what women’s
reproductive, employment and migration situations and potential are and how they depend on
ethnicity, income, level of education and place of residence. Results show that both the compensator
pattern of behavior and a “vertical integration” strategy are characteristics of Russian women in
reproduction, work and migration. This means that Russian woman has strong traditional orientations
towards family and birth with forced active position in labor market and migration flows, generated
by poor support from the state and husband. In the light of the trends new Government support system
for women should be established in modern Russia, promoting women’s interests in the labour market
and the family.
Key words: women; low fertility; emigration; trafficking; labour market; families’ support by
Government
1. INTRODUCTION
With the dawn of the new political and socioeconomic climate of the past two decades, the role and
position of women in the family, the community and the employment market significantly changed. In
this new climate women have often been obliged to take on the mantle of the head of the family,
assume individual responsibility for raising children, succeed in the employment market, earn money
and participate in new forms of work and migration. Our hypothesis is that this is one of the causes of
the reducing birth rate, increase in divorce and worsening health, rising mortality and increased
migration of women in Russia. This has had negative consequences for the country. Not by
coincidence does Russia face relentless depopulation, which is raising alarm at the highest levels of
government. Recent years have seen the adoption of a range of measures aimed at supporting women–
maternity grants, increased child benefit payments etc. These measures nevertheless fall short.
Reducing female mortality, monitoring working conditions, reining in employers who infringe
women’s rights and the trafficking of young women overseas for prostitution and similar are not being
seriously addressed.
This article will attempt to put forward pattern and strategy for female reproduction, migration and
work in modern Russia, based on national statistics and the results of a sociological survey of women
in several regions of the Russian Federation.
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2. BACKGROUND: TRANSFORMING FEMALE BEHAVIOUR IN MODERN RUSSIA
Women’s work, reproduction and migration can be characterised as a “vicious circle” in that the
existence of harmful socioeconomic, ecological and demographic factors have given rise to negative
trends in women’s work, migration and reproduction in Russia’s modern development. Our research
makes use of both Russian and foreign data from organisations and statistical agencies including the
Federal State Statistics Service, the European Health for All Database, LABORSTA (the International
Labour Organisation’s database) and the United Nations Statistics Divisions (Demographic and Social
Statistics).
The trend of gender activity over the period 1991-2008 is clearly divided along a range of parameters
into two stages: the first (the 1990s), which saw the growth of negative trends; and the second (the
2000s), when these trends began to show a steady retreat.
The most significant changes in female reproductive and marital behaviour were:
– a significant reduction in natural population growth, from 0.71‰ in 1991 to -6.6‰ in 2000, with
a subsequent recovery to -2.5‰ in 2008 (figures per 1000 population);
– an increase of over 1.2 years in the average age of mothers at childbirth, reaching 25.9 years
(2004), set against a backdrop of a rise in the average age of women on first marriage of more than
two years (to 24.0 years);
– an increase in divorce and a near-twofold increase in children born outside marriage (from 16.0
per 100 births in 1991 to 28.0 per 100 births in 2007);
–

a rise in cervical and breast cancer and sexually-transmitted disease (syphilis);

–

an growth in birth defects, Down’s syndrome and other developmental anomalies

However, a three-fold reduction in the number of abortions (per 100 live births) from 1991 to 2008,
increased take-up of contraception and a lasting reduction in infant mortality (from 18.11 in 1991 to
11.03 per 1,000 live births in 2005) can be seen as positive developments in childbirth and motherand-child health. In fact, the risk of miscarriage has reduced at all stages of pregnancy, and the rate of
maternal death has also declined (from 52.4 per 100,000 live births in 1991 to 23.8 per 100,000 live
births in 2006).
All things considered, the existence of destructive trends in childbirth, marriage and the health of
mothers and children can be set against a general improvement in family planning and reduction in
mortality rates.
Trends in women’s work activity during the period under study can be seen in Figure 1.
Women’s work behaviour is characterised by a drop in the economically active population from 1991
to 1998 and its subsequent recovery, and this is mirrored by the number of women in employment. By
1999 the number of unemployed women had increased by 250% compared with 1991 and stood at
3.955 million. This was followed by a gradual decline to its 2008 level of 2.388 million. Gender
inequality in pay remained. Average wages (during this period) were no more than 70% of those for
their male equivalents. Gender-specific employment sectors (education and healthcare) continued to
be marked by relatively low pay. Linked to this is the fact that during the period under discussion from
55% to 70% of workers in the informal economy (workers in the home, employees of companies not
registered as legal entities, sole traders) were women. This was in spite of the fact that women are in
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the majority among students of higher education and continue to improve their educational and
professional standing.
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Figure 1 Trends in female work activity, 1992-2008
Russian women’s migration patterns are characterised by increased emigration potential. Their
mobility and migration activity continually grow, and that applies to internal migration as much as to
temporary contract work overseas or permanent emigration. Compared to 1994, the number of women
leaving Russia to obtain work overseas rocketed by more than 2000% (in 2008 the number stood at
just over 12,000 women). According to unofficial estimates, during the period under study over
800,000 women quit Russia for good.
3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A wide spectrum of concepts, the majority of which are founded on the basic principles of economic
theory, can be applied to the issue of female behaviour in the family and marriage, at work and in
migration.
Among the many factors which underlay women’s reproductive behaviour are family income, parental
education levels, the woman’s wages and career prospects, domestic conditions– above all, housing–
and a whole range of other aspects. Gary Becker, the founding father of statistical modelling, showed
that the number of children in a family increases with the family’s income, but counter to the value of
a person’s time in the labour market, the mother’s wages and the family’s level of education (Becker
1976). Supporters of the “Pennsylvania Approach” have demonstrated that if the parents were born
into large families, they themselves tend to go on to have large numbers of children (Schultz 1981).
Developers of dynamic models who examined the effect of women’s employment on fertility have
concluded that a woman who is gainfully employed will decide to have a child later in life
(Montgomery and Trussel 1986; Kooreman and Wunderink 1997). Heckman and Walker (1990) also
decided in favour of an inverse relationship between salary and fertility. Stochastic modelling of
women’s reproductive behaviour takes account of educational factors and the sex and age of their
children (Ahn 1995). In Russia the economic approach to analysing fertility patterns is used extremely
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rarely; when it comes to investigating women’s reproductive behaviour, sociological research methods
or statistical analysis are more widespread (Arkhangelsky 2006, 2010; Bodrova 2002; Borisov 2005;
Noskova 2010; Synyavskaya, Tyndik and Golovlyanitsyna 2009; Vishnevsky 2005, 2006, 2010;
Zakharov 2008; Zakharov and Surkov 2009; Zakharov, Andreev and Yasilinione 2010).
As we have seen, women’s reproductive behaviour is closely connected to their employment situation,
which puts women in the position of having to choose between two benefits (children or income from
work) over a protracted period. A working woman required to accommodate family/maternal demands
and work will often encounter gender discrimination and professional segregation in the labour
market. Extant models of discrimination focus on disparities in pay, recruitment, redundancy,
allocation of responsibility and professional training. They underline that employers and consumers,
motivated to maximise profit and demand regardless of what women’s professional qualities would be
on level terms, will choose men (Becker 1971). Additionally, women are concentrated in specific
sectors of the economy and are often displaced into the secondary market (Piore 1970). According to
the theory of human capital (Becker 1981; Mincer and Polachek 1974), women automatically receive
less-profitable work, and thus they must be worse-educated and less-qualified. During recruitment
preference will be given to men, since maternity leave represents a loss for employers. The equalised
compensation model lends weight to the theory that women will choose less well-paid work if the low
wages are offset by an additional package of benefits (Anker 1997). Theories on the segmentation of
the labour market attribute professional segregation to employees’ inability to transfer from one
segment to another (Piore 1970). Feminist and gender theory links professional segregation with the
existence of cultural stereotypes with regard to women and their professional capabilities (Anker
1997). Women automatically occupy low-paid jobs (the exclusion model), thus reducing their share of
more prestigious work and so artificially reducing their salary level (the overcrowding model)
(Bergmann 1974; Edgeworth 1922). The best-known empirical studies of inequality in recruitment and
pay in Russia are those of I. Maltseva (2005), A. Oshchepkov (2006), S. Roshchin and N. Zubarevich
(2005), S. Roshchin and S. Solntsev (2006).
Globalisation has given women the opportunity to use their professional knowledge and abilities by
emigrating to work overseas. Interest in female migrants first appeared in the mid-1970s. It is true to
say that in migration theory they were long not regarded as independent participants in the
international flow of migration (Boyd 1989; Kofman 1999; Mahler 1999).
Sociologists and anthropologists acknowledged the vital role of women in migration flows long ago
(Fernández-Kelly 1983, Pessar 1986, 1988). During the 1980s and 1990s migration research largely
focused on quantifying the influence of female migration on their households and native countries and
cultural factors in their decision to emigrate (Mahler and Pessar 2003; Goldring 2003; Mills 1997;
Gamburd 2000). Gender and Migration in Developing Countries (Chant and Radcliffe 1992) had an
important impact on research into gender relationships in migration. Later the spotlight was turned on
the wider spectrum of problems raised by critical research focused exclusively on men (Boyd and
Grieco 2003). Approaching the subject from the angle known as the “household strategy” became
popular. In Russia the issue of female migration for employment has been investigated from both the
point of view of trafficking and the risks associated with illegal migration (Tyuryukanova and
Malysheva 2001) and the point of view of the consequences for women and their countries of origin
(Ryazantsev and Tkachenko 2008).
A quick survey of the research into the problems facing women in realising themselves in the settings
of family, work and migration raised the question of the interaction of these behaviours and the role of
the state in solving them. The fundamental and most important question is what women’s
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reproductive, employment and migration situations are and how they depend on ethnicity, income,
level of education and place of residence. Under what conditions is it possible to realise their
reproductive, work and migration potential? What action should the government take to improve the
situation of women in these areas?

4. DATA AND METHOD
The data used in our research was obtained from a sociological survey of women resident in several
regions chosen by us within the Russian Federation (N=418). The choice was based upon data from
population research into the demographic make-up of the Russian Federation, taking into account
gender characteristics for the period 1991-2008. The information was published in the bulletin The
Population of the Russian Federation by Sex and Age, and Women and Men of Russia. It is
representative of age and place of residence. The survey was based on women of economically-active
age (15-55) and reproductive (i.e. fertile) age.
Hence, with the social and demographic characteristics of women borne in mind, the following were
surveyed:
– by age: up to 20 years – 14.5%; 21-29 years – 30.7%; 30-39 years – 26.7%; 40-49 – 17.2%; over
50 years – 10.9%;
– by place of residence: urban – 60%; rural – 40%
– by level of education: incomplete secondary – 1%; secondary – 8.3%; technical college – 28.6%;
incomplete higher – 19.8%; higher – 38.5%; postgraduate – 3.6%
It is should also be noted that the survey was based on women in the following regions of Russia:
Stavropol Krai, Krasnodar Krai, Rostov Oblast, Chita Oblast and Karachaevo-Cherkessia, and also
included residents of Kalmykia, Novosibirsk Oblast, Voronezh Oblast and several other regions. The
majority (74%) were Russian, but respondents included Circassians (12%) and Abazins, Buryats,
Tatars, Ukrainians, Armenians, Greeks, Nogais, Azeris, Jews and Georgians (14%).
The women received a questionnaire consisting of 39 questions basically divisible as follows: 1)
reproductive condition, the value placed on childbirth and marriage, evaluation of the effectiveness of
government support for families with children, and evaluation of levels of satisfaction with personal
demands and income and the demands of children; 2) evaluation of professional and social status,
problems associated with finding work, climbing the career ladder, access to education and income (ie.
the presence of gender discrimination and professional segregation); employment status, an
assessment of the proportion of women in unofficial employment and the problems associated with
unemployment; 3) determining the migration situation and migration experience of the women, factors
in emigration and immigration; and 4) the social and demographic characteristics of the respondents.
The Pearson method of corrective analysis was used to establish relationships between the disparate
strands of data.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sociological survey showed that on the whole women fulfil an active role in the labour market and
in reproductive and migration processes. We initially attempted to identify the respondents’ ideal
number of children in the family. Approximately 53% answered that they intended to have children in
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the future. According the results, the desire to have several children remains ingrained. Only 4.2%
answered “one” to the question “how many children do you think is ideal in a family?”, whereas 53%
answered “two”, 28% “three” and 11.5% “four”. Five children were ideal for only 1.6%, and
“unlimited” received the same share. The respondents who indicated a lower number of children were
significantly more likely to have high incomes than those who thought a larger family ideal.
Comparison of monthly family income per person with the ideal number of children showed a strong
inverse correlation (-0.81), indicating that as family income levels rise women choose to have less
children. However, the following factors must be taken into account. Firstly, the largest number of
women with low incomes (86.4%) was in rural areas of Karachaevo-Cherkessia and Stavropol Krai.
Female residents of southern Russia are more active than their central and northern sisters in terms of
giving birth and raising children. Residents of Karachaevo-Cherkessia, who are largely inhabitants of
rural areas, ethnically Circassian and have a family income of less than 5000 roubles per person, were
the most strongly in favour of large families. Of the 14.7% of respondents who answered in favour of
four or more children, 60.7% came from Karachaevo-Cherkessia, and 28.7% of respondents from this
republic considered the ideal number of children to be not less than three. The most modest in terms of
number of children came from Chita and Novosibirsk Oblasts, where 1-2 children was considered
ideal. Women from these regions were among the two groups with the highest monthly family
incomes, with over 10,000 roubles per person (over 65% of residents of Chita and its Oblast fell into
this category), and their desire to have many children was low. Women from Stavropol and Krasnodar
Krais generally (72%) answered in favour of 2-3 children.
Secondly, desire to have many children was stronger amongst those who themselves had been in
families with three or more children. (The correlation coefficient was 0.76%).
This shows that ethnic and family traditions continue to play a very important role in starting a family
and the desire to bear children, and a given income level may simply stimulate women to have even
more children.
Of the 60.9% of women who already had children, 45.3% had one child, 38.5% had two and 12.8%
had three; only 3.4% had more than three. When asked whether they intended to have more children,
31% answered in the affirmative and 69% in the negative (table 1).
Table 1 Real potential for childbirth (proportion of women who intend to have more children)
Yes

No

Women with children

31

69

Women without children

83

17

Source: Results of a sociological survey held by author (2008)
Of the 69% who did not intend to have more children, only 26% were beyond childbearing age– the
remainder simply did not wish to have any more for a variety of reasons. A positive trend was that
83% of the 31.1% of respondents who did not have children expressed a desire to give birth. Of the
17% of women who neither had nor wanted children, 44% were not of childbearing age.
The possibility of giving birth out with marriage did not frighten the 55% of women who were not in
wedlock: 47% answered in favour. This shows that although the role of the family continues to be of
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importance in Russia, women are becoming more independent in taking decisions, including those
related to childbirth.
A majority (40.1%) answered in favour of continuing with an unplanned pregnancy.
This data was only weakly connected with women’s income levels, professional status and age.
Regardless of professional status, level of education, place of residence and the presence of children in
the family, an absolute majority of women (87%) characterised government support in childbirth and
raising children as ineffective.
Respondents were asked to rate the following government services on a scale of 1-5: spa resort
holidays for children and families with children, housing provision, payment of maternity (family)
grants, provision of preschool facilities, and healthcare provision (table 2).
Table 2 Method of families’ support by Government
Method of support

0

1

2

3

4

5

Spa resort holidays for children
and families with children

38.5

18.75

6.8

14.1

8.3

13.5

Housing provision

62

11.5

5.7

4.2

3.1

13.5

Payment of maternity (family)
grants

36

15.6

14.6

12.5

6.25

15.1

Provision of preschool facilities

27.1

10.9

20.8

8.9

9.9

22.4

Healthcare provision

38

14.2

12.7

16.1

5.9

13.1

Source: Results of a sociological survey held by author (2008)
In the respondents’ opinion, the process of providing families with housing was the least effective.
The introduction of maternity (family) grants was not popular. It enjoyed greater popularity with rural
residents, owing to the fact that the sum on offer is large enough to purchase rural property but clearly
nowhere near enough to buy housing in urban areas. They rated the provision of healthcare practically
the same way, and the situation with spa resort holidays for children and families with children was no
better. Preschool provision received the highest score. Women in southern Russia were the least
generous in their evaluations of this, although they rated government support in general most highly.
Residents of eastern Russia were more restrained in their enthusiasm, but they were less inclined to
rate government support as either absolutely effective or ineffective, preferring to give 2-3 points
rather than 0 or 5.
It is therefore possible to judge state policy on social support to families with children as weak in all
aspects, particularly in housing and spa resort holidays for families with children.
The women were also asked to assess their level of satisfaction as regards their own consumption
(food, clothing, housing, education and healthcare) on a “High-Medium-Low” scale. Interestingly, the
results were only weakly related to their income levels (responses included medium and even low
levels of satisfaction with their own consumption from women with high incomes). Women were
largely satisfied with their diets (42% rated their food highly, against 4.7 who marked it “Low”). They
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were considerably less content with healthcare (only 5.7% said they were highly satisfied with the
health services, while 27.6% were not satisfied at all). Least satisfactory of all was “provision of
housing”, with only 31.8% of respondents.
It can be said, therefore, that women rate the government weakest in terms of its provision of housing,
given that it is a pressing problem for one third of women, particularly if her children are grown.
The survey evaluated women’s professional status and work potential using their employment and
conditions of work at the time of the survey. 65% were in work, with only 5.7% of the 35% remaining
actively seeking work or expressing a desire to do so. The remainder were “voluntarily” unemployed.
A significant number of women had encountered gender discrimination in the workplace: 17.9%
during recruitment, 27.1% on the career ladder, 21.6% in pay and 12.3% in professional study and
training. Field such as finance, wholesale and retail, transport and communications had the highest
levels of discrimination (87% of the incidents noted), and the lowest levels were in education and
healthcare– traditionally “female” areas with insignificant male competition. In these fields the low
wages and slow career progress are compensated for by good perks (holiday and sick leave) and
flexible hours, which make it possible to combine work with other tasks.
Roughly 28% of women had to supplement their basic employment with other work. Those working in
education as teachers and lecturers were the majority, with finance, largely accountants in private
practice, making up 16% and health workers accounting for 12%. 88% worked full days at their main
job, but about 23% had additional employment. Only 3% of women worked unofficially.
The results suggest that additional employment plays a significant role in women’s lives, it being
possible to say that around one third of the female working population were employed in the informal
economy, which was an extra source of income for them. This is borne out by the results of the next
question.
It shows that 58.5% of women were satisfied with their work, and accordingly 41.6% were unsatisfied.
Most of all, they were satisfied when a so-called “social package” was offered, then by their salaries,
and thirdly by the opportunities for additional earning, i.e. the possibility of working in the informal
economy.
Around 44% of women had been unemployed at one stage, and the majority had either had to search
for work for over a year (31.6%) or from 1-2 weeks to three months (35.5%).
The respondents included women who had travelled overseas to find work, but they made up no more
than 8.9% of the total. The overwhelming majority (70.1%) had held unskilled jobs (barmaid,
waitress, maid, shop assistant, general assistant, dancer), but there were those (29.9%) who had
worked in their specialised profession (teacher of Russian, interpreter, athlete). Approximately 35.3%
had encountered infringements of their rights overseas, mainly involving breaches of contract such as
underpayment, excessive hours etc. Other infringements cited included confiscation of passports,
restriction of movement, enforced work in the sex industry and rape. Only 71% of those who had
moved overseas had improved their material situation, and most (70.6%) had spent less than one year
abroad.
Only 5.2% demonstrated active potential for emigration, meaning travel overseas to seek work in the
immediate future. Economic motives were cited in 60% of cases. Secondary reasons included “the
chance to marry a foreigner” and “for education overseas”.
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Approximately 65% of respondents expressed passive potential for emigration, i.e. were not ready to
leave immediately but would not rule out the possibility in the future. Nearly 56% of them had higher
or incomplete higher educations, which can be explained by the great disparity between women’s
qualifications and the growth in their salaries which exists in Russia. Unskilled workers are able to
earn the same wages as women with undergraduate degrees and even PhDs. Furthermore, those
willing to emigrate were largely urbanites, since women in rural areas are “tied” to their land, have
little information about possibilities for employment or education overseas and have less opportunity
to travel than urban women.
Willingness to emigrate permanently was expressed by 13.2% of respondents, which bears witness to
the fact that women’s emigration potential remains low.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The results of the sociological survey lead us to several important conclusions.
1. Women’s reproductive potential remains high, as confirmed by the survey. Running counter to that
is a devaluation in the importance of establishing and maintaining a traditional family (47% of
unmarried women were prepared to give birth out of wedlock and raise their children alone). On one
hand this attests to the strengthening economic and social maturity of women and the independence
they have gained from men, but also breaks the traditional stereotype of the Russian family, where the
father is the head of the household and the main breadwinner. The fact that the majority of women
plan to have one or two children means that, if the trend continues, Russia’s population will not
replace itself and will continue to shrink. It is worth noting that this is merely potential reproduction as
desired by women; in fact, over 50% of Russian women are known to be suffering from illnesses of
various sorts and so may either be unable to have children or else be limited to a single child.
2. Women are under great pressure from the labour market and the conditions of work they are
offered. Both Russian national statistics and our own sociological survey attest to the high economic
activity of women. Around 65% of women are currently employed, but both employed and
unemployed women encounter gender discrimination in recruitment and during their careers. Women
are least exposed to discrimination in those fields where men are a minority, specifically in education
and healthcare. Nevertheless, that is not a cause for celebration, but rather a reflection of negative
employment trends at a time when inflation is significantly outstripping wage growth in precisely
these gender-sensitive areas. Women make up a significant proportion of the informal workforce,
probably because of their flexible working hours (ie. they work less than a full day). It should be noted
that women who have been unemployed either find work very quickly (in less than three months) or
choose their work very meticulously, spending over a year seeking employment.
Similar trends show that women have a particular strategy for survival in the labour market. They
either seize whatever job is available in order to provide for their children, or else, if other members of
the family are able to provide for them, they embark on a protracted search for a position which meets
their requirements.
3. Women’s migration potential can be assessed as reasonable, given that no more than 5.2% of
women are ready to emigrate immediately (active emigration potential), although 64.9% of
respondents hoped to go overseas at an undetermined point in the future. It should be remembered that
women are first and foremost Russia’s demographic potential and, accordingly, an increase in their
emigration rate could provoke a “delayed birth” effect at best, and permanent emigration and the birth
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of the first, second and subsequent children abroad at worst. Additionally, many Western countries
(e.g. France and Australia) have attractive immigration programmes for women with children.
4. The results of the evaluation of the effectiveness of state support for families with children were
entirely predictable. The most serious problems which women face when raising children are the
provision of housing and spa resort holidays for children. Women do not accept the introduction of
maternity (family) grants as an unqualified good. Practically 87% of women rate government
assistance in birth and childrearing as inadequate and ineffective. It is least effective of all in the areas
where women face the greatest hurdles, ie. in finding housing and leisure facilities for children. The
government should not overrate the introduction of new forms of support, for example the maternity
(family) grant. The statistics do indeed show an increase in the birth rate, but in most cases these
children are either long-awaited first children in well-off families or the latest in a line of unwanted
children born to parents in poverty.
Bringing the statistics and the results of the sociological survey together, it can be said that the
compensator pattern of behaviour is characteristic of Russian women, uniting orientation towards
traditional values in birth and childrearing with an active role in the labour market and migration
flows. In our opinion, women’s “over tasking” at work and in the family is done more out of necessity
than voluntarily– a state of affairs which is made possible by the absence of any real support for
families on the part of the government and a low sense of responsibility towards their own families on
the part of men. Women have developed a behaviour strategy for the labour market and in the family
which could be characterised as a “vertical integration” strategy, in which a family’s life cycle is made
possible, with only passive support from the state and partial support from men, by the woman herself,
starting with the birth of the child and continuing until the child’s own professional training. The
woman is required to simultaneously provide the family’s income and develop her own career. These
conditions dampen any desire the woman might have of having many children, even if raising large
numbers of children is a tradition in her own family.
Realising a woman’s reproductive potential is closely linked to her ability to balance her employment
with her family responsibilities. As the statistics show, women are a significant proportion of those
who have a higher education, and so they strive to achieve their professional ambitions in the labour
market. However, the government, largely due to the incompleteness of its labour legislation, has put
them in the position of having to choose between work and family, thus emotionally weakening them
and depriving them of the opportunity for self-realisation.
In the light of the trends we have uncovered in the models and strategies women have formed in the
workplace, the Government of the Russian Federation should focus more of its efforts in the areas of
reproduction and work on using educational institutions to encourage a healthy way of life, customs
and family values, and to prevent early pregnancy and abortions. It is vital to create a social climate
where family and maternal duties can be completely harmonised with employment and working
conditions. This can be achieved through a system of reproduction of human capital, starting with state
assistance in childbirth and healthcare and continuing to help in the provision of all levels of
education. Beyond that, Russian legislators should promote women’s interests by establishing a
system of quotas in workplaces, provide guarantees that women will retain her job and pay while on
maternity leave and toughen sanctions against irresponsible employers. Non-standard forms of work
remain weakly-developed in Russia, which obstructs the development of the entrepreneurship that
would provide flexible hours and free women from dependence on employers. Women intending to
travel overseas for work should be warned of the risks. A consultation-based help system for women
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who have encountered difficulties overseas should be established, and a system of monitoring should
be used to track the observance of women’s rights for those who are legally seeking work abroad.
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Abstract
With the development of the cruise sector as a whole and the ever-increasing cruise traffic, both
homeport and destination ports realize a significant contribution to the economic development of a
destination. Cruise tourism has many direct and indirect financial effects on the economy of a
destination port. The main objective of the paper is to analyze the part of the direct financial effects,
primarily those realized by the Port Authority, which provides various port services for the cruise
vessels calling at the port. In the context of the cruise market, Dubrovnik is the leading Croatian
destination port. Consequently, the paper uses the case study of Dubrovnik Port Authority to identify
these relations. The methodology is based on the analysis of financial statements, i.e. profit and loss
account and balance sheet. In that sense, relevant financial indicators have been calculated and the
results obtained have been compared with the dynamics of port activities associated with the cruise
tourism. Standard statistical methods including descriptive and inferential statistics have been
applied. The paper also deals with the issue of seasonality the port of Dubrovnik is facing, as well as
most of the other Mediterranean ports. In that context, both ship and passenger congestion is a matter
of growing concern. In order to overcome the problem, the emphasis must be placed upon the
extension of the cruise season. A strong cooperation between different authorities is increasingly
becoming a necessity in order to encourage the development of cruise passenger traffic and to achieve
competitive advantages over the ever-increasing number of new cruise ports.
Key words: cruise tourism, analysis of financial statements, financial indicators, Dubrovnik Port
Authority
1. INTRODUCTION
Cruise tourism presents a potential market opportunity for destinations (Johnson, 2002). Generally,
financial implications of cruises on their destinations refer to three main subjects involved: the cruise
line, the Port Authority and the city. The last two share the common interest of attracting cruisers
(World Tourism Organization, 2003). Consideration must be given to whether it is a port of
embarkation/disembarkation or a port of call only, and the facilities and infrastructure available for
both ship operations and passenger needs (Dwyer, Douglas & Livaic, 2004, p. 5).
In addition, cruise ports also have specific site and situation requirements, which vary according to
whether they are home ports, ports of call or hybrid ports (McCalla, 1998). In that sense, the degree of
attractiveness is related to the situation of the port. On the other hand, site elements consist of harbour
approach, water depth, shore facilities, etc.
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Véronneau and Roy (2009, p. 131) outline that the cruise industry is similar to other companies in that
it is essential to have an efficient and well-coordinated supply chain. Various maritime actors not
traditionally included in the tourism sector, like port authorities and ship agents, play a relevant role in
the chain (Gui, 2010, p. 270).
Local governments benefit from increased tax revenues associated with cruise operations and the
resulting economic growth. Braun and Tramell (2006, p. 283) outline that in many instances, fees flow
directly to a quasi-governmental port authority rather than directly to a state or local government,
which may be financially supporting infrastructure investment.
A strong cooperation between different authorities is increasingly becoming a necessity in order to
achieve competitive advantages over the ever-increasing number of new cruise ports. Monitoring and
managing the cruise development in partnership with the local community results in increasing cruise
business opportunities. The local community entities include the local institutions and private sector.
While the local institutions refer to municipality, government of the county, tourist board and the
Chamber of Commerce, the private subjects consist of ship agents, tour operators, local attractions,
shopping and catering operators, etc.
The main objective of the paper is to analyze the part of the direct financial effects, primarily those
realized by the Port Authority, which provides various port services for the cruise vessels calling at the
port. In that context, by applying two linear regression models, the impact of cruise tourism on
operating revenues of Dubrovnik Port Authority has been measured. Furthermore, the paper aims to
determine and identify the issue of seasonality the Port of Dubrovnik is facing.
The paper is divided as follows. After the introductory section, some features with regard to the
economic impact of cruise tourism are outlined. This is followed by the case study of the Port of
Dubrovnik with the special emphasis on its main characteristics and the cruise tourism direct financial
effect. Subsequently, the issue of seasonality is discussed. Finally, certain conclusions emerging from
the previous sections are presented as well as recommendations which indicate some proposals for
future activities in order to increase cruise traffic and further develop the cruise business in the Port of
Dubrovnik.
2. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CRUISE TOURISM AND CRUISE LINE-PORT RELATIONS
The development of the cruise industry creates new opportunities for local societies to exploit the
benefits that can be produced from cruise operations (Lekakou, Stefanidaki & Vaggelas, 2011). With
regard to the passengers`, crew`s and cruise line`s spending, cruise industry provides ports with
numerous income opportunities. However, recognizing the importance of cruise tourism is no longer
sufficient to increase the cruise business and exploit the existing business opportunities. Many ports
have a love-hate relationsip with the cruise industry (Klein, 2006, p. 266). Nevertheless, ports are
willing to expand and provide new berths and additional facilities in order to attract more passengers
and to meet the cruise lines` requirements. On the other hand, cruise companies have accepted that
their involvement is crucial. It seems inevitable that there will be more investment, such as that which
has already been committed by the cruise companies themselves in cruise ports like Naples, Savona,
Civitavecchia, Barcelona and Kusadasi, where they now either share ownership of the port itself or of
individual terminals within them (Peisley, 2006, pp. 209; Peisley, 2007, pp. 23).
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Although measuring the economic impact of a cruise ship`s visit is a challenging task, accurate
expenditure data are the basis on which economic impacts and net benefits of cruise tourism can be
estimated (Dwyer, Douglas & Livaic, 2004).
Dwyer and Forsyth (1998) developed a framework for assessing the economic impacts of cruise
tourism for a nation and its subregions. Using a case study of cruise tourism in Australia their paper
also explores how the framework can be used to estimate the relevant benefits and costs. In that
context, the following elements are emphasized: increasing or improving foreign exchange earnings,
profit and taxes, employment, externalities, terms of trade and economies of scale. They outline the
importance of distinguishing between impacts and net benefits. The impacts depend on the overall
level of expenditure, whereas net benefits are normally much smaller than this amount (Dwyer &
Forsyth, 1998, p. 412).
Chase and Allon (2002) developed a model to evaluate the impact of cruise tourism on a destination
and tested the model on the economy of Barbados. In Barbados, increased cruise tourist expenditures
promoted an import substitution industry to such a level that the rate of import expenditures declined.
The results indicated that cruise tourism may promote domestic production.
In view of measuring total revenues associated with the cruise industry in Croatia, estimated cruiserelated revenues amounted between 29 and 32 million euro in 2006 (Study on sustainable cruise
tourism development in Croatia, 2007). As far as Dubrovnik is concerned, cruise-related revenues
realized in Dubrovnik were estimated between 21 and 23 million euros in 2006. These figures
included cruise passenger and crew spending, passenger head taxes and port fees. In addition, as
regards spending figures per passenger generated in Croatian ports in 2006, the average amount of
spending ranges between 34 euro in Korčula and 82 euro in Zadar. As far as Dubrovnik is concerned,
the amount of 37 euros per passenger was realized. In that context, the average amount of spending
ranged between 1 euro for local transport and 17 euro for on-land shopping (Tomas Cruising 2006 –
Cruise tourist attitudes and spending, 2006). Among other factors, on-land spending depends on the
category of cruise, the type of port call, the nationality of cruise passengers, time spent at the port etc.
3. CASE STUDY: THE PORT OF DUBROVNIK
The European cruise industry is to a large extent destination-led and the Mediterranean and Northern
Europe regions include many attractive destinations. The Mediterranean offers a high level of
historical and cultural heritage and a wide diversity of scenary to cruise tourism. This, together with a
pleasant climate, makes the area very attractive with a number of very popular destination ports. Many
of the leading ports are regarded as “must see” or “marquee” destinations that destination planners will
wish to include in their itineraries (G. P. Wild & BREA, 2009, p. 6).
With that in mind, Dubrovnik can be characterized as a well-known and prestigious tourist destination
that abounds in cultural and historical heritage and unique natural resources. The Port of Dubrovnik
forms part of many cruise itineraries. It is an inevitable destination port forming part of cruises along
the Adriatic coast and particularly those routed out of Venice via the Adriatic into the Aegean and vice
versa. However, it is also a part of itineraries involving East-West Mediterranean cruises, as well as
Eastern Mediterranean cruises.
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Figure 1 The Port of Gruž; Source: Perko, N. (2006). The development of Dubrovnik passenger port
in order to receive large tourist ships. Master thesis, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and
Traffic Sciencies, pp.27
As regards its features, the Port of Dubrovnik consists of two parts – the Gruž Bay and Rijeka
Dubrovačka Bay. It is located 2.5 km northwest of the City of Dubrovnik, between the Lapad
peninsula in the south and the Gruž area in north. The Bay stretches for 1,650 metres in the NNWSSE direction. In its entrance the Port is 350 m wide and it measures 450 m at its widest point. The
anchorage is situated between the island of Daksa and the mainland while in the north it can extend
towards the channel formed by the islands of Koločep, Lopud and Šipan. The depth of anchorage
varies between 30 m in the southern part and 45 m in the northern part. The depth along the operative
quay is between 6.5 and 11 metres. Overall, the Gruž Port is well sheltered and protected against
strong winds. There are no considerable tide differences affecting navigation (Perko, 2006).
The development plans of the Port of Gruž can be divided in two phases
(http://www.portdubrovnik.hr):


reconstruction and rebuilding of port infrastructure - operative quay,



building and development of the port suprastructure facilities.

The first phase has been completed while the rest is expected to be finished by the end of 2014. As
regards the second phase, port suprastructure facilities can be classified into two groups. The first
group consists of the facilities necessary for the port operations, such as passenger terminal facilities
and bus terminal. The second group includes hotels, shopping malls, business centre, leisure facilities,
public parking garage, etc. The main aim of these projects is the development of sea passenger port in
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Dubrovnik and its positioning as one of the leading Mediterranean ports, in order to develop a high
quality, competitive tourist product.
As indicated in Table 1, as regards the period 2001-2010 the Port of Dubrovnik has made a steady
progress towards strengthening its position in the Mediterranean and world cruise market. The port`s
estimations for 2011 announce over 970,000 cruise passengers.
Table 1 The Port of Dubrovnik figures, 2001-2010
Year

Cruise calls

Pax throughput

2001

279

205,095

2002

343

264,902

2003

480

395,342

2004

504

457,334

2005

553

510,641

2006

574

603,047

2007

606

677,769

2008

699

848,527

2009

628

845,603

2010

705

916,089

2011 (est.)

674

972,528

Source: Based on the data gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
As stated previously, cruise tourism has significant economic effects on the development of the port.
These effects are numerous, direct and indirect, and often cannot be easily estimated. The subsequent
part of the paper deals with direct financial effects of cruise tourism on the Port of Dubrovnik, i.e.
Dubrovnik Port Authority.
The composition of operating revenues by Dubrovnik Port Authority accounted for Kn 24 million in
2010. It mainly consisted of port charges and concession fees (Figure 2). Harbour dues for cruise
vessels comprised the largest share in operating revenues (Kn 15,038,909), and they were considerably
increased as compared to 2009. The reason for the increased operating revenues lies in continuous
growth of the cruise traffic and the rise of port charges for cruise vessels. On average, the charges for
cruise vessels amount to EUR 3.33 per passenger. In comparison with 2009, income from domestic
and international liners had lower share in operating revenues in 2010 (7.29%). Concession fees make
up an important element of revenues (Kn 6,032,000) and are estimated to grow in the following year
as well.
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Figure 2 Composition of operating revenues, 2010; Source: Authors` calculation based on financial
statements gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
If the total operating revenue in 2010, amounting to Kn 24 million, is compared with the operating
expenses of Kn 14.27 million, it can be concluded that a considerable amount of available funds
remains for the allocation of investments, i.e. port development.
The share of Dubrovnik Port Authority`s funds in financing investment projects in 2010 surpassed
considerably the share of budgetary resources (Figure 3)

Figure 3 Share of investment projects financed, 2010, Source: Authors` calculation based on financial
statements gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
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The following table illustrates the data on total revenues of Dubrovnik Port Authority for the period
2001-2010. Based on the data, a continuous increase in total revenues for the analysed period can be
observed.
Table 2 Total revenues of Dubrovnik Port Authority, 2001 - 2010

Year

Total revenues
(Kn)

2001

4,733,849

2002

4,162,148

2003

5,521,939

2004

6,305,838

2005

6,005,074

2006

10,482,086

2007

13,952,576

2008

22,593,217

2009

21,334,207

2010

24,321,120

Source: Dubrovnik Port Authorities
Based on the data from Table 1 and Table 2 it is possible to set two linear regression models
measuring the impact of cruise tourism on operating revenues of Dubrovnik Port Authority. For this
purpose, the Eviews 5.0 software package has been utilised and the results have been obtained using
the least squares approach.
Both models as a whole as well as parameters were statistically significant. However, Durbin-Watson
test indicated the presence of positive autocorrelation in the residuals in both models. In order to
identify the degree of correlation among the residuals, the autocorrelation function (ACF) test and the
partial autocorrelation function (PACF) test have been applied. Considering the results of correlogram,
it is concluded that the problem of error autocorrelation can be solved by including the residuals of the
previous period in the base model.
After applying Two Stage Least Square method, we have developed the model shown in the following
equations:
β1

β0

REVENUE_TOTt = 36.1931×PAXt – 9,321,479.81 +et
et = 0.6406×et-1
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where REVENUE_TOT stands for total revenues by Dubrovnik Port Authority, PAX for total
passenger throughput and et for the residual.
The second model is as follows:
β1

β0

REVENUE_TOT = 66,382.2685×CALLS – 24,465,064.51+et
et = 0.7369×et-1
where REVENUE_TOT and et are the same as in the previous model, while CALLS stands for the
number of cruise calls at the Port of Dubrovnik.
Testing the usefulness of all explanatory variables is accomplished by using the overall F-test. The Ftest (F statistic of the first model: 133.70 and F statistic of the second model: 39.48), and t-test values
(t statistic of the first model: 16.35 and t statistic of the second model: 5.53) indicate that the βi
coefficients are statistically significant. These elements also indicate that both models are correct.
Durbin-Watsonov test (DW for the first model: 2.33 and 2.36 for the second model) does not identify
any error autocorrelation problem, which was the main reason for including the residuals of the
previous period in the model.
The coefficients may be interpreted as follows. The coefficient β1 in the first model indicates that the
reveue of Dubrovnik Port Authority will increase by Kn 36.19 if the number of cruise passengers
increases by 1. Similarly, the coefficient β1 in the second model indicates that the growth of the
number of cruise calls by 1 unit will generate an increase of Dubrovnik Port Authority`s revenues by
Kn 66,382.27.
Furthermore, it is important to determine how well the regression equations represent our data set. In
that context, the value of coefficient of determination or R-square (R2) has been calculated. Generally,
the value of the coefficient is between 0 and 1 and the higher the value of R-square, the better
explanation of the variation is being provided by the model. A perfect fit of the model to explain the
variation is 1 and 0 is the value when the model does not explain the variation at all.The coefficient of
determination for the first model is 0.978. It means that 97.8% of the total variation in revenues is
accounted for by the model, i.e. can be explained by the linear relationship between total revenues and
cruise passenger throughput. The other 2.2% of the total variation in revenues remains unexplained.
Similarly, the R-square in the second model shows that 92.9% of the variability of total revenues is
accounted for by the model.

4. ISSUE OF SEASONALITY
Apart from the Gruž Port, operated and managed by Dubrovnik Port Authority, cruise vessels are also
accommodated in the Old City Port. Dubrovnik County Port Authority is responsible for the
anchorage area and boat landing facilities in front of the Old City. Given the both port authorities do
business in the same market and with the same objectives, they behave in a highly competitive
manner. Each of the ports has some advantages. The advantage of the Old City Port lies in
anchoraging in front of the Old City and avoiding road traffic congestion. However, in case of weather
inconveniences, the vessels transfer to the Port of Gruž. The main attraction is the Old City located
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approximately 3 kilometres from the Gruž Port. However, in the context of cruise tourism, road traffic
congestion appears as the major obstacle in connecting the Port of Gruž and the Old City. On the other
hand, the main advantages of the Gruž Port are associated with the port development plans and
projected passenger terminal facilities.
Regarding urban traffic congestions and delays, cruise companies look for fast and good connections
from the port to the tourist attractions. Therefore, the quality of transfers is a key factor in order to
achieve successful cruise activities. If a high quality transport is not provided, cruise companies are
likely to lose their interest in the city. Current mobility situation in Dubrovnik indicates high private
cars mobility and lack of parking lots. Tourist coaches lead to increased road saturation and impact
over the daily urban mobility. For this reason, any cruise tourism mobility proposals should try to
segregate cruise tourism mobility from urban daily activities.
According to the Croatian Bureau of Statistics (2011), there were 1,093,923 cruise passengers in all
Croatian ports in 2010. The average time spent at the port is 2 days. In that context, the Port of
Dubrovnik recorded 916,000 cruise passengers in 2010, accounting for 83.7% of the total number of
cruise passengers in 2010. In addition, the estimations by Dubrovnik Port Authority indicate the total
number of 972,528 cruise passengers in 2011. Considering the trend of cruise traffic in Table 1, the
number of cruise passengers will amount to 1,676,000 140 in 2020.
Likewise, based on the above model, the estimation of Dubrovnik Port Authority revenues in the
following period can be made. The above indicated cruise passenger numbers in the Port of Dubrovnik
in 2020 might result in total revenues amounting to Kn 59,000,000 in 2020. However, this is
impossible to achieve due to the limited reception capacity of the old city center and the seasonality of
cruise business.
The fact that the majority of cruise traffic realized is concentrated during the period beginning in April
and ending in November brings to light the problem of seasonality the Port of Dubrovnik is facing as
well as most of the other Mediterranean ports. Table 3 and Figure 4 highlight the problem of
seasonality.
Regarding the number of cruise passengers, it can be observed that during the period 2008-2011 (est.)
the peak months of July, August, September and October recorded averagely 9,000 cruise passengers
per day. At the same time, in January, February, March, November and December there were on
average 919 cruise passengers per day. The months of January and February had the least number of
cruise passengers, i.e. on average 145 cruise passengers per day.
Further evidence for the presence of seasonality is provided in the following table. As indicated in
Table 4, the test for identifiable seasonality is performed by combining the F tests for stable and
moving seasonality, along with Kruskal-Wallis test for stable seasonality.

140

The estimation is based on data from Table 1 applying the linear regression model: y(t)= a + b(t) : y(t) =
122,985.1 + 81,718.13(t), CFE = 0.28125, MAD = 21,373.43, MAPE =3,778, R2 = 0.9857
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Table 3 Cruise calls and cruise passengers at the Port of Dubrovnik by days, 2008-2011 (est.)
2008
Month

Calls

2009
Pax

Calls

2010
Pax

Calls

2011 (est)
Pax

Calls

Pax

January

0

0

0

0

5

217

9

8,055

February

0

0

0

0

5

238

9

8,834

March

14

12,825

3

950

11

8,239

8

10,055

April

54

52,454

39

57,694

53

64,504

41

57,928

May

85

111,245

89

119,667

99

125,257

78

106,405

June

93

112,394

84

109,194

89

114,654

84

114,079

July

100

125,033

104

127,587

97

146,505

99

156,931

August

112

150,480

89

134,925

94

139,885

95

146,726

September

119

127,659

95

127,020

105

130,964

118

148,002

October

89

107,821

85

114,088

106

129,764

93

148,132

November

29

45,079

33

54,315

33

50,564

34

57,231

December

4

3,537

7

163

8

5,298

6

10,150

Source: Based on the data gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
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Figure 4 Cruise calls and the number of passengers at the Port of Dubrovnik by months, 2008-2011
(est.); Source: Authors` calculation based on data gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
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Table 4 Tests for seasonality of cruise calls and the number of passengers at the Port of Dubrovnik,
2008-2011 (est.)
PAX

Test result

Level (%)

F-test for stable seasonality

316.365

0.00

Kruskal-Wallis Chi Squared test

44.398

0.00

F-test for moving seasonality

0.427

73.48

F-test for stable seasonality

265.427

0.00

Kruskal-Wallis Chi Squared test

43.852

0.00

F-test for moving seasonality

0.247

86.35

CALLS

Source: Authors` calculation based on financial statements gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
Another important issue to be considered is the day of cruise ships` arrival. Regarding the data on the
number of cruise calls and cruise passengers by days, significant differences can be noted. As seen in
Figure 5, Saturday is the busiest day of the week. On average, there are 61% more cruise passengers
on Saturdays compared with days of the week. Contrary, on Tuesday and Thursay there are on average
40% less cruise passengers. To overcome this problem, cooperation between cruise operators and the
port over call-scheduling is required. With that in mind, both ship and passenger congestion in the Port
of Dubrovnik is a matter of growing concern. This is an issue which may be particularly evident for
destination ports. In such cases, a joint actions of all public and private subjects involved in the
reception of cruise passengers are being increasingly needed.

Figure 5 Average number of cruise calls and cruise passengers by days, 2008-2011 (est.)
Source: Authors` calculation based on the data gained from Dubrovnik Port Authorities
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Some indications of the extension of the cruise season appeared in 2010. In that context, the cruise line
operator MSC Cruises started calling at the Port of Dubrovnik all year round. In order to avoid
seasonality and reach the extension of the cruise season, it would be optimal to develop a more
uniform demand during the year in the Mediterranean area. Given cruise passengers are increasingly
looking for something in addition to the traditional cruise experience, the provision of themed cruises
is meeting that need (Cartwright & Baird, 1999). The diversification of cruise supply in terms of
variety of cruise types could help extend the cruise season and offer year round operations in the
Mediterranean.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Ports offer and realize a significant contribution to the economic development of a destination. The
success of a cruise port must be based on the association of various factors such as the city, the port,
the airport, local entities, tourism operators and other secondary factors. A strong cooperation between
different authorities is increasingly becoming a necessity in order to achieve competitive advantages
over the ever-increasing number of new cruise ports.
This paper contributes by developing two linear regression models assessing the impact of cruise
tourism on operating revenues of Dubrovnik Port Authority. Based on the results obtained, it has been
found that the revenue of Dubrovnik Port Authority will increase by Kn 36.19 if the number of cruise
passengers increases by 1. Similarly, the results indicate that the growth of the number of cruise calls
by 1 unit will generate an increase of Dubrovnik Port Authority`s revenues by Kn 66,382.27.
In order to confirm and improve the cruise port status and to encourage the development of cruise
passenger traffic, a more efficient communication between the public and the private entities involved
in cruise tourism is required. In that sense, the constitution of local cruise associations, so called cruise
clubs, might be very helpful.
In addition, the paper provides evidence for the presence of seasonality. Capocaccia (2000) argues that
a proper destination planning may avoid congested areas in the peak season. Both cases of vessel and
passenger congestion may find solutions both from individual action of a single port and from port
associations, such as MedCruise – the Association of Mediterranean Cruise Ports. Single ports may
require cruise lines and tour operators to submit advance schemes regarding the port. A feedback from
the port may help cruise lines in avoiding peak days with little or negligible drawbacks on the overall
cruise plans. On the other hand, MedCruise Ports Association can contribute in anticipating possible
congestion issues. With regard to that, such port associations can increase the efficiency of cruise
member ports by exchanging information relative to cruise passenger traffic and by developing and
fostering good relations and collaboration among the cruise ports. By continued actions, it can also
help and support the progress of ports in the potential interest of cruising.
The Mediterranean region can offer practically all types of cruises and, in case of Dubrovnik, specific
themes such as history, culture, folklore and education may be a part of powerful promotion tools.
With that in mind, the goal of the cruise tourism marketing executives is to make Dubrovnik a yearround destination. Moreover, Dubrovnik Port Authority should focus on lowering port charges during
the period from November to April in order to stimulate cruise ships` arrivals.
Finally, the empirical analysis has some limitations that should be mentioned. The analysis is is
limited to the period 2001-2011. Moreover, neither quarterly nor monthly financial data were available
for the period analysed. However, it seemed reasonable to consider this time frame since the previous
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period wasn`t quite adequate due to a range of crises in the area (war in Croatia, instability in the
region, the Gulf crises) which resulted in significant decrease in cruise calls.
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